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to Anwar to Lina 

who endured 


this most recalcitrant 

of siblings 




....,r 

How many books have I written with my hand! 


Myhand shall wither but the book will remain. 


Once the world was to another people 


But they have since departed 


Leaving it with us. 


We too shall dwell in it 


But we also shall follow them 


Leaving it as it was left for us. 


Anon., Damascus, Zahiriyya MS 4871, f. 36a 
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Preface 


I was introduced to TUSl and his Tadhkira some 19 years ago. That first 
meeting was neither happy nor auspicious. My graduate student notes from the 
time indicate a certain level of confusion and frustration; 1 seem to have had 
trouble with such words as tadwir (epicycle), which was not to be found in my 
standard dictionary, and with the concept of solid-sphere astronomy, which, 
when found, was pooh-poohed in the standard sources. 1 had another, even more 
decisive reaction: boredom. Only the end of the term brought relief, and 1 was 
grateful to be on to other, more exciting aspects of the history of science. 

A few years later, 1 found myself, thanks to fellowships from Fulbright-Hays 
and the American Research Center in Egypt, happily immersed in the manu
script collections of Damascus, Aleppo, and Cairo. Though 1 had intended to 
work on a topic in the history of mathematics, 1 was drawn, perhaps inevitably, 
to a certain type of astronomical writing falling under the rubric of hay'a. At 
first this fascination was based on sheer numbers; that so many medieval 
scientists could have written on such a subject must mean something, 1 told 
myself. (I was in a sociological mode at the time.) As 1 began to read, or rather 
try to read, these manuscripts, some of daunting size, 1 became more and more 
engaged in a world of mostly forgotten scientists, many from a period that mod
ern scholarship had deemed, with the hubris that only modernism can muster, 
both invisible and unworthy. But these late medieval astronomers of "decline" 
seemed to me to be saying interesting things, and significantly they themselves 
thought they were saying· interesting things as they spoke to one another over 
geographical and chronological distance. And two names kept recurring with as
tonishing frequency in these works: N~lr aI-Din al-Tust and his Tadhkirafi cilm 
al-hay'a. 1 had come full circle. 

To write this book, 1 have incurred enormous debts to both institutions and 
individuals, and it gives me great pleasure to be able at long last to express my 
gratitude in print. They are, of course, neither responsible for the opinions ex
pressed nor for the remaining shortcomings. The National Endowment for the 
Humanities generously awarded me a research grant (RL-20578-84) that al
lowed me to work without interruption on the edition and translation. Another 
grant, this one from the National Science Foundation (SES-8618656), was for 
research on trepidation, and 1 have incorporated some of the results in the com
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mentary. The Department of the History of Science at Harvard University ap
pointed me a postdoctoral fellow on two occasions and provided me with the 
necessary facilities to take full advantage of those grants. A year at the Society 
for the Humanities at Cornell was enormously stimulating and gave me the op
portunity both to learn and to test my ideas with a very talented group of non
historians of science. Travel funds from the Department of the History of 
Science at the University of Oklahoma allowed me to check and recheck count
less details and footnotes during preparation ofthe final copy. 

During the many years of research and writing, I have benefited from my ac
quaintance and friendship with a number of extraordinary individuals, far more 
than I had ever expected to meet in a lifetime. In Cairo, I had the great fortune to 
have Edward S. Kennedy and David King as next-door neighbors (yaCni), and 
they were, despite some scepticism concerning my project, always ready and 
able to provide advice and guidance on matters great and small. Also in Cairo, 
Al)mad HaridI was unceasingly patient in teaching this khwiija about the beauty 
and intricacy of Arabic and Arabic paleography. Back home, Aron Zysow, my 
next-carrel neighbor at Widener Library, shared his very considerable knowl
edge of Islam and Islamic history, Wheeler Thackston offered advice and as
sistance on all things Persian, and Marina Tolmacheva graciously looked over 
the maps and made several helpful suggestions. Over many long, sometimes dif
ficult years, Raine Daston, Mollie Palchik, and Noel Swerdlow provided inspira
tion and encouragement and were always there when needed most. 

A. I. Sabra, shaykhunii al-ra'is, was the one who introduced me to the 
Tadhkira those many years ago and, for reasons known only to himself, thought 
that I could be entrusted with its study. His teachings, methodology, and inspira
tion are such an integral part of this work that it would be less than elegant to 
provide a list; let me simply say that it was he who made hay'a such an impor
tant part of my intellectual vocabulary. 

D. E. Pingree, lJakim extraordinaire, has been unceasing in his efforts to help 
me broaden my horizons and use what he calls common sense, which, in his ver
sion, is quite uncommon. I very much benefited from his critique and sugges
tions on an earlier draft of a chapter concerning the tradition of the Tadhkira, 
and his "common sense" led me to uncover the relationship between the various 
versions of the text. 

G. J. Toomer, <j>tMnovo<; 'tE 0/l01> !Cat <j>tAUA:fJ81l<;, bestowed upon this 
book a degree of attention. that went far beyond wh&t the designation editor 
normally calls for. He saved me from innumerable blunders of detail and inter
pretation, and his stern kindness made me feel that I should and could meet his 
soaring standards. 

S. P. Ragep, friend and co-worker of some twenty years, drafted and photo
graphed the figures and collated them with those in the manuscripts, prepared 
the concordance of manuscripts, typed the Arabic text and apparatuses (in multi
ple versions), offered advice on both style and substance, much of which was 
adopted, helped prepare the index, and somehow managed in addition to have a 
career and the dedicatees. But above all, she helped me find words and meaning 
where once there was only a cacophony of silence. 

PJ.R. 
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§1. Na~ir aI-Din aI-Tiisi 


A. Life 

1. Introduction 

Abu Jacfar Muhammad b. Muhammad b. aI-Hasan Nasir aI-Din al-Tus! was 
born on Saturday (~t dawn according to Ri<;lawIl), 11 Jum~da 1,597 H.i17 Feb
ruary 1201 AD. in Tus or its environs2 and died in Baghdad (at sunset accord
ing to Balpfmi3), 18 Dhii al-l:Iijja 672 H.l25 June 1274 AD. In a remarkable 
century that began with the death of Chu Hsi and further witnessed the birth, 
death or both of such luminaries as Roger Bacon, Ibn cArabi, Maimonides,. 
Gregory Chioniades, Ibn Taymiyya, Thomas Aquinas and Levi ben Gerson, 
Tusi's breadth and depth of learning stand out. Even in his lifetime he was 
something of a legend and acquired the honorific title of khwiija (distinguished 
scholar and teacher);4 later he came to be referred to by the rather more im
pressive ustiidh al-bashar (teacher of mankind) and al-mucallim al-thiilith (the 
third teacher, i.e. after Aristotle and Farabi).5 After his death, Tusi's influence, 
which can only be described as monumental, continued in fields as diverse as 
ethics, natural philosophy, mathematics, Sufism, astronomy, kaliim (dialectical 
theologY),fiqh (law), and logic. 

A full-scale political and intellectual biography of N~jr aI-Din, though 
much needed, would be out of place here; my much more limited aim is simply 
to provide a chronology of his life and to give a sense of why he maintained a 

I A~wal, p. 3. 

2 Nal?ir ai-Din gives his place of origin as Tus in the introduction to the llkhiinl Zij; see 

Boyle [1963], pp. 246-247. Tus may indicate either the district or city in Khurasan; the 

city itself, near modern Mashhad, was destroyed in 1389 A.D. ("Tus," Ell, 4: 974). 

3 Lu'lu'at al-BaJ:trayn, p. 246. 

4 Bar Hebraeus (1226-1286), who knew Nal?ir ai-Din at Maragha, calls him "Khwaja 

Na~ir" (Chronography, 1: 451). 

5 Ri<Jawi,AJ:twal, p. 3. 
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lifelong interest in astronomy. But even this circumscribed goal must inevitably 
lead us into difficult questions of the typicalness of his education, the role of 
Hellenism in his worldview, the importance of patronage on the quantity and 
content of his scientific production, and the impact of his changing religious 
beliefs on his science. In order to approach these questions and, in general, to 
organize the details of Tusi's multifaceted life, I shall make a basic assumption, 
namely that Tust was committed throughout his life, though in varying degrees, 
to what we may broadly call a Hellenistic attitude. This does not mean that he 
abandoned Islam (though he was accused of such); it does mean that he was heir 
to the intellectual traditions of late Greek antiquity that had begun to be 
"naturalized,,6 within an Islamic context by such personages as Kindi (fl. 3rd/ 
9th c.), Farabi (fl. 4th/10th c.) and Ibn Sina (fl. 5th/11th c.). Tust's contribution 
to this tradition was to continue the rapprochement of Hellenism and the Islamic 
disciplines. But more fundamentally, Tust's Hellenism led him to pursue knowl
edge for its own sake; thus we would be deeply mistaken to view his pursuit of 
the sciences as being primarily for the purpose of serving the practical needs of 
the Islamic community or his patrons. Only by situating Tus! within this 
"ancient" tradition can we hope to comprehend his lifelong love and devotion to 
astronomy, a commitment that should be understood as epistemological rather 
than utilitarian.7 

2. Education and Early Life 

How did one come to be educated in this Hellenistic tradition over and above 
the more customary religious one? Although Tust's education may not be typi
cal, it does provide some insight into the factors that would lead a young student 

. to pursue the ancient sciences and the manner in which he might go about such a 
task. Over the course of his life, Na~!r aI-Din would travel widely to satisfy his 
craving to be educated in virtually all fields of learning; his first instruction, 
however, occurred in his own home under the tutelage of his father, Wajih 
al-Din Mu4ammad b. al-l:Iasan al-Tusi. Wajih al-Din could trace his own educa
tion through a line of ShlCite scholars back to CAlam al-Huda al-Murtaga 
(355-436/966-1044), the naqlh (head) of the C Alids in Baghdad and defender of 

6 This term was coined by Sabra [1987aj. 

7 This should be obvious; however the insi~tence by numerous modern commentators that 

Islamic scientists could never rise to the Greek view that knowledge was to be pursued 

for its own sake compels one to state the obvious. 
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the Imami (Twelver) ShiCites1 against the attacks of the MuCtazilite2 Judge 
cAbd al-Jabbar (died 415/1024);3 he continued this lineage by teaching his son 
sharica (law) through the reading of al-Murta<;la's works. The young N~ir 
ai-Din also studied with his father's maternal uncle, N~ir ai-Din cAbdallah b. 
Hamza al-Tusi, another eminent Imami scholar, and his own maternal uncle Nur 
~1-DIn CAli b. Mul;1ammad aI-Shlci.4 But there was evidently more to N~ir 
al-Din's family than a simple adherence to exoteric ShiCite dogma. In his . 
so-called autobiography, Tust tells us that his father, someone who had seen the 
world Uahiin-dldah], encouraged the young boy to study different sciences and 
listen to the masters of various sects and opinions.5 This seemingly 
broad-minded attitude may have been indirectly inspired by Taj aI-Din 
al-Shahrastani, who had been a teacher of Na~ii aI-Din cAbdalHih b. I:famza, 
who had in turn taught his nephew, i.e. Tusi's father. Taj aI-Din had what 
Madelung calls "crypto-Ismacm thought,"6 and this may have given the other
wise rather strait-laced Twelver family a somewhat more "worldly" view; at 
least it may have been part of the widened horizon that would lead the young 
Na~ir aI-Din to give both philosophy and perhaps the heretical IsmaCiJi doctrine 
a hearing. At any rate, Tusi took his father up on his suggestion and studied the 
branches of philosophy (J:tikma) and especially mathematics with a certain 
KamaI aI-Din Mul;1ammad al-I:fasib, a student of M<;lal aI-Din al-Kashl.7 

After this initial period of his education, Na~ir al-Din apparently traveled to 
Nisabur, a major city in Khurasan located to the west of Tus, to study with the 
noted physician Qutb ai-Din al-Mi~ri and with the polymath Farid aI-Din 
Damadh. Both provide us with evidence that he was actively pursuing further 
education in the ancient sciences and philosophy. 

Qutb aI-Din, though originally from the Maghrib, had studied for some time 
in Egypt (whence the appellation al-Mi~ri [the Egyptian]), and then had traveled 

I Shica is the designation of a large minority group in Islam (the majority being called 

Sunnis) that are united in their belief in the legitimacy of the claim of cAlI, the son-in-law 

of the prophet MuJ:!ammad, and his family to the caliphate. Though there were(and are) 

several sects that can be called Shicite, the two we shall be concerned with in this chapter 

are the Imiirnis (or Twelvers) and the Ismiicilis (or Seveners), the two disagreeing on the 

identity (whether twelfth or seventh) of the last, and at present hidden, Imiim. Today the 

Imiimis, . by virtue of their majority status in Iran, are the largest ShiCite sect. The 

Ismiicilis, who are now led by the AghiiKhiin, are a relatively small group that is no 

longer the major political force it was during the Middle Ages. 

2 The MuCtazilites were rationalist theologians who held a predominant position during 

the early centuries of CAbbiisid rule. 

3 Brockelmann, "al-Murta<;lii," Ell, 3: 736. 

4 Ibn al-Fuwa!i, vo!. V (in Oriental College Magazine, supp!. 1939), p. 177; Ri<;lawi, 

A~wiil, pp. 158-161. 

5 Tus!, Sayt, p. 38. 

6 Madelung [1985], pp. 87-89. 

7 Tusi, Sayr, p. 38. 
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eastward to study with the well-known mutakallim (dialectical theologian) Fakhr 
aI-Din al-R~zi (ca. 543-60611149-1209). Eventually he came to reside in 
Nisabiir where Tusi studied medicine and f:tikma (presumably philosophy) under 
him.8 Qu!b aI-Din wrote a commentary on the Kulliyyiit (which is the part deal
ing with general topics) of Ibn SIna's medical work, the Qiiniin, in which he is 
reported to have been rather critical ofthe author.9 

Farid ai-Din Damadh was well-versed in philosophy, u~iil (jurisprudence), 
logic, and medicine. lO He also had studied with Fakhr ai-Din al-Razi and, of 
even more interest, could trace his pedagogical lineage back to Ibn Sina.11 

Presumably then, Na~Ir aI-Din studied the works of his famous Persian 
predecessor with Farid ai-Din. 12 

We can, with a fair degree of confidence, place Na~ir ai-Din in NisabUr 
sometime after 61011213, when he would have been a mere lad oftwelve or thir
teen, and before 618/1221, when the armies of Chingiz Khan completed their 
devastation of Khurasan. Indeed, Ibn abi U~aybiCa informs us that Qu!b ai-Din 
al-Mi~ri was one of the victims of the final Mongol onslaught on Nisabur that 
occurred in that year. 13 

Perliaps because of the precarious situation in his native Khurasan, or per
haps simply out of a desire to further his studies, Na~Ir ai-Din traveled to Iraq14 
to study with the ShiCite legal scholar MuCIn ai-Din Salim b. Badran al-Mi~ri15 
and with the extraordinary Kamal aI-Din ibn Yunus (551-63911156-1242), 
whose expertise ranged from Qur'an exegesis to the Almagest.16 

We know from several sources that TUS! studied with this MuCin al-DIn; in 
addition, there is extant an ijiiza (a license allowing the recipient to teach a given 
work) granted by MuCIn aI-Din to Na~lr ai-Din in 61911222.17 Little more is 

8 Ri<;lawi, A~wiil, pp. 167-169. 

9 Ibn abi U~aybiCa, CUyCtn, 2: 30. 

10 Ibn al-Fuwatt, vol. IV (Damascus, 1962-65), 3: 45~59 and 466. 

II Shushtari gives the names offour intermediaries (Majiilis, 2: 203 [7th Majlis]). 

12 Apparently Zand has claimed that Tilsi studied Ibn Sina's Al-Ishariit wa- 'l-tanhihat 

with Farid al-Din. I do not have access to Zand's article and have been unable to confirm 

this independently; I here depend on Siddiqi [1963], 1: 564-565. 

13 Ibn abi U~aybiCa, CUyiin, 2: 30; Juwayni, History, 1: 176-178. . 

14 On this early trip to Iraq (Baghdad and/or Mosul), see Siddiqi [1963], p. 565 (quoting 

Zand) and Ri<;lawi, A~wiil, p. 179. In the Sayr (p. 41), Tusi refers to a trip from Iraq to 

Khurasan. 

15 I am basing MuCin al-Din's residence in Baghdad on the citation by Siddiqi of the 

Zand article. 

16 Ibn Khallikan, Wafayiit, 5: 311-313 (English trans. 3: 467-468); see also Ibn abi 

U~aybiCa, CUyiin, 1: 306-308. 

17 This was for Tiisi's successful completion of the study of the third part and most of the 

second of a work on ShiCite law by crzz al-Din l;Iamza b. Zuhra, who had been MuCjn 

al-Din's teacher. Ibn Zuhra himself was apparently a mainstream Twelver ShjCite. (I am 

indebted to A. Zysow for this information.) We also know that Na~ir aI-Din collated the 

third part of this work, completing it in 624/1227 (Ri<;lawi, A~wiil, pp. 163-166). 
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known about Mucin aI-Din, however. That he or his ancestors came from Egypt 
(or perhaps simply passed through as we saw above with Qu!b aI-Din al-Mi~ri) 
is clear from his name. Safadi and Kutubi both inform us1S that he was also 
al-Mu Ctazili19 ~nd al-Riifi~1.20 Despite the little we do know about him, he does 
seem to have played an important part in N~ir al-Din's education. Ibn Kathir 
(ca. 700-74/1300-73), for example, states that his basic education came from 
Muqn aI-Din who, he continues, influenced TUsi to such an extent that he un
dermined his religious belief (a/sada iCtiqiidahu).21 Ibn Kathlr, who held strong 
I:Ianbali: biases,22 may have somewhat exaggerated the influence of Muqn 
al-Din who was, as far as he was concerned, twice cursed-once with Shlcism 
and a second time with MuCtazilism. We should keep in mind, however, that his 
influence is also implied in the account of ~afadilKutubi by the fact that he is 
referred to twice. Furthermore he is one of only two of N~ir al-Din's teachers 
who there receive specific mention. 

The other is Kamal ai-Din ibn YUnus.23 In all probability, Na~ir aI-Din 
studied astronomy and mathematics with Kamal aI-Din who was noted for his 

18 ~afadi, Waft, 1: 179; Kutubi, Fawat, 3: 246. The biography of TUs! given in these two 
works is virtually identical; IQsan C Abbas in the introduction to his edition of Kutubi 
would seem to explain this not uncommon occurrence by asserting that Kutubi copied 
much of his work from ~afadi (1: 4-5). Though both men were contemporaries and in
deed died in the same year (76411363), ~afadl seems to have completed his work first. 
19 There is a possibility that al-MuCtazil! may be Ii misreading of al-Mazin!, which is 
given by MuCjn ai-Din in the ijiiza referred to above. However, we should note that 
al-MuCtazili is also recorded by Ibn Kathir. . 
20' During this period, the Imami ShiCites had accepted some of the doctrines of the 
MuCtazilites; thus it is not surprising that one person could be considered to be a member 
of both groups despite the earlier animosity between them. (This is a rather complicated 
issue; for some indication of the relationship between MuCtazilism and Shicism, see 
Madelung [1970] and Momen [1985], pp. 76-82.) Al-Raji¢f may identify him as belong
ing to a certain ShiCjte sect that formed in opposition to Zayd b. CAli's (d. 1221740) 
refusal to allow the denunciation of the Companions of the Prophet, or, more probably, it 
may simply identify him as a ShiCite. (For this latter use of Raji¢a by the opponents of 
ShICjsm, see Madelung [1970], p. 3; for the former usage, see AQmad AmIn, I)uf:Ui, 3: 
136 and Lane, Lexicon, 3: 112l.) 
21 Ibn Kathir, Bidiiya, 13: 267-268. 
22 The I:Ianbalis were hostile to speculative theology as well as to legal approaches that 
did not adhere to a strict reading of the Qur'an and the traditions of the Prophet. 
23 Because of his great fame-at least among his contemporaries--{)ne would have ex
pected that many of Na~ir al-Din's biographers would have recorded that he studied with 
the great scholar of Mosul. Surprisingly, we find this information only in ~afadi/Kutubi, 
who rely on the authority of ai-Shams, the son of Mu'ayyad aI-Din aI-cUr9i (~afadi, 
waft, 1: 181; Kutubi, Fawiit, 3: 249.) Since cUr9i was one ofN~ir al-Din'sassociates at 
the Maragha observatory, one can probably accept this report as reliable, especially in 
that aI-Shams correctly cites MuCin aI-Din b. Badran as another of Tiisi's teachers. 

http:YUnus.23
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expertise in these subjects;24 it is less probable that TuS! pursued religious 
studies with him since Kamal aI-Din was a Sunn! of the Shaficite school of 
law.25 Ibn al-Fuwap: tells us that students came to study with him from east and 
west (i.e. of Islamdom); we may assume that TusI was one of them, most likely 
traveling to Mosul sometime in the 620'sI1223-32 after completing his legal 
studies with MucIn ai-Din b. Badran.26 

Although there can be little doubt that both Na~Ir aI-DIn and his education 
were in many ways unique, we may yet draw some preliminary conclusions that 
can help us understand the initiation of a 13th c. individual into the "Ancient 
Sciences." An obvious point is that during this period the rift between those who 
studied the awii'il sciences and those who dealt mainly with the Islamic sciences 
was not as great as it had been in earlier centuries.27 Farid aI-Din Damadh, Qutb 
aI-Din al-Mi~rI, Kamal aI-Din b. Yunus, and N~Ir ai-Din himself are clear ex
amples of this trend to do work in both the manquliit (the transmitted, i.e. tradi
tional Islamic, sciences) and the maCquliit (the rational sciences).281t is also evi
dent from the diverse religious affiliations of these individuals that we are here 
dealing with a tendency current among both ShiCites and SunnIs.29 . 

An important consequence of the closing of the gap between religious and 
nonreligious studies was the opportunity this afforded to bring the awii'il 

24 Ibn Khallikiin, Wqfayiit, 5: 311-312 (English trans., 3: 467-468); Ibn abi U~aybiCa, 
cUyun, 1: 306. 
25 The complexity of medieval Islam should always lead one to be tentative when making 
such assertions, however. It may not be irreievant to note here that Kamal aI-Din is 
reported by Ibn Khallikiin (Wafayiit, 5: 312; English trans., 3: 468) to have taught both 
the Torah and New Testament to Christian and Jewish students (ahl al-dhimma). 
26 Kamal aI-Din was associated with a number of schools in Mosul [Ibn al-Fuwa!1, vol. V 
(in Oriental College Magazine, suppl. 1940), p. 293; Ibn Khallikiin, Wafayat, 5: 311, 313, 
316 (English trans., 3: 467,469,472); Ibn abi U~aybiCa, CUyUn, 1: 306] and would seem 
to have spent most of his time there except for several years of study at the Ni+amiyya 
College in Baghdad in the early 570's/ca.1175 [Ibn Khallikiin, Wafayat, 5: 311 (English 
trans., 3: 467)]. 
27 Cf. Sabra [1987a], pp. 236-238. . 
28 For another example, see Makdisi's [1981] account of cAbd al-La~if aI-Baghdadi 
(d. 62911231), pp. 84-91. 
29 We should not conclude, however, that all the educated felt compelled to study philos
ophy or mathematics. Ibn Khallikiin relates the story of a certain religious personage, Ibn 
al--5al~, who wished to study logic-in secret-with Kamal ai-Din b. Yiinus. After some 
time and little progress, Kamal ai-Din advised him to give up the study which was not 
going to' do him any good on the one hand and might besmirch his reputation on the 
other. Kamal aI-Din himself was accused of suspect religious beliefs because of his as
siduous devotion to the rational sciences. But it is important to note that Ibn Khalliklin, 
himself a ShafiCi jurist and sometime Qii¢i al-Qutjiit (Chief Justice) in Damascus, is 
apologetic for bringing up such matters; in general, he cannot restrain his admiration for 
Kamal al-Din's erudition in all of the sciences. 

http:SunnIs.29
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sciences into the religious schools (madrasa; pI. madiiris).30 Though this proba
bly did not mean that mathematics, the sciences, and philosophy became a part 
of the curriculum of the madrasa, whose purpose, above all, was the teaching of 
law, it did mean that someone like Kamal aI-Din b. Yunus, who directed or 
taught at various· schools in Mosul, had the opportunity to teach nonreligious 
subjects if he so chose.31 N~tr aI-Din's appropriation ofwaqf(religious endow
ment) funds at the Maragha observatory, one of the few known instances of the 
use of such funds for a nonreligious purpose, may perhaps be better understood 
in the context of this changing relation between religious and nonreligious dis
ciplines.32 

A second point that should be stressed concerning Tusi's education is that a 
student was willing to travel a considerable distance to study with the teacher of 
his choice. The trek of N~tr aI-Din from Khuriisan to Mosul is an example of 
this; we have also seen that Qutb aI-Din al-Mi~rI traveled from the Maghrib to 
Egypt and from there on to Nlsabiir. Furthermore, one may conclude that, based 
on the example of Tust, a ShH would not hesitate to study with persons of other 
sects. Kamal aI-Din b. Yiinus and Qutb al-Dtn aI-Mi~r1, for example, were both 
Sunnls of the ShiificI school of law. As we shall see in the concluding section 
below, this broad-minded attitude is an important part ofTusi's mature philoso
phy. 

3. The Ismiicfli Stage 

His studies completed, the young N~ir aI-Din faced the unenviable task of 
finding an appropriate position. We know that sometime around 63211235 N~ir 
aI-Din found a patron in cAbd al-RaQim b. abI Man~iir Nfu?ir aI-Din Mul;1tasham 
(died 655/1257), the last Ismacill governor of Quhistan, who ruled from the 
town of Qii'in during the reigns of the seventh and eighth Grand Masters of 
Alamut, CAUl' aI-Din Mul;1ammad (ruled 618-53/1221-55) and his son Rukn 

30 Makdisi in various places (e.g. [1981]), pp. 77-80) has emphasized that the foreign 
sciences were formally excluded from the madrasa; as he puts it, "neither the madras a 
nor its cognate institutions harbored any but the religious sciences and their ancillary sub
jects." But even a superficial perusal of the situation, including Makdisi's own examples 
of actual curricula (pp. 81-91), is enough to convince one that the individualistic nature 
of the teaching in the madrasa allowed the "forbidden" subjects to be brought in, espe
cially in the later Middle Ages. Makdisi's discussion takes this into account but without 
acknowledging the puzzle that he has foisted on his reader. For a rather more balanced 
approach and a critique of Makdisi, see Sabra [1987aj, pp.232-235. 
31 For example, cAlam ai-Din Qay~ir b. abi al-Qasim cAbd al-Ghaniy Tacasif traveled 
specifically to study music with Kamal ai-Din, who was happy to be able to teach this 
rarely requested subject. 
32 Sayili [1960], pp. 207-211. 

http:ciplines.32
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al-Din Khurshah (ruled 653-54/1255-56).1 The Nizan Ismiicilis, whose al
legiance was to Nizar, the defeated son of the Fiitimid2 Imiim al-Mustan~ir (died 
487/1094), had in the late eleventh and early twelfth centuries established them
selves in Syria and Iran under their redoubtable leader 1:Iasan-i ~abb~.3 Their 
headquarters were located at the fortress of Alamiit in the Alburz mountains of 
Daylamiin from which they ruled, in theory, the other Ismiicm strongholds in 
Iran and Syria, some of which were located in Qiihistiin in eastern Iran. 

What led Tiisi to enter the service of the Ismiicilis, a group greatly despised 
by the Sunnis and more often than not shunned by the other ShiCa? Na~ir aI-Din 
gives us one answer in his Risalah-i sayr wa-sulUk (Epistle on the Journey and 
Conduct). Na~ir aI-Din in no uncertain terms tells us that he had become disillu
sioned with the exoteric Islam of his childhood and had "converted" to esoteric 
Ismiicilism because he felt that one needed the divinely inspired Ismiicm Imiim 
to make the Truth known.4 But after the fall of the Ismacm strongholds to the 
Mongols in 1256, Tiisi had a rather different story to tell. In the introduction to 
the [lkhani Zij, for example, he states: 

At the time that [Hiilegu] seized the dominions of the heretics [i.e. 
the Ismiicm:s], I Nru;;ir aI-Din who am of Tiis and had fallen into 
the power of the heretics-me he brought forth from that place 
and ordered to observe the stars.s 

Furthermore in the Akhliiq-i Na~irl, he tried to justify his earlier praise of the 
"heretics": 

... to save both himself and his honour, he [i.e. Na~ir aI-Din speak
ing in the third person] completed the composition of an exordium 
in a style appropriate to the custom of that community for the eu
logy and adulation of their lords and great ones. This is in accord
ance with the sense of the verse: 

And humour them while you remain in their house; 
And placate them while you are in their land. 

I 63211235 is the date for the completion of the Risiilah-i MuCiniyya, which Tust dedi

cated to MuC}n al-Din, the son of Nii~ir aI-Din MuQtasham. The Akhlaq-i Nii~irf, which 

he dedicated to Nii~ir aI-Din himself, was probably completed about 633/1235-36 (see 

Nasirean Ethics, pp. 9, 178 and Ri<;lawi, A~wiil, p. 454). 

2 The Fiitimids were an Ismiicm dynasty that ruled in parts of North Africa (and eventual

ly Egypt) from 297/909 until 567/1171. 

3 The fundamental work on the Niziiri Ismiicilis is Marshall Hodgson [1955], The Order 

ofAssassins: The Struggle ofthe Early Niziirf Ismiicilfs against the Islamic World. 

4 See pp. 15-17 for a discussion of this "conversion." 

5 Translated by Arberry [1958], pp. 259-260. 
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And also the well-attested tradition: "With whatsoever a man pro
tects himself and his honour, it shall be recorded to him as a 
favour." While such a course is contrary to the belief, and 
divergent from the path, of the People of the Sharica and the 
Sunna, there was nothing else I could do.6 

Lending some credence to Tiisl's obviously self-serving recantation is the 
historical reality that he, as many Persians, had to face during the period of the 
Mongol invasions. N~ir aI-DIn, after his sojourn in Iraq, would have needed a 
secure refuge if he wished to return to his homeland; but that refuge could hard
ly be Tiis or any other town in Khurasan.7 In RabjC I 617JM:ay 1220 the initial 
contingent of the Mongol forces arrived at Nisabur; by the Spring of 618/1221, 
Tiis and its environs had been sUbjected to wholesale slaughter and destruction 
while in Nisabiir itself virtually all the inhabitants who had remained in the city 
were killed.8 The historian Juwayni, who lived through the ensuing chaos, tells 
us that even by 658/1259-60, Khurasan was still in ruin from years of turmoil.9 
A graphic example of this was Tiis where in 637/1239 only fifty houses 
remained in the once thriving city .10 Na~!r ai-Din himself was, no doubt, away 
from Khurasan during the years 617-1811220-21; we have seen that he was 
studying in 619/1222 with MuCin aI-Din b. Badran, probably in Baghdad. l1 But· 
wherever he was at the time, returning to or remaining in Khurasan was out of 
the question. One of his few options was to seek refuge with the Ismiicili:s, who 
seemed tobe the only group in Iran that could offer any security.12 Tiisi himself 
confirms this in the revised introduction to his Akhliiq-~ Nii~irl: 

... he [i.e. N~ir aI-Din] had been compelled to leave his native 
land on account of the turmoil of the age, the hand of destiny hav
ing shackled him to residence in the territory of Qiihistan.13 

But whether he felt shackled or not, Tus! did spend many secure and produc
tive years at the court of Na~ir ai-Din MuQtasham. But sometime before 
65411256, Tiisi moved, or was relocated, from Qiihistan and ended up in 
Alamiit, which was the Ismacm capital. The reason for this move is not entirely 

6 TUSi, Na~irean Ethics, p. 24. 

7 This is obliquely, but clearly, referred to in Tiisi's Sayr, p. 41. 

8 Juwayni, History, 1: 145-146, 171-172, 176-178. 

9 Ibid., 1: 96-97. 

10 Ibid., 1: 500-501. 

11 See pp. 6-7 and footnotes 14-15. The date 61911222 is coincidentally that given by 

Ri9awi for the beginning of N~ir al-DIn Muqtasham's rule in Qiihistiin (A~wal, p. 9). 

12 Shiishtari, Majalis, 2: 203; cf. Ri9awi, A~wal, pp. 9-10. Shiishtari seems to imply that 

Tiis! may not have been overly enthusiastic about going to Qiihistiin since he had to be in

duced by an enticing offer (lara'ifal-~iyal). 


13 Tusi, N~irean Ethics, p. 124. 
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clear and to a certain extent its)nterpretation depends on how one is to under
stand Tusi's relationship with his hosts. There is evidence that during this time 
Tusi was not entirely content to remain with the Ismacilis; according to one ac
count he communicated with Mu'ayyad al-DIn Mul).ammad ibn al-cAlqami, the 
ShiCite Imami (i.e. non-Ismacili) wazir to al-MustaC~im, the last cAbbiisid caliph 
(ruled 640-5611242-58), apparently in hopes that his fellow Twelver would res-· 
cue him from QuhisHin with an invitation to the court in Baghdad.14 But accord
ing to this version, N~ir aI-Din Mul).tasham discovered his plans and placed him 
under arrest. 1S During his next trip to Alamut, he deposited Tus! with the Grand 
Master C Ala' aI-Din Mul).ammad for safekeeping. 

Whether these latter events actually occurred in the way described or 
whether this account was a precautionary fiction invented by Tusi or his friends, 
we do know that Na~Ir al-Din was in Alamut at its fall to the Mongols in 
654/1256. We do not know, however, when he arrived there from Quhistan. A 
reasonable possibility is between 642/1244-45, the year of the assumption of the 
wazirship by Ibn al-cAlqami and the date of composition of the Asas al-iqtibiis, 
Tusi's Persian work on logic written while still in the service of N~ir aI-Din, 
and ~afar 644/June-July 1246, the date on which the lfall mushkilat 
Hal-/shariit," a commentary on Ibn Sina's well-known Al-/shiiriit 
wa-' l-tanbfhiit, was completed. In this latter work, dedicated to Shihab aI-Din 
Mul).tasham who was probably in Alamut at the time (thus providing us with 
some indication of N~!r al-DIn's whereabouts), Tus} complains bitterly about 
"the difficult circumstance" (~iil ~aCb) and the "disturbed state of mind" 
(kudurat biil) under which the work was written, which seems oddly out of 
character with the convert's fulsome prose in the Sayr. Since the latter can be 
dated between 644 and 654,16 and it was almost certainly written while he was 
still in Quhisffin, 64411246 becomes a likely candidate for a rather significant 
crisis that would eventually lead to his relocation to Alamiit. 

However one takes his Ismacili stage, one must admit that some of his most 
creative work dates from this period. In addition to the influential work on 
ethics, the Akhliiq-i N~iri, TiiS! presented the first of his new lunar and 
planetary models in his lfall-i Mushkiliit-i MuCfniyya, a work dedicated to 
MuCin aI-Din Shams, the son of N~ir al-DIn Mul,Itasham. These models were to 
appear many years later in the Tadhkira.I 7 And if one accepts our assumption 

14 Thus the account in Shushtari, Majiilis, 2: 203 and Khwandmir, lJabib al-siyar, 3: 

105-106. 

15 In the accounts of Khwandmir and of W~~af al-J::Ia<;lra in Ta:!jiyat al-am~iir, Na~ir 

aI-Din MuJ:!tasham discovers this by way of Ibn aloeAlqami himself; see Ri<;lawi, A~wat, 


pp. 11-12. But as Ri<;lawi points out, this is unlikely in view of the good relations be

tween Tusi and Ibn al-cAlqami in the aftermath of the fall of Baghdad in 656/1258 

(p. 143). 

16 See Ri<;lawi, introduction to the Sayr, page w. 

17 See pp. 65-70 of this volume for details of the relationship between the Tadhkira and 

its earlier Persian version. 
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that Tusi was relocated, for whatever reason, to Alamut in or about 644/1246, 
then one may conclude that !;lis scholarly activity continued unabated-indeed 
flourished--during this time when one may assume that he had access to the 
famous Alamut library. One would then be able to date many of his recensions 
of Greek and early Islamic works-and perhaps even his decision to undertake 
such a formidable task-to the period of his AlamUt residence. Interestingly 
enough, he began with the most difficult first, completing his edition of the Al
magest on 5 Shawwiil644113 February 1247 and of the Elements on 22 Shacbiin 
646/10 December 1248. He continued to work on this project until it was con
cluded in Marligha under the Mongols in Shacblin 663/June 1265 with his edi
tion of the Spherics of Menelaus. IS 

N~ir al-Din's relationship with the Ismlicms, whatever it was, ended on the 
first of Dhu al-Qacda 654/19 November 1256 with the fall of Alamut to the 
Mongols. It is significant that he himself played some role in the final negotia
tions and in fact accompanied Rukn aI-Din Khurshah, who had replaced his as
sassinated father a year earlier, down the steep path from the mountaintop to 
Hiilegii.19 He may have even been instrumental in persuading Khurshlih to give 
up what by then must have appeared a hopeless cause.20 This, of course, tends to 
put a somewhat different light on Tusi's true position at Alamut. On the other 
hand, it would not be unreasonable to assume that Tusi's fidelity to Ismlicm 
dogma must have seemed far less important than the pressing need to use his 
skills during the sensitive negotiations. 

4. The Mongol Period 

Whatever the true explanation, Na~ir aI-Din was immediately enlisted into 
the service of Hiilegii; he even accompanied him during the campaign against 
Baghdad and provided an eyewitness account of the end of the cAbbiisid 
Caliphate.1 When asked by Hiilegii whether thtl attack on Baghdad would lead 
to a series of cataclysms as predicted by one of the Muslim astrologers in the 
Mongol entourage, Tusi, "frightened and thinking he was being tested," ans
wered in the negative.2 

18 For a convenient listing of rust's recensions, see Krause [1936], pp. 499-505. Most of 
these, the so-called "Middle Books," which were to be studied between the Elements and 
the Almagest, have been published in TUst, Majmu C al-rasii'i/ (2 vols.). rusi's Elements 
and Abnagest, however, have yet to be edited, though the former has been printed several 
times. A work purporting to be his Ta/:trir of the Elements was published in 1594 in 
Rome, but Sabra [1969] has noted that this is a false attribution (p. 18). 
19 Rashid ai-Din, Jiimi c al-tawiirikh, pp. 210-213. 
20 Hodgson [1955], pp. 267-268. 
1 See Boyle [1961], pp. 145-161; this contains a translation of the appendix of Na~tr 
ai-Din to the Ta'rikh-ijahiin-gushii of Juwayni. See also Wickens [1962], pp. 23-35. 
2 Rashid ai-Din, Jiimi c al-tawiirikh, pp. 260-263. 
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Na~lr aI-Din thereafter became a trusted advisor to Htilegii. $afadi/Kutubi 
report that Hiilegii was dependent on him to such an extent that he would not 
ride or travel without his sanction. Na~ir aI-Din was also made a wazir and put 
in charge of waqf (religious endowments). 3 

But for our purposes, the major event that resulted from the relationship be
tween Na~ir aI-Din and Htilegu was the building of the Maragha observatory.4 
Apparently both Htilegii and his brother Mongke, who ruled the vast Mongol 
domains from China, Were patrons of the sciences. The latter wished to construct 
an observatory in Beijing, but this was not accomplished in his lifetime. How
ever an observatory was constructed-whether at the instigation of Hiilegii or 
Na~ir al-Din is not clear-in Adharbayjan at Maragha under the direction of 
Tusi. It was begun shortly after the fall of Baghdad in Jumiida I 657/April-May 
1259. 

The significance of the Maragha observatory has been well documented by 
Sayili. Na~ir aI-Din invited the most renowned scientists of the time, among 
whom we should mention Mu'ayyad aI-Din al-cUr"i and Mul},yi aI-Din 
al-Maghribi, to participate in the construction of the instruments as well as the 
actual observations. A fairly substantial number of students was also in at
tendance who benefited from an impressive library.s The observatory also had 
an international character due to the several Chinese astronomers on its staff. To 
pay for such a massive undertaking, Na~ir aI-Din, in his capacity as administra
tor of waqf funds, used the proceeds from these religious endowments to finance 
the observatory. This was a striking and significant departure from past prac
tices; it would seem to indicate, as we have mentioned previously, a breaking 
down of the barrier between the Islamic and the pre-Islamic sciences. The use of 
waqf funds for the Mariigha observatory would also explain its relatively long 
life of some fifty years. 

It is unfortunate that we know so little about the astronomical significance of 
the Maragha observatory. The llkhani Zij itself contains surprisingly little that is 
new, but this seems to be more a function of the intended audience than of what 
actually occurred in Maragha. It hardly seems likely that this work, in which 
Tusi felt the necessity to inform his Mongol patrons that Mul},ammad was from 
Mecca, was intended for the Muslim intellectual community.6 Fortunately, other 

3 $afadi, Waft, 1: 182; Kutubi, Fawat, 3: 250. . 

4 In what follows I merely summarize the account in SayiJi [1960], pp. 187-223, whose 

full and excellent treatment need not be repeated here. 

S The report by ~afadI!Kutubi of a library of 400,000 volumes seems to be an exaggera

tion. Recent excavations at the sight reveal a library structure that could not hold any

thing near that number [Vardjavand [1366 H. Sh.], p. 12 (French section), pp. 233-234 

(Persian section)]. 

6 Boyle [1963], pp. 251-252. 
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zijes that were based on the Maragha observations exist and await scholarly ex
amination.? 

In 672/1274, Na~ir aI-Din left Maragha with a group of his students for 
Baghdad. The reasons for this trip are unknown but it would seem that he in
tended to remain for awhile since his students had decided to accompany him. In 
the same year, Na~ir al-Din died and was given a memorable funeral attended by 
a number of leading dignitaries.8 It was during this brief final sojourn in Bagh
dad that TUS! made his final revision of the Tadhkira, the version that is the basis 
for the edition contained herein. 

5. Fist's Astronomy and Its Relation to His Hellenism and Religious Beliefs 

Because Tusi's religious beliefs ostensibly changed several times during his 
lifetime, it is well worth asking whether these changes had any effect upon his 
scientific, and in particular his astronomical, work. In other words, were Tust's 
Hellenistic cosmology and astronomy independent of his apparently distinct reli
gious commitments that entailed, by his own account, different epistemological 
positions? An answer to this sort of question depends upon a much more 
thorough analysis of Tusi's writings than is possible here; I would, though, like 
to offer a preliminaty response since I believe that there are larger lessons to be 
learned concerning the attempt by Islamic astronomers to immunize the mathe
matical core of their discipline from the charge that it was inextricably tied to a 
suspect Aristotelian metaphysics. 

Before discussing the implications of these "conversions" for his astronomy, 
we should briefly review the nature and justifications of his religious beliefs dur
ing the different stages of his life. For Tust's conversion to Ismacilism, we are in 
the fortunate position of having his spiritual autobiography written when he was 
in the service of N~ir aI-Din Mu~tasham, the Ismacm governor of Quhistan. 
This work, which we have had occasion to mention previously, his Risiilah-i 
sayr wa-suZUk (Epistle on the Journey and Conduct), l is a kind of intellectual 
and spiritual autobiography with a liberal dose of Ismacm apologetics thrown in. 
In the introduction, the author states his name to be Mu~anlmad al-Tilsi, and 
several crucial details agree with what we know independently of his life; there 

7 One obvious example is Shams al-Munajjim al-Wabiknawi's Al-Zlj al-Mu~aqqaq 
al-Sul{linf Calli u~Ul al-ra~ad al-llkhiinf (the verified Sultaru zlj based upon the llkharu 
observations); see Kennedy, Survey, p. 130 (no. 35). Cf. Sayili [1960], pp. 214-215. For 
recent discussions of this problem with particular reference to the work of al-Maghribi, 
one of the principals at Maragha, see Saliba [1983], [1985], and [1986]. 
8 $afadi, Waft, 1: 183; Kutubi, Fawat, 3: 252. 
1 Even the title of this controversial work is in dispute; Ri<;lawi states in his introduction 
to it (p. h) that it was not the title given it by the author but was made up at the time it 
was first printed. 
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can be little question of attributing the book to our TUs1.2 In the main body of 
the work itself, Tusi tells of his growing disenchantment with exoteric theology 
(kalam), which he came increasingly to see as little more than apologetics; this 
transformation he seems to attribute in part to the subtle influences of his father, 
his uncle and his mathematics teacher Kamal aI-Din M'\ll:tammad al-.E:Iasib.3 He 
then became attracted to philosophy (J:tikma), which he felt gave an opportunity 
to the intellect for finding truth; but Tusi came to believe that intellect was defi
cient in apprehending the "Giver of intellect" and thus philosophy could not give 
him answers to the ultimate questions. But philosophy, he tells us, did teach him 
the important lesson about potentiality and actuality. Taking the example of a 
body that is potentially in motion, he argues that it could never become actually 
in motion unless there is something else influencing it. Likewise a potential 
knower needed someone else, i.e. a teacher, to actualize that knowledge.4 

Eyentually he chanced upon the Fu~iil-i muqaddas (Sacred Articles) of the 
Ismacm· Lord of Alamut I:Iasan cala dhikrihi ai-salam (reigned 1162-66), and he 
at last found the religious teacher he was seeking, namely the divinely chosen 
Ismacm Imam. He thus decided to join the court ofN~ir aI-Din Mul:ttasham.5 

After the fall of Alamiit, Tusi, as we have seen, felt it necessary to repudiate 
his previous service to the "heretics." But Tusi did more thim protest his 
"innocence"; he also sought to disestablish his Ismacilism by returning to an es
sentially philosophical worldview. During this post-IsmaciJi period he wrote a 
devastating attack upon Taj al-Din 3.I-Shahrastani's refutation of Ibn Sina's 
philosophical position.6 We should recall that it was this Taj aI-Din who had 
Ismacill sympathies and had taught N~ir al-Din's great-uncle (also a N~ir 
aI-Din). Tusi in this work came down strongly in favor of (Hellenistic) philoso
phy, especially the Ibn Sina variety, and returned to his earlier notion that spe
cial pleading for a particular religious cause (and in Taj al-Din's case this was 
IsmiiCilism) was incompatible with the search for truth. As he would state in his 
new introduction to the Ethics, philosophy (J:tikmat) "bears no relation to the 
agreement or disagreement of school or sect or denomination."? 

2 Although I at one time ([1982], 1: 12-17) agreed with Rigaw! that Tusi was never an 

Ismlicili and thus was somewhat sceptical of the attribution of this work to Tus!, and in 

any event very dubious about Tusi's sincerity if he were indeed the author (cf. MajmaCa, 

pages h-w and Rigaw!, p. 591), I have now come to accept at least his authorship in large 

part because of the large number of statements about his life in the work that can be inde

pendently verified. Note that Poonawala [1977], p. 261 and Madelung [1985], pp. 88-89 

accept the authenticity of the work and both see it as representing a sincerely held stage 

in his intellectual development. 

3 Sayr, p. 38. 

4 Sayr, p. 40. 

5 Sayr, p. 41. 

6 Tlij al-Din's book was called Kitiib al-M~iiraca (The Wrestling Match), while Tiisi's 

work was called Ma~aric al-in~iiric (The Downfalls of the Wrestler). For a cogent dis

cussion of these works see Madelung [1985], pp. 87-88 and Madelung [1976]. 

7 Tusi, N~irean Ethics, p. 24; cf. Madelung [1985], pp. 87, 100. 
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One could engage in a long, but inevitably fruitless, debate about which 
Na~ir aI-Din was the true one. But leaving aside the question of the sincerity-or 
expediency-of his conversions, we should ask whether his association with the 
Ismacilis and their doctrines had any significance for his scientific work. Was 
there any discernible change in it due to his new found faith? And more to the 
point, did the submission to a religious authority parallel any similar submission 
to scientific authority?8 The answer must be negative for both; although Tusi 
was not a scientific revolutionary-he remained·. committed throughout his 
career to a modified Ptolemaic worldview, for example-he was not hesitant to 
criticize and modify both his Greek and Islamic predecessors. And this attitude 
is clearly detectable during his Ismacm period. As we shall see,9 several of the 
original versions of the non-Ptolemaic models of the Tadhkira were first pre
sented in his lfall-i mushkiliit-i MuCrniyya, which was written for MuCin aI-Din, 
the son of his patron Na~ir aI-Din Muqtasham. And despite the ups and downs 
of a tumultuous life, Tusi's interest in astronomy and the content of his work in 
it remained remarkably stable. But then we are faced with another question. Can 
we separate Tust's scientific work from his philosophical and religious views? 
Here I would go beyond a mere positive response to anticipate my argument in 
the following chapter on hay' a, namely that Islamic astronomers themselves 
were seeking-sometimes consciously, sometimes not-to free their physical 
theories from a metaphysical taint. lO In short, I would argue that whatever the 
effects of Tust's conversion on his philosophical worldview, and thus on his 
"Hellenism" (taken here to mean a commitment to rational discourse in all mat
ters), I believe that we may safely conclude that the effects on his astronomy 
were nonexistent.11 

How influential was Tust's attitude? Was his attempt to place philosophy, 
and by implication the mathematical sciences, above religious disputes success
ful? As we shall see later, his position was quite influential in the East and we 

8 Cf. Sabra's [1984] attempt to draw a connection between Averroes's glorification of 

Aristotle and the theological literalism of Ibn l;Iazm (d. 1064). As he puts it, "it is dif

ficult not to regard this attitude of Averroes's and the commentatorial style he adopted in 

most of his philosophical writings as a literalism in philosophy that paralleled the 

theological literalism of Ibn l;Iazm" (p. 144). Though Sabra does not dwell on the prob

lem, he opens up the possibility that Averroes's change in attitude toward Ptolemaic 

astronomy-from embracing it in his earlier epitome (talkhi~) of Aristotle's Metaphysics 

to rejecting its fundamental basis in his large commentary (ta/sir) of the same work-had 

something to do with a parallel change in religious philosophy. Averroes's exaltation of 

Aristotle represents a rather extreme position in Islamic intellectual history. A much more 

sceptical approach toward authority is manifested in Ibn al-Haytham's Shukftk, pp. 3-4. 

(For a translation of this latter passage, see Sabra [1989],2: 3.) 

9 See pp. 66, 69-70 of this volume. 

10 See pp. 38-41,45-46. 

11 On the other hand there could be possible consequences for such things as his ethics; 

cf. Madelung [1985], 
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even have a very spirited defense of astronomy by the astronomer/theologian 
cAll al-QushjI (d. 879/1474) that explicitly attempts to raise it above religious 
objections. I2 But this philosophical position should be seen within the context of 
a broader intellectual trend in Eastern Islam, especially Iran, one that was not al
ways well received further west in Syria and Egypt. To understand this we must 
examine how TusI's intellectual positions came to be played out on the political 
stage. 

First one must acknowledge Tusl's political genius,13 which is nowhere 
more in evidence than in his ability not only to convince the Mongols, certainly 
not a gullible lot, that he had been an unwilling resident of Alamfit but more im
portantly in his skill in protecting the interests of the ShiCites in particular, and 
the Muslim community in general, from the caprice of the Mongol rulers. As we 
have seen, part of this involved writing new introductions to a number of works 
in which he had lavished praise on his former patrons, 14 and one could well con
clude that this was the worst type of opportunism. One might even go so far as 
to claim that this is just an example of Ismacm taqiyya (dissimulation); indeed, 
the author of Rawrf,at al-Taslim, which has been attributed to Tusi, tells his 
audience that he must write "in a hurry, secretly, in a dark corner" during a peri
od of satr (concealment) ordered by the Imam. IS But this seems hardly in 
character with the reports in $afadllKutubi that during his years of service under 
Hiilegii, Muslims in general and, as one might expect, the ShIca in particular 
benefited from him. 16 One of the Sunnis he aided was none other than the his
torian JuwaynI, whom Na~Ir aI-Din saved through elaborate astrological trickery 
from a death sentence imposed by Hiilegii. 17 It is not beside the point to note 
here that it was this Juwayni who, as he himself tells us, asked permission from 
Hiilegii after the taking of Alamut 

12 See Ragep [1982], 1: 141-145 for a translation of this passage as quoted by Tahanaw!, 

Dictionary, 1: 48-49. 

13 Some would use a different characterization; see, for example, Reuben Levy [1923], 

p. 64: "The verdict of history on Na~iru'l Din is a most unfavourable one. It might have 

been expected that the conduct of a man of his undoubted mental qualities would have 

been regulated by some standard higher than that of personal advantage. Yet he appears 

not only to have betrayed his Ismacilf master to Hll1agU, but to have been instrumental in 

bringing the last Caliph treacherously to his death at the hands of the Mongols." 

14 This included his ethical work, the Akhliiq-i N~iri, and two astronomical works, the 

Risalah-i MuCiniyya and the lfall-i mushkilat-i MuCiniyya. 

15 TaoJawwurat, pp. 134, 126. Though Madelung [1985] and Poonawala [1977], p. 262 

seem to accept that Tus! is the author, there is, as far as I know, little substantial evi

dence. Even Ivanow, who more or less convinced himself that Tusi was a lifelong 

Ismacm, grudgingly acknowledged the insufficiency of the claims on TusI's authorship; 

nevertheless, he wished to "conventionally accept TusI's authorship ... till ... an incidental 

find may answer our quest decisively" (TaoJawwurat, p. xxvi). 

16 $afadi, Waft, 1: 182; Kutubi, Fawat, 3: 250. 

17 See $afadi, Waft, 1: 179-180. $afadi is poking fun at the gullibility of the foreign con

querors, but it should be remembered that he is living safely in the following century. 
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to examine the library, from which I extracted whatever I found in 
the way of copies of the Koran and [other] choice books ... As for 
the remaining books, which related to their heresy and error and 
were neither founded on tradition nor supported by reason, [ burnt 
them all [emphasis added].lS 

It is difficult to believe that Tusi's taqiyya would extend to saving the life of 
someone who had almost single-handedly destroyed the literary heritage of his 
religious faction. 

The reason this is an important point to keep in mind is that Tusi's sub
sequent reputation in the East was very high among both Sunnis and Shicis, a 
state of affairs that would be very hard to imagine if he had not acted to protect 
all Muslim interests during the Mongol hegemony. Indeed one need only refer to 
his theological work, the Tajrid al-Caqa'id, to note that it was commented on 
and used by both Sunnis and Shicls. As with astronomy so also with kaliim 
(dialectical theology) itself, Tusi would seem to have been at least partially suc
cessful in transcending the religious disputes that had disturbed him so much as 
a youth. 

But Tusi did not fare so well further West in the MamHik areas of Syria and 
Egypt. There he was mercilessly denounced by such J.Ianbali luminaries as Ibn 
Kathir (ca. 700-74/1300-73)19 and Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyya (691-751/ 
1292-1350). One may quote the latter to get the flavor of these invectives: 

We now reach the time of the defender (na~ir) of idolatry, un
belief and heresy, the minister to the heretics, al-Na~ir al-Tus!, the 
minister to Hiilegii. He relieved himself from following the 
Prophet and the members of his religion, putting them to the 
sword so as to satisfy his fellow heretics and save himself. He 
killed the Caliph, judges, jurists, and traditionists; he protected the 
philosophers, astrologers, natural philosophers, and magicians. He 
transferred the endowments of the religious schools, the mosques, 
and the hospices attached to them, making them his personal 
property ... He also established schools for the heretics. He hoped 
to substitute the [sharat of the leader of the heretics Ibn Sina in 
place of the Qur'iin, but he could not accomplish that! He said: 
"The former is the 'Qur'an' of the elect while the latter is for the 
masses."...Finally he taught magic, for he was a sorcerer who 
worshipped idols.20 

18 Juwaynl, History, 2: 719. 

19 See his AI-Bidiiya wa- 'l-nihiiya, 13: 267-268. 

20 Ibn Qayyim, Ighathat al-Iahfiin min ma~iiyid al-shay(iin, 2: 267; this is quoted by 

Zirikli, A cllim, 7: 258. Later authors of the same persuasion as Ibn Qayyim have also 

used this passage in their works; see, e.g. Ibn al-crmad a1-l:Ianbali, Shadhariit al-dhahab, 

5: 339-340. 
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In wading through the hyperbole of this passage, one should keep in mind 
the real issue involved. Tusl, insofar as he was a follower of Ibn SIna, did place 
philosophy beyond the pale of religious disputation or, as we have seen him put 
it in the Ethics, it "bears no relation to the agreement or disagreement of school 
or sect or denomination."21 This was the crux of the battle between the philoso
phers and the traditionists of Islam, and Tusi's power and influence were rightly 
seen by the latter as a direct threat.22 They also rightly saw that Tusl was seek
ing to carry on the work, if not the details, of Fakhr aI-Din al-Razi in 
"naturalizing" the Hellenistic heritage in Islam.23 

In this regard one might put into perspective the work on religious cosmol
ogy by the Egyptian al-Suyuti (849-91111445-1505). As A. Heinen has noted, 
he hoped it would be the Islamic cosmology and he even went so far as to ap
propriate the word hay'a, the term for mathematical cosmology, into his title.24 

But in the East, Tust's legacy would have made the possibility of a religious 
cosmology in competition with (and potenti~ly supplanting) a mathematical one 
far less likely. For Tusl and his successors, science and religion could coexist 
within the intellectual scheme he was so instrumental in establishing.25 

B. Works 

A comprehensive evaluation of Tusi's enormous corpus would be premature. 
Sheer size is only the beginning of the problem;} Na~ir al-Din saw fit to try his 
hand at virtually all fields of both ancient and Islamic learning. Since neither my 
training, taste nor ability can match Tusi's, my rather modest aim is simply to 

21 See p. 16, footnote 7. 

22 Cf. Madelung [1985], pp. 100-1OI. 

23 Cf. Sabra [1987a] and Peters [1968], pp. 193-202. 

24 Heinen [1982], p. vii. 

25 Here I would disagree strongly with Sabra's [1987a] implication that this coexistence 


. in the later centuries of medieval Islam meant that science, and astronomy in particular, 
was afflicted with a kind of instrumentalism in the service of religion that "confines 
scientific research to very narrow, and essentially unprogressive areas" that did not 
generally include observational and theoretical astronomy (pp. 241-242). These "narrow, 
unprogressive" areas did include spherical astronomy, which was useful for such reli
gious purposes as finding the qibla (direction of Mecca). While this might have been true 
in Mamliik Egypt and Syria (cf. King [1983], pp. 537-539), where Tusi was reviled, it 
was most emphatically not true in Persia and Central Asia where theoretical and observa
tional astronomy flourished for many centuries after the Maragha episode. My hope is 
that the following pages will be a modest contribution toward proving this contention. 
1 Ri<;lawi lists, apart from his poetry, some 190 works. But as a number of these are clear
ly misattributions and duplicates, Ivanow's estimate of something over 150 seems closer 
to the mark (T~awwurat, p. xxvi). 
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give some sense of his writings and to provide a context within which to place 
his writings on hay 'a. 

Tusl's work has often been characterized as being that of "revival" rather 
than of "origination."2 But this seriously misrepresents his contribution to 
astronomy and, perhaps, to other fields as well. There is a kernel of truth to this 
"revivalist" tag, however. His role in post-13th century A.D. Islamic intellectual 
history cannot easily be underestimated when we consider that many of his 
works became the standard in a variety of disciplines up until modern times. His 
recensions of Euclid's Elements, Ptolemy's Almagest and the "Middle Books" 
of mathematics and astronomy virtually replaced earlier editions. His works in 
logic and kaliim were also widely read and commented on, and it is hard to im
agine Ibn Sina's Al-Ishiiriit wa-'l-tanbihiit being studied without Nll{iir al-Din's 
valuable commentary. His work on ethics, the Akhliiq-i Nii~irl, was also of con
siderable importance, especially in the eastern domain of Islam. We should in 
addition mention here that among his works are books onfiqh and ~ufism. In all 
these examples we have, for the most part, a consolidation of the endeavors of 
earlier generations of Islamic scholars. This occurred at an important point in Is
lamic history as there had been an unmistakable, but not easily understood, lull 
in intellectual activity in the century or so previous to that of Tusl. Historically, 
then, N~ir aI-Din easily falls into the role of consolidator rather than innovator. 

But I would hesitate to leave the matter here. As is clear from astronomy, 
most of Tusi's work can be viewed as simply a well-integrated account of what 
others had previously accomplished. Nevertheless his own contributions are not 
insubstantial and, when seen in the perspective of future developments, take on 
added importance. 

I would like to venture a number of preliminary, working hypotheses about 
Tust's writings that, needless to say, may need to be revised as more of them are 
examined and edited. First, many of Tust's most creative and original work was 
composed while in the service of N~ir aI-Din Mul:}.tasham in Qiihistiin (ca. 
63011232 or 1233-ca. 643/1245 or 1246). Among these are the Akhliiq-i Nii~irl, 
the Risiilah-i MuC[niyya and its sequel the lfall-i mushkiliit-i MuCfniyya in which 
one finds N~ir al-Din's new models for the moon and planets, and the logical 
work Asiis al-iqtibiis. Furthermore, he worked on the commentary to Ibn Sina's 
Al-Ishiiriit wa-'l-tanblhiit during these years. As one might expect, all these 
works, with the notable exception of the latter, were written in Persian. Second, 
after going to Alamut (ca. 643 or 64411245, 1246 or 1247), Tusi seems to have 
devoted himself in large measure to working on his recensions of Greek and ear
ly Islamic scientific work. Many of the editions of the so-called "Middle 
Books," in addition to his editions of the Almagest and Elements, date from this 
period. The next, and final, period of his life (654-7211256-74), which coin
cides with his service under the Mongols, seems to have been a time of con
solidating earlier gains rather than of making new· departures. An important 

2 See, for example, Siddiqi [1963], pp. 566,580. 
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preoccupation during this period was the Arabizing of earlier Persian works. The 
Tadhkira, completed in 659/1261, is basically an Arabic synthesis of the 
MuCiniyya and the lfall-i mushkiliit-i MuCiniyya, which were composed some 25 
years previously. It is likely that yve are dealing with a similar situation in the 
case of the Arabic treatise on logic, Tajrid al-mantiq (written 656/1258) and the 
earlier Persian work, the Asas al-iqtibas (written 64211244 or 1245), though we 
should mention that the Arabic version is considerably abridged. It was also dur
ing this latter part of his life that Tus! attempted to diminish the significance of 
his former relationship with the Ismacills by claiming that he had only served 
them out of dire necessity. As we have noted, he even went so far as to rewrite 
the introductions of several works that had been composed for his Ismacili 
patrons.3 A final point we should make is that longer and shorter versions of 
works on the same subject matter occur among TusI's writings. Whether the 
purpose of these different versions is pedagogical or otherwise is not immediate
ly clear. One example we shall note later (pp. 66-67) is the Zubdat al-idriik fi 
ai-hay' a, which is an abridged version of the Tadhkira. 

*** 

Inventories of Tusi's works are given by Brockelmann (GAL, 1: 508-512 
[= 670-676] and S1: 924-933) and Ri<Jawl (Abwal, pp. 333-628), but each 
should be used with the standard caution. His Persian astronomical works are 
listed in Storey (Persian Literature, II.l, pp. 52-60); MatvievskayaIRozenfeld 
catalogue his works in the exact sciences (Mat. iastr., 2: 392-408). 

3 See p. 18. 
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59711201 
ca. 603-1011206--13 

ca. 	 61311216 

61811221 
619/1222 

ca. 	 625/1228 

ca. 	 63011233 

63211235 

ca. 	 632-33/1235-36 

ca. 	 633/1235-36 

64211244-45 

64411246 

64411247 

64611248 
65411256 

65611258 

657/1259 

659/1261 
66311265 

ca. 	 67011271 
672/1274 

Chronology 

C. Chronology of Tiisl's Life' 

Na~Ir al-DIn born in Tus, N.E. Iran 
Early education with father, uncles, and Kamal 

aI-Din al-I;lasib 
Studies philosophy (Mkma) and medicine in 

Nisabiir 
Chingiz Khan ravages Khurasan 
Tusi studying with ShiCite jurist Mucin aI-Din in 

Iraq 
Studies astronomy and. mathematics with Kamal 

aI-Din ibn Yunus in Mosul 
Finds patron in N~ir al-DIn Mul;ttasham, Ismacili 

governor of Quhistan 
Dedicates Risiilah-i MuCiniyya on astronomy to 


Mucin aI-Din, son of N~ir aI-Din Mul;ttashaJll 

Writes lfall-i mushkiliit-i Muctniyya; first ap


pearance of rectilinear Tusi couple 
Dedicates Akhliiq-i Nii~iri (Nasirean Ethics) to 
Na~ir aI-Din Mul;ttasham 

Completes Asiis al-iqtibiis on logic while still in 
Quhistan 

Probable date of completion of autobiography 
(Sayr wa-suLUk) as well as relocation to Ismacili 
fortress of Alamut; completes lfall mushkiliit . 
"al-Ishiiriit," a commentary on Ibn Sina's 
Al-Ishiiriit wa-' i-tanhihiit 

Beginning of project to edit "Middle Books" of 
mathematics and astronomy as well as Almagest 
and Euclid's Elements; recension of Almagest 
completed 

Recension of Elements 
Alamfit falls to Mongols; Tus! begins his service 

to Hiilegti 
Baghdad falls to Mongols; end of· CAbblisid 

caliphate 
Construction of Maragha observatory begins un

der TUS!' s direction 
Maragha version of Tadhkira appears 
Recension of Menelaus's Spherics; "Middle 

Books" project completed; Htilegti dies 
Zij-i ilkhiini completed 
Baghdad version of Tadhkira completed; Tus! 

dies in Baghdad 

* The first number is the hijra date; the second is the corresponding Christian date. 



§2. The Tadhkira 


The full title of the work is Al-Tadhkirafi cilm al-hay'a, meaning "Memoir 
on the science of hay 'a." Although hay 'a is used to mean astronomy in a general 
sense, we shall find that it has a more specialized meaning as well that we shall 
explore to help us situate the Tadhkira within both an astronomical tradition and 
a literary genre. In addition to tradition, we shall also need to discuss its innova
tions, the rather remarkable history of the text, and its enormous influence. 

A. Purpose of the Tadhkira 

To understand a work, we would be well-advised to begin by asking what is 
its purpose. For the Tadhkira, we are fortunate that we have rusi's own words to 
guide us: 

The scientific exposition that we wish to undertake will be a sum
mary account of [astronomy] presented in narrative form. The 
details are expounded and proofs of the validity of most of them 
are furnished in the Almagest. Indeed, ours would not be a com
plete science if taken in isolation from the Almagest for it is a 
report of what is established therein. 

The idea of a summary seems innocent enough and, up to a point, it is. Anyone 
who has ventured beyond the introductory sections of the Almagest knows that a 
summary of the contents or a running commentary can be of great help (not to 
say indispensable). But the Tadhkira is neither a commentary nor a straightfor
ward summary of the contents of the Almagest. It rather sets forth those contents 
within a textual structure meant to give a physical accounting of the 

. Universe-in short, a cosmography. Why was it that someone in the 13th c. 
came to feel that the Almagest should be summarized from the point of view of 
physical bodies, bodies that made a cameo appearance there but can hardly be 
said to have been a main feature? And furthermore, why did this someone, 
namely our Nal?Ir aI-DIn, adopt the textual structure that he did? To answer these 
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questions, it will be convenient to distinguish the tradition within which the 
Tadhkira falls from the genre of astronomical work that came to be character
ized by the Tadhkira itself. In what follows, I shall attempt to sketch an answer 
to these questions using a rather broad stroke indeed'! 

B. The Tadhkira's Ancient Forebears 

To understand the tradition of the Tadhkira, we need to isolate three aspects 
of his work that rUSt feels are crucial. First the notion that astronomy has a 
strong physical component is put forth explicitly in LIntr. [2] when he states that 
"the subject of astronomy is the simple bodies." Second he makes clear how he 
views the relationship between his work and the Almagest in 11.5 [10] with the 
following, revealing passage: 

These'then are models and rules that should be known. We have 
only stated them here; their geometric proofs are given in the Al
magest. Restricting oneself to circles is sufficient in the entirety of 
this science for whoever studies the proofs. However, one who at
tempts to understand the principles of the motions (mabiidi') must 
know the configuration (hay'a) of the bodies. 

Here we can gain some understanding of what rUSt meant in the introductory 
passage quoted above in which he indicated that the Tadhkira stood in a kind of 
dependent relationship to the Almagest inasmuch as the proofs of the statements 
being "narrated" in the former could presumably be found in the latter. But 
again, because Ptolemy in the Almagest did not go out of his way to discuss the 
bodies, rUSt would surely be aware that he was doing something that, though 
arguably implicit there, was certainly not explicit.2 The Almagest then, despite 
what rUSt at times seems to be saying, is clearly not the only source for his 
work. Third rUSt, though he never comes right out and says so, is clearly at
tempting to give a coherent and unified account of astronomy. Again we can 
contrast this with the Almagest, where Ptolemy treats each planetary system 
separately and is seemingly unconcerned there with such problems as how all 

1 Unfortunately the book in which "the details are expounded and proofs of the validity 
of most of them are furnished" has yet to be written. 
2 Several medieval Islamic commentators did not even think it was implicit. Ibn 
al-Akrani (d. 1348), for example, claims that "the ancients were always constricting 
themselves to abstract circles for the configuration of the orbs, until Ibn al-Haytham 
openly declared their [the orbs'] corporeality ... the later [scholars] have followed him 
with regard to this" [cited and translated by Langermann [1990], p. 13]. Tashkubnzade 
(1495-1561), Miftii/;, 1: 373 repeats this: "The ancients confined themselves (iqta~aru) in 
the configuration of the orbs to abstract circles." 
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the individual parts fit into a complete whole, how one system might affect an
other, and the actual (as opposed to relative) size and distance of the orbs. On 
the other hand, Tfisi provides just such an accounting.3 

Can we find in antiquity works that could be considered earlier instances of a 
tradition of which the Tadhkira is a later member? I would venture to answer 
yes though I am thinking of an earlier tradition that should be considered in 
terms of providing inspiration rather than of establishing a specific genre. The 
first example I wish to consider occurs in Book A, Chapter 8 of Aristotle's 
Metaphysics. In seeking to determine the actual number of eternal movers, 
Aristotle finds that he needs help from the "mathematicians" (trov 
/lcx9r]IHX'ttlcroV) so that "our thought may have some definite number to grasp." 
But though he is dependent on the astronomers, he is clearly not afraid to 
propose modifications in order to "explain the phenomena." In practice, this 
means that Aristotle accepts that the Eudoxan-Callippic mathematical theory of 
the celestial motions accounts for the phenomena of each individual planet. 
What he is seeking to rectify is the problem that results from Eudoxus having 
treated the orbs of each planet separately. When one fits the individual sets of 
homocentric spheres inside one another, the lower spheres will necessarily 
partake of the motion of the higher orbs thus upsetting the mathematical model
ing for each planet. Hence Aristotle proposes "unrolling" spheres whose purpose 
is to undo the motions (with the exception of the daily motion) for a given planet 
so that one can in effect start over for the next one. 

How should we understand this relationship between Aristotle and the 
astronomers? The traditional view would have it that Aristotle is acting as a 
physicist whereas Eudoxus and Callippus are astronomers whose purpose is to 
use geometrical (rather than physical) hypotheses to "save the phenomena.,,4 
Recent studies, however, have pointed out that the use of spheres and uniform 
rotation indicate physical commitments, and it would be a mistake to view 
Eudoxus and Callippus. as exponents of some ancient version of in
strumentalism.S How then should we view the relationship between Aristotle 
and Eudoxus? L. Wright has argued we should not regard Aristotle as someone 
who physicalized purely mathematical models, but rather as someone who took 
preexisting physical models and "showed how this model could be fitted into a 

3 For the individual parts, see II.2 (overview) and II.6-II.10 (details for each planet). For 
the dynamics of celestial motion, see IIA [6-7]. And for the problem of planetary sizes 
and distances, rUSt devotes the entirety of Book IV. 
4 The classic statement of this is by Duhem [1908], pp. 3-5 (Engl. trans. pp. 5-7). Heath 
[1913] states that "we have seen that that system [of Eudoxus and Callippus] was purely 
geometrical and theoretical; there was nothing mechanical about it ... Aristotle, as we shall 
see, transformed the purely abstract and geometrical theory into a mechanical system of 
spheres" (p. 217). For other examples, see Wright [1973], p. 165. For a review of this 
viewpoint, see Lloyd [1978], pp. 202-204. 
5 This point was made forcefully by Wright [1973]; cf. Lloyd [1978], p. 219, who recants 
an earlier commitment to the conventional view. 
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unified planetary system which had consequences that the model as used by 
Eudoxus did not.,,6 If this is the case, then we can point to the same three funda
mental aspects that we have identified with Tusl's Tadhkira: (1) Aristotle is 
providing a physical account of the All; (2) he is accepting as given the models 
of the astronomers, which he assumes to be at base physical; and (3) he is at
tempting to provide a coherent and unified account, which compels him to pro
vide additional spheres. It is on this basis that I would claim kinship between the 
Tadhkira and this chapter of the Metaphysics. 

A second example of an "inspirational" ancient predecessor of the Tadhkira 
is undoubtedly Ptolemy's Planetary Hypotheses, which is composed of two 
books'? Writing sometime after completing the Almagest, Ptolemy begins the 
first book by proclaiming his desire to set forth the results of the Almagest in a 
summary fashion (KC.<\><xt..atcoSffis; Arabic trans. jumal)8 so that they might be 
more easily conceived and also as an aid to those who wish to construct a me
chanical model.9 He then proceeds to catalogue the celestial circles, giving their 
positions, motions, and relative sizes (with the largest circle for each system of 
circles being 60). This part of Book I is followed by a discussion of the order of 
the planets, which, once detennined, allows one to use the relative sizes of the 
circles to establish the absolute distances (in either Earth radii or stades) of the 
planets from the Earth. Computations of the sizes of the planets and stars fol
lowed by a passage on planetary visibility round out Book I. This part of the· 
Planetary Hypotheses can then be understood as a summary of the main results 
of the Almagest presented without proofs for those who wish to gain a general 
picture of the heavens and their motions or who wish to construct actual physi
cal models. 

6 Wright [1973], pp. 171-172. We need not follow him down the slippery slope of anal
ogy with Kepler and Newton to accept his fundamental point. 
7 Only the first part of Book I is extant in Greek. Both books are available in an 
anonymous Arabic translation "corrected" by Thabit ibn Qurra. There is also a Hebrew 
translation from the Arabic. The Greek text of Book I (lacking the part on sizes and dis
tances) with a French translation is in Halma [1820], pp. 41-56; the Greek text is also in 
Heiberg [1907], which in addition contains a German translation begun by L. Nix and 
completed by F. Buhl and P. Heegaard of the Arabic. Somehow the three translators 
missed the secon.d part of Book I; this has been rectified by an English translation due to 
B. Goldstein [1967], who also included a commentary, a facsimile reproduction of one of 

the two extant Arabic manuscripts, namely British Museum MS Arab. 426 (hereafter 

referred to as BM 426) and variant readings of the other manuscript. 

8 Heiberg [1907], p. 70, line 12; BM426, f. 81b, line 10 (Goldstein [1967], p. 13). 

9 Swerdlow/Neugebauer [1984] see this as basically an equatorium (p. 40). 
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Book II is a summary of a rather different sort. Ptolemy tells us that 

having pictured (jacalnii al-mithiilat) their motions and the ar
rangements of their positions in a simple manner on great circles 
(aflak), which they describe by their motions, it remains for us to 
describe the forms (ashkiil) of the bodies by which we may under
stand those circles (ajliik).IO 

Ptolemy then plunges into a rather involved discussion of the nature of the celes
tial bodies. I I This is followed by a description of how the bodies are arranged 
for each planetary system. I2 

It is not difficult to cite numerous differences between the Planetary 
Hypotheses and the Tadhkira as well as other Arabic and Persian works of its 
type.13 The two-book structure of the Hypotheses-the first a summary of the 
Almagest and the second an attempt to represent physically the orbs-is not fol
lowed in any Islamic astronomical text known to me. More importantly, the at
tempt to make the orbs into manshiirat [np(oIHx't<X. or "sawed-off sections"] is 
rejected by Arabic astronomers out of hand. I4 Nevertheless, I would maintain 
that the Planetary Hypotheses is a prototype for the Tadhkira. The dual treat
ment of the motions and orbs in the two books of the Hypotheses have in the 
Tadhkira been combined to form a unified account for each body. The section 
on sizes and distances of the celestial bodies at the end of Book I of the 
Hypotheses has been placed in the final book (bah) of the Tadhkira, which is 
meant to provide a unified view of the system taken as a whole. And most im
portantly, the purpose of each work is basically the same: (1) both seek to pro
vide a summary of the Almagest and both assume the results and proofs of the 
Almagest as given; (2) both seek to provide a physical account of the celestial 

10 BM 426, f. 93a, lines 3-6 (Goldstein [1967], p. 36). 
11 Ptolemy'S basic purpose in this part of Book II (BM 426, ff. 93a-95b; Goldstein 
[1967], pp. 36-41) would seem to be the defense of his proposal to do away with 
"complete spheres." He suggests using only those parts of the spheres where the planet is 
seen to move, leaving the so-called tambourines (adfof) or sawed-off sections 
(manshi1riit) (BM 426, ff. 94b-95a). Ptolemy at no time, however, accepts a vacuum as 
some modern commentators would have us believe (e.g. Schramm [1963], pp. 19-20 and 
Neugebauer, HAMA, 2: 923). He instead suggests that an aether fills the gaps left after 
detaching the truncated orbs (BM 426, f. 95b, lines 8-13). Although the exact details of 
how the motion of the orb might occur in the aether remain obscure, Ptolemy's reason for 
adopting this somewhat radical position is explicit, namely that there is nothing useless in 
nature. As justification for this, he cites the fact that the orbs of Venus and Mercury fill 
almost exactly the space between the moon and sun (BM 426, f. 95a, lines 1-8). 
12 BM 426, ff. 96a-102b (Goldstein [1967], pp. 42-55). 
13 For an extensive discussion of this with regard to Ibn al-Haytham's Hay 'at al-calam, 
see Langermann [1990], pp. 11-25. 
14 See, for example, the Tadhkira, 11.11 [16]. 
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bodies and their motions based on the mathematical models of the Almagest; and 
(3) both seek to give a unified account of the entire system, perhaps best ex
emplified by the sizes and distances section of each (1.1 of the Planetary 
Hypotheses and Book IV of the Tadhkira). It is these three fundamental aspects, 
which we have also identified in a somewhat different form in Aristotle's ac
count of the Eudoxan-Callippan system, that I would maintain link the 
Hypotheses to the Tadhkira. 

C. The Islamic Tradition of the Tadhkira 

The existence of classical texts that correspond in some fashion with the Is
lamic tradition of which the Tadhkira is a member does not imply, of course, 
that those texts are in a direct historical line with, or are responsible for, that tra
dition. In particular, there is little evidence that any Islamic writer would have 
connected his work with Aristotle and Ptolemy in quite the way this 20th 
century writer has done above. We also are in the unfortunate position of not un
derstanding very clearly how late Hellenistic astronomy was assimilated into the 
early Islamic science of the 8th and early 9th centuries. Though theoretical con
cerns seem to have been at a minimum during this period, there are at least hints 
that an interest in cosmography and the physics underlying astronomy may have 
been present at the earliest stages of Islamic science.! YaCqiib ibn Tariq gave 
one of his works the suggestive title Tarklb al-afliik ("the arrangement of the 
orbs"), which was probably written in 1611777-78. Though only fragments have 
reached us, one of these, significantly for our purposes, is a table of planetary 
sizes and distances; although Blriini thinks these are Indian, Pingree feels they 
are more in the spirit of Planetary Hypotheses 1,2 though he is quick to point out 
that it is difficult to be definitive about a Greek influence.2 Indeed, Ibn Hibinta 
(ca. 950) in his Astrology points to an Indian source for Ibn Tariq's system of 
orbs.3 Another work that is possibly from this period based on its attribution to 
the astrologer Miisha' allah (762-:ea. 815) is De. scientia motus orbis (also known 
as De elementis et orbibus coelestibus).4 This astronomical treatise in 27 chap
ters, which is extant only in Latin translation, has sections on the physical basis 
of astronomy, though the motivation here may be astrologica1.5 Pingree has 
postulated a Syriac source that may be connected with the Hellenized pagan 
community of l:Iarran; though this is far from proved, it does provide us with a 

1 Pingree [1973] provides a penetrating account of this period. For a taste of the muddled 

sources that must be used to reconstruct this period, see Hashimi, ellal, who may simply 

be reflecting the eclectic nature of astronomy during the 9th century. 

2 Pingree [1968], pp. 105-109. 

3 Langermann [1990], p. 29. 

4 Pingree [1975] has summarized the contents, pp. 9-12. See also Sezgin, GAS, 6: 129. 

5 As Pingree [1975], p. 10 states: "Clearly this is Peripateticism for the astrologer." 
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possible conduit for the early interest in physical cosmography within Islam as 
well as a possjble motivation having to do with the desire to put forth a unified 
system that would provide the rational basis for astrology.6 

But were these early Islamic forays into physical cosmography sufficient to 
define a genre or to establish a tradition that can account for the Tadhkira? 
Based on the testimony of Ibn al-Haytham, a prominent, not to say crucial, fig
ure in developing that tradition, the answer must be no. In the introduction to his 
AI-Maqiila fi hay'at al-ciilam, no dQubt written at a fairly early stage in his 
career,7 he identifies a group of mathematicians (a~f:tiib al-taClim) who have 
published works dealing with astronomical problems "by speaking generally" 
[lit., "grossly"] (bi-'I-jam min al-qawl), but at the same time have "followed a 
procedure in apparent conformity with the detailed investigation of the science 
of astronomy" (li-l-daq'iq min al-na?ar fi cilm al-hay'a).8 

... their goal is to collect that which has been stated in a detailed 
way and to present it as a summary (jumal) free of proofs...for the 
sole [purpose] of simplifying for those who would benefit from an 
acquaintance (maCrifa) with the configurations of those motions 
by acceptance rather than inquiry and by following the prac
titioners of the science rather than by reflection ...9 

One can see that Ibn al-Haytham is characterizing a relationship not unlike the 
one Tusl describes between his Tadhkira and the Almagest, i.e. one of a general 
account that takes for granted an existing detailed study replete with mathemati
cal proof. But the two other aspects we have identified as fundamental to the 
Tadhkira, a summary that takes the bodies as explicit starting points rather than 
simply implied and a presentation that is holistic rather than particular, are lack
ing in these earlier accounts according to Ibn al-Haytham. For he states that they 
are 

based upon the motions of imaginary points on the circumferences 
of intellected circles ...resulting in what they [i.e. earlier writers] 
have expounded being li~ited to those circles and points alone 
since they have not made it their intention to clarify the way in 
which those various motions may be consummated while being 
assumed on the surface of solid spheres.10 

6 Pingree [1975], pp. 10-12. 

7 Cf. Sabra [1972], p. 197. 

8 Langermann [1990], p. 5 (Arabic numeration), lines 7 and 10-11. I have changed 

Langermann's translation (no. [1], p. 53) somewhat in orderto emphasize what I take to 

be Ibn al-Haytham's rhetorical use of jaW (general or gross) and daqiq (precise or 

detailed) to contrast two types of astronomical work. 

9 Langermann [1990], p. 5 (Arabic numeration), lines 19-23; cf. Langermann's transla

tion and commentary, no. [3], pp. 53-54 and pp. 2-4. 

10 Langermann [1990], p. 5 (Arabic numeration), lines 12-18; cf. Langermann's transla

tion,nos. [2-3],pp.53-54. 
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Furthermore these summarizers have not provided a coherent account since nei
ther have they clarified "the manner, given the various centers involved, that 
spheres can carry [other spheres]."ll 

It is important to recognize that Ibn al-Haytham is not saying that previous 
astronomical work has been "instrumentalist" in some Duhemian sense; in fact, 
he seems to go out of his way to indicate that previous work has assumed the ex
istence of solid spheres. He will refrain, he tells us, from "criticism and rebuke" 
since the earlier· summarizers "despite ignoring the things they neglected," a 
clear reference to the solid spheres, nevertheless "probably conceived of them 
and appreciated their importance" (muta!awwirin laha wa-muqayYimzn [text: 
qayyimzn] biha).l2 Ibn al-Haytham even gives an explanation for this neglect. 
Since they were dependent upon works that used figures and proofs based on 
circles, their summaries likewise were "limited to those circles and points 
alone." 13 But what of those who made these detailed studies with proofs that ig
nored the solid bodies, Ptolemy being for Ibn al-Haytham the most eminent? Ibn 
al-Haytham excuses him by remarking that his "aim was to construct proofs for 
which circles andpoints sufficed";14 there is no hint that he thinks that his great 
predecessor did not understand the importance of the solid orbs for astronomy. 

Rather than seeing himself as a realist who must combat the instrumentalism 
of his predecessors, Ibn al-Haytham instead wishes to make explicit what is im
plicit in previous work,15 namely to assume 

the imaginary circles and points that [Ptolemy] took to be 
detached (akhadhaha mujarrada)16 to be on the surfaces of 
spheres moving on their own ... since that is more true in terms of 
reality (min :jifat al-/:Iii{) and more clear for [providing] an under
standable explanation.! 7 

Here then is the first aspect that we have identified as crucial for the tradition 
we are tracing, namely providing a physical account that would explain the 

11 Langermann [1990], p. 5 (Arabic numeration), lines 18-19; cf. Langermann's transla

tion, no. [3], p. 54. 

12 Langermann [1990], p. 6 (Arabic numeration), lines 1-3; cf. Langermann's translation, 

no. [5], p. 54. 

13 Langermann [1990], p. 5 (Arabic numeration), lines 13-17; cf. Langermann's transla

tion, no. [2], p. 53. 

14 Langermann [1990], p. 6 (Arabic numeration), lines 14-15; cf. Langermann's transla

tion, no. [8], p. 55. 

15 That the solid orbs were implicit in the work of ancient astronomers was not a unani

mously held opinion; see footnote 2, p. 25. 

16 Here the context makes it clear that Ptolemy took these circles and points to be 

detached for the purposes of his proofs. 

17 Langermann [1990], p. 6 (Arabic numeration), lines. 1~12; cf. Langermann's transla

tion, no. [6], p. 54. 
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celestial motions. Ibn al-Haytham obliges us with clear statements of the other 
two aspects as well. He explicitly acknowledges the dependence of his work on 
the Almagest when he states that 

our statements concerning all the motions are according to the 
opinion and belief of Ptolemy; but all that we shall present is a 
summary by which one can understand the general picture of the 
form, the position and the motion but not the particulars of 
these.18 

As for the problem of fitting all the parts together into a coherent whole, he ad
dresses this as follows: . 

. . .it is possible to combine together all those bodies assumed for 
each one of the motions without there occurring any hindrance, 
resistance, or impediment; rather their motions in being combined 
are [still] continuous and permanent. 19 

Ibn al-Haytham's importance in establishing the Tadhkira's tradition should 
not be underestimated. Not only has he defined explicitly the crucial elements of 
that tradition, he has also placed himself in the historical position of being its 
originator. And insofar as his successors believed his story, and there is no rea
son to doubt that Tusi, for one, did, this would more or less solve our problem of 
situating the Tadhkira within an Arabic tradition. 

There remain, however, numerous problems with our privileging of Ibn 
al-Haytham's position. First there is the inescapable problem of the Planetary 
Hypotheses and the relation of the Hay 'at al-clilam to it. Since Ibn al-Haytham 
does not mention it in the Hay 'at al-clilam, we are in the rather uncomfortable 
position of claiming a work, i.e. the Hypotheses, as an important source for a tra
dition that is either unknown or ignored by aprime member of that tradition. I 
have little in the way of a solution of this puzzle except to offer the following 
facts. Ibn al-Haytham does know it by the time of writing his later Al-Shukuk 
calli Batlamyus (Doubts about Ptolemy) and in fact presents a blistering attack 
on it.20 Besides the fact that he considered the Hypotheses· defective in not 
providing a physical body for each motion, a criticism applicable to his own ear

18 Langerrnann [1990], pp. 6-7 (Arabic numeration), lines 27-1; cf. Langermann's trans-. 

lation, no. [12], p. 55. 

19 Langermann [1990], p. 6 (Arabic numeration), lines 19-22; cf. Langermann's transla

tion, no. [10], p. 55. Tusi, as well as Ibn al-Haytham himself later in his life, would come 

to see this as an overly optimistic view. The point I wish to emphasize here, though, is 

simply that Ibn al-Haytham is explicitly acknowledging this as part of the work he is un

dertaking. 

20 ShukUk, pp. 42-64. 
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lier work, he also is disenchanted with the use of truncated orbs, the manshUrat 
or np(crl.ux'tu.21 Without attempting to be definitive, I would suppose that Ibn 
al-Haytham, if we assume that he knew the Hypotheses at the time of writing the 
Hay 'at al-calam, may have regarded the use of anything other than spheres as so 
idiosyncratic as to disqualify it from the tradition he saw himself as establish
ing.22 There is also the problem of how much we should accept Ibn 
al-Haytham's assertion that his predecessors had been derelict in attending to the 
physical side of astronomy.23 Another problem I have not attempted to deal with 
here is that of his contemporaries,such as Ibn Sina and his student al-Juzjani, 
who may have been engaged in similar enterprises.24 

Despite these difficulties in establishing Ibn al-Haytham as having 
single-handedly established physical cosmography in Islam, a position I would 
not at all wish to maintain, there remains the fact that he and several of his suc
cessors saw him in that light. The role of al-Khiraqi (d. 533/1138-39) seems to 
me particularly germane. He explicitly cites Ibn al-Haytham in both his 
Muntahii al-idriik and al-Tab~ira as inspiration for his work. In particular, he 
states that he wishes to continue the work of Ibn al-Haytham in considering 
solid spheres as opposed to imaginary circles in astronomy.25 And Tusi specifi
cally cites the Muntahii in his lJall-i mushkilat-i Mu Cfniyya. 26 But of even more 
importance is the fact that it is this Khiraqi, working explicitly under the in
fluence of Ibnal-Haytham, who establishes the basic structure, the genre, that 
Tusi follows in both his MuCZniyya and Tadhkira. 

D. The Tadhkira as Genre 

Ibn al-Haytham's advocacy of an astronomical summary in which the celes
tial bodies played a fundamental role was quite influential. But his Hay'at 
al-calam acted more as a pioneering inspiration rather than as a prototype to be 
emulated. This latter role was assumed by Tusi's Persian Risiilah-i MuCfniyya 

21 Shukuk, pp. 47-58, especially p. 50. 

22 This is a widespread disenchantment; see Bironi, Qanun, 2: 635, lines 3-17 and TUsi, 

Tadhkira, 11.11 [16]. 

23 For a discussion of this with particular reference to Battani and Farghiini, see 

Langermann [1990], pp. 25-30. Whether Farghanl's Elements ,oj Astronomy should be 

considered to be in line with Ibn al-Haytham's Hay 'a is an interesting question deserving 

of serious study; I would merely point out here that Ibn al-Haytham certainly did not 

think so. 

24 See Saliba [1980]. 

25 Shams ai-Din abii 8akr MuJ:.iammad b. AJ:.imad al-Khiraqi, Muntaha, Tehran, Majlis-i 

Shiira-i Milli MS (uncatalogued), ff. 2b-3a; idem, Tab~ira, Istanbul, Ayasofya(?) MS 

3398, f. 2a. A German translation of the introductions to both works is due to Wiedemann 

and Kohl [1926-27]; reprinted in Wiedemann [1970], 2: 628-643. 

26 !fall, p. 16, line 1. 
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and by its later Arabic incarnation the Tadhkira; they defined by their structure 
and their approach to the problems of astronomy a certain category of work that 
would be the model for a distinct genre of astronomical writing.! 

The development of this genre reflected a certain conceptualization of 
astronomy in Islam that seems to have evolved during the early centuries of Is
lamic science. Though a detailed examination would neither be appropriate nor 
possible here, even a brief discussion of this problem will be useful for situating 
the Tadhkira within the discipline of Islamic astronomy and for dispelling the 
notion that Tusi's understanding of astronomy represents a new departure. 

Encyclopedias and popular accounts of the sciences provide some of our pri
mary sources for how astronomy was conceived. In the 10th century, Cilm 
al-nujum (the science of the stars) was used by Farabi, Abu cAbd Alliih 
Mu~ammad al-Khwarazmi, and the Ikhwiin al-~afii.' (Brethren of Purity) to 
designate astronomy in its widest sense, and Khwiirazmi indicates that the term 
is equivalent to the Greek lxO"'tpovo~(a.z For all three, cilm al-nujum includes 
both mathematical astronomy3and astrology.4 Khwarazmi and the Ikhwiin 
al-~afii.' use the term cilm al-hay'a (the science of hay 'a) to designate a certain 
branch of astronomy that Khwarazmi specifically identifies with "knowledge 
(macrifa) of the arrangement (tarkib) of the orbs, their configuration (hay'a), 
and the configuration of the Earth."s 

With Avicenna (980-1037), however, we find something new. In his Aqsam 
al-culiim al-Caq/iyya (Classification of the Rational Sciences), CUm al-hay'a has 
replaced cilm al-nujum as the general term for the discipline,6 and astrology is 
no longer considered part of this reformulated astronomy.1 This move is of more 
than passing significance. For what had once been considered a subdivision of 
astronomy has now been made to encompass the entire field. Thus whether one 
is composing an astronomical handbook (zij), making instruments, finding the 
direction of Mecca, or doing anything astronomical, one would be engaged in 
this Cilm al-hay'a, which literally means "the science of configuration"; thus 
astronomy has implicitly come to designate, at least in this classification, a dis
cipline having to do with bodies inasmuch as cilm al-hay'a originally was used 
to indicate the study of the configuration of the Earth and orbs, and the arrange
ment of the latter. Without offering an explanation of why this might have oc
curred at this time, we can pointto the related work of A vicenna's contemporary 
Ibn al-Haytham, who, as we have discussed at length above, was also intent on 
making the physical bodies central to astronomy. 

1 This distinct category was first pointed to by Livingston [1973]. 

2 Farabi, IJ:t~ii', pp. 84-86; Khwarazmi, MaJiitfJ:t, Bk. II, Ch. 6, esp. p. 215; Ikhwan 

ai-sara', Rasii'il, 1: 73. 

3 Farabi calls this cilm al-nujiim al-tactimf. 

4 For Khwarazmi, I base this on the fact that Ch. 6 of Bk. II, entitled "PI cilm al-nujiim," 

has a section devoted to astrology. 

5 Khwarazmi, MaJiitiJ:t, p. 215. 

6 Ibn SIna, Aqsiim, p. 112. 

7 Astrology is here a subdivision of physics (al-J:tikma al-rabfCiyya); ibid., p. 110. 
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While Avicenna is making hay'a synonymous with astronomy, he also is, as 
we have seen, removing astrology from its purview. This may seem odd at first 
sight since one would assume that an emphasis on the physical aspects of 
astronomy would make astrology even more central to it. I believe the reason 
this did not happen was that cilm al-hay'a was held to deal with the external 
aspect of the physical bodies and not their internal character, a point we shall 
return to below. 

This new understanding of astronomy was not confined to A vicenna; one 
need merely look at late medieval (i.e. post-12th c.) classifiers of the sciences 
such as Tashkubrlzade (901-68/1495-1561) and Tahanawl (12thl 18th c.) to see 
that this view of cilm al-hay'a and all that it entailed had become com
monplace.8 Thus under this classification one finds, among other things, 
theoretical works, astronomical handbooks (zijes), books on the making and use 
of instruments, treatises on observational astronomy, and tables of prayer times. 
In addition, certain topics in geography are accepted as being part of this 
astronomy.9 But just as with Avicenna, cilm ai-hay 'a among these later categor~ 
izers does not include works on astrology or the body of literature related to 
Aristotle's De caela (ai-sarna' wa-' 1-Calam), both of which were usually consid
ered to fall under the Peripatetic rubric of physics. 

But while cilm al-hay'a came to mean astronomy in its most general sense, 
the original meaning of the term was not completely lost; those works that were 
intended to give a general view of astronomy from the perspective of the con
figuration of the orbs would, of course, be hay'a works par excellence. But in 
order to distinguish this usage from the all·inclusive one, works of this genre 
were categorized under hay 'a baslfa (plain hay'a) since, as Tashkubnzade tells 
us, they "lack (yujarrada Can) proofs; they are limited to conceptualizing 
(t£l:l'awwur) and imagining (takhayyul) without certainty (yaqln)."l0 It is this 
type of work that is exemplified both by AI-Tadhkira fi cilm ai-hay' a (Memoir 
on the science of hay'a) and by one of its more elementary, and consequently 
very widespread, offshoots, Jaghmini's AI-Mulakhkh£l:l' fi al-hay'a al-basrta 
(Epitome of plain hay'a).ll 

8 Tashkubrlzade, MiftiiJ;, 1: 371; Tahanawi, Dictionary, 1: 41. 
9 The reason for this will be explored on p. 38. 
10 TashkubrIzade, MiftiiJ;, 1: 372. 
11 For Jaghmini's dependence on the Tadhkira, see commentary to III.l [8]. There is a 
great deal of conflicting evidence concerning the date of this author, whose full name is 
Mal}miid b. MulJammad b. cUmar al-Jaghmlni. Suter [1900], p. 164 held that this 
Jaghmlni was the same person who wrote a work on medicine called Qiinunca and who 
died in 74511344-45; however a copy of the Mulakhkh~, Istanbul MS Laleli 2141, is 
purportedly dated 64411246-47 (Krause [1936], p. 510), and King states that I:Iiijji 
Khalifa, in a manuscript copy of the Kashf al-;.uniln, gives the date of composition as 
618/1221-22 (EP, 5: xvii). Cf. GAL, 1: 473 and SI: 865, King [1986], p. 150 and Suter 
and Vernet, EP, 2: 378. If Krause and King are correct, then Jaghmiru would obviously 
not be dependent on the Tadhkira; however, at this point I find the evidence from III. 1 [8] 
compelling. Clearly, though, further investigation of the manuscript evidence is needed to 
resolve the matter. 
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The three general aspects we have identified above as fundamental to the tra
dition of physical cosmography underlie, of course, hay' a basf{a; it is at this 
level of generality that we can connect the Tadhkira with the Planetary 
Hypotheses and the Hay'at al-alam. But the Tadhkira has certain other 
features-both stylistic and substantive-that distinguish it in varying degrees 
from these predecessors. Many, if not most, of these became codified in the 
large number of works modeled after the Tadhkira and it is in this sense that I 
believe we can refer to it as exemplifying a certain genre over and above its role 
of continuing the tradition of physical cosmography. In what follows, we· shall 
list and discuss these features. 

1. The Structure of the Tadhkira. As I have indicated above, we need to 
look at the Tadhkira not only as part of a tradition of cosmographical summaries 
but also as structured in a way that Tusl felt would most effectively allow him to 
give 'a summary of astronomy from the point of view of the physical bodies. The 
structure comes from the four-part division of the work itself: (a) an introduction 
that gives the mathematical and physical principles used in the discipline; (b) a 
section divided into several chapters dealing with the configuration 
("cosmography") of the celestial region (hay'at aI-sarna'); (c) another section 
also divided into several chapters dealing with topics related to the configuration 
("geo-graphy") of the Earth (hay'at al-ar¢) in which Tus! deals with the 
astronomically determined divisions of the Earth as well as with other 
astronomically determined phenomena that in general vary depending on the lat
itude of the observer; and (d) a section dealing with the size of the Earth and the 
celestial bodies, and the distances of those bodies from the Earth. 

A four-part structure, as far as I have been able to determine, first appears in 
Khiraqi's Muntaha al-idrak, which has an introduction and three books dealing 
with the arrangement (tark/b) of the celestial bodies and their motions, the con
figuration (hay'a) of the Earth, and chronology. Tus! himself has basically taken 
this structure as a model for both his Risiilah-i MuCfniyya and his Tadhkira, but 
he has made the sizes and distances chapter of the cosmographical section of the 
Muntaha into a separate part (Book IV) and has more or less dispensed with 
chronology.12 It is this structure that came to define the genre of writing referred 
to as hay'a basfta (plain hay'a). 

2. A hay'a basi{a work should contain no geometrical proofs. Since a 
hay'a basitil work was an account meant to give a general overview of 
astronomy, it was generally held that it should be devoid of mathematical proof, 

12 He deals with it somewhat in III.10, but, perhaps with the Muntahii in mind, he insists 
that the details of chronology do not have a place in a work such as the Tadhkira; see 
III.10 [3]10-11. 
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TOsi emphasizes this in LIntr. [3], as we have seen earlier (p. 24), where he 
refers the reader to the Almagest for proofs of what is being presented "innarra
tive form." This is stated again in U.5 [10]: "These then are models and rules 
that should be known. We have only stated them here; their geometric proofs are 
given in the Almagest." And in IV.1 [4], he forgoes presenting one of Birfinl's 
methods for determining the size of the Earth since "it contains geometrical 
proofs." The one major exception occurs in 11.1'1, where he gives several proofs 
related to his new models for planetary motion. But this exception is acknowl
edged by Tus! in such a way that it proves the more general rule; for he states 
that he is presenting proofs "even though it was not our intention to provide 
geometrical proofs in this compendiumI' (11.11 [3]). 

3. The Tadhkira as a summary for nonspecialists. In addition to not 
giving proofs, TOsi also indicates his desire to avoid too much detail; for this he 
refers his reader to specialized accounts. That he could depend on these other 
works is a clear indication that Islamic astronomy was a highly developed field 
of study. I also think that this is an indication that TOsi saw the Tadhkira as a 
work useful both for students of astronomy and for nonspecialists. 13 

As examples of this, we find in. 11.4 [12] that he cuts his discussion of the 
fixed stars short with the following remarks: 

Knowledge of the fixed stars and that which concerns them being 
a separate discipline, it is best. that we confine ourselves to just 
what has been presented. 

For those interested in numbers, he sends his readers to the "practical hand- . 
books" (kutub ai-Carnal) in 11.14 [1]14-15 (for sector measurements) and in 
m.8 [8]4 (for the equation of time). When an example is needed, he usually will 
give the simplest one possible as in the case of the qibla determination in 
m.12 [4]; as we saw earlier, he avoided Birfini's determination of the size of the 
Earth since it involved geometrical proofs. 

13 One difficulty with this is the presentation of non-Ptolemaic models in II.II, which 
would certainly seem to be written with the specialist in mind; evidently Tusi himself 
recognizes this when he apologizes for going into detail "even though it was not our in
tention to provide geometrical proofs in this compendium" (II.ll [3]). Twenty-five years 
earlier this consideration had led him to delay publishing his newly discovered models in 
the Risalah-i MuCfniyya, the Persian prototype of the Tadhkira, since their "presentation 
in this compendium would not be appropriate"; instead he put them in his appendix to 
that work, the lfall-i mushkilat-i MuCfniyya. (There are other cases in the MuCfniyya 
where Tusi speaks of the inappropriateness of going into the details of complicated mat
ters; see Section J, p. 68 of this volume.) Perhaps by the time of writing the Tadhkira, 
Tusi felt that these "new" developments in the field had come to be an integral part of 
hay'a and were something the student or even general reader should be aware of despite 
their difficulty. 
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Finally we 'should note that Tust seems quite cognizant of disciplinary 
boundaries and will not hesitate curtailing his discussion when he feels a bound
ary is about to be traversed. As we have noted earlier with reference to Khiraql's 
Muntahii, he dispenses with the historical aspects of chronology since he feels 
that it has nothing to do with astronomy. 

Every people has an epoch to which they refer the years of their 
history; understanding the details of that does not pertain to this 
science. (111.10 [3]) 

4. All simple bodies as the subject matter of astronomy. Tusi is quite ex
plicit on this point in that he states in I.Intr. [2]: 

The subject of astronomy is the simple bodies, both superior and 
inferior, with respect to their quantities, qualities, positions, and 
intrinsic motions. 

Several points need to be noted. First it is the simple bodies that are the subject 
matter of astronomy, i.e. the four elements plus the celestial aether. Second the 
fact that the four elements are included means that a hay'a work would need to 
pay some attention to the sublunar world. In the Tadhkira we find that not only 
is the shape and situation of the Earth considered,I4 the cosmographical wrap-up 
given in II.2 includes a paragraph listing the various levels of the sublunar 
region. In addition, the entirety of Book ill is devoted to "the configuration of 
the Earth" (hay 'at al-arlj), and the measurement of the Earth is taken up in IV.l. 

The inclusion in a hay'a work of a distinct section on the configuration of 
the Earth was often taken to distinguish the Islamic and Greek astronomical tra
dition. I5 This seems something of an exaggeration since Ptolemy devoted Book 
II of the Almagest to many of the problems referred to in Book ill of the 
Tadhkira. But the fact that some Islamic astronomers saw themselves as doing 
something new is significant and again highlights the importance they attached 
to the notion that astronomy should deal with all the simple bodies. 

5. Hay'a should only deal with the external aspect of the bodies. Al
though TuS! makes bodies the subject of astronomy, he is not thereby making 
astronomy a branch of physics. For one thing, it is clear that he follows Aristotle 
in taking it to be a "mixed science". inasmuch as he states that its principles 
corne from metaphysics, geometry, and natural philosophy. Furthermore, he tells 
us that astronomy is interested in bodies in a partiCUlar way, namely "with 
respect to their quantities, qualities, positions, and intrinsic motions" (Untr. [2]). 

14 See 11.1. 

15 See, for example, Qa<.ilzade al-RiimI's (ca. 136~a. 1436) commentary to JaghmlnI's 

Mulakhkh~, f. 3a, lines 9-10. 
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The significance of such a restriction is underscored by Tahanaw! who ad
dresses this question in the introduction to his Dictionary ofScientific Tenns. He 
notes that cilm al-hay'a should be distinguished from works on al-sama' 
wa- 'l-calam, i.e. the De caelo tradition of Aristotle, which was taken to be part 
of the physical or natural philosophy corpus. The reason was not because of sub
ject matter but because of the different aspects of the subject matter studied by 
each discipline. Though both investigate the simple bodies, cilm al-hay'a exam
ines them with regard to their "quantities, qualities, positions, and motions." On 
the other hand, al-sama' wa-'l-calam studies them from the point of view of 
"their natures" (tabi'i'iCihii).16 Thus it was for cilm al-hay'a to examine the out
ward manifestations of simple bodies, whereas it was for al-sarna' wa-'I-calam 
to investigate their essential nature. I? 

What this means in practice is illustrated in 11.1, which deals with proofs for 
such things as the sphericity of the Earth and sky. In the final paragraph of the 
chapter, Tus! tells us that the proofs presented 

are inniyya, which convey existence; those which convey the 
necessity of that existence are limmiyyat proofs and are given in 
natural philosophy in the book De caela. 

These inni "proofs" are based upon observations; for example, the observations 
listed in 11.1 [2] are the evidence Tust feels is sufficient to prove that [inna] the 
Earth is, generally speaking, a sphere. This sort of proof does not, however, indi
cate the physical or metaphysical reasons that would show us why [lima] the 
Earth must be spherical and no other shape. This would require that one investi
gate the nature of the bodies, but that, as we have seen, is the province of natural 
philosophy, not astronomy. 

Although the notion of inni and limmi proofs ultimately derive from the 
fact/reasoned fact distinction made by Aristotle in the Posterior Analytics (Bk. 
II, Ch. 13), the manner being used here to differentiate two sciences that study 
the same subject matter has no real precedent in the Aristotelian corpus. I8 There 
are, however, other Greek works that one might point to as sources for the 
dichotomy made in Islamic astronomy. Simplicius (6th c. A.D.), in his com
mentary on Aristotle's Physics, quotes Geminus (1st c. A.D.)19 to the effect that 

in many cases the astronomer and the physicist will propose to 
prove the same point, e.g. that the sun is of great size or that the 
Earth is spherical, but they will not proceed by the same road. The 

16 Tahiinawi, Dictionary, 1: 47-48; actually Tahiinawi is here quoting Birjandi's super

commentary on Qii<;!iziide's SharI} al-Mulakhkha~. See also Nallino [1911], p. 32. 

17 This would also be the reason to exclude astrology from the purview of hay 'a; cf. pp. 

34-35. 

18 For an elaboration, see the commentary to II.l [8]. 

19 On dating Geminus, see HAMA, 2: 579-581. 
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physicist will prove each fact by considerations of essence or sub
stance, of force, of its being better that things should be as they 
are, or of coming into being and change; the astronomer will 
prove them by the properties of figures or magnitudes, or by the 
amount of movement and the time that is appropriate to it.20 

Ptolemy in Book I of the Almagest would seem to exemplify this attitude since 
his proofs of the basic cosmological features (the sphericity of the Earth and uni
verse, the Earth's centrality, and so forth) generally rely upon mathematics and 
observations. This, of course, would be perfectly in keeping with his stated pref
erence for the potential certainty of mathematics over the "guesswork" of 
physics and metaphysics.21 

But some Islamic astronomers felt he had not gone far enough. Biriini,for 
example, chides Ptolemy for usi~g arguments based on physics in Almagest 1.3 
to prove the sphericity of the heavens. Going outside one's disciplinary bound
aries, he asserts, does not strengthen one's arguments but makes them merely 
persuasive rather than necessary.22 Biriini may be mildly upset with Ptolemy for 
some of his antics in the Almagest, but he is truly exasperated with what he sees 
as a blatant disregard f<or the confines of astronomy in the Planetary Hypotheses. 

Ptolemy in his book al-ManshUriit [i.e. the Planetary Hypotheses] 
deviated from the path which he had followed in the Almagest 
[and took up] that which is related to opinions outside of this 
science, that is in the belief of people (al-qawm) that the celestial 
bodies have life (TJ,ayiih), perception (shu Ciir) , sensation U!:tsiis), 
and the choice (ikhtiyiir) of the noblest (al-aN_al) motions ... so 
that he even said that the paths of the planets traverse spheres that 
resemble anklets (khaliikhll) or bracelets (aswira) and are called 
manshiiriit. He then eliminated (asqa{a) the rest of the sphere ... he 
thus repudiated (nabadha) his physical and persuasive proofs 
(istidliiliitihi) in the Almagest concerning the sphericity of the 
sky ...and he did not explain what is on either side of the 
manshiiriit, whether it is of the genus of the aether thereby return
ing to what he rejected ... or whether it is of a genus of what is be
low the aether ...or whether it is a sixth genus ... These are separate 
subjects of investigation that are [dealt with] in their own particu
lar places.23 . 

20 Heath [1913], p. 276; cf. Lloyd [1978], pp. 212-214. 

21 Aim., p. 36 (H6-H7). 

22 BIriinI, Qanun, 1: 27; see also 1: 49. Cf. Pines [1963], p. 199. 

23 BIriinI, Qiiniin, 2: 634-635. 
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Biriini's attitude represents an extreme, but by no means unique, position 
among Islamic astronomers. Tusl would certainly have agreed that Ptolemy had 
broken a cardinal rule of hay'a by discussing the essential nature of the heavenly 
bodies in an astronomical work. But he would not have agreed that astronomy 
could do without natural philosophy; in ILl [6] he acknowledges that he must 
depend on the physical principle of the Earth's rectilinear inclination, rather than 
on observational evidence, to prove that the Earth does not rotate. This position 
did not go unchallenged, however; Tusi's own student Qu!b al-DIn al-Shlraz! 
opposed him on this point and the debate continued for several centuries after 
Tusi.24 

That Islamic astronomers were insistent that hay'a should only deal with the 
external aspect of bodies, with some even holding that this meant that astronomy 
could be independent of physics and metaphysics, leads us into fascinating ques
tions concerning the reasons this development took the form it did in Islam and 
the possible relationship of this with the emergence· of non-Ptolemaic 
astronomy. Even to begin answering these questions, however, would take us 
very far afield; as Tus! might have said,"it is best that we confine ourselves to 
just what has been presented."25 

E. The Physical Principles Underlying the Tadhkira 

Tus! tells us in Untr. [2] that the principles (mabiidi') of astronomy come 
from metaphysics, geometry, and natural philosophy. Geometry is mainly dealt 
with in 1.1,1 while metaphysical principles of astronomy are generally ignored.2 

On the other hand, many of the principles of natural philosophy, or physics, are 
listed in 1.2, while others are implied. Starting with Duhem, modern historians 
have tended to view these physical principles as somehow "metaphysical" ip. the 
rnodern sense; this is often reflected in the rather dismissive way in which they 
are referred to as "philosophica1."3 But this seriously misrepresents the historical 
situation of these principles and the manner in which they were understood by 
the practitioners of hay 'a. For one thing, the physical principles of astronomy 
were conceived in a way that conformed to the notion that hay 'a was about the 
external aspect of bodies. As we shall see later (p. 46), motion, within 
astronomy, was said to be "investigated [in terms of] its quantity and direction"; 
the ultimate origin of the motion and like questions was left to natural philoso

24 See the commentary to II.l [6]. 

25 For a preliminary viewpoint on these matters, see Ragep [1982],1: 129-189. 

1 Other geometrical propositions are stated in IV.l [1]. 

2 I am not certain whether this is intentional. 

3 See, for example, Kennedy [1966], pp. 366-367; Neugebauer, HAMA, 1: 1 and 2: 572, 

942; Hartner [1975], p. 9; and Goldstein [1980], p. 142. For different viewpoints, see 

Sabra [1984], especially note 3, pp. 145-146 and Ragep [1987], pp. 330-331. On 

Duhem's role in fostering this attitude, see Ragep [1990], especially p. 210. 
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phy. This is clearly analogous to the innillimmi dichotomy discussed above. 
Thus Tust formulates his principles, in particular Principle 5, in a way that cir
cumvents the "why" (lima) and concentrates on the "that" (inna). 

But despite this disciplinary separation of astronomy from natural philoso
phy, Tusi, as we have already noted, is not willing to dispense with natural phi
losophy.4 As if to emphasize this, Tusi gives his physical principles a certain 
prominence by placing them in a separate chapter at the beginning of his work 
(1.2). This is reinforced by a liberal sprinkling of references to these principles 
throughout the text in order to emphasize the inadequacies of certain of 
Ptolemy's models. Such a fonnalistic rp.ethodology is not nearly so manifest in 
earlier hay 'a works, whose aims had not included the proposal of new models. 
Ibn al-Haytham's physical principles occur in an appendix to his Hay'at 
al8ilam and this only in one manuscript.S In the Tab~ira, Khiraqi does provide 
a separate introduction on the geometrical principles but his physical principles 
are in a chapter on the ordering of the four elements.6 

In the following, I shall present a listing of these principles, indicate their 
origins, which are mainly but not exclusively Aristotelian, and discuss their im
plications for Tusi's astronomy. 

1. A void is impossible (1.1 [1]4). This most fundamental of the principles 
requires that the universe be completely filled with bodies and thus provides the 
"raison d' etre" for hay' a itself. This, of course, is central to Aristotelian 
physics.7 

2. The uuiverse is finite. Although Tusi does not specifically state this prin
ciple, it is obviously implied in 11.2, which deals with the arrangement and order 
of the orbs; the ninth orb, responsible for the daily motion, is the "highest orb" 

4 As we have noted earlier (p. 41), this reluctance in the case of the basic cosmography 
was due to rust's contention that the Earth's state of rest could not be proven from obser
vations; he maintained that he needed to "borrow" a principle from natural philosophy. 
As for those physical principles themselves, he may have also felt that in order to be es
tablished they needed arguments that were neither mathematical nor observational. Need
less to say, we can hardly be definitive without investigating Tust's other writings on the 
relationship between the various sciences. It is worth noting here that there were some Is
lamic astronomers who held that their science could be established without recourse to 
metaphysics or natural philosophy; for an example, see Ragep [1982], pp. 141-145. 
5 Langerrnann[1990], p. 7. 
6 This chapter, which is Bk. I, Ch. 1, is entitled Fi bayiin aqsiim al-ajsiim calii al-ijmiil (A 
General Exposition on the Parts of the Bodies). In his Muntahii, Khiraqi places this 
material in his Bk. I, Ch. 2, which he calls Ff sharlJ macna ism al-ciilam wa-taqsim 
ajzii'ihi al-awwal (An Explanation of the Meaning of the Term "World" and a 
Preliminary Division of Its Parts). In general, these chapters correspond to the last part of 
11.2 of the Tadhkira. 

7 Aristotle develops his views against the void in Book IV, Chapters 6-9 of the Physics. 
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(rr.2 [4]) and all the other orbs and elemental levels are embedded within it. 
Aristotle sets forth his proofs for the impossibility of an infinite body in De 
caeto, Book I, Chapters 5-7. In particular, an infinite heavenly body could not 
complete a rotation in a finite time (i.e. every 24 hours).8 

3. A body is either simple...or compound (1.2 [1]20-21). From (1) and (2), 
we have established that the universe is a finite plenum; therefore, it must be 
filled in some manner. Since the universe is finite in size and Aristotle precludes 
infinitely small bodies,9 there must be a finite number of distinct bodies. Of 
these, some will be simple while others will be composed of simple bodies. One 
could probably take this to follow more or less automatically from Aristotle's 
often repeated position that the simple is prior to the compound.1O The identity 
of these simple bodies is more problematic; in De caeto, Aristotle uses the 
reality of simple motion, which he takes to be straight-line and circular, to estab
lish that there must be simple bodies that perform these simple motions. lI It is 
fairly straightforward then to establish that the celestial region is made up of one 
of these simple bodies, the so-called aether, since the heavens as a whole per
form a perfectly regular daily rotation. The identity and uniqueness of the four 
sub lunar elements cannot be established from an appeal to simple motion alone, 
however, since there are only two simple, natural motions in the sublunar region 
(i.e. up and down). Ultimately Aristotle must depend on the different approach 
of De Generatione et Corruptione (Bk. II, Chs. 1-8) where he identifies four 
elementary tactile qualities-hot and cold, moist and dry-whose combination 
in the substratum accounts for the four elements; earth and water, the heavy ele
ments, can then be characterized by simple downward motion while air and fire, 
the light elements, can be characterized by simple upward motion. 12 

*** 
With these three principles, Tus} can begin the task, undertaken in Book II, 

of filling his universe with spherical celestial bodies and elements with the Earth 
at the center of the whole but not; as required by Aristotle, the center for each in
dividual part.13 He still needs a means for accounting for the motions of the 
simple bodies, which we should recall are the subject matter of astronomy,I4 
and this is provided by two final principles. 

8 De cae/o, Bk. I, Ch. 5, 272b30-273a4. 

9 Although a body may be potentially divided ad infinitum, an actual infinitely small 

body cannot exist (Aristotle, Physics, Bk. III, Chs. 5-7; Bk. VI, Ch. 2). 

10 Cf. Elders [1965], p. 86, where one may find references to the relevant passages. 

11 Aristotle, De caelo, Bk. I, Ch. 2, esp. 268b 17-269a2. 

12 See 1.2 [3]. 


13 We shall return to this problem; see pp. 46-47 of this volume. 

14 See p. 38. 
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4. Every motion has a principle (1.2 [2]5). A moving body will, according 
to him, fall into one of the following four groups (1.2 [2]): 

A. Self-Moved B. Moved by an External Agent 

1. monoform 3. accidental 
2. nonuniform 4. by compulsion 

In 1.2 [2]5, Tusi states that "every motion has a mabda'," which literally means 
"beginning," but since it translates Aristotle's apxaf it is more appropriately 
rendered "principle [of motion]." In the case of a body moved by an external 
agent, the principle of motion is in the external agent, while in the case of a 
self-moved body the principle is internal or, in Tusi's terms, "does not become 
positionally separate" from the moved body (1.2 [2]5-6). 

Astronomy is primarily concerned with the monoform self-moved motion of 
simple bodies, which will be dealt with in Principle 5 below, and in the acciden
tal motion resulting from one orb moving another. An example of the latter 
would be an epicycle embedded within a deferent that as a result is moved acci
dently as the deferent rotates. IS 

5. A simple body has a single nature and what issues forth from that na
ture does so monoformly (1.2 [1]20-21). Since this is the basis for holding that 
the celestial bodies move with uniform, circular motion, and that the elements 
move naturally with straight-line motion, we will need to examine with some . 
care how Na~ir aI-Din conceives this principle in the name of which he will 
proffer models to replace those of Ptolemy. 

rusi states the principle in a very general way, but he really only uses it to 
establish the principle of motion for the simple bodies. For the elements and the 
celestial bodies, Tusi, as a corollary to Principle 5, states that each has a nature 
({abC) as their particular "principle of motion."16 This is meant to account for 
their self-moved motion that is "monoform" (Calii nahj wiiJ:tid)17. In 1.2 [3], he 
then identifies the three categories of "motion due to a nature" with the five 
elementary bodies: (1) earth and water, the heavy elements, move "by nature" 
toward the center; (2) air and fire, the light elements, move "by nature" away 
from the center; and (3) the celestial bodies move "by nature" with a circular 
motion about the center. The first two categories of natural motion are 

15 rUSt considers another type of accidental motion, namely that in which "the mover is 
the place for [the mobile] naturally to be" (1.2 [2]11). The commentators tell us that an 
example of this is the "enclosing orb" of II. 11 [4]. See the commentary to 1.2 [2]1 0-11, 
11.4 [6--7] and 11.11 [4]. 
161.2 [2]7-9. 

17 Literally this means "in a single way." Because it includes the accelerated motion of 

falling bodies, "uniform" would not be an appropriate translation, and 1 have therefore 

resorted to the neologism "monoform." Cf. commentary to 1.2 [1]21. 
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monofonn in direction but not uniform in speed; celestial motion, however, is 
both monofonn in its movement and unifonn in speed. This uniformity has a 
precise definition: "every point on [a single, simple celestial body] produces at 
the center equal angles in equal times or cuts equal arcs from the circum
ference." This, of course, is the basic rule of celestial motion; because it arises 
as an immediate corollary from one of the physical principles, its violation by 
Ptolemy, as we shall see, is completely unacceptable to Tus!. 

In addition to establishing the simple motions and their character, this princi
ple has other consequences. Because it results in an absolute dichotomy between 
straight-line and circular motion, Tusl feels compelled in 11.1 [6] to assert that 
the Earth's state of rest at the center of the Universe is the result of a physical 
principle, namely its "having a principle of rectilinear inclination" which causes 
it to be "precluded from moving naturally with a circular motion" (11.1 [6]13). 
His argument against the ability of observation to establish geostasis means that 
a geocentric Universe ultimately rests for him upon Principle 5.18 Another con
sequence of this principle is that the celestial bodies do not undergo "any change 
of state except for their circular motion"; this is because they do not experience 
any rectilinear motion, which is the efficient cause of generation and corrup
tion.19 Thus the perfection of the heavens is not a metaphysical doctrine but 
rather the result of this physical principle. 

The idea that simple bodies move with a natural motion is undeniably 
Aristotelian.20 Na~ir aI-Din, however, has made a significant shift in the way he 
has presented this idea,· a shift that, I believe, tells us a great deal about the way 
he understands the role of physical principles in astronomy. As we have seen, 
Tusl divides self-moved motion into that which is due to what he calls "a 
nature" ifit is monofonn, "a soul" if it is not. Clearly, motion due to a nature is 
characteristic of simple bodies irrespective of the ultimate source of such motion 
since that of the elements is described as being natural (fabfCiyya) while that of 
the orbs is voluntary (iriidiyya).21 Thus even though the motion of the orbs may 
be due to a soul, which would make it in some sense "unnatural," this is not 
relevant here since the motion of the orbs is regular. On the other hand, the prin
ciple of irregular motion, as is the case of vegetative and animal motion, is said 
to be a soul (nafs). In short, the principle of internal motion is dichotomized in 
tenns of regularity and not in tenns of soul. 

Let us not underestimate what Tusl has done; he has in essence disentangled 
the physical underpinnings of astronomy from the metaphysical by stating his 

18 This was not universally held by Tiisf's Islamic successors; see the commentary to 
II.! [6]. 
19 See the commentary to 1.2 [4]. 
20 Cf. De caelo, Bk. I, Ch. 2, 268b27-269a2 where Aristotle virtually states as an axiom 
that "by simple bodies I mean those which possess a principle of movement in their own 
nature...necessarily, then, movements also will be ... simple in the case of the simple 
bodies." 
21 1.2 [2]8-9. 
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physical principles for the motion of the celestial bodies in a way that avoids any 
reference to the ultimate source of that motion. Tahiinaw} nicely summarizes the 
situation: 

In this science [i.e. hay'a], motion is investigated [in terms of] its 
quantity and direction. The inquiry into the origin (~l) of this mo
tion and its attribution (ithbiit) to the orbs is part of Natural Phi
losophy (al-tabCiyyiit [sic]).22 

Thus Tus} qua astronomer can simply point to the observed regularity of celes
tial motions and, using Principle 5, attribute it to "a nature." The philosophical 
question of the ultimate source of the celestial motion is simply not of concern 
to him here. Uniform, circular motion of the celestial orbs is for him based on a 
physical principle that is self-evidently confirmed by the overwhelming weight 
of experience; the metaphysical explanation of that motion may interest him qua 
natural philosopher or metaphysician, but here in the Tadhkira he simply does 
not need it to develop his cosmography.23 

F. Modeling 

1. Ptolemaic Modeling 

The physical principles enumerated by TuS} provide the necessary basis for 
establishing a cosmography. They do not, however, correspond to the laws or 
assumptions ofa deductive system; these principles are guidelines against which 
various models are judged, not laws from which they are deduced. This is most 
easily seen by simply noting that a Ptolemaic methodology could not lead un
equivocally to a unique celestial configuration. Ptolemy himself had long before 
conceded the point when he remarked that the solar anomaly could be 
represented by either an epicyclic or eccentric model, which are mathematically, 
but not physically, equivalent;1 this is echoed by Tus} in Il.6 [2]. A homocentric 
cosmology, with a single center for all the celestial bodies, could conceivably 
provide a unique set of orbs, and this is what would seem to be demanded by a 
strict adherence to Aristotelian physics; indeed, Tus! himself states that celestial 
motion is "that which is about the center" (12 [3]14-15). Homocentrism, how
ever, had not seriously been considered since at least-and more than likely 

22 Tahanawi, Dictionary, 1: 47. 

23 I hope to expand on these remarks in a forthcoming publication; for the present, see 

Ragep [1982], 1: 164-174 as well as notes 67-76, pp. 183-187. 

1 Atm., I1I.4, p. 153 (H232). 
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before-the time of Apollonius (ca. 240-170 B.C.),2 and its advocacy in 12th c. 
Spain was an exceedingly limited affair.3 

That the Ptolemaic system could not provide a definitive cosmology has 
sometimes been taken to mean that the Ptolemaic orbs were not "real";4 a fur
ther consequence that has been advocated is that Ptolemy himself held this posi
tion.5 But the question of the reality, or lack thereof, ofthe orbs should be seen 
as both logically and historically distinct from what I consider a far more impor
tant question, namely how various astronomers viewed the relationship between 
the physical principles and the mathematical models. The antiquated and quaint 
notion that Ptolemy was an instrumentalist in the modern sense seems 
miraculously to be fading rapidly.6 An alternative view, however, one that 
would take into account his various writings, actual procedures, and possibly 
changing positions, is still awaited. My objective here is simply to provide some 
rather preliminary and brief remarks in order to understand Tilsi's reservations 
and objections to his predecessor. 

There can be little doubt that Ptolemy was committed to certain physical 
principles in astronomy despite his reservations about Physics as a discipline.? 
The evidence from the Planetary Hypotheses is incontrovertible, and even in the 
Almagest he relies on physical notions for one of his proofs for the sphericity of 
the World.8 Furthermore Ptolemy commits himself in various places to the per
fection of the heavens and to their uniform, circular motion.9 Irregular motion is 

2 Neugebauer, HAMA, 1: 263. An explicit rejection of homocentrism was made by 
Sosigenes (2nd c. A.D.), the teacher of Alexander of Aphrodisias, as reported by 
Simplicius in his commentary on Aristotle's De caeto. He proposed that each body 
moved about its own center in the heavens while the heavens taken as a whole revolved 
about the center of the World, a position not dissimilar to what one finds in Ptolemy's 
Planetary Hypotheses as well as in a number of Arabic sources (see our commentary to 
II.4 [6-7]). Sosigenes gives the varying brightness of the planets and the changing size of 

the sun and moon as revealed by an annular solar eclipse as observational reasons for re

jecting a homocentric cosmology. See Schramm [1963], pp. 56-57. 

3 See Sabra [1984], esp. p. 133. The influence of BitrUji's homocentric cosmology in the 

Latin West should not blind us to its confined and episodic quality in the Islamic context. 

4 See, for example, Ibn Khaldiin, The Muqaddimah, Ch. VI, Section 21, 3: 134-135 

(Quatremere's Arabic text, 3: 106); cf. Nallino [1911], p. 33, who also gives the Arabic 

text. 

5 See, for example, Duhem [1908], pp. 16-20 (English trans. [1969], pp. 16-18). Various 

Islamic writers would have agreed with Duhem; see p. 25, footnote 2 of this volume. 

6 See Lloyd [1978], pp. 215-217 and Ragep [1990]. In the latter, I pointed out that 

Duhem himself in his Systeme du monde partially recanted his earlier view and recog

nized that Ptolemy, by the time of writing the Planetary Hypotheses, took his models to 

be physical; in Duhem's inimitable style, he had become "a slave ofthe imagination." 

7 Atm., p. 36; see also p. 40 of this volume. 

S Aim., p. 40 (H13-14). 

9 For example in the Almagest, p. 141 (H216-217). 
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to be explained by means ·of the "hypotheses" of eccentrics and epicycles.lO 
Thus Ptolemaic "modeling" essentially comes down, in theory, to putting to
gether an interlocked set of uniformly rotating concentric, eccentric, and 
epicyclic orbs. But ptolemy's commitment to this scheme goes only so far. 
Whenever phenomenal reality intrudes, it is the physical principles that come to 
be modified. Ptolemy would seem not to have been oblivious to what he was 
doing; in his more chatty moments, such as in Almagest IX.2 and XII1.2, he evi
dently is attempting to justify some of his complicated models and his depar
tures from standard procedure. My own tentative interpretation is that Ptolemy is 
a compromiser of a certain type; he is certainly willing to modify the physical 
principles when they cannot accommodate the phenomena but he is equally un
willing to abandon them. The result is a rather spectacular success as far as 
planetary prediction is concerned but a muddle for those interested in a coherent 
and consistent science. At least, this is the way many of his Islamic successors 
chose to view him. 

2. rust's Criticism ofPtolemy'S Models 

There are several types of objections one fmds in Islamic astronomy to 
Ptolemy'S models. First there are criticisms of deficiencies in their predictive 
ability. These begin at a surprisingly early period in the history of Islamic 
science; for example, Ptolemy'S failure to discover the motion of the solar 
apogee led to a rather severe rebuke by the 9th c. author of Fl sanat ai-shams 
(On the Solar Year).l1 Next there is the blanket objection to his multicentered 
cosmology that targets his use of epicycles and/or eccentrics; this type of criti
cism is associated with the Spanish Aristotelians of the 12th c. I2 Finally we 
have the criticisms that accept the modeling that uses eccentrics and epicycles 
but cannot abide any further compromises. Tiisi's criticisms fall into this last 
category. 

It is difficult at present to date in a precise manner when this type of criti
cism began. Qabi~i (d. 967) mentions a book of his called Shukukji "al-Majis(f" 
(Doubts on the Almagest), but it is not clear to what these doubts refer. 13 We are 
on firmer ground by the time we reach the first half of the 11th c. Ibn Sina's stu
dent and biographer, Abu CUbayd al-Jiizjani, tells us that his teacher had in
formed him that he had spent some time trying to understand the equant as well 

10 On the term hypothesis, see Toomer, Aim., p. 23-24. For this TusI uses the Arabic 

word a# (pI. ~ii/), which literally means source or basis. I have rendered it into English 

as model. 

11 Morelon [1987]. p. 61; the author is not Thabit as has usually been thought but possib

ly, according to Morelon, one or more of the Banu Musa. 

12 For an overview and further bibliography, see Sabra [1984]. 

13 Qabi~i, Risiila fi imti/;tiin al-munajjimin, Damascus, :.{:ahiriyya MS 4871, f. 67a, lines 

21-24. 
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as the components of latitude (mayl, iltiwii', and in/:tiriij) and eventually had 
reached an understanding of them. Reconstructing the details, however, has 
proven elusive, perhaps because, as he told his student Abu CUbayd, he had in
formed no one of his result. Juzjani himself offered a solution to the equant 
problem that has recently been published.14 As far as we know, Ibn al-Haytham 
provided the first comprehensive criticism of the Almagest and the Planetary 
Hypotheses (as well as Ptolemy's Optics) in his Shukiik calii Ba{lamyus (Doubts 
Concerning Ptolemy):15 

It is an open question whether Tusl knew the Shukuk directly, but I am in
clined to believe, despite what NW?lr aI-Din himself seems to say, 16 that the ob
jections to Ptolemy's models were fairly well-known by his timeP After Tus!, 
they were to become such a commonplace that they were referred to simply as 
the sixteen "difficulties" (ishkiiliit).18 Although Tus! is not as systematic as his 
successors, he does manage to identify all sixteen and in the following table I 
list them, where he identifies them in the Tadhkira, and the location of his 
alternative solutions. 

14 Salib~ [1980]. Jiizjani's solution was little appreciated; see our commentary to II.ll 

[1]. 

15 An edition is due to A. I. Sabra and N. Shehaby [1971]; a discussion of the text with an 

English translation ofthe objections to the prosneusis point of the Ptolemaic lunar model 

and to the equant is in Sabra [1978]. An English translation of the entire Shukuk has been 

done as part of a University of Chicago doctoral dissertation by D. Voss [1985]. 

16 See the commentary to 11.11 [1]. 

17 Biriini, for example, alludes to the difficulties raised by the moon's prosneusis point as 

well as the equant in the Qiinftn, 2: 838. 

18 See, for example, Khafri's commentary to the Tadhkira, II.ll, ff. 189b-190a. 
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Table 1. The "Difficulties" of the Almagest. 


Difficulty Identified in Tadhkira I Tfisl's Solution 

1. Irregular Motion of 
the Moon's Deferent 

11.7 [25] 11.11 [1-8] 

2. Irregular Motion of 
Mercury's Deferent 

11.8 [19] I 
ad

11.11 [11] 
mission of no solution 

3-{). Irregular Motions of 
the Deferents of Venus, 
Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn 

11.9 [15] 11.11[10] 

7-11. Motions on Small 
Circles of Epicyclic 
Apices of Upper and 
Lower Planets 
(Latitudinal Deviation) 

11.10 [6] 
11.11 [15] 

. I 11.11 [19] 

12-13. Motions on Small 
Circles of Endpoints of 
Mean Epicyclic Diameters 
of Lower Planets 
(Latitudinal Slant) 

11.10 [6] 
11.11 [15] 

11.11 [19] 

14-15. Oscillation of 
Equators of Deferent Orbs 
of Lower Planets 

11.10 [2] 11.11 [20] 

16. Oscillation of 
Lunar Epicycle Due to 
Prosneusis Point 

11.7 [25] 
11.11 [13] 

. 11.11 [21] 

For a detailed discussion of these objections and their solutions, the reader is 
referred to the commentary to 11.11. For now we can note that these objections 
fall into two main categories: those that involve irregular motion and those that 
concern an incomplete rotation. Difficulties 1-6 are in the former category and 
arise from the motion of the deferent being about a point other than its own cen
ter. In the case of the upper and lower planets, this is due to Ptolemy's introduc
tion of the equant as the point of reference for uniform motion, a point not coin
cident with the deferent center. For the moon, the center of the World, which is 
distinct from the moon's deferent center, has the role of reference point for 
uniform motion. Difficulties 14-16 violate the requirement that celestial motion 
be continuously circular. In all three cases there is an oscillation that clearly con
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travenes this. Difficulties 7-13 are "mixed" violations. In each case the end
points of diameters perform circular motions without the epicycle as a whole 
doing so, which goes against the requirement that the entire celestial orb must be 
rotating uniformly. Furthermore since these motions are coordinated with the 
motions of the epicycle center on the deferent, they will be subject to the objec
tions concerning irregular motion raised in Difficulties 2-6. 

3. rusts Models 

N~lr aI-Din dutifully presents his version of Ptolemy's planetary models in 
Book II, Chapters 6-10. He has a standard procedure that he follows: ftrst, he 
gives the observations that need to be explained; he then lists the orbs and their 
motions that are meant to account for these phenomena; and ftnally he 
enumerates the anomalies that arise from these motions for the observer. Pur
suant to his assessment in 11.5 [10] that "one who attempts to understand the 
principles of the motions must know the conftguration of the bodies," his orbs 
(aflak) are solid bodies as deft ned in 1.1 [15]. These are indicated in Figures T5, 
T6, T8, and TIO. Although these models are avowedly Ptolemaic, they do not 
precisely correspond to those of Ptolemy in either the Almagest or the Planetary 

. Hypotheses. In the case of the former, this is due to Ptolemy's use of circles 
rather than bodies to present his models. To give a simple example: an eccentric 
deferent in the Almagest is a circle on which the epicycle center moves whereas 
Tus! represents it as a solid body bounded by two parallel spherical surfaces in 
which one embeds the solid epicycle sphere.19 In Book II of the Planetary 

. Hypotheses, Ptolemy does transform his circles into bodies, and the result is 
generally, though not exactly, that of the Tadhkira.20 

Tils! comes up with a Ptolemaic count of 22 solid orbs; he also gives a 
"circle" count that cOnies to 32. The difference results from the 2 additional cir
cles for the upper and lower planets, the equant and inclined, that are not needed 
when only solid orbs are considered.21 In Book II, Chapter 11, he presents his 
alternative models, which necessitate the addition of 45 extra orbs. 

19 See II.5 [10] and Fig. T4. 
20 In the absence of a careful study, or for that matter even an edition, of Book II of the 
Hypotheses, it is difficult at present to specify those differences in exhaustive detail. We 
can say, though, that Ptolemy himself has not eased our task since he at various places 
gives 41, 34, 29, and 22 as the count for his orbs. In part this results from his ambivalence 
about the need for 7 spheres to account for the daily motions of the planets; in part it 
comes about due to his initial presentation of the models in terms of spherical orbs and 
then his subsequent advocacy of truncated orbs (manshuriit). Cf. Neugebauer, HAMA, 2: 
922-926. 
21 See 11.8 [21] and II.9 [17]. 
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Table 2. Orbs and Circles. 

Ptolemaic Models Tusl's Models 
Planet Solid Orbs Circles & Motions Additional Orbs 

Sun 2 2 0 

Moon 4 4 6 [3(long. )+ 3(prosneusis)] 

Mercury 4 6 9 [0 (long.)+3 (deviation) 


+3(slant)+3(inclination) 
Venus 3 5 12 [3 (long.)+3 (deviation) 

+3(slant)+3(inclination) 
Mars 3 5 6 [3 (long.)+3 (deviation)] 
Jupiter 3 5 6 [3 (long.)+3 (deviation)] 
Saturn 3 5 6 [3 (long.)+3 (deviation)] 

Totals 22 32 45 

ruSt therefore needs 67 orbs simply to accomplish what he admits is only a 
partial success.22 This enormous loss in economy must be justifiable on some 
grounds, and it is clear that the benefit to rUSt, as well as to his contemporaries 
and successors, came from the consistency of mathematical and physical princi
ples resulting from these new models. Using the rectilinear version of his 
couple, rUSt was able to use uniformly rotating orbs to solve the problem of the 
irregular motions of the planetary deferents with the exception of Mercury (Dif
ficulties 1, 3-6) while his curvilinear version could bring about the oscillations \ 
of Difficulties 7-16, again with uniformly rotating orbs.23 

There is another facet of rust's achievement, namely his ability to isolate 
specific aspects of celestial motion, in particular rectilinear and curvilinear com
ponents. Thus with the rectilinear version of his couple he is able to bring the 
epicycle center linearly toward and away from the reference point for uniform 
motion (the equant for the upper and lower planets, the center of the World for 
the moon); this allows him to circumvent Ptolemy's need for a circumference, 
that of the deferent, to effect what is essentially a variation in rectilinear dis
tance. For the curvilinear version, rusi can have an oscillation along an arc 
which can give him an inclination in either latitude or longitude; with Ptolemy, 
these inclinations, when he brings them about with a mechanism, are the result 
of motions on a small circle that result in both latitudinal and longitudinal dis
placements.24 Historically it is interesting to note that Ibn al-Haytham's attempt 

22 This is because Mercury eludes him and because, as he notes. there are inadequacies 

associated with the curvilinear version of his couple; see n.11 [11], [19] and [21]. 

23 For details, see the commentary to n.ll and Ragep [1987]. 

24 See n.ll [14-15]. 
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to give Ptolemy's small latitude circles a hay 'a, or configuration, merely sought 
to reproduce those circles using a Eudoxan-style technique.25 With N~ir aI-Din, 
it is his additional circles, ironically, that helped break the stranglehold of cir
cular motion. 

G. Sources Named (and Unnamed) by Ius! in the Tadhkira 

N~ir aI-Din was one of the best informed savants of the 13th century in both 
the ancient and religious sciences; there can be little doubt that he had a wide 
variety of sources to choose from in compiling the Tadhkira. But it is clear, both 

. from his explicit statements and from his implicit choices, that he saw his pri
mary source as the Almagest; even when more "modern" parameters are cited, 
Tust tends to use those from the Almagest.} There is little wonder then that 
"Ptolemy" and the "Almagest' are explicitly cited far more times (21) than any 
other author or text. (The next closest is Ibn al-Haytham at 2.) 

. In addition to explicitly cited sources, we can easily' infer that Tusi has 
depended on a number of classical and Islamic authors. For the mathematics in
troduction of 1.1, Euclid is of course primary, but Tusi has also used various 
works of Theodosius, Autolycus and possibly Hero. Archimedes is explicitly 
cited in IV. I [1] for the measures of circles and spheres, and a proposition from 
Menelaus's Spherics is used in 1II.7 [2].2 Euclid is referred to by name in 
IV.4 [2] for finding the volume of a sphere. 

For physical principles, the Aristotelian corpus provides the fundamental 
basis, but there have been some important shifts in formulation and emphasis 
whose inspiration is by way of Ibn Sina.3 But neither Aristotle nor any other 
philosopher or physicist is mentioned in this connection, and in fact the only 
philosophers or theologians referred to at all are Ibn Sina and Fakhr al-Din 
al-Riizi, both with regard to the temperateness of the equatorial region in 
1II.2 [2-4]. As for metaphysics, which is referred to as one of three disciplines 
from which hay 'a derives its principles (the other two being natural philosophy 
and mathematics), it receives scant, if any, attention. There is one reference to 
divine providence in 1II.1 [6].4 

Turning to practical astronomy, again the Almagest is fundamental, but my 
impression is that Biriini's manifold and multifaceted works were an important 

25 See the commentary to lUI [16]. 
1 For example: he uses Ptolemy's eccentricity for the sun in IV.5 [1] rather than those of 
.the modems in calculating the nearest and farthest distances of the sun; in IV.3 [2] he 
gives the Almagest value for the moon's apparent diameter rather than the value from the 
Planetary Hypotheses or even his own stated values in II. 13 [8]2-4. 
2 See the commentary for references. 
3 For these, see pp. 44-46 and the commentary to 1.2. 
4 See our commentary fora brief discussion. 
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resource though he is explicitly referred to only once.5 As for the early period of 
Islamic astronomy; Tust does mention Ma'mun's astronomers in connection 
with the measurement of the Earth in IV.1 [2] and he knows of IbrahIm ibn 
Sinan's work on trepidation; in both cases, though, there is some question of 
how well-informed he actually is on these matters.6 

. I have discussed at some length above Tusi:' s indebtedness to his predeces
sors in theoretical astronomy. Curiously he himself does not mention the major 
works I have identified as part of the hay'a tradition, namely Ptolemy's 
Planetary Hypotheses, Ibn al-Haytham's Al-Maqiila fi hay'at al-ciilam and 
Khiraqi's Muntahii al-idriik and al-Tab~ira. (The Muntahii, though, is men
tioned in Tusi:' s /jall-i mushkiliit-i Mu Cfniyya.1) The lack of any explicit mention 
of the Planetary Hypotheses I find particularly surprising since a good deal of 
the material in Book IV on sizes and distances comes from there rather than the 
Almagest. But he uses expressions such as "they have stated" or "it seemed like
ly to them" rather than telling his readers that the material comes from the 
Hypotheses. 8 

As for the proposals to reform the Ptolemaic system, Tusi leaves the reader 
with the strong impression that little, if anything, has been done by earlier 
astronomers. (He makes the point in both n.7 [25] and in ILll [1] that none of 
his predecessors have ventured an explanation or solution of the irregular mo
tion ofthe moon's deferent.) He does, though, mention an anonymous author in 
n.ll [12] who proposed a solution to the moon prosneusis problem. He also 
gives a fairly thorough explanation of Ibn al-Haytham's attempt to provide a 
hay'a (configuration) to resolve the difficulty of part of Ptolemy'S latitude 
theory. 

I do not wish to leave the impression that Nlli?ir aI-Din has willfully ignored 
his predecessors. Although he was quite well informed, there are real questions 
about what was generally available to someone in Persia during the middle (as 
opposed say to the end) of the 13th century. For example I am far from certain 
whether Tusi knows the Planetary Hypotheses directly or even Ibn 
al-Haytham's Shukuk calii Ba{lamyus (Doubts Concerning Ptolemy).9 It is 
salutary to realize that Tusi does not know the greatest of Ibn al-Haytham's 
works, namely his Optics.10 We are still along way from being able to write a 
true history of the influences on and the relationships between the principals of 
Islamic science. 

5 This in connection with measuring the Earth by the "dip of the horizon" method in 
IV.1 [4]. 

6 See the commentary to IIA [5] and IV.1 [2]. 

7 See p. 33. 

8 For references, see the introductory remarks to the commentary of IV.5. 

9 See the commentary to II.11 [1]. 

10 See the commentary to II. 1 [1]21-1 and II. 13 [1]16. 
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Explicit References in the Tadhkira to Persons and Works 

1. Ptolemy: It5 [6]; ll.6 [1], [2], [3], and [4] (2 occurrences); IT.ll [14], [16] 
and [18]; IV.2 [2] and [4]; IV.3 [1]; IV.5 [1]; IV.6 [1], [4] and [6]. 

2. Ibn al-Haytham: ll.ll. [16] (2 occurrences). 

3. Abu cAli: ibn Sina: 111.2 [2] and [4]. 

4. Archimedes: IV.l [1]. 

5. Abu al-Rayl:)an al-Biriini: IV.l [4]. 

6. Euclid: IV.4 [2]. 

7. Fakhr al-Din al-Rflzi: 111.2 [3]. 

8. Ma'mun's scientists: IV.l [2]. 

9. The Almagest: Untr. [3] (2 occurrences); 11.5 [10]; 11.10 [6]; IT.ll [14]. 

10. Natural Philosophy Corpus (al-!ablCiyyat): Untr. [4]; 1.2 [title]; 11.1 [8]. 

11. Geometry Corpus (al-handasiyyat): I.Intr. [4]; 1.1 [title]. 

12. De caelo (ai-sarna' wa-'l-Calarn): II.l [8]. 

H. The Influence of the Tadhkira 

The Tadhkira had an enormous influence on the subsequent history of 
astronomy-so much so that it would be foolhardy to pretend to do justice to it 
in a few pages. I propose here simply to sketch a program for dealing with that 
influence and to summarize what we know so far. 

"Influence" is one of those tricky historical concepts whose meaning is 
usually assumed rather than delineated. Most of the discussion of the influence 
of the Tadhkira has focused on its non-Ptolemaic models in 11.11, the part these 
played in the so-called "Maragha school," and the significance of this "school" 
in the astronomy of the European Renaissance and, in particular, that of 
Copernicus. But besides displaying a Eurocentric bias, such a viewpoint has 
serious historical limitations. ''Maragha,'' for all its importance in the history of 
Islamic observational astronomy and teaching, was simply one episode in a very 
long and complex story of Islamic theoretical astronomy. As we shall see in Sec
tion J, Tiisi had developed his non-Ptolemaic models long before coming to 
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Maragha and compiling his Tadhkira. CUrqi as well seems to have developed his 
models prior to his Maragha residence, l and Shirazi's Nihiiya and Tu~fa were 
written after leaving Maragha. And to call an Ibn al-Shatu", a Qushji, a Birjandi 
or any other late medieval Islamic astronomer writing in various regions of the 
Islamic world part of this "Maragha school" substitutes shorthand for history. 
Later astronomers certainly acknowledged the importance of what had occurred 
in the 13th c., not only at Maraghabut elsewhere, but they would have seen this 
as part of a long historical process that, for some, had begun with Ibn 
al-Haytham, for others even earlier; in short, they considered themselves not 
part of some "school" but ongoing members of the hay' a tradition. 

As we have discussed at length above, the Tadhkira was an important part of 
this tradition since it provided, first and foremost, a summary of astronomy from 
the point of view of the solid bodies. Its influence as a hay' a basi!a work can be 
seen in numerous ways. The large number of extant manuscript copies stand in 
silent testimony to this. I suspect that from the 13th until the 18th centuries, the 
Tadhkira was the text of choice for beginning students of astronomy as well as 
educated laypersons who wanted an introduction providing more meat than 
Jaghmini's Mulakhkha~.2 It is, for example, quoted extensively by the en
cyclopaedists Tashkubriziide (16th c.) and Tahanawi (18th c.) and is mentioned 
by ~afadi (14th c.) in one of his literary works.3 In addition I believe that the 
Tadhkira was an important model for those texts promising a taste of hay'a 
without tears. In addition to Tiisi's own Zubdat al-idriikfi hay 'at al-afliik and to 
a lesser degree his Persian Zubdah-i hay'a,4 several elementary textbooks seem 
to derive both their form and contents from the Tadhkira. An instructive exam
ple is Kitiib al-Nuzha al-CAlii'iyya, an otherwise inconsequential school text by a 
certain Taj aI-Din al~Tabrizl. Though incomplete, the table of contents shows 
that this late simplified introduction to astronomy follows the basic form of the 
Tadhkira, an indication that its approach was influential at all levels of 
astronomical writing. An even more important example of this may be 
Jaghmini's Al-Mulakhkha~ fi ai-hay 'a aI-bas/fa (Epitome of plain hay'a), which 
has been mentioned previously. There is some rather strong evidence that this 
extremely popular and simplified introduction to astronomy, which was the sub
ject of numerous commentaries and supercommentaries, was dependent on the 
Tadhkira.5 

1 See Saliba [1979]. 

2 Tiishkubrlzade (901-6811495-1561), for example, names the Tadhkira first as an 

epitome (mukht~ar) of hay'a bas/fa and then lists cUf<;iI's Hay'a and then Shirazi's 

TulJfa and Nihiiya as more elaborated works of the genre. The Mulakhkha~ is then given 

as a "well-known" (or perhaps "much disseminated") epitome (min al-mukhta~ar 


al-mashhf!:r) (Mifta/;, 1: 372-373). 

3 ~afadi, Al-Ghayth al-musjamfi shar/; liimiyyat al-Cajam, 2: 257. 

4 The former seems never to have gained much popularity; the latter, in Persian and in 

Arabic translation, enjoyed somewhat greater success; see Section J.1, pp. 66-67. 

5 For the evidence, see p. 35, footnote 11 and the commentary to III. 1 [8]. 
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The Tadhkira was also influential on another level. It fonned an important 
basis for more detailed and elaborated studies such as Shirazi's Nihiiya and 
Tu~fa, which themselves became the primary basis for future work in hay'a. It 
goes without saying that the many commentaries on the Tadhkira, listed in the 
next section, also continued, at times in very interesting and exciting ways, the 
development of hay'a in Islam. Tusl's programmatic approach to the ishkiiliit 
(difficulties) of astronomy in 11.11, and his admission that several problems 
remained to be resolved such as Mercury and the latitude theory, provided a sig
nificant, indeed crucial, step-and challenge-to the further evolution of non
Ptolemaic modeling in Islam. One can hardly imagine any work after Tusi deal" 
ing with the ishkiiliit that did not mention the Tusi couple, known in subsequent 
literature as the "model of the big and the small." 

The influence of the Tadhkira was also felt in cultures beyond the borders of 
Islam. Jayasil}1ha, who ruled in Rajasthana from 1700 until 1743, clearly had an 
interest in the astronomy of the Yavanas (Muslims) that led to the acquisition, 
among other texts, of a copy of Nisabiiri's commentary on the Tadhkira.6 Of 
even greater interest, and somewhat surprising, is the Sanskrit translation by 
Nayanasukha and his assistant Mu~ammad Abida of 11.11 of Birjandi's com
mentary on the Tadhkira, which is one of the more sophisticated and extensive 
discussions of non-Ptolemaic astronomy in Islam. But according to Pingree, the 
work had little lasting influence,7 which is not surprising inasmuch as the 
theoretical aspects of Ptolemaic astronomy made few inroads into traditional In
dian astronomy. Nevertheless this episode in Indian astronomy is of consider
able historical interest, especially as it came when European influence was be
ginning to be felt. 

Further west, the impact of the Tadhkira may also be detected. This was 
originally, but rather obliquely, suggested by Dreyer in a footnote in the course 
of his discussion of Tust's models that referred the reader to Book III, Chapter 4 
of Copernicus's De revolutionibus, where the Tusi couple is introduced.S But 
Dreyer suggests nothing beyond this curiosity; postulating a connection between 
late Islamic astronomy and Copernicus had to await another time and place. This 
came in the 1950s with the discovery by E. S. Kennedy of the models in Ibn 
al-Shatir's Nihiiyat ai-sul, which were virtually identical with several of those 
used by Copernicus. In a series of articles culminating with Kennedy [1966], 
Kennedy and his collaborators laid out the circumstantial evidence linking late 
Islamic astronomy, including that of Tus!, and Copernicus.9 More substantive 

6 I depend here on the very informative article by Pingree [1987]. See also King [1980]. 

7 Pingree [1987], p. 325. The Sanskrit translation has been studied and translated into 

English by T. Kusuba, who presented it as a Master's thesis to the History of Mathe

matics Department, Brown University. 

8 Dreyer [1906], p. 269. He knew of the Tadhkira from Carra de Vaux's [1893] transla

tion. 

9 This research, as well as that of others, was exquisitely summarized by Swerdlow and 

Neugebauer [1984], 1: 41-48, where the reader may find extensive references to the 

relevant literature. 
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evidence came with the discovery by Neugebauer that MS Vatican Gr. 211, 
which was in Italy by 1475, has in it a short treatise dealing with planetary 
theory that contains diagrams of a Tust couple and lunar model; the treatise it
self is a Greek translation by Gregory Chioniades of an Arabic original. to Fur
thermore Swerdlow [1972] has shown that the Tust couple was used by at least 
one other Renaissance astronomer, and Copernicus himself indicates that the 
device was hardly a novelty by his time. I I As the evidence for contacts between 
late medieval Islamic and Renaissance astronomy has piled up, "the question," 
to quote Swerdlow and Neugebauer, "is not whether, but when, where, and in 
what form [Copernicus] learned of Maragha theory."12 

I would certainly concur in that judgment; but I think we should both refocus 
and reformulate the problem away from models and "Maragha" and toward the 
hay'a tradition itself. Copernicus shared with his Islamic predecessors an ap
proach to astronomy that emphasized the reintegration of physics into mathe
matical astronomy; 13 in that sense I would consider him as much part of the 
hay'a tradition as Tusi-or for that matter Aristotle and Ptolemy. So the prob
lem is not simply one of change in mathematical models but of the evolution of 
classical physics as well. In my commentary to 11.1 [6], I present an interesting 
coincidence of views between Tust and Copernicus regarding the Earth's rota
tion. Both use the same arguments; each comes to a different conclusion. But as 
I point out, the debate involving Tusi's position regarding the Earth's stasis went 
on in Islam until the 16th century-if not later-and involved major reformula
tions of Aristoteiian physics. Did Copernicus know of these debates? I simply 
do not know. I would argue, though, that to foreclose the possibility is just as 
"biased" as to assert a connection without further proof. But whatever the out
come of the debate concerning Copernicus's predecessors and motivations, the 
role of the Tadhkira and its author in the history of astronomy would seem 
secure. 

I. The Commentaries on the Tadhkira 

The large number of commentaries written on the Tadhkira provide compel
ling evidence for its enormous influence. But they also provide a vast resource 
for studying the development and fate of hay'a in Islam. Unfortunately, our 
modern insistence on "creativity" and "originality" has led to a sharp downgrad
ing of such "mere commentaries"; indeed the large number of them in 
astronomy and other fields has often been taken as a symptom of the declining 

10 Swerdlow and Neugebauer [1984],1: 47-48 and Figs. 5-6, 2: 567-568. 

11 See our commentary to II.l! [2]. 

12 Swerdlow and Neugebauer [1984],1: 47. 

13 This was emphasized by Swerdlow [1976], who was responding to Rosen's [1975] 

ahistorical approach to the problem. 
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centuries of Islamic science. It is clear that those who have made these judg
ments have never read these works with any care or attention to detail. Even the 
more mediocre of them are written by competent scholars who are responding to 
a continuing interest in theoretical astronomy by both students and the educated 
public. The best of them are highly original works that provide new solutions to 
the ishkiiliit (difficulties) of astronomy as well as very interesting passages con
cerning the status of astronomy, the relation of theory and observation, the role 
of physics in astronomy, and other. theoretical concerns. The commentary style 
is simply that-a style within which the author can exhibit creativity and criti
cism to the extent of his abilities. In BIrjandi's massive commentary of over 250 
folios, the Tadhkira often becomes almost incidental as he discusses matters that 
TilsI had either barely touched upon or ignored entirely. In short, these com
mentaries as a group represent an important part of the history of astronomy that 
need to be edited and studied if we are ever to go beyond our very fragmentary 
view of late medieval astronomy. 

One also sees in many of these commentaries a very "modern" concern with 
textual criticism and historical reconstruction. This has greatly facilitated my 
own work, and I have not hesitated to use them as my basic "secondary" 
sources. My favorite quickly became that of BIrjandi, who seems to have known 
almost everything there was to know about hay 'a. My own commentary owes an 
enormous debt to his elaborations and insights. (I long since have forgiven him 
his arroganCe and nit-picking.) 

The following list contains those works that are self-declared commentaries 
or supercommentaries on one or more passages of the Tadhkira. They range in 
size from Kamal aI-Din al-FiirisI's 4-folio treatise, which is restricted to the 
Tadhkira's discussion of retrograde and direct motion, all the way up to 
ShIrwanI's nearly 400-folio commentary on the entire work. It should be noted 
that virtually all the authors are Persians, but they worked and studied in places 
as far afield as I:Iamah, Syria (no. 6) and Samarqand (no. 8). I have not listed 
those texts that are clearly derivative from the Tadhkira (which would include 
most subsequent works on hay'a) or that appropriate large parts of it (such as 
Qu!b aI-Din al-ShIrazI's Nihiiyat al-idriik and TulJ,fa) since they do not follow 
the standard format of a commentary or supercommentary. I should also men
tion that many copies of the Tadhkira and its commentaries contain extensive 
notes and glosses, which would be well worth studying to gain insight into the 
influenc.e of the Tadhkira as well as the history of hay 'a. 

Unless otherwise indicated, all the works are in Arabic. (Note: As a general 
rule, I have throughout referred to the commentaries by the book, chapter, para
graph and line number of the Tadhkira established in my edition. In this way, I 
have avoided referring to specific copies of manuscripts that may be either un
foliated or inaccessible.) 

(1) Tibyiin maq~id al-Tadhkira (Exposition of the Intent of the Tadhkira) 
by Mul)ammad b. CAli b. al-I:Iusayn al-Munajjim al-I:Iimiidhi, composed some
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time between Jumada I, 684/July-August 1285 and 4 Rama<;liin 710/ca. 25 Janu
ary 1311; the former is the date of composition of Al-Tul)fa al-Shiihiyya by Qutb 
al-DIn al-ShIriizI, who claims in (2) that J:Iimadhl has substantially plagiarized 
his work, and the latter is the date of ShIriizI's death. This commentary is only 
extant as an incorporated part (and therein substantially contracted) of (2). 

Begins: 

J~ 0"7.~LhJI .JTJ ~ ill> ~ ~ ...:;yL.:.J ~WI <o...;.J~ JJ .4:>J1 

u~ U I.;?~WI ~I ~I 0-! ~ 0-! ~ ~I JJI J-L;- (sp"l 
07..;>81 ~l ~~ 0'" ~I rk ~ ;;yS'i:J1 ,":",1.:$' 

(2) FaCaita fa-iii talum (lit., You have Done It, So Do Not Condemn), by 
MaJ;1mud b. Mascud Qutb aI-Din al-ShlrazI, composed sometime between the 
boundary dates of (1). This work is a rather caustic reply to (1) that, among 
other things, attempts to defend the honor of the deceased N~Ir aI-DIn, accuses 
I:Iimadhl of plagiarism with regard to the Tul)fa, and generally directs sarcastic 
and at times vicious comments at that hapless astronomer. 

I have used Tehran, Majlis-i Shiirii MS 3944 (= Arab League, BaCathat Iran 
film no. 228); 232 ff.; copied 826/1422-23 from an autograph. 

Cf. GAL I, p. 511 (= 675), SI, p. 931 (no. 40a); MatvievskayaIRozenfeld, 
Mat. i astr., 2: 432 (no. 387, A4). 

Begins: 

~~ --)1 JJI Jl;. <::.r-- j 0~'" ~y;;..>..oJ .J)l;~1 Jolt.;. JJI ~ ~ L,j 

~ ~~ ~l ~ ~~ 4.l JJI ~ I.;?)~I FI VI ~y-..o VI. 

~h.J1 '":"'b....aj~~ ~ I.;?);..i ~lJ . 0_· .0711 ~L..:. 

(3) Taw~lil) al-Tadhkira (Elucidation of the Tadhkira) , by al-J:Iasan b. 
Mul).ammad Ni~iim aI-Din al-NIsabilri, completed the first of Rabic I, 711/18 
July 1311. J:Iajji KhaHfa (under the entry for al-Tadhkira) remarks that this com
mentary is well-known and widely appreciated. 

I have mainly used Najaf, Ayat Alliih al-J:Iaklm Library MS 649, 1 (= Arab 
League, uncataloguedfalak film no. 315), 107 ff. I have also occasionally used 
London, British Library MS Add. 7472 for comparison. 

Cf. GAL I, p. 511 (= 675), SI, p. 931 (no. 40b); MatvievskayaIRozenfeld, 
Mat. i astr., 2: 438-439 (no. 395, A3). 

Begins: 

W~-' ~1r-1G J:>;~I J-L;- ~. ~~I iY ~ I.;?:UI JJ ~I 
~ y!xJG ' ~~y...all ~ ~I l.;1~ , ~~~I 11r.~1 4 ~ )::.J~ 

~ ~ x.Jj i'La ~Y.'"J J! ~Iy!..lll yo' 
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(4) Glosses (lfiishiya) on Nisabiiri's Taw¢l~ al-Tadhkira, by a certain Fa~n;J 
aI-Din. The only extant manuscript is Leiden or. MS 1010; 50 ff. 

Cf. GAL I, p. 511 (= 675). 

Begins: 

(5) lfiishiya Cata dhikr a:jl al-ruju Cwa-' l-istiqamafi al-Tadhkira (Glosses on 
Retrograde and Direct Motion as Described in the Tadhkira), by Kamal aI-Din 
al-J:lasan b. cAli b. al-J:lusayn al-Farisi (d. ca. 720/1320). Farisi was a student of 
Shirazi and is particularly noted for his Tanql~ al-ManZq.ir, an incisive com
mentary on Ibn al-Haytham's Optics. 

The only copy of this short work known to me occurs at the end of a manu
script containing Nisabiiri's commentary, namely Najaf, A.yat Allah al-J:lakim 
Library MS 649,2 (= Arab League, uncataloguedfalak film no. 315),4 ff. 

Begins: 

:WI JLS ~~I ulhL ~I.MI u--;?j rk'lll y:-::JI F'lI1 b~Y' JI:; 
I> W J ...:.I..,..,aj ~1.:, JJI I>l:i.... \.S'"").ill ~I IY- .ff IY- ~I 0:!JJ~ 

J ~li:.w~~ if)I ~1 ~~ J.-. ~L.. ~) ~I -.,j~ ~4 
~I t~ j+" ~ 1:?:01 Y' ~WI ~ ~I.,.ll ~I .bJ1 o~:dl 

~ l.:l~ u~,) 

(6) Takmll al-Tadhkira (Complement to the Tadhkira), by cUmar b. Da'iid b. 
Sulayman al-Farisi, completed during the last part of Rama<;lan 7111 Jan
uary-February 1312 for Abii al-Fida', the governor of J:lamah and author of a 
famous work on geography. 

The unique manuscript is Cairo, Taymiir riya<;la MS 128, 99 ff.; cf. King 
[1986], p. 152. 

Begins: 

.4.>J1 ... \.S'"").ill u~ ~I IY- .:lJI.:l IY- ~ "'!j ~j J! #1 JI:; 
.. ~I JL>J.ll.:lL:::.j J ..w-~ ..::..Iy-JI yW 0.:01 JJ 

(7) Bayiin al-Tadhkira wa-tibyan al-tab:jira (Explanation of the Tadhkira 
and Exposition of the Enlightenment [a pun on Khiraqi's Tab:jiraD, by Jalal 
al-Din Fa<;ll Allah al-CUbaydi (d. 75111350), completed 24 Rabic I, 728/ca. 7 
February 1328. 

http:al-ManZq.ir
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Two copies of this work are Ahmet III MS 3325, 2 (= Topkapi Saray MS 
7058,2), ff. 34b-131b and Ahmet III MS 3313 (= Topkapi Saray MS 7083). I 
have used the former. 

Begins: 

~~L..., J>;~I-, ..>~~ ~I ~ 4S~ ~UI ~ '-;?.:JI JJ ~I 
ofll~ 

(8) Sharf} al-Tadhkira (Commentary on the Tadhkira), by al-Sayyid aI-Sharif 
cAn b. Mul}ammad al-Jurjani (740-816/1339-14l3), completed Tuesday, in the 
middle of Dhii al-l}ijja, 811/(probably) 30 April 1409, in Shiraz. Jurjani is main
ly noted today as a philosopher/theologian whose commentary on Ijl' s Mawiiqif 
became a standard work. He was for a time (1387-1405) part of Timur's 
entourage at Samarqand and has been described as having been a kind of court 
theologian there. If the evidence of extant MSS is any indication, this was an ex
tremely popular work. 

I have used Damascus, Zahiriyya MS 3117, 160 ff. 
Cf. GAL I, p. 511 (= 675), SI, p. 931 (no. 40c); MatvievskayaIRozenfeld, 

Mat. i astr., 2: 476 (no. 424, AI). 

Begins: 

~~ ~j-, )Jil~ ~[)I Wl.:>.:.:.o 4---'.r.~WI ~ J-.-:.- -S.i.ll .J..>~ 
)jQ;,~I-, )j>~1 ~-,l.i:.:.. ~1.,sJ1 

(81) A work listed in GAL I, p. 511 (no. 40e) as a commentary by Musa 
Qagizade (Biblioteca Medicea Laurenziana or. MS 271 [= Palat. MS 311, not 
313 as in GAL]) is actually a copy of Jurjanl's Sharf} lacking the introduction 
and part of Book I, Chapter One. 

(9) SharI; al-Tadhkira (Commentary on the Tadhkira), by Fatl} Allah b. 
cAbd Alliih al-Shirwani (al-Rumi al-I:Ianafi) (d. 89111486), completed (accord
ing to the colophon of Ahmet III MS 3314) Wednesday evening, 3 Ramagan 
879/Tuesday-Wednesday, 10-11 January 1475. Shlrwani tells us that he wished 
to write a more detailed commentary than those of Nisabiiri and Jurjani; this 
mammoth work is certainly that. Among other things, it contains a long tadhnib 
(appendix) on optics at the end of Book I of about 28 folios. The text is in 
Arabic. 

Baghdadi (Hadiyya, 1: 815) claims that Shirwani was a resident of 
Qas~iini (in Anatolia), studied with ai-Sharif al-Jurjani, and died in 85711453; 
the last two claims are untenable based on the date of composition given above 
as are Sarton's statements that this commentary was written in Turkish .and com
pleted in 1414 A.D. (Introduction, 2: 1007). I have taken Shirwani's death date 

http:J-.-:.--S.i.ll
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from GAL SIT, p. 290; repeated by MatvievskayaIRozenfeld, Mat. i astr., 2: 513. 
I do not know the basis of their information. 

There do not seem to be many extant copies; I have used Ahmet ill MS 3314 
(= Topkapl Saray MS 7093), 370 ff. 

Cf. MatvievskayaIRozenfeld, Mat. i astr., 2: 513 (no. 444v, AI). 

Begins: 

Cf. the anonymous commentary listed by Ri<;lawi, Al,zwiil, pp. 405-406 (no. 9). 

(10) Sharl,z al-Tadhkira (Commentary on the Tadhkira), by cAbd aI-cAli b. 
MuJ:!ammad b. I:Iusayn al-Birjandi (d. 93211525-26), completed RabiC I, 
913/July-August 1507. He was a student of Man~ilr al-Kashi,the son of Mucin 
al-Din al-Kashi; both father and son may well have been on the staff of the 
Samarqand observatory (823-53/1420-49). Birjandi himself is noted for having 
written a commentary on Ulugh-beg's Astronomical Tables as well as a super
commentary on Qa<;liziide's commentary on Jaghmini's Mulakhkha~ (Sayili 
[1960], p. 267). 

The commentary on the Tadhkira makes it clear that he is well-informed not 
only about what took place at Samarqand, but also about earlier astronomical 
work. In addition to the commentaries on the Tadhkira, Birjandi refers to 
numerous other works in a variety of fields, all of which he is careful to cite. 
Curiously it contains both sophisticated criticism of previous work and rather 
extensive (some might say long-winded) explanations of elementary points; 
clearly Birjandi had colleagues as well as students in mind as an audience. The 
text is in Arabic and should not be confused with a Persian work by the same au
thor entitled Risiilah-i hay'a (also called Sharl,z Mukhta~ar al-hay'a?); for the 
latter, see Storey, Persian Literature, IT.1, p. 82 (no. 121, 3). 

I have used Cambridge, Harvard College Library, Houghton MS Arabic 
4285, 258 ff. 

Cf. GAL SI, p. 931 (no. 40g) and MatvievskayaIRozenfeld, Mat. i astr., 2: 
542 (no. 456, A9). (Note: Brockelmann apparently is confusing it with the Per
sian work noted above.) Book IT, Chapter 11 was translated into Sanskrit; see 
p. 57 in this volume. 

Begins: 

~ .h.....:) .JrJl) .::..WhJI ~) if.;~~ .::..1.r-11 -:;.L.. ~.:ul JJ ~I 
.J).rJI) JWI oyl>L:J1 4,j.J">:; [~l~~ oyl>UI ..bL; 

(11) Al-Takmilafi sharl,z al-Tadhkira (The Complement to the Commentary 
on the Tadhkira), byShams aI-Din MuJ:!ammad b. AJ:!mad al-Khafri, completed 
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Monday, 4 Muqarram 932/23 October 1525. The commentary to which this is a 
complement is Jurjanl's. Khajr is the name of a smaIl village near Shiraz Gust 
east of FIrtizabad) that I take to be the basis for the nisba of this writer. This 
reading is attested by Damascus, Zahiriyya MS 6727 as well as by Ri~awi 
(A~wal, p. 404). Other possibilities, which seem less plausible, are "Khi~" and 
"Khafari," which are given in GAL. This work appears to have been quite popu
lar despite its late date. In addition to Jurjani, Khafri depends on Nisabiirl's 
commentary as well as on Shirazi's TuMa. Though written during the assumed 
precipitous decline of Islamic science, Khafri shows real insight into and under
standing of the major problems of hay'a. 

I have mainly used Damascus, Zahiriyya MS 6727, 323 ff.; Damascus, 
Ziihiriyya MS 6782, 297 ff. was used for comparison. 

Cf. GAL SI, p. 931 (no. 40d) and MatvievskayaJRozenfeld, Mat. i astr., 2: 
471 (no. 422a, AI). 

Begins: 
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(12) TaCliqiit (annotations) on the Tadhkira, by Ghiyath aI-Din Man~iir. This 
is presumably Ibn Amir ~adr aI-Din MuqammadaI-Shirazi (d. ca. 
95011543-44), a prince who had been charged by the ~afavid King Shah Ismacil 
I (ruled 1501-24) with restoring the Maragha observatory, a taskthat was never 
brought to fruition (Sayili [1960], p. 288). Ri<;lawi (A~wal, p. 406 [no. 10]) refers 
to a single manuscript of this work in the Madrasah-i ciili-i Sipahsaliir Library; it 
is not mentioned by any other source. 

Begins (according to Ri~awi): 

(13) A commentary by Kamal aI-Din l:Iusayn b. Sharaf aI-Din cAbd al-l:Iaqq 
al-Ardabili (d. 95011543-44). As far as I know, this work is not extant. See 
Ri<;lawi, A~wiil, p. 405 (no. 8), who cites Baghdadi, Hadiyyat al8irifin, 1: 318. 

(14) Another anonymous commentary is contained in Paris, Bibliotheque na
tionale MS ar. 6085. This incomplete manuscript lacks all of Book I and Book 
II, Chapters One through Seven. The illustrations are missing but otherwise the 
text seems complete. It was copied on Thursday, 18 Rajab 1091115 August 
1691. 

Cf. GAL SI, p. 931 (no. 40f). 
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J. The Evolution of the Text of the Tadhkira 

1. rusts Other hay'a basita Works and Their Relationship to the Tadhkira 

The Tadhkira was in large measure modelttd after one of Tusi's Persian 
works, the Risalah-i MuCiniyya, written during the early period of his residence 
at the Ismacm stronghold in Quhistan. Tusi subsequently published an appendix 
(dhayl) to it, usually called lfall-i mushkilat-i MuCiniyya, whose contents, which 
included the first appearance of the rectilinear Tusi couple, were also in
corporated into the Tadhkira. The MuCfniyya thus forms an essential part of the 
background to the Tadhkira. Of the many astronomical and astrological writings 
attributed to Na~ir aI-Din, the only other work that I would classify within the 
genre of hay 'a basifa (plain or simplified hay 'a) is his Zubdat al~idriikfi hay 'at 
al-afliik. This small treatise seems to be an abridgment of his larger hay'a pro
ductions, but further study will be needed to establish a more precise rela
tionship. 

Brief accounts of these works follow: 

(a) Risiilah-i MuCiniyya [or, mistakenly, al-mufid and al-mughniya] dar 
hay'a (the MuCiniyya treatise on hay'a), a treatise written in Persian and com
pleted Thursday, 2· Rajab 632/22 March 1235.1 This work was written in 
Quhistan for MuCin aI-Din Abu aI-Shams, the son of Na~ir al-Din M~tasham, 
the Ismacm governor of Quhistan and patron of Na~ir aI-Din. There are two dif
ferent versions of the introduction, one in which Tusi lavishes praise upon his 
Ismacm patrons and the other in which he leaves out any direct mention of them 
altogether. Clearly, the second was written after the fall of Alamiit in 65411256. 

The text itself has the characteristic four-part division of a hay 'a basita work 
and in fact quite closely, but not exactly, anticipates the Tadhkira in both struc
ture and content: Both have an introductory section consisting of two chapters 
dealing with geometry and natural philosophy; both have a section on the con
figuration of the celestial bodies (hay' at-i ajram-i calawi) divided into fourteen 
chapters; both have a section on the configuration of the Earth (hay'at-i zamin) 
divided into twelve chapters; and both have a section on distances and sizes 
(ahcad wa-ajriim), the MuCiniyya having six chapters whereas the Tadhkira has 
seven. 

A facsimile reproduction of this work is due to MUQammad Taqi 
Diinish-Pizhiih, who provides both versions of the introduction in his intro-

I This is the date given in the colophon of Tehran, Danishgah (Kitabkhanah-i markazi), 
Aqa Mishkat MS 1014 (1), which is transcribed by Dlinish-Pizhiih on p. z of hisintro
ductory remarks to the facsimile reproduction of another manuscript of the MuCiniyya. 
(There is an indication that the former copy may be an autograph.) The date of composi
tion is also confirmed by Ri':iawi, A~wal, p. 388, based on another manuscript source. 
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ductory remarks.2 Kennedy [1984] gives a table of contents and reports that the 
work has been described by Usmanov [1978]. 

For further bibliographical details, see GAL I, p. 511 (no. 40), SI, p. 931; 
Krause [1936], pp. 49~95 (no. 2); Storey, Persian Literature, ILl, p. 56 (no. 
7); Riqawi, A~wiil, pp. 384-388 (no. 30)); King [1986], p. 152; and Mat
vievskayaIRozenfeld, Mat. i astr., 2: 404 (AlO). 

(b) lfall-i mushkiliit-i MuCZniyya = Shar~-i MuCZniyya = Dhayl-i MuCZniyya 
("A Solution to the Problems," "A Commentary," or "An Appendix" to the 
Risiilah-i MuCiniyya), also in Persian, and meant to be an appendix or comple
tion of the MuCiniyya. This short work was also written for MuCin aI-Din Abu 
aI-Shams, who asked that certain obscure points from the MuCiniyya be clarified. 
Once again we have the curious situation of two prefaces, one extolling the 
virtues of Tust's Ismacm patrons and the other neglecting any mention ofthem 
altogether. 

There are nine chapters with a rather wide range of content.3 Danish-Pizhuh 
has also brought forth a facsimile reproduction of a manuscript of this work that 
begins with the second preface;4 in his own introduction, he supplies the other 
preface. Kennedy [1984] gives a table of contents. An unpublished edition has 
been completed by Wheeler M. Thackston; a translation, also unpublished, is 
due to him and the present writer. 

For further bibliographical details, see Krause [1936], p. 495 (no. 3); Storey, 
Persian Literature, pp. 56-57 (no.7); Riqawi, A~wiil, pp. 388-390 (no. 31); and 
MatvievskayaIRozenfeld,Mat. i astr., 2: 403-404 (A18 & A18a). 

(c) Zubdat al-idriik fi hay'at al-afliik (The Essential Understanding of the 
Configuration of the Orbs), a short work in Arabic of unknown date.5 It consists 
of an introduction and two chapters (one on the hay' a of the celestial region, the 
other on the hay'a of the Earth), and a concluding section on sizes and distances. 
TuSt states in the introduction that his intention is to epitomize the available 

2 Tehran: Intisharat Danishgah Tahran (no. 300 in the series), 1335 H. Sh. 
3 For example, Chapter Nine deals with the rather mundane topic of using the Indian cir
cle for finding directions whereas Chapter Five deals with the difficult subject of Ibn 
al-Haytham'slatitude theory. In Chapter Three, he presents the Tusi couple for the first 
time and his altemati ve models for the deferents of the moon and planets. 
4 Tehran: Intisharat Danishgah Tahran (no. 304 in the series), 1335 H. Sh. 
5 It should not be confused with the Persian work Zubdah-i hay 'a (Essentials of hay 'a), 
which was Arabized on several occasions; the Princeton translation has the title Al-Zubda 
fi al-hay'a. Though this work overlaps the Zubdat al-idrak in numerous ways, it does not 
have the characteristic 4-part division of a hay'a bas/fa work but is instead divided into 
30 chapters. It is thus comparable to Farghiini's Elements of Astronomy. For further in
formation on this work, see GAL SI, p. 931 (no. 44a); Krause [1936], p. 497 (no. 13); 
Storey, Persian Literature, p. 60 (no. 15); RiQawi, A~wiil, pp. 390-391 (no. 32»; and 
Mach, Catalogue (Princeton), p. 421. 
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works on hay'a. I:!ajji Khalifa compares it, sizewise, to Al-Mulakhkh~ by 
Jaghmini. . 

A copy of the work, which I have examined, is Istanbul, Topkapl Saray, Ab
met III MS 3430 (5), ff. 59b-92b (=Arab Leaguefalak, no. 123). Another copy 
is Paris, B. N. MS ar. 2511 (1). Further bibliographical details may be found in 
GAL I, p. 511 (no. 44) and SI, p. 931; Krause [1936], p. 497 (no. 14); Riqawi, 
A~wiil, p. 391 (no. 33)); and MatvievskayaIRozenfeld, Mat. i astr., 2: 403--404 
(All). 

*** 

An obvious question that needs to be addressed is the relationship of these 
works to the Tadhkira. The Zubdat al-idriik is clearly meant to be an even more 
abridged and simplified work than the Tadhkira. For the most part TiiSi here es
chews criticisms of Ptolemy; the one exception I have been able to find is a very 
brief reference to Ibn al-Haytham's alternative models for latitude.6 But without 
a date of composition, I am unable to say whether it was made with the Tadhkira 
in hand. The audience is also not entirely self-evident; unlike what one finds in 
the introduction to the Zubdah-i hay' a, Tiisi does not say here that the work was 
meant for his students. Perhaps it was intended, as implied by I:!ajji KhaHfa, for 
the lay audience that was captured by Jaghmini's Mulakhkha~; if so, it was a dis
mal failure, to judge from the small number of extant manuscripts and the appar
ent lack of any commentaries on it. The Persian Zubdah-i hay'a and its Arabic 
translations were clearly more successful in that regard. 

We are on firmer ground when we come to the question of the relationship of 
the Tadhkira to the MuClniyya and its lfall. As stated above, the MuCfniyya itself 
is a straightforward exposition of Ptolemaic astronomy in the hay'a mode, such 
as one finds in Khiraqi's Muntahii or Tab~ira. However the young Na~ir aI-Din, 
who was 34 at the time, had clearly been thinking about the "difficulties" of 
Ptolemaic astronomy and their solutions when he was writing the MuClniyya, 
which was completed in 63211235. For in the midst of his exposition of the 
moon (Section II, Chapter 5), he remarks that there is a doubt (shakk) concern

. ing the motion of the moon's epicycle center on the deferent. In a passage rather 
reminiscent, but in important ways different, from 11.7 [25] of the Tadhkira, he 
concludes: 

Then one of two things must follow: either the invariability of dis
tance and closeness of the epicycle center from the center or the 
variability in speed and slowness in the motion of the center. And 

6 Zubdat al-idriik, Istanbul, Topkapl Saray, Abmet III MS 3430 (5), f. 76a-b. It is inter
esting that 'filS! states that neither Ptolemy'S nor Ibn al-Haytham's proposals are "free 
from defect (khalal)," which is reminiscent of what we find in the MuCiniyya (see p. 68 of 
this volume). 
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these two are prohibited. This is a serious doubt (shakk-i ca!.lm) 
concerning this account, which no one among the practitioners of 
the science has ventured anything or, if they have put it forth, it 
has not reached us. There is an elegant way (wajh-i Latif) of solv
ing (f:zall) this doubt whose presentation in this compendium 
would not be appropriate. If in the future the blessed disposition 
of the prince of Iran, may God multiply his eminence, commands 
the pleasure of investigating this question, in that chapter (bab) an 
account will be given, God willing.? 

In the next chapter (Section II, Chapter 6), which deals· with the upper planets 
and Venus,8 Tiisl again points to the problem of the irregular motion of the 
deferent, this time due to the equant, and claims a solution: 

The doubt which occurs with regard to the moon occurs in exactly 
the same way for the motion of the epicycle center on the deferent 
equator with the lack of uniformity about its center and the 
uniformity about another center different from it...the solution of 
this doubt, which no one from the practitioners of the science has 
ventured anything, is among the puzzles (asrar) of the science of 
hay 'a. God willing, in the future an explanation (bayan) of that 
will be made.9 

Na~lr aI-Din also has doubts about Ptolemy's latitude theory, which he expresses 
in Section II, Chapter 8. Here, though, the work of one of his predecessors, 
namely Ibn al-Haytham, has reached him, and he gives a sketch of his theory.IO 
But Tiisl is not content with what he finds: 

Yet even with this establishing [of orbs?], this variation (ikhtilaj) 
has not become ordered (man!.um). Concerning that, several other 
defects come to the fore; but this [work] is not the place to ex
pound on that. 1l 

7 MuCiniyya, p. 31, lines 7-12. 
8 This corresponds to II.9 of the Tadhkira. 
9 MuCiniyya, p. 37, lines 6-11. Tiisi points to the same problem for Mercury on p. 42, 
lines 7-9. 
10 MuCiniyya, p. 44, line 20 - p. 45, line 2. For a discussion of Ibn al-Haytham's model, 
see our commentary to II. 11 [16]. 
11 MuC[niyya, p. 45, lines 2-3. Other references to Ibn al-Haytham's treatise occur on 
p. 46, lines 8-9, where Tiisi repeats that this is not the place to go into details, and on 
p. 47, lines 11-14, where he gives the Ibn al-Haytham's additional orbs needed for the 
latitude of Venus and Mercury. 

http:theory.IO
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To summarize, we have the following situation in March 1235: (a) Tiisi has pub
lished his MuCiniyya as a relatively short summary of astronomy in the hay'a 
mode and dedicated it to the son of his patron; (b) he claims to have a solution to 
the irregular motion of the deferents of the moon and planets; (c) he has been 
studying Ibn al-Haytham's treatise on latitude and though he presents its main 
results he believes there remain problems that need to be resolved; (d) he 
promises to present his results in a future work. 

From this, it is reasonable to draw the following conclusions. Na~lr aI-Din 
had been inspired at a fairly early period of his career with the rectilinear version 
of his couple, which he can use to resolve the irregular deferent motions in lon
gitude (Difficulties 1-6; see p. 50).12 He has also studied Ibn al-Haytham's 
treatise on latitude and accepts that it can give a hay'a (configuration) to the 
small circles of Ptolemy's latitude theory. But he still feels that Ibn al-Haytham 
has not resolved the problem completely and refers to unspecified "defects" that 
remain. These presumably would be Objections 2 and 3 that he refers to in 
II.l1 [15].13 Unlike the case with the irregular motion on the deferents, he does 
not claim a solution for these problems. As far as I can tell, he also does not 
mention the difficulty of the moon's prosneusis nor does he make the critical 
connection between that problem and the difficulties of Ptolemy's latitude 
theory.14 In other words, though he points to Difficulties 7-15 (see pp. 50-51), 
he does not yet have the curvilinear version of his couple with which to resolve 
them. He still depends on Ibn al-Haytham despite his reservations. 

The confirmation of this reconstruction comes in the lJall. There can be little 
if any question that it is the work that Na~ir aI-Din tantalizingly dangled before 
his patron in the MuCiniyya. And since there is nothing in the lJall that is not 
forecast in the MuCiniyya, there is little to recommend putting its date of com
position more than a few months, perhaps a year at most, after that of the 
Mu Ciniyya. 15 It could then be viewed, as it was, simply as an appendage to the 

12 At this stage in his investigations, TUsi seems to have assumed that Mercury could be 
dealt with in the same manner as the moon and other planets; see MuCfniyya, pA2, lines 
7-9. In the /fall Tiisi does not mention Mercury explicitly but it seems to be included 
when he states that "the difficulty encountered in the other planets may also be resolved 
[with the couple] if the equant takes the place of the inclined orb and the deferent that of 
the eccentric" (/fall, p. 12, lines 3-4). In the Tadhkira, he realizes that Mercury is a spe
cial case defying an easy solution; see n.ll [11]. 
13 These have to do with the irregular motion of the epicycle apex on the small circle and 
the disruption of the position in longitude. See also pp. 50-51. 
14 See the commentary to ILl I [13]. 
15 The recent attempt by Saliba [l987a] to whisk the /fall "closer to the date of the 
Tadhkira (126011261) [sic], which it resembles much more closely" does not take into ac
count crucial historical and intellectual developments of the 13th c. For Saliba's dating 
would force us to assume that Na~ir aI-Din was still dedicating books to the Ismacilis 
after they had been completely decimated by the Mongols and after he had joined the 
Mongol entourage. For other reasons to reject Saliba's dating, see the commentary to 
n.ll [18]. 

http:theory.14
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earlier work. 16 Of the nine chapters of the /jail, seven are of a fairly pedestrian 
nature. The two that are of greatest interest are Chapter Three, rather cumbrous
ly entitled "Concerning the Solution of the Doubt Occurring with Regard to the 
Motion of the Center of the Lunar Epicycle on the Circumference of the 
Deferent, and the Uniformity of That Motion About the Center of the World," 
and Chapter Five, entitled "On the Configuration of the Epicycles of the 
Wandering Planets According to the Doctrine of AbU CAli ibn al-Haytham." 
Chapter Three presents the rectilinear version of the couple, while Chapter Five 
simply presents Ibn al-Haytham' s theory. There is no hint of the curvilinear ver
sion of the couple that he would use in the Tadhkira for resolving Difficulties 
7-16 (on latitude and the moon's prosneusis); he is basically at the same place 
he was when he completed the MuCfniyya. 

Between 632/1235 and 644/1247, the date of the completion of his recension 
of the Almagest,N~Ir aI-Din has developed the idea, if not the final form, of the 
curvilinear version of the couple. He has also made the crucial connection be
tween the prosneusis problem and the latitude problemP The stage for the final 
synthesis in the Tadhkira is now set. 

2. The Mariigha (ex) Version ofthe Tadhkira 

The process of Arabizing Tusi's Persian works went on both in his lifetime 
and afterwards; in the former category we may note his Arabic treatise on logic, 
Tajrfd al-mantiq (written 656/1258), which seems to be an abridged version of 
his earlier Persian work, the Asiis al-iqtibiis (written 642/124~5). In the latter 
category, there are several Arabic translations of the Zubdah-i hay 'a. One trans~ 
lator of the treatise, a certain CJmad al-Din CAli al~Qashi (?), tells us in his intro
duction that the work, though "of great usefulness," was not "of general benefit" 
since it was in the "Persian language whose understanding is denied to the in
telligent Arab.,,18 

One of the motivations for composing the Tadhkira was, no doubt, likewise 
to have his Persian MuCfniyya reach a wider audience. He would furthermore 
have wished in the latter part of his life to· synthesize the /fall as well as his 
more recent discoveries mentioned in passing in the Ta/:tnr al-Majistf (Recen

16 This is clear in the way the MuCiniyya is referred to in the lfall, namely simply by 

chapter and section. For example, Chapter Three begins: "In the 5th Chapter of Section II 

dealing with the arrangement of theorhs of the moon, this problem occurs." Sometimes 

Tiisi speaks as if the reader has the MuCiniyya in hand as when in the sentence immedi

ately following the above he states: "as already mentioned [i.e. in the MuCiniyya], the 

same problem also occurs in the orbs of the other planets... " The intimate connection be

tween the MuCiniyya and the !fall may be the reason that it apparently lacks a date of 

composition in the extant manuscripts. 

17 See the commentary to 11.11 [18] for details. 

18Princeton, Mach MS 4884 (4066), f. 2b. 
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sion of the Almagest) into a more coherent whole. The immediate occasion for 
the Tadhkira was provided by hisfriend cIzz aI-Din al-Zinjam (d. 66011261-62), 
who requested a work in Arabic on hay'a.19 It is this Zinjam who is evidently 
being referred to in the preface as "one of our dear friends" and to whom the 
work is being presented as a "memento" (tadhkira).20 

This first version of the Tadhkira, which was completed in Maragha, may be 
confidently dated as the beginning part (awii'il) of Dhu al-qaCda 6591September 
or October 1261, based on the following note that occurs in the margin of the 
last page of a copy of Fa<;ll Allah al-CUbaydi's commentary on the Tadhkira 
(Istanbul, Topkap! Saray, AhmetllI MS 3325, f. BIb): 

~ Z:..... ;;.l.oJ.J1 1.5~ ~Gl v-:JI ~~ IY' ~I V-' 
~!r ;;~ d3L,.:....,-, ~-' 

The author completed drafting (taswi'd) the text (matn) during the 
beginning part (awii'il) of Dhii al-qaCdain the year 659 in the 
town of Maragha.21 

It is rather curious that none of the twenty or so manuscripts of the Tadhkira 
that I have examined gives the date of composition, a point to which we shall 
return. 

3. The Baghdad (~)Version oftheTadhkira 

The completion of a muswadda ("draft," i.e. the original manuscript) did not 
imply an unalterable text; corrections could be made and revisions carried out 
either by the author alone orin the course of having it read to him by a student 
or copyist. There is ample evidence to indicate that this is precisely what hap
pened to the Tadhkira between the time of its original completion in 65911261 
and rust's death in 672/1274. In the following, I shall first present the evidence, 
both textual and secondary, for the existence of the final revision of the 
Tadhkira, the Baghdad (~) version, which was probably compiled sometime 
during the latter part of 672 H. (January-June 1274). I shall then discuss the na
ture of these revisions and the evidence that some of them were made before 
672H. 

19 This information reliably comes from Ibn al-Fuwati, (Talkhf~, Vol. IV, 1: 234-235), 

who was the librarian at the Marligha observatory. 

20 Cf. commentary to LPref. [2]5. 

21 Virtually the same statement occurs in a copy of Jurjani's commentary (Istanbul, 

KoprUlii MS 927 (2), f. 218a). RiQawi, Attwal, p. 400 gives this same information but 

without indicating his source. 
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The most clear-cut evidence for a later, revised text comes from a number of 
the commentators in their discussion of 11.4 [2]23-[3]16, which has to do with 
the possible motion of the ecliptic equator with respect to the equinoctial. One 
version of the text has four possibilities for this motion, another has eight.22 
Jurjani, whose commentary is dated 81111409, states that the newer version with 
eight possibilities was made an extended period (mudda madida) after the first. 
Shirwani, writing some 65 years later in 87911474, adds that the new version 
was completed more than 20 years after the first and that this was done in Bagh
dad. BlrjandI in 91311507 also states that the change was made in Baghdad. 
KhafrI, writing in 93211525, gives the 20-year period of separation. 

Certain problems immediately arise. The first, which is not serious, concerns 
the 20-year period between the two versions. Obviously the greatest length of 
time possible between the Maragha version and this Baghdad revision would be 
13 years. Could some version earlier than Maragha, or perhaps the MuCiniyya, 
be intended by the earlier one? There is absolutely no evidence for the first pos
sibility and I think that it can be safely dismissed. The second is also untenable 
since the MuCiniyya has neither the four nor eight possibilities.23 Clearly the 20 
years is simply a minor exaggeration. 

Another more serious problem is whether we are justified in attributing the 
revisions to Tusi himself since they were seemingly done in the last year of his 
life. For we know from the historical sources that he left Maragha for Baghdad 
in 672 H. (July 1273-June 1274), just a few months before his death.24 We also· 
know that he was accompanied by a number of his students, and it might be sup
posed that one of them revised the text after his death. However, there is consid
erable evidence that Tiisi himself was responsible for several of the revisions 
and some of these can be dated prior to the relocation to Baghdad. The best evi
dence for this comes from MS M, which is based upon Shirazi's working copy 
of the Tadhkira.25 Now we know that Shirazi left Maragha, whether or not 
estranged from Tusi being unclear, in the period26 between 667/1268 and 
67211274; it is then reasonable to conclude that the revisions recorded in the text 
of MS M were effected before Shirazi's departure. And since ShirazI, according 

22 Suter [1902], p. 175, depending on Nallino, who in turn depended on Jurjani, original

ly pointed out that there were two versions of the Tadhkira. Note that Nallino mistakenly 

thought that the incomplete copy of Jurjani's Shar~ contained in Biblioteca Medicea 

Laurenziana or. MS 271 was by Musa Qa<;!izade. 

23 Muciniyya, Section II, Ch. 2, pp. 15-16. There is a brief mention of the possibility of 

the motion of the ecliptic but little in the way of the extensive treatment in the Tadhkira. 

24 See p. 15. ~afadi indicates that he was only in Baghdad a few months before his death, 

which occurred on 18 Dhu al-l:Iijja 672 H.l25 June 1274 A.D. I have inferred from this 

that the trip to Baghdad, and hence the Baghdad version of the Tadhkira, should be dated 

sometime between January and June 1274. 

25 Istanbul, Siileymaniye Kiitiiphanesi, Uileli MS 2116. For the colophon that establishes 

this, see p. 78. 

26 Walbridge [1983], pp. 17-18. A date closer to 66711268 seems the most likely. 
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to the note at the end of MS M, read the entire text to Tilsi (qara'ahii ita 
akhiriha cala mu~annifihii), all the revisions to the Maragha version were au
thorized ones. . 

An important example of a revision done before Shirazi's departure occurs 
in 1.1 [2]19-20, where Tilsi gives his definition of a plane surface.27 MSS 
DGT28 contain what Jurjani refers to as the older and incorrect version. MS M 
contains a definition that Jurjani tells us was read (and presumably approved) by 
Tilsi; from what we have established above this would have been done while 
Shirazi was in Maragha. Now there is a second definition contained in MSS FL 
and in the margin ofMS T, which Jurjani gives as an alternative to the definition 
of MS M. For reasons that I shall come to presently, I take this latter definition 
to be of a later date than MS M and more than likely. to be after Shirazi's depar
ture from Maragha. 

Very strong evidence that revisions continued to be made after Shirazi left 
Maragha come from Shirazi himself. In his FaCalta fa-Iii talum, which is a su
percommentary on an early commentary of the Tadhkira, Shirazi informs us that 
Tilsi's addition to IT.2 [3]22-23 of the Tadhkira occurred after he left the service 
(khidma) of Na~ir al-Din.29 MS M gives the addition but a note, perhaps due to 
Shirazi, advises the reader to ignore it.30 MSS GFL, however, incorporate the 
revision into their texts without further comment whereas MSS DT do not have 
it at all. 

We have now established that certain revisions were made at various times 
between 65911261 and 67211274, but we still need some means for identifying 
the original Maragha text and the various stages in the revision process. The 
manner in which certain critical revisions are handled in MSS DT provide the 
key we need for establishing the original text. In the major revision to ITA 
[2]23-[3]16 mentioned above, both manuscripts givethe original version in the 
body of the text and provide the revision in the margin.31 In virtually all the 
cases in which we Can identify an older and newer version, this is the pattern 
that emerges. For example, in the text of MS D we find what Jurjani, Khafri, and 
Birjandi identify as the original version of 1.1 [16]8-9, while in the margin of 
MS D there occurs what they identify as the revision; the copyist has also added 
the following remark: "The author, may God have mercy on him, changed to 
this text." Khafri also specifically indicates that the change is due to the author. 
For 11.5 [8]6--8, MS D specifically attributes the variant given in the margin to 
"the new, emended version" (al-i~liiJ:t al-jadid); the variant occurs in the text of 

27 For this and all subsequent examples, the reader is referred to the commentary where a 

detailed discussion occurs. 

28 For a listing of manuscripts, see pp. 76--81. 

29 See our commentary to II.2 [3]21-23 for additional details. . 

30 It is interesting that Shirazi made sure to be informed of continuing changes to. the 

Tadhkira even after leaving Maragha. 

31 MS T places "kh ~alJ.ll' after the variant indicating that it is from a corrected manu

script. 
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MSS FL and in the margin of MS T, where the copyist indicates it comes from 
another version or manuscript (kh). 

Now MS D has another interesting feature; in the colophon it claims that it is 
from an autograph. The conclusion then seems inescapable that the texts of MSS 
DT represent to a fairly high degree the original Maragha version. In the 
margins, the copyists have placed the revisions. 32 My very strong suspicion is 
that this is precisely the way revisions were handled during much of the period 
between 65911261 and 67211274. 'fils} would approve an original version and 
then have the copyist place the revisions he had made up to that point in the 
margins;33 or he might do the job himself as is indicated by a note at the end of 
a copy of the Tadhkira preserved in Tehran, Sipahsaliir MS 4727: 

I voweled and collated [this copy] with a copy that was read to its 
author, may God continue to protect him, and I transcribed its 
marginal notes that were in his noble handwriting and what he 
added to it; I indicated some of them in haste according to [my] 
effort and ability.34 

At various points an approved text with the revisions incorporated into a fair 
copy of the text might be produced; this is what Shirazi's copy, exemplified by 
MS M, represents.35 (This could also help us understand why no copies of the 
Tadhkira I have examined give the date of composition; it would not have made 
sense to date these later fair copies with the original 659/1261 year of composi
tion.) After 'filsi went to Baghdad, there seems to have been a final version pro
duced and this is represented by MSS FL, which incorporate virtually all the 
revisions previously made into a new fair copy of the text; it cannot be as
certained whether this occurred before or after his death. but because the major 
revisions can be verified as being due to 'filsi himself (either from the evidence 
of MSS DT or from the commentators), there is no reason to doubt that the other 
minor changes one finds in MSS FL are also due to him. 

What are the nature of these changes? Compared with the changes from the 
MuCiniyya and the /fall to the Tadhkira, they are fairly insignificant. A large 
number simply correct grammatical mistakes or stylistic infelicities, such as one 
finds in 1.1 [14]1. In the following list of revisions, I generally ignore these but 

32 The copyist of MS T often indicates that the revisions are corrections with the ab

breviation kh asahh. 

33 There is als~ e~idence that Tust provided glosses for certain words and phrases, which 

he did not intend to be incorporated into the text. The one example I know is a IJiishiya 

(gloss) in the margin of MS M, f. 48b (II.13 [3]2) for the wordmakth: "What is intended 

by makth is the amount (masa/a) occurring on the moon from its being cut; this has been 

copied from the handwriting of the author, may God be pleased with him." 

34 Mudarrist, Sar-gudhasht, p. 114. 

35 But even in such a case, additional corrections might be put in the margins by a 

diligent copyist as we have seen. 
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list the others in somewhat arbitrary categories. Starred citations (*) indicate cor
rections that have been discussed in the commentary. 

(a) Simplifications: I.Intr. [1]10; II.ll [6]2. 

(b) Corrections of Mistakes: *11 [2]19-20; *1.1 [16]8-9; *1.1 
[17]12-13;II.7 [1]1; *II.9 [1]9; II. 10 [2]14-15; II.10 [2]17; *11.11 
[5]22; II.12 [5]12; 11.12 [6]18; 11.14 [2]21; III.2 [1]9; III.S [7]1; 
*111.10 [1]13-14; *IV.l [2]7; *IV.l [3]18-19; IV.3 [1]24; *IV.4 
[2]17-18; IV.6 [5]11; *IV.6 [5]17. 

(c) Amplifications: U [13]19; 11.1 [7]14; *11.2 [3]22-23;*11.4 
[2]2-[3]16; 11.8 [14]10-11; *11.9 [6]12; 11.10 [3]10; 11.10 
[3]11-12; lUI [2]5; *11.11 [5]14--15; R11 [5]19-20. 

(d) Clarifications: 1.1 [14]21; 1.1 [14]22-23; II.3 [10]20; 1I.4 
[2]23; *II.5 [8]6--8; *11.5 [9]32; II.7 [9]8; 1I.7 [14]10; 11.7 [16]2~; 
11.8 [1]15; 11.8 [1]20; *11.8 [15]5; 11.8 [16]8; 11.9 [1]14; *11.9 
[8]21; 11.9 [14]11; *11.11 [4]2~; *11.11 [4]9-10; 1I.l1 [10]9-10; 
11.12 [1]16; 11.12 [3]8; II.13 [9]15; III.3 [1]15; III.3 [2]5; III.3 
[3]1; III.9 [1]11; IV. 1 [3]12; IV. 1 [3]17; IV.5 [3]19. 

In addition the original of Figure T25 in III.9 [1] was revised in the Baghdad 
version. 

In general, the revisions are more numerous in the first two books than the 
last two. Few, if any, can be called sensational; in particular, the revisions made 
in the chapter that presents Tiisl's new models (11.11) are fairly minor. Some of 
the changes are surprisingly for the worse. This is especially true of the one in 
11.5 [8]6--8, which in the Baghdad version gives an incorrect proportion for find
ing retrograde motion. Other examples are 1.1 [13]18 and 11.11 [5]19-20. In this 
regard, it is interesting that a revision might be marked for deletion; this seems 
to be the case for 1I.9 [6]12, where a phrase that was added in the margins of 
MSS MT, and into the text of MS G, is marked for deletion in MS F and is miss
ing entirely in MS L, these latter two manuscripts being my best witnesses to the 
Baghdad version. Finally we should note that though the vast majority of the 
revisions are due to Tusi, there are a few suspicious ones that might be due to 
ShirazI or perhaps another student or colleague. Three that I strongly suspect are 
due to Shirazi, and that occur in MS M; are variants to 11.9 [1]9, II.11 [9]1-22 
and IV.3 [5]19; both Jmjani and Birjandi suggest that this is so for II.9 [1]9. 
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K. List of Manuscripts 

In the following list, nos. 1-6 are the principal manuscripts that have been 
used to establish the edition (see Section M.2). The other five manuscripts that 
have sigla were used at an earlier stage of editing, but their variants added little 
to the final edition; consequently I decided to leave them out of the final 
apparatus. On occasion, though, they are referred to in the apparatus and com
mentary. In addition to the eleven manuscripts with sigla, I have also examined, 
with varying degrees of thoroughness, nos. 7, 10, 11, 12, 13, 16,29,31,32, 33, 
35. 

A convenient listing of manuscript collections and their catalogue!> is in 
Sezgin, GAS 6. 

Sigla 	 Description of Manuscript 

DJ=> 1. 	 Istanbul, Feyzullah MS 1330, 1; ff. Ib-83a; ca. 14-16 lines/page; 
numerous annotations, especially in the beginning; copy com
pleted on 17 Safar 757/ca. 20 February 1356 from an autograph 
by AQmad b. MaQmUd b. MuQ.ammad al-Qazwini. 

Colophon: 

.:r. ~ .:r. ~~ .b> .:.r' ,-:-,~I I~ .::.J;.:, 

~ ~I ;y. ~ ~WI J &1 ~.J \S'""..,..wl v--=JI 

~1 ~t, ZJ~-, ~-' .~ ~ [{\~~ ~~ 
..Lo.:>..c .:r. ~~ .:r. ~J d~ J! Jw JJI Jl>. 

. . ='1
9-'--'.r' 

I copied this book from the handwriting of its author Mul}ammad 
b. MuQ.ammad b. al-ijasan aI-lust, may God have mercy on him, 
successfully completing it on the 17th of Safar of the year 757. 
And I am AQrnad b. MaQmud b. MuQ.ammad al-QazwinI, of 
God's creation the most in need of His forgiveness. 

F J 2. 	 Vatican, ar. MS 319, 1; ff. Ib-64a; 17 lines/page; has occasional 
Latin annotations [15th-16th c. ?]; copied Friday, 5 MUQarram 
683/24 March 1284 by.MaQmud b. MuQ.ammad b. al-QiiQI TaqI 
ai-Din in Baghdad at the Ni~amiyya College. 
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G t 

L J 

M , 

Manuscripts 

Description of Manuscript 

Colophon: 

-,..,.wI ",-!-, L.-' J! ~I ~.:J.I ¥I 0x.~ IJA t.r' 
v-ol> ~I ,X V";!.l.I1 ~ ~liIl 0"! ~ 0"! ~~ 
S!~ ..illli ,I.JQ:, ~-,..M ~ ;Wl..,:.:...."., ~W., .!.>)Ij :(;...., ,~ 

JJ l..Mb .ul:i..G-., yIb.l.ll ~Iy ~ JL.w JJI ~'-<» ,)l.J1 

~WI ~-' JJ .>..a.:>J~ ~ ~ ~., JI..u 

The writing of this was completed by the sinner in need of the 
mercy of his forgiving Lord Ma.l}miid b. Mul).ammad son of the 
Judge Taqi aI-Din on Friday, the 5th of Mul).arram of the year 
683 at the College of Ni~am al-Mulk in the City of Peace, may 
God Almighty protect it from the misfortunes and afflictions of 
time, praising God Almighty and praying for His Prophet; Praise 
be to God, Lord of the Worlds. 

3. 	 S1. Petersburg (a.k.a. Leningrad), Oriental Institute MS A 437; ff. 
Ib-43b; 17 lines/page; incomplete, folios disordered; copy com
pleted 3 Ramaqan 673/ca. 2 March 1275. 

Colophon: 

~ 0~)1 IJA .::JWI ~ ~y ~., JJI 0~ ~ 
~.,~.,..:;.,)Ij 

Completed with the aid of God and the goodness of His granting 
success on the 3rd of Ramaqan of the year 673. 

4. 	 Leiden, University Library MS or. 905 (= 1093); ff. Ib-95a; 15 
lines/page; very readable pointed script with numerous vowel 
markings; no colophon but a marginal note on f. 95a indicates 
that it was compared with a "reliable copy." 

5. 	 Istanbul, Laleli MS 2116; ff. Ib-83b; 17 lines/page; copy com
pleted on 8 Ramaqan 6811ca. 10 December 1282. 

http:yIb.l.ll
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Sigla Description of Manuscript 

Colophon (in margin of f. 83b): 

~l tWI :(..,~ rl U':Jy ~ ~I ~~ ~~ 
WI ~ ~WI J Jil ~ 0J...:j 0":!~LJ~ ~J..1:.:..l1 
J! ~~-' ~ .::..-~ uLS'-,.J4 j)U, Jil b 1 (r.!~~ 
~ Jil ~.J 9yhJI ~ .:.r. ~ ~ ~ ~~T 
[~~ 1~W(,) [~ll..,$..bj [~l~ [~LJ).~.l1 u~.J [~10""1j ~ 

~ l.o::..w(,) 

This has been collated with the copy in the hand of our great 
master, the most erudite in the World, the most excellent of the 
ancients and the modems, the cream of God's worldly creation, 
the pole (qutb) of the community and creed, may God widen the 
shadows of his grandeur, and he used to narrate from it and he 
read it in its entirety to its author Mul}.ammad ibn Mul}.ammad 
al-Tust, may God be pleased with him, on the 8th of blessed 
RamaQiin in 681 [Krause [1936] reads 684]. 

T .b 6. Istanbul, Ahmet III MS 3453, 19 (= Topkapl Saray MS 7005, 
19); ff. 261b-281a; 27 lineS/page; an important manuscript 
containing, in addition to the Tadhkira, TUsi's recensions of the 
"Middle Books"; copied 12 Rabic I, 677/ca. 3 August 1278 by 
cAbd al-Kafi b. cAbd ai-MajId b. cAbd Allah al-TabnzI in 
Baghdad. 

Colophon: 

Jil ~ ~l O~~ l.:u ~! Jil ~.J ~I ~l-, 
~ ,-;-,l.::$J1 I~ t-=' t.} 1:?'."bJ1 ~I ~. 0-! ~ 

Jil ~ \..r! ~I ~ \..r! ,~l.SJ1 ~ ~! ~I Jil 

~ :i..:...... J.,':JI (:::"U ~ ~ ~ Li'WI J I..,$Y::'~I 
.;:.,t.;~1 if' ~ .;:....I~ ~I~ ~~ j :w~-' .~-' 
~I JT-, ~ .uL;. ..J.r:.J ~ ~-' Jw Ji l.l.ob 

~~lbJl 
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Sigla 	 Description of Manuscript 

The author, God's mercy upon him, dictated this: The most needy 
of God's creation, Muqammad b. Muqammad b. al-I):asan 
al-TOSI, drafted this. The copying of this book was completed by 
the needful servant of God cAbd al-Kafi b. cAbd aI-MajId b. 
cAbd Allah al-TabrIzIon the 12th of the month of RabIc I in the 
year 677 in the city of Baghdad, may its protection from harm 
continue, praising God Almighty and praying for Mul}.ammad, 
the most noble of His creation, and for his most excellent and 
virtuous family . 

. 7. 	 Aleppo, Al}.madiyya (waqf) Library MS 1284. 

8. 	 Aligarh, Subl}.anullah Oriental Library MS 121, 3; 44 ff.; 
Shacban BOO/June-July 1883. 

9. 	 Baghdad, MS 2958 [? see MatvievskayaIRozenfeld, Mat. i Astr., 
2: 403 (no. 368, A9)]. 

10. 	 Cairo, al-Azhar MS 18079, 1; ff. 1-94; copied 129011873-74 by 
Mul}.ammad Amin Riqa. 

11. 	 Cairo, National Library MS K 3957, 3; ff. 155b-253a; n. d. (ca. 
90011500) [see King [1986], p. 151]. 

12. 	 Cairo, National Library, TalCat hay'a MS 38, 1; ff. 1a-62a; 
copied 107611665-66 [see King [1986], p. 151]. 

13. 	 Cairo, National Library, Taymur majamJC MS 181, 1; pp. (sic) 
1-120; copied ca. 1114/1702-03 [see King [1986], p. 151]. . 

14. 	 Diyarbakrr (Turkey), MS 2213 A, 8; ff. 82a-113a; copied in 727/ 
1326-27 (see $e§en, 3: 33). 

15. 	 Edirne (Turkey), Selimiye MS 1244,3; ff. 197b-250b; copied in 
879/1474-75 (see $e§en, 3: 33). 

16.. Heidelberg, University Library MS or. A 144; 88 ff.; n. d. (ca. 
1650 A. D.). 
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SV'" 

He 

NO 

Cif 

The Tadhkira 

Description of Manuscript 

17. 	 Istanbul, Ahmet III MS 3317 (= Topkapl Saray MS 7081); ff. 
Ib-60a; copy owned by Sultan Bayazld II. 

18. 	 Istanbul, Ahmet III MS 3333, 1 (= Topkapl Saray MS 7082, 1); 
ff. 1b-32a; copied in 728/1327-28 by Mul;1ammad b. Mul;1ainmad 
al-Samarqandi. 

19. 	 Istanbul, Ali Emiri Arabi MS 2735; 150 ff.; n. d. (ca. 9th-10th c.l 
15th-16th c.) [see Krause [1936], p. 494]. 

20. 	 Istanbul, A~ir Hafid MS 203, 2; 90 ff.; copied 79711394-95 [see 
Krause [1936], p. 494]. 

21. 	 Istanbul, Carullah MS 1457,2; 26 ff.; copied ca. 712/1312-13 in 
Tabrlz; incomplete [see Krause [1936], p. 494]. 

22. 	 Istanbul, Fatih MS 3388; 77 ff.; copied 955/1548-49 in Istanbul 
[see Krause [1936], p. 494]. 

23. 	 Istanbul, Fatih MS 3389; 56 ff.; n. d. (ca. 7th-8th c.l13th-14th c.) 
[see Krause [1936], p. 494]. 

24. 	 Istanbul, Feyzullah MS 1331; 66 ff.; copied 749/1348-49 in 
Aleppo [see Krause [1936], p. 494]. 

25. 	 Istanbul, UUeli MS 2115; 88 ff.; n. d. (ca. 9th-lOthlI5th-16th c.) 
[see Krause [1936], p. 494]. 

26. 	 Istanbul, Raglp P~a MS 919, 2; ff. 71b-134a; copied 8771 
1472-73 [see Krause [1936], p. 494]. 

27. 	 Leiden, University Library MS 188, 4 (= 1092); ff. 38b-1I1a; 
copied in 785/1383-84. 

28. 	 Leipzig, University Library MS 261 (= K. 203); ff. 1b-40a; 
copied 14 Shawwal790/ca. 16 October 1388. 
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Sigla 	 Description of Manuscript 

29. 	 London, British Library MS 1339, 1 (= Add. 23,394); copied in 
110711695-96 by Mul:lammad Ri<;la b. cAZlz Allah al-TunL 

30. 	Los Angeles, UCLA Library Arabic MS 1117 [courtesy of 
AQrnad HarIdI, Cairo]. 

31. 	Mashhad, Astan Quds Ri<;lawI MS 8568. 

32. 	 Najaf, Ayat Allah al-ijakIm MS 1099 (= Arab League uncata
loguedfalak film no. 321); 91 ff.; copied 132411906-07. 

33. 	 Paris, Bibliotheque nationale MS ar. 2330, 8; ff. 83b-86b (con
tains only part of Book I). 

B......, 34. 	Paris, Bibliotheque nationale MS ar. 2509 (= Suppl. ar. 962); ff. 
2b-82a; used by Carra de Vaux [1893] for his translation of 
ILl 1, but the text is a jumble of the two versions and the figures 
are rather inaccurate; copied Monday (end of day) 2 Shacban 
791126 July 1389. 

35. 	 Princeton, MS 4881 (Mach); 56 ff.; copied Muqarram 7711 
August-September 1369. 

36. 	 Tashkent, Oriental Institute MS 8990, 1 [see Matvievskayal 
Rozenfeld, Mat. i Astr., 2: 403 (no. 368, A9)]. 

37. 	 Tehran, Danishkadah-i Ilahiyyat Library MS 275 G; 45 ff.; n. d. 

38. 	 Tehran, Kitabkhana Najm AbadI; copied in 67111272-73 [see 
Ri<;lawI, A(:twal, p. 400]. 

39. 	 Tehran, Sipahsalar MS 4727; 19 ff.; collated with a copy that had 
been read to TUSI and that had marginal notes in his hand, which 
were incorporated into this manuscript; copy completed 10 RabIc 
II, 7611ca. 29 Feb. 1360 [see Mudarrisl, Sar-gudhasht, p. 114]. 
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L. Concordance of Manuscripts 

page of D F G L M T 
edition 

91. 1b,1 1b,1 1b,1 1b,1 1b,1 261b,1 
93. 1b,14 1b,13 1b,11 2a,1 2a,1 261b,7 
95. 2b,1 2a,8 2a,3 2b,3 2b,1 261b,14 
97. 3a,6 2b,8 2a,16 3a,1O 3a,7 261b,23 
99. 3b,9 3a,6 2b,ll 4a,1 3b,1O 262a,4 
101. 4a,1O 3b,2 3a,3 4b,4 4a,9 262a,10 
103. 5a,6 4a,5 3b,2 5b,1 5a,2 262a,21 
105. 5b,ll 4b,3 3b,14 6a,7 5b,6 262b,2 
107. 6b,9 5a,6 4a,12 7a,6 6b,1 262b,12 
109. 7b,3 5b,7 4b,9 8a,1 7a,1l 262b,22 
111. 8a,9 6a,7 5a,5 8b,1O 7b,16 263a,3 
113. 9a,2 6b,8 5b,3 9b,7 8b,9 263a,14 
115. 9b,6 7a,6 5b,15 lOa, 13 9a,15 263a,22 
117. lOa, 14 7b,9 6a,13 11a,11 lOa,9 263b,6 
119. lla,4 8a,9 6b,1O 12a,5 10b,17 263b,15 
121. I1b,9 8b,9 7a,6 12b,14 11b,8 263b,25 
123. 12a,12 9a,7 7b,2 13b,6 12a,14 264a,6 
125. 12b,9 9b,4 7b,1O 14a,12 12b,ll 264a,11 
127. 13b,2 lOa,7 8a,7 15a,9 13b,4 264a,20 
129. 14a,1O lOb, 10 8b,5 16a,6 14a,15 264b,2 
131. 15a,3 11a,13 9a,3 17a,4 15a,9 264b,13 
133. 15b,12 11b,14 9a,15 18a,2 16a,3 264b,23 
135. 16a,8 12a,9 9b,7 18b,8 16b,7 265a,5 
137. 16b,7 12b,7 33a,3 19a,14 17a,9 265a,13 
139. 17b,6 13b,3 33a,17 20a,13 18a,3 265a,23 
141. 18a,5 13b,15 33b,7 20b,14 18b,2 265b,2 
143. 19a,1O 14b,7 34a,9 22a,2 19b,1O 265b,17 
145. 19b,6 15a,1 34b,3 22b,1 20a,7 265b,23 
147. 20b,7 15b,9· 34b,16 23b,3 21a,7 266a,7 
149. 21a,9 16a,5 35a,8 24a,6 21b,8 266a,16 
151. 22a,4 16b,16 35b,5 25a,9 22b,5 266a,27 
153. 22b,10 17a,16 35b,16 26a,2 23a,13 266b,9 
155. 23b,4 17b,17 36a,12 26b,15 24a,6 266b,20 
157. 24a,8 18a,16 36b,6 27b,7 24b,12 266b,27 
159. 24b,13 18b,16 36b,17 28b,1 25b,4m 267a,1O 
161. 25b,7 19b,2 37a,13 29a,14 26a,13 267a,21 
163. 26a,3 20a,1 37b,2 30a,1 27a,1 267a,25 
165. 26b,6 20a,16 37b,12 30b,8 27b,3 267b,6 
167. 27a,12 20b,16 38a,8 31a,15 28a,9 267b,15 
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169. 28a,6 21a,17 38b,3 32a,12 29a,2 268a,5 
171. 28b,13 22a,1 38b,14 33a,1O 29b,9 268a,15 
173. 29b,9 22b,3 39a,9 34a,7 30b,4 268a,25 
175. 30b,2 23a,5 39b,4 35a,3 31a,15 268b,9 
177. 30b,5 23b,1 39b,6 35a,6 31b,2 268b,11 
179. 31a,1 23b,7 39b,12 35b,9 32a,1 268b,16 
181. 31b,5 24a,7 40a,9 36a,15 32b,9 268b,24 
183. 32a,1O 24b,7 40b,3 37a,7 33a,16 269a,9 
185. 33a,5 25a,9 40b,16 38a,3 34a,8 269a,20 
187. 33b,7 25b,6 41a,8 38b,7 34b,11 269a,27 
189. 34a,2 26a,4 41a,15 39a,5 35a,1 269b,6 
191. 34b,9 26b,5 41b,1O 39b,15 36a,2 269b,18 
193. 35b,4 27a,7 42a,6 40b,12 36b,17 270a,1 
195. 36b,2 27b,12 42b,4 41b,13 37b,7 270a,13 
197. 37a,8 28a,12 42b,16 42b,6 38a,1l 270a,22 
199. 37b,1 28b,1 12a,1 43a,1 38b,1 270b,1 
201. 38a,1 29a,4 12a,15 43b,13 39a,7 270b,9 
203. 38b,4 29b,6 12b,9 44b,9 40a,3 270b,17 
205. 39a,7 30a,5 13a,3 45b,4 40b,9 270b,26 
207. 39b,2 30b,2 13b;l 46a,3 41a,2 271a,6 
209. 39b,7 30b,8 13b,5 46a,1l 41a,1O 271a,18 
211. 40a,14 31a,1l 14a,1 47a,12 42a,3 271b,3 
213. 41a,8 31b,14 14a,16 48a,11 42b,12 27Ib,13 
215. 42a,2 32b,1 14b,13 49a,1O 43b,6 271b,23 
217. 42b,13 33a,6 15a,11 50a,8 44a,17 272a,6 
219. 43a,8 33a,15 15a,16 50b,6 44b,1l 272a,10 
221. 43b,3 33b,5 15b,5 51a,7 45a,4 272a,14 
223. 44b,4 34a,15 16a,5 52a,9 46a,3 272a,27 
225. 45a,8 34b,14 16a,17 53a,3 46b,8 272b,9 
227. 45b,2 35a,7 I6b,8 53b,1 47a,2 272b,12 
229. 46a,5 35b,1O 17a,4 54a,1l 47b,9 272b,21 
231. 46b,1O 36a,13 17a,17 55a,3 48a,15 273a,2 
233. 46b,14 36b,2 17b,2 55a,7 48b,2 273a,5 
235. 48a,1 37b,4 18a,4 56a,1l 49b,9 273a,21 
237. 48b,9 38a,7 18b,1 57a,7 50b,1 273b,4 
239. 49a,3 38a,13 18b,4 57b,1 50b,1O 273b,6 
241. 49b,7 38b,16 I9a,3 58a,10 51a,16 273b,18 
243. 50a,11 3ga,15 19a,15 59a,3 52a,6 273b,26 
245. 50b,I5 39b,13 19b,8 59b,8 52b,12 274a,6 
247. 51b,1 40a,9 20a,1 60a,11 53a,15 274a,13 
249. 52a,11 40b,15 20a,16 61a,9 54a,11 274a,23 
251. 53a,6 41b,2 20b,14 62a,6 55a,7 274b,6 
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253. 53b,16 42a,7 2la,1l 63a,4 56a,2 274b,16 
255. 54b,9 42b,1O 21b,7 64a,2 56b,1O 274b,24 
257. 55a,12 43a,11 23a,2 64b,11 57b,1 275a,6 
259. 56a,5 43b,13 23a,15 65b,6 58a,1O 275a,l5 
261. 56b,12 44a,13 23b,11 66a,14 58b,17 275a,24 
263. 57a,8 44b,5 23b,17 66b,12 59a,1l 275b,1 
265. 57b,12 45a,4 24a,12 67b,6 59b,16 275b,9 
267. 58b,3 45b,5 24b,7 68b,1 60b,5 275b,18 
269. 59a,11 46a,7 25a,3 69a,15 61a,13 275b,27 
271. 60a,6 46b,10 25a,16 70a,13 62a,7 276a,10 
273. 60b,3 47a,2 25b,5 70b,1O 62b,3 276a,l6 
275. 61b,2 47b,4 25b,13 71a,14 63a,4 276a,22 
277. 62a,l 48a,6 26a,5 72a,l 63b,7m 276b,3 
279. 62b,4 48b,6 26a,12 72a,10 63b,8 276b,8 
281. 63b,5 49a,15 26b,9 73a,7 64b,1 276b,20 
283. 64a,12 49b,16 27a,4 74a,4 65a,7 277a,1 
285. 65a,6 50a,16 27a,16 74b,13 65b,13 277a,9 
287. 66a,4 51a,4 27b,14 75b,12 66b,8 271a,19 
289. 66b,1l SIb,S 28a,10 76b,5 67a,15 277a,27 
291. 67b,7 52a,1O 28b,7 77b,3 68a,12 277b,ll 
293. 68a,6 52b,4 28b,16 78a,3 68b,12 277b,19 
295. 68b,5 53a,3 29a,4 78b,2 69a,6 277b,23 
297. 69a,1 53a,14 29a,l6 79a,4 69b,5 278a,4 
299. 69a,5 53b,1 29b,2 79a,12 69b,13 278a,7 
301. 69b,13 54a,1O 29b,13 80a,3 70a,16 278a,15 
303. 70b,3 54b,11 30a,8 80b,13 71a,6 278a,24 
305. 71a,8 55a,12 30b,4 81b,10 71b,14 278b,6 
307. 71b,15 55b,14 30b,16 82b,6 72b,6 278b,16 
309. 72b,3 56a,1l 31a,9 83a,1l 73a,9 278b,24 
311. 73a,4 56b,7 31b,1 83b,15 73b,1O 279a,3 
313. 73b,7 57a,5 31b,11 84b,7 74a,14 279a,1l 
315. 74a,15 57b,6 32a,7 85b,1 75a,5 279a,20 
317. 75a,5 58a,6 32b,2 86a,9 75b,12 279b,l 
319. 75b,4 58b,1 32b,1O 86b,8 76a,9 279b,7 
321. 76a,13 59a,4 22a,8 87b,7 76b,18 279b,19 
323. 76b,3 59a,8 22a,11 88a,1 77a,1 279b,21 
325. 77b,3 59b,15 22b,1O 89a,1 .78a,2 280a,6 
327. 78a,7 60a,13 89b,6 78b,3 280a,13 
329. 78b,6 60b,7 90a,9 79a,2 280a,19 
331. 79a,9 61a,5 90b,14 79b,6 280a,27 
333. 80a,2 61b,6 91b,8 80a,I5 280b,9 
335. 80b,11 62a,8 92b,3 8Ia,6 280b,I9 
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337. 81a,14 62b,7 43a 93a,1O 81b,1l 280b,27 
339. 82a,5 63a,9 43a,4 94a,6 82b,4 281a,1O 
341. 82b,10 63b,7 43a,13 94b,12 83a,9 281a,17 

Notes: (1) In MS G, pp. 327-335 are missing. The text ends on p. 325, line 14 
and resumes on p. 337, line 20. (2) m = margin. 

M. Editorial Procedures 

1. Previous Work on the Tadhkira 

The French orientalist Carra de Vaux seems to have been the first modem 
European to have become interested in the Tadhkira. He made a translation into 
French of Book II, Chapter 11 (i.e. the part in which Na~ir aI-Din presents his 
non-Ptolemaic models), which Paul Tannery saw fit to include as Appendix VI 
of his Recherches sur l'histoire de l'astronomie ancienne published in 1893. Ex
cept for a brief discussion in Dreyer [1906], which followed Carra de Vaux's 
translation, interest in the Tadhkira waned until Roberts [1957], in which the 
similarity between the models of the 14th c. Damascene astronomer Ibn 
al-Shiitir and Copernicus was first noted. (This was based on a discovery by 
E. S. Kennedy and the recognition of the connection to Copernicus by 
o. Neugebauer.) Kennedy [1966] established the historical continuity of the 
work of Ibn al-Shatir with that of TUsi and his immediate successors, dubbing 
the whole lot, rather ahistorically, the "Maragha School." Hartner as well dealt 
with various aspects oC!-'iisi's work, in particular the lunar theory [1969] and the 
connection to Copernicus ([1973] and [1975]). Except for Livingston [1973], 
who discussed the Tadhkira as a genre of astronomical writing, the main interest 
in it has centered on the non-Ptolemaic modeling. 

I have seen little need of providing a systematic criticism of my predeces
sors; obviously lowe them an enormous debt. But this has not meant that I have 
avoided indicating those places where my own understanding and interpretation 
have differed from theirs. 

2. Establishment ofthe Edition 

The very large numbers of extant manuscripts of the Tadhkira, either stand
ing as independent texts or incorporated into a commentary, considerably com
plicates the problem of establishing the or even a text. I had originally conceived 
of the task as one of collating as many manuscripts as possible and produCing a 
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"Platonic text" that assumed Na!?Ir aI-Din was flawless to a fault. But after 
producing shoebox after shoebox of variants, and an endless assortment of stem
mata that bore an increasing resemblance to a New York subway map, I con
cluded that I, and I hope my readers, would be better off if I followed the clas
sicists a bit less and the evidence of the manuscripts and the commentators a bit 
more. That evidence, which I have discussed in detail in Section J, leads in
exorably to the conclusion that there was an original version of the Tadhkira 
produced in Maragha in 659/1261 and that there was an emended version (which 
the copyist of MS D refers to as al-i~laf:t al-jadzd) finalized in Baghdad in the 
last few months of Tusi's life-or perhaps shortly after his death-in 67211274. 
I therefore decided to present as the main edited text this final revision (or more 
precisely as close an approximation to it as I could manage). I refer to this 
throughout as the Baghdad «(3) version, which would have been Tusi's final 
word on the subject. Revisions are marked off by slashes and the readings from 
the original Mariigha (a) version are presented at the foot of the page as are 
those from an intermediate stage (MS M). 

No manuscript can be said to establish alone the Mariigha or Baghdad ver
sion; of the manuscripts I have examined, the ones that had most completely in
corporated into their texts the revisions that had been made from the time of the 
completion of the Maragha version in 659/1261 until Tusi's death in 672/1274 
were MS F (Vatican ar. MS 319, 1) and MS L (Leiden, University Library MS 
or. 905). I do not know the date or provenance of MS L, but MS F was com
pleted just 10 years after Tusi's death in 683/1284 and, by a happy coincidence, 
at the Ni~iimiyya College in Baghdad itself. MS F has thus served as my main 
source, but MS L has been used to corroborate it. Furthermore the marginal 
variants in MSS DMT have also been used to confirm that what one finds in 
MSS FL were indeed Tusi's revisions. The main text ofMS D (Istanbul, Feyzul
lab 1330, 1), which was copied from an autograph, is in my estimation very 
close to the original Maragha version; revisions have usually been scrupulously 
put into the margins. Another manuscript that is very close to MS D, and in 
which the revisions are marginalized, is MS T (Istanbul, Ahmet ill MS 
3453, 19). As I discuss in Section J.3, MS M (Istanbul, Laleli MS 2116) is a spe
cial case; it has been used to establish the revisions to the Maragha version that 
were made before ShIrazi left Mariigha (and Tusi), probably in 667/1268. 

Although I have examined some twenty manuscripts of the Tadhkira (ex
cluding commentaries) and compared at least eleven of them in detail, I decided 
to restrict the final apparatus for the most part to the variants from only six man
uscripts. I In addition to the five. mentioned above (MSS DFLMT), I also in
cluded MS G (St. Petersburg (a.k.a. Leningrad), Oriental Institute, MS A 437) 
mainly because of its early date (673/1275). But in addition to being incomplete 
and hopelessly corrupt due to an incompetent copyist, it incorporates material 

1 Occasionally there are references in the apparatus or the commentary to one of the other 
manuscripts. 
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from the new version without indication and sometimes puts it in the wrong 
place, which would seem to show that the copyist found some of rusl's 
marginal revisions but did not know quite where to put them (see, for example, 
II.10 [3]). What is interesting is that it has very late revisions, such as 11.2 
[3]22-23, which was added after ShirazI's departure from Maragha. On the 
other hand, it has a variant on 1I.4 [2]23-[3]16 that I have not found elsewhere, 
which would indicate a very early revision since it retained but modified the 
original four-possibility version before it was changed to eight possibilities.2 

MS G is indicative of a highly contaminated text that brings together original 
texts and revisions in a haphazard and confusing way; in fact, many, if not most, 
of the manuscripts I have looked at do this. It is only because of the care taken 
by the commentators and by a few copyists that "purer" textual versions can be 
presented here. 

Let me turn to some specific points. Though MS F is fairly close to my 
Baghdad version, there are some differences. In the main this is due to my reluc
tance to assume that a variant in it represents one of Tusi's revisions unless there 
are other witnesses or corroborating evidence. An important example where MS 
F was not used is IV. 1 [3]18-19, where I could notconfirm that its recalculated 
value of 3,756,231 1"s. was due to TusI. On the other hand, MS F does not contain 
all the revisions that can be ascertained elsewhere; examples are I.1 [14]22-23 
and IV.6 [5]11. But I would maintain that it is a better witness to tbe final 
revised version than MS L, which lacks the revisions of 11.8 [14]10---11, It9 
[1]9, n.13 [9]15, n.13 [9]19-20, nl.8 [7]1, nuo [1]13---14, Ill.12 [2]15, and 
IV.s [3]19. As for my best witnesses to the original (ex) version, namely MSS 
DT, they occasionally seem to place revisions into the text rather than the 
margins. For MS T, this is the case for 11.9 [8]21; for MS D, examples are n.1O 
[3]10 and n.lO [3]11-12. 

I have not seen it as my job to correct rusi's mistakes; where it would seem 
that these were not corrected in the Baghdad revision, they have been retained. 
In addition to the particularly egregious case of n.s [8]6-8, where the revision 
itself is nonsensical, examples are 11.1 [6]11, n.ll [10]11&12,11.13 [6]12, and 
IV.3 [5]19.3 In general, such "mistakes" are indicated by an exclamation mark. 
On the other hand, I have standardized the spelling of numbers as well as such 
words as hahunii and have used the modern rules for hamzas. The spellings in 
the manuscripts are indicated in the text apparatus. Furthermore I have at
tempted to have subjects and verbs agree despite the distance between them; 
even though the grammarians disagree on this, as do the copyists, such a course 
seemed best for a scientific treatise where the minimization of ambiguity is 
desirable. 

As for the text figures, I have generally followed MSS FL and have given 
variations in the figure apparatus. Labels that are absent in MSS FL but present 

2 See the commentary for more details. 

3 The last is particularly significant; see our commentary for details. 
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in the other manuscripts are put in parentheses. For Figure T25, where the 
divergence between the Maragha and Baghdad versions was especially great, I 
placed the Baghdad figure in the text and the Maragha version in the com
mentary (Figure C34). 

3. The Translation 

I have attempted to be as literal as possible, but I have also been concerned 
to make the translation sound like reasonable English; the Tadhkira is written 
with a precise, structured, scientific Arabic that developed over many centuries, 
and I have felt strongly that the English should reflect this. For the most part, I 
have followed the English vocabulary that has evolved during this century to 
translate scientific Arabic (which is fairly consistent with that of the classicists 
and Latin medievalists), but I have not hesitated to coin new renditions when 
this seemed appropriate (for example, dirigent for mudir and monoform for cala 
nahj wiilJid). A complete listing of technical terms and their translations is given 
in the glossary. 

riisI normally writes his numbers and fractions in words; an exception oc
curs in 11.6 [4], where he gives the sun's eccentricity alphanumerically. He is not 
consistent in the way he gives fractions, employing sexagesimals, sums of unit 
fractions, and non-unit fractions. I have retained this inconsistency in the trans
lation, but, for the sake of clarity, generally rendered his numbers numerically. 

The translation itself follows the text of the Baghdad (~) version; with the 
exception of untranslatable grammatical variants, the variant readings from the 
Maragha (0:) version and from MS M have been indicated at the bottom of the 
page. Line numbers in the margin follow the edited text and not the actual lines 
of the translation. 

4. The Commentary 

Neugebauer's History of Ancient Mathematical Astronomy, Pedersen's Sur
vey of the Almagest, and Toomer's translation of the Almagest have made it un
necessary to explain the Ptolemaic system in detail in a work such as this. I have 
therefore not belabored riisI's "summary" of the Almagest in the commentary 
but rather concentrated on those points that are rather more obscure. In general 
these involve matters in which Islamic astronomers had modified or recast the 
science they had inherited from antiquity. But I have also felt it necessary to 
elaborate on points that were of interest, or that may have been unclear, to TiisI's 
successors; on these matters I have relied heavily upon ShIrazI and the com
mentators. 

Each comment is generally numbered in the following sequence: Roman 
numeral of the book; number of the chapter; bracketed number of the paragraph; 
and line number. The line number invariably refers to the edited text. This is 
usually followed by an identifying transliterated phrase followed by the English 
translation in parentheses. 
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90 Translation [Preface and Introduction] 

In the Name ofGod 
the Beneficent, the Merciful 

[1] Praise be to God Who brings forth good and Who inspires truth. And 
may His blessings be upon Mu4ammad, who was sent with the Final Message, 
upon his family, the most excellent of families, and upon his Companions, the 
most excellent of Companions. 

5 	 [2] We wish to present a summary of astronomy as a memento for one of our 
dear friends, and we ask God to grant us success for its completion; for He is the 
One who grants success and to Him is the Final Return. Let us now set forth 
what we have in mind in chapters that are contained within four books. 

BOOK I 

Concerning That Which Must Be Presented 
by Way of Introduction 

10 [1] / Every science has: [a] a subject, which is investigated in that dis
cipline; / [b] principles, which are either self-evident or else obscure, in which 
case they are proved in another science and are taken for granted in this science; 
and [c] problems, which are proved in this science. 

[2] The subject of astronomy is the simple bodies, both superior and inferior, 
with respect to their quantities, qualities, positions, and intrinsic motions. Those 

15 	 of its principles that need proof are demonstrated in three sciences: metaphysics, 
geometry, and natural philosophy. Its problems aim at gaining knowledge of 
these bodies in and of themselves, of their shapes, of the manner of their ar
rangement and motions, of the amounts of their motions and distances, and of 
the reasons for changes in position. 

/10/ ... ] ~, M =Every science has: [a] a subject whose essential attributes are 
investigated in it] a.. 
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92 	 Translation [Introduction [3]-1.1 [2]] 

[3] The scientific exposition that we wish to undertake will be a summary 
account of this presented in narrative form. The details are expounded and 
proofs 'of the validity of most of them are furnished in the Almagest. Indeed, 
ours would not be a complete science if taken in isolation from the Almagest for 
it is a report of what is established therein. 

5 	 [4] In this [study], it is necessary that there be a familiarization with certain 
definitions and rules, which will be presented by way of introduction. For their 
elucidation, one is referred to the above-mentioned sciences. Despite the fact 
that the explanations of these [definitions and rules] occur in various places, 
they will be grouped into two divisions: one of them pertaining to the geometry 
[corpus] and the other pertaining to the natural philosophy [corpus]. Let us. then 
present an account of them in two chapters. 

10 	 CHAPTER ONE 

An Account of What Needs to Be Known 
That Pertains to the Geometry [Corpus] 

[1] Among those things having position, i.e. that can be indicated by the 
senses, are: [a] a point, which is that without part; [b] a line, which is that with 

15 	 length only and which ends in a point; [c] a surface, which is that with length 
and width only and which ends in a line; and Cd] a solid, which is that with 
length, width, and depth and which ends in a surface. These "ends" are called 
boundaries. 

[2] A straight line is the one on which all the given points are facing one an
20 	 other. / A plane surface is the one on which the assumption of straight lines in 

all directions is possible. / 

/19-20/ .. , ] P= a plane surface is the one of which it is possible to produce 
straight lines in all directions] M =a plane surface is the one whereby the lines 
assumed on it in all directions are straight] IX. 
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94 Translation 1.1 [3-8] 

[3] An angle is either: [a] a surface bounded by two lines meeting at a point 
in such a way that they do not form a single line; or [b] a solid bounded by sur
faces meeting at a point in such a way that any two of its surfaces join at a line 
without forming a single surface. 

[4] The point at which two lines join or intersect is a common part for them; 
and, similarly, a line for surfaces and a surface for solids. 

[5] If a straight line stands erect on another straight line and there result two 
equal angles on its two sides, then these are right angles, and each one of the 
two lines is perpendicular to the other. An angle which is smaller than a right 
angle is acute, and that which is larger is obtuse. 

[6] A straight line that stands erect on a plane surface in such a way that it 
along with any given line lying in the [plane] and meeting it bound a right angle 
is perpendicular to that surface. When one plane surface stands erect on 
[another] plane surface in such a way that any two perpendiculars that arepro
duced in the [planes] from any given point on their common part bound a right 
angle, then the two [planes] intersect at right angles. 

[7] Straight lines occurring in a plane that do not meet even if extended 
without limit in both directions are parallel. Similarly planes that do not meet 
even if extended without limit in all directions are also [parallel]. Non-straight 
[lines] and non-plane [surfaces] may also be called parallel if distances between 
them are completely invariable. 

[8] A circle is a plane surface bounded by a curved line in whose interior is a 
point such that all the straight lines extending from it to the [curved line] are 
equal. That line is its circumference, and the point is its center. The extended 
lines are radii. A line extending in both directions from the [point] to the cir
cumference is a diameter of the circle, which it bisects. 
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Translation 1.1 [9-14]96 

[9] Every straight line that divides the circle into any two parts whatever is a 
chord, and what is separated off from the circumference is an arc. Half a chord 
is the sine of half the arc. The perpendicular extending from the midpoint of an 
arc to the midpoint of the chord is the versed sine of half that arc. 

5 [10] A sphere is a solid bounded by a curved surface in whose interior is a 
point such that all straight lines extending from it to the [curved surface] are 
equal. That surface is its circumference, and the point is its center. The ex
tended lines are radii. A line extending in both directions from the [point] to the 
circumference is a diameter of [the sphere]. 

10 	 [11] Every plane that divides a sphere into two segments produces a circle in 
it, which is the common part between them. If it bisects it, then this is the largest 
circle that can occur in that sphere and it will pass through its center; thus their 
two centers coincide. 

[12] If a sphere rotates about itself, every point marked on it describes by its 
motion in / each / complete rotation a circle, which is the point's circuit. The 
exceptions to this are two points, which are the poles of the sphere. The 

15 	 diameter that connects them does not move either; it is the axis. 

[13] The great circle that is equidistant from the two poles is the sphere's 
equator. All the circuits are parallel to one another as well as being parallel to 
the equator. The axis is perpendicular to each. Any two circuits on the two sides 
of the equator and equidistant from it are equal. Every great circle / or small one 

20 	 in the sphere / has an axis and two poles as is the case with the equator. 

[14] Two given great / circles / on a sphere bisect one another at two points, 
and their [common] part is a straight line / that passes through the center. / The 
greatest distance between the two circles is the same as the distance between 

/13/ each] ~ =-a., -M. /19/ or small onein the sphere] ~ =--<x, -M.l2l1 circles] 
~ = -a., -M. 122-23/ that passes through the center] ~ = -a., -M. 
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their two poles. If they intersect at right angles, each of the [circles] passes 
through the poles of the other; the converse also holds. 

[15] An orb is a spherical solid bounded by two parallel surfaces having the 
same center. The outer [surface] is called convex and the other concave. Some

5 times the concave is not taken into account, as in the case of epicycles. 

[16] A circular cylinder is a solid bounded by two equal, parallel circles, 
which are its bases, and by a circular surface that connects their circumferences. 
1 The line that joins the two centers is an axis of the [cylinder]; if it is per
pendicular to the planes of the two circles, the cylinder is a right one. 1 

10 	 [17] A circular cone is a circular solid that rises from a circle, which is its 
base, to a point, which is its apex. The line that joins the point and the center of 
the base is 1the [cone's] axis; if it is perpendicular to its base, the cone is a right 
one. 1 

[18] If a cylinder or a cone is cut by a plane passing through the axis, it pro
15 	 duces a quadrilateral in the cylinder and a triangle in the cone. If the plane is 

parallel to the base, then in both cases it will produce a circle. 

CHAPTER TWO 

An Account of What Needs to Be Accepted from 

Natural Philosophy in This Science 

20 [1] A body is either simple, in which case it has a single nature and what is
sues forth from that nature does so monoforrnly, or else compound, in which 
case it is composed of 

18-9/ ... ] J3 =The line that joins the two centers is perpendicular to the planes of 
the two circles and it is the axis of the cylinder] a, M. 112-13/ ... ] J3 = 
perpendicular to its base and it is its axis] a, M. 
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simple bodies and may ~n out to be a species distinct from them. A simple 
body is either celestial or elemental. The celestial bodies are the orbs and the 
luminous bodies whose proper place is the orbs. The elemental bodies are the 
four well-known elements. The compound bodies are those things composed of 
them, namely minerals, plants, and animals. Their proper places are those of 
the elements. A void is impossible. 

[2] Every motion has a principle. The mobile is said to be self-moved if its 
principle of motion does not become positionally separated from· it. If it does 
separate from it, the movement is ascribed to the mobile, but the action of 
moving the mobile is attributed to that in which its principle of motion occurs. If 
the motion of a self-moved mobile is mono form, its principle of motion is called 
a nature whether the motion is natural and elemental or voluntary and celestial. 
Otherwise its [principle of motion] is called. a soul whether the [motion] be 
vegetative or animal. When a mobile is moved by something other than itself, its 
motion is accidental if it is part of the mover or if the mover is the place for it 
naturally to be; otherwise its motion is by compulsion. 

[3] Motion due to a nature is divided into: [a] that which is toward the cen
ter; its principle is heaviness and it is characteristic of the two heavy elements; 
[b] that which is away from the center; its principle is lightness and it is charac
teristic of the two light elements. These two [motions] are displacing and rec
tilinear. And [c] that which is about the center; this motion is in place and cir~ 
cular, and it is characteristic of the celestial bodies. The [latter motion] is 
divided into simple, which arises from a single, simple body with every given 
point on it producing at the center equal angles in equal times or cutting equal 
arcs from the circumference, and into composed, which arises from a combina
tion of more than one simple body. Every motion whose angles or arcs vary in 
equal times is composed; however, the converse does not hold. 

[4] Nothing having the principle of circular motion can undergo any rec
tilinear motion at all, and conversely, except by compulsion. Thus the celestial 
bodies neither tear nor mend, grow nor diminish, expand nor contract; neither 
does their motion intensify nor weaken. They do not reverse direction, turn, 
stop, depart from their confines, nor undergo any change of state except for their 
circular motion, which is uniform at all times. 
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BOOK II 

The Configuration of the Celestial Bodies 


Fourteen Chapters 


CHAPTER ONE 

5 	 On the Sphericity of the Sky and the Earth; 
On the Earth Being in Relation to the Sky As the Center 


of a Sphere to Its Circumference; 

and on [the Earth] Being Completely Stationary 


[1] The sphericity of the sky is evidenced by: the movement of the fixed 
stars along parallel circles about a stationary point; the occurrence of those 
[stars] nearest this [point] upon [relatively] small circuits, of perinanent 

10 	 visibility. while those further away occur on [progressively] larger circuits until 
those stars are reached that just touch the horizon but do not disappear and then 
are followed by those that disappear fleetingly. keeping one and the same rising 
and setting place; the proportional increase in the periods of invisibility there
after according to the increase in distance until those [stars] are reached whose 
periods of visibility and invisibility are equal and then are followed by those 
whose period of invisibility exceeds their period of visibility; the increase as 

15 	 well in the period of invisibility until those [stars] are reached that are visible 
briefly and then are followed by those that just touch the horizon once every rev
olution but do not rise; the converse equality of the periods of visibility and in
visibility of those [stars] equidistant and on the two sides of that circuit upon 
which the periods of visibility and invisibility are equal; the ascent of whatever 
rises occurring little by little up to a certain maximum that is at the midpoint of 
the visible ·segment of its circuit and then its descent little by little until it 

20 	 disappears; the [successive] rising of one part of its body after another. as also. 
occurs during setting; the observed equality of size of a [celestial body] at all 
distances along its revolution except at the horizon [which can be explained by] 
the accumulation of vapors rising from the Earth causing objects behind them to 
appear larger than they should just as we find to be the case for things that we 
observe at one time in air and in another in water. Therefore size increases 
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when the air becomes denser and the opposite holds; the permanent visibility of 
half the sky-or thereabouts-to everyone on Earth whatever his location; and, 
in addition to the above, other characteristics that are peculiar to sphericity. 

[2] The general sphericity of the Earth is evidenced by: the earlier rising and 
5 	 setting of the stars for those persons in the east relative to their rising and setting 

for those in the west, and the increase and decrease of that [priority] according 
to farness and nearness; the increasing altitude of the pole and the northern stars 
and the decreasing altitude of the southern ones for those who advance 
northward and the opposite for those who advance southward, this being in both 
cases according to the extent of their advance; and the combining of these two 
variations for those traveling on a course between the two [cardinal] lines [i.e. 
east-west and north-south]. The [Earth's] undulations that occur due to 

10 	 mountains and depressions do not cause it to depart from being basically spheri
cal since there is no appreciable ratio between them and the [Earth] taken as a 
whole. For a mountain that rises to a height of half a parasang is to the [Earth] as 
Ys of y, the width of a barleycorn is to .a sphere whose diameter is approximately 
one cubit. This will be elucidated when investigating the area of the Earth. 

[3] The sphericity of the surface of the water standing on the face of the 
Earth is evidenced, in addition to what has been stated above regarding the 
Earth, by the fact that the curvature of the sea waters. conceals the lower parts of 

15 	 mountains rising up from them but not their higher reaches and that these [lower 
parts] appear little by little to someone approaching them. 

[4] That the Earth is in the middle of the Universe.at the center is evidenced 
by: the equality of the periods of ascent and descent of the stars during the time 
of their visibility; the permanent visibility of half the celestial sphere; the coin

20 	 cidence on a single straight line of the sun's shadows at the time of its rising and 
setting when it is on the [day-] circle on which its periods of visibility and in
visibility are equal or when it is at opposite parts of the circle that it describes 
with its proper motion; and the eclipse of the moon at its true oppositions to the 
sun. 

25 	 [5] The permanent visibility of half the ecliptic orb as well as the orbs below 
it down to the orb of the sun is evidence that the Earth does not have a percep
tible size with respect to the orb of Mars and all orbs beyond; indeed, it is as a 
point since there is no difference 

http:Universe.at
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between the plane passing over the face of the Earth and separating the visible 
from the invisible part of these orbs, and the plane parallel to it passing through 
the center of the Universe. It does, however, have an appreciable size with 
respect to the moon's orb whose visible segment is therefore less than half; we 
shall make this clear in the appropriate place. 

5 [6] The reliability of all the evidence we have adduced establishes that these 
bodies are according to the stated configuration. It is not possible to attribute the 
primary motion to the Earth. This is not, however, because of what has been 
maintained, namely that this would cause an object thrown up in the air not to 
fall to its original position but instead it would necessarily fall to the west of it, 
or that this would cause the motion of whatever leaves the [Earth], such as an ar

lO 	 row or a bird, in the direction of the [Earth's] motion to be slower, while in the 
direction opposite to it to be faster. For the part of the air adjacent to the [Earth] 
could conceivably conform to the Earth's motion along with whatever is joined 
to it, just as the aether conforms to the orb as evidenced by the comets, which 
move with its motion. Rather, it is on account of the [Earth] having a principle 
of rectilinear inclination that it is precluded from moving naturally with a cir
cular motion. 

[7] The sphericity of the Earth, / sky, I and water having been established, let 
15 	 it be known that the inclination of all heavy things is to the center of the Earth, 

which is the center of the Universe, and that the inclination of light things is to 
the circumference. Thus "up" from all sides of the Earth is what is toward the 
sky, while "down" is what is toward the Earth's center. Objects are situated on 
the Earth at the endpoints of its. diameters; hence, the distance between their 
apices is greater than the distance between their bases. The amount of water a 

20 	 filled vessel contains when it is closer to the center, such as at the bottom of a 
well, is greater than what it contains when it is further away from it, such as at 
the top of a lighthouse. This is because in the former case the water is more 
greatly cupolaed than in the latter. This is one of the many things that those not 
acquainted with these matters find strange. 

[8] The above proofs are inniyya, which convey existence; those which con
vey the necessity of that existence are limmiyyiit proofs and are given in the 
book De caelo of the Natural Philosophy. 

114/ sky] ~ =-C(, -M. 
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108 	 Translation n.2 [1-3] 

CHAPTER TWO 

On the Arrangement and Order 
of the Bodies 

[1] An observer of the two luminaries and the stars finds that they all move 
5 	 with the daily motion: those that rise do so in the east, travel westward and be

come invisible there. After a period of invisibility, they return to the east once 
more, rising there as they did before and continuing thus in the same way al
ways. Those stars that do not rise have a parallel motion. 

[2] With a more precise observation than the first, he will then find that they 
[also] move with a slower motion and in a direction opposite to the first, 
seemingly from west to east. Actually this latter motion may be distinguished 
from the former because of a difference in their equators and poles, as will be 

10 	 discussed more fully below, since it would be impossible to perceive two dis
tinct motions occurring on the same sphere and sharing the same equator and 
poles. In such a case one would only perceive them as a single motion, either as 
the sum of the two motions if they are in the same direction or as the excess of 
the faster over the slower if they are in [opposite] directions. The same rule ap
plies as well if more [than two motions] are involved. Both of these [primary] 

15 	 motions are uniform in and of themselves, and both embrace the entirety of the 
stars and bodies that are perceived above. 

[3] [The observer] will then find that the two luminaries and the five planets 
have irregular motions that are neither uniform in themselves nor in relation to 
one another. Therefore the practitioners of this science established nine orbs 
upon their initial consideration-two for the above-mentioned motions and 

20 	 seven for the seven planets. Since the rest of the stars did not have any motion 
other than the two primary ones, they were satisfied with using one of these two 
orbs as the place for them even though their being on manifold orbs was con
ceivable. In addition, the attribution of one of these two primary motions to the 
whole rather than to a specific orb would not be precluded / if it were not for the 
other motion. They did not do this, however, because of its existence. / 

/22-23/ if it were not. .. existence] ~ =they did not do this, however] a, M. 
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110 	 Translation II.2 [4-5] 

[4] They then made the highest orb, in view of its being without stars, for the 
most conspicuous motion and called it the orb of orbs and the atlas orb. The 
next was for the less conspicuous motion, and they made it the place for the rest 
of the stars and called it the orb of the ecliptic [lit., of the signs] and the orb of 
the ilXed stars. Its stars they called "fixed" either because of the minuteness of 
their second motion or else because their [relative] positions are permanently 

5 fixed. The seven remaining orbs were for the seven wandering planets, arranged 
according to the occultation of one by another. The most remote of.these [orbs] 
was reserved for Saturn, followed by the one for Jupiter and then Mars. The 
lowest was for the moon, and above it were the [orbs] of Mercury and then 
Venus. They placed the sun in the medial orb between the former and the latter 
even though it was not occulted except by the moon, deeming this the most 
elegant arrangement and the most excellent structure inasmuch as the six were 

10 connected to it-the upper [planets] in a certain way, the lower in another and 
. the moon in yet another. In addition, the known distance of the [sun] from the 
Earth corresponded with this positioning. There are also reports that Venus has 
been observed at its farthest and nearest distances occulting the [sun], appearing 
like a mole on its surface. Each of these seven orbs must be further divided into 
other orbs so that its planet's compound motion results from them, consistent 

15 	 with what is observed. A discussion of this will be forthcoming. These nine 
[orbs] then were the least number they could allow; as for a maximum, there 
was no upper limit. 

[5] The orbs terminate with the orb of the moon. Below it are the elements 
and they are likewise divided into various levels: [a] a level of pure fire; [b] a 
level composed of fire and hot air in which the smoke rising from the lower 

20 	 region dissolves. CQmets, meteors [nayiizik] , and the like are formed in this 
[level], and they are sometimes found to move in conformity with the motion of 
the orb; [c] a level that is predominantly air in which shooting stars [shuhub] oc
cur; [d] a level of intense cold [zamharir] that is the place of origin of clouds, 
thunder, lightning, and lightning bolts; [e] a level of dense air that is contiguous 
to the earth and water; [f] a level of water, part of which has been drawn aside, 
uncovering 
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112 	 Translation II.3 [1-3] 

the earth; [g] a level of earth intermixed with other [elements] in which is gener
ated mountains, minerals, and much plant and animal life; and, finally, [h] a 
level of pure earth surrounding the center. 

CHAPTER THREE 


5 On the Well-Known Great Circles 


[1] When mathematicians wish to assign values to circles and their 
diameters, it is customary for them to divide [the circle] into 360 parts and the 
diameter into 120 parts. These parts are then subdivided into minutes, seconds, 
and so forth. Thus one-fourth of a revolution will be 90. For every arc less than 

10 	 [90], its complement is what remains from one-fourth [of a revolution] after sub
tracting that [arc] from it. 

[2] Let us now proceed with the main purpose [of this chapter]. We say: the 
most conspicuous of the great circles is the equator of the first motion, i.e. the 
daily universal motion. It is called the equinoctial orb and the equinoctial cir
cle, their use of the name "orb" [falak] to designate its equator being permis
sible. It is named "equinoctial" because of the equality of night and day at all 

15 	 locations when the sun occurs on it. Its poles are called the poles of the first 
motion, one of them being northern and the other southern. This [circle's] parts 
are in units of time because time is initially measured by its motion. Every given 
point on the orb produces by virtue of its daily motion a circle that is parallel to 
the equinoctial, and all [the circles thus produced] are called the day-circles. 

[3] The equator of the slower second motion is called the equator of the 
20 	 ecliptic and the orb of the ecliptic, its poles being those of the ecliptic. It inter

sects the equinoctial at non-right angles in all the orbs that have these two mo
tions, and there occur between the two equators two facing intersection points 
called the two equinox points. The sun 
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114 	 Translation 11.3 [4-7] 

adheres to this second equator, and the intersection point which is such that the 
[sun], when crossing it, comes to be north of the equinoctial is the vernal 
[equinox]; the other is autumnal. The maximum distance between the two 
equators is the distance between their two poles that are in the same direction 
and is called the total obliquity [lit., the complete declination]. 

[4] 	Now let there be imagined a great circle passing through the four 
5 	 poles, and it will be called by this name. * It is perpendicular to each one of the 

two equators, and its two poles are the equinox points. It passes through two 
points of the ecliptic orb at which occurs the maximum inclination from the 
equinoctial and which mark quarter points of the [ecliptic] equator. They are 
called the solstice points: the northern being the summer one, the southern 
being the winter. The arc that occurs on the solstitial colure between the two· 

10 	 equators or between their two poles is the total obliquity whose value is found 
by observation. Its complement is that [arc] occurring on this [circle] between 
the pole of one of them and the other equator. 

[5] The ecliptic equator is divided into 12 equal parts, each of which is called 
a zodiacal sign. Their 12 names are well~known; they were derived from forms 
fancied from among those fixed stars that happened to be in alignment with the 

15 	 [zodiacal signs] at the time they were named. Since these [forms] are no longer 
aligned with their [respective signs], it is up to those who name these things to 
change their names. A [zodiacal sign's] units are called degrees, and each zodia
cal sign consists of 30 degrees. Every point describes by virtue of its second mo
tion a circle patallel to the ecliptic orb, which is its circuit; all [the circles thus 
produced] are called parallels of latitude. 

[6] If a circle is imagined to pass through an arbitrary part of the ecliptic orb, 
20 	 or through a given star, and through the poles of the equinoctial, it is a circle of 

declination. The arc occurring on it between that part [of the ecliptic] and the 
equinoctial is the declination of that part; this is known· as a particular declina
tion. The [arc] occurring between the star and the equinoctial is that star's dis
tance from the equinoctial. For each [arc], its complement is the distance of 
[the part. or the star] from the pole. The plane of this circle intersects the plane of 

25 	 the equinoctial at right angles. . 

[7] If a cirCle is imagined to pass through an arbitrary part of the ecliptic orb, 
or through a given star, and through the poles of the ecliptic orb, it is a circle of 
latitude. 

*Henceforth al-dii'ira al-marra bi-'l-aq[iib al-arbaca (the circle passing through 
the four poles) will be translated "the solstitial colure." 
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116 	 Translation 11.3 [8-12] 

The arc occurring on it 1:ietween that part [of the ecliptic] and the equinoctial is 
the latitude of that part. An [arc] on the circle of declination is sometimes called 
the first declination, while this latter is the second declination. At maximum 
declination, they are the same since the circles of declination and latitude 

5 	 [thereupon] coincide becoming none other than the solstitial colure. The arc oc
curring on the [latitude circle] between a star and the ecliptic orb is the star's 
latitude; its colatitude is the [arc] between it and the ecliptic pole. 

[8] The longitude of a star is that arc along the ecliptic orb measured se
quentially from the vernal equinox point to the star if it is on the ecliptic with no 

10 	 value in latitude or, if it has a value in latitude, to the point at which its latitude 
circle intersects the ecliptic orb. The longitude is sometimes called taqwim. Tak
ing the vernal equinox point instead of some other starting point is by conven
tion. 

[9] If six circles of latitude pass through the beginning of each of the twelve 
zodiacal signs-one of these circles necessarily being the solstitial colure-they 
will divide the orb into twelve parts that are the zodiacal signs, each of which 

15 	 [extends] in latitude from pole to pole and in longitude 30 degrees. Everything 
falling in one of these divisions is considered to be in that zodiacal sign. The 
ecliptic equator passes through the midpoints of the zodiacal signs and hence is 
also called the orb of the middle of the zodiacal signs. 

[10] These then are five circles that can be conceived without reference to 
20 	 the lower regions. Three of them-the equinoctial, the ecliptic orb, and the sol

stitial colure-are each individual circles. The other two-the circle of declina
tion and the circle of latitude-are classes, each consisting of an unlimited num
ber of individual members. 

[11] By referring to the lower regions we have (among others): 

[12] [a] the horizon circle. This is the great circle that divides the visible 
from the invisible on the celestial sphere. One of its poles is the zenith and the 
other is directly opposite it from below. 
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118 	 Translation 11.3 [13-16] 

The circles parallel to it above the Earth are, called almucantars of altitude, 
while those below are almucantars of depression; 

[13] [b] the meridian circle. This divides the eastern from the western half 
of the celestial sphere as well as the ascending from the descending with respect 

5 to the primary motion. It passes through the poles of the horizon and those of the 
equinoctial and is perpendicular to both the horizon and the equinoctial. It 
bisects the visible and the invisible segments of the day-circles as well as those 
day-circles that are visible or invisible in their entirety. Since it passes through 
the poles of the equinoctial and of the horizon, these two will pass through the 
[meridian's] poles, which are the points of their intersection. These poles are the 

10 	 places of rising and setting of the equinoxes and are called the east and west 
points. The arc occurring on the [meridian] between the pole of the equinoctial 
and the horizon circle (or [alternatively] between the pole of the horizon and the 
equinoctial circle) is called the local latitude; its complement is the [arc] be
tween the two poles or between the two equators; 

[14] 	[c] the east-west circle. It passes through the poles of the horizon and 
15 	 through the poles of the meridian. Its poles are the points of intersection of the 

horizon and the meridian, which are called the north and south points. This 
circle is also called the circle of the initial azimuth [prime vertical]; the mean
ing of "azimuth" will be forthcoming, 

[15] These three circles divide the celestial sphere into eight equal 
parts-triangles whose sides are quarter revolutions. Four of them are visible, 
while four are invisible; 

20 	 [16] [d] the ecliptic meridian circle [lit., midheaven circle of appearances]. 
It passes through the poles of the ecliptic orb and the poles of the horizon, 
bisecting the visible and invisible halves of the ecliptic orb. It is also called the 
circle of the local ecliptic latitude [lit., the clime latitude circle of appear
ances]. The arc occurring on it between the pole of the ecliptic and the horizon 
circle (or [alternatively] between the pole of the horizon and the ecliptic equator) 
is the local ecliptic latitude; 
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[17] [e] the altitude circle. This passes through any given point on the celes
tial sphere and through the poles of the horizon circle. If the point is above the 
Earth, then the [arc] between it and the horizon is its altitude; if below, the [arc] 
is the point's depression. The [arc] between this circle and the prime vertical 

5 	 along the horizon circle is the point's azimuth. An azimuth may be northeast, 
southeast, northwest, or southwest. The altitude circle coincides with the 
meridian circle if the star is at the middle of the period of its visibility or of its 
invisibility, with the prime vertical if the star has zero azimuth, and with the 
ecliptic meridian circle if the star is at quadrature to the ascendent. 

10 [18] Each of these five circles is a class with numerous individual members. 

[19] These then are the best-known great circles. 

CHAPTER FOUR 

On the Circumstances Occurring Due to the Two Primary Motions, 
and the Situation of the Fixed Stars 

15 [1] The total obliquity as found by ancient and modeJ;n observations is not 
the same; rather, what the ancients found is great~r than that found by the mod
erns. It has been supposed that the value found by a more recent observer will be 
less than that of one more ancient, even though the maximum that was found did 
not come to 24°, while the minimum was not less than (23 + liz + (Yz of 'i'toW. 

20 Most have accepted the value of (23 + 1;3 + ~)o. 
[2] Because of this difference, some have maintained that the ecliptic equator 

moves in latitude and approaches the equinoctial. If this were true, then another 
orb would need to be established 1 whereby the ecliptic orb would move with 
that motion. 1Now the [ecliptic] equator, if 

1231 whereby... that motion] ~ =to move the ecliptic orb with that motion] ex, M. 
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122 	 Translation IIA [3-4] 

it moves, may complete a revolution or it may not complete it but instead move 
to a certain limit then return. / This limit may be after it has coincided twice with 
the equinoctial equator, or at the second coincidence, or between the two coin-

S 	 cidences. If between, then the limit may be after half a revolution, or exactly at 
the halfway mark, or before it. If the equator does not reach the region between 
the two coincidences, then it will either return upon arriving at the first coin
cidence or else return before this [limit i~ reached]. 

[3] These then are eight possibilities. On the ftrst ftve assumptions, the 
northern and southern halves of the surface of the ecliptic orb, along with 
whatever conditions pertain to them, would interchange. In the ftrst three cases 

10 	 only, each of the two halves of the equator of the ecliptic orb would coincide 
with each of the two halves of the equinoctial equator. For the remaining three 
assumptions (those after the ftrst ftve), only part of the surfaces would inter
change. On the basis of the ftrst seven assumptions; one half of the ecliptic 
equator would coincide with that half of the equinoctial equator adjacent to it; 
during each coincidence, day and night would be of equal length in all localities 

15 	 and the seasons of the year would cease to occur. On the eighth assumption, this . 
would not be the case; however, altitudes [of stars] and the extent of days and 
nights would increase and decrease in a given locality. / 

[4] Furthermore there was a divergence regarding the rate of the second mo
tion. The ancients found it to describe one degree every 100 years, while the 
moderns observed it to be every 66 years. One reliable group among the latter 
found it to be 

/2-16/ This limit...a given locality] ~ =This limit may be after it has coincided 
with the equinoctial and departed from it; it may be at its coincidence; or, it may 
be before its coincidence. On the fIrst assumption, the halves of the ecliptic orb, 
i.e. the northern and the southern, could completely interchange. On the second 
assumption, this could partially occur. On the third assumption, this could not 
occur; however, day and night would become equal during the coincidence un
def all circumstances and the seasons of the year would cease to occur. On the 
fourth assumption, this would not be the case; however, altitudes [of stars] and 
the extent of days and nights would increase and decrease in a given locality] a, 
M. 
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124 Translation 11.4 [5-7] 

every 70 years. Some of the practitioners of [the art of] talismans have claimed 
that the orb undergoes accession and· recession, the maximum extent of each 
being 8 degrees, which is completed in I every I 640 years. Some of the prac
titioners of this discipline have entertained this idea and held that the [second] 
motion becomes slower due to the recession during which the vernal equinox, 
which is the starting point, shifts counter-sequentially from its position, and that 
the motion becomes faster due to the accession during which the vernal equinox 
shifts sequentially from its position. This would, if they are correct, also require 
that another mover be established other than those already mentioned. 

[5] One [some?] of them came to be satisfied with one mover for both 
divergences. This mover would cause the ecliptic orb to move in such a way that 
every point on it moves about a small circle. Accession would then result from 
the motion in one of its halves, while recession would occur in the other half. [In 
addition], there would occur a decrease in the obliquity during the motion from 
the midpoint of one of these halves to the midpoint of the other half, while there 
would be an increase during the motion in the other half. This then is what has 
been said concerning this matter. But to establish conclusively the authenticity 
of a mover and its configurations depends upon ascertaining the true state of af
fairs; let us then put this matter aside. 

[6] It should be noted that when one orb moves another, the moved retains 
its position with respect to the mover; its relation to it is as a part to the whole. 
Thus it along with its poles and the rest of its parts moves due to the motion of 
[the mover] just as an occupant on a ship moves by virtue of the ship's motion. 
At the same time, the [moved orb] has its own proper motion just as is the case 
with the occupant of a ship who moves back and forth on the ship--sometimes 
in the direction of the ship's motion, at other times opposite that motion. 

[7] This having been determined, let there be imagined a similar situation 
with respect to the eighth orb, which is moved by the motion of the ninth orb. 
And it should be noted that the fixed stars-":"as indeed all given points on the 
eighth orb-do not depart from their latitude circles in any way nor Ido their 
positions relative to one another or relative to the ecliptic equator or its poles 
change. However, their positions relative to the equinoctial do change. Every 
star on the ecliptic equator crosses the equinoctial twice in 

121 every] ~ =-(X, -M. 
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126 Translation 11.4 [8] 

a revolution of the second motion; on one half of its circuit it is north of it and 
on the other half south. Every star having a latitude less than the total obliquity 
will also cross the celestial equator twice; however, the north and south seg
ments of its circuit are unequal, the larger being in the direction of the star's lati
tude. Every star whose latitude is equal to the total obliquity will not cross the 
equinoctial; rather, it will touch it once every revolution at the solstice point that 
is in the direction of its latitude. Every star whose latitude exceeds the total obli
quity neither crosses the equinoctial nor touches it [at a point]; instead, it will 
approach and recede from it. If the star's latitude is equal to the complement of 
the total obliquity, once every revolution it will reach the equinoctial pole that is 
in its direction. On account of this change [relative to the equinoctial], the day
circles for each star will vary. No star remains on the same circuit but will in
stead shift to a larger circuit if it approaches the equinoctial or shift to a smaller 
one if the opposite is the case. 

[8] The positions of the stars also vary with respect to the inhabitants of the 
climes. Those stars having a greater altitude come to have a lesser one and con
versely. Some of them will transit the zenith after not having done so previously. 
This is so when their distance and direction from the equinoctial becomes the 
same as the local latitude. Some stars will become permanently visible or 
permanently invisible after riot being so. This will occur when the complement 
of their distance from the equinoctial becomes equal to the local latitude in the 
direction of the visible pole or the invisible one after having been greater than 
this amount. Some stars will COme to rise and set after having been permanently 
visible or permanently invisible. This will take place when the complement of 
their distance from the equinoctial becomes greater than the local latitude after 
having been less than or equal to it. Polaris is one of those stars that will 
eventually reach the northern pole. Rigil Centaurus and Canopus are two of the 
stars that will become permanently invisible in the Fourth Clime. 
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128 Translation 11.4 [9-,12] 

[9] The fIXed stars cannot possibly be enumerated, but 1022 of them have 
been observed and their positions in longitude and latitude are known. They ar
ranged their magnitudes into six grades, the first being the greatest. In order to 
identify them, they imagined certain constellations [lit., forms] that the stars 

.were either on or near; thus one could say "that star on the head of such and 
such a constellation" or "that one near the foot of such and such a constellation." 
The constellations are 48 in number, of which 21 are in the north, namely: Ursa 
Minor, Ursa Major, Draco, Cepheus, Bootes, Corona Borealis, Hercules, Lyra, 
Cygnus, Cassiopeia, Perseus, Auriga, Aquila, Delphinus, Sagitta, Ophiuchus, 
Serpens, Equuleus, Pegasus, Andromeda, and Triangulum. Twelve are on the 
[ecliptic] equator; they are the zodiacal signs and their names are well-known. 
There are 15 southern [constellations] and they are: Cetus, Orion, Eridanus, 
Lepus, Canis Major, Canis Minor, Argo Navis, Hydra, Crater, Corvus, 
Centaurus, Lupus, Ara, Corona Australis, and Piscis Austrinus. Three hundred 
sixty stars were observed in the northern constellations, 346 in the ecliptic con
stellations, and 316 in the southern constellations. 

[10] The Milky Way, i.e. the galaxy, is made up of a very large number of 
small, tightly-clustered stars, which, on account of their concentration and 
smallness, seem to be cloudy patches. Because of this, it was likened to milk in 
color. 

[11] As for the mansions of the moon, they are made up of the stars that are 
near the ecliptic equator. The Arabs used them as signs for the 28 divisions into 
which the [ecliptic] equator was divided so as to coincide with the number of 
days of the moon's revolution. Thus every night it was seen "residing" near one 
of these mansions whose names are well-known. 

[12] Knowledge of the fixed stars and that which concerns them being a 
separate discipline, it is best that we confine ourselves to just what has been pre
sented. 
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130 Translation II.5 [1-4] 

CHAPTER FIVE 

On Basing Some of the Apparently Irregular Motions 
Upon Models That Bring About Their Uniformity 

5 

[1] If a celestial motion is irregular from our perspective, we must require 
that it have a model according to which that motion is uniform; this model 
should also bring about its irregularity with respect to us. For irregular [motion] 
does not arise from the celestial bodies. 

·10 

[2] One of these models is such that the motion is uniform about a point dif
ferent from the center of the World, which is in our proximity. The circum
ference upon which the moved thing-a planet, for example-moves about that 
point must either enclose the center of the World or else not enclose it. In the· 
first case it is called an eccentric, while in the second it is called an epicycle. 

15 

20 

[3] If an eccentric is taken by itself and a planet is assumed to move upon it 
about its center with a simple, uniform motion, it will cause that motion, with 
respect to the center of the World (as well as to points other than the [eccentric] 
center) to be irregular. Thus in the segment that is farther away, the motion will 
be slower, while in the nearer segment it will be faster. This is so because for 
equal arcs whose distances vary, those thatare farther away appear smaller than 
those that are nearer. If a line is produced that passes through the [eccentric] 
center and through the center of the World (or through some given point other 
than these two), it will pass through the farthest distance, which is the midpoint 
of the far segment, and through the nearest distance, which is the midpoint of 
the near segment. Then if a line is produced perpendicular to it passing through 
the center of the World (or through that [other given] point) and reaching the cir
cumference on both sides, it will pass through the two mean distances, which 
are the common part between the two segments. At these two points the motion 
will be at its mean between the faster and slower motions. 

25 

[4] As forthe epicycle, if it is taken by itself and the planet moves on its cir
cumference, equal arcs will likewise vary with respect to the center of the 
World. The line joining the two centers passes through the farthest and nearest 
distances of the epicycle. 
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132 	 Translation II.5 [5] 

The two lines produced from the center of the World tangent to the epicycle on 
both sides separate the far and near segments. [As distinct from the eccentric], 
however, the planet is observed to retrograde in one segment from the direction 
in which it had been proceeding in the other until it reaches the starting point of 

5 	 its motion. [Also] it does not traverse by that motion all parts of the orb that sur
rounds the center of the World. This is their illustration: 

Farthest Distance 	 Farthest Distance 

Center of the World 

Center of 

8' 
~ ~--~---+--------~.~ 

the World c:s 
:I 
~ 

Nearest Distance 

[5] Now if an epicycle is taken to be on a concentric orb that is its deferent 
such that the ratio of the deferent's radius to the radius of the epicycle is the 
same as the ratio of the eccentric radius to the eccentricity, and if the motion of 
the deferent is made· the same as the motion of the eccentric and in the same 

10 	 direction so that they complete their revolutions simultaneously (with the 
epicycle center then also moving with this same motion), and if the epicycle is 
also made to move with a motion the same as the previous two in such a way 
that it is in the direction opposite the motion of the deferent in the far segment 
and in the same direction in the near segment, then the motion of the planet in 
the far segment is observed to be in the amount of the excess of the motion of 
the deferent over 
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134 Translation U.5 [6-7] 

that of the epicycle and in the near segment to be their sum. Thus the apparent 
motion is exactly the same as that observed in the previously mentioned ec
centric model, there being no difference whatsoever. The planet will describe by 
this compound motion an eccentric circuit that is the same as with the eccentric 
orb. This is its illustration: 

[Fig. 1'2] 

5 [6] The difference between the two models in this case is twofold: ftrst, the 
eccentric model is realized by means of a single motion, whereas the epicyclic 
model is realized with two motions; second, the epicycle entails a circuit that is 
eccentric, while the eccentric does not entail an epicycle. Therefore Ptolemy 
considered the eccentric in this case to be simpler than the epicycle. 

10 [7] If the epicycle is assumed to move in such a way that in the far ,segment 
it is in the direction of the motion of the deferent, the faster motion will be at
tained in that segment and the slower in the near segment, which is the opposite 
of what occurred in the first case. However, the period 
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136 Translation 11.5 [8] 

of the faster motion will be longer than the period of the slower motion in this 
figure, whereas previously it was shorter. This is because the far segment is 
larger than the near one since the dividing [line] between them cannot pass 
through the center; hence, it will not bisect the epicycle but rather divide it into 
two unequal segments, the smaller of which is the one nearest the center of the 
deferent. 

5 [8] Related to this discussion is the following: let us assume the eccentric 
also to have a concentric mover; I let us make the ratio of the line connecting the 
concentric center and the eccentric perigee to the eccentric radius the same as 
the ratio of the line connecting the concentric center and the epicyclic perigee to 
the radius of the epicycle; I and, let us make the two concentrics move, say, se-

W quentially with equal motion, the eccentric counter-sequentially, and the 
epicycle in such a way that at its farthest distance it moves sequentially (these 
latter two motions likewise being assumed equal). Then the ratio of the motion 
of the eccentric or the epicycle to the motion of its [respective] concentric must 
either be: [a] less than the ratio of the line joining the center of the concentric 
and the nearest distance on either [the eccentric or the epicycle] to the radius of 

15 the eccentric or epicycle, respectively; [b] equal to it; or (c] greater than that 
[ratio]. If it is less, the planet on account of the two motions will only undergo a 
faster motion in the far segment and a slower motion in the near segment. For 
the eccentric this is because the amount reduced from the motion of the con
centric in the far segment on account of the motion of the eccentric is less than 
the amount reduced from it in the near segment since the former arcs appear 

20 smaller. In the case of the epicycle, this is because the motion in the far segment 
is the sum of the two motions, while in the near one it is the excess of the mo
tion of the concentric over the motion of the epicycle. If the ratio is equal to it, 
the planet will become stationary at the midpoint of the period of the slower mo
tion, this occurring when it is at the nearest distance, which is located on the 
above-mentioned line. The planet, however, does not undergo retrogradation. If 
the ratio is greater, the planet will undergo retrograde motion in the near seg
ment between two stations. 

/6-81 ~ =let us make the ratio of the eccentric radius to the [distance] between 
the two centers the same as the ratio of the [epicycle's] deferent radius to the 
radius of the epicycle] 0:, M.· 
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138 Translation n.5 [9] 

Farthest Distance 	 Farthest Distance . 

Epicycle Center 

Concentric Center 

i-.rt-f?J~ 
. ~'?; 

cor.cer.\\lC 

[Fig. T3]

[9] Let two lines be produced from the two concentric centers on both sides 
of the above-mentioned line, i.e. that joining the concentric center and the 
nearest distance for each of the two orbs, to the circumferences of the eccentric 
and the epicycle on both sides in such a way that the ratio of the motion of the 

5 	 eccentric or the epicycle to the motion of its respective concentric is equal to the 
ratio of that part of each of those two lines lying between the concentric center 
and the circumference of the eccentric or epicycle that is on the nearer side to 
half the chord, likewise from that line, that divides each of the orbs, respective
ly, into two segments. This is possible for this type of eccentric or epicycle [in 

10 	 which the ratio is greater] but not for the firsttwo cases. The planet will thereby, 
after a gradual slowing down, become stationary when it reaches the first of the 
two lines in the near segment. From there until it reaches the second line, it will 
retrograde, gradually going from a slower to a faster speed whose maximum oc
curs at the nearest distance and then slowing until it reaches the second line 
whereupon it once more becomes stationary. After that, its motion becomes 
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140 	 Translation 11.5 [10] 

direct as it gradually goes from being stationary to its fastest speed. The two 
mean speeds between the slower and faster speeds occur at the two mean dis
tances. This speed 1in the case of the epicycle 1is that of the motion of the con
centric alone. If the concentric and eccentric motions are set opposite the direc
tions we have assumed previously, while the deferent's motion is as it was be

5 	 fore and the motion of the epicycle is such that at the farthest distance it is 
counter-sequential, and all the rest of the conditions remain unchanged, then the 
situations of the near and far segments become reversed. 

[10] These then are models and rules that should be known. We have only 
10 	 stated them here; their geometric proofs are given in the Almagest. Restricting 

oneself to circles is sufficient in the entirety of this science for whoever studies 
the proofs. However, one who attempts to understand the principles of the mo
tions must know the configuration of the bodies, which move with these motions 
in such a way that these motions manifest themselves on their equators. He 
should conceive of the concentric and the deferent each as an orb bounded by 

15 	 two parallel surfaces with the same center and the eccentric as an orb within the 
thickness of the concentric and bounded by two parallel surfaces with the same 
center, which is eccentric to the concentric center by an amount dictated by the 
anomaly. The convex of the two surfaces is tangent to the convex surface Of the 
concentric at a single point that is the farthest point on it from the center of the 
concentric. Its concave surface is tangent to the concave surface of the con
centric at a single point that is opposite the first and is the nearest point on itto 

20 	 the [concentric center]. Its thickness is such that it is large enough to include in 
it an epicycle or planet so that the latter's convex surface is tangent to the 
[eccentric's] two surfaces at two points. Its [inner] equator is the circuit of the 
epicycle's center or the planet's center. The [inner] equator of the concentric 
is a circle whose center is the concentric center and is equal to the [inner] 
equator of the eccentric, intersecting it in two points. One group makes it a circle 
that is tangent to the eccentric's [inner] equator at a point facing the farthest dis
tance. The epicycle [should be conceived of] as a sphere in the thickness of its 

25 	 deferent with its convex surface tangent to the [deferent's] two surfaces at two 
points that are the farthest and nearest points on it 

131 in the case of the epicycle] j) =-a;, -M. 
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142 Translation U.5 [11] 

from the center of its deferent. The planet is embedded in it in such a way that 
its outer surface is tangent to the convex surface of the epicycle at a point. For 
neither [planet nor epicycle] is their concave surface taken into account. The 
[inner] equator of [the epicycle] is a circle that is the circuit of the planet's 
center. The [inner] equator of the deferent is a circle that is the circuit of the 
epicycle center. After removing the eccentric from the "concentric, there are left 

5 	 two solid, curved bodies that are thick in the middle, becoming more narrow un
til the thickness disappears altogether at a point opposite the maximum thick
ness. The two bodies bound the eccentric in accordance with the alternating 
position of their two thicknesses. They are called the complementary bodies. 

[11] The farthest distance for the eccentric is called the apogee; for the 
epicycle, it is called the apex. For both, the nearest [distance] is called the 

10 	 perigee. The eccentric is sometimes referred to as the orb of the apogee. A 
moving object on either orb is [called] descending from the farthest distance to 
the nearest and ascending from the [nearest] to the farthest. This is their illustra
tion: 

Apex 	 Apogee 

"-- -.~".-""--"-- [Fig."T4T" 
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144 Translation 1l.6 [1-3] 

CHAPTER SIX 

On the Orbs and Motions of the Sun 

[1] When the situation of the sun was considered, its motion was found to 
vary in different parts of the ecliptic equator: it was slower in a certain half, 
faster in the other. The center of its body was found to adhere always to the 
ecliptic equator, deviating neither north nor south of it; for this reason, the eclip
tic is sometimes known as the solar circuit. By careful examination of solar 
eclipses, the solar body was found during the middle of the period of slower mo
tion to be somewhat smaller than during the middle of the period of faster mo
tion. It was inferred from this that during its slower motion the sun was farther 
away from the center of the World, while during the faster motion it was nearer. 
The moderns have found the midpoints of its slower and its faster 
motions-and, indeed, every position whatever the circumstance-to have a 
movement through the parts of the ecliptic equator in the sequence [of the signs] 
that is approximately the movement of the flxed stars due to the second motion. 
This was something Ptolemy did not flnd. 

[2] The above required that there be established for the sun either: [a] an ec
centric whose equator would be in the plane of the ecliptic equator. The sun 
would be within its thickness, and the [eccentric] would move, thus moving the 
sun, in the sequence of the signs at the rate of the sun's mean motion (the mo
tion of the apogee being subtracted from the mean .motion among those who 
propound it). This is called the motion of its center; or [b] an epicycle and 
deferent whose equators are as in the previous case [in the plane of the ecliptic]. 
The sun would be on the epicycle, which moves it in the upper half counter
sequentially at the rate of the motion of the sun's center. The deferent moves the 
epicycle sequentially, likewise at the rate of that motion so that the two revolu
tions will be completed tog~ther. The center of the sun will undergo exactly the 
same motion as produced by the eccentric. This motion will be slower in the 
apogeal half, faster in the perigeal half. Ptolemy chose the former model-there 
being no necessity to do so-because it is simpler. 

[3] For the eccentric model, there must be established a concentric orb in 
whose thickness occurs the eccentric and which exceeds the eccentric by its two 
complementary bodies. It is called the parecliptic orb since its center, equator, 
and two poles correspond to those of the [ecliptic orb]. 
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146 Translation 11.6 [4] 

According to the moderns, it has the motion of the fixed stars and moves the 
apogee and perigee. For the epicyclic model, the eighth orb suffices for the 
moving of the apogee and the perigee since it moves everything below it; thus 
the deferent is the parecliptic. Since the sun is always in the plane of the ec-

S centric or epicyclic equator, which are themselves in the plane of the parecliptic, 
[the sun] does not have any latitude. We have set forth the illustration of the 
sun's two orbs according to the eccentric model as was Ptolemy's preference. 

[4] The sun has a single anomaly that is in the amount by which the sun's 
observed motion differs from its mean motion, it being an angle that is formed at 
the center of the sun from two lines produced from the centers of its two orbs to 

10 it. This angle attains its greatest possible value at the two mean distances and 
disappears at the two other distances; it depends upon the amount of the ec
centricity. According to Ptolemy, it is 2;30; according to more recent observa
tional [astronomers], it is about 2;05 (the radius of the eccentric being 60). The 
position of the apogee, according to Ptolemy, is 24Y2,° ahead of the summer sol-

IS stice point. According to the moderns, the value varies, as they have stated in 
their zijes, depending on the date. This is the illustration of the orbs of the sun: 

--~~-

Apogee 

[Fig. T5] 

\ 
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148 Translation 11.6 [5]-11.7 [1] 

[5] One group has made the mean distance so that the two produced lines 
from the two centers to the sun are equal. This [mean] distance is based on dis
tance, whereas what we have previously stated is based on motion. The above 
having been determined, it should be known that: 

[a] 	the solar apogee designates the [arc] measured sequentially 
occurring on the parecliptic between the first of Aries and the 
apogee point; 

5 	 [b] the solar center designates the [arc] measured sequentially 

occurring on the eccentric between the apogee and the center 

of the sun; 


[c] the mean designates the sum of [a] and [b]; 
[d] the true position [taqwim] designates the [arc] occurring on 

the parecliptic between the first of Aries and the endpoint of 
the line produced from the center of the World to the sun's 
body. This will be less than the mean by the amount of the 
anomaly as long as the sun is descending, greater than the 
mean when it is ascending. 

10 	 [6] Thus the situation of thesun has been ordered by means of two orbs and 
two motions, and this is what we intended. 

CHAPTER SEVEN 

On the Orbs and Motions of the Moon 

[1] The moon was found to move along a circuit different from the solar cir
15 cuit that intersected the latter in two places facing one another. These [points] 

were not fixed, however, but shifted in the counter-sequence [ofthe signs]. Thus 
the moon is north of the ecliptic equator in half its circuit and south of it in the 
other half, the maximum distance in both directions being the same amount. Its 

- motion on that circuit was found to be nonuniform, having anomalous speeds 
[that did not recur] in the exact same parts of the ecliptic but instead shifted, 

20 	 each anomaly returning not to its exact same value but rather, a short time after 
the completion of a lunar revolution, to what was comparable to it. The distance 
of the [moon] from the Earth was also found to vary; during the slower motion, 
it was sometimes nearer and at other times farther away, and likewise during the 
faster motion. It was found at mean conjunction and opposition to the sun, [this 
being] at a farther distance, to increase and decrease [in distance], it being 
slower with increasing, faster with decreasing [distance]; 
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150 Translation II.7 [2-8] 

I similarly, I its body size varies during lunar and solar eclipses. At its quadra
ture to the sun, [this being] at a nearer distance, it increases and decreases as 
well. The lunar body was found to have different illuminated shapes according 
to its position from the Sull. Its markings were found to be fixed. 

[2] They therefore established· four orbs and four simple motions for the 
[moon]. 

[3] The first orb is the parecliptic whose convex surface is contiguous with 
the concave surface of Mercury's parecliptic. . 

[4] The concave surface of the [moon's parecliptic] is contiguous with the 
convex surface of the second of its orbs, which is called the inclined orb. The 
concave surface of the inclined orb is contiguous with the sphere of fire from 
among the four elements. It is called inclined because its equator has a fixed in
clination to the parecliptic equator whose maximum value as found by observa
tion is five degrees. Its center is the center ofthe World. 

[5] The third orb is an eccentric in the thickness of the inclined orb. Its 
equator is in the plane of the inclined equator. 

[6] The fourth orb is an epicycle in the thickness of the eccentric, which is its 
deferent. The moon is embedded in the epicycle and adheres always to its 
equator that occurs in the plane of the eccentric equator. 

[7] The equators of the parecliptic and inclined orbs intersect at two points 
facing one another called the nodes and the jawzahr. One of them, the northern 
crossing point or the head, is such that the moon when crossing it comes to be 
north. The other node is the southern crossing point or the tail. 

[8] Turning tothe motions, the first is the motion of the parecliptic with the 
motion of the nodes; it is three minutes plus a fraction daily in the counter
sequence [of the signs] about the center of the World. All the orbs of the moon 
move with this motion, and hence the head and tail shift as well; the motion, for 
this reason, is attributed to them. The motion of the fixed stars is indistinguish
able from the other lunar motions but not because of what is [sometimes] said, 
namely that it is imperceptible since its ratio to these very fast motions is so 
small. For the small over a long period multiplies, 

11/ similarly] ~ =because of that] a, M. 
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152 	 Translation 11.7 [9-11] 

and the models of the moon cannot tolerate. much variation since the matter of 
the solar and lunar eclipses would thereby become disturbed. Rather, the motion 
[of the fixed stars] is indistinguishable from the motion of the nodes since their 
circumstances are the same in all respects. Hence the perceptible motion of the 

5 	 nodes is, in actuality, composed, being the excess of the motion of the nodes 
over the simple motion [pf the fixed stars]. 

[9] The second motion is that of the inclined [orb] in the counter-sequence 
[of the signs], also about the center of the World, and it is 11°9' daily. The ec
centric is moved by this / motion, / which is called the motion of the apogee be
cause it manifests itself there. 

[10] The third motion is that of the eccentric in the sequence [of the signs], 
10 	 also about the center of the World, and it is 24°23' daily. It is called the motion 

of the center because the epicyCle center is moved by it this amount. 

[11] Because the center of the epicycle is moved by the motions of the 
parecliptic and inclined [orbs] counter-sequentially, these motions being 11°12', 
and sequentially by the above amount [i.e. 24°23'], its daily elongation from the 

15 	 apogee is this amount [24°23'] and from a fixed point on the ecliptic orb in the 
amount of the excess of the motion of the center over the sum of the first two 
motions, this being 13°11/. This is called the mean motion of the moon. The 
mean sun is always aligned with the center of the epicycle when the latter is at 
the apogee. Since [the mean sun] moves sequentially 0;59° daily, its elongation 

20 	 from the lunar apogee will be 12°11/, and its elongation from the epicycle center 
will by subtraction be the same. The sun then, after the epicycle center has 
departed from the apogee, will always be midway between the apogee and the 
center until the apogee is directly opposite the center at the [sun's] quadrature. 
The [center] will once more meet the [apogee] at the [sun's] opposition, will be 
opposite it at the other quadrature, and will then return to conjunction with the 

2S 	 apogee. The motion of the center is therefore called the double elongation, i.e. 
the elongation of the epicycle center from the sun is doubled. 

/8/ motion] f3 =-ct, -M. 
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154 	 Translation II.7 [12-15] 

In this way, the center will be at the eccentric apogee at mean conjunction and 
opposition, and at its perigee at the quadratures. 

[12] Because all the /lbove motions are about the center of the World, they 
are all unifonn with respect to us. 

5 	 [13] The fourth motion is that of the epicyclic orb. The moon, due to its mo
tion, moves 13°4' per day such that it is counter-sequential in the upper half [of 
the epicycle]. This is called the [moon's] proper motion. 

[14] Because the ratio of this last motion to the mean motion is less than the 
ratio of the line joining the center of the World and the epicyclic perigee to the 

10 [epicyclic] radius, the moon does not have a station or retrogradation; rather, 
t its motion t will be slower in the apex half [of the epicycle], faster in the 
perigeal half. At conjunction, opposition and the two quadratures, the moon will 
have a slower speed with increasing distance and a faster one with decreasing 
distance. And because the motion of the epicycle is less than the mean motion, 
the slower and faster motions will not [recur] in the exact same parts of the 

15 ecliptic orb but instead their positions will shift; the return to the same anomaly 
will occur after the return to the same part of the ecliptic orb. For this reason as 
well, an eccentric alone cannot substitute for this epicycle. Because the radius of 
the epicycle varies in size with respect to the center of the World due to the 
varying distance of [the epicycle] from it in the two orbs, the rates of the slowest 

20 	 and fastest speeds are not always the same but will also vary; thus the slowest 
speed will sometimes return to a less slow, sometimes to a more slow speed, and 
the same holds for the fastest speed as well as the other anomalous speeds. 

[15] These then are the motions of the moon. 

/lOlits motion] p, M =-cx. 
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156 	 Translation 11.7 [16-18] 

[16] Turning now to the anomalies that inhere in the [moon] as a result of 
these motions, 1 the first is that anomaly effected by the radius of the epicycle at 
conjunctions and oppositions. It is an angle occurring at the center of the World 
from the production of two lines from it, one to the epicycle center and the other 

5 	 to the lunar body. 1 Its maximum is based upon the radius of the epicycle being 
at [the epicycle's] two mean distances whose size has been found by observation 
to be 51;4 parts, the radius ofthe inclined orb being 60 parts. The [anomaly] dis
appears at the apparent apex and perigee; it is subtractive from the mean as long 
as the moon is descending on the epicycle, additive when it is ascending. This is 
called the independent equation. 

10 [17] The second anomaly is that resulting from an increase in the previous 
one when the epicycle is at a distance other than the farthest distance. Its maxi
mum occurs when the epicycle is at the two quadratures, i.e. at the perigee, and 
it is 2~o for this [epicycle] radius if the first anomaly is at its maximum. When 
the [first anomaly] decreases, the [second anomaly] will decrease accordingly. It 

15 	 is additive when the first anomaly is additive, subtractive when it is subtractive. 
It is called the anomaly of the nearest distance. 

[18] The moon has another anomaly whose maximum occurs when the cen
ter of the epicycle is at the sextiles or trines with respect to the sun. It is caused 
by the apex of the epicycle, which is the starting point of its proper motion, and 
its perigee, which is opposite the apex, not being aligned with either the ec
centric center or the center of the World except when the epicycle center is at 

20 	 the apogee or perigee. At that time they will be aligned with them since the 
diameter passing through [the apex and epicyclic perigee] will coincide with the 
diameter passing through the apogee, the [eccentric] perigee, and the centers. At 
other times, they will always be aligned with a point that is in the direction of 
the [eccentric] perigee whose distance from the center of the World 

.'. 

12-41 ... ] /3. M =the first is that anomaly effected by the radius of the epicycle. 
It is an angle occurring at the center of the World from the production of two 
lines from it, one to the epicycle center and the other to the lunar body at con
junctions and oppositions] a. 
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158 Translation II.? [19-25] 

is the same as the distance of the eccentric center, which is in the direction of the 
apogee, from the [center of the World]. This point is called the point of align
ment. Each of these distances, according to what has been found by the observa
tional [astronomers], amounts to 10 parts and 19 minutes, the radius of the in
clined orb being 60. Because of this alignment, the mean apex, from which is 
the beginning of the proper motion, will always differ from the apparent apex 
at which the first two anomalies disappear. The situation is the same for the two 
[epicyclic] perigees. Thus the moon will have an anomaly when it may be 
thought to have none, and it will not have one when it is thought to occur. The 
maximum of this anomaly is based upon the above-mentioned distance. It dis
appears when the center is at the [eccentric] apogee or perigee. It is additive 
when the center is descending and subtractive when it is ascending. This is 
called the equation of the proper [motion]. 

[19] In addition, the moon has another anomaly that is the difference be
tween the distance from the nodes of its two positions on the parecliptic and in
clined equators. This anomaly is taken into account if one wishes to convert 
from one position to the other. 

[20] All the above are concerned with longitude. 

[21] As for latitude, it should be clear from what has already been stated. 
The return of the moon in both directions is always to the maximum [latitude]. 
The moon is north from the head to the tail and south from the tail to the head. It 
is ascending from its maximum latitude in the south to its maximum in the north 
and descending in the other half. 

[22] As regards the changes in the illuminated shapes of the lunar body ac
cording to its position from the sun, this will be forthcoming in a separate chap
ter. 

[23] The variation in the parts of the lunar surface in receiving light, which is 
called the lunar markings, is due to an anomaly whose true character has yet to 
be ascertained. Most likely, there exist various bodies occurring with the moon 
in its epicycle that do not accept illumination equally, either because of a dif
ference in type or because of a difference in position. 

[24] This then is the situation of the moon. 

[25] There is a difficulty that arises regarding the motion of the epicycle cen
ter on the circumference of the eccentric about the center of the World and also 
regarding the alignment of its diameter with a point other than the center of the 
deferent. To see this, [we note] that when the defe~ent moves the epicycle with a 
simple, uniform motion: 
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Translation 11.7 [26-27] 

[a] the distances of the epicycle center from the [deferentlcenter must be equal 
under all circumstances; [b] the angles [formed] at the [deferent center] must be 
equal in equal times; and [c] the diameter passing through the apex and the 
[epicyclic] perigee must be aligned with the [deferent center] under all circum
stances. If anyone of these three were not to hold, this would be due to the mo

s 	 tion being composed. In fact, we do find these things violated in the case of the 
moon. For while the distances of its epicycle center are equal with respect to the 
center of the eccentric, the equality of angles occurs at the center of the World 
and the alignment of the diameter is to the point of alignment. The practitioners 
of the profession have not yet explained in what way this motionis composed; 
in fact, they have not ventured any explanation of this at all. I shall present be
low what I have regarding this matter, God willing. 

[26] The moon has another anomaly called parallax whose description will 
be forthcoming. 

[27] This is the illustration of the orbs of the moon: 

[Fig. T6] 
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Translation 11.7 [28-29] 

[28] Those who limit themselves to circles make the parecliptic and the in
clined equators intersect one another, the eccentric equator tangent to the in
clined [equator] at the apogee point, and the equator of the epicycle such that its 
center is on the eccentric equator. If the motion of the sun is disregarded, the cir
cuit of the center of the epicycle, which reaches each of the apogee and the 
perigee twice during its revolution, would be thus: 

Position of Epicycle Center at Conjunction 

Position 01 Epicycle Center at Opposition 

_____ [Fig. TI] _ 

[29] Let us end this chapter with the meanings of those expressions related to 
the moon: 

[a] the 	nodal mean is the [arc measured] counter-sequentially 
along the parecliptic between the first of Aries aftd the head; 

[b] its [i.e. the node's] true position [taqwi"m] is the [arc 
measured] sequentially along it between them; 

[c] 	the lunar apogee is the [arc measured] sequentially along the 
inclined [equator] between the point aligned with the first of 
Aries, this point being assumed fixed, and the apogee point; 

[d] the center of the [moon] or its double elongation is the [arc 
measured] sequentially along the inclined equator between its 
apogee and the endpoint of the line produced from the center of 
the World through the epicycle center to the inclined equator; 

[e] its mean is the [arc measured] sequentially along the inclined 
equator between the point aligned with the first of Aries, this 
point being assumed fixed, and the endpoint of the line cited 
above [in [d]]; 
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164 	 Translation 11.8 [1] 

[fJ its mean proper anomaly [kha~~a] is the [arc measured] se
quentially (as defined for the [epicycle]) along the equator of 
its epicycle between the mean apex and the center of the 
[lunar] body. 

Among those whose motion is irregular: 
[g] the [moon's] apparent proper anomaly is the [arc] along the 

equator of its epicycle between its apparent apex and the cen
ter of its body; 

[h] its true position [taqwim] is the [arc measured] sequentially 
5 	 along the parecliptic equator between the first of Aries and the 


point at which its latitude circle intersects the parecliptic; 

[i] its argnment of latitude (bi~~at car¢ihi] is the [arc measured] 

sequentially along [the parecliptic equator] between the head 
and the intersection point cited above [in [h]]. 

CHAPTER EIGHT 

The Orbs and Longitudinal Motions of Mercury 

10 [1] Mercury was found not to move in longitude precisely along the ecliptic 
equator but rather in its vicinity, approaching it sometimes from the north and at 
other times from the south, the limits [north and south] not being exactly the 
same. It will increase in speed, thus moving ahead of the sun after having been 
in conjunction with it, and appear in the west. It then gradually slows until it be
comes stationary. Thereupon it retrogrades--<iisappearing, coming into conjunc
tion with the sun, and departing from it; the sun will then move ahead of it, [the 

15 	 planet now] appearing in the east. / It will thereafter become stationary and un
dergo a direct motion, / gradually increasing in speed until it disappears. It will 
then reach the sun and be in conjunction with it. Thus it is with [the sun] during 
the middle of its periods of direct and of retrograde motion. Its elongation ahead 
of or behind [the sun] does not exceed 27°. If one compares one retrogradation 
to another retrogradation, a direct motion to another direct motion, a slower mo
tion to another slower motion, or a faster motion to another faster motion, one 

20 	 will not find them to be identical; instead, in some parts of the ecliptic they will 
be less in terms of both / extent / and time, while in other parts they will be 
greater. That part in which the slower motion is at its slowest and the time peri
ods are at their shortest is not fixed but shifts with the movement of the fixed 
stars. The opposite of these circumstances does not occur 

/15/ It will thereafter become stationary and undergo a direct motion] ~, M = It 
will become stationary and thereafter undergo a direct motion] IX. /20/ extent] ~, 
M =revolution] IX. 
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166 Translation II.S [2-9] 

directly facing that part [of the ecliptic] but at the two trines. Directly facing 
that, one finds a situation similar to what occurs at this part but not to that maxi
mum extent. 

[2] They therefore established for [Mercury] four orbs and four motions. 

[3] The fIrst orb is the parecliptic whose convex surface is contiguous with 
the concave surface of Venus's orb. Its concave surface is contiguous with the 
convex surface ofthe moon's parecliptic. 

[4] The second orb is an eccentric and is called the dirigent. It is in the 
thickness of the parecliptic just as we have described an eccentric being in the 
thickness of a concentric. Its equator is not in the plan~ of the parecliptic equator 
but has an inclination to it that is not fIxed; its description will be forthcoming. 
The apogee of the [dirigent] occurs at the place of the maximum inclination. The 
plane of its equator intersects the plane of the parecliptic equator at acute and 
obtuse angles. There thus occurs a great circle in the parecliptic orb whose cen
ter is the center of the World and which intersects the parecliptic in two places 
that are called the nodes-the "head" and the "tail"-of tlns planet. This great 
circle is called [Mercury's] inclined orb. 

[5] The third orb is another eccentric called the deferent for the epicycle. It is 
in the thickness of the dirigent just as the dirigent is in the thickness of the 
parecliptic. The [deferent's] equator is in the plane of the [dirigent's] equator. 

[6] On account of its two eccentric orbs, this planet has four complementary 
bodies: two for the dirigent from the parecliptic and two for the deferent from 
the dirigent. 

[7] The fourth orb is the epicycle, and it is in the thickness of the deferent. Its 
equator is not fIxed in the [deferent's] equator as will be explained below. Mer
cury is on the epicycle, being embedded in it, and moves along its equator. 

[8] Turning now to the motions, the fIrst is the motion of the parecliptic, 
[which moves] with the motion of the fIxed stars sequentially about the center of 
the World. It manifests itself in the apogee and perigee of the dirigent and in the 
head and tail. 

[9] The second is the motion of the dirigent and is the same as the motion of 
center of the mean sun, i.e. the excess of its mean motion over the motion of its 
apogee; it is counter-sequential about its own center. This motion manifests it
self in the apogee and perigee of the deferent. 
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168 Translation II.8 [10-12] 

On account of it, the deferent center comes to have a circuit about the dirigent 
center called the deferent orb for the deferent orb's center. 

[10] The third is the motion of the deferent; it is equal to twice the sun's mo
tion of center and is sequential. [It moves] not about its own center nor about the 
center of the World nor about the dirigent center; it is instead about a point we 
will discuss below. This motion manifests itself in the epicycle center. 

[11] The center of the epicycle is always in conjunction with the position of 
the mean sun. When it is at the dirigent apogee, it will be at the deferent apogee 
as well. The [center] and the [deferent apogee] then separate from the [dirigent 
apogee]: the deferent apogee will move counter-sequentially away from the 
dirigent apogee at the rate of the sun's motion of center, and the epicycle center 
will move sequentially away from the dirigent apogee at the rate of the excess of 
its motion over the motion of the deferent apogee, which is likewise equal to the 
sun's motion of center. Therefore the dirigent apogee is always at the midpoint 
between the deferent apogee and the epicycle center as was the case for the 
moon with respect to the center of the sun being midway between the apogee 
and the epicycle center. When each [of the deferent apogee and the epicycle 
center] describes a quarter [r~volution], the center will reach the perigee of the 
deferent, and they will each be at quadrature with respect to the dirigent apogee. 
After describing another quarter, they will meet opposite the dirigent apogee and 
thus the center will be at the dirigent perigee and at the deferent apogee. Then 
[the center and deferent apogee] will separate, and they will be in opposition at 
the quadratures. They will once again meet at the dirigent apogee. Thus the 
epicycle center's farthest distance is when it is at both apogees simultaneously. 
Its nearest distance, however, is not directly opposite this position on account of 
it thereupon being at the deferent apogee and the dirigent perigee, nor is [this 
distance] at the quadratures since the two opposite distances [from the center of 
the World] occurring at the apogee [of the dirigent] and at the point directly op
posite it are not equal. Instead, it occurs at two positions whose distance from 
the dirigent apogee is greater than from the point directly opposite it. These two 
positions are at the trines with respect to the apogee, a result dictated by the 
composition of the two perigees. 

[12] This latter motion and the motion of the apogee together yield Mer
cury's mean motion.. 
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170 	 Translation II.8 [13-15] 

.[13] The fourth motion is that of the epicycle orb, which is 3°6' per day. The 
planet moves with this [motion] in such a way that in the far segment [of the 
epicycle] it is sequential. The planet will undergo retrogradation on this epicycle 
in the near segment since the ratio of the two motions is such so as to bring 

5 	 about retrogradation. The planet will not move away from the sun----either ahead 
or behind----except by the amount brought about by its epicycle radius. At the 
apex and perigee [of the epicycle], it will be in conjunction with the [sun] since 
its [epicycle] center is permanently in conjunction with it. The radius of the 
epicycle is according to observation 22Yz parts, the . deferent radius being 60 
parts. 

10 [14] The dirigent center is 6 parts removed from the center of the World, this 
also according to the above units. The point about which / the motion of the 
epicycle center and the motion of the deferent / is· always uniform is at the mid
point of this distance on the diameter that passes through these two [centers]; 
this point is called the equant center. About it one may imagine a circle, called 
the equant orb, whose size is that of the deferent equator and which is in the 
same plane. Thus the center of the epicycle will cut off from its circumference 

15 	 equal arcs in equal times. It is as if there were a line extending from the center of 
the equant to the center of the epicycle so as to turn it with uniform motion. The 
mean apex and perigee of the epicycle are also aligned with this point. The dis
tance of the deferent center from the dirigent center is likewise equal to the dis
tance of the equant center from the latter. It therefore follows that the deferent 

20 	 center will encounter the equant center once every revolution, and this will oc
cur when the center of the epicycle is in opposition to the dirigent apogee. At 
that time the deferent equator will coincide with the equant orb; afterwards, they 
will become separate. When the epicycle center" is at the two apogees, the four 
centers will be equally spaced on the diameter passing through the centers. 

[15] Turning now to Mercury's anomalies that follow from its motions, the 
25 	 fIrst is its anomaly resulting from the diameter of its epicyclic orb when it is at 

the mean distance. It is an angle 

/10-111 the motion of the epicycle center and the motion of the deferent] ~ =the 
motion of the deferent] a, M. 
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172 Translation II.S [16-19] 

that occurs at the center of the World from the production of two lines from it, 
one to the center of the epicycle and the other to the center of the planetary 
body. The maximum of this anomaly will be according to the size of the 
epicycle radius. It will be additive with respect to the position of the epicycle 
center in the descending half, subtractive in the ascending half. This anomaly is 
called the / second / equation. 

[16] The second is the apparent incre.ase [in size] of the epicycle radius when 
it is at a nearer distance over what is observed at the mean distance, and its 
decrease when it is at a farther distance. This anomaly will combine with the 
first anomaly according to the amount of the latter as detennined by the radius, 
thus either decreasing or increasing the [first anomaly]. The resulting [quantity] 
will then follow [the above rule for the first anomaly] in being either additive or 
subtractive with respect to the center. This anomaly is called the anomaly of the 
farthest and nearest distances. 

[17] The third is the anomaly that results from the motion of the epicycle 
center being uniform about a point other than the center of the World and from 
the difference between the apparent and the mean [epicyclic] apices. These two 
anomalies are one and the same since the diameter of the epicycle passing 
through the mean apex and perigee is aligned with this very same point. This 
[anomaly] is an angle occurring at the center of the epicycle from the production 
of two lines from it, one to the center of the World and the second to the equant 
center. The anomaly is subtractive from the center and additive to the proper 
motion as long as the epicycle center is descending on the dirigent; the opposite 
will hold when it is ascending. This anomaly is called the equation of the cen
ter and of the proper [motion]. 

[18] These then are [Mercury's] anomalies. 

[19] The same difficulty that was mentioned in the chapter on the moon due 
to the uniformity of the motion of the epicycle center being about a point dif
ferent from the center of its deferent is present here as well. However, the 
[difficulty] that was mentioned as arising on account of the anomaly in align
ment is not present because the alignment is toward the point with respect to 
which the unifonnity of motion occurs. There [alsoJresults from the motions of 
the dirigent 

/5/ second] ~ =-ex, -M. 
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174 Translation 11.8 [20] 

and the deferent being about two different points an anomaly that was not men
tioned with regard to the motion of the epicycle center, which is composed of 
these two. 

[20] This is the illustration of the orbs of Mercury: 

[Fig. T8] 
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176 Translation n.s [21-22] 

[21] Those who limit themselves to circles set forth six orbs: the parecliptic, 
the inclined, the deferent of the epicycle, the equant, the deferent of the 
deferent's center, and the epicycle. The shape of the circuit of the epicycle cen
ter in relation to the inclined orb and to the center of the World is thus: 

Dirigent Apogee 
Farthest Distance Due to Conjunction of the Two Apogees 

[Fig. T9] 

[22] The explication of terms is analogous to what was given for the moon. 
A discussion of the latitudes will be forthcoming in a separate chapter. 

5 
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178 	 Translation 11.9 [1-2] 

CHAPTER NINE 

On the Orbs and Longitudinal Motions 
of the Remaining Planets 

[1] 	They found that the three upper planets were slower in speed than the 
5 	 sun. So when the sun is in conjunction with one of them, it will move ahead of 

it; the [planet] will then appear in the east and be at its fastest speed. It then be
gins to slow until it stops when the sun is near its fIrst trine or a little beyond. 
Thereupon the planet will retrograde and the sun will be in opposition to it at the 
middle part of its retrogradation. It will then stop a second time when the sun 
comes near the second trine or is a little / beyond it. / The [planet] will then pro-

W 	 ceed with direct motion and go from a slower to a faster speed until the sun ap
proaches it; the planet will then disappear in the west, and the sun will be in con
junction with it at the middle part of its direct motion. If a certain circumstance 
of the [planet] is compared with another that corresponds to it, it is found to dif
fer from it. Identical circumstances occurring in exactly the same parts of the 
ecliptic are found to shift with the movement of the fIxed stars. The circum
stances resulting from the nearest distance are found to occur in parts [of the 

15 	 ecliptic] directly facing those in which the opposite [set of circumstances] result
ing from the farthest / distance / occurs. The [planet] does not travel on the same 
circuit as the sun but instead is north of it in one half of the ecliptic orb, some
times approaching and sometimes receding from it, and south of it in the other 
half, similarly [approaching and receding]. The nodes shift with the movement 
of the fIxed stars. They found Venus's situation in longitude and latitude to be 
similar to that of Mercury except that its nearest distance was directly facing its 

20 	 farthest distance, just as was the case for the upper planets. Its maximum elonga
tion ahead of or behind the sun does not exceed 47°. 

[2] They therefore established three orbs and three motions for each of the 
four. 

/9/ beyond it] ~, M = before it] a.114/ distance] ~, M =-a. 
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180 Translation 11.9 [3-9] 

[3]. The ftrst orb is the parecliptic. For Saturn, its convex surface is con
tiguous with the concave surface of the eighth orb, and its concave surface is 
contiguous with the convex surface of Jupiter's parecliptic. The concave surface 
of Jupiter's parecliptic is contiguous with the convex surface of Mars's pareclip
tic. The concave surface of Mars's parecliptic is contiguous with the convex sur
face of the sun's parecliptic. The convex surface of Venus's parecliptic is con
tiguous with the concave surface of the sun's parecliptic, while its concave sur

5 face is contiguous with the convex surface of Mercury's parecliptic. 

[4] The second is the eccentric deferent for the epicycle. It is located in the 
thickness of the parecliptic. 

[5] The third is the epicycle, which is in the thickness of the deferent. The 
planet is embedded in the epicycle. 

[6] The equator of the epicycle is not fixed in the plane of the deferent 
lO equator; rather, only its center is fixed therein. The deferent equator is inclined 

to the pareclipticequator, this inclination being ftxed for the upper planets but 
not for Venus; its plane intersects the plane of the parecliptic equator, and there 
occurs on the parecliptic I a great circle whose center is the center of the World I 
called the inclined orb for the planet. It intersects the parecliptic equator in two 
places, which are the head and tail of that planet. The amounts of the inclina

15 tions are as we shall state in the chapter on latitudes. 

[7] As for the motions, the first is the motion of the parecliptic [which 
movesJ with the motion of the fixed stars. It manifests itself in the two [extremeJ 
distances and I in the two nodes. I 

[8] The second is the motion of the eccentric and is per day: 2 minutes for 
20 Saturn, 5 minutes for Jupiter, 31 minutes for Mars, and for Venus the same as 

the sun's mean motion of center. It manifests itself in the epicycle center and is 
therefore ascribed to it, thus being called the I epicycle's I motion of center. 

[9J This motion is not uniform about the center of the World nor about the 
center of the eccentric but instead is uniform about a point removed from the ec
centric center whose location is on the diameter passing through the two centers 
on the part that is toward the apogee and away from the eccentric center 

1121 a great circle whose center is the center of the WorldJ ~ = a great circleJ 
M = a great oneJa. 1171 in the two nodes] ~, M = the two nodes] a. 1211 
epicycle's] ~ =planet'sJ a, M. 
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182 Translation 11.9 [1~12] 

at a distance equalto the eccentricity. This [eccentricity] is: (3 + %+ lit!) parts 
for Saturn, 2% parts for Jupiter, 6'parts for Mars, and for Venus approximately 
one-half the sun's eccentricity. All of these [values], which are based on the 
deferent radius for each planet being 60 parts, are known by observation. Twice 
this amount is the distance of that point from the center of the Wodd. This point 
is called the equant center, and one may imagine a circle the size of the 
deferent equator with this point as center and it is called the equant orb. 

[10] When the motion of the apogee is added to this [second] motion, there 
results the mean motion of the planet. 

[11] The third motion is that of the epicycle orb. For the upper planets, it is 
equal to the excess of the mean motion of the sun over the mean motion of each 
one of the [planets]; for Venus it is 37 minutes per day. In the upper part of the 
epicycles, it is sequential. The starting point [for this motion] is the mean apex, 
which is aligned with the equant center as was the case for Mercury. 

[12] Because the ratio of the two motions is a ratio that causes retrogradation 
in the epicycles, these planets will become retrograde in the segment nearest the 
Earth. The upper planets at the mean apices of their epicycles are always 
[aligned] with the mean sun. And on account of their motions on the epicycles 
bei,ng in the amount of the excess [of the motion] of the mean sun over their 
mean [motions], their distances along the epicycles from .the apices are in the 
amount of the mean sun's distances along their orbs surrounding the Earth from 
the centers of their epicycles. Therefore the mean sun will be in opposition to 
the [planets] when they are at their mean [epicyclic] perigees during the middle 
of their periods of retrogradation; they will return to conjunction with [the mean 
sun] at the apices. As for Venus, the center of its epicycle is permanently in con
junction with the sun's center. For that reason, it will combust at the apex of its 
epicycle half-way through its period of direct motion and at its perigee half-way 
through its period of retrogradation. It will not move away from the [sun] 
beyond what is brought about by its epicycle radius. 
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184 	 Translation ll.9 [13-15] 

[13] The size of the epicycle radius, by observation, is: 6Yz parts for Saturn, 
11 liz parts for Jupiter, 391/z parts for Mars, and 431/ 6 parts for Venus, which are 
based on the deferent radius being 60. 

S [14] It should be noted that the epicycles for Mars and Venus are very much 
larger than the remaining epicycles, and for this reason the difference between 
the sizes of their bodies at apex and perigee is greater than is the case for the 
remaining planets. It will be shown that the sphere of the epicycle of Mars is 
much larger than the parecliptic sphere of the sun including what is inside it. For 
this reason, they sometimes ask: how is it that Mars when it is at opposition to 

10 	 the sun and six zodiacal signs away from it is nearer to the [sun] than when it is 
at combust and in conjunction with it at the same minute [of arc]? This is so 
I because Mars I at combust is at the apex of its epicycle; thus the distance be
tween them will be the diameter of its epicycle plus whatever occurs by way of 
the complementary bodies of their orbs. At opposition, Mars is at the perigee of 
its epicycle; thus the. distance between them will be the diameter of the sun's 
parecliptic plus whatever occurs by way of the complementary bodies. This is 

15 	 another instance of something that is found to be strange in this science. 

[15] As for the anomalies that result from these motions, they are three in 
number and are exactly the same as those for Mercury. The above-mentioned 
difficulty, which is due to the motion being uniform about a point other than the 
center of its equator but without there being the [difficulty] due to the alignment 
[of the epicycle diameter], occurs here just as it did for [Mercury). 

/111 because Mars] ~ =because it] a, M. 
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186 Translation II.9 [16-18] 

[16] This is the illustration ofthe orbs for each of the four planets: 

Apex 

!tl 
~ 

'1,,,,, 
'fo 

[17] Those who limit themselves to circles set forth five orbs: the parecliptic, 
the inclined, the deferent, the equant, and the epicycle. The explication of terms 
is analogous to what was given previously. 

5 	 [18] This then is what the practitioners of this science have said concerning 
the orbs of the planets. The total number of solid orbs that they have established 
for the seven planets is 22; for those who limit themselves to circles, it is 32. 

[Fig. TIO] 
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CHAPTER TEN 

On the Latitudes of the Five Planets 

[1] 	The maximum inclination of the inclined [orb] from the parecliptic is: 
5 	 21.12° for Saturn, 11.12° for Jupiter, 1° for Mars, Y6° for Venus, and (';2 + Y4)0 for 

Mercury. For the upper planets, this [inclination] is fixed in both directions, 
while in the case of the two lower planets it is not fixed. Rather, for Venus it is 
always northerly, whereas it is always. southerly for Mercury. This is so because 
of the motion of the inclined equator toward the parecliptic equator; it will ap
proach the [parecliptic] until it coincides with it whereupon it will separate from 
it in the other direction until it reaches its maximum distance from it. Then the 

10 	 [inclined equator] will again approach the [parecliptic] until it coincides with it 
once more. It will then separate from it until it reaches its maximum distance in 
the original direction. The two halves will exchange directions after each coin
ciding, the northern becoming southern and vice versa. This process is com" 
pleted in each solar year. 

[2] The epicycle centers of Venus and Mercury will always be at their heads 
15 	 / or tails / at the time of this coinciding. Thus if Venus's epicycle center is at its 

head and Mercury's epicycle center is at its tail and then they depart from them, 
the inclined [equator] will separate from the parecliptic / so that / Venus's center 
will come to be in the northern half and Mercury's center will be in the southern 
half. The inclination will increase little by little until the [centers] reach the mid
point between the two nodes whereupon the inclination attains its maximum. 

20 	 The two centers will then head toward the other node as the two inclinations be
gin to decrease until Venus's center reaches the tail and Mercury's center 
reaches the head. The inclined [equator] will thereupon coincide once again with 
the parecliptic. It will then separate from it after the [centers] depart from the 
nodes so that the half that had been northern becomes southern and vice versa; 
Venus comes to be in the half that had been southern but which, upon the arrival 
of its center there, is now northern, 

/14-15/ or tails] ~ =and tails] a, M. 117/ so that] ~ =and] a, M. 
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190 	 Translation II.lO [3-4] 

and Mercury comes to be in the half that had been northern but which, upon the 
arrival of its center there, is now southern. They will then proceed in these 
halves as the inclination increases until they reach the midpoint between the 
nodes whereupon the inclination reaches its maximum. They will thereupon 
head toward the original node as the inclination begins to decrease until the 

5 	 [centers] reach the starting point from which they departed. The result of the 
above is that Venus's epicycle center will always be either to the north OJ: else 
on the [parecliptic] equator at the node, and Mercury's epicycle center will al
ways be either to the south or else on the [parecliptic] equator at the node. These 
two motions require two movers, which have not been referred to by [our] 
predecessors., 

10 [3] Saturn's head is 140° before its apogee / while its tail is 40° past its 
apogee. / Jupiter's head is 70° before its apogee / while its tail is 110° past its 
apogee. I The heads of Mars and Venus are one-quarter revolution before their 
apogees. Mercury's head is one-quarter revolution past its apogee. In the case of 
the two lower planets, the head and the tail are indistinguishable except by as

15 	 sumption. Their divergent [values] for the positions of the apogees and nodes, 
with the stipulation of date, are given in the zijes. 

[4] As for the epicyclic equators, their diameters that pass through the apices 
and [epicyclic] perigees are not fixed in the planes of their inclined orbs, and 
they will not be in them except when, for the upper planets, the epicycle centers 
are at the nodes and when, for the lower planets, they are at the two distances, 

20 	 i.e. the apogee and perigee. Afterwards the apices of the upper planets will al
ways incline in the direction of the ecliptic equator, while their [epicyclic] 
perigees will incline in the opposite direction. They will reach their maximum 
[inclinations] at the midpoint between the nodes. At that point, the angle of in
tersection of the plane of the epicyclic equator and the plane of the inclined 

25 	 equator is: 41;20 for Saturn, 2Y2° for Jupiter, and 2Y4° for Mars. Thus the inclina
tion of Saturn when it is at its apex at the northern limit will be seen to be 26' 

1101 while its tail is 400 past its apogee] ~ =-a, -M. /11-121 while its tail is 
110° past its apogee] ~ =-a, -M. 
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192 Translation n.lO [5] 

and at the southern 28'; when it is at its [epicyclic] perigee at the northern limit, 
the inclination will be 33' and at the southern 35'. The inclination of Jupiter 
when it is at its apex at the northern limit will be 24' and at the southern 25'; 
when it is at its [epicyclic] perigee at the northern limit, the inclination will be 
35' and at the southern 38'. The inclination of Mars when it is at its apex at the 
northern limit will be 22' and at the southern 27'; when it is at its [epicyclic] 
perigee at the northern limit, the inclination will be 3°22' and at the southern 
6Y1oo. As for the two lower planets: as long as Venus's center is descending on 
the apogee orb, its apex will incline toward the north and its [epicyclic] perigee 
toward the south, and in the other half the opposite will hold. As for Mercury, as 
long as its center is descending its apex will incline toward the south and its 
perigee toward the north, and in the other half the opposite will hold. The angle 
of intersection of the two planes upon reaching the maximum is 2l,-1° for Venus 
and 6~0 for Mercury. Thus the inclination of Venus's apex at both maximum 
distances will be seen to be 1 °2' and the inclination of its [epicyclic] perigee will 
be 6°23'. The inclination of Mercury's apex at both maximum distances will be 
t3.t40 and the inclination of its [epicyclic] perigee will be 4°4'. This latter latitude 
is known as the deviation [mayl]. The upper planets have only these two lati
tudes. 

[5] As for the lower planets, the diameter that passes through the two mean 
distances, which intersects the first diameter at right angles, is not fixed in the 
planes of the inclined orbs nor is it in the parecliptic planes except when the cen
ters of their epicycles are at one of the nodes. After the [centers] depart from the 
head, the posterior endpoint of that diameter, known as the evening, slants 
toward the north, while the anterior endpoint, known as the morning, slants 
toward the south until the two centers reach the midpoint between the head and 
the tail. At that point is the apogee for Venus and the point opposite [the apogee] 
for Mercury; the slants will thereupon reach the maximum. The centers will then 
cross the midpoint and the slants will decrease 
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194 	 Translation II.lO [6]-II.l1 [2] 

until they disappear when the [centers] arrive at the tail. After leaving the tail, 
the reverse will occur, namely the evening endpoint will slant toward the south, 
while the morning endpoint slants toward the north until the [centers] complete 
their revolutions. The size of the angle of intersection of the plane of the 

5 	 epicycle with a plane passing through its center and parallel to the ecliptic 
equator is, at the maximum slant, 3112° for Venus and 7° for Mercury. Therefore, 
the slant of Venus, due to this [angle], will appear at the apogee and perigee to 
be 2Ylo in either direction; the slant of Mercury at the apogee will be 2~0 in ei
ther direction and at the perigee 2%°. This latitude is known as the slant 
[in~iriij], the slope [wiriib], the twist [iltiwii'], and the winding [iltifaJ]. 

10 [6] Each of these motions requires the establishment of a mover, which was 
not referred to by the Ancients. We shall state [below] what has reached us con
cerning this matter from the teachings of recent [astronomers], if God / Most Ex
alted / so wills. The quantities given in this chapter are derived from observation 
and calculation based on what is stated in the Almagest. 

CHAPTER ELEVEN 

15 An Indication of the Solution-of That Which Is 
Amenable to Solution-ofthe Difficulties Referred to. Previously 

That Arise from the Aforementioned Motions of the Planets 

[1] As for the first difficulty, which was cited [in connection] with the con
figuration of the moon's orbs, no statement concerning it has reached me from 
my predecessors. In this matter, I myself have devised what I shall now present. 

20 	 [2] Let us set forth for that [purpose] a lemma, which is as follows: if two 
coplanar circles, the diameter of one of which is equal to half the diameter of the 
other, are taken to be internally tangent at a point, and if a point is taken on the 
smaller circle-and let it be at the point of tangency-and if the two circles 
move with simple motions 

/121 Most Exalted] ~, M =-0.. 
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Translation 11.11 [2] 

in opposite directions in such a way that the motion of the smaller [circle] is 
twice that of the larger so the smaller completes two rotations for each rotation 
of the larger, then that point will be seen to move on the diameter of the large 
circle that initially passes through the point of tangency, oscillating between its 
endpoints. Let us illustrate this with four drawings so that one may conceive 
from them how this [may occur], / and they are these: / 

Illustration of the two Their illustration after Their illustration after Their illustration after 
circles at the begin the small one has de the small one has the small one has de
ning: let the small one scribed a half and the completed a rotation scribed one and a half 
move toward the right large one a quarter and the large circle rotations and the large 
of the observer and [rotation) half of one one three-quarters of 
the large one toward arotation 
the left 

Given Point 

Given Point 

[Fig. Tll] 

/5/ and they are these] ~ =-<X, -M. 
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198 Translation 11.11 [3] 

B 

[Fig. T12] 

[3] In order to prove that the point does not deviate at all from the line (even 
though it was not our intention to provide geometrical proofs in this com
pendium), let the larger be circle ABG, its diameter AB, its center D, and the 
smaller be circle GED, its diameter GD, its center Z; the given point is E. Initial-

S ly let diameter GD coincide with line AD and point G with point A, and let E be 
there with the two [points]. Then let circle GED move in the direction GE and 
let point E be moved along due to its motion until it has described, let us say, arc 
GE. And let circle AGB move [concurrently] in the direction AG with half the 
former's motion, and let the endpoint of diameter DG be moved along until it 
has described arc AG, which will then be equal [lit., similar] to half of arc GE. 

10 We connect E to Z and E to D. Thenangle GZE is twice angle GDA on account 
of the two motions, and it is also twice this [angle] because it is an exterior 
[angle] of triangle EZD and equal to the two interior [angles] ZED and ZDE, 
which are equal because the two legs ZE and ZD are equal. Thus the two angles 
GDE and GDA are equal, and line DE coincides with line DA. Therefore point 
E is on dianleter BA, not deviating from it, and the same will be the case in all 
other positions. Hence point E will continually oscillate between the endpoints 

15 of line ABand will not deviate from it. 
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[4] If we wish, we may make the two circles the [inner] equators of two solid 
orbs. / What must be intended by the small circle is the circuit of the epicycle 
center and by the large circle a circle whose radius measures the same as the 
diameter of the small circle. / Then if we replace the point with a given sphere 

5 	 and we wish the diameter of the given sphere to coincide always with the 
diameter of the large sphere and not deviate from its position, then we assume 
another sphere enclosing the given one and moving with exactly the same mo
tion and direction as the large [sphere] so as to restore the diameter to its posi
tion in the amount by which the excess of the motion of the small [sphere] over 
the large [sphere] causes it to deviate. 1 It is [also] stipulated for it that the 

10 	 diameter of the small circle be half the diameter of the large circle and that it al
ways pass through its center. 1 Thereupon the given sphere is found to move 
upon a straight line that coincides with its diameter, oscillating between its two 
endpoints and not deviating from that coincidence. 

[5] When this lemma is established, let us then place the moon's epicycle in 
the position of the given sphere. I Its center is the point E and its circumference 

15 has the same dimension as the moon's epicycle. / Let us assume another sphere 
of any appropriate thickness that encloses it and maintains its position (it should 
not be large lest it occupy too much space), and two [other] spheres, one of 
which, the deferent for these two, takes the place of the small sphere and its 
diameter is the same size as the eccentricity, and the other takes the place of the 
large [sphere] and contains all the others 1 and its center is that of a circle that 

20 	 the epicycle center touches at its farthest and nearest distances. 1Its diameter is 
/ then / twice the eccentricity. Let us then assume that the large [sphere] is 
within the thickness of a concentric deferent that is enclosed by the inclined 
[orb] in such a way that the enclosing [orb] of the epicycle, which is inside it, is 
tangent to the convex surface of the deferent / at the [epicyclic] apex. 1 Let the 
diameter of the deferent that passes through the point of tangency be considered 
fixed. 

12-4/ What must be intended ... small circle] P=What must be intended by the 
[inner] equator of the small one is the circuit of the epicycle center within it and 
by the equator of the large one a circle whose radius measures the same as the 
diameter of the equator of the small one] a, M. 19-101 It is [also] stipu
lated ... through its center] P=It is [also] stipulated for it that the diameter of the 
equator of the small one be half the diameter of the equator of the large one and 
that it always pass through its center] a,·M. 114-15/ Its center is the point 
E. ..moon's epicycle] P=-a, -M.119-201 and its center. .. nearest distances] P= 
-0:, -M. 1201 then] P;;: -a, -M. 122/ at the [epicyclic] apex] P= near the 
[epicyclic] apex] a, M. 
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202 Translation II.ll [6-7] 

[6] We now assume their motion: the epicycle with its own proper motion, 
the enclosing and large [spheres] with motions [such that] their rotations are 
completed with / a rotation / of the deferent, and the small sphere with a motion 
[such that] its rotation is completed with a half rotation of the deferent. We as
sume the deferent to move with the motion of the moon's center sequentially 

5 	 and the inclined [orb] with the motion of the moon's apogee counter
sequentially as is the case with the parecliptic. 

[7] If this be the case, the diameter of the epicycle will descend as it adheres 
to the diameter of the large sphere. The diameter of the large [sphere] departs 
from its coincidence with the diameter of the deferent that passes through the 
tangent point cited above; its endpoint, however, will always be tangent to the 
circumference of the deferent, and the apex of the epicycle will be adjacent to 

10 	 that endpoint. The deferent will, by its motion, turn all these spheres. The 
epicycle center will then undergo a motion on a circuit resembling the circum
ference of a circle. Thus if the deferent moves through half a rotation, the 
epicycle will reach the other endpoint of the large sphere's diameter, which will 
once more coincide with the diameter of the deferent passing through the 
tangent point, and the epicycle's enclosing [sphere] touches the concave 
[surface] of the deferent near the epicyclic perigee. The epicycle will then be at 

15 	 its nearest distance from the center of the World, and that diameter will pass 
through the farthest and nearest distances. As the orbs continue to move, the 
epicycle will begin to ascend on the ~bove diameter and move away from the 
center of the World until it reaches the farthest distance, which is the starting 
point that it originally departed from. The epicycle [thus] completes its circuit, 
which takes the place of the eccentric insofar as the inclined [orb] touches one of 

20 	 its points, namely the farthest distance from the center of the World, and 
[another] point, namely the nearest distance from it, is directly opposite from it. 
The difference between the farthest and nearest distances is in the amount of 
twice the eccentricity. Despite this, the motion [of the epicycle center] 

/2/ a rotation] p, M =a completion of a rotation] <x. 
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204 Translation. n.ll [8] 

about the center of the W orId is uniform. As was the case previously, the apogee 
will meet it due to the motion ofthe inclined [orb]. Its illustration is thus: 

Enclosing [Orb] 

Solid spheres are in red; circles are in black. 
[ed. note: solid lines = red, broken lines = black] 

[Fig. T13] 

[8] This then is my proposal concerning this matter. It is, however, brought 
about by three additional orbs over and above what has been stated before. The 

5 concentric deferent here takes the place of the eccentric orb that was used pre
viously. 

r---· I 
I··· i 
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[9] We have stated that the circuit of the epicycle center resembles a circle, 
but we did not say that it was a circle since it is not a true circle. The proof of 
this is [as follows): at quadrature to the apogee, the epicycle will have descended 
along one-half of the line upon which it oscillates, which amount is equal to the 
eccentricity. At that point the distance between the center of the World and the 
center of the epicycle will come to half the distance between the farthest and 
nearest distances. But for the circuit to be a circle, it would be necessary for the 
[distance]. from the midpoint between the farthest. and nearest distances to the 
epicycle center to be that amount. Thus the aforementioned circuit 
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208 	 . Translation 11.11 [10-12] 

is not a circle, and I the [distance] between the two mean distances on it is 
longer than the [distance] between the other two distances, I i.e. the farthest and 
the nearest. For this reason this method is not completely equivalent to the 
model they use; however, the difference between the calculations resulting from 

5 	 this method and the model they use does not come to Yt; of a degree. The maxi
mum difference will occur at the midpoints between the quarter marks (i.e. con
junction, opposition, and quadratures). At those [points] this will be an im
perceptible amount in the moon's true position. 

[10] This same method may also be postulated for the upper planets and for 
Venus. We thus make the I diameter of the small circle I equal to the distance 

10 between the deferent and equant centers, and the I diameter of the large circle I 
twice that [amount]. We may then assume an eccentric orb in the thickness of 
the parecliptic whose center is that of the equant. We also assume the large 
sphere, along with what is in it, to be in the thickness of this [latter] orb so that 
the motion about the equant center is uniform. The distances of the epicycle cen
ter from the center of the World are the same as resulted from the [Ptolemaic] 

15 	 deferent without there being a difference that might disturb any of the circum
stances of these planets. The difficulty concerning them may then be resolved by 
the addition of three spheres for each one of them, with the solid equant orb 
replacing the eccentric deferent of the previous [model]. 

[11] As for Mercury, it has not yet been possible for me to conceive how it 
should be done. For it is difficult to conceive what could cause the motion to be 

20 	 uniform about a point whereby the moved object in its motion toward and away 
from it is composed of multiple motions. If God Most High should enable me to 
accomplish this, I will append it I to that place, I God willing. 

[12] Concerning the moon's point, of alignment, one of the practitioners of 
this science has said: Another orb for the moon must be established with this 
point as its center so that 

/1-21 the [distance] ... the other two distances] ex, ~ =the [distance] between the 
two mean distances on it and the midpoint of the other two distances is longer 
than half the [distance] between the other two distances] M. 191 diameter of the 
small circle] ~ = diameter of the equator of the small sphere] ex, M. 1101 
diameter of the large circle] ~ == diameter of the equator of the large sphere] ex, 
M.1211 to that place] ~ =to this place] ex, M. 
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210 Translation 11.11 [13] 

the diameter of the epicycle passing through the mean apex and perigee will, by 
means of that orb's motion, stay aligned with its center. He did not, however, 
show how this motion might occur so as not to disturb the existing motions of 
the moon. 

[13] My own opinion is that just as one may imagine the diameters passing 
through the apices and the perigees of the epicycles of the five planets to have 
latitudinal inclinations by which the planes of the equators of their epicycles . are 
displaced from the planes which they were in at the time they had no latitude, 
one may likewise conceive that diameter of the equator of the lunar epicycle to 
have a longitudinal inclination. The equator would not, however, become dis
placed by it from the plane that it is in but instead its parts would undergo a dis
placement as if they were twisting upon themselves. So as to make this com
pletely clear, let us imagine a line passing through the point of alignment and 
perpendicular to the diameter passing through the moon's centers and the point 
of alignment. This [line] will thus divide the deferent into two segments, one of 
which, the larger, is bisected by the apogee, and the second, the smaller, is 
bisected by the perigee. When the aforementioned diameter of the epicycle has 
departed from the diameter passing through the centers, after having coincided 
with it on the side of the apogee, its apex endpoint will incline in the counter
sequence [of the signs], while the perigee endpoint will incline in the sequence 
[of the signs]. This inclination will continue to increase until this diameter coin
cides with the perpendicular passing through the point of alignment. At that 
point its inclination will be at its maximum. It will thereafter begin to decrease 
until it disappears when this [diameter of the epicycle] coincides with the 
diameter passing through the centers on the side of the perigee. When it departs 
from this [diameter], its apex endpoint will then incline in the sequence [of the 
signs], whereas its perigee endpoint will incline in the counter-sequence [of the 
signs] until the [diameter] once more coincides with the perpendicular passing 
through the point of alignment. At this point its inclination will [again] be at its 
maximum. It will then begin to decrease until it disappears when the [diameter] 
reaches the starting point from which it had departed originally, viz. when it 
coincides with the diameter passing through the centers on the side of the 
apogee. The apex endpoint of the [diameter] will thus move in the counter
sequence [of the signs] in the larger of the two previously mentioned segments, 
and its maximum speed will occur at the midpoint of the segment at the apogee. 
In the smaller segment, [its motion will be] in 
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212 Translation II.ll [14-15] 

the sequence [ofthe signs],. and its maximum speed will occur at the midpoint of 
this [segment] at the perigee. [The motion of] the perigee [endpoint] in the two 
[segments] will be the opposite of this. 

[14] This diameter will therefore need a mover, and the discussion concern
ing it is the same as for the movers of the aforementioned diameters of th~ 
epicycles. Let us then set forth what has been said about the latter. Ptolemy 
states in the Almagest that the endpoints of the diameters passing through the 
apices and the perigees of the five [planetary] epicycles revolve along small cir
cles whose planes are perpendicular to the planes of the equators of the 
epicycles. Their radii are equal to the maximum inclinations of these diameters 
and their motions are the same as the motions of the epicycle centers upon their 
deferents. And just as the motions of the epicycle centers are not uniform with 
respect to the centers of their deferents but rather with respect to other points, so 
also are these motions nonuniform with respect to the centers of the aforemen
tioned small circles but instead are uniform about other points, the ratio of 
whose distances from the centers of the small circles to the radii of the small cir
cles is the same as the ratio of the distances from the deferent centers of the 
points at which there occurs uniform motion of the epicycle centers to the radii 
of the deferents. This is in order that the arcs described by the endpoints of the 
diameters of the epicycles on the [small circles] be the same as those described 
by the centers of the epicycles on the orbs upon which they move. Thus there 
results a displacement of the endpoints of the epicycle· diameters from the planes 
in which they have no inclination. This will be in each direction in the amount of 
the radii of the aforementioned small circles, which are equal to the maximum 
inclinations. He states that a similar situation must also be conceived for the 
endpoints of the epicycle diameters, known as the morning and evening end
points, that pass through the mean distances in the case of the two lower planets. 

[15] My own opinion is that this explanation is inadequate for our purposes 
on three counts: (1) it does not take into account the configuration [hay'a] of 
those bodies that are the principles for these motions; (2) it compounds the dif
ficulty that we are expending all this effort to resolve [by making] the motion 
uniform about a point other than the center of its circuit; (3) just as the 
aforementioned small circles bring about latitudinal inclinations, 
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214 Translation ILl 1 [16] 

they also cause inclinations to occur in longitude by which the positions of the 
apices and the perigees alter from what they should be with respect to the points 
with which they are aligned. 

[16] Ibn al-Haytham has published a treatise in which he discusses the 
bodies that produce these motions. For each epicycle he adds two spheres to ac
count for the deviation and, in the case of the two lower planets, two other 
spheres for the slant. He decided to assume a sphere that surrounds the epicycle 
having poles at a distance from the endpoints of the diameter passing through 
the apex and the perigee in the two alternate directions equal to the maximum 
deviation of this diameter for the planet from the plane in which it has no lati
tude. He [further] assumes this [sphere] to have a motion equal to that assumed 
for the previously discussed small circle of that planet so that the endpoints of 
the above diameter will, due to this motion, move upon a circuit identical to the 
small circle with a motion that is uniform with respect to a point other than its 
center as was the case for the small circle. However, as a result ofthis[sphere's] 
motion, all parts of the epicycle will also move. This includes the mean 
diameter, which will be displaced because of this motion; thus its morning end
point will become the evening one and vice versa. The situation will be the same 
for the other parts of the epicycle. It is therefore necessary to assume another 
sphere between this sphere and the epicycle sphere whose poles are at the end
points of the above diameter, i. e. the apex and the perigee. Its motion is assumed 
to be exactly the same as that given for the ftrst sphere except that it is in the op
posite direction so as to return to their proper positions all parts of the epicycle 
that would otherwise be displaced. There will then be no remaining effect of 
motion from the ftrst sphere except what had resulted from the motion of the 
above diameter as well as those [parts] of the plane of the epicycle equator con
nected with it. One may assume in exactly the same way two other spheres for 
each of the lower planets to account for the slant so that one will slant the 
epicycle's mean diameter, while the other will preserve the position of the rest 
of the epicycle lest the apex become the perigee and the perigee the apex. The 
epicycle of each of the upper planets will then come to comprise 
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216 	 Translation 11.11 [17-18] 

three spheres, while the epicycle of each of the lower planets will have five 
spheres. What Ptolemy has described will then be accomplished by establishing 
solid movers. Ibn al-Haytham states that one could reach the same result byas
smning truncated orbs [manashir] instead of spheres, but to set forth something 
other than a sphere would not be appropriate for the models of this science. 

5 [17] One should note that his intended result could also have been accom
plished had he placed the poles of the first assumed sphere at a distance from the 
poles of the epicycle equal to the distance that he assumed between them and the 
endpoints of the diameter of the epicycle. 

[18] Furthermore, if one adds another sphere for each of the motions and if 
one conceives on the surface of the sphere a situation similar to what we have 
described above, namely the oscillation of a point between two endpoints of a 

10 	 straight line, the third of the three objections I have raised against what was 
stated by Ptolemy would be eliminated. This was the error in longitude resulting 
from the longitudinal inclination that follows from [his model]. 
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A 


[Fig. T1S] 

[19] Let us present alemma to explain this. Let the epicycle be a sphere with 
diameter AB . We take a great circle occurring on the epicycle that passes 
through the poles of the epicycle and through points A and B. Let two arcs AG 
and BD be on this [great circle]; we cut off AE and BZ from these [arcs] equal 
to half the maximum inclination in one direction in such a way that points E and 
Z are also endpoints of another diameter of the epicycle. We assume a sphere 
surrounding the epicyCle, which we call the small [sphere], and we take it to 
move on two poles that are aligned with these two points. Points A and B will 
then move as a result of this motion; let their circuits [lit., circuit] intersect arcs 
AG and BD at points Hand T, which will also be at the endpoints of another 
diameter of the epicycle. We now take another sphere, which we shall call the 
large [sphere], that moves 
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220 Translation n.ll [20-21] 

on two poles aligned with these latter two points. The two circuits AH and BT 
will then move with its motion. Let the two circuits that are tangent to [AH and 
BT] be circuits AG and BD. We then assume the large sphere to move with a 
m?tion equal to that of the epicycle center on its orb surrounding the Earth on 
which it moves and the small sphere to move with a motion opposite the former 
in direction and equal to twice it in amount. The result of these two motions is 
that the endpoints of diameter AB will continually oscillate on arcs AG and BD 
between their two endpoints so that they will have no inclination in longitude 
whatsoever in either direction from these [arcs]. When the endpoint A reaches 
G, endpoint B will be at D. The inclinations of these [points] are in alternate 
directions. If one then adds to the two [spheres] the sphere enclosing the 
epicycle that preserves its position so that the morning endpoint of its diameter 
does not become the evening endpoint and vice versa, the aforementioned mo
tion will be accomplished, and the above error in the third of the three cited ob
jections will be eliminated. There remains only what was stated concerning the 
second objection, but I have been unable to conceive a manner in which this dif
ficulty would be eliminated. By the above method, we add three spheres for 
each of the epicycles of the upper planets and six spheres for each of the 
epicycles of the lower planets. 

[20] In exactly the same way, one may also conceive of how to move the 
equator of the inclined orb of the two lower planets in latitude until it coincides 
with the parecliptic equator and then inclines its maximum amount in the oppo
site direction. It will thereafter return and coincide once again [with the pareclip
tic] and then return to its original inclination. There will not occur any longi
tudinal inclination with it that would cause a change to result in what was as
sumed in the way of longitudinal motion. On this account we would add three 
spheres surrounding the Earth for each of the lower planets. 

[21] Furthermore one may use this method to conceive of how to move the 
lunar epicycle so as to produce the longitudinal inclination by which its diameter 
passing through the mean apex and the perigee will remain permanently aligned 
with the point of alignment. This will occur without that diameter being dis
placed from the plane of the inclined orb. We also add here three other spheres 
that surround the epicycle over and above what has previously been presented. 
This method, however, requires that [the movement of] the inclination in the se
quence and in the counter-sequence [of the signs] occur in equal times. 
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But the existing state of affairs is different from this, for the inclination is 
counter-sequential as long as the epicycle center is in the larger of the two pre
viously mentioned segments of the eccentric, while the inclination is sequential 
as long as it is in the smaller segment. The [epicycle center] will not traverse the 
two segments in equal times since its motion is uniform, while the two segments 

5 	 are of different sizes. 

[22] The same method may also be used for trepidation and for the move
ment of the obliquity in latitude for the ecliptic orb if the fact of these two mo
tions and their variability is ascertained. 

[23] 	This then is my proposal concerning these difficulties. Perhaps God 
10. 	 may grant a reader of this book success in devising a more complete means to 

solve them all or in eliminating the remaining shortcomings in what we have 
presented. For He is the One who inspires truth and the Guide to the straightest 
path. 

CHAPTER TWELVE 

OnParaUax 

[1] There may occur for the planets near the Earth, and especially for the 
15 	 moon, a difference between their true positions on the ecliptic orb and their ap

parent positions. This is because the Earth's radius has an appreciable size in re
lation to 1 the diameters of 1 their orbs. Thus the line extending from the center 
of the World to the center of the planet and from there to the ecliptic orb will 
terminate at its true position on it, whereas the line extending from the position 
of the observer to the center of the planet and from there to the ecliptic orb will 

20 	 terminate at its apparent position on it. The amount occurring between them is 
the parallax [lit., divergence of sight] of the planet, and this is on the altitude 
circle since the planet's altitude circle passes through the endpoints of the two 
lines on the ecliptic orb. The apparent position will always be closer to the 

. horizon. The angle occurring from the two lines at the center of the planet is 
called the angle of divergence. 

1161 the diameters ot] ~ =-u, -M. 
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And this is its illustration: 

[Fig. T16] 

[2] The planet does not have a parallax if it is at the zenith since the two 
lines are one and the same. Its divergence increases the closer it is to the horizon 
with the maximum occurring at its rising or setting. The visible part of the 
planet's orb will be less than half [of the entire orb] by the amount of the dif
ference between the apparent and the true horizon. 

[3] As for the planets that are far from the Earth, one does not perceive these 
divergences. The lines extending from the position of the observer and from the 
center of the World will be [virtually] the same since the difference with respect 
to the I diameters of the / orbs of these planets is so 'small. 

/8/ diameters of the] ~ =[margin of M] =-n. 
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226 	 Translation II.l2 [4--6] 

[4] The above divergence requires that the true positions of the planet in lon
gitude and latitude differ from their apparent positions. This is so since when we 
conceive two latitude circles passing through the endpoints of the two lines, then 
what is between the two points at which the latitude circles fall on the ecliptic 

5 	 orb will be the difference in longitude. And if the two arcs occurring on the cir
cles between the endpoints of the lines and the ecliptic orb are not the same, the 
difference [in length] will be the difference in latitude. This is because the two 
points are the true and apparent positions of the planet, and the two arcs are its 
true and apparent latitudes. 

10 	 .[5] If the planet is on the ecliptic meridian circle, it will not have a difference 
in longitude since the two points on the ecliptic orb are one and the same, and its 
divergence on the altitude circle will be precisely the difference in latitude. / In 
other positions, / the [planet's] difference in longitude will be additive to the true 
position in the visible eastern quarter of the ecliptic orb and subtractive from it 
in the visible western quarter. This is because the apparent position is always 

15 	 nearerthe horizon and the sequence of the signs is from west to east. 

[6] Furthermore if the ecliptic equator passes through the zenith, then a 
planet that has no latitude will have no difference in latitude and its divergence 
on the altitude circle will be precisely the difference in longitude. / In other posi
tions, / the [planet's] difference in latitude will be additive to the true latitude 

20 	 occurring in the direction of the invisible ecliptic pole and subtractive from the 
true latitude occurring in the opposite direction unless the planet and the ecliptic 
orb are in opposite directions from the zenith-thereupon the difference in lati
tude will also be additive to the true latitude. Now if the planet has no [true] lati
tude or if its true latitude is less than its difference [in latitude], then the direc
tion 

112/ In other positions] P = Under other circumstances] ex, M. /18/ In other 
positions] P=Under other circumstances] ex, M. 
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228 	 Translation 11.12 [7]-11.13 [1] 

of the difference [in the first case] or the direction of the excess of the difference 
over the true latitude [in the second case] will be toward the invisible pole, 
likewise for exactly the same reason as before. 

[7] By observation of the moon's parallax, one may find its distances from 
the Earth, as will later be explained. 

5 	 [8] As far as the solar parallax is concerned, it is imperceptible even though 
calculation 1 yields 1 a small divergence not exceeding 3 minutes. The 
divergence for the two lower planets has not been found because of the dif
ficulty in obtaining their true positions in longitude and latitude. 

CHAPTER TIDRTEEN 

10 On the Variation in the Moon's Illumination 
and on Lunar and Solar Eclipses 

[1] The variation in shape of the moon in accordance with its changing posi
tion vis-a-vis the sun indicates that its body is dark, thick and smooth; due to its 
thickness, it receives light from the sun, which is reflected from it due to its 
smoothness. Thus approximately half of its spherical body will always be illumi

15 	 nated. A great circle (or one nearly so) on its body separates the illuminated and 
the dark, and another great circle (or one nearly so) separates that which is ap
parent to the observer from that which the light of the eye does not reach. The 
two circles coincide at conjunction when the dark half is discerned, this state 
being new moon, and at opposition when the illuminated half is seen, which is 

20 	 full moon. At other positions [the two circles] will intersect: at the quadratures at 
right angles, whereupon that quarter facing the sun of the half that is toward us 
is illuminated; otherwise at acute and obtuse angles, whereupon in the first and 
last quarters what is toward the sun will be the part on the side of the acute angle 
and thus is crescent-shaped, while in the other two quarters it will be the part 
that is on the side of the obtuse angle and thus is oval-shaped. 

161 yields] ~ =yields for it] a, M. 
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230 Translation 11.13 [2] 

[2] The Earth is also a thick, dark, spherical body that blocks the light of the 
sun and so it has a shadow. When it is aligned with the two luminaries at the 
time of opposition, it blocks the light of the sun from the moon and the moon 

• I 

will fall in its shadow. The moon will thereupon be eclipsed, which can be ob
served if it is night. The following is an illustration of the lunar eclipse: 

," 

Cone Apex 

Shadow Circle 

[Fig. T17] 
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232 Translation II.13 [3-5] 

[3] The farther away the moon is from the Earth, the shorter in duration is its 
eclipse. It was concluded from this that the shadow narrows with increasing dis
tance from the Earth, which [in tum] indicates that the sun is larger than the 
Earth. For if the sun were smaller than the Earth, then the shadow would widen 
with increasing distance from the Earth and thus the moon's duration during a 
[lunar] eclipse would increase as its distance from the Earth increased, which is 
contrary to what is found [to be the case]. If the [sun] were the same [size] as the 
Earth, the shadow would be cylindrical and the duration at all distances would 
be the same which is also not the case. It is thus clear that the sun is larger than 
the Earth, that the Earth's shadow is in the shape of a circular cone that vanishes 
to a point, and that the moon is smaller than the Earth since the latter's shadow, 
which becomes much smaller than the [Earth] upon [reaching] the moon, con
ceals it. 

[4] The center of the shadow cone is always on the [plane of the] ecliptic 
equator since the sun is always on it and since the center of the Earth is the cen
ter [of this equator]. If one imagines the plane of the apparent lunar body as a 
circle extending until it intersects the shadow cone, it will produce a circle paral
lel to its base called the shadow circle whose center is on [i.e. in the plane of] 
the equator. Now if the latitude of the moon at the time of opposition is greater 
than the radius of its disk plus the radius of the shadow circle, then the moon 
will not undergo an eclipse; if its latitude is equa.l to them, the moon will touch 
the shadow but will not undergo an eclipse; if it is less than them and equal to 
the radius of the shadow, the shadow circle will pass through the center of the 
lunar disk and half its diameter will be eclipsed; if it is equal to the excess of the 
shadow radius over the radius of the moon, the entire moon will be eclipsed and 
its surface will touch the shadow circle but it will have no duration in the 
eclipse; and if it is less than [this excess], it will be eclipsed with duration 
depending on the extent to which itis in the shadow. 

[5] The eclipse limits have been measured as 12° in terms of the distance of 
the moon from one of the two nodes; for when the moon crosses this limit, its 
latitude will exceed the two radii. And just as the shadow circle varies according 
to distance, the· circle of the lunar disk will likewise vary according to distance. 
The two have been compared and the shadow circle's diameter was found to be 
two and three-fifths times the diameter of the lunar disk 
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234 Translation 11.13 [6-7] 

at all distances. Each of the diameters of the two luminaries and their bodies is 
divided into 12 equal parts called digits, those of the diameters being designated 
as absolute, while those of the bodies as adjusted. 

[6] Since a lunar eclipse is possible at a distance of less than 12° from one of 
the nodes, then if opposition occurs after the crossing of the node with an eclipse 
taking place at the edge of the [eclipse] limit, and then opposition occurs five 
months later at the edge of the eclipse limit before the other node is reached, it 
will be possible for the moon to be eclipsed once again. This is due to the 
counter-sequential motion of the node and to its meeting up with the position of 
the eclipse. If opposition for an eclipse occurs before reaching the f11'st node at 
the edge of the limit and the other opposition after crossing the second node 
seven months later, it is not possible [for the moon] to be in the eclipse limit on 
account of the node, by its counter-sequential motion, having crossed beyond 
the range necessary for an eclipse. Thus two lunar eclipses cannot be seven 
months apart. It is most frequently the case that they are six months apart. 

[7] Furthermore, if the moon blocks the light of the sun from the observer 
due to its falling on the line extending from the eye to the sun, the sun will be 
seen eclipsed, without light; for the obstruction is dark and the [part] of it facing 
us at that time is not illuminated. This will be during an apparent rather than a 
true conjunction occurring in the daytime. For this reason parallax is taken into 
account for solar but not for lunar eclipses, and it is possible for a solar eclipse 
to occur with respect to one group of people but not another. In order for a solar 
eclipse to take place, it is necessary that the apparent lunar latitude (that is, ad
justed in latitude for parallax) at the time of the apparent conjunction (that is, ad
justed in longitude for parallax) be less than the radii of the disks of the two 
luminaries. For if it is equal to them, the [disks] will touch but the sun will not 
be eclipsed, and if it is greater than them, then all the more reason [for it not to 
be eclipsed]; if it is less than them, the eclipse will occur commensurate with 
that amount. 
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236 Translation II.13 [S] 

And this is the illustration of a solar eclipse: 

[Fig. TIS] 

[8] The solar diameter between its two [extremal] distances was found [to 
vary] from 31 to 34 minutes, while the lunar diameter was found [to vary] from 
29 to 36 minutes. Thus if the two centers fall on the line 
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238 	 Translation 11.13 [9] 

extehding from the eye to the sun, and if the two diameters are equal, the sun 
will be completely eclipsed and there will be no duration. If the sun's diameter 
is greater, there remains a luminous ring called the ring of light. If it is smaller 
the eclipse will have a slight duration commensurate with the difference be

5 	 tween the two diameters. This is so inasmuch as the moon also has a shadow 
cone whose apex will be at the eye at a distance that results in the equality of the 
two diameters and higher than the eye at a distance that results in the ring of 
light; the eye will fall within a shadow circle that intersects the cone when the 
distance results in a duration [of totality]. . 

[9] As regards the solar eclipse limits: since with respect to the true latitude 
the divergence in latitude will sometimes be added to and sometimes subtracted 

10 from it in order to arrive at the apparent [latitude], it follows that the limits on 
the two sides of the nodes will vary according to change in local position. In the 
fourth clime, / a solar eclipse is / possible at a maximum distance of 18° after the 
node of the head or before the node of the tail, or at a maximum distance of 7° 
before the node of the head or after the node of the tail. It is therefore possible 
for two solar eclipses to occur at the endpoints of a five-month [interval], one of 

15 which is after the head and the other before the tail, or at / the endpoints of / a 
seven-month [interval], one of which is before the tail and the other after the 
head. As for the endpoints of six months, this possibility is beyond doubt nor is 
[there any doubt concerning] the occurrence of a lunar and a solar eclipse during 
a consecutive opposition and conjunction. It is not possible for two lunar 
eclipses to be one month apart nor two solar eclipses unless [the latter] occur in 
two locations with different directions in latitude. And because the moon is / that 

20 	 which [can] become eclipsed as well as be the occulting [body], / what dis
appears first in a lunar eclipse will always be its eastern part while that which is 
occulted [first] in a solar eclipse is the western part of the sun. The same [will 
hold true] for the first parts to reappear. 

/11/ a solar eclipse is] /3 =the possibility of a solar eclipse is] ex, M. /15/ the end
points of] /3 = -ex, -M. /19-20/ that which [can] become eclipsed ... occulting 
[body]] /3 =the occulting [body] as well as that which [can] become eclipsed] ex, 
M. 
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240 	 Translation 11.14 [1-2] 

CHAPTER FOURTEEN 

/ On Sectors and Conjunctions 
and the Situation of Visibility and Invisibility / 

[1] The first and third initial points of the [planetary] sectors are the apogee 
5 	 and apex and the two perigees. These are the farthest and nearest distances from 

the center of the World, and the positions at which the fastest and slowest mo
tions occur. The initial points of the remaining two [sectors] on the two sides are 
either according to distance, so that for the apogee orb it is where the two lines 
produced to it from the center of the World and the [center] of that orb are equal, 
while for the epicyclic orb [the initial points] are where the circumferences of 

10 	 the epicycle and the deferent intersect; or else, they are according to speed, so 
that for the apogee orb it is where a line passing through the center of the World 
perpendicular to the diameter passing through the centers reaches the [orb], 
while for the epicyclic orb it is where a line produced from the center of the 
World to it is tangent to its circumference. Something moving in the two orbs is 
ascending in the third and fourth [sectors], descending in the first and second; 
elevated in the fourth and first [sectors], depressed in the others. [Sector] 

15 	 measurements are provided in the practical handbooks. 

[2] With respect to visibility and invisibility, for the stars these vary first, ac
cording to their differing sizes; second, according to differences in [both] their 
measure and direction in latitude; and third, according to different horizons. 
Thus some stars do not become invisible at all, whereas some of them become 

20 	 invisible for a long period. Venus does not become invisible in the fourth clime 
when it is in Pisces; during its day of combust, it may be seen in the evening and 
following morning while retrograding. But it will be invisible for a considerable 
period when it combusts in Virgo / while retrograding. / Mercury is not visible 
in the evenings round about the autumnal point in the vicinity of its apogee; nor 
[is it visible] in the mornings round about the vernal point in the vicinity of [the 
point] opposite its apogee. When the upper planets 

/2-3/ On Sectors .. .Invisibility] P=On Sectors and Conjunctions and the Situa
tion of Visibility and Invisibility and Conjunctions] M =On Sectors, the Situa
tion of Visibility and Invisibility; and Conjunctions] <X. /211 while retrograding] 
p=while undergoing direct motion] <x, M. 
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242 Translation 11.14 [3] 

become visible after the sun departs from them, they may be seen rising in the 
mornings in the east until the sun crosses its quadratures with them. They will 
then be seen rising in the evenings until the sun is in opposition to them, after 
which they may be seen setting in the mornings until the second quadratures. 
They are then seen setting in the evenings in the west, and thereafter they be

5 come invisible. When the lower planets go ahead of the sun, they will be visible 
in the evenings in the west, thus setting in the evenings, until they retrograde and 
become invisible in the evenings. They then become visible, rising in the morn
ings in the east, until they become invisible in the mornings. As for the moon, 
one may add to the previously cited reasons for variability [the moon's] parallax 
and its variable distance from the sun that leads to increases and decreases in the 

8

10 light[ed part] of its body. The minimum that it is invisible is two nights and the 
maximum is three' nights. [The matter] has been subjected to testing and the 
limits of visibility and invisibility of the six wandering [planets] have been 
found whereby the altitude at the [time of the] rising or setting of the sun is: 11 0 

for Saturn; 100 for Jupiter; 11 \;20 for Mars; 50 for Venus; 100 for Mercury; and 
0 for the moon, which, in its case only, is apparent. 

15 [3] As for the conjunction of two planets, [it occurs when] they fall on the 
same latitude circle in the same direction from one of the two poles. A true 
latitudinal conjunction is when a single line produced from the center of the 
World passes through them. An apparent latitudinal conjunction is when a 
single line produced to the two [planets] from the position of the / observer / 
passes through them. 

/18/ observer] ~, M =observers] a. 
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244 	 Translation III.1 [1-2] 

BOOK III 
On the Configuration of the Earth 


and the [Consequences] Accruing to It 

Due to the Changing Positions of the Celestial Bodies. 


Twelve Chapters 

5 	 CHAPTER ONE 

A General Summary of the Configuration 
and Circumstances of the Earth 

[1] It waS shown in the first part of the book that the Earth is as a whole 
spherical and that in all directions the head of someone standing upon it will be 
toward the circumference, which is up, while his feet will be toward the center, 

10 	 which is down, and that the surface of the Earth, which is its convexity, is paral
lel to the concavity of the orb surrounding [the surface]. The direction of the 
head of someone traveling upon the Earth is necessarily at each instant [toward] 
another part of the [celestial] orb. If it were possible to travel around the entire 
Earth and then three individuals were assumed to become separated at some 
location, one of them traveling toward the west, the second traveling toward the 
east, and the third staying in place until the two travelers had circled the 

15 	 Earth--the traveler who went west returning to him from the east and the 
traveler who went east returning to him from the west-then the first [traveler] 
will have one fewer than the total [number] of days that have been generally 
counted because he has lengthened [the period for each of] the revolutions of the 
orb due to his travel so that he distributes a revolution among their total 
[number]. The second will have one more because he has shortened [the period 
for each of] the revolutions due to his motion so that a revolution accumulates 
for him from the decreases. This is also something that is asked about and found 
to be strange. 

[2] The great circle 1 that is 1 on the surface of the Earth occurring in the 
20 plane of the equinoctial is called the equator. If another great cirCle is imagined 

1191 that is] ~, M =-:-a. 
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246 Translation III.! [3-5] 

that passes through its two poles, the Earth will be divided by them into fourths. 
One of the two northern [fourths] is the populated quarter, and the others are 
either submerged in the seas and not populated or else their circumstances are 
unknown. One should then conceive the division of the Earth's surface to be in 
longitude according to the division of the equinoctial and in latitude to the poles 
according to the divisions of the circles of declination. One should also conceive 
on the [surface] circles that are exactly aligned with the day-circles in order to 
allow one location to be differentiated from another. Distances and quantities are 
measured just as they are on the orb. 

[3] The inhabited world has been determined to be a quarter because obser
vations of celestial phenomena, such as lunar eclipses, have not been found [to 
occur] for those living in the farthest eastern [regions] earlier than 12 hours 
ahead [of their occurrence] for those in the farthest western regions. From this 
they discerned that the length of the populated area does not exceed one-half 
revolution of the orb. It was [further] determined that [this] quarter is in the 
north because the shadows at noon of the equinoxes are not southerly in any part 
of [the inhabited world] except that it has been reported that they are southerly 
in a few populated regions at the edge of Zanzibar [al-Zanj] , Abyssinia 
[al-lfabasha], and some other [areas]; in any case their latitudes do not exceed a 
few degrees. In the northern region as well, it is not possible to live beyond the 
latitude that is the complement of the obliquity due to the intensity of the cold.· 

[4] The sea surrounds most sides of the aforementioned area of the Earth. 
This is well-established for the western side, the north, and most of the south, 
especially the eastern part of it. As for the southwest, it has been stated that per
sons traveling in the direction of the sources of Egypt's Nile have reached loca
tions whose southern latitude is not more than 10° to 20°. They saw mountains 
at a distance to their south white with snow, which were named for the moon, 
from which [arise] the headwaters of the Nile. They did not reach a body of 
water. Furthermore we do not have definitive knowledge about the sea in the 
northeast. 

[5] In the area that has been uncovered to allow for habitation, there are also 
numerous bodies of water some of which are connected to the encompassing 
[ocean] such as: that between the Maghrib and Andalusia and that between 
Andalusia and Syria; the southern sea, which is connected to the eastern region, 
from which extends four gulfs into the middle of the inhabited world: the Gulf 
of Barbary [Gulf of Aden], which is the nearest of them to 
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248 Translation III. I [6] 

the Maghrib, the Red Gulf [Red Sea], the Persian Gulf, and the Green Gulf, for 
each of which the longitude and latitude are well-established; and such as the 
Sea of Warank [Baltic Sea] in the northern region. Some [of the bodies of water] 
are unconnected [to the encompassing ocean] such as the Sea of Tabaristan 
[Caspian Sea], Lake Khwarazm [Aral Sea], and other channels and basins. In 
addition to the seas, there are numerous other obstacles to habitation such as 
deserts, mountains, hills, sands, jungles, and so on, which the learned have im
parted in the geographical placebooks [al-masiilikl and which travelers and 
others [have also made known]. 

[6] Some practitioners of this science have stated that the reason for the lack 
of habitation in the southern region is that on account of its proximity to the day
circle of the sun's perigee it is warmer since the sun will there be larger in size 
and more intense in its rays and its effects because it is nearer. This is un
convincing because the difference between the smallest size of the sun from its 
being at the apogee and its largest size from being at the perigee is imperceptible 
to the senses. It is thus far-fetched that its effect would reach an extent whereby 
one of two similarly positioned locations would be populated, while the other 
would not be populated. Furthermore, if this were the reason, then what is 
beyond [this day-circle] in the south, namely the [potential] populated regioQs 
whose latitude is greater than the maximum declination [i.e. obliquity], would be 
inhabited. In addition some have stated that the southern region is generally 
warmer than the northern region during the period that the perigee is in the 
southern signs; the heat draws the moisture and so the seas are drawn to the 
southern hemisphere and the uncovered part of the Earth is in the northern hemi
sphere. The inhabited world would then· move as the apogee moved. This is 
likewise unconvincing because the existence of seas north of the inhabited world 
contradicts this judgment. Also some have said that the region that is beneath 
those southern day-circles occurring between the "falls" of the two luminaries is 
not populated; it is called the combust way whence they named what on the orb 
is between the two "falls" by this name as well. This is one of the fairy tales of 
the astrologers. In general there is no known cause for the above-mentioned 
amount of uncovering of the Earth except divine providence; otherwise, why 
would one of the northern quarters be characterized by [habitation] and not the 
other despite their situation with respect to the heavens being the same? 
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250 Translation III.1 [7-8] 

[7] Most of the inhabited world on the northern side falls between the [area] 
beyond 10 degrees in latitude up to 50 [degrees]. The practitioners of the science 
have divided it into seven climes [stretchingJlengthwise so that each clime is 
beneath a day-circle, the conditions of the places in it then being similar. Thus 
each clime extends from east to west in longitude, while its [extent in] latitude is 
a small amount, which results in a difference of half an hour in lengths of 
longest daylight. The majority have made the initial point for the longitudes on 
the western side so that the longitude increases in magnitude in the direction of 
the sequence of the signs; the starting point for the latitudes is the equator since 
it, rather than something else, is determined by nature. They have stated that the 
beginning of the inhabited world in the west is in the islands named the Eternals 
(which at the present time are uninhabited) so some have made them the initial 
point for longitude. Another group made the coast of the western ocean the ini
tial point. Between them is 10 degrees of revolution of the equinoctial. Among 
their learned the end of the inhabited world on the eastern side is Kangdezh, 
which is the initial point for those who make it be from the eastern side. What is 
on the equator between the two ends they named the cnpola of the Earth, and it 
is at a distance of one-quarter revolution from the initial western point. There 
will thus be a divergence attendant upon [its location] because of the difference 
concerning [the initial point]. 

[8] Turning to the initial and midpoints of the climes according to latitudes 
and the longest periods of daylight, they are as follows: the initial point of the 
fIrst is where the longest day is (12 + 1;1 + 1/4) hours and its latitude is 12~ de
grees. Its midpoint is where the day is 13 hours and its latitude is (16 + 1/2 + I/S) 

degrees. The initial point of the second is where the day is 131,-4 and the latitude 
is (20 + 1,-4 + lis); its midpoint is where the day is 131/ 2 and the latitude is 
(24 + (112 of 1;(;)) [sic]. The initial point of the third is where the day is 
(13 + J,rt + ~) and the latitude is 27Y2; its midpoint is where the day is 14 and 
the latitude is 30h The initial point of the fourth is where the day is 141/4 and 
the latitude is (33 + Y2 + Ys); its midpoint is 
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where the day is 14~ and the latitude is (36 + 'Is + Yt;). The initial point of the 
fifth is where the day is (14 + ~ + 1;4) and the latitude is 39 less !;Jo; its midpoint 

5is where the day is 15 and the latitude is 411;4. The initial point of the sixth is 
where the day is 15~ and the latitude is (43 + 1;4 + Ys); the midpoint is where 
the day is 15Y2 and the latitude is (45 + 1;4 + !;Jo). The initial point of the seventh 
is where the day is (15 + ~ + 1;4) and the latitude is 47Ys; its midpoint is where 

10 	 the day is 16 and the latitude is (48 + Y2 + 1;" + Ys); its endpoint is where the day 
is 161;4 and the latitude is 501;3. The end of each clime other than the [last] is the 
beginning of the following one. One group has made the initial point of the first 
clime the equator. The end of the seventh is the termination of the inhabited 
world. 

15 [9] The longest [period] ofdaylight reaches 17 hours where the latitude is 54 
degrees plus a fraction; it reaches 18 where the latitude is 58; it reaches 19 
where the latitude is 61; it reaches 20 where the latitude is 63; it reaches 21 
where the latitude is 64~; it reaches 22 where the latitude is 65 plus a fraction; 

20 	 it reaches 23 where the latitude is 66; and it reaches 24 where the latitude is 
equal to the colatitude of the obliquity. It reaches 1 month where the latitude is 
67Y4, 2 months where the latitude is 70 less ~, 3 months where the latitude is 
73Yz, 4 months where the latitude is 78Y2, 5 months where the latitude is 84, and 

25 	 half a year where the latitude is a quarter revolution. 

[10] Let us now go into the characteristics of the day-circles. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

On the Characteristics of the Equator 

[1] 	Horizon circles of localities that are on the equator bisect all the day-
S 	 circles since they pass through the poles of the equinoctial. Therefore / night and 

day I during the entire year are equal. Also the period of visibility of each point 
on the orb is equal to the period of its invisibility. If there is a difference, it is be
cause of variability in speed in the two halves due to the second[ary] motion; 
this will not be perceptible. The sun will in a year pass twice over their zenith, 

10 	 this being when it is at the I point I of the two equinoxes. It moves away from 
their zeniths only to the extent of the ecliptic orb's maximum declination from 
the equinoctial; thus [the sun's] maximum altitude is never less than the comple
ment of the obliquity. The sun is in each direction for half the year, the noon 
shadow being in the opposite direction. The poles of the ecliptic are at the 
horizon when one of the two equinox points are at the zenith; thereupon the in

15 	 tersection of the ecliptic equator and the horizon is at right angles. During the 
passage of the northern half of the [ecliptic] equator across the meridian, the 
southern of the two ecliptic poles is visible; during the passage of the southern 
half, the northern is visible. The altitude [of each pole] does not exceed the mag
nitude of the obliquity. Since [by definition] the beginning of summer is the time 
in which the sun is nearest the zenith and the beginning of winter is the time in 

20 	 which it is farthest from it, the time at which it is at the two points / of the two 
equinoxes / is the beginning of their summer and the time at which it is at the 
solstitial points is the beginning of their winter. The beginnings of the other two 
seasons are [at] the midpoints of the quarter [divisions of the ecliptic]. It follows 
from this that they have eight seasOns in a year. The turning of the orb there is 
wheel-like because the planes 

/51 night and day] ~ = day and night] a, M. /91 point] ~ = two points] a, M./201 
of the two equinoxes] ~ =of the equinox] ex, M.. 
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of all the day-circles intersect the horiron at right angles. Their horizons are 
therefore called the horizons of the right orb. And since the horizon circle [at 
the equator] is one of the circles of declination, the ortive amplitnde of each 
point, which is the arc along the horizon between its rising place and the rising 
place of the equinoctial, is in the amount of its declination; the same [holds] for 

5 the occasive [setting] amplitnde. 

[2] The Grand Master AbU CAli ibn Siniijudged the [equator] to be the most 
temperate locality. He stated: Because the sun does not linger there long at the 
zenith, but rather it passes by it at the times of its crossing from one of the direc

10 	 tions to the other and its motion in declination will there be at its fastest, then the 
heat of their summer will therefore not be intense. This is because even though 
being directly overhead leads to heating, nevertheless duration of this [state] is 
more effective for that than the [state] itself. It is because of this that summer is 
warmer than spring and the afternoon is warmer than before [noon] despite the 
equality of alignments in each case. Furthermore since the periods of their day 
and their night are equal" the severity of each of the weather conditions arising 

15 	 from them will be quickly broken by the other; thus [each] period will be 
temperate. He also argued that the hottest localities in summer are those whose 
latitudes are equal to the obliquity. For the sun will be directly overhead and will 
linger near this alignment for nearly two months. Their days at that time will be 
long and their nights short. 

[3] The eminent Imiim Fakhr aI-Din al-Riizi rejected the fIrst argument, 
20 	 saying: Even though the sun lingers on the equator only briefly, it nonetheless is 

never too far from being directly overhead; it is thus virtually overhead for the 
length of the year. We see localities whose maximum solar altitudes do not 
greatly exceed the minimum [solar] altitude at the equator, and the heat of their 
summers is extremely intense. lOne learns 1from this that the heat of the winter 
at the equator is many times the heat of the summer of those localities. He 
judged the most temperate clime to be the fourth. 

1231 One learns] ~ =Let one learn] (1, M. 
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[4] The truth of the matter is that if one means by temperate a uniformity in 
the conditions, then there is no doubt that it is most so at the equator as stated by 
the Master. But if one means by it a balancing of the two [extreme] weather con
ditions, then there is no doubt that the equator is not this way; this is indicated 
by the extreme blackness in color of its inhabitants among the peoples of Zan

5 	 zibar and Abyssinia,the extreme frizziness of their hair, and other things that are 
brought about by the heat of the air. The opposite of this among the people of 
the fourth clime indicates that the state of its air is more temperate; indeed, the 
general reason for the profusion of habitations and the magnitude of propagation 
and reproduction in the seven climes, but not in the rest of the uncovered parts 
of the Earth, indicates that they are more temperate than other [places]. And 
what is nearer to the middle [of the climes] is most certainly nearer [to being 

10 	 temperate] than what is at their fringes; for becoming seared and remaining im
mature, which result from the two [extreme] weather conditions, are clearly evi
dent at the two fringes. 

CHAPTER THREE 

On the Characteristics of Locations Having Latitude 
Which Are Called the Oblique Horizons 

15 [1] For every location that is beneath one of the day-circles between the 
equator and one of the poles of the / first / motion, the turning of the orb there is 
slanted. The altitude of the pole that is in the direction to which the location is 
inclined is in the amount of the local latitude. The distance from the equinoctial 
of the day-circles that are permanently visible or permanently invisible is greater 
than the local colatitude; the distance of the largest of them, which touches the 

20 	 horizon, is equal to it. The remaining day-circles are divided by the horizon into 
two unequal parts-the largest visible ones being closest to the visible pole, the 
[largest] invisible ones being farthest away. The two parts are conversely equal 
for any two day-circles equidistant from and on opposite sides of the equinoc
tial. There is an increase in daylight up to the apex of the solstice that is adjacent 
to the visible pole, and a decrease in it until· 

/15/ first] ~ =-a, -M. 
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the apex of the other solstice. Daylight will only be equal to night when the sun· 
is at the equinox points. 

[2] If two circles of declination are assumed to pass through the two points at 
which the day-circle of the sun or of some star and the horizon intersect, there 

5 will occur two triangles between / those two circles, / the horizon, and the equi
noctial; one is easterly and the other westerly. One of the sides of each [triangle] 
is the declination of the sun or the distance of the star from the ~quinoctial, 
which is along the declination circle; the second of them is the ortive amplitude 
of the sun or of the star, which is along the horizon circle; and the third [of the 
sides] is the equation of daylight of the sun or of the star, which is along the 

10 	 equinoctial, and it is half the difference between the daylight of the sun or of the 
star and the daylight of the equator. [When] this triangle is in the direction of the 
visible pole, it is below the Earth [i.e. horizon], while in the direction of the in
visible pole it is above it. 

I 

/5/ those two circles] P= that circle] ex, M. [* Figure T19 occurs only in MS L.] 
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[3] For every day-circle / whose elongation / from the equinoctial is on the 
side of the invisible pole, what revolves on [the part of the circle] above the 
Earth will not reach the prime vertical circle. Every day-circle whose elongation 
from the equinoctial in the direction of the visible pole is equal to the locallati~ 

5 	 tude will pass through the zenith and be tangent to the prime vertical circle 
above the Earth; every [day-circle] whose elongation' is greater than that will 
pass beyond the zenith in the direction of the visible pole, and it will not meet 
the prime vertical circle; and every one whose elongation is less than that will 
intersect the prime vertical at two points, one of which is east and the other west. 
The star, as long as it is between the two points, is beyond the prime vertical cir

10 cle in the direction of the invisible pole. 

CHAPTER FOUR 

On the Characteristics of Locations Whose Latitude 
Does Not Exceed the Complement of the Obliquity 

[1] They are divided into four divisions: 

15 [2] The first is that whose latitude is less than the obliquity. In those loca
tions the sun will pass over the zenith at two points whose declination is equal to 
the local latitude in the direction of the visible pole. At that time the ecliptic 
equator will be perpendicular to the horizon, its poles will be on the horizon, and 
objects will not have shadows at noon. As long as the [sun] is on the arc be

20 tween the two points in the direction of the visible [equinoctial] pole, the [noon] 
shadow will fall toward the invisible pole; [in this case] the visible one of the 
ecliptic orb's poles will be that which is adjacent to the invisible pole of the 
equinoctial, and the invisible will be that which is adjacent to the visible pole. 
As long as the sun is on the other arc, i.e. the one between the two points in 

11/ whose elongation] ~ =-IX, -M. 
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264 	 Translation IlI.4 [3-4] 

the direction of the invisible [equinoctial] pole, the [noon] shadow will fall 
toward the visible pole; [in this case] the visible one of the ecliptic orb's poles 
will be that which is adjacent to the visible pole of the equinoctial, and the in- . 
visible will be that which is adjacent to the invisible. The seasons of the year in 
those regions [lit., horizons] are not equal; even if [their number] were increased 

5 beyond the four, they would still not be uniform. 

[3] The second division is that whose latitude is equal to the obliquity. In 
those locations the sun will pass once a year over the zenith. One of the ecliptic 
orb's poles will be permanently visible; while the second will be permanently 
invisible; in their revolution, they will not touch the horizon except once, this 

10 	 being when the solstice point that is in the direction of the visible [equinoctial] 
pole reaches the zenith. At that time only, the ecliptic equator will be per
pendicular to the horizon. Throughout the year, shadows will be toward the 
visible pole. The altitude of the sun increases from one of the solstices to the 
other; it then returns, [the altitude] decreasing until [the sun] comes back to [the 
original solstice]. The seasons of the year will be four-no more, no less. 

15 [4] The third division is that whose latitude is ,greater than the obliquity and 
less than its complement. There the sun will not reach the zenith; it will have a 
highest altitude, which is equal to the sum of the obliquity and the local 
colatitude, and a lowest, which is equal to the excess of the local colatitude over 
the obliquity. The remaining conditions are as we have [already] explained. 

20 	 Where the local latitude does not exceed the obliquity by [more than] the 
amount of the latitudes of the other wandering [planets], those whose latitude is 
greater than the excess of the local latitude over the obliquity will pass over the 
zenith twice, while those whose latitude is equal to the excess [will pass over] 
once. In these latitudes, the equation of daylight and the ortive and occasive 
amplitudes increase with increasing latitude. 
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266 	 Translation IlIA [5] 

[5] The fourth division is that whose latitude is equal to the complement of 
the obliquity. The day-circle of the solstice that is in the direction of the visible 
pole becomes permanently visible there, while the day-circle of the other sol
stice is permanently invisible. The day-circle of the visible pole of the ecliptic 

5 	 orb. passes over the zenith, and the day-circle of the other pole over the nadir 
[lit., that opposite it]. Then when the visible solstice comes to touch the horizon, 
it will do so at the point of the pole of the prime vertical that is in the direction 
of the visible pole, while the invisible solstice will touch it at the other pole; the 
two poles [ofthe ecliptic] will thereupon be 'at the zenith and the nadir [lit., that 
opposite it], and the ecliptic equator will coincide with the horizon. Then when 
the p'ole departs from the zenith; and the visible solstice rises from [the horizon], 

10 	 the eastern half of the [ecliptic] equator rises in one stroke from the horizon. The 
point subsequent to the invisible solstice will then be upon the pole of the prime 
vertical, being about to set, and the point subsequent to the visible solstice will 
be at its other pole, being about to rise. The visible half is what is between them, 
i.e. 	the half that the vernal equinox is in the middle of if the visible pole is 

15 	 northerly, or the autumnal if it is southerly; the invisible half is the other half. 
Then the invisible half will rise point by point in all parts of the eastern half of 
the horizon, and the visible half will similarly set point by point, during the peri
od of a nychthemeron [lit., the day with its night] until the position of the orb 
returns to its original condition. [The maximum for] each of the ortive amplitude 
and the equation of daylight will there be a quarter revolution. Daylight will in

20 	 crease until the measure of the nychthemeron becomes entirely daylight; night 
will thereafter occur, increasing until the measure of the nychthemeron becomes 
entirely night. The altitude of the sun increases until it reaches twice the obli
quity; it will then begin to decrease, decreasing until it becomes zero 
[whereupon] the sun will touch the horizon. The rising of a half revolution of the 
ecliptic equator occurs with a revolution of the equinoctial; the rising of' the 
other half of the ecliptic equator does not [require] time. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

On the Characteristics of Locations Whose Latitude 

Exceeds the Complement of the Obliquity 


But Does Not Reach One-Quarter Revolution 


[1] In these locations, the largest permanently visible day-circle will intersect 
5 	 the ecliptic equator at two points whose declinations in the direction of the 

visible pole are equal. The largest permanently invisible day-circle will intersect 
it at two points opposite these two in the direction of the invisible pole. The 
ecliptic equator is divided into four arcs: one of them is permanently visible at 
the middle of which is the solstice that is in the direction of the visible pole; the 

10 	 second is permanently invisible at the middle of which is the other solstice. The 
endpoints of the first arc touch the horizon but do not disappear, and the end
points of the second arc touch it but do not rise. As for the two remaining arcs, 
the one at the middle of which is the first of Aries rises in reverse order and sets 
in regular order if the visible pole is northerly, and it rises in regular order and 
sets in reverse order if the visible pole is southerly; and the one at the middle of 

15 	 which is the first of Libra is the opposite of this. The visible solstice has a high
est altitude, which is equal to the sum of the obliquity and the local colatitude 
along the meridian circle in the direction of the invisible pole, and a lowest 
[altitude], which is equal to the excess of the local latitude over the complement 
of the obliquity along the meridian circle in the direction of the visible pole. The 

20 	 visible pole of the ecliptic orb also has a highest altitude, which is equal to the 
sum of the local colatitude and the complement of the obliquity, and a lowest, 
which is equal to the excess of the local latitude over the obliquity; the pole will 
be simultaneously with the solstice on the meridian, but [they are] in opposite 
directions from the zenith and their altitudes are at opposite [extremes]. One 
may draw analogous conclusions from this for the situation of the invisible sol
stice and the invisible pole. 

25 	 [2] In order to conceive positions in these latitudes, we shall take an exam
ple. Let the latitude in the north be 70: the arc that is permanently visible will be 
Gemini 
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and Cancer, and the arc that is permanently invisible will be Sagittarius and 
Capricornus; the arc that rises in reverse order and sets in regular order is from 
the fIrst of Aquarius to the last of Taurus, and that which rises in regular order 
and sets in reverse order is from the fIrst of Leo to the last of Scorpius. Then 

5 when the fIrst of Cancer is at the meridian on the southern side, its altitude being 
at its maximum [value], namely (43 + '0 + ~)O, the visible pole of the ecliptic 
orb is on the northern side on the meridian as well and its altitude is at its mini
mum [value], which is (46 + ~ + '/6)0. At the rising place of the equinox is the 
first of Libra, which is on the verge of rising, and at its setting place is the fIrst 

10 of Aries, which is on the verge of setting. The visible half of the ecliptic orb 
[extends] from west to east in the south as in this illustration: 

'-. ~.'-

South 

:E 
~ ~ 

North 

[Fig. T20] 
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[3] Then let the orb move with the flrst motion so that Libra and Scorpius 
will rise in regular order,and their ortive amplitude will span the southeastern 
quarter [of the horizon]. Aries and Taurus will set likewise in regular order, and 
their occasive amplitude will span the northwestern quarter [of the horizon]. The 
flrst of Cancer will begin its descent toward the west and the pole of the ecliptic 
orb its ascent toward the east until the flrst of Sagittarius comes to touch the 
horizon at the south point and the flrst of Gemini [comes] to touch the horizon at 
the north point The visible half of the ecliptic equator comes to be on the west
ern side [extending] from south to north as in this illustration: 

1i) 

Jl 

South 

First of Gemini 

~ 
~ 

[Fig. T21] 

[4] Then let the orb move so that the flrst of Gemini'begins its rise toward 
10 	 the east, and the last of Taurus, which is contiguous with it, rises little by little 

until Taurus has risen. 
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274 	 Translation Ill.5 [4] 

Then Aries rises from its last to its fIrst. The ortive amplitude of these two signs 
spans the northeastern quarter [of the horizon], and the fIrst of Aries reaches its 
rising place. Directly opposite this, the fIrst of Sagittarius begins its descent be
low the horizon, and the last of Scorpius, which is contiguous with it, sets little 

5 by little until Scorpius has disappeared; then Libra sets from its last to its fIrst. 
Their occasive amplitude spans the southwestern quarter [of the horizon], and 
the fIrst of Libra reaches its setting place. The fIrst of Cancer reaches the 
meridian circle on the northern side; it is at its lowest altifude, which is 
(3 + \t3 + y..)o. The pole of the ecliptic orb [reaches] its highest altitude [which 

10 	 is] on the southern side, and this is (86 + l;4 + 1;(,)0. The visible half of the eclip
tic orb is on the northern side between the rising and setting places of the equi
nox, the directional sequence [of the signs here being] opposite the conventional 
one,as in this illustration: 

South 
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[Fig. T22] 
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[5] Then let the orb move so that Pisces rises from its last to its first, then 
Aquarius from its last to its first. Their ortive amplitude spans the southeastern 
quarter [of the horizon]. Directly opposite them, Virgo disappears from its last to 
its first, then Leo from its last to its first. Their occasive amplitude spans the 
northwestern quarter [of the horizon]. The first of Aquarius comes totouch the 
horizon at the south point, and the first of Leo comes to touch the horizon at the 
north point; the visible half of the ecliptic circle is in between them in the east
. ern direction. The first of Cancer has risen higher on the eastern side, and the 
pole has begun its descent on the western side ,as in this illustration: 

~ 
!:!l.~ 

first 01 Leo North 

[Fig. T23] 
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[6] Then let the orb move so .that the first of Leo rises from the horizon 
moving toward the eastern half; the points of Leo will then rise sequentially un
til its last, then the points of Virgo. Their ortive amplitude spans the northeastern 
quarter [of the horizon). Directly opposite this, the first of Aquarius will drop 

5 	 below the horizon to beneath the Earth. Thus Aquarius will set followed by 
Pisces sequentially. Their occasive amplitude spans the southwestern quarter [of 
the horizon]. The [action of] rising will then have reached the first of Libra and 
that of setting the first of Aries. At that time the first of Cancer will have come 
to be at the meridian circle at its highest altitude, and the visible pole of the 
ecliptic orb will be at its lowest altitude on the meridian. The visible half of the 

10 	 ecliptic orb comes to be on the southern side, and the situation returns to what 
we assumed originally. So the revolution is completed and what we have 
[earlier] described should become clear. We have been excessively verbose in 
this chapter only because of the difficulty of imagining these positions. 

[7] In these regions [lit., horizons] when the local latitude approaches the ex
treme and the altitude of the equinoctial from the horizon is small, then a planet 

15 	 may move, due to the extreme proximity of its day-circle from the horizon, to 
another day-circle by [means of] its secondary motion; thus it might disappear 
while in the eastern half after having been visible, or it might become visible 
while in the western half after having been invisible. So it would then have set in 
the east or risen in the west. And this too is one of the things asked about that is 
found to be strange. 

CHAPTER SIX 

20 On the Characteristics of Locations Whose 
Latitude Is Exactly One-Quarter Revolution 

[1] This does not occur on the Earth except at two points at which one of the 
poles of the equinoctial is there at the zenith. The equinoctial circle becomes 
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280 	 Translation III.6 [2-4] 

coincident with the horizon, and the orb turns with the fIrst motion in a spinning 
manner; there is no longer on the horizon an east or a west. Thus the half of the 
orb that is in the direction of the visible pole from the equinoctial is permanently 
visible, and the other half is permanently invisible. 

5 [2] As long as the sun is in the visible half of the ecliptic orb, it will be 
daytime; and as long as it is in the invisible half of it, it will be night. Thus its 
[the sun's?] entire year will be a nychthemeron [lit., a day with its night], with 
one [i.e. daytime or night] exceeding the other due to the variability in speed 
[lit., the slowness and fastness] of the [sun's] motion. Beneath the northern pole 
at the present time, their daytime is greater than their night by seven of our 

10 	 nychthemerons. This is because the apogee of the sun is at the end part of 
Gemini and its perigee is at the end part of Sagittarius. The period for the setting 
of dusk or the rising of dawn occurs for them in 50 of our days as we shall ex
plain when describing these two [terms] later on. The maximum altitude of the 
sun and its maximum depression is in the amount of the maximum declination 
[i.e. the obliquity]. Neither the rising nor the setting of the sun and planets that is 
due to the secondary motion will occur at the same place on the horizon. 

15 [3] Stars whose latitude is less than the obliquity will have a rising and a set
ting; the periods of visibility and invisibility will vary depending on how far or 
how near their day-circle is from the ecliptic orb [sic]. Stars whose latitude is 
equal to the obliquity will touch the horizon once during one revolution of the 
second motion; neither they nor those [stars] whose latitude exceeds the obli

20 	 quity will have a rising or a setting, but instead they will be either permanently 
visible or invisible. Let it be recalled what we said regarding the positions of the 
orb due to the fIrst two motions, and let [the situation] be determined here on 
that basis. 

[4] This is the last of the descriptions of the localities that are beneath the 
day-circles and what is comparable to them. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

On the Co-ascensions of the Ecliptic 

[1] The arc on the equinoctial that rises with a given arc on the ecliptic orb 
[sic] is called the co-ascension of that arc; the arc on the ecliptic orb is referred 

5 to as the equal degrees. 

[2] The co-ascension varies according to the changing horizons. At the 
[Earth's] equator, each quarter that is bounded by two of the four [cardinal] 
points will rise with a quarter because when the equinox point, which is simulta
neously one of the two boundaries for two quarters for [each of] the two 

10 	 equators, reaches the zenith, the solstitial colure will coincide with the horizon; 
thus the solstice point will be on the horizon and the two other boundaries [i.e. 
other than the equinox] of the two quarters will both be on the horizon. One 
should draw analogous conclusions from this for the remaining quarters. But 30 
time units, i.e.(~ of Yt;) of the equinoctial, will not rise with a zodiacal sign, for 
example one that adjoins one of the four [cardinal] points, which is / (Yt; of ~) / 
of the ecliptic equator. This is so because if the zodiacal sign is one that adjoins 

15 	 the equinox point, then one of the boundaries, namely this point, is common to 
both [the sign and its co-ascension]. When the zodiacal sign's other boundary 
reaches the horizon, there occurs a triangle [formed] from the sign,the arc that 
rises with it along the equinoctial, i.e. the co-ascension, and what is between 
them along the horizon; its angle that is bounded by the equinoctial and the 
horizon is right, and the remaining two are acute. Since the sign is the subtense 
of a right [angle], and its co-ascension is the subtense of an acute angle, the sign 

20 	 is larger than its co-ascension; the same will hold for two signs that adjoin the 
equinox point and their co-ascension. Now if the zodiacal sign is one that ad
joins the solstitial point, its co-ascension will be larger than it. This is because 
what remains [after taking] the co-ascension of the [above] two signs, which is 
less than Yt; of a revolution, from a full quarter will be greater than (~ of Yt;) of a 
revolution, and [this remainder] will rise with the remaining sign. 

/12/ 1/6 of 1.0.] p, M =Y2 of Yt;] a.. 
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284 Translation I1I.7 [3-5] 

It is apparent from the above that for any two equal arcs that are equidistant 
from one of the four [cardinal] points, i.e. the two equinoxes and the two sol
stices, their co-ascensions at the equator will be equal. The ecliptic equator may 
be divided into four segments whose initial [points] are at the midparts of the 
quarters [of the ecliptic]. Each segment at the midpart of which falls one of the 
equinoxes will be greater than its co-ascension; each segment at the midpart of 
which falls one of the solstices is smaller than its co-ascension. 

[3] The passage of the equinoctial and the ecliptic equator across the 
meridian circles in all localities is as their rising for the equator since each one 
of [these meridian circles] is one of the horizons for the equator; the same con
clusion holds for all the declination circles. The co-descensions are as the co
as~ensions for these horizons [i.e. thoseof the equator]. 

[4] As for the oblique horizons, a quarter will not rise with a quarter since 
the plane of the equinoctial is not perpendicular to the plane of the horizon. A 
half will rise with a half when they are bounded by the two equinox points. 
When an arc adjoining the equinox point that is away from the equinoctial in the 
direction of the visible pole rises, it will be larger than its co-ascension because 
in the above-mentioned triangle it will be the subtense of an obtuse [angle] and 
its co-ascension will be the subtense of an acute [angle]. And if it is away from 
the equinoctial in the direction of the invisible pole, then its co-ascension is 
greater than [the arc] because the disposition becomes the opposite of what it 
was [before]. It is apparent from the above that for equal arcs that are equidistant 
from one of the equinox points their co-ascensions are equal. The orb [i.e. the 
ecliptic equator] may be divided into two segments: one of them is bisected by 
that equinox which is such that a star, when crossing it, comes to be in the direc
tion of the visible pole; the other is that bisected by the other equinox. The first 
is larger than its co-ascension, while the other is smaller. The co-ascensions of 
northern arcs for northern horizons are like [i.e. equal to] the co-ascensions of 
the corresponding [equivalent arcs] opposite to them in the south for the 
[equivalent] southern horizons; the same holds for the southern [arcs]. The co
descension of any arc for any horizon is like [i.e. equal to] the co-ascension of 
the arc directly opposite. . 

[5] As for those regions [lit., horizons] in which the day-circles of the two 
solstice points are the largest of the permanently visible and invisible day
circles, we have shown that a half of the ecliptic orb 
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rises with the entire equinoctial and the other half rises without[requiring] time; 
in setting, the two halves exchange [properties]. 

[6] As for the regions [lit., horizons] in which there are arcs of the ecliptic 
orb that are permanently visible and invisible: let the example be the one in the 

5 	 . northern region we have [previously] used, namely the region whose latitude is 
70 where Gemini and Cancer are permanently visible and Sagittarius and 
Capricornus are permanently invisible. When the vernal equinox point rises, 
Pisces will rise after it in reverse order from last to frrst; then Aquarius in 
reverse order from last to ftrst; then will begin the rising of Leo from its ftrstin 
regular order, then Virgo, then Libra, then Scorpius, likewise [in regular order]. 

10 	 Now when the ftrst of Sagittarius is reached, the last of Taurus will begin to rise 
reversed, and Taurus and Aries will rise in reverse order. Thereupon the vernal 
equinox point will return to the horizon. One should draw analogous conclusions 
from this for the remaining regions [lit., horizons], and from rising for setting. 

CHAPTER EIGHT 

On the Lengths of the Nychthemerons 

15 [1] The nychthemeron [lit., a day with its night] is the time that falls from 
either the sun's occurrence on the horizon-whether rising or setting----or else 
[from its occurrence] on the meridian until its return there after one complete 
revolution by the frrst motion. Its length is one revolution of the equinoctial in
creased by the amount of it that rises with the arc traversed by the sun during 
that nychthemeron. 

20 [2] Since what is traversed by the sun is variable, the lengths of the 
nychthemerons will [also] be variable; for [the sun] will traverse in the far half 
from the Earth smaller arcs, while in the near half larger arcs, and furthermore 
[those arcs] that rise along the equinoctial with the arcs from the ecliptic orb are 
variable, [the former] being sometimes smaller, sometimes larger than [the lat

25 	 ter]. However, the variation [in the nychthemerons] is imperceptible in one or 
two days due to the smallness of the difference; one does perceive it over many 
days. 
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288 Translation III.8 [3-5] 

The calculators, being obliged to usenychthemerons of equal size in order to 
find the mean and other motions, have taken the above increase to be in the 
amount of the mean motion of the sun during a nychthemeron. They named 
those days that were taken to be equal the mean days, each day of which is the 
measure of a revolution of the equinoctial plus the amount traveled by the mean 
sun in a day. As for the true state of affairs, one needs to find out all about each 
of the two differences. 

[3] As for the difference that is due to the sun's variable speed: in the period 
that the sun moves from the apogee to the mean distance that follows it, it will 
be the increase of the sun's mean over its true position, [which is] in the amount 
of the maximum anomaly; in the period that it moves from the other mean dis
tance to the apogee, it will be the same as this. Thus the increase of the mean 
over the true position in the far segment from the Earth of the sun's orb is in the 
amount of twice the anomaly; in the near segment, the increase of the true posi
tion over the mean is the same as this as well. The difference between the two 
segments is four times the anomaly. 

[4] As for the difference due to the co-ascension: if the beginning of the day 
is made to be when the sun reaches the horizon, this difference will vary accord
ing to the changing horizons, and it will not be the exact same thing for all 
localities. This will be the case whether the beginning is [upon] its reaching the 
eastern horizon, at that place being according to the difference between the 
equal degrees and their co-ascension, or whether [the beginning] is upon its 
reaching the western horizon, at that place being according to the difference be
tween the equal degrees and the co-ascension of the [arc] directly opposite them. 
But if the beginning of the day is made to be upon its reaching the meridian, the 
difference agrees for all horizons, and that is according to the co-ascension for 
the equator. They thus chose this rather than the first alternative. 

[5] It has been mentioned above that the ecliptic orb may be divided into 
four segments. The two that are bisected by the equinoxes are greater than their 
co-ascensions, and they are from the middle part of Aquarius to the middle part 
of Taurus, and from the middle part of Leo to the middle part of Scorpius. The 
amount of excess of each one of them over its co-ascension is five degrees for 
the [Earth's] equator. 
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290 	 Translation IlLS [6-7] 

The other two segments, which are bisected by the solstices, are less than their 
co-ascensions, and they are from the middle part of Taurus to the middle part of 
Leo and from the middle part of Scorpius to the middle part of Aquarius. The 

5 	 amount of deficiency of each one of them from its co-ascension is likewise five 
degrees for the [Earth's) equator. 

[6) When one additively combines the two differences when they are both 
additive or both subtractive, or takes the difference when they differ, there 
results the total amount of difference between the' mean days and the true days 
during the year. 

[7) One day must necessarily be taken as the initial one from which the other 
10 	 days are measured. Noon of that day is then the initial [time) for both mean and 

true days. For any day of the year that is taken to be the initial one, the dif
ference between elapsed mean and elapsed true days [measured) from that day is 
sometimes additive and sometimes subtractive, except for [initial days at) the 
end part of Aquarius and the beginning part of Scorpius; for if the initial [point) 
is made the end part of Aquarius, the true days will always be shorter than the 

15 	 mean ones, and if it is made the beginning part of Scorpius, the true days will al
ways be longer than the mean ones. 1The practitioners 1of the profession have 
agreed on making [the initial point) the end part of Aquarius. 

1161 The practitioners) ~ =Therefore the practitioners) ex, M. 
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Translation III.8 [8] 

This is an illustration of the segments, the apogee being / in the end part / of 
Gemini. 

292 

First of Cancer 

Solar Perigee First of Capricornus 

[Fig. T24] 

The difference of the anomaly changes due to the motion of the apogee, but over 
a long period. 

[8] This then is the explanation of the difference in the lengths of the days. 
Finding the [actual] amounts for all times pertains to the practical handbooks. 
This difference is called the equation of the nychthemeron. When there is a 
complete revolution [of the sun through the ecliptic], the true and mean days be
come equal, and this ceases to be a consideration. 

/11 in the end part] ~ =at the end] ex, M. 
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294 	 Translation m.9 [1] 

CHAPTER NINE 

On Dawn and Dusk 

[1] When the sun approaches the eastern horizon, the Earth's shadow cone 
inclines toward the west. Then of the rays surrounding it, what is visible first is 

5 that which is nearest the eye, and the nearest of the sides of the cone to the eye is 
the side that is toward the sun. Let a plane pass through the. centers of the sun 
and Earth and through the axis of the cone, and let there occur in it a triangle 
whose angles are acute, whose base is on the horizon, and whose two sides are 
on the surface of the cone. There is no doubt that the [point] that is nearest the 
observer on the side [of the triangle] toward the sun is the spot on which the per

10 pendicular extending from the eye falls on that side, not the place of intersection 
of the side with the horizon. Therefore the first observed light of the sun is seen 
above the / Earth / as a straight line that falls on the above side, but what is near 
the horizon is still dark. For this reason that light is called first dawn and false 
dawn. Its designation as first is obvious. As for the designation false, this is due 

15 	 to the horizon being dark; in other words, for it to be believed that it is truly the 
light of the sun, then [one would expect that] what is illuminated should be 
toward the sun rather than farther away from it. This is an illustration of the 
horizon, the triangle, the perpendicular, the sun, and the Earth: 

/11/ Earth] ~, M =horizon] a. 
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Apparent Horizon 

r----------------7-r--~~--~--------------~i 

[Fig. T25] 

[2] Then when the sun comes quite near, the light will spread; the horizon· 
will then become lighted and the dawn will be true. Dusk will be the reverse of 
dawn. It has become known by trial and error that the depression of the sun 
below the horizon at the first rising of dawn and the final setting of dusk is 18°. 
Thus in the lands whose latitude is 48Y2 / degrees, / dusk will be continuous 

151 degrees] ~ =-a, -M. 

5 
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with dawn when the sun is at the summer solstice. In the [regions] whose lati
tudes exceed that amount, this [continuity of dawn and dusk] will occur for a 
longer period in accordance with the decrease in the above value for the sun's 
depression below the horizon. From what we have described, the reason for the 
stated delimitation [of the extent] of dawn and dusk in the earlier discussion of 
the spinning horizon should be clear. 

5 	 CHAPTER TEN 

On Understanding the Units of the Day, 

Namely Hours, and What Is Composed of Days, 


Namely Months and Years 


[1] It is commonly held that the arc of daylight is the sum of half a revolu
10 	 tion plus twice the equation of daylight or the excess of half a revolution over 

twice the equation of daylight (when there is an equation ofdaylight). The true 
state of affairs requires that the arc of daylight be that which turns along the 
equinoctial from the time half the solar body rises on the horizon until half of it 
sets on the horizon. It will be greater / or less / than the ftrst by the amount of the 
co-ascension of [the arc] upon which the sun has moved during that day for a 

15 	 [given] locality. The arc of night is in accordance with the above. Now if each 
of the two arcs is divided by 15, one obtains the [number of] equal hours for the 
day and for the night. If each is divided by 12, one obtains the [number of] de
grees in the seasonal [lit., temporal] or unequal [lit., distorted] hours [for the 
day and for the night]. The difference between them is that the length [lit., 
length and shortness] of the days and of the nights is [measured] by the number 
of equal hours [or else] by the degrees in the unequal [hours] since it is the de

20 	 grees in an equal [hour] and the number of unequal [hours] that are invariable. 

[2] The month is derived from the illuminated shapes of the moon, which 
have been shown really to be according to its position from the sun. Its cycle is 
completed when 

/13-14/ orless] ~ = -Cl, -M. 
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the excess of the moon's true motion over the sun's true motion becomes one 
revolution. Finding this is difficult. Compounding the difficulty is that it varies 
due to the irregularity of their motions. Those employing the [month] who [rely] 
on appearances take it to be from one day of conjunction to another, or from one 
night of [first] visibility of the crescent to another, or from some other shape to 

5 its like, depending on what they have conventionally adopted. Those employing 
the [month] who [rely] on calculation derive a cycle from the difference between 
the two mean motions; they find it to be in 29Y2. days plus a fraction. They then 
take one month to be 30, one month to be 29. / They add the accumulated frac
tions that exceed a half day [which is] 11 days in every 30 years; / thus in a peri

10 	 od of 30 years, 11 months that should be 29 become 30 each. These are called 
intercalary days. Or else they add the intercalary days to the months in some 
other way. These months are lunar, of which there are true and of which there 
are mean. 

[3] As for the year, it is derived from the return of the sun to its location on 
the ecliptic orb that results in a return of the [same] yearly condition determined 

15 by the seasons. This occurs in 3651,;4 days minus a fraction. During [a year], 
there are 12 complete mean lunar months plus an excess of 11 days minus a 
fractional part. Of those employing [the year] who do not take into account the 
lunar months, some take it to be from a day on which the sun reaches a certain 
point, such as the vernal equinox, to the same. [point]. They take its months to be 

20 	 from the days on which [the sun] reaches points along the ecliptic analogous to 
the [initial point]. Or they reckon the months to be 30 each and add at the end 
[of the year] 5 or 6 [days]. The 5 are called the stolen or / the supplementary / 
[i.e. the epagomenal days] and the 6th intercalary. For these [people], their years 
are true solar, while their months are either true solar or conventional. 

/8/ They add .. .in every 30 years] ~ = For the accumulated fractions that exceed 
a half day, they add 11 days in every 30 years] n, M. /22/ the supplementary] 
~ =supplementary] n, M. 
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. Some others take [the year to begin] from a day agreed upon without regard to 
the position of the sun, and they have conventionally adopted months that are 
around 30 since the lunar months are approximately that. The fraction in excess 
of 365 is taken by some to be a quarter exactly, and they intercalate 1 day in 

5 	 every 4 years, while others drop it completely. These years are conventional 
solar. For those who do wish to take into account lunar months, they make the 
year solar and the months lunar. In every 3 years or in every 2 years, they add a 
month to the year to reconcile the previously mentioned 11 days minus a frac
tion in accordance with what they have conventionally adopted. One people has 

10 	 made every 12 lunar months a year, which they call a lunar year. Every people 
has an epoch to which they refer the years of their history; understanding the 
details of that does not pertain to this science. 

CHAPTER ELEVEN 

On the Degrees of Transit of the Stars on the Meridian 
and on Their [Degrees ot] Rising and Setting 

15 [1] When the poles of the ecliptic orb are on the meridian circle, this being 
when the two solstice points are also on it and the two equinox points are on the 
horizon, then the transit of the stars at that time is at their degrees in longitude 
since the meridian circle is their latitude circle. When the visible pole of the 
ecliptic orb is to the east of the meridian (this occurring, if the visible pole is 

20 northerly, during the transiting of the half of the ecliptic orb bisected by the 
autumnal equinox and the rising of the southern half [of the ecliptic], or, if it is 
southerly, [during] the transiting of the [corresponding] other half and the rising 
of the [corresponding] other half), then the star whose latitude is in the direction 

. of the visible pole will transit the meridian cirCle after its degree [in longitude 
25 	 has done so] since its latitude circle extending from the pole meets the star be

fore its [longitudinal] degree; thus when its [longitudinal] degree reaches the 
meridian, the star will be 
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away from [its degree] in the direction of the pole, i.e. it wilt still be to the east. 
The star whose latitude is in the direction opposite the visible pole transits [the 
meridian circle] before its [longitudinal] degree since the latitude circle men
tioned above first meets the star's [longitudinal] degree that is on the meridian; 
it then meets the star, which has already transited and become westerly. When 
the visible pole is to the west (this occurring, if the pole is northerly, during the 
transiting of the half of the ecliptic orb bisected by the vernal equinox and the 
rising of the northern half [of the ecliptic], or, if it is southerly, [during] the 
transiting of the [corresponding] other half and the rising of the [corresponding] 
other half), then the star whose latitude is in the direction of the visible pole will 
transit before its degree [in longitude has done so] and that whose latitude is in 
the opposite direction will transit after it for exactly [the reasons] we have 
stated. 

[2] The rising and setting of the stars on the horizons of the [Earth's] equator 
are similar to their transit across the meridian for the rest of the horizons. Thus a 
star that reaches the horizon along with the pole and the solstice rises or sets 
with its [longitudinal] degree;one that is in the direction of the visible pole rises 
in advance of its [longitudinal] degree and sets after it; and one that is in the 
direction of the invisible pole rises after its [longitudinal] degree and sets in ad
vance of it. The northern pole will be visible there during the period of the rising 
of the half bisected by the vernal equinox and the transit of the southern half 
across the meridian from above [the horizon]; the southern pole will be visible 
during the period of the rising of the [corresponding] other half and the transit of 
the [corresponding] other half. 

[3] As for the rising and setting of the stars in the remaining horizons, it is as 
we have described for the equator except for the transit and the rising of the 
halves of the ecliptic orb. For that will vary: it may be that one of the poles is 
visible and what transits or rises will be an arc thatis smaller or larger than a 
half. In those horizons whose latitude exceeds the obliquity, one of the ecliptic 
poles will be permanently visible and the [above] rule concerning the stars may 
be uniformly applied without any variation [due to which ecliptic pole is 
visible]. 
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CHAPTER TWELVE 

On Finding the Meridian Line 
and the qibla Bearing 

[1] 	Two equal altitudes of the sun are observed on the same day from the 
5 	 two sides of its maximum altitude, and the directions of their shadows from the 

same gnomon are marked on levelland. Then the angle occurring between them 
is bisected with a line. This line will then be in the plane of the meridian circle 
and is called the meridian line. The perpendicular to it is in line with the prime 
vertical circle. 

[2] 	By another method, a gnomon is erected vertically to a plane of level 
10 	 land. A circle whose radius is equal to twice the gnomon is drawn, and the entry 

of the shadow into the circle and its emergence from it is observed before and 
after noon. The two places are marked and the arc that falls between them is 
bisected. The midpoint and the center are joined with a straight line; this then is 
the meridian line. The perpendicular to it that passes through the center of the 

15 	 circle is the east-west line. The two [lines] divide the circle into fourths. Each 
fourth is then divided into 90 equal parts in order to find the measures of the 
azimuths from the shadow lines falling on the circumference since [the number 
of] these parts between the east and west points and the shadow line is an 
azimuth. This circle is known as the Indian. 

[3] 	 As for the qibla bearing, let it be noted that the longitude of 
20 	 Mecca-may God Most High protect it-is 77~0 from the Eternal Islands and 

67Yti° from the coast of the western sea. Its latitude is 212,,)°. I For I every 
locality 

1221 For] P=Thus for] a, M. 
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whose longitude is less than the longitude of Mecca, Mecca is to the east of it; 
for every locality whose longitude is greater than the longitude of Mecca, Mecca 
is to the west of it. If their longitudes are equal, then Mecca is on its meridian 
line-to the SQuth if the latitude of Mecca is less than its latitude, to the north if 

5 	 it is greater. Every locality / whose latitude equals that of Mecca / is· beneath the 
same day-circle as Mecca; then if its longitude is less than the longitude of 
Mecca, Mecca is to the left of the rising place of the equinox for that locality, 
and if its longitude is greater, Mecca is to the right of the setting place of the 
equinox. 

[4] There are many ways to determine the qibla bearing, but it would not be 
appropriate to present them here. Let us instead limit ourselves to one simple 

10 method, which is [as follows]. The sun transits the zenith of Mecca when it is in 
degree 8 of Gemini and in [ degree] 23 of Cancer at noontime there. The 
difference between its noon and the noon of other localities is measured by the 
difference between the two longitudes. Let this [latter] difference be taken and 
let an hour be assumed for each 15 degrees and 4 minutes for each degree. The 

15 	 resulting total is the interval in hours from noon [for that locality]. Let an 
observation be made on that day at that time-before noon if Mecca is to the 
east or after if it is to the west; the direction of the shadow at that time is the 
qibla bearing. 

14-5/ whose latitude equals that of Mecca] ~ =whose latitude and that of Mecca 
are equal] (X, M. 
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310 	 Translation IV.1 [1-2] 

BOOK IV 

On Finding the Measurements of the 
Distances and the Bodies 

Seven Chapters 

CHAPTER ONE 

5 	 On the Measure [misdfza] of the Earth 

[1] In this book one has need of preliminary propositions other than those 
that have been stated. Among these is what was proven by Archimedes regard
ing the measure of a circle and a sphere, namely: that the circumference of every 
circle is approximately equal to 3Y7 times its diameter; that the surface enclosed 

10 	 by the radius times half the circumference is equal to the area [taksir] of the cir
cle; that the surface enclosed by the diameter of the sphere times the circum
ference of the largest circle occurring in it is equal to the surface enclosing the 
sphere; and that each portion on the surface of the sphere bounded by two great 
circles [i.e. a lune] is equal to the surface enclosed by the diameter times the 
maximum inclination between them. 

[2] Having presented these lemmas, we say: if a person travels along the 
15 	 meridian line on levelland in an amount whereby the local latitude increases, or 

decreases, by one degree, the amount that he has traveled is a one-degree unit of 
a great circle that occurs upon the Earth. The great circle is 360 times that 
amount; the diameter of the Earth is 1 part in 3117 parts, this being the total cir

20 	 cumference of that great circle. Many people have undertaken to determine this 
among whom is a group of scientists during the reign of al-Ma'miin, may God 
be pleased with him. By his decree, they came to the Plain of Sinjar and ob
tained the measure of 10 of the 3600 along the meridian line; they found it to be 
22% parasangs, each 
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312 	 Translation IV.1 [3] 

parasang being 3 miles, each mile being 4000 cubits, each cubit being 24 digits, 
and each digit being the measure of six average barleycorns laid side by side. 
When the parasangs plus the fractional [part] are multiplied by 360, one obtains 

5 	 the size of the circumference of the great circle on the Earth, which is SOOO 
parasangs.If this amount is divided by 3Y7, one obtains for the size of the 
diameter 2545 / and a half / parasangs, approximately. Its radius is then 1273 
parasangs, approximately. This is the standard with which the distances are 
measured; similarly the sphere of the Earth is the body with which the [other] 
bodies are measured. 

10 [3] If the diameter is multiplied by the circumference of the great circle, one 
obtains the surface area of the Earth, which is twenty thousand thousands three 
hundred sixty thousand [20,360,000] parasangs. A fourth of this is the area of 
the populated quarter; the length of the / populated / quarter is half the circum
ference, while its width is a fourth of it. As for the amount that is [actually] in- . 
habited, which is between the equator and the location whose latitude is equal to 

15 	 the complement of the obliquity, its length is likewise 4000 parasangs and its 
width, obtained by multiplying the parasangs in 1° by (66 + Y4 + Y6)0, is 1476 
parasangs, / approximately. / Its area, obtained by multiplying this by the 
parasangs in the diameter, is / three thousand thousands seven hundred fifty-six 
thousand four hundred· twenty [3,756,420] parasangs, / which is nearly 

20 	 ('It, + (1ft; of YlO)) of the entire surface of the Earth. If one wishes to know this in 
miles, he should multiply the linear parasangs by 3 and the square ones by 9. 
Likewise if he wishes the amount in cubits, digits or barleycorns, he should mul
tiply [the parasangs] by the number of them in a linear or a square parasang. 
This then is how to find the measure of the Earth. 

17/ and a haln~ =-ex, -M.112/ populated] ~ =-ex, -M./17/ approximately] ~ = 
-ex, -M.I1S-19/ three thousand thousands seven hundred fifty-six thousand four 
hundred twenty [3,756,420] parasangs] ~ =three thousand thousands seven hun
dred sixty-five thousand four hundred twenty [3,765,420] parasangs] ex, M. 

http:parasangs.If
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314 	 Translation IV.1 [4]-IV.2 [2] 

[4] Abu al-Rayl).an has another method for determining the measure of the 
Earth that is found by observing the depression of the horizon from the peak of a 
high mountain whose height is possible to ascertain. We shall not present it here, 
however, inasmuch as it contains geometrical proofs. 

[5] As for what wepromised to show in the fIrst part of this book, namely 
5 	 how to fInd the ratio of a mountain whose height is half a parasang to the 

diameter of the Earth, the way we do this is to double the parasangs in the 
diameter, which comes to 5090 parasangs. The ratio of half a parasang to the 
diameter is the same as the ratio of'one to this amount. Then we take the bar
leycorns in a cubit, which is 144, and we divide the above amount by it; the 

10 	 result is then 35. The ratio of one part of this, which is Ys of 1A of the width of a 
barleycorn, to a cubit is the same as the ratio of half a parasang to the diameter. 

CHAP'tERTWO 

On Finding the Distances of the Moon 
from the Center of the World 

[1] The distances of the moon and the other wandering stars from the center 
15 	 of the World are known for any time based upon the radii of their orbs being 60 

parts as is stated in calculating their true positions by the method of geometry. 
The ratio of one to the other, [however], is not known; thus fInding that is re
quired. One needs to assume a standard with which all of them may be 
measured, and so the radius of the Earth h~ been made that [standard]. 

[2] In order to fInd the lunar distances with this standard, Ptolemy observed 
20 	 the moon at the time of its minimum 1 altitude 1 on the meridian circle, and he 

found its apparent altitude to be exactly (39 + (Y2 of Yti»o. Its true altitude by 
calculation for that time and place was 40Ys°. Thus he found the difference be
tween them to be 1 degree and 7 minutes, which is the lunar parallax. 

1201 altitude] ~ =altitudes] a, M. 

http:al-Rayl).an
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Translation IV.2 [3] 316 

[3] It may be shown in the science of geometry that if the sizes of two angles 
and a side of a triangle with straight sides are known, the sizes of its remaining 
sides and angles are known. If one pictures the figure for parallax, which is be
low, then in the triangle in which one of the angles is the parallax 

Zenith 

[Fig. T26] 

5 	 at which is the position of the moon, the second the complement of the true 
altitude at which is the center of the Earth, and the third that at which is the posi
tion of the observer, there are two known angles, i.e. the parallax and the com
plement of the altitude. If the side that is the radius of the Earth is assumed to be 
1, two angles and a side become known, and it is possible to find the remaining 
angle and the two remaining sides of the [triangle]. There results / by cal

10 	 culation / for the size of the side that is the distance of the moon from the center 
of the Earth (39 + liz + ~) parts, the radius of the Earth assumed to be 1 part. 

/9/ by calculation] f3 =from calculation] IX, M. 
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318 Translation !v.2 [4]-IV.3 [1] 

[4] By calculating the true positions with the scale whereby the inclined 
radius is 60, the epicyclic radius is 51;4, and the eccentricity is 10 parts and 19 
minutes, the distance of the moon from the center of the W orId for the above 

5 	 time is (40 + % + Y6) parts. When the same quantity is known in two units of 
measure, it is possible to convert anything that is measured in one of these two 
units to the other unit since they will all be according to the ratio [of the units]. 
Thus Ptolemy converted the above quantities into a unit of measure by which 
the radius of the Earth is 1: for the inclined radius the result is then 59, for the 
epicyclic radius Slit; parts, and for the eccentricity 10 parts and 9 minutes. The 

10 	 farthest distance of the moon, this being when it is at the apex and the epicycle 
is at the apogee, is 641ft; parts; its nearest distance, this being when it is at the 
epicyclic perigee and the epicycle is at the perigee, is 33 parts and 33 minutes. 

CHAPTER THREE 

On the Sizes of the Diameters of the Moon, the Son and the Shadow, 
15 and the Distances of the Suil and the Shadow from the Earth 

[1] Ptolemy observed two lunar eclipses during which the moon was at the 
epicyclic apex. During one of them, one-quarter of its diameter was eclipsed . 
and, during the other, half of it. By calculation, its latitude during the fITst 
eclipse was 48V2 minutes and, during the second, 40~ minutes. / He took / the 

20 	 difference between them, namely (7 + Y2 + 1;3) minutes, which is obviously a 
quarter of the diameter. He thus knew that the diameter of the moon at its 
farthest distance was four times this [amount], namely 311;3 minutes, and that 
the latitude for the second eclipse was in the amount of the radius of the shadow 
since the shadow circle was passing through the center of the lunar disk. This 
[radius] was approximately 2 times the radius of the moon plus / % times its 

25 	 radius. / During numerous lunar eclipses at various distances, he found this same 
ratio between them. 

/19/ He took] ~ =He thus took] 0:, M. 124/ %times its radius] 13 =%times its 
diameter] 0:, M. 
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[2] Furthermore, he found the diameter of the sun under most circumstances 
to be equal in appearance to the diameter of the moon at its farthest distance. He 
thus determined that the diameter of the sun at its mean distance is equal to the 
diameter of the moon at its farthest distance. 

[3] He then set forth in the plane passing through them the figures of the two 
luminaries, the Earth, the two shadow cones, and the moon according to this il
lustration: 

s 

S 	: Shadow Cone's Apex . F : Shadow Center on Side 
of Cone's Apex 

00 	: Shadow Diameter at 
Moon's Farthest 
Distance from Earth 
on Side of Cone's Apex 

NM : Earth's Radius N : Earth's Center, which is 
Apex of Lunar Cone 

H : Endpoint of Moon's 

Radius 


T : Moon's Center at 
(TV : Radius of Shadow Farthest Distance; 

Cone at Moon) Also Center of Shadow 
Cone on Side of Sun 

G : Endpoint of Sun's 

Radius 


[ Indicated Idiameters 
are not the true ones, 
but there is no sensible 
difference between 

D : Sun's Center them and the true ones. 

[Fig. T27] 
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322 Translation IV.3 [4] 

He assumed the moon to be at its farthest distance and a diameter of the shadow 
on the other side to be at the moon's [other] farthest distance; the distance be
tween the centers of the shadow and the Earth and [the distance] between the 
centers of the moon and the Earth would then be equal; each one of them being 
64116. In the triangle .that occurs in the moon's cone between the centers of the 
moon and the Earth and the endpoint of the moon's radius, the angle that is at 
the center of the Earth, which is in the amount of the moon's radius, and the 
angle that is at the center of the moon, which is right, are known. And since the 
angles of every triangle are equal to two right [angles], the third angle, which is 
at the endpoint of the moon's diameter, is known. And because the ratio of any 
side to another is as the ratio of the sine of the angle subtended by the frrst side 
to the sine of the angle subtended by the other side, as is shown in geometry, the 
ratio of the moon's radius to the distance of its center from the center of the 
Earth is as the ratio of 162,15 minutes to 60 parts less a small, imperceptible 
amount. Now the distance of the center of the moon from the center of the Earth, 
with the Earth's radius being 1, is 641;(, parts. The moon's radius using this 
measure is then known, namely 17 minutes and 33 seconds. The radius of the 
shadow using this measure is 45 minutes and 38 seconds. 

[4] Because the distance between thecenters of the moon and the shadow is 
twice the distance between the centers of the Earth and the shadow, the excess 
of the shadow cone's radius at the moon over the radius of the shadow is twice 
the excess of the Earth's radius over the radius of the shadow. For that reason 
the sum of the radius of the shadow and the radius of the shadow cone at the 
moon is equal to twice the radius of the Earth, i.e. to the diameter of the Earth. 
When the radius of the shadow and the radius of the moon are added together, 
which is 1 part, 3 minutes and 11 seconds, and this sum is subtracted from the 
diameter of the Earth, there remain 56 minutes and 49 seconds, which is the 
amount of the excess of the radius of the cone at the moon 
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over the radius of the moon. The ratio of the Earth's radius to this is as the ratio 
of the distance between the centers of the Earth and the sun to the distance be
tween the centers of the two luminaries, which is as the ratio of 1 to 56 minutes 
and 49 seconds. Thus when the distance of the sun from the center of the Earth 

5 is 1, the distance between the two luminaries is 56 minutes and 49 seconds, and 
there / remain / 3 minutes and 11 seconds for the distance of the moon from the 
Earth; with the radius of the Earth being 1, this distance is 64Y6 parts. Then by 
this [measure], the distance of the sun from the center of the Earth at its mean 

10 	 distance is 1210 times the Earth's radius. 

[5] Furthermore the ratio of the Earth's radius to the radius of the shadow, 
which is 45 minutes and 38 seconds, is as the ratio of the distance of the cone's 
apex from the center of the Earth to its distance from the center of the shadow. 
Therefore when the distance of the cone's apex from the center of the Earth is 1, 

15 	 its distance from the center of the shadow is 45 minutes and 38 seconds, and 
there remain (14 + Ys + Y6) minutes for the distance of the shadow's center from 
the center ofthe Earth, which is, with the radius of the Earth being 1, 64Y6. Then 
by this [measure], the distance of the cone's apex from the center of the / Earth I 

20 	 is (203 + Y2 + Y:J) times the Earth's radius. 

/6/ remain] ~ =are] IX, M. /191 Earth] IX, ~ =shadow] M (see commentary). 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

On the Volnme of the Two Luminaries 

[1] It has been established in the science of optics that for any two bodies 
that are equal in appearance but are at different distances, the ratio of the nearer 

5 of the two to the one farther away with respect to the size of the diameter of the 
body is as the ratio of the distance of the nearer to the distance of the farther. For 
that reason, the ratio of the moon's radius, which is 17 minutes and 33 seconds, 
to the sun's radius is as the ratio of the distance of the moon from the Earth, 
which is 64V6, to the distance of the sun from the Earth, which is 1210. Thus the 

10 	 radius of the sun is also known, namely 5~, with the Earth's radius being 1. If 
the diameter of the moon is assumed to be 1, the diameter of the Earth becomes 
3% and the diameter of the sun 18o/s. 

[2] Euclid has proven that the ratio of one sphere to [another] sphere is as the 
ratio of the cube of the [fIrst] diameter to the cube of the [other] diameter. Then 

15 	 when the above quantities are multiplied by themselves twice so they become 
cubed, one finds that the sun is (166 + Y4 + Ys) times the Earth and 6644 times 
/ and ¥:3 times / the moon, and that the Earth is 39Y4 / and (~ of VIO) / times the 
moon. 

117/ and ¥:3 times] P=-0:, -M.1l8/ and Y2 of Yto] P=-0:, -M.. 
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328 Translation IV.5 [1-3] 

CHAPTER FIVE 

On the Rest of the Distances of the Snn 
and the Distances and Body [Sizes] of the Two Lower Planets 

[1] The known distance for the sun that was given above was only made on 
5 	 the assumption that it was at its mean distance. Its elongation from there at the 

two other distances is according to the amount between the centers of the two 
[orbs of the sun], which is, based on Ptolemy's observations, 2Y2 of those parts 
by which the radius of its eccentric orb is 60; therefore, it is 1 part in 24 of its 
mean distance. When we divide the known distance of the sun, which is 1210, 

10 	 by 24, the result is 50 and a fraction, which is the size of the eccentricity. The 
farthest distance of the sun is then approximately 1260 times the radius of the 
Earth, and its nearest distance is 1160 times it. 

[2] Since there is no void between the orbs of the planets, and there is no 
known body other than their orbs, the farthest distance of each planet has been 

15 	 made the nearest distance of the planet above it so that the adopted di.stances are 
the minimum possible. Thus the nearest distance of the sun is the farthest dis
tance of Venus. 

[3] As for Venus, one finds in calculating true positions that its eccentricity 
is 11;4 parts,and the radius of its epicycle is 43y(; of those parts by which the 

20 	 radius of / its deferent / is 60, Thus its farthest distance is (104 + Y4 + Y6) parts, 
and its nearest distance is (15 + h + 1;4) of those parts, which is approximately 
(Yio + (~ of Yio» of the farthest distance. 

/19/ its deferent] ~, M =the deferent] <X. 
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330 Translation IV.S [4-6] 

[4] Moreover Mercury's eccentricity is 3 parts, which is equal to the distance 
between each of the centers of its orbs and the one adjacent to it. The radius of 
its epicycle is 22112 of those parts by which the radius of its deferent is 60. Its 
farthest distance is 91 Y2 parts, and its nearest distance is 33 parts 4 minutes. This 
is known only by successive approximation [istiqrii'] because its nearest dis
tance is not directly opposite its farthest distance. Its nearest distance is therefore 
(Ys + Y6) of its farthest distance or, [with respect] to the farthest distance of 
Venus, 11 : 200 parts, which is nearly 1 : 18 parts of it. 

[5] The farthest distance of the moon to the nearest distance of the sun was 
found above also to be nearly 1 : 18 parts. So it seemed likely to them that their 
two orbs were between the orbs of the two luminaries since there was no way to 
leave this distance between the orbs unoccupied. This is the basis for our state
ment earlier [in the book] that the distance of the sun from the Earth is con
sistent with Venus and Mercury being below [the sun]. 

[6] To retum to what we were doing: when we take (Yto + (h of Yto» of 
Venus's farthest distance, one obtains 174 times the radius of the Earth, which is 
then Venus's nearest distance and Mercury's farthest distance. It was previously 
stated that the height of the shadow cone is 203 plus a fraction times the radius 
of the Earth. It is then known that the Earth's shadow will disappear in the orb 
of Venus between its near and mean distances. Furthermore it is clear from the 

. [above] that the thickness 	of Venus's orb is 1000 less 14 times the Earth's 
radius, and that the thickness of Mercury's orb plus what is contained inside it is 
348times, which is approximately Y3 of [Venus's orb]. We then take (Ys + Y6) of 
Mercury's farthest distance with the result being 64 times the Earth's radius, 
which is the nearest of Mercury's distances and the farthest of the moon's dis
tances, in accord with the result of the earlier calculation. 
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[7] Turning now to the body [size] of Venus and of Mercury: they have 
stated that the diameter of Venus at its mean distance is approximately equal to 
YJo the diameter of the sun, and that the diameter of Mercury to the diameter of 
the sun is as 1: 15. Then the [mid-distance] between Venus's two [extreme] dis
tances is taken, and one obtains 667, which is its mean distance. Its ratio to the 
sun's mean distance is as the ratio of Venus's diameter to YJo the sun's diameter. 
Venus's mean distance to the sun's mean distance is as 1 : 1;49 [lit., one to one 
and forty-nine minutes], which is the size of Venus's diameter to llio the sun's 
diameter. When one multiplies 1;49 by 10, the result is 18Yt;. Thus the diameter 
of Venus to the diameter of the sun is as 1 : 18Y6 parts. When 2 parts in 11 is 
taken of this, one obtains 33lio parts; thus the diameter of Venus to the diameter 
of the Earth is as 1 : 3¥to parts. / If / the two quantities are cubed, it becomes ap
proximately 1 : 35;56 [lit., one to thirty-five and fifty-six minutes]; therefore, the 
body of the Earth is approximately 36 times the body of Venus. 

[8] Furthermore Mercury's mean distance occurring between its two 
[extreme] distances is 119 times the radius of the Earth. To the sun's meaT! dis
tance this is approximately as 1 : 10Yt, parts, which is the size of Mercury's 
diameter to (~ of Ys) the diameter of the sun. Multiplied by 15, the result is 153. 
Thus the size of Mercury's diameter to the sun's diameter is 1 : 153. When 2 
parts in 11 is taken of this, [the result] is approximately 28; thus the size of Mer
cury's diameter to the Earth's diameter is as 1 : 28 parts. The cube of 28 is 
21,952. Thus the Earth's body is approximately equal to 22,000 times Mercury's 
body. 

/13/ If] 13 =When].<x, M. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

On the Distances of the Upper Planets 
and Their Body [Sizes] 

[1] Ptolemy found the eccentricity of Mars to be 6 parts and the radius of its 
5 	 epicycle 39Y2 parts, based on the deferent radius being 60. Its farthest distance is 

then 105Y2 parts, and its nearest distance is 14~ parts, which is to the farthest 
distance as 1 : 7, approximately. Then multiplying the farthest distance of the 
sun, which is 1260, by 7 results in 8820 times the radius of the Earth, which is 
then the farthest distance of Mars. 

10 [2] They have stated that the diameter of Mars at its mean distance is [with 
respect] to the diameter of the sun as 1 : 20 parts. They then took its mean dis
tance, i.e. the mid-distance between its two [extreme] distances; this is equal to 
5040 times the radius of the Earth, which is 41ft, times the sun's mean distance. 

15 	 When one takes (Y2 of YJo) the diameter of the sun, one obtains 16~ minutes; 
multiplying by 4'l6 results in 1;9 [lit., one and nine minutes], which is the 
diameter of Mars when the diameter of the Earth is 1. By taking its cube, which 
is then 1;31 [lit., one and thirty-one minutes], one finds that the volume of Mars 
is approximately equal to 1 ~ times the volume of the Earth. 

20 	 [3] It is evident that the thickness of Mars's orb is 7560 times the Earth's 
radius and that the diameter of the sun's sphere is 2520 times it. Therefore the 
thickness of Mars's orb is 3 times the breadth of [the combination of] the sun's 
orb and the orbs and the elements [contained] inside it. This is an elucidation of 
what we stated in the chapter on the configurations [hay'at] of the orbs of the 
upper planets. 
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[4] Turning to Jupiter: by calculation Ptolemy found its eccentricity to be 
(2 + liz + Y4) parts and the radius of its epicycle 111/2 parts, based on the radius 
of its deferent being 60. Thus its farthest distance is 741;4 parts, and its nearest 

. 	 distance is (45 + Y2 + 1;4) parts. So the ftrst is (1 + ~ + lis + Y6) times the second. 
When one takes the farthest distance of Mars times (1 + 1;4 + Ys + 1;6), the result 
is 14,259 times the Earth's radius, which is then Jupiter's farthest distance. 

[5] They have stated that [Jupiter's] diameter is equal to (liz of Y6) the 
diameter of the sun when both are at their mean distances. When one then takes 
the mid-distance of its two [extreme] distances, iUs 11,540 times / the Earth's 
radius, / which is equal to (9 + Yl + Ys) times the sun's mean distance. When one 
takes (liz of 1/6) the diameter of the sun, it is 27liz minutes. If [this] is then multi
plied by (9 + Yl + Ys), the result is (4 + Ys + \16) units. The diameter of the Earth 
to the diameter of Jupiter is therefore as 1 : (4 + Ys + \16) units. When these two 
[quantities] are cubed, [one ftnds] the volume of Jupiter to be equal to / 831;4 / 
times the volume of the Earth. . 

[6] As for Saturn: by calculation Ptolemy found its eccentricity to be 
(3 + 1;4 + Y6) parts and the radius of its epicycle 6liz parts, with the parts such 
that the radius of its deferent is 60 parts. Thus its farthest distance is 
«>9 + ~ + 1.4) parts, and its nearest distance is (50 + (liz of \16» parts; the farthest 
[distance] is equal to 1;S the nearest. Then multiplying Jupiter's farthest dis

. tance by 1;S results in 19,963 times the Earth's radius, which is Saturn's farthest 
distance. 

/11/ the Earth's radius] ~,M(?) =the Earth] ex. 117/ 831;4] ~ =821;4] ex, M. 
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[7] 	 They have stated that [Saturn's] diameter is to the stin's diameter as 
1 : 18 when both are at their mean distances. When one takes the mid-distance 
of its two [extreme] distances, it is 17,111 times the Earth's radius, this then 
being Saturn's mean distance, and it is approximately equal to 14 times the sun's 

5 	 mean distance. When one takes 1 part in 18 of the sun's diameter, it is 18~ 
minutes. When multiplied by 14, the result is approximately 41;4 parts. The 
Earth's diameter is then to Saturn's diameter as 1 : 4Y4 parts, approximately. 
When these two [quantities] are cubed, [one finds] the volume of Saturn to be 
approximately equal to 77 times the volume of the Earth. 

10 	 CHAPTER SEVEN 

On the Distance of the Fixed Stars and Their Body [Sizes] 
and a Concluding Discussion Regarding This Section 

[1] The farthest distance of Saturn was made the distance of the fixed stars 
from the Earth-inasmuch as [the amount] by which it exceeds it is not 
known-in order that the [assigned] boundary not be beyond what exists. 

15 [2] They have stated that the diameter of average-size stars of ftrst mag
nitude in relation to the diameter of the sun is about (Y2 of Yto) of it. Their dis
tance is approximately 161;2 times the mean distance of the sun. 1 : 20 parts of 
the sun's diameter is 16';2 minutes; when this is multiplied by 16Y2, the result is 

20 	 (4 + 11:3 + Ys) units. Thus the diameter of average stars of ftrst magnitude is equal 
to (4 + ~ + Ys) times the diameter of the Earth. When the two [quantities] are 
cubed, [one finds] their volume to be approximately equal to 93 times. the 
Earth's volume. 
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[3] One should divide this amount by 6, and this sixth is made the difference 
between the mean of any magnitude and the mean of the magnitude that follows 
it. The sixth is divided' by 3, and this third of the sixth is made the difference be
tween the largest and the mean [values] for any magnitude or between the mean 

5 	 and the smallest [values]. Thus the largest of the fixed stars is 98~ times the 
Earth, and the smallest is 10lJ:3 times it. 

[4] It has become clear from this study that the largest of these bodies is the 
sun; then there are the fixed stars of first magnitude, then Jupiter, then Saturn, 

10 	 then the remaining fixed stars, then Mars, then the Earth, then Venus, then the 
moon, and then Mercury, which is the smallest star. 

[5] Whoever wishes to convert the distances to parasangs, miles, and other 
[units] may do so. We have converted two of these distances to parasangs. The 
first is the nearest, which is the nearest distance of the moon from the center of 
the Earth, i.e. the radius of the world of generation and corruption; it is 42,709 

15 	 parasangs. As for [the distance] from the surface of the Earth to the part of the 
moon's orb closest to us, it is 41,436 parasangs. The second is the most distant, 
which is the distance of the fixed stars from the center of the Earth; it is twenty
five thousand· thousands four hundred twelve thousand eight hundred ninety
nine [25,412,899] parasangs. 

20 	 [6] Let us end the book here, praising God Most High and praying for His 
prophet, the chosen one. God is for us sufficient, how wonderful is the Entrusted 
One! 
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r 

BOOK I 

Preface 

I.Pref. [2]5. jumalan min cilm al-hay'a (a summary of astronomy): As Tiisi 
repeats many times throughout the text, this work is to be considered a summary 
rather than a complete exposition as is the case with the Almagest. The develop
ment of this type of astronomical summary in the Islamic tradition is of more 
than passing significance as we have discussed in the introduction, §2.C-D. 
Compare Ptolemy's remarks at the beginning of the Planetary Hypotheses, 
where he states that his aim is to set forth the results of the Almagest in "a sum
mary fashion" (1C£<1>aAat0)8&~) (p. 70, line 12); this was translated into Arabic 
asjumal (p. 13, line 10). 

I.Pref. [2]5. tadhkira ii-baCt} al-alJ,biib (a memento for one of our dear friends): 
There is a play here on the word tadhkira, which has approximately the meaning 
of "memoir" as used in the title but here has the import of "memento." The 
friend referred to is, according to Ibn al-Fuwap:, cIzz aI-Din al-Zinjani, whose 
tadhkira on grammar was written for Na~ir al-Din. (See p. 71 of Volume One.) 

Book I, Introduction 

I.Intr. [2]13-14. wa-mawt}uc al-hay'a ...wa-l:tarakiitihii al-liizima lahii (The 
subject of astronomy ... and intrinsic motions): In his general remarks on 
astronomy, Tahiinawi, the 18th-century Indian compiler of a dictionary of tech
nical terms, notes that the restriction to the quantities, qualities, positions, and 
intrinsic motions of the simple bodies is made so as to distinguish astronomy 
(hay 'a) from the tradition of Aristotle's De caelo (al-samii' wa-'!Jii!am), which 
also studies the simple bodies but from the point of view of their natures 
({abii'iC).l The latter science, for example, does not study the simple bodies in 
terms of the actual quantity of their motions as does hay 'a. (See the introduc
tion, pp. 35,38-41 and the commentary to II.l [8].) 

1 Tahfulawi, Dictionary, 1: 47. For the most part he depends on late astronomers for his 
information and interpretations, especially commentators on the Tadhkira. 
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I.Intr. [2]16. bi-aCy[mihii (in and of themselves): Kham explains this phrase as 
referring to the question of the number of simple bodies, the size of each indi
vidual body, and similar questions relating to the bodies qua bodies 
(bi-dhawiitihii) . 

1.lntr. [3]2,4. cala saW al-/:tikiiya (in narrative form); /:tikiiya mii cammii 
thabata fihi (a report of what is established therein): lusi wishes to indicate by 
the use of /:tikaya that his work is for the most part an account of the astronomi
cal system of the Almagest. As such, he cautions against taking it as a substitute 
for the Almagest or a similar exposition in which a full development with proofs 
is given. This is a fundamental aspect of the type of astronomical literature 
known as ai-hay 'a al-basi{a (simplified hay'a). (See the introduction, pp. 24-25, 
35-38.) 

Book I, Chapter One 

1.1 [1]. Compare Euclid, Elements, Bk. I, Defs. 1....3, 5-6, 13 and Bk. XI, Defs. 
1-2. 

1.1 [2]18-19. wa-'I-mustaqim ... tujrarJ Calayhi (A straight line ...one another): 
This definition is one of the many that were advanced as alternatives to that of 
Euclid. It somewhat resembles one found in Hero of Alexandria, Def. 4 (4: 18), 
which was known to Nayrizi (f1.ca. 897 in Baghdad). (Compare Heath, Euclid's 
Elements, 1: 168, no. 3 and Proclus, Commentary, p. 89.) 

1.1 [2]19-20. wa-'l-mustawi ... al-jihiit mumkinan (A plane surface .. .is possible): 
This definition is significant not only because it is non-Euclidian (cf. Euclid, 
Elements, Bk. I, Def. 7 ), but also because it is the fITst of several passages that 
allows us to establish that the Tadhkira underwent multiple revisions. (See the 
introduction, §2.J, pp. 71-75.) There are three versions of the definition in the 
textual tradition (see the apparatus), and Jurjiini gives a lucid account of the rela
tion between them: 

The plane sUiface is the one whereby the lines assumed on it in all 
directions are straight. This has been nullified because the plane 
in which arcs were assumed on it in all directions would be ex
cluded from [this definition]. Therefore this phrase has been 
changed in some of the copies that were read under [the super
vision] of the author to his statement: it is the one in which it is 
possible to produce straight lines in all directions. In some of the 
copies it is thus: it is the one on which the assumption of straight 
lines in all directions is possible. Each of the two modifications 
has the same meaning. 
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It is interesting to note that Tusi was still modifying his definition of a plane 
some 10 to 15 years after writing his recension of the Elements (in 1248 A.D.). 
The older and incorrect definition is found in MSS DGT, and is the only one 
mentioned by Nisaburi; this represents the "Maragha" version. The first modifi
cation is found in M, which was prepared by Shirazi under Tusi's supervision. 
The second modification is found in MSS FL and in the margin of T; this 
represents the final, or ''Baghdad,'' version of the text. As is often the case, 
Khafri copies Jurjiini's remarks without attribution; Birjandi is aware of them 
but in contrast does credit his sources. The implications of this passage for es
tablishing the text of the Tadhkira are discussed more fully in the introduction 
(§2.J, pp. 71-75 and §2.M, pp. 85-88). It may be significant that Tusi's defini
tions do not resemble any of those in Proclus, but there may be a connection to 
the one mentioned by Nayrizi in his remark that "others defined the plane sur
face as that in which it is possible to draw a straight line from any point to any 
other" (cf. Heath, Elements, 1: 171-172). 

1.1 [3]. Compare Euclid, Elements, Bk. I, Def. 8 and Bk. XI, Def. 11; note that 
Euclid speaks of an angle as an "inclination" (KA.!mc;), whereas Tusi defines it 
as a "surface" or a "solid"; Heath discusses other alternatives to Euclid's defini
tion that were proposed (1: 176-181 and 3: 267-268). 

1.1 [5]. Compare Euclid, Elements, Bk. I, Defs. 10-12. 

1.1 [6]. Compare Euclid, Elements, Bk. XI, Defs. 3-4. 

1.1 [7]. Compare Euclid, Elements, Bk. I, Def. 23 and Bk. XI, Def. 8. 

1.1 [8]. Compare Euclid, Elements, Bk. I, Defs. 15-17. 

1.1 [9]. The sine function was imported from India at an early stage in the his
tory of Islamic astronomy; it effectively displaced the rather cumbersome chord 
function that had been used by Ptolemy and other Hellenistic astronomers. 

1.1 [9]2. wa-ni~fal-watar li-ni~fal-qaws jayb (Half a chord is the sine of half the 
arc): Jurjani, who not surprisingly found the Arabic inelegant, supplies the fol
lowing, rather clearer, formulation: "The sine of every arc is half the chord of 
twice that arc." 

1.1 [10]. Tust's formulation is essentially that occurring in Theodosius's 
Sphaerics, Bk. I, Defs. 1-3 crust's recension, p. 2) as well as in Hero, Defs. 
76-77 (4: 52); it differs markedly from that of Euclid, Bk. XI, Def. 14; who 
gives the means for generation rather than a definition. See Heath, Elemenfs, 3: 
269-270. .. 

1.1 [11]. Compare Theodosius, Sphaerics, Bk. I, Props. 1, 6 crust's recension, 
pp.3-5). 
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1.1 [12-13]. Compare Autolycus, On a Moving Sphere, Prop. 1 CTusi's recen
sion, pp. 2-3). 

1.1 [13]. Compare Theodosius, Sphaerics, Bk. I, Props. 1, 6 (Tusi's recension, 
pp. 3-5) and Bk. n, Props. 1-2 CTusi's recension, p. 13). 

1.1 [14]. Compare Theodosius, Sphaerics, Bk. I, Props. 11-12 CTusi's recension, 
Props. 12-13(?), p. 8). 

1.1 [15]. falak (orb): Hartner has detailed the history and etymology of falak in 
Efl, 2: 761-763; however, there are several points that should be emphasized in 
order to avoid potential misunderstandings. The definition of falak contained in 
this paragraph is completely explicit and unequivocal. It is a spherical body but 
not necessarily a sphere except in the limiting case where the concave surface 
degenerates to a point. It is defined strictly geometrically, there being no 
reference to motion at all. We should add here that this meaning of falak is the 
one usually encountered in hay'a texts,especially in the later centuries (i.e. post
11th century A.D.). 

A problem arises because falak has various other significations (presumably 
inherited from the early period of translations from Greek sources) that were not 
easy to eradicate by later writers on account of their widespread usage. Thus 
despite the unambiguous meaning of falak in this paragraph, Tusi: must admit in 
n.3 [2] that the celestial equator may be called either the equinoctial circle 
(OO'ira) or the equinoctial orb (falak). The practice of designating this equator 
by the word orb is, he tells us, "permissible" (tajawwuzan), but it is clear that he 
wishes to imply that such a usage is secondary and not entirely satisfactory. 

On the other hand, Blriini: does not seem as concerned as Tusi: to limit the 
meaning of falak: 

Circle (OO'ira) and orb (falak) are two names that may be used in 
turn for the same thing and are thus interchangeable. "Orb" may 
sometimes refer to the entire sphere (kura), especia1ly when it is 
moving since "orb" is not applicable to something at rest. The 
name orb (falak) is used simply by way of comparison to the 
whorl (falaka) of a rotating spindle.2 

Ibn al-Haytham, a contemporary of Blriini:, also retains' this dual usage for 
falak.3 I believe that it is safe to conclude that the primary meaning offalak be
came delimited between the time of Blriini: and TusL 

2 Biriini, QiinUn, 1: 54-55; ct. idem, Tajhim, p. 43. 
3 See Langermann [1982], pp. 112-113. One should note that Langermann's very careful 
remarks deal with terminological issues. It is inappropriate-indeed dangerous-to infer 
from conventional usages of Jalak anything about the cosmological status of the solid 
orbs. This unhappy line of reasoning occurs in Rosen [1983], p. 168. 
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We should make one final point. That "orb" should not be used for a non
rotating spherical body would seem confirmed by Tusi himself despite his lack 
of any explicit mention of such a restriction in this paragraph. Thus in II.2 [5], 
Tusi states that "the orbs terminate with the orb of the moon." Below the moon, 
one finds the elements, which are divided not into orbs, even though they occur 
as bodies with the shapes of orbs, but into levels ({abaqiit). Presumably this is 
because the elements do not move with a circular motion. Our interpretation is 
made explicit by Nisaburi in his commentary on II.3 [2] and is echoed by the 
other commentators: 

...This is called the equinoctial circle and it is also called its orb 
(jalak) because they have applied the name "orb" to some of the 
[great] circles, namely those that occur in terms of (bi-'Ctibiir) 
motion. Thus they do not say "the horizon orb" or "the altitude 
orb." This is also something that indicates that "orb" takes into ac
count motion in its meaning (uCtubira fi mafhumihi al-lJaraka) as 
we have indicated previously. [added by Jurjaru: ... by likening it 
to the whorl of a moving spindle. It is therefore necessary to add 
the restriction of motion to its well-known description so that it 
does not encompass spheres (al-kuriit) that do not move, such as 
the elements (at-Canii,Jir) and the planets (al-kawiikib).] This ap
plication [of orb] is permissible (Cala sahli al-tajawwuz), some
thing in the way of using a location (rnaJ;aU) to designate some 
state (lJiil), such as their saying "the river bed (al-wiidt) flowed." 

I have tried to adhere to translatingfalak by "orb" whether a circle or a solid 
body is meant in order to retain the ambiguity of the Arabic. (See the com
mentary to II.3 [2]). When falak refers to the heavens as a whole, however, I 
have translated it as "celestial sphere." (See, for example, II.1 [6] and II.3 [12] 
and [13].) 

1.1 [16-17]. Compare Euclid, Bk. XI, Defs. 18-23. As in the case of the sphere, . 
Tusi gives definitions for the cylinder and cone, while Euclid describes how 
they are generated. See Heath, Elements, 3: 270. 

1.1 [16]8-9. wa-yakunu ai-khat! al-w~il... kiinqt al-us{uwiina qii'ima (The line 
that joins ... the cylinder is a right one); 1.1 [17]11-13. wa-'l-khatt 
al-wii~il... kiina al-makhru{ qii'iman (The line that joins ... the cone is a right one): 
Jurjani, Khafri, and Birjandi tell us that these two sentences were revisions of 
two passages that originally read: "the line that joins the two centers is per
pendicular to the planes of the two circles, and it is the axis of the cylinder" and 
"the line that joins the point and the center of the base is perpendicular to the 
base and it is its axis." These original passages occurin the Maragha version. 
Khafri attributes both revisions to the author himself and a marginal note in 
MS D states that the new text in par. 16 is due to the author. This is important 
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evidence that the Baghdad version, which has the revisions, is due to Tusl rather 
than, say, a student. (See the introduction, §2.J, pp. 71-75.) 

Clearly the new versions were intended to allow for the possibility of an 
oblique circular cylinder and an oblique circular cone. On the whole the changes 
produce a more correct formulation (as one finds stated by the copyist of MS T 
in a marginal note), but I am baffled by the change from definiteness to in
definiteness of "axis" in par. 16 ("is the axis of the cylinder" vs. "is an axis of 
the cylinder"). Note that the revision in par. 17 retains the definiteness of "axis." 

Book I, Chapter Two 

For a general discussion of the physical principles, see the introduction, 
§2.E, pp. 41-46. 

1.2 [1]21; 1.2 [2]7. calii nahj wiiJ:tid (monoformly): This phrase should not be 
translated as "uniform" since it includes the accelerating motion of falling 
bodies (see above, pp. 44--46). The uniform motion of the celestial bodies is 
referred to as mutashiibiha, a term introduced laterin this chapter (12 [4]26). 

1.2 [2]. The use of tabc (a nature) in this paragraph seems at first sight confusing 
and even contradictory since it is the principle of motion for both the "natural", 
(tabiCiyya) motion of the four elements as well as the "voluntaUT" (iriidiyya) mo
tion of the orbs. On the other hand, "soul" (nafs) as a principle of motion is 
reserved for vegetative and animal movement. The crucial distinction, as we 
have noted in our section on principles (p. 45), is that the motion of the orbs, 
even though they may move through the medium of soul, is regular, whereas 
that which is vegetative and animal is not. In his commentary on Al-Ishiiriit, 
TUS! makes an explicit contrast between tibiF (a variant or perhaps plural of 
(abC) and tabica: 

al-tibiiC .. .is an innate [or essential] quality (al-~ifa al-dhiitiyya) of 
anything [whereas] al-tabica may designate (qad takhu~~u) that 
from which motion and rest issue forth (ya~duru) involuntarily in 
whatever it occurs innately [essentially] (awwalan bi-'l-dhiit).l 

Thus both the motions of the orbs and the elements may be said to be due to a 
{abC since this merely implies that they are endowed with a certain innate char
acteristic that results in their motion in a single manner (i.e. monoformly). On 
the other hand, only the motion of the elements may be called tablCi since in 
their case the resulting motion is involuntary. 

1 Ibn Sinli., [sharat, 2: 56 (Tehran edition). 
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1.2 [2]10-11. wa-'l-mutaftarrik bi-ghayrih .. .fa-'l-J:taraka carcJ,iyya (When a 
mobile is moved by something other than itself ...for it naturally to be): The 
standard examples of accidental motion in which the mobile is part of the mover 
are a planet embedded within an epicycle and a ring on the finger; as for the case 
where the mover is the natural place for the mobile, one finds the examples of an 
orb that contains another (such as the "enclosing orb" of II. 11 [4]) or of the ship 
with respect to its passengers. 

1.2 [3]14. wa-hurna ayniyyatiin mustaqimatiin (These two [motions] are displac
ing and rectilinear): The use of a derived form of ayna (where) to designate a 
motion that is from one place to another (and thus "displacing") rather than "in 
place" (wacJ,ciyya) is comprehensible but nevertheless curious. Among other 
alternatives one encounters are ftaraka intiqiiliyya (translocation) (Ibn SIna, 
AI-Sarna' wa-'l-ciilam, Ch. 6, p. 45 in Shifii') and al-J:tarakafi al-makiin (motion 
through space) (GhazaH, Maqii~id, Bk. III, Ch. 1, p. 308). 

1.2. [4]. These characteristics of the celestial bodies are not simply a priori as
sumptions; each is a consequence of Physical Principle 5, namely that "a simple 
body has a single nature and what issues forth from that nature does so 
monoformly" (see 1.2 [1]20-21 and pp. 44-46). Since this means that they are 
restricted to circular motion and cannot undergo rectilinear motion, they cannot 

. experience those aspects of the sub lunar world dependent on rectilinear motion. 
This is made explicit by al-NlsabUri in his commentary on this passage: 

The orbs, which have a principle of circular motion, do not tear or 
mend because this would demand a straight-line motion of the 
parts. They also do not grow or diminish because each of these 
does not occur except after a straight-line motion of the 
parts...They do not expand or contract2...as these require the 
separation of the body from its place or the evacuation of part of it 
by means of a straight-line motion. And because their motion oc
curs in a single way, this motion neither intensifies, weakens ... nor 
undergoes retrogradation, turning or stopping ... 

Compare Aristotle, De cae1o, Bk. I, Ch. 3, where he emphasizes the lack of con
traries to explain the unchanging nature of the heavens but without explicitly 
relating this to the absence of rectilinear motion. 

2 Khafri and Birjandi make it clear that growth and diminishment (numuw and dhabI) 
refer to a gain or loss in the number parts of a body, whereas expansion and contraction 
(takhalkhul and takiithuf) refer to an increase or decrease in the same number of parts 
such as occurs in the expansion or compression of a cotton ball. 
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BOOK II 

Book II, Chapter One 

This chapter, in the main, corresponds to the Almagest, Bk. I, Chs. 3-7. 

However, in contrast to Ptolemy, rusi relies, as he tells us in the last paragraph, 

on inni proofs, i.e. ones that use observational evidence to establish certain facts, 

rather than limmi proofs that seek to show why something must occur in a 

certain way and not another. Thus rUS!, for example, does not resort to the 

physical arguments of the Almagest for the sphericity of the heavens, namely 

that since the aether has the finest and most homogeneous parts it follows that its 

surface must be spherical, since the sphere is the only solid whose surface is 


. composed of homogeneous parts (Bk. I, Ch. 3). (There is an interesting excep
tion to this avoidance of physical arguments that occurs with regard to the proof 
of the Earth's state of rest; see the commentary to III [6].) For a discussion of 
this important topic and its implications for the Arabic hay'a tradition, see the 
introduction, §2.D, pp. 38-41. . 

11.1 [title]5&6. aI-sarna' (the Sky): The translation here is dictated by the anal

ogy with circumference; under other circumstances "heavens" is equally if not 

more appropriate. 


11.1 [1]21-1. fa-inna tariikum ... wa-bi- 'I-r;lidd ([which can be explained by] the 

accumulation ... and the opposite holds): The problem here referred to, which has 

come to be known as the "moon illusion," has a remarkable history in the Mid

dle Ages, which has recently been dealt with by Sabra [1987b]. What is sig

nificant is that TUs! has simply paraphrased Ptolemy'S erroneous view, which is 

based on a misapplication of the latter's theory of refraction inasmuch as the eye 

is here in the denser medium, whereas the viewing of an object in water presents 

one with the opposite case-this despite the fact that a much more sophisticated 

treatment, based on a psychological explanation, had been presented by Ibn 

al-Haytham in his Optics some two centuries before. rust's uneven knowledge 

of the works of his predecessors will be noted again, in particular in our com

mentary on the next paragraph and on Il.II. Part of any history of Islamic 

science must take into account the irregularity of the transmission of texts and 

scientific knowledge over time and between the various regions of Islam. In the 

case of Ibn al~Haytham's Optics, the work was not well known in the Islamic 

world from the time it was written until it was revived at the beginning of the 


~~~ 
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14th century by Kamal al-DIn al-Farisi, who wrote a critical commentary on the 
Optics, the Tanqil}. al-Mancq.ir, at the suggestion of his teacher Qutb ai-Din 
al-ShIrazi, who seems not to have been familiar with the work. Shirazi, of 
course, was one of Tiisl's students, and this, along with the persuasive evidence 
of Tiisl's own writing on optics, make it abundantly clear that Tiisi had not 
studied the Optics.! 

11.1 [2]9-13. wa-tarjarisuhii ... cala misal}.at al-arrj (The [Earth's] undula
tions ... the area of the Earth): See the commentary to IV.l [5]. 

11.1 [4]21-22. aw cind kawnihii ... bi-sayriha al-khii~~ bihii (or when it is at op
posite parts ...proper motion): By proper motion (sayriha al-khii~~), Tiisi means 
the sun's motion around the ecliptic. This "evidence" is in addition to what one 
finds in the Almagest, p. 42 (H19). 

11.1 [5]4. wa-sa-nubayyinu dhalik fi mawrji% (we shall make this clear in the 
appropriate place): Parallax is treated in II.12. 

II.i [6]. Tusi here rejects those proofs against a daily rotational motion for the 
Earth that one may find, among other places, in the Almagest, Bk. I, Ch. 7. 
These arguments, based as they were on the alleged dire consequences that 
would occur if the Earth were in motion, were empirical inasmuch as they 
depended upon counterexperience. Although Tiisi is not completely explicit on 
the point, Shirazi as well as all the commentators interpret Tiisi's stance as in
dicating a claim that there are no observational tests to determine whether or not 
the Earth is in motion, or at least that the proposed ones are inadequate. As 
Nisabiirl states, Tust has used observation and testing (al-r~d wa- 'l-iCtibiir) as 
the basis for the inni proofs that confrrm the circularity of the Earth and the 
heavens, the Earth's centrality, and so on; here, however he has had to resort to a 
limmi proof from natural philosophy, namely that the Earth cannot move natu
rally with a circular motion due to its rectilinear inclination, to establish this fun
damental aspect of Ptolemaic cosmology. (See the commentary for par. [8], pp. 
386ff for a discussion of inni and limmi: proofs.) Note, however, that Tiisi does 
not say anything about whether a circular motion could be accomplished by 
compulsion. 

To bolster his position, Tusi suggests the possibility that if the Earth did in
deed rotate, then all of Ptolemy's alleged horrors would not occur if the air were 
able to rotate with the Earth; anything in the air could then be carried along in a 
way such that an observer on the Earth would not be able to determine from 
them whether or not he were in motion. This argument leaves a great many 
questions unanswered (for example, would objects be carried by the air acciden
tally or by constraint?), and Tusi attempts to strengthen it by appealing to what 

1 Sabra [1972], p. 196. 

http:misal}.at
http:al-Mancq.ir
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he considers to be the analogous situation of comets. According to Aristotle, the 
comets are a phenomenon of the sublunar region and not of the unchanging 
celestial realm. But in order to explain their apparent participation in the daily 
rotation of the heavens, one must assume that the level of fire, the level of the 
sublunar region closest to the orbs, moves with the diurnal east-west motion 
(Meteorology, 344a5-20). If one believes this widely accepted view, Tiis! is 
saying, then one should not find disturbing the possibility of the air's conform
ing motion with the Earth's rotation. 

Many objections were raised against this passage by later Muslim 
astronomers. Indeed TusI's own student Qutb aI-Din al-Shirazi claimed that if 
the air were in motion with the Earth, then a large and a small rock thrown 
straight up in the air would return to Earth at different locations since each 
would be moved differently by the air (Nihaya, maqala II, bab 1, fa~l 4; Tu~fa, 
bab II, fa~l 4). In general he seems to agree with Ptolemy that observation can 
determine the question of the Earth's motion. Shirazi also denied the relevance 
of the use of comets. In the Tul:ifa he disputed the Aristotelian claim that the 
comets moved with the daily motion of the orbs. Later commentators were 
stimulated by this dispute between teacher and student to analyze the question of 
the Earth's motion with a certain amount of care. Both Nisabiirl and JUIjaru, as 
well as most of the other commentators, criticized Shirazi on the matter of the 
two rocks; they held that they would in fact have the same quantity of motion as 
that of the rotating Earth. If there were a difference, it would be such that an ex
perimenter would not be able to detect it. On the other hand, many of the com
mentators agreed with Shirazi that the comets did not follow the daily motion of 
the orbs. 

This late medieval tradition of discussing the question of the Earth's motion 
is, of course, interesting in its own right and deserves a much more extensive 
treatment than is possible here. It also, for better or for worse, cannot but bring 
to mind Copernicus. What makes this more than a case of free association is the 
remarkable similarity between this passage in the Tadhkira and one in De revo
lutionibus (Bk. I, Ch. 8, f. 6r). Like Tusi before him, Copernicus evokes the pos
sibility that the. air and what is in it could move with the Earth's rotation. But, 
after all, tIus idea is already in the Almagest where it is promptly rejected (H2S). 
What is much more decisive is Copernicus's appeal to the analogous motion of 
comets to legitimize the possibility. One could hypothesize that both Tiist and 
Copernicus are relying on a common source, but what seems to me much more 
likely is that Copernicus has been influenced, either directly or indirectly, by the 
late medieval hay'a tradition. (We should note here that two commentators, 
Khafri and BIrjandi, are contemporaries of Copernicus.) The significance of this 
case of influence, if that is indeed what this is, is that we are not dealing with 
models that could be transmitted simply by diagrams, but instead we are faced 
with a rather subtle argument that would seem to require either a textual or 
scholastic mode of transmission. 

It is important to keep in mind what is at stake here. Neither Tusi nor any of 
his commentators, as far as I have been able to determine, defended a rotating 
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Earth. What was at question was whether or not a stationary Earth could be es
tablished by strictly observational data as would befit a mathematical science 
such as astronomy. Tusi seeins to conclude that it is not possible and must then 
resort to. an argument from natural philosophy about the nature of the element 
earth. Since it can only move in a straight line, it cannot rotate. But this left open 
the possibility that a different natural philosophy, for example one that asserted 
that the whole of an element might have a different motion than its parts, would 
lead to a different conclusion. With Copernicus, this is precisely what has oc
curred (see De rev., f.6r-6v). 

II:1 [6]11. bimii yatt~ilu biM (along with whatever is joined to it): MSS 
BCDFGLMST, CUbaydi's commentary, and the Nihiiya (Ahmet ill MS 3333, 
f. 47a) have biM, while MSS lIN and the commentaries of Nisaburi, Jurjani, 
Shirwiini, Khafri, and Birjandi have bih. The latter explain the phrase as mean
ing that whatever is joined to the air, such as a rock or a bird, will participate in 
the air's conforming motion to the Earth's rotation. The former choice, biM, 
would indicate that the referent is the Earth, which does not make much sense in 
context and, even if it did, would be redundant. Though I agree with the con
sensus of the commentators, I have followed my standard editorial procedures 
and retained bihii (cf. p. 87). 

H.1 [6]11. kama yushiiyicu al-athfr al-falak (just as the aether conforms to the 
orb): All the commentators are in agreement that al-athfr (aether) here desig
nates the level of fITe in the upper atmosphere; this is a somewhat unusual usage 
and, as noted by Shirwaru, al-athfr is much more commonly used with reference 
to the orbs.2 According to Birjandi, the orb referred to is that of the moon. 
Presumably what is meant is that the concave surface of the moon's inclined orb 
is able to impart its motion to the level of fire in the upper atmosphere. This 
would be consistent with the view that the daily motion is transmitted downward 
from the highest orb. The diurnal motion of the level of fire, however, would be 
difficult to reconcile with the alternative view that the heavens as a whole rotate 
as a single unit, a view held by Ptolemy in the Planetary Hypotheses and by Ibn 
Rushd in his Talkhi~ ma bacd al-raMca (see our commentary to IT.4 [6]). 

H.1 [7]19-22. wa-'l-inii' ...hiidhihi al-masii'i! (The amount of water. .. these 
matters find strange): Livingston has called these remarks about a filled vessel 
containing more water when it is closer to the center of the Earth a "proof for the 
roundness of the Earth and the Heavens.,,3 As should be clear from the context, 
this argument is simply one of several consequences, rather than proofs, arising 
from the sphericity of the Earth that Tusi wishes to note. Compare Aristotle, De 
caelo, Bk. II, Ch. 4, 287b4-14. 

2 Note, though, that l;Iabash uses it in the sense of fire in his Book of Bodies and Dis

tances; see Langermann [1985], p. Ill. 

3 Livingston [1973], p. 274. 
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11.1 [8]. Inniyya derives from the word inna (that), while limmiyya comes from 
lima (why);4 thus, literally, we can translate these as the "proof ofthe that" and 
"proof of the why." Ultimately they can be traced to the distinction that Aristotle 
makes in the Posterior Analytics, Bk. I, Ch. 13 between what he calls the fact 
('to on) and the reasoned fact (oton).5 Tiisi, however, is using this dichotomy 
in a way different from that of Aristotle, and it will be worthwhile to pursue this 
difference. 

Aristotle ftrst considers a single science in which there are those proofs that 
provide the fact and those that provide the reasoned fact. An example of a proof 
of the fact is the following syllogism: 

(1) The planets do not twinkle. 
(2) That which does not twinkle is near. 


:. (3) The planets are near. 


We have thus deduced that the planets are near based on an observation for (1) 
and "through induction or through perception" for (2).6 The conclusion, how
ever, does not follow from a premise that is its cause since it is not the case that 
the planets are near because they do not twinkle. But inasmuch as one may 
reverse this syllogism, one may provide a proof of the reasoned fact as follows: 

(1) The planets are near. 
(2) That which is near does not twinkle. 


:. (3) The planets do not twinkle. 


Here the conclusion is a reasoned fact since the cause of the planets not twin
kling is the premise that they are near. 

In this example, the proofs of the fact and the reasoned fact occur in the 
same science. But Aristotle also takes up the case that is of immediate concern 
to our own inquiry, namely where the fact and the reasoned fact are investigated 
by different sciences. Observational astronomers, for example, gather the facts, 
whereas the mathematical astronomers seek to know the reasoned facts since 
they "have the demonstrations of the explanations."7 It is interesting that 
Aristotle accepts as a matter of course that the mathematicians "often ...do not 

4 Technically speaking, the derived forms should be innayya (as one finds in MS M) and 
limayya, but it is hard to imagine such things flowing from the lips of Arabic speakers (as 
distinct from Orientalists whose insistence on "purity" is legendary). Goichon in her Lex
ique does give the latter but for some reason that escapes me has iniyya for the former 
(p. 22). I use the adjectival forms inni and limmi mostly for their euphonic quality, but 

these forms are also explicitly given in Harvard's copy of Birjandi's commentary 

(Houghton MS Arabic 4285) and limmi can also be found in MS D. 

5 This is the quia / propter quid distinction of the Latin scholastics. 

6 Posterior Analytics, Bk. I, Ch. 13, 78a34-35. . 

7 Ibid., 79a3-4. 
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know the fact";8 this does not bother him since "mathematics is about forms, for 
its objects are not said of any underlying subject.,,9 The example from 
astronomy is fairly typical of the others given by Aristotle in this context. The 
science in which the fact occurs is empirical and subordinate, whereas that in 
which the reasoned fact is demonstrated is mathematical and superior. 

The situation of the fact/reasoned fact distinction in the Islamic philosophical 
tradition as well as in Islamic astronomy is rather different. In general, the em
phasis is on the proof itself rather than on its individual elements (e.g. an obser
vational fact). Thus a limmf proof provides the reason for the occurrence of the 
conclusion (Cilla wujud al-nafija), whereas an innf proof only gives the reason 
for asserting that occurrence (Cillat al-ta~dfq bi-'l-wujud).l0 An innf proof will 
then give the fact, while the limmi proof will give the reasoned fact. But as we 
have seen, Aristotle uses a distinction based on proof only in the case where the 
fact and the reasoned fact occur in the same science. When they are found in dif
ferent sciences, the fact is an observational fact, not the conclusion of a proof; 
these observational facts from ~me science are provided with causes by the rea
soned facts of another, usually mathematical, science. 

In contrast with Aristotle, Arabic mathematical astronomers do not see them
selves as giving proofs of the reasoned fact but rather of the fact. These "facts," 
however, are not observations but rather the configuration (hay'a) of the simple 
bodies; this is arrived at by inn! proofs that are based on observations. On the 
other hand, this sort of proof does not indicate the cause for such a configuration 
in the sense that it does not furnish the answer to the question of why such a 
configuration occurs and not some other. This question is answered by a limmf 
proof which is given in the al-samii' wa- 'l-calam (De caela) literature. 

Tusi here, for example, gives what he calls inni proofs for the circularity of 
the heavens, the Earth and water, for the centrality of the Earth, and for the im
perceptible size of the Earth with respect to the orb of Mars and those orbs 
beyond. All of these proofs (for which Tusi uses the term dalU instead of the 
stronger burhiin, demonstration) are based upon observations}1 For example, 
the earlier rising and setting of celestial objects as one travels East and the in
creasing altitude of the pole as one goes North are indications of the circularity 
of the Earth. But this proof does not; as Tusi states, "demonstrate the necessity" 
(tufid wujub) for its so being; for this he refers the reader to De caelo. AI-Khafri 
in his commentary on this passage further elucidates the situation: 

8 Ibid., 79a3-4. 
9 Ibid., 79a7-8. 
10 This is the formulation in Ghazili's Maqii~id al-/aliisifa, Bk. I (Al-Manpq), Ch. 5 (Ff 
Lawiil;iq al-qiyiis), Part 2, pp. 120-121; his source is Ibn Sina's Al-Ishiiriit 
wa-'l-tanbfhiit, Bk. I, Ch. 9, Sec. 5 (1: 534-538 of the S. Dunya edition). Note that rust's 
wording in this paragraph is a bit different; innf proofs "assert existence" (tufid 
al-wuquC), while limmi proofs "demonstrate the necessity of existence" (tufid wujub 
al-wuqu C). 
11 This is also generally the case in the Almagest, Bk. I, Chs. 3-6. 

http:bi-'l-wujud).l0
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These proofs (adilla), i.e. those which he adhered to (tamassaka 
bihii) in the determinations (aJ:tkiim) of this chapter, are inniyya 
demonstrations (bariihin), which convey existence, i.e. necessitate 
the judgment (ta~dfq) that those bodies occur according to the 
well-known configuration (hay'a) and the previously mentioned 
circumstances, without including concurrently the cause (Cilia) for 
their so being. The proofs that convey the necessity of that exis
tence are limiyyiit and include the causes (Cila!) for those 
determinations according to both the mind (dhihn) and the ex
ternal world (al-khiirij). The latter [proofs] are given in Natural 
Philosophy in the book De caelo. For example: the orbs are 
simple (basfta), but then th~ simple requires (yaqtarjl) a circular 
form; hence, it is the cause for the judgment (ta~dfq) as well as for 
the establishment (thubut) of the necessity of that determination as 
long as the subject itself exists. To make this discussion clear: it is 
the case that the problems of this chapter are common to both 
Natural Philosophy and this science. The difference is rather due 
to the [type of] proof as has been shown. 

There are several points that should be emphasized. First, in contrast to what 
we found to be the case with Aristotle, the fact and the reasoned fact are here the 
same; they are only distinguished by the proof that is used to establish them. 
Thus it is possible for two different sciences to deal with the same subject matter 
and to prove the same things. One science would establish the fact that some
thing occurs in a certain way whereas the other would seek to give an ultimate 
reason for that occurrence. Second, it should be clear that hay' a is here being 
portrayed as a science based on observations. On the other hand, ai-sarna' 
wa-'l-ciilam has taken on the character of a discipline whose premises are ra
tional and a priori. As such, an important demarcation has occurred whose 
result-if not intention-is to make astronomy an undertaking that could be 
seen as autonomous and generally independent of the philosophical literature 
concerned with the heavenly bodies. 

Compare pp. 38-41 and 45-46 of Volume One. 

n.l [8]24. kitiib ai-sarna' wa-'l-Ciilam (the book De caelo): It is not clear 
whether Tusi is here referring specifically to Aristotle's De caelo or generally to 
the entire tradition of these types of works. For example, he may have also had 
in mind the appropriate part of Ibn Sina's Shifii'. 

-
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Book II, Chapter Two 

In this chapter we encounter for the first time a procedure that TUsi will use 
again and again in subsequent chapters for establishing the configuration (hay'a) 
of the World. First he lists the observations that are to be explained. He then de
scribes the orbs that are meant to account for the observations. In later chapters 
he will also give the individual motions of each of the orbs as well as the 
so-called anomalies that result from these motions for each planet. 

11.2 [3]19-21. wa-lammii lam takun li-baqf al-kawakib ... ja'izan (Since the rest 
of the stars ... conceivable): The idea that there is no necessary reason to place all 
the fixed stars on a single orb can be found in the Shifii' of Ibn Sina,l who had 
Geminus and Proclus as classical antecedents.2 Fakhr aI-Din al-Razi quotes Ibn 
Sina approvingly and adds his own comments in his exegesis on the Qur'an.3 

Maimonides as well is open to the possibility that the number of orbs may equal 
the number of stars.4 

11.2 [3]21-23. wa-ay¢an isniid ... li-wujudiha (In addition, the attribution .. .its ex
istence): In his inimitable way, Smrazi informs us in Facalta that the additions 
to this sentence (occurring between slashes in our text and translation) are com
pletely meaningless (Ia macna laha ~[3ll); he is quick to add that these were 
made after he had left the service (khidma) of the author (f. 27a; repeated by 
Nisabiid). A marginal note in MS M that gives the variant concurs in this judg
ment: "There is no need for the qualification-the correct [version] is what oc
curs in the [original] text." The reason for the opposition to the revision is rather 
abstruse; a bit of the historical context may serve to clear up, at least partially, 
the confusion. 

Among the guidelines underlying hay'a-axioms being rather too strong a 
word for the complexities of the situation-are two that are of relevance here: 
(1) that there should be nothing superfluous in the heavens and (2) that each in
dependent motion in the heavens should be effected by a separate orb. Earlier in 
this paragraph, for example, one can see the results of these underlying 
guidelines-all the fixed stars, which share the same motions, are placed on a 
single orb in the interests of simplicity, and the nine primary motions are as
signed to nine separate orbs. The question arises, though, whether one may dis
pense with the ninth orb, which brings about the daily motion, for the sake of 
simplicity, thus promoting one guideline at the expense of another. What Smrazi 
and other commentators object to is that TUsi's revision would seem to imply 

1 Al-Samii' wa-'l-calam, Ch. 6, p. 46. 

2 HAMA, 2: 584. 

3 NaIlino [1911], pp. 257-259. 

4 Maimonides, Guide, Bk. II, Ch. 11 (p. 274 of Pines's translation, p. 167 of Fried

Hinder's translation). 
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that one cannot do this because of the existence of another primary motion, 
namely precession. But why could not one place all the fixed stars on the eighth 
orb and then have all the eight orbs move as a whole with the daily motion? (See 
the commentary to IT.4 [6].) Indeed this proposal had already been made, Shirazi 
tells us, by Mu1;Iammad b. Musa, one of the Banu Musa, in a treatise reproduced 
in Facalta (ff. 27b-31b).5 Shirazi claims for himself the proposal to do away 
with the eighth orb as well, thereby placing the fixed stars on the convex surface 
of Saturn's parecliptic (f. 32a). He goes on to state that he mentioned this to Tusi 
who "found it pleasing and commended me" (istalJsanahu wa-athna Calayya). 
(This may be why Shirazi is so miffed by the revision, which seems to disallow 
this possibility.) 

Birjandi, with several centuries of mulling time behind him and without 
ShirazI's predilection for making tempests in teapots, offers some plausible sug
gestions that help to disentangle some of these disparate strands. First of all, he 
holds that one cannot eliminate both the eighth and ninth orbs since this would 
involve having two different souls with conflicting motions attached to the same 
entity, i.e. the orbs taken as a whole. He has no objection to dispensing with the 
ninth orb alone; however he feels that this would lead to the problem of deciding 
which of the two primary motions, both of which encompass all the orbs and 
both of which are about the center of the W orId, is to be that of the eighth orb 
mid which is to be that of the eight orbs taken as a whole. Since there is no rea
son to prefer one over the other, Biljandi assumes that Tusi did not mean to 
imply that the existence of the two primary motions made dispensing with the 
ninth orb impossible as such but rather that he wished to point out that this 
would be inappropriate on aesthetic grounds (yakunu al-murad bi-'l-imtinac 

huwa cadam al-istilJsan la cadam al-imkan). This would certainly make sense if 
TusI's intention was to make an addition with as little change to his basic text as 
possible, as seems to be the case; in doing so, however, he failed to realize that 
the retention of "precluded" (mumtaniC) would lead to misinterpretations. An
other consideration for Tusi may have been that a ninth orb provided a starless 
orb that could be used as a reference system upon which to place the fixed 
zodiacal signs (not to be confused with the constellations of the same name; cf. 
IT.3 [5]). 

ll.2 [4]2. al-falak al-a{las (the atlas orb): That the name of this orb has some
thing to do with the mythic figure of Atlas holding up the World is certainly a 
possibility, but I have no explicit evidence to substantiate this. The com

5 In all probability, this is the work attributed to Mu4ammad's brother AI:lmad by Ibn 
al-Nadim and entitled Kitiib Buyyina fihi bi-{ariq taClfmi wa-madhhab handasi annahu 
laysa fi-khiirij kurat al-kawiikib al-thiibita kura tiisica (book in which it is proven by 
mathematical means and a geometrical approach that there is no ninth sphere beyond the 
sphere of the fixed stars) (Fliigel's edition, p. 271; note that Sezgin, GAS VI, p. 148 has 
bi-khiirij).This work, which seems otherwise to be nonextant, deserves careful study in
asmuch as it indicates a very early interest in cosmological issues. 
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mentators claim the name atlas, which is the elative of an Arabic root whose 
base meaning is efface or obliterate, was given to this orb because it is devoid of 
stars. Giving Arabic etymologies to Greek words was not uncommon; see, for 
example, the entries for athfr (aether) and asturlii/:J (astrolabe) in Lane's Lexi
con. 

n.2 [4]7-10. wa-jaCalU al-shams ... ghayrihimii (They placed the sun .. .in yet an
other): This notion of the sun's centrality is, of course, not new with Tusi; in 
fact, it can already be found in the Almagest, Bk. IX, Ch. 1 (H207), and it is 
treated in a separate chapter in the epistle on hay 'a by the Ikhwan al-~afii'. For a 
discussion of this issue in the Latin West, see Grant [1978]; p. 279. Grant draws 
an interesting contrast between those who held that the sun occupied the crucial 
"middle" position in the universe and A verroes who equated nobility with dis
tance from the Earth. 

n.2 [4]10-11. wa-kiina ayflan bucduhii ... al-waflc (In addition the known dis
tance ... positioning): In other words, the ancient value of the Earth-sun distance 
was compatible with placing the orbs of Mercury, Venus, and the moon between 
the Earth and the sun. See IV.5 [5]; Pedersen [1974], pp. 393-394; and Gold
stein [1967], pp. 7-11. 

n.2 [4]11-13. wa-qad qUa inna al-zuhara .. .fi ~afo.atihii (There are also reports 
that Venus ... on its surface): There were a number of "reports" of Venus transits 
in the medieval literature; see Goldstein [1969] and [1972]. To these we may 
add the claimed observation by Ibn Bajja (12th c. Spain) of a simultaneous 
transit of Mercury and Venus, which is cited by Shirazi (Nihiiya, II.2, f. 49b; cf. 
Sayili [1960], pp. 184-185). Shiriizi also notes two transit observations made 
twenty-some years apart during the first of which Venus was at the apex of its 
epicycle, while during the second it was at the perigee; he remarks that a single 
transit would not be decisive for determining whether Venus's orb was below or 
above the sun since it would not contradict the proposal that "Venus and Mer
cury, along with the sun, were in a single sphere, the center of their epicycles 
being the center of the [sun]," whereas these two observations, if correct, would. 

n.2 [5]17-18. wa-bi-falak al-qamar ... tabaqiit (The orbs terminate .. .levels): 
Note that a work on hay'a would not be complete without a listing of all the 
parts of the universe, both celestial and sublunar. Though the divisions of the 
sublunar region have the shape of the orbs, each is called a tabaqa (level) rather 
than afalak (orb) since the latter is usually considered to have a circular motion 
(see commentary to I.l [15]). 

n.2 [5]20-21. wa-rubbamii tujadu mutaJ:tarrika .. .lahu (they are sometimes 
found to move ... orb): For a discussion of the participation of the comets and 
meteors in the diurnal motion of the celestial sphere, see the commentary to 
II.l[6]. Note that Tusi here says this conforming motion occurs "sometimes," a 
position somewhat closer to that of Shiriizi. 
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n.2 [5]20&22. al-nayiizik (meteors); al-shuhub (shooting stars): 1 am at a loss as 
to how to distinguish between these two phenomena. Compounding the dif
ficulty is that here both are apparently substantial, whereas Ibn Stna only uses 
shuhub, which he also states is constituted of the rising smoke (dukhiin), as such. 
(Comets and lightning bolts are for him likewise made from smoke.) On the 
other hand, he employs nayzak to designate an image occurring in the atmo
sphere upon the vapors (bukhiir), thus putting it in the same class as a rainbow 
(al-Macadin, p. 39). Brrjandi notes that some unnamed persons hold that shuhub 
are formed in the same place as comets, which is at odds with the description 
given by Tust. It may be that nayzak, which is from a Persian word meaning 
short spear, has a shorter streak than a shihiib, but this is far from clear. 

n.2 [5]24-1. wa-bact;! hiidhihi al-[abaqa munkashifa can aI-art;! (part of which 
has been drawn aside, uncovering the earth): This uncovering of the Earth was 
generally considered to be providential, allowing for a habitat for terrestrial 
plants and animals, not the least of which is humankind. (This interpretation is 
confirmed in Kham's commentary.) 

Book n,.Chapter Three 

n.3 [2]13. wa-qad yu[liquna ism al-Jalak ... tajawwuz3-ll (their use of the name 
"orb" ... being permissible): Although Tusi seems to indicate some hesitation 
over the use ofJalak (orb) to designate an equator, he does employ it quite fre
quently in this way. 1 have opted to translate Jalak as "orb" even when it really 
means an equator. This has seemed to me the only way to preserve the am
biguous Arabic usage and thus allow the English reader to judge whether or not 
the context is sufficient for distinguishing the strictly physical from the more 
mathematical usage. For an extended discussion ofJalak, see the commentary to 
11 [15]. 

n.3 [3]3. al-mayl al-kullf (the total obliquity): Mayl may in general mean any 
type of inclination, and thus its use for the obliquity of the ecliptic may seem 
straightforward enough. However, 1 think that Tus! has in mind here the techni
cal use of maylto mean declination as defined in 113 [6], pp. 114-115. The obli
quity of the ecliptic is thus the "total" declination to distinguish it from a 
"particular (or partial) declination" (mayljuz'f). 

n.3 [5]13. burj (zodiacal sign): It is important to note that the buruj (zodiacal 
signs) do not refer to the constellations that bear the same names but rather to 
the 12 equal divisions of the ecliptic equator that begin with the vernal equinox. 
Clearly any alignment of the two will over time be disrupted due to precession. 
Whether Tust is serious about renaming the zodiacal signs, or is simply indulg
ing his humor, is not dear. 
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ll.3 [5]14. min al-thawiibit (from among those fixed): This phrase modifies 
kawiikib (stars). 

ll.3 [8]10. taqwim: This word, which literally means setting upright or rectifica
tion, may appropriately be translated as "true position" when it is used to mean 
the longitude of a star or planet. 

ll.3 [16]20. dii'ira wasat sarna' al-ru'ya (ecliptic meridian circle): This circle is 
analogous to the meridian in that it divides the visible and the invisible halves of 
the ecliptic orb just as the meridian does for the equinoctial. Similarly one can 
define local ecliptic latitude with reference to the ecliptic pole on the model of 
the more standard local latitude, which is with reference to the equinoctial pole. 
Clearly, however, the local ecliptic latitude is of rather less utility since it is con
stantly changing due to the motion of the ecliptic pole. Nisabiiri notes that the 
importance of this circle is that the ascendent is one of its poles.6 

The Arabic terms used to designate this circle are somewhat unusual and 
need explanation. Sarna' al-ru'ya literally means "the sky of appearances." This, 
according to both Nisabiiri and Khafrl, is another name for the ecliptic orb. 
Khafri further explains that it has this name because of the great number of stars 
(hence, "appearances") on it. Since this circle goes through the apparent middle 
(wasat) of the ecliptic, the translation "ecliptic meridian" seems to me to bring 
out its appropriate parallel with the celestial meridian. As can be seen from the 
phrase car¢ iqlim al-ru'ya (local ecliptic latitude), ru'ya without sarna' may 
alone refer to the ecliptic. 7 

6 For a discussion of these terms and Kashi's use of local ecliptic latitude in his parallax 
theory, see Kennedy [1956], pp. 37-38. 
7 Note: Kennedy, Survey, finds the latter to be carr) iqlim li'r-rii'ya [sic], which he calls 
the "latitude of the visible climate" (p. 145). I cannot, frankly, understand this translation 
and, in view of the above commentators, I think that it should be rejected. 
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Book n, Chapter Four 

ll.4 [1]. Ptolemy's value for the obliquity of the ecliptic is 23;51,20°, which is 
probably the value referred to here as being less than 24°.1 An obliquity of 
23;33° is found in the "purported" Al-Zij al-mumtaf:tan; it is also given by 
I:Iabash as the value used by Thlibit.2 Tusi is certainly correct when he notes that 
most astronomers (al-jamhur) have adopted 23;35°; it is found in the zfjes of 
I:Iabash, Battani, Kushyar, Birfini, and KMzini.3 Ibn Sina, inthe appendix to his 
summary of the Almagest, gives the value found at the time of Ma'mun as 
23;35°. After the time of Ma'mun, he continues, the value was found to have 
decreased one minute (to 23;34°), whereas he personally has subsequently ob
served a further decrease of approximately one-half degree (to a value, we may 
presume, of 23;33,30°).4 

Khafrl states that after writing the Tadhkira (presumably the original version 
in 1261 A.D.), Tusi himself found the obliquity of the ecliptic to be 23;30°, a 
value less than. the minimum that he reports in this paragraph. This is the value 
adopted in the llkhiinf Zij, a work written at least four years after the Tadhkira; it 
also appears in AI-Zij al-jadfd of Ibn al-Shatir (who also uses 23;31°) and in the 
Zfj-i Khiiqiinl of al-Kashi.5 Finally Khafri notes that in the most recent observa
tions, which were undertaken under the auspices of Ulugh-beg at Samarqand, 
the obliquity of the ecliptic was found to be 23;30,17°. 

ll.4 [2]21. zacama bac(iuhum (some have maintained): bac(i may have the 
meaning of "some" or "one." Since the commentators imply that this is a view 
held by a number of persons, I have opted for the more indefinite "some." 

Khafri identifies Ibn Sina as someone who was inclined toward (mala ita 
hiidhii) such a motion for the ecliptic in the Shifii'. The most likely passage 
being referred to, part of which is quoted directly by Shirwani, merely states that 
"it is conceivable that what some [or someone] has maintained is true" 
(ja-yushabbihu6 an yakuna rna qala bac(iuhum f:taqqan).1 What Ibn Sina de
scribes turns out not to be a model for bringing about the change in obliquity 
alone but rather the trepidation model of Ibrahim ibn Sinan (who is not explicit
ly named), whose purpose is to explain a supposedly variable rate of precession 
as well as a changing value for the obliquity of the ecliptic (see the commentary 
to IT.4 [5]). Whether Tiisi himself has anyone specifically in mind here other 
than Ibrahim ibn Sinan is not clear. 

1 Almagest, p. 63 (H67-68). 
2 Kennedy, Survey, pp. 145, 151. 
3 Kennedy,Survey,pp. 151, 153, 154, 156, 158, 159. 
4 Ibn Stni!, cllm al-hay'a (s.v. Shija'), p. 652 
5 Kennedy, Survey, pp. 161, 163, 164. 
6 Following Shlrwiini and not the editor who has the incomprehensible fa-nisbatuhu. 
7 Ibn Sini!, cllm al hay'a (s.v. Shija'), p. 652. 
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ll.4 [2]23-[3]16. thumma al-mintaqa ... fi buqca bi-caynihii (Now the [ecliptic] 
equator. . .in a given locality): This version of the passage, which presents eight 
possibilities, comes from what is referred to as the new text (al-nuskha 
al-jadfda), which was completed in Baghdad probably in 67211274. The old text 
(al-nuskha al-qadfma), which was completed in 659/1261 in Maragha, has four 
possibilities, but there are several significant variations between them. Below, I 
give a translation of the variants, which are edited in the apparatus, followed by 
a few notes and some speculation on the relation between them. (I have also dis
cussed this passage and its variants, which are of crucial importance for 
determining the dating and relationship of the various versions of the Tadhkira, 
in the introduction, §2.J3 and §2.M2.) 

I. Passage from the "old version" as found in MSS DMT and Nisabfui's com
mentary, and as the alternative given by Birjandi: 

Now the equator, if it moves, may complete a revolution or it may 
not complete it but instead move to a certain limit then return. 
This limit may be after it has coincided with the equinoctial and 
departed from it; it may be at its coincidence; or, it may be before 
its coincidence. On the first assumption, the halves of the ecliptic 
orb, i.e. the northern and the southern, could completely inter
change. On the second assumption, this could partially occur. On 
the third assumption, this could not occur; however, day and night 
would become equal during the coincidence under all circum
stances and the seasons of the year would cease to occur. On the 
fourth assumption, this would not be the case; however, altitudes 
[of stars] and the extent of days and nights would increase and 
decrease in a given locality. . 

II. Passage in MS G: 

Now the equator, if it moves, may complete a revolution or it may 
not complete it but instead move to a certain limit then return. 
This limit may be at its first coincidence and it may be before its 
first coincidence. On the first assumption and the second, if it 
coincides twice, the halves of the ecliptic orb, i.e. the northern and 
the southern, could completely interchange in terms of its surface 
and its equator. On the remaining assumptions, that would be pos
sible in part [reading bi- 'l-bac{i for bi- 'l-car{i] for the surface. As 
for the case on assumption two whereby it does not coincide with 
it except a single time, the interchange would be for the equator 
only. On the third assumption, this could not occur; however, day 
and night would become equal during the coincidence under all 
circumstances and the seasons of the year would cease to occur. 
On the fourth assumption, this would not be the case; however, 
altitudes [of stars] and the extent of days and nights would in
crease and decrease in a given locality. 
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m. Fragment identified by Khafri as the older text: 

Now the equator, if it moves, will either complete [reading 
tutammimu for tatimmu] a revolution or will not but instead move 
to a certain limit then retUrn. This limit is either after it has coin
cided with the equinoctial and departed from it once or twice, or 
else at one of the two coincidences, or else before it. 

In MSS DMT, the context makes it clear that it is the first coincidence of the 
ecliptic and the equinoctial that is being referred to. In MS G, this is made ex
plicit and there is some attempt to differentiate between the cases of the first and 
second coincidences of the ecliptic with the equinoctial. It would seem rea
sonable to assume that this represents an intermediate version between the old 
text of four assumptions and the new text with eight. (Note: In MS G, assump
tion two, in which the limit is after the first coincidence, has been left out, no 
doubt due to scribal error.) Khafri's version is very close to that of MSS DMT; 
for the most part, the variations seem to be his own attempt to clarify the text by 
adding some words and phrases, but in the process he has extended the number 
of assumptions beyond the four ofMSS DMT. 

With the exception of Nisabiiri, who adopts it, the commentators either ig
nore completely the older version or else quote it with disapproval. There is no 
question that the newer version is much clearer from a didactic standpoint. 

11.4 [4]17-1. wa-ay¢atl waqaCa al-ikhtiliif .. sabcin sana (Furthermore there was 
a divergence ...70 years): One degree per 100 years is the value for precession 
adopted by Ptolemy and the lower limit set by Hipparchus.8 The early Muslim 
astronomers, whom Kham identifies as. those who worked during the reign of 
the Caliph al-Ma'miin, found precession to be at the somewhat faster rate of one 
degree per 66 years.9 This rate is also adopted by al-Battani in his Al-Zij 
al-~iibic, apparently on the basis of independent observations.lO Khafri at
tributes the value of 1°170 years (cf. modern value of approx. 1°171.6 years) to 
Ibn al-AClam (ca: 960 A.D.) and "others" (possibly Ibn Yunus [d. 399/1009]). 
This rate was confirmed by rust himself at Maragha and appears in the llkhiini 
Zij; it is also found in the zijes of Ibn al-Shapr and al-KashI.ll Finally Khafri 
notes that 1°170 years was also the rate found by the observers at the Samarqand 
observatory, and thus it had become the accepted value by his time (lOth/16th 
century). 

8 Almagest, p. 328 (H15-16). 

9 This seems to be the rate given in the "purported" Al-Zij al-mumta!:zan and in the Istan

bul copy of the Zij of I:Jabash; see Kennedy, Survey, pp. 146, 153. 

10 Battaru, Zij, 3: 187-188. 

11 Kennedy, Survey, pp. 161,163,165. 
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11.4 [4]1. ahl al-!alismiit (the practitioners of [the art of] talismans) (Note: I have 
followed the voweling given by Birjandi, who also gives !illismiit as a possible 
alternative.): A talisman in its usual meaning is a magical charm inscribed with 
some combination of mysterious words or symbols. Nisiibiiri in his commentary 
would seem to indicate that the group referred to here are indeed magicians of a: 
sort since they "transfuse (yumiizijiina) the faculties (quwii) of the celestial 
bodies to terrestrial recipients (qawabit) so that extraordinary effects (iithar) 
might come to pass.,,12 It is somewhat odd that the concocters of such 
stratagems would come to be linked with trepidation. But we also find this asso
ciation explicitly made by Battani in his Zij and byBirfini in his Al-Tajhlm 
/i-awii 'it ~iniiCat al-tanjlm. I3 But Birilni, unlike later Muslim astronomers, ex
plains a~lJ,ab al-falismiit as simply astrologers (~lJ,iib al-alJ,kiim). The source for 
connecting the ahl al-talismiit with trepidation would seem to be Theon of 
Alexandria (4th c. AD.) whom Birfini and ~iicid al-Andalusi refer to in this con
nection. I4 And indeed Theon in his Small Commentary to the Handy Tables of 
Ptolemy attributes trepidation in its simple linear oscillatory version to oi 
1tcxAalot 'to>v <X1to'tEAtO"fl<X'tlKroV. I5 This phrase, however, has usually been 
rendered, just as we have noted in Birfini's Tajhlm, simply as "ancient 
astrologers" without any reference to "talismans.,,16 Accepting this, one could 
then view accounts such as we find in Nisiibfui simply as later embellishments 
with no historical basis. I7 

Such a neat explanation has its problems, however. Both Battani and Birfini, 
this time in his earlier Al-Athar al-biiqiya can al-quriin al-khiiliya (The Chronol
ogy of Ancient Nations), cite Ptolemy, not Theon, for their information concern
ing trepidation. I8 One might, as Neugebauer does, simply see this as a 

12 Nisabiiri, Tawt/l~, Najaf MS 649, f. 26b, lines 17-18. 

13 Battaru, Zij, 3: 190; Biriim, Tajhfm, p.lOl. 

14 Ibid.; ~aCjd, Tabaqiit, pp. 40,54 (= Fr. trans., pp. 86, 110). 

15 Tihon [1978], p. 236. 

16 See, for example, Neugebauer, HAMA, 2: 632 (n.7)and Dreyer [1953], p. 204. 

17 One should, however, note the obvious similarity of ahl al-talismat and 

arco'tEAeO"IlCl'tt,lCO(, which could lead to such confusion. But this leaves open the question 

of when ano'tEAeO"IlCl'tt,lCU, which means "astrological influences," (and is, not inciden

tally, another name for Ptolemy's Tetrabiblos) went from being used for prognostication 

to having the connotation of astral magic. For some interesting insight and speculation on 

this problem, see Pingree [1980]. 

18 Battaru, Zij, p. 190 (Latin trans., 1: 126-127); Biriim, Athar, pp. 325-326 (Eng!. trans. 

p. 322). One might contend that the report from Ptolemy in the Athar concerns only the 
information regarding the Greeks; the following statement about the "Chaldeans" in 
which the account of trepidation occurs would then be a separate report. Indeed, Sachau 
vowels the crucial word ~ukiya (it is reported) rather than ~kli (he, i.e. Ptolemy, 
reported). But in the table on page 327 (Eng!. trans., p. 323), the matter would seem 
settled since the information concerning the "Chaldeans" is attributed to Ptolemy. 
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misconstruction; 19 for example, Battam as well as Biruni in his earlier writing 
may have mistakenly attributed the commentary on the Handy Tables to 
Ptolemy rather than Theon. But against this is the fact that Biriini cites a specific 
work, purportedly by Ptolemy, called Al-Madkhal ila al-~iniica al-kuriyya (In
troduction to Spherical Construction) that is clearly not the Handy Tables.20 

Furthermore Biriini makes the additional connection between the ahl al-talismat 
and the "Chaldeans" (in the Athar) or "Babylonians" (according to the Tafhim). 
We should make the point that contrary to the statement of Neugebauer,21 the 
linking here of trepidation with the "Chaldeans" or "Babylonians" is not an in
ference but rather a direct report. As ,this identification does not occur in Theon, 
one might suspect an additional source though any evidence at this point is in
direct and rather insubstantial. 

Whoever were the originators of trepidation, the basic idea as described here 
is quite simple.22 The ecliptic orb accedes (aqbala) in the sequence of the signs 
at a rate of 1 °/80 years for 640 years thus traversing 8° and then reverses direc
tion and recedes (adbara) at the same rate and for the same length of time. Note 
that in this account of the ancient theory of trepidation, the vernal point is the 
fixed reference point, just as it is with a straightforward precession, and the so
called fixed stars perform the actual motion.23 This reverses the relationship that 
seems to be indicated by Theon, whereby it is the stars that are fixed, while the 
solstitial points are claimed to move.24 What lusi has evidently done is modify 
the theory as reported by Theon in order that it be compatible with his general 
cosmological perspective in which it is the vernal equinox that defines the 
reference system. 

11.4 [4]3-6.fa-samica dhalika bacfl ... ilii al-tawali (Some of the practitioners of 
this discipline ...sequentially from its position): Since the period between Hip
parchus and the early period of Islamic science did not witness a reversal in 
direction of the fixed stars,25 one would have thought that the theory of trepida

19 HAMA, 2: 631 (n.4). 
20 Athiir, p. 325, line 23 (Eng!. trans., p. 322, line 16); cf. Sezgin, GAS, 6: 96. The Handy 

Tables were known in Arabic as Kitab al-Qanun fi cilm al-nujum wa-/:Iisabihii wa-qi~mat 


. ajzii'ihii wa-taCdflihii; cf. Sezgin, GAS, 6: 95. As for the actual identity of this work, I am 

at a loss. Ptolemy's Planisphaeriwn, usually called Risiila fi Tas{f/:l al-kura, does not 

seem a likely candidate. Theon's purported work on the armillary sphere, extant only in 

Arabic translation, is a possibility; in any event it would be well worth investigating for a 

mention of trepidation; cf. Sezgin, GAS, 6: 101-102. On the attribution in Arabic sources 

of Theon's works to Ptolemy, see Neugebauer [1949], pp. 242-243. 
21 HAMA, 2: 598,633 (n. 11). 
22 For details concerning the early history of trepidation, see HAMA, 1: 297-298, 2: 
631-634. The account as presented in our commentaries is, of course, from the point of 
view of a cosmology of solid orbs. 
23 Cf. the commentary to 11.3 [5]13. 
24 Cf. Neugebauer, HAMA, 2: 632-633. 
25 This should have taken place in 483 A.D. 
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tion would have been allowed to die an unmourned death. This was not to be, 
however. The theory was revived in several new guises whose purpose was to 
account for the differences found in the rates of precession, in particular be
tween that of Ptolemy and those of the early Islamic observations. Here we find 
described one of these attempts whose basic approach is to superimpose a 
trepidation function upon a constant term of precession thus resulting in a vari
able rate of motion for the fixed stars but maintaining a constant direction for 
that motion. An example should help clarify the situation. If we take the classi
cal rates for accession and recession, namely 1°/80 years, clearly we must add a 
precessional rate that is greater than 1 °180 years in order to guarantee that during 
recession the stars will have a motion that is in the direction of the signs. In par
ticular, if we wish to have the stars move at a rate of 1°/100 years during the 
recessional p'eriod, one must postulate a precessional rate of 9°/400 years. Un
fortunately this will give the stars a motion during the accessional period of 
about 1 °128.5 years, a rate considerably faster than any observed value. One 
could, of course, arrive at more acceptable values by simply changing the rate of 
accession and recession. For example, one could take the average rate of 1°170 
years and 1°1100 years as one's precessional value and then add or subtract an 
appropriate trepidation value. One could even retain the 640-year period from 
the classical theory since Ptolemy'S value could fall between, let us say, 0 A.D. 
and 640 A.D. while the early Islamic value would be valid until 1280 A.D. 
Whether anyone followed such a procedure Ido not know. NisabUri, who ex
pounds upon the brief remarks made by Tusi, seems to think that the follower(s) 
of this theory retained the ancient value of trepidation. Finally we should note 
that Tusi's statement that the vernal equinox "moves from its position" is rather 
confusing since the vernal equinox is a stationary reference point. What he prob
ably wants to say is that the point on the ecliptic previously aligned with the 
vernal point has now moved from that position. This type of misstatement by 
Tusi concerning reference points is quite widespread and is often remarked upon 
by the cornmentators.26 

Who introduced this synthesis of precession and trepidation? Battani (ca. 
244-317/858-929) seems to refer to just such an idea in his Zij (3: 190-191), so 
I am led to believe that we are dealing with a theory dating from the 9th century. 
Hashimi (ca. 890 A.D.) in his Kitiibfi cilal al-zijiit (Book of Explanations of the 
zfjes) mentions several persons who did work on what he calls irtifiiC al~falak 

wa-inkhif04uhu (the elevation and depression of the orb), which Kennedy and 
Pingree take to be trepidationP Indeed one of these is Theon, lending credence 
to this interpretation. The others are al-Fazan (ca. 770 A.D.), Yal).ya ibn Abi 
Man~ur (d. ca. 830 A.D.), Abu Macshar (787-886 A.D.), and I:Iabash al-I:Iasib 
(ca. 850 A.D.).28 Now Hashirni states explicitly tllat AbU Macshar does not 

26 In this case by Birjandi. See also the commentary to 11.11 [3]. 

27 Hashimi, p. 225. 

28 Hashimi, f. 97r, lines 1-3. 
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agree with Theon and the others, so we are left with YaI}.ya, al-Fazan, and 
I:Iabash as viable alternatives. I have been unable to find any other reference to 
YaI}.ya and al-Fazan in connection with trepidation,29 but we learn from ~acid 
al-Andalusl that I:Iabash used "the motion of accession and recession of the 
ecliptic orb" in his first zfj (i.e. the one that followed the Sindhind) "according to 
the theory of Theon in order to correct the position of the stars in longitude."30 
He thus becomes the most likely originatorofthe theory mentioned by Tus!. 

11.4 [4]6-7. wa-dhiilika ayifID...mii marra (This would ...those already men
. tioned): Here again we can see rusi's concern with providing physical models 
(c[ n.ll [21]). 

11.4 [5]. This innocent looking paragraph concerns one of the most complex and, 
for the modern historian, most vexing problems in the history of Arabic 
astronomy. A full treatment of the theory referred to here and its development is 
beyond the scope of our commentary. What I propose to do instead is give a 
summary account of some of the results of my research thus far; at a later date, I 
hope to return to the very interesting problems posed by this paragraph and fill 
in the many gaps and details missing below. 

In the modern period, it has generally been accepted since Delambre that the 
originator of the theory proposed here (or some approximation thereot) is Thabit 
ibn Qurra (d. 901 A.D.).3} But the reasons for such an attribution are far from 
compelling. The treatise On the Motion of the Eighth Sphere, a work that does 
not seem to be extant in Arabic, exists in Latin translation32 where, among other 
variations, the attribution of authorship is made as Tractatus patris Ascen Thebit 
filii Chorat de motu octave spere.33 Though this may appear conclusive, it 
should be remembered that the Latin tradition is not free from errors as concerns 
the identification of authors of Arabic works.34 What seems to me to carry more 
weight is the lack of any association of this theory with Thabit in the Arabic tra
dition despite a rather extensive literature dealing with similar models and tech

29 It is significant that Ibrahim ibn Siniin (908-46 A.D.), who has a great deal to say 

about YaJ:)ya's 'OJ al-Mumtal;um in his Kitiib fi lfarakiit ai-shams, does not allude to any 

trepidation theory contained therein even though he sets forth his own theory of trepida

tion. Also there is apparently no mention of trepidation in the extant parts of the 'OJ 

al-Mumtal:zan (see Kennedy, Survey, pp. 145-147). 

30 Tabaqiit, p. 54 (Fr. trans., pp. 109-110); virtUally the same report occurs in QiftI, 

Ta'rikh, p. 170.1 do not know if any of the extant sections from the "zijes" of I,fabash 

correspond to this early one; cf. Kennedy, Survey, pp. 126-127. 

31 Delambre [1819], pp. 73ff and pp. 264ff; however, cf. p. 175. 

32 The text has been published several times, in particular by Milllis Vallicrosa [1950], 

pp. 496-509 and by Carmody [1960], pp. 102-113 (2 versions). 

33 See Carmody [1960], p. 102 and the variants in MSS CSU, p. 107.· 

34 One important example was the misattribution to Na~Ir al-DIn of the commentary on 

Euclid's Elements that was printed in Rome in 1594; see Sabra [1969], p. 18. 
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niques.35 In addition, there is some rather strong internal evidence for doubting 
Thiibit's composition of this treatise. The author of On the Motion of the Eighth 
Sphere quotes al-Battani's remarks concerning trepidation as follows 
(Neugebauer's translation): 

I do not see this variation proceed in a (fixed) proportion of 
velocity and slowness; if there existed any motion which we do 
not know and which we do not understand, those who cottle after 
us will observe it and verify it, as we did (with our predeces
sors).36 

This is a fair translation of two excerpts from Chapter 52 of Battam's Zij (3: 
191, lines 12 and 17-19). (The correspondence is surprisingly good considering 
that we are comparing the English translation of a Latin version of an Arabic . 
paraphrase with the original Arabic.) Now Battiini completed his Zij, at least in 
the form that we now have it, sometime after August 901 A.D.; the date of one 
of his fundamental observations.37 Since Thiibit died in February 901 A.D., it 
would seem reasonable to conclude that he could not have written On the Mo
tion of the Eighth Sphere. NaIlino, however, accepting his authorship, assumes 
that Thiibit must be referring to an earlier version of Battam's Zij, presumably 
written before 901.38 But this leads to a number of untoward consequences. First 
we would need to conclude that Battam, in revising his first version, did not deal 
with, or even mention, the treatise of his celebrated fellow I:Iarriinian despite 
being cited in it. He would have continued to treat trepidation in the rather un
sophisticated version that we have discussed above and completely ignored the 
vastly more refined model of Thabit. When we combine this with the fact that 
no medieval Arabic author has yet been found who associates this model with 
Thiibit, not even Thiibit's grandson Ibrahim ibn Sinan who, as we shall see, 
treats of similar matters,39 the claim that Thiibit wrote On the Motion becomes 

35 A similar argument was made by Duhem, Systeme, 2: 246ff. 

36 Neugebauer [1962a], p. 294; Carmody [1960], p. 104 (no. 21 of Version M) and p. 111 

(no. 21 of Version N). Cf. Carmody's translation, p. 89. 

37 Nailino, "Praefatio" to BattiinI, Zij, 1: xxxii. 

38 Ibid. Hartner ("al-Battani," DSB, 1: 508) follows Nailino. The evidence for two ver

sions (nusakh) comes from Ibn al-Nadim's Fihrist, p. 279 (repeated by Qifti, p. 281). 

39 If Thlibit did write On the Motion, Ibrahim's ignorance or neglect of it would be espe

cially surprising. Neither in the lfarakiit ai-shams (Motions of the Sun) nor in his de

scription of it in his account of his works written at age 25 (ca. 933 A.D.) (PI wa~f al

maciini...) does he mention his grandfather. We should contrast this with his citation of 

Thlibit's work on the mensuration of the parabola in his own On the Area of the Parabola 

(p. 57); indeed, he betrays a bit of family chauvinism when in PI waif al-maclini he 
writes regarding this treatise that he "would not like al-Maharu having written a work su
perior to that of my grandfather, and there not being among us [i.e. the Ibn Qurra family] 
someone who could surpass what he had done" (p. 29). 
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tenuous if not untenable.40 

Who then wrote On the Motion of the Eighth Sphere? Before we can answer 
this rather difficult question, we must first deal with the related but nevertheless 
distinct problem of identifying the originator of the theory described by Tusi in 
this paragraph. We should note that the proposed model consists of a single ad
ditional mover that will bring about both divergences mentioned previously, 
namely the variations in the obliquity and the precessional rate that seemingly 
had occurred between the time of Ptolemy and the Islamic period. Thus far, 
Tusi's account is consistent with the model in On the Motion of the Eighth 
Sphere inasmuch as one does indeed find there a "moving ecliptic" that is in ad
dition to a "fixed ecliptic" and the equator. The rest of the paragraph, however, 
can only be described as misleading at best, utter nonsense at worst. It is clearly 
impossible to move a sphere in such a way that every point on it describes a 
small circle; and even if such a feat of contortion were possible, it would be to
tally irreconcilable with the cosmological doctrines of medieval Islamic 
astronomy. It thus becomes a hopeless task to try to understand this paragraph as 
it stands. 

Fortunately the commentators once again come to our rescue. Although all 
of them explain this very perplexing passage to some degree of adequacy, 
Khafti, who has at his disposal the explanations of the earlier commentators as 
well as that of Shirazi, gives the most extensive and, in my opinion, the most in
telligent account. We may summarize his exposition with the aid of Figure Cl, 
which is adapted from his commentary.41 Consider an orb with pole Y and 
equator AKGL at a fixed inclination to the equinoctial equator ABGD whose 
pole is E. Inside this orb we place the ecliptic (i.e. the orb containing the fixed 
stars) concentrically and such that its pole M is at a given distance from Y. Now 
when orb AKGL rotates, it will cause the ecliptic to move so that pole M will 
trace a small circle about Y. At the same time, every other point on the ecliptic, 
with the exception, of course, of the two points opposite the poles of orb AKGL, 
will also describe circular paths. This will be the motion of precession. We 
should note, however, that the reference· points by which one may measure 
precession are no longer fixed as they are when the obliquity of the ecliptic is a 
constant value. This is most easily seen in the figure by examining the changing 
position of the solstice point Q. As the ecliptic pole moves along the circular 
path MNTS, the summer solstice will describe an oval path FQZR. Thus a given 

40 Note that Duhem [1914], pp. 257-258, had already pointed to this problem in d~ting 
and used it to question Thabit's authorship and to advocate al-Zarqallu's. Millas 
[1943-1950], pp. 487-494, countered Duhem by adducing ~acid's testimony, which we 
shall discuss presently. While showing that Duhem was clearly wrong in attributing On 
the Motion to al-Zarqallu, Millas did not really deal with Duhem's more substantial argu
ments against Thabit' s authorship. 
41 Though it is rather schematic and not in perspective or to scale, it will serve our pur
poses here; it also gives an idea how complex spherical diagrams were presented in the 
manuscripts. 
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star, though moving at a constant rate, will appear to go faster or slower with 
respect to the solstices (and also, of course, with respect to the equinoxes). If the 
motion of the ecliptic pole is in the direction SMN, then accession will occur 
during the period the pole travels on arc SN, while recession will take place on 
arc NS, where Nand S are the points of tangency between the solstitial colure 
and the circular path of the ecliptic pole. The obliquity will also vary since the 
distance of the ecliptic pole from the equinoctial pole increases during the mo
tion of the ecliptic pole from M to T and decreases from T to M. 

We can now return to Tusi's description to determine how closely it is in ac
cord with this account. Taking MNTS to be the "small circle," we can see that 
he is approximately correct in stating that accession will occur from the motion 
in one half of the circle, while recession will result from motion in the other 
half. But it should be clear that SN is not exactly equal to NS, a fact that the 
commentators, at least, are aware of. Furthermore the obliquity will increase 
from M, the midpoint of arc SMN, to T, the midpoint of arc NTS, while it will 
decrease from T to M. Ignoring the fact that SMN and NTS are not half circles, 
we again find that Tusi's statements conform to this model. What remains puz
zling is Tusi's assertion that every point on the ecliptic moves about a small cir
cle. According to the explanation of Khafri, every point will move on a circle 
parallel to the path of the ecliptic pole (with the exception, of course, of the two 
points opposite the poles of the orb that moves the ecliptic). But it is unlikely 
that Tusi would refer to these complete revolutions as "small circles." Khafri 
seems to believe that Tusi is referring not to actual points on the ecliptic but to 
the reference points such as the solstices. But these will describe, as Khafri 
proves, ovals rather than circular paths. (The equinoxes are exceptions to this; 
they will oscillate between two extreme points with a straight-line motion along 
the equinoctial equator.) 

Because of this ambiguity, it will be worthwhile to examine briefly the ques
tion of whether Tusi could be referring to a model other than the one presented 
by the commentators. One possibility would be the one proposed in On the Mo
tion of the Eighth Sphere. Here we find that the sidereally fixed "frrst of 
Aries" f'(I and "frrst of Libra" (not shown) do indeed undergo a circular motion 
(see Figure C2).42 And furthermore the vernal equinox, indicated in the figure 
by the intersection of the "movable ecliptic" rr P and the equinoctial equator 
AB, will accede or recede according to the motion of "the first of Aries" in one 
half or the other of its circular path.43 But Tusi's statement concerning the con
tinual increase or decrease of the obliquity according to the motion in a certain 
half of the circle or the other is not applicable to this model. For as we can see 
from Figure C3, the ecliptic pole M will describe a hippopede; hence, each of 
the maximum and minimum obliquities will be reached twice during the 

42 Figure C2 is adapted from Goldstein [1964], p. 233. 
43 Neugebauer [1962a], pp. 292-293. 
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revolution of ''the first of Aries." Thus we must conclude, as do the com
mentators, that the previous model is the one that Tusi is attempting to describe. 

Let us now return to the problem of origination. Khafti specifically identifies 
a certain Ibrahim b. N~r b. Sinan as the original proponent of the model il
lustrated by Figure Cl.441t is reasonable to assume thatthe person in question is 
Ibrahim b. Sinan (908-946 A.D.), the grandson of Thabit b. Qurra. Further cor
roboration for this hypothesis comes from Biriini, who in his Al-Athar al-biiqiya 
mentions Ibrahim b. Sinan as one of two people (the other being al-Khazin) who 
offered an explanation (bayan) for trepidation. He further states that this occurs 
in his Kitab Harakat al-shams.45 One of Ibrahim's main concerns in this 
treatise, which 'was completed sometime before 933 A.D.,46 is to understand the 
reason for· the different lengths of the year given by Ptolemy and by the 
astronomers of the Islamic period. He is reluctant to dismiss the ancient observa
tions out of hand even though he does criticize Ptolemy's observational method 
at one point.47 He must therefore accept the reality of a variable tropical year. If 
we recall that Arabic astronomers, unlike Ptolemy, considered the solar apogee 
to move with the motion of the ecliptic orb for cosmological reasons (this mo
tion being in addition to any other proper motion of its own),48 we can then see 
that a variable motion of the ecliptic could have the necessary effect upon the 
tropical year. Ibrahim remarks that the slowness of the motion of the solar 
apogee during Ptolemy's time may have been why he did not discover it; only 
later, with its increased speed due to the faster motion of the ecliptic (and thus 
also the rate of precession), did it become more apparent.49 

The model he proposes is conceptually the same as that described by Tiisi 
and the commentators. Itis not fully worked out, however, and no parameters 
are presented. This is not surprising in view of the circumstances under which 
Ibn Sinan tells us he has been forced to write this treatise. In his introduction, he 
laments the lack of access to his books (because of unspecified political reasons) 
and is thus reduced to approximating the observational results of Ma'miin's 
astronomers as well as those of even his own father Sinan.50 But here we face a 
puzzle. How are the commentators able to quote specific parameters for this 
model, in particular the 4° radius for the path of the ecliptic pole? It is not in
conceivable that what we have in the extant text is a preliminary work that was 

44 KhafrI, Takmila, Damascus, ~lihiriyya MS 6727, f. 90b, lines 8-9. "Ibrahim b. Sayyar 
b. Thabit b. Qurra" occurs in Anon., Istanbul, Abmet III MS 3316, f. 29a and in Sbirwlini, 

Abmet III MS 3314, f. 102a. 

45 Biriini, Athiir, p. 326. Cf. idem, Tal;did, p. 101 (= Eng!. trans. p. 70). 

46 The new edition, due to A.S. Saidan, supplants the incomplete, corrupt, and scattered 

Hyderabad printing. 

47 Ibrahim ibn Sinan, lfarakiit, pp. 282-283. 

48 The motion of the solar apogee in Islamic astronomy bas been dealt witb by Toomer 

[1969]. 

49lbrlihlm ibn Sinan, lfarakiit, pp. 282-284. 

50 Ibid., pp. 275-276. 
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later revised and refined.· Indeed Ibrahim states that he wishes here to present 
only the basic ideas; later, he tells us, he may be able to add further calculations 
and corroborative observations to the text.51 

Is On the Motion of the Eighth Sphere this promised .revision? Before 
presenting the strictly historical evidence, we should examine the relationship of 
Ibn Sinan's model with that of pseudo-Thabit's. One fundamental difference be
tween the two models concerns their hay 'a, or physical configuration. The 
model presented in lJarakiit aI-shams, at least in the interpretation of later com
mentators (which is not inconsistent with the text itselt), adheres to the physical 
requirements laid down by the Islamic hay'a tradition. Thus the additional 
mover AKGL with pole Y moves the ecliptic in a physically unobjectionable 
way so that each· point on the ecliptic must travel in a complete revolution that 
parallels the motion of the ecliptic pole (see Figure Cl). But this places a great 
restriction, in particular, on the ability of the model to deal with the discrepancy 
between the value for the obliquity given by Ptolemy and that found by the early 
Islamic observers. In order to attain a range for precession between 1 °/100 years 
and 1°/60 years, one would need to postulate a mean motion of the ecliptic pole 
of 1°/80 years and about a 4° radius for its path about point Y. But this would 
mean that the obliquity could have an 8° range of variation (from, say, 16° to 
24°), an amount far in excess of what could reasonably be expected based on 
the modest change from the time of Ptolemy to the 9th century A.D. (from 
23;51,20° to 23;33°). This basic flaw in the model would become obvious to any 
competent mathematician as soon as he attempted to use it with actual parame
ters; indeed, virtua11y all the commentators on the Tadhkira, as well as Shirazi, 
recognize·this defect and dismiss the model for this reason, among others.52 

Let us assume for the moment that the author of On the Motion ofthe Eighth 
Sphere knew Ibn Sinan's model. In experimenting with it, he would presumably 
have realized rather quickly that the problem was to find a means of achieving a 
relatively large variation in the precessional rate that would occur simultaneous
ly with a relatively small change in the obliquity. The small circle would there
fore need to be transferred from the vicinity of the pole of the fixed ecliptic to 
the fixed ecliptic itself. But the requirement of hay'a that the complete revolu
tion of a point on the small circle be paralleled by complete revolutions of all the 
other points on the ecliptic would need to be abandoned; otherwise, the com
plete revolution of the ecliptic pole on a great circle would cause an even more 
drastic variation in the obliquity than that of the previous model. To someone 
well-versed in the Almagest, an alternative that would have presented itself 
would have been Ptolemy'S latitude theory for the epicycles of the planets.53 

The epicyclic poles likewise describe circular paths with minimal disturbance to 
the rest of the epicycle. 54 Thus in the model adopted by the author of On the 

51 Ibid., p. 276. 

52 Shirazi, NiMya (maqala II, bab 4); Tu~fa (bab II, fa~l 7). 

53 Almagest, Bk. XIII, Ch. 2. 

54 See 11.10 [4] and the commentary to II.ll [14]. 
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Motion a/the Eighth Sphere, there is no "mover" in the sense used by Tiisi; rath
er, the two points, "the first of Aries" and "the fIrst of Libra," move along cir
cular paths withol,lt the other points on the ecliptic participating in a parallel mo
tion. This approach to astronomical modeling is, to say the least, contrary to the 
thrust of eastern Islamic astronomy from at least the late 10th or early 11th 
century AD. (Ibn al-Haytham [d. ca. 1040 AD.] criticizes just this type of 
model in his Maqata /i/:tarakat al-iltifof,55 Tiisi, as we shall see, continues the 
work of his predecessor and uses his couple to help give Ii physical structure 
[hay'a] to Ptolemy's models.56) The point I wish to make here is that the author 
of this treatise has been willing to· sacrifice at least some of the principles of 
hay'a in order that his model be able to explain the observations available to an 
Arabic astronomer of the 9th or 10th century AD., namely the values of preces
sion and obliquity reported by Hipparchus, Ptolemy, and the astronomers of 
9th-century Iraq. Considering the complexities· of the model, in particular the 
changing obliquity based on the figure 8 motion of the ecliptic pole and the dif
ficulty of coordinating this with instantaneous rates of precession resulting from 
a sine function, this represents no mean feat.57 

Having briefly set forth our analysis of the mathematical relationship be
tween the two models, we should now turn to the historical evidence to 
determine the actual connection between them. First it is important to note that 
the model of On the Motion a/the Eighth Sphere is virtually unknown in the Is
lamic East. Except for a brief and vague mention by Birjandi (who, of course, is 
quite late) of Zarqallu's model for trepidation, which is similar in crucial 

55 Even though this work is not extant, we know a fair amount about its contents; see 
Sabra [1979] aswell as the commentary below to 11.11 [16]. It is interesting that even as 
early as Battiini the cosmological issue plays a role in evaluating models. With regard to 
the ancient model of trepidation described by Theon, Battam not only criticizes it as 
being contrary to observation but also as lacking a physical structure (tii yatahayya'u) 
(Zij, 3: 190). 
56 For more details, see our commentary to II.11 [14-19]. 
57 Admittedly, this dogmatic presentation of my investigation of the model must here be 
taken on faith since a full exposition would take us far afield. Neugebauer [1962a], Gold
stein [1964], and Mercier [1976-1977] have been the most recent commentators on 
trepidation, and they all make valuable contributions. However, their ignorance of the 

. sources mentioned above as well. as their somewhat disparaging attitude toward" this 
theory, especially in the case of Mercier, have blinded them to the truly ingenious ability 
of the author of On the Motion o/the Eighth Sphere to construct a model that fits the data 
at hand to a remarkable degree. In the case of Neugebauer, his disdain of anything to do 
with cosmology forces him to dismiss the very critical relationship between trepidation 
and the variability of the tropical year (see especially pp. 293-294) and thus miss the im
portant observational data that is crucial for evaluating the theory. We should recall here 
that such an understanding of the relationship of the tropical year and trepidation is taken 
as a given in the Arabic sources; for example, this is one of the main points made by 
Battiini in his discussion of trepidation. 

http:models.56
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respects to that of pseudo-Thabit, 58 there does not seem to be any knowledge of 
. this trepidation theory outside of Spain and the Maghrib. The impression that 
this model is a western Islamic, and in particular a Spanish, phenomenon is fur
ther strengthened by the fact that On the Motion of the Eighth Sphere was avail
able to Gerard of Cremona for translation in Spain. Even stronger evidence is 
provided by the Toledan Tables, which contain a section on trepidation whose 
tables are identical in all details with those of On the Motion of the Eighth 
Sphere.59 But an important passage by ~acid al-Andalusl (1029~70 A.D.) casts 
doubt on a Spanish origin: 

Among [the Arab astronomers] is al-l:Iusayn b. l:Iamid, known as 
Ibn aI-Adami, the author of the great zij (handbook) that was com
pleted after his death by his student al-Qasim b. Mul}arnmad b. 
Hisham al-Mada'inl known as al-cAlawi. He called it Kitiib Na:r.m 
alJiqd and published it in the year 338 [H. =949 or 950 A.D.]. It 
is a book comprehending the making of [planetary] equations and 
including the principles of the cosmography of the orbs and the 
calculation of the motions of the stars according to the doctrine of 
the Sindhind. Concerning the motion of accession of the orb and 
its recession, he mentions [in the zij] what no one had mentioned 
previously. Before this book had reached us, what we had heard 
about this motion was incomprehensible and did not incorporate 
an established principle (qiiniin). Then this book came to us and 
we understood the manner (~iira) of this motion. This was the rea
son [following the variant, p. 110, and Qifp, p. 282] for working 
with [or investigating] it [the motion] for some time until it be
came clear to us what we do not believe was clear to anyone else. 
We pursued various things about it that I have explained in my 
compilation (kitiibf al-mu' alia!) "On correcting the motions of the 
stars" (fi i~liilJ lJ,arakiit al-nujiim).60 

Because of ~aCjd's very close association with the Toledan Tables,61 I think 
that it is reasonable to assume that the trepidation theory that is found there is 

58 See Goldstein [1964], pp. 238-244. 
59 See Toomer [1968], pp. 118-122. 
60 Tabaqiit, pp. 57-58 (French trans., p. 114). 
61 On this question, see now the masterful treatment by Richter-Bemburg [1987], pp. 
385-390. I regret not having had the benefit of this article before embarking on my own, . 
much more limited, investigations of ~ii.cid. Although I am in substantial agreement with 
Richter-Bemburg, I am uneasy with his hypothesis that ~ii.qd began compiling the 
Toledan Tables in the last two years of his life. I would like to leave open the possibility 
that the work referred to by ~ii.qd as Pi i~lii/:I J:zarakiit al-nujum, which he calls kitiibi 
al-mu'allaf(my compilation?), is substantially similar to the Toledan Tables themselves. 
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very similar, if not identical, to the one being discussed in this passage.62 But 
since the trepidation theory of the Toledan Tables is identical to that of On the 
Motion of the Eighth Sphere, we are led to the inevitable conclusion that the 
model of the latter treatise, if not the work itself, was contained in Ibn 
al-Adami's zij. Does this mean that Ibn al-Adami, or less likely his student 
al-cAlawi, is pseudo-Thabit? I very much doubt that this is the case; my own in
clination is to believe that Ibn al-Adami incorporated the work of his con
temporary and fellow Baghdadi Ibrahim ibn Sinan, who, after gaining access to 
his books and the reports of observations, modified his original theory in the 
manner we have outlined above. But for some reason, this revised version, un
like lfarakiit ai-shams, was unknown in eastern Islam, perhaps because it was 
only to be found-in Ibn al-Adami's zij, a presently nonextant work that does not 
seem to have had a wide circulation in the east. 63 On the other hand, it seems, on 
~acid's testimony, to have been well-known and appreciated in the west. If On 
the Motion of the Eighth Sphere were indeed by Ibrahim ibn Sinan ibn Thiibit 
ibn Qurra, this would offer us an explanation of how it came to be ascribed to 
Ibrahim's much more well-known grandfather by the Latin translator, who 
either dropped or misread part of the name.64 What remains puzzling is why 
~acid did not know the author of the trepidation theory that he adopted, whereas 
the Latin translator did, though imperfectly;65 one possible explanation is that 
the attribution only occurred in some copies of Ibn al-Adami's zij. Admittedly 
my proposal as to the authorship of On the Motion ofthe Eighth Sphere remains 
speculative, but it does have the virtue of accounting for most of the known 
facts. 

11.4 [6-7]. The question of the dynamics of celestial motion was an issue that 
was raised, as one might expect, along with the other physical questions 
associated with hay 'a. For the eccentric orbs and epicycles, there was no 
problem since they were simply carried inside other orbs with different centers. 
One might perhaps worry about the interface of the encompassing and the 
contained orbs in such a situation; there had to be complete freedom of 
movement for the contained orb to rotate with its own proper motion. But since 

62 This was the opinion of Millas [1943-1950], pp. 27,492-494, who originally pointed 
out the significance of this passage for understanding the history of trepidation. 
63 It was known to Ibn Yunus (pp. 126-128), but it is not mentioned in the Fihrist 
(p. 280). Qifti (pp; 270-271, 282) derives his information from $1iCjd. Cf. Sezgin, GAS, 6: 

179-180 and Kennedy, Survey, p. 127. 

64 An explanation whereby someone dropped "Ibrahim ibn Siniin" leaving 'Thabit ibn 

Qurra" is appealing but clearly incomplete given the numerous Latin manuscripts that not 

only give Thabit's name but additionally his correct filionymic of Abu al-J:lasan (patris 

Asen) (see p. 400 and footnote 33). The latter, we should note, would have been rea

sonably well-known in Spain (for example, $aCid gives it); it does not overly strain our 

credulity to imagine a process whereby the filionymic is added along the way. 

65 $aCjd does not mention ibrahIm ibn Sinan in his '[abaqiiJ even though he is aware of 

other members of the Ibn Qurra family (p. 37=Fr. trans., pp. 81-82). 
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the aether was by nature a perfect substance and not subject to friction, I doubt if 
this really constituted much of a problem. 

On the other hand, there was a problem in understanding how one orb could 
move another orb concentric to it. Part of the reason for the difficulty arose 
because of a somewhat different conception of the orbs in the Arabic hay'a 
literature from what one might find, say, in Ptolemy's Planetary Hypotheses and 
in the less-specialized Arabic literature such as Ibn Rushd's Talkhi~ rnii bacd 
al-tabica or the Rasii'il of the Ikhwan al-~afii'. There the heavens are stated to 
be a single, living being. Thus the daily motion is simply the motion of the 
whole, and the other orbs are then seen as parts of this whole.66 But in the hay 'a 
literature, the daily motion is caused by the ninth orb, which is a discrete orb as 
defined in 1.1 [15], namely a solid body contained between two spherical 
surfaces. As such, there must be some way for it to move the orbs below it. This 
interpretation is confmned by the first sentence of paragraph [7] in which 1'Usi 
states that the eighth orb must be moved by the ninth. One way for this to occur 
would be by means of the classical solution, such as that. proposed by Eudoxus, 
whereby the. poles of the eighth are attached to the ninth orb. But the 
commentators reject this solution on the grounds that this implies that the aether 
would somehow be different at the point of attachment. There are even greater 
difficulties involved in the case of one orb moving another concentric to it when 
the axes of the two orbs are collinear. One instance of this involves the 
movement of the apogees of the planets and the luminaries. The ecliptic orb 
must move all the parecliptic orbs, which are concentric and share the same 
poles, so that the apogees will share in the motion of precession. But in addition, 
the parecliptics of the sun and moon must also have a proper motion as dictated 
by the motions of the solar apogee and the lunar nodes.67 Another example is 
brought about by 1'Usi's lunar model. He surrounds the lunar epicycle with 
another orb, called the rnuhita, that is concentric and coaxial with it. But 
nevertheless it is expected t~ ~ove the epicycle with a circular motion.68 It is 
clear that in such a case mere attachment would be useless for moving the 
enclosed orb; nor can we resort to dragging, friction or some similar means since 
all are precluded in the heavens. 

The manner chosen by the commentators to explain the moving of one orb 
by another in such cases is an interesting one. Basically they reject the approach 
represented by physical attachment and instead resort to what one may call 
action at a distance. What this amounts to is that the soul of the encompassing 
orb may have a sufficient moving faculty to cause the enclosed orb to move as 
well. The succinct statement of Jurjiini is fairly typical of what we fmd in the 
other commentators: 

66 For Ibn Rushd, see Talkhf~, p. 133. For Ptolemy, see his Planetary Hypotheses, British 

Museum MS Arab. 426, f. 93a, lines 22-23 (reproduced in Goldstein [1967], p. 36); Ger

man translation by L. Nix in Heiberg [1907], p. 112. Cf. Plato, Timaeus, 32d. 

67 See 11.6 [3] and 11.7 [8]. 

68 See the commentary to ILl I [4]. 
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From antiquity, it has been well-known that in the celestial 
region an enclosing [orb] (al-J:zawf) will move [another] contained 
within it (al-maJ:zwf) by necessity (hi- 'l-¢arura) if their two centers 
are different and if the axis of the enclosing [orb] does not pass 
through the center of the contained [orb]. Otherwise, if the 
enclosing [orb] moves but the contained [orb], whether it be an 
epicycle or an eccentric, does not, consequences will follow that 
will violate the principles, specifically tearing and· mending or 
expansion and contraction. [The moving of one orb by another] 
might also occur by attachment (bi-'l-tashabbuth) when the poles 
are different [but the centers are the same]. The poles of the 
contained [orb] are attached to two points on the concave surface of 
the enclosing [orb] ... The poles do not depart from the two points; 
they revolve with them thus causing the contained [orb] to move 
with the revolution of its poles. This has been rejected since the 
postulated points on the concave surface of the enclosing [orb] are 
of the same essence (miihiyya) on account of its being simple; thus 
the attachment of the two poles of the contained [orb] to two 
designated points on the enclosing [orb] to the exclusion of any 
other points is implausible. 

It is clear from the statement in the text, as illustrated by the 
motion of the occupant of a ship, that the motion of the contained 
[orb] results from the motion of its place since that which is in place 
(al-mutamakkin) has the same status as a part of that place. So just 
as a part moves with the motion of the whole, that which is in a 
place will also move with the motion of the place. This always 
holds true for motion of displacement (al-J:zaraka al-ayniyya). As 
for motion in place (al-J:zaraka al-wa¢Ciyya), it will necessarily hold 
for the first case that we have described and will possibly hold for 
the other cases, namely when the orbs are concentric (whether or 
not the axes are the same) and when the orbs have different centers 
but the axis of the enclosing [orb] passes through the center of the 
contained [orb]. [In these latter cases], the moving soul (al-nafs 
al-muJ:zarrika) of the enclosing [orb] may have a sufficient faculty 
(al-quwwa) to move the contained [orb], and hence will move it, 
inasmuch as 'every action is not contingent upon a corporeal 
instrument (ala jusmiiniyya), or it may not have [a sufficient 
faculty] whereupon it will not move [the enclosed orb]. 

The contained [orb] may then, in addition to its motion due to 
the enclosing [orb], have a proper motion since it is not impossible 
for a single body to have two motions--<me accidental, the other 
essential. These two motions mayor may not be in the same 
direction ... 69 

69 Jurjaru, SluirlJ, Damascus, ~iihiriyya MS 3117, ff. 36b-37a. 
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ll.4 [7]5-7. wa-kull kawkab yusiiwi ... wa~ida (Every star whose latitude is 
equal .. .latitude): This sentence is badly worded. The solstice point is, of course, 
not on the equinoctial equator; the point of tangency in question will be at the 
intersection point of the solstitial colure and the equinoctial. I am unable to offer 
any suggestion as to how to rectify the text. 

ll.4 [9]. My voweling and pointing of constellation names follows a rough con
sensus of the manuscripts; variants may be found in the apparatus. Note that 
"corrupt" forms may result (e.g. qayqiiwus for Cepheus). Whether what we have 
in the manuscripts indicates standard late medieval pronunciation is difficult to 
judge based on such it small sample. Compare Kunitzsch [1974], pp. 172-203. 

ll.4 [10]. Aristotle held that the Milky Way was a sublunar phenomenon 
(Meteorology, Bk. I, Ch. 8), but this was not universally accepted in antiquity. 
By the Islamic period, such writers as Ibn al-Haytham and Biron! had made con
vincing arguments for its occurrence in the celestial sphere, a position that Tus! 
here follows without hesitation. See Kunitzsch for an elaboration and biblio
graphic details (Efl, 5: 1024-1025). 

ll.4 [11]. For a listing of the lunar mansions and an extensive bibliography, see 
Kunitzsch, Efl, 6: 374--376. 

D.4 [12]. TUS!' s remarks here tend to confirm some of the arguments we have 
made in Volume One (pp. 37-38) that the Tadhkira should be considered a sum
mary and that each branch of astronomy had its own specialized treatises. 

Book D, Chapter Five 

Tus! here introduces and explains the Ptolemaic "models" (u~Ul, the Arabic 
translation of the Greek hypotheses) that he will use in developing his cos
mography, namely concentrics, eccentrics, and epicycles. We should note that 
he gives both plane and solid versions. The latter is necessary for those who 
wish "to understand the principles of motion" (II.5 [10]11). It is interesting that 
part of this introduction consists of giving the proportions by which one may 
achieve retrogradation, stations, and variations in direct motion. This seems 
somewhat out of place in an "elementary" text; indeed, Ptolemy deals with this 
difficult problem in a separate chapter. I 

D.S [3]21. a,-bucdayn al-awsatayn (the two mean distances): See Fig. T1; for 
the epicycle's mean distance, see the next paragraph. Note that this "mean 

1 Aim., Bk. XII, Ch. 1; for extended discussions of this aspect of Ptolemaic astronomy, 
see Pedersen [1974], pp. 329-349, HAMA, 1: 190--206, and Neugebauer [1959]. 
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distance" is the position at which mean motion occurs; cf. 11.5 [9]1-22' For an 
alternative "mean distance" that is actually based on distance, see 11.6 [5]1-3. 

n.s [5]. For this equiValence of the eccentric and epicyclic hypotheses, see Aim., 
pp. 148-150 (H225-227). 

n.s [6]8-9. fa-li-dhiilik ~akama Ba{lamyus ... min al-tadwir (Therefore Ptolemy 
considered ... than the epicycle): See Aim., ID.4, p. 153 (H232). 

n.s [8]6-8. nisbat al"khatf al-wii~il...ni~f qu{r al-tadwir (the ratio of the line 
connecting ... radius of the epicycle): This version of the proportion is given in 
MSS FL and in the margins of MSS DT. (MS L substitutes "nearest distance" 
for both occurrences of "perigee".) A note in MS D states that this is from "the 
new, emended version" (al-i~liilJ ai-jadid), which confirms the evidence from 
the manuscripts that this variant comes from the ''Baghdad version." In the 
original "Maragha" version of the text we find the following: 

Let us make the ratio of the eccentric radius to the [distance] be
tween the two centers the same as the ratio of the [epicycle's] 
deferent radius to the radius of the epicycle. 

What makes the Baghdad emendation interesting is that it gives a proportion that 
is clearly useless since it does not preserve the relation of the extremal distances 
in the two models.2 For this to occur, one would need to change the text so that 
"eccentric radius" reads "eccentricity" or else change "radius of the epicycle" to 
"radius of the deferent of the epicycle"; the latter change is the most easily made 
to the Arabic text since it only involves the addition (or perhaps substitution) of 
one word. I do not believe, however, that we are dealing with a copyist error. 
Most of the commentators, with the exception of CUbaydi, simply ignore the 
"improvement" and use the older passage. Kamal aI-Din aI-Fiirisi in his gloss on 
this paragraph and the next refers to this variant as "off the mark" (ba cid).3 
Birjandi shows the two versions are equivalent by substituting "radius of the 
deferent" for ''radius of the epicycle," but my suspicion is that this is his own 
emendation since it is attested nowhere else. 

Why would Tiisi have made this change, one that would have been in
consequential even if he had gotten it right? There seem to be two related pos
sibilities. He may have wished to give this proportion in the same terms (i.e. of 
nearest distances) as those of the proportion stated later in this paragraph (lines 
11-15) that establishes the limiting conditions for the occurrence of stations and 
retrogradation. Or perhaps he may have been attempting to correct the mistake 

2 On my justification for following the Baghdad version even when it is "wrong," see the 

introduction, §2.M2, p. 87. 

3 I;Iiishiya, Najaf MS 649, f. lIla. 
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in this paragraph in which he states that the motions of the two concentrics 
(those of the eccentric and the epicycle) should be equal so that the two models 
be equivalent. In order to delve into this question a bit more deeply, we will 
need to refer to Figure C4, adapted from the Almagest,4 in which circle ABGD 
with center E represents both the epicycle and the eccentric, Z is the ecliptic 
center in the epicyclic model, and K is the ecliptic center in the eccentric 
model.5 

As shown in the Almagest (pp. 561-562 [H463-464]) retrogradation will oc
cur when 

EG : GZ > speed of epicycle : speed of planet. . (1) 

Remembering that for Tfis! the motion of the epicycle center is brought about by 
a concentric deferent and that for him the "motion of the epicycle" is what 
Ptolemy calls "the motion of the planet," we obtain Tfisi's proportion cor
responding to (1): 

motion of epicycle: motion of its concentric deferent> GZ : EG. (2) 

In order that the two models be equivalent, the motion of the deferent in the ec
centric model must be equal to the sum of the deferent in the epicyclic model 
plus the motion of the planet on the epicycle; furthermore, the motion of the 
planet on the epicycle must be equal to its motion on the eccentric.6 Thus one 
may obtain the following from (2): 

motion of eccentric: motion of its concentric deferent> GZ : EZ. (3) 

Using GZ: EZ = KG: EG (following Birjandi's emendation of the Baghdad (p) 
version), 'ffis!' s proportion for retrogradation in the eccentric model follows im
mediately from (3), namely 

motion of eccentric: motion of its concentric deferent> KG : EG. (4) 

The problem is, however, that 'fusi states that the motion of the two con
centric deferents are equal (mutashiibihatayn),7 which would preclude (3) fol
lowing from (2). But if one were to take the incorrect proportion of the Baghdad 
(~) version, then GZ : EG = KG : EG. Applying this otherwise worthless propor
tion would allow one to use the incorrect relation of the motions of the 

4 Aim., p. 556 (H453). 

5 On the significance of using a single figure to illustrate the possibility of transforming 

one model into the other, see Neugebauer [1959], pp. 8-9. 

6 AIm., p. 558 (H455). For a reasonably clear explanation of this, see Pedersen [1974], 

pp. 339-340 (especially Fig. 11.5). Cf. Neugebauer [1959], pp. 6-8. 

7 Its use here to mean equal rather than uniform is confirmed by the commentators. 
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concentric deferents so as to obtain (4) directly from (2) showing that sometimes 
two wrongs do make a right. 

All the commentators8 recognize rusl's mistake concerning the ratio of the 
concentric motions and correct it. What makes it even more puzzling is that TUS! 
himself, as Birjand! points out, got it right in his recension of the Almagest writ
ten many years before the Tadhkira. 9 It is reasonable to assume that TUs!, or 
someone else who pointed it out to him, recognized that something was amiss in 
the Maragha (a) version. But instead of correcting the relationship of the con
centrics, he instead changed the underlying geometrical relationship between the 
two models in order that the motions of the deferents, just as those of the ec
centric and the epicycle, could be equal. Whether this was an absent-minded 
mistake or a misguided attempt at elegance is not clear. 

II.S [8]24. wuqu!ayn (two stations): The technical term for station is maqiim. 

II.S [9]. Referring to Figure C4, we obtain the following proportions: 10 

motion of eccentric: motion of its concentric deferent = KH : YzDH 

motion of epicycle: motion of its concentric deferent = HZ : YzBH 

(As we noted above, the motions of the eccentric and the epicycle are what 
Ptolemy calls the "speed of the planet," while the motions of the concentrics 
correspond to his "speeds of the eccentric and the epicycle.") 

II.S [9]32.fial-tadwir (in the case of the epicycle): This phrase, which occurs in 
MSS GL and in the margins of MSS DF, would thus appear to be a late inser
tion. It was added to indicate that the mean speed was the motion of the con
centric in the case of the epicycle but not the eccentric model. 

II.S [10]21-24. wa-mintaqatuhu madiir markaz al-tadwir ... li-l-bucd al-abcad 
(Its [inner] equator is the circuit of the epicycle's center ... the farthest distance): 
For a discussion of the curious use of mintaqa (equator) to mean the circuit of 
the epicycle center, see the commentary to IT.ll [4]. In order to distinguish this 
meaning of min(aqa from its standard usage, I add "inner" in brackets in my 
translation since this circuit occurs inside an orb. Figure C5 indicates the two 
possibilities 'for the concentric inner equator referred to in the text. Note that 
mulJiidhiya (facing) in the phrase "a point facing the farthest distance" has the 
import here of "adjacent" rather than "opposite" (cf. 1.1 [2]). 

8 This includes Shirazi in the TulJJa (II.8, Mosul MS 287, f. 57b) but curiously not in the 

Nihiiya (see 11.5, Istanbul, Ahmet ill MS 3333, f. 62b). 

9 Tilsi, TalJrir al-Majis{f, XILl, Damascus, Zfihiriyya MS 7790, f. 150b. 

10 Cf. Atm., p. 559 (H458). 
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Book II, Chapter Six 

II.6 [1]11-12. qariban min intiqiiliit al-thawiibit (that is approximately the 
movement of the fixed stars): Taken in isolation, this phrase seems to imply that 
Tusi recognizes that the solar apogee may have a proper motion of its own that· 
is distinct from precession. I do not know if he is aware of the work of ZarqaIlu 
though one may assume that he knows Birfini's discussion.1 The setting of the 
solar apogee motion equal to precession had been made in the early period of Is
lamic science by (pseudo-) Thabit, Battani, and others. On the solar apogee 
problem in Islam, see Toomer [1969], Hartner and Schramm [1963], Hartner, 
"al-Battani," DSB, 1: 510-511, Neugebauer [1962a], p. 267, and Morelon 
[1987], pp. LID-LVll,LXIV-LXXV and 189-215. 

. , 

II.6 [2]15-16. idM naqa~~... yaqulu biM (the motion of the apogee being sub
tracted from the mean motion among those who propound it): The motion of the 
sun resulting from the eccentric orb moving it in the sequence of the signs com
bined with the motion of the apogee, which moves the eccentric orb. itself se
quentially, yields the mean motion. Thus the motion of the eccentric alone is ob
tained by subtracting the motion ofthe apogee from the mean motion. 

II.6 [2]22-:23. wa-Ba!lamyus ... absa! (Ptolemy ... simpler): SeeAlm.,ID.4, p. 153 
(H232) and compare 11.5 [6]. 

II.6 [3]2-:3. wa-ammii calii a~l al-tadwir ... huwa al-mumaththil (For the 
epicyclic model ... the parecliptic): If I understand this phrase, Tusi seems to be 
saying that the eighth orb suffices for moving the orbs in the epicyclic but not in 
the eccentric model, a position I find puzzling. For if the eighth orb moves 
everything below it, should it not move the eccentric parecliptic as easily as the 
epicyclic deferent?2 There seem to be several requirements at work, not all of 
which are entirely compatible with one another. On the one hand, one must have 
a concentric parecliptic in the eccentric model in order to fill what would other
wise be a void between the sun's eccentric and the orbs of Mars above and 
Venus below. But an orb usually moves with its own motion,3 and this may be 
why Tust has it move with its own motion rather than be moved by the eighth 
orb. On the face of it, however, this would seem to contradict the statement in 
this paragraph that "[the eighth orb] moves everything below it." The epicyclic 
deferent, on the other hand, already has a motion of its own. For consistency, 

. one could surround this deferent with a parecliptic that would then move the 
apogee, but this may have appeared to TiiSt to be a gratuitous multiplication of 

1 Qiiniin, Bk. VI, Chs. 7-8 (2: 650-685). 

2 Cf. the commentary to 11.4 [6-7]. 

3 See the commentary to 1.1 [15]. 
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Book IT, Chapter Six 

IT.6 [1]11-12. qarfban min intiqiilat al-thawiibit (that is approximately the 
movement of the fixed stars): Taken in isolation, this phrase seems to imply that 
Tusi recognizes that the solar apogee may have a proper motion of its own that 
is distinct from precession. I do not know if he is aware of the work of Zarqiillu 
though one may assume that he knows Biriinl's discussion. 1 The setting of the 
solar apogee motion equal to precession had been made in the early period of Is
lamic science by (pseudo-) Thiibit, Battiini, and others. On the solar apogee 
problem in Islam, see Toomer [1969], Hartner and Schramm [1963], Hartner, 
"al-Battiini," DSB, 1: 510-511, Neugebauer [1962a], p. 267, and More1on 
[1987], pp. LIII-LVII, LXIV-LXXV and 189-215. 

IT.6 [2]15-16. idhii naqa~a... yaqulu bihii (the motion of the apogee being sub
tracted from the mean motion among those who propound it): The motion of the 
sun resulting from the eccentric orb moving it in the sequence of the signs com
bined with the motion of the apogee, which moves the eccentric orb itself se
quentially, yields the mean motion. Thus the motion of the eccentric alone is ob
tained by subtracting the motion of the apogee from the mean motion. 

IT.6 [2]22-23.wa-Ba{lamyus ... absa{ (Ptolemy ...simpler): See Alm., rnA, p. 153 
(H232) and compare 11.5 [6]. 

IT.6 [3]2-3. wa-ammii Cala a~l al-tadwfr ... huwa al-mumaththil (For the 
epicyclic mode1. .. the parecliptic): If I understand this phrase, Tusi seems to be 
saying that the eighth orb suffices for moving the orbs in the epicyclic but not in 
the eccentric model, a position I find puzzling. For if the eighth orb moves 
everything below it, should it not move the eccentric parecliptic as easily as the 
epicyclic deferent?2 There seem to be several requirements at work, not all of 
which are entirely compatible with one another. On the one hand, one must have 
a concentric parecliptic in the eccentric model in order to fill what would other
wise be a void between the sun's eccentric and the orbs of Mars above and 
Venus below. But an orb usually moves with its own motion,3 and this may be 
why Tusi has it move with its own motion rather than be moved by the eighth 
orb. On the face of it, however, this would seem to contradict the statement in 
this paragraph that "[the eighth orb] moves everything below it." The epicyclic 
deferent, on the other hand, already has a motion of its own. For consistency, 
one could surround this deferent with a parecliptic that would then move the 
apogee, but this may have appeared to Tusi to be a gratuitous multiplication of 

1 Qanun, Bk. VI, Chs. 7-8 (2: 650--685). 
2 Cf. the commentary to 11.4 [6-7]. 
3 See the commentary to I.1 [15]. 
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orbs.4 Khafrl, following Jurjani, wishes to have the parecliptics in all cases have 
their own motion rather than depending on the eighth orb; he even suggests that 
the motion of the deferent in the solar epicyclic model should be a combination 
of its own motion and the motion of the apogee to avoid having it be moved by 
the eighth orb,. which is one way of getting around Tusi:'s difficulty here. s In 
conclusion, I think that it is safe to say that there is considerable confusion and 
ambiguity concerning some aspects of the dynamical problem despite a brave 
front in IIA [6-7]. 

n.6 [4]11-13. wa-yakunu bi-qadr ... sittin (it depends ...eccentric being 60): 
Battanl's value for the eccentricity was 2;04,45,6 which was also given by Abu 
Jacfar Mul;lammad ibn al-Tabari (second half of the 11th century).7 BIriin! usedB 

2;05 as did, according to Kennedy, l,:Iabash, Abu al-Wafii' al-Buzjani, and the 
Banil Milsa.9 

n.6 [4]12. a;~iib al-ar~ad (observational [astronomers]): This phrase conveys 
the sense that those who conduct observations form a distinct, specialized sub
group within the astronomical profession. But since Tusi himself was both an 
observer and a theoretician, it would be unwise to interpret this dichotomy too 
strictly. Compare ahl al-ra~ad in II.7 [18]3. 

Book n, Chapter Seven 

n.7 [1]. Tus! here follows his normal procedure of listing the fundamental ob
servations that provide the basis for the orbs, motions, and anomalies that will 
be listed later in this chapter. In paragraph [14], he explains how most of these 
observations can be explained by the Ptolemaic orbs and motions. 

4 One should compare this with the moon in which a concentric parecliptic surrounds a 

concentric inclined orb. But the lunar and solar cases may have not been considered 

strictly comparable since the lunar parecliptic must account for the motion of the nodes, 

which is a combination of a proper motion and the motion of the fixed stars; see 11.7 [8]. 

5 KhafIi suggests a similar solution to the problem of the "enclosing sphere" inII.11 [5]. 

6 Battiini, Zij, Ch. 28, 3: 73 (Latin trans., 1: 48). 

7 Kennedy and Hamadanizadeh [1965], p. 444. 

8 Kennedy and Muruwwa [1958], p. 115. 

9 Kennedy [1960], p. 170; as-Saleh [1970], p. 143. 
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11.7 [1]18-21. wa-J:zarakatuhu calii dhiilik al-madiir ... bi-zaman qalfl (Its motion 
on that circuit ... to what was comparable to it): The manifold' significations of 
ikhtiliif(lit., difference) and its derivatives make a consistent translation virtually 
impossible.! Here I have translated ikhtiliif as anomaly, but this should not be 
understood in the technical sense explained in detail in n.7 [16"':'18], pp. 
156-159. Nor should it be understood as the proper anomaly (khii~~a) defined in 
paragraph [29] even though the return to the same proper anomaly, which is the 
return of the planet to the same location on the epicycle, is the explanation for 
the return to a comparable speed.2 In the present context, Tusi is reporting ob
servations to be explained, not the models that are meant to explain them. Thus 
an ikhtiliif is simply an irregular, or anomalous, speed, i.e. one that differs from 
the mean. One should be careful not to think of a return of an anomalous speed 
in terms of a fixed rate. As he mentions here, the return is to' "what is com
parable," meaning that it is relative. Thus a return to a slowest or fastest value 
would be to the relatively slowest or fastest speed during a revolution. Clearly, 
though, one could not easily observe the return of intermediate rates of speed 
without some model to depend on. 

11.7 [1]21-22. fi al-bu!' ... fi al-surca (during the slower motion ...during the 
faster motion): The slower motion of a planet occurs when its direction on the 
epicycle is opposite that of the deferent, while its faster motion is when the two 
directions are the same. The dividing points between the slower and faster mo
tions are the two mean distances as defined in I1.5 [3-4]. (Compare n.s [5] and 
[7]). 

11.7 [7]17. al-jawzahr: Hartner ("Djawzahar," Efl, 2: 501-502) details the his
tory and etymology of the word; he states unequivocally that it derives from the 
Avestan gao-Cithra, an epithet of the moon. The commentators, however, 
propose other etymologie!i. Birjandi gives us two choices. The first is 
jawz-chihr, which means the "image of the jawz [nut?]." He claims this is on the 
analogy of jawz-girih, which is a Persian word for one kind of knot. (Steingass 
gives "coat-button" as the meaning for the latter.) The other possibility, which is 
also reported by Khafrl, is kii-zahr, which means the "location of the poison." 
This would, of course, refer to the head and tail of the snake or dragon that were 
imagined to be at the nodes of the moon. 

Sincejawzahr is an Arabized word, the voweling could vary (e.g. jawzahar, 
etc.). It occasionally is found in the dual form (jawzahriin), but the Persian en
compasses both nodes in its meaning. Tusi would seem to have preferred the 
singular form as evidenced by the manuscripts. 

1 Compare Toomer's remarks concerning the analogous problem of translating 

UvrollUAtU in the AIm., p. 21. 

2 The return is not to the exact same speed since the epicycle center will be at a different 

distance from the Earth after a return in anomaly; see commentary to II.7 [14]15, p. 418. 
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11.7 [14]15. al-cawd ita ikhtiliif bi-caynihi (the return to the same anomaly): 
Here again there is a problem in interpreting what exactly is meant by ikhtiliif. 
As noted elsewhere in this chapter (II.7 [1]18-21; II.7 [14]17-21), the moon 
does not return sometime after a complete revolution to the exact same. speed 
but rather to what is "comparable to it" since the epicycle center will be either 
closer or farther away from the center of the World when the moon has returned 
to the exact same position on the epicycle. In the comment on II.7 [1]18-21, I 

. interpreted a similar use 	of ikhtiliif as "anomalous speed,"· but this seems in.;. 
appropriate here since a certain relative speed (e.g. the fastest speed) will not be 
the same but vary from one revolution to the next. Unless Tus! has simply made 
a misstatement, which would not be that extraordinary, he may mean by the 
return to the exact same ikhtiliif the return of the moon to the same position on 
the epicycle. 

11.7 [14]17-21. wa-li-kawn ni~f qutr al-tadwir ... wa-ghayruhumii min 
al-ikhtiliifiit (Because the radius of the epicycle ...as well as the other anomalous 
speeds): There are several ways of reading various parts of this passage that lead 
to fairly divergent interpretations by the commentators. BIrjand! understands fi 
al-falakayn (in the two orbs) as referring to the eccentric and the epicycle. In 
this reading, Tus! is not thinking simply about the varying distance of the 
epicycle from the Earth due to the motion of the eccentric; he also has in mind 
the different positions of the epicycle radius, which will result in the radius ap
pearing to vary in size from the Earth. Thus the different rates of speed that are 
being referred to are due not only to the varying distance of the epicycle center 
from the Earth but also to the planet's motion on the epicycle. In this broad in
terpretation of Tusi's intention, the phrase aqdiir ai-but' wa-'l-surca, which I 
have translated "the rates of the slowest and fastest speeds," could refer not only 
to particular rates of speed but also to the varying lengths of the arcs on the 
epicycle that determine the slower and faster motions. In keeping with this view, 
BIrjandi: takes ikhtiliifiit in line 21 to refer not to other particular anomalous 
speeds but to other anomalies (such as the equation of the proper anomaly, the 
anomaly ofthe nearest distance and so on). 

My own understanding of this passage as reflected in the translation is that 
Tusi is trying to explain why a particular speed, say the fastest or slowest, varies 
from one revolution to another. We should recall that this was one of the obser
vations that he reported at the beginning of the chapter (see II.7 [1]18-21). The 
only variation in distance needed to explain this would then be that of the 
epicycle center from the Earth. There would be no need to bring in the motion 
on the epicycle since we are comparing one particular speed from one revolution 
to the next. There are some problems with this interpretation, however. What 
does Tusi mean by the ''varying distance .. .in the two orbs" if only the eccentric 
is needed to resolve the observation in question? Jurjiini and Khafri, who basi
cally conrrrm my interpretation, suggest deletingfi al-falakayn and indicate that 
in some copies of the Tadhkira this was done (see, for example, Leipzig, Uni
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versity Library MS 261 (K.203), f. lIb). Another possible way to resolve this is 
to take "the two orbs" to mean the eccentric and the inclined since both acting 
together bring the epicycle toward and away from the Earth. Yet another prob
lem with our interpretation is that one would need to take but' and surca not in 
their usual senses as the faster and slower motions that occur on the two seg
ments of the epicycle (see the comment to IT.7 [1]21-22) but in the sense of par
ticular speeds, namely the fastest and the slowest. But this seems to me the only 
interpretation that would allow one to understand ikhtiliifot as "anomalous 
speeds," which is the most natural reading and one that conforms to its use in 
II.7 [1]20. This permits us to avoid Birjandi's strained resort to "anomaly," 
which distorts the flow of the sentence. 

Let me conclude with a more general point. Tus} here and elsewhere (see, for 
example, II.ll [13]) discusses instantaneous and maximum speeds. One of the 
reasons for belaboring the problems of understanding this passage, problems 
that apply to the medieval commentators no less than ourselves, is in order to 
see the difficulties involved in dealing with a concept such as speed without a 
well-developed vocabulary. 1 would suggest that an understanding of these lin
guistic difficulties and the attempts to resolve them should form an integral part 

. of the story of the development of the calculus. 

n.7 [18]17. calii tasdls aI-shams awtathllthihii (at the sextiles or trines with 
respect to the sun): The maximum of this anomaly is sometimes stated to be at 
the octants, perhaps based on a less than precise statement by Ptolemy (AIm., pp. 
226-227 [H367]). The actual maximum occurs at 57° and 123°, as one can easi
ly ascertain from the appropriate table in the Almagest (p. 238, col. 3; cf.Peder
sen [1974], p. 192). This is no doubt the basis for Tust's statement here. 

n.7 [18]1-2. nuqtat al-mu~iidhiit (point of alignment): For this aspect of his 
lunar theory, Ptolemy uses the word prosneusis, which, according to Toomer, is 
not being employed by him in this context as a technical term (AIm., p. 227, 
n. 19). It is used more generally simply to mean direction. At least in some in
stances, it is rendered in Arabic by mayl, which 1 have usually translated as 
"inclination." For example, in Almagest 1.7, p. 43, Toomer translates prosneusis 
as direction (sc. of the motion of a heavy body), whereas Tus} uses mayl for this 
concept (II. 1 [7]). On the other hand, mu~hiit has more the sense of facing or 
being aligned with rather than inclining toward (cf. 1.1 [2]). 

n.7 [18]3. ahl al-ra~ad (observational [astronomers]): See commentary to 
11.6 [4]12. 

n.7 [22]. The shapes ofthe moon are discussed in II. 13 [1]. 

n.7 [23]. The theory enunciated here concerning the existence of other bodies in 
the lunar epicycle also occurs in Ibn Sinii's Shifii' (Al-Samii' wa-'l-ciilam, pp. 
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37ft). This explanation is rather different from the one offered by Ibn 
al-Haytham.3 

H.7 [25]. Here, as well as in II.8 [19], II.9 [15], and II.lO [2] and [6], one finds 
an enumeration of TUsi's criticisms of the Ptolemaic models. His counter
proposals are found in II. 11. See also the introduction, §2.F2, pp. 48-51. 

H.7 [26]. Parallax is discussed in II.12. 

H.7 [28]4. law la f:Jarakat al-shams (If the motion of the sun is disregarded): In 
other words, if the sun were stationary, the epicycle center would perform the 
oval circuit indicated in Figure T7. But since the sun moves an appreciable dis
tance in a month, the actual circuit will be rather more complex. 

H.7 [29]1. kha~~a (proper anomaly): This is usually rendered simply as anoma
ly;4 however, I feel that anomaly should be reserved as the general term to trans
late ikhtilaj. Sincekha~~a has to do with the proper motion, i.e. that of the planet 
itself on the epicycle, I have added the qualifier as a way to distinguish the gen
eral meaning of anomaly from this specific one. 

H.7 [29]2.. cala al-tawiili al-mafrufl fihi (sequentially as defined for the 
[epicycle]): As defined in II.7 [13], the epicycle moves in the counter-sequence 
of the signs in its upper half; thus this is the direction that is sequential when 
measuring arcs on the epicycle. 

Book H, Chapter Eight 

H.8 [1]18-21. wa-idha qfsa ... wa-ji bacfliha akthar (If one compares ...while in 
other parts they will be greater): Slower and faster motions (but'; surCa) refer to 
the motions on the two segments of the epicycle discussed in II.5 [7]. 

Birjandi states that this passage is true only for retrograde motion and for the 
faster motion. In both cases, as the epicycle distance from the Earth increases, 
the arcs will decrease in size for two reasons: first the actual arcs on the epicycle 
will decrease, which thus will decrease the time period of these motions, and 
second the arcs themselves will appear smaller. For the direct motion and for the 
slower motion, however, he notes that the time and size are not necessarily coor
dinated since with an increase in the distance between the epicycle center and 
the Earth, the actual arcs will increase in size, which will increase the time peri

3 See Sabra [1977]. 

4 E.g. Biriini, Tajhim, p. 94 and Kennedy [1960], p. 91. 
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od involved; this contradicts lusI's general statement that it will decrease. The 
apparent size, however, will indeed decrease with increasing distance, Admitting 
that it is difficult to resolve how the two effects will interact in a general way, 
Blrjandt says that he has consulted a zij and found that the decrease in apparent 
size outweighs the increase of the arc on the epicycle, 

II.S [1]21-22. wa-'l-juz', .. al-thawabit (That part ... fixed stars): The part being 
referred to here is the apogee, where apparent motion will be at its slowest. I am 
not quite sure what is meant by zaman (time period) being at its shortest there 
since this is true of some categories of motion but not others as we saw in the 
previous comment. At first reading, lust seems to be saying in this sentence that 
the slower motion will take place in the least time when it is in the vicinity of 
the apogee, but this is not the case. What he is probably thinking of is the 
retrograde motion, which in fact will take place in the shortest time near the 
apogee since the retrograde arc on the epicycle will there have its smallest size. 

II.S [1]1-2. wa-fi muqabila dhalika ... tilk al-ghaya (Directly facing 
that. .. maximum extent): As happens all too frequently, lUSt has made things 
more complicated than need be by an excessive use of pronouns. The first in 
"directly facing that" I take to refer to the apogee, which would indicate that 
ruSt wishes to describe the situation 1800 from the apogee. What he finds is 
similar to "this part," which I have concluded is the trine; in other words, the 
situation at 1800 is similar to that at 1200 though the maximum effect is at the 
latter. Though this interpretation is not obvious given the structure of the 
sentence, it does correspond reasonably well with the analysis of Mercury's 
epicycle center distance from the Earth and its effect on the anomaly made by 
Pedersen ([1974], pp. 326-328, especially p. 328) and it is furthermore con
firmed by Nisiibi1rl. Birjandi, however, has a different reading. He takes the first 
"that" as referring to the trine from which it follows that "this part" would be the 
sextile, which is directly opposite the trine. Thoughneither my interpretation nor 
BlrjandI's is without its problems, mine does correspond somewhat better with a 
close analysis of the situation; whether this corresponds with lusI's own under
standing is another matter. 

II.S [4]9. wa-sa-tajf'u ~ifatuha (its description will be forthcoming): See 
11.10 [1-2]. 

II.S [7]20. cala ma sa-yaji'u bayanuh (as will be explained below): See 
11.10 [4-5]. 

II.S [10]5./:tawl nuqta sa-nadhkuruha (about a point we will discuss below): See 
11.8 [14]. 

II.S [11]19-21. wa-ta fi al-tarbfCayn ... laysa bi-mutasawiyayn (nor is [this dis
tance] at the quadratures ... are not equal): lust seems to be thinking here of the 
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situation of the moon where the nearest distance does occur at the quadratures as 
a result of the "two opposite distances," i.e. those at conjunction and opposition, 
being equidistant from the Earth. This is, of course, a consequence of the motion 
of apogee being about the center of the World. In the case of Mercury, however, 
the corresponding distances will not be the same since the motion of the apogee 
is with respect to the dirigent center and not the center of the World. 

II.S [15]5. al-taCdil al-thiini (the second equation): It is a bit confusing, to say 
the least, to call the ftrst anomaly the second equation. Birjandi notes in his com
mentary to II.7 [16] that this terminology is that of the practical astronomers (ahl 
al-Camal), who call it second because it is computed after the equation of center, 
which is called by them the ftrst equation. On the other hand, the theoretical 
astronomers (ahl al-hay'a) call this the ftrst equation and the independentequa
tion as we saw in II.7 [16]. We should note that al-thiini (second) occurs only in 
MS L and in the margin of MS F, which indicates that it is a late addition of the 
Baghdad (~) version. (Compare Kennedy, Survey, p. 142). 

Book II, Chapter Nine 

11.9 [1]9. aw baCdahu bi-qalil (or is a little beyond it): Since this reading occurs 
in MSS F and M, which usually witness a later version, it seems reasonable to 
assume that it is meant to replace the redundant qablahu (before it), which is 
found in MSS DGLT. bacdahu (beyond it) allows for the possibility that a sta
tion could occur after the sun has reached the second trine. Indeed BirjandI, who 
admittedly simpliftes the situation by calculating only the mean positions, ftnds 
that the stations will be before the ftrst trine and after the second for Saturn. (For 
Jupiter and Mars they are after and before.) Interestingly enough, the newer ver
sion also occurs in both the Nihiiya (II.8, f. 79a) and the Tu/:lJa (II.ll, f. 105b). 
This may indicate that this change is due to ShirazI, a view suggested by both 
Jurjani .and Birjandi. This is consistent with what we know about the status of 
MSM.l 

II.9 [6]12. wa-ta/:lduthufi al-mumaththil (and there occurs on the parecliptic): In 
MS G and in the margins of MSS MT, one ftnds immediately afterward the 
phrase bi-/:laraka markaz al-tadwir (due to the motion of the epicycle center). It 
is absent in MSS DL and is marked for deletion in MS F. At some point in the 
text tradition, Tfrsi, or perhaps an associate, wished to indicate that the plane of 
the inclined orb is determined by the motion of the epicycle center. However, 
the epicycle center obviously does not produce a great circle on the parecliptic, 
and the phrase was subsequently excised to avoid any ambiguity. 

1 See the introduction, §2.J3, pp. 71-75. 
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n.9 [8]21.1}araka markaz al-tadwir (the epicycle's motion of center): A variant 
reading is 1}araka markaz al-kawkab (the planet's motion of center) found in 
MSS DGM. Birjandi prefers this variant since he claims it is the correct techni
cal terminology. He does admit that "the epicycle's motion of center" does seem 
appropriate in context here. 

n.9 [14]. See the text and commentary to IV.6 [3]. 

n.9 [15]18. dun alladhi bi-sabab al-mulJiidhiit (but without there being the 
[difficulty] due to the alignment): The difficulty alluded to here is the one men
tioned in connection with the moon, where the epicycle diameter is aligned with 
a point other than its center of motion (see II.7 [18]). For Mercury and for these 
four planets, however, this difficulty does not arise inasmuch as the epicycle 
diameter.passing through the mean apex and perigee is always aligned with the 
center of motion, i.e. the equant center (cf. II.8 [19]). 

, 
-\ 
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Book n, Chapter Ten 

n.10 [2]7-8. wa ta~tiij... al-mutaqaddimiin (These two motions ... [our] 
predecessors): TusI's solution is in II.11 [19]. 

n.10 [4]25.fi ghayat al-bucd al-shamaU (at the northern limit [lit., at the maxi
mum northern distance]): For the upper planets,the northern (or southern) limit 
refers to the point on the inclined deferent at which the epicycle center is at its 
maximum northern (or southern) inclination from the ecliptic. Since the apogee 
is in the northern part of the deferent for all the upper planets, the apparent 
deviation of the epicyclic apices and perigees will be less at the northern limit 
than at the southern limit (see Table 3). 

n.10 [4]15. fi ghayatay al-buCdayn (at both maximum distances): In contrast 
with 11.10 [4] 25, here the maximum distance refers to the maximum deviation in 
either direction of the apex (or epicyclic perigee) from the inclined deferent. 
Since for both lower planets this will occur at nodes that are equidistant from the 
Earth, there is no need to take into account the northern or southern limit of the 
deferent as was the case for the upper planets; consequently there is only one 
maximum deviation for each of the apex and epicyclic perigee. 

n.10 [4]182, al-mayl (deviation): Mayl is used in various contexts to indicate an 
inclination of one sort or another; thus translating it here as "deviation" may 
seem to be assigning it a technical meaning it does not have. Mayl, for example, 
is also used in 11.10 (1]3 to mean the inclination between the inclined and 
parecliptic equators. On the other hand, Tiisi does seem to intend this aspect of 
the latitude theory to have a specific designation; this is confrrrned by Birjandi 
who calls the inclination of the inclined equator "the latitude of the epicycle 
center" (Car{i markaz al-tadwir) in order to distinguish it from this mayl. The 
third component of the latitude theory, the slant, goes under a number of dif
ferent names, happily none of which is mayl (cf. 11.10 (5]9). 

n.10 [4]18-192, ghayr hadhayn al-car{iayn (only these two latitudes): These 
two are the inclination of the inclined equator and the deviation. 

n.10 [4]&[5]. The following tables list the values given in these paragraphs for 
the deviation and the slant. See also Figure C6 and compare Pedersen (1974], 
Fig. 12.5, p. 362 and Toomer, Aim., Fig. U, p. 624 and footnote 42, p. 623. Fig
ure C6a is a cross-sectional view; it is not applicable to the lower planets since 
their maximum deviation occurs at the nodes. Figure C6b is somewhat 
"artificial" (quoting Toomer) since when the epicycle center is in the ecliptic, 
the slant is zero; however, the slant is measured with respect to a plane parallel 
to the ecliptic and so we can take the figure conveniently to represent, in 
Ptolemy's phraseology, the "separation of effects." Finally note that Tusi calls 
the line connecting the morning and evening endpoints a "diameter"; strictly 
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speaking, however, the line connecting the mean distances, as shown in Figure 
n, is not a diameter. 

Table 3. Deviation. 

Upper Planets 

Planet jm ~ Pms~s Pmn 

Saturn .t4Y2° t26' *28' 33'(t34') *35' 
Jupiter t2Y2° t24' *25' 35'(t36') *38' 
Mars t2Y.t° 22'{*52') 27'{*56') 3;22o(t3~O) 6YlO° (t6°) 

Lower Planets 

Planet jm' ~ Pm 

Venus t21ho tl;2° 6;23o(t6;22°) 
Mercury t6Y.t° 1~O(tl ;46°) 4;4o(t4;5°) 

Table 4. Slant. 

Planet ~ mma mmp 

Venus t3Y2° 2Y2o(t2;27°) 2Y2o(t2;34°) 
Mercury t7° 211'40(t2;17°) 2~0(t2;46°) 

Key: jm = maximum deviation measured from epicycle center; am =. apparent 
maximum deviation of epicyclic apex; Pm = apparent maximum deviation of 
epicyclic perigee; ~ (~s) = apparent maximum deviation of epicyclic apex at 
northern (southern) limit on inclined deferent; Pmn (Pms) = apparent maximum 
deviation of epicyclic perigee at northern (southern) limit on inclined deferent; 
~ =maximum slant measured from epicycle center; m =mprning endpoint; 
mma = apparent maximum slant at deferent apogee; IDmp = apparent maximum 
slant at deferent "perigee"; t = value stated explicitly in text of Almagest; * = 
value derivable from latitude tables in Almagest xm.5; divergent values from 
Almagest are in parentheses. 1 

1 Cf. AIm., pp. 602 (H536-7), 604-605 (H540, H542), 626-627 (H573, H575), 629-630 
(H577-9), and 632-634 (H582-6). 
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Ido not know the reasons for the small discrepancies between Tusi'N values 
and those of Ptolemy. In some cases (e.g. Pms =6y!oo for Mars), Tus} has proba
bly obtained the value from Ptolemy's latitude table (Aim., p. 633) by subtract
ing the inclination i from the tabulated value (in this case, 7;7°-1 0 = 6;70 '" 

6y!oO). In general, Tus!'s values are correct to within a few minutes irrespective 
of how one calc!llates them; in the case of Mars, however, the amounts given for 
~ and ams are incorrect. The values should be2 (using Aim., XI.11, cols. 5-7, 
p.551) 

It is a mystery to me how TuS} could be so far off; if one were inadvertently to 
drop 2;15 from the above calculation (or, what amounts to the same thing, if one 
were to confuse the declination with the inclination of the inclined equator, . 
which is 10 for Mars), one could conceivably arrive at Tus!'s figures with some 
fudging. This is only conjecture, however, and not a particularly strong one at 
that. 

n.lO [5]9. wa-hiidhii. al-car¢ ... wa- 'l-iltifiif (This latitude... [iltiflij]): On the 
Arabic terminology for this aspect of the Ptolemaic latitude theory, see Sabra 
[1979], pp. 389-390, especially note 5. 

n.1O [6]10-11. wa-kull ... al-qudarna' (Each ... Ancients): This problem is dealt 
with in 11.11 [13-15] and [18]. 

n.10 [6]11. al-muta'akhf!;hirln (recent [astronomers]): The person (singular, not 
plural) referred to is Ibn al-Haytham; see 11.11 [16]. 

n.10 [6]13. calii rna dhukira fi al-majis!l (based on what is stated in the Al
magest): Here again we see that the basic purpose of the Tadhkira is to sum
marize the Almagest; as Birjandi points out, TUS} gives the Ptolemaic values 
despite having access to more recent Islamic values including those that came 
out of the Maragha observations. 

2 For the justification of this method, see Pedersen [1974], pp. 362-363. From the table 
(Aim., p. 633), one can derive 52' for amn and 56' for!\ns (l°-0;8° and 1°-0;4°, respec
tively). 
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Book H, Chapter Eleven 

For an overview of this chapter, see Ragep [1987]. 

H.ll [title]1S. al-ishiira (An indication): Both in its presentation and in its his
torical role, this chapter should be seen as a program for research. By using 
al-ishiira in the title, Tusl is clearly making this explicit. He is, in effect, telling 
his medieval audience that he does not claim a definitive solution to the prob
lems of astronomy but only an approach. In various places throughout the chap
ter, Tusl reiterates this point and challenges his contemporaries and successors 
to continue in this endeavor. This attempt to institutionalize a certain program 
was obviously quite successful. One is reminded here of Plato's proposal to the 
astronomers to "save the phenomena" with uniform circular motions. I· But in 
contrast to our somewhat limited knowledge of the immediate response to the 
Platonic challenge, we have with Tusl and his successors a well-documented 
record of an on-going--even systematic-response to the unresolved problems 
(dare we say anomalies?) of astronomy. As such, one has a very important case 
study with which to test the conflicting claims that have been proposed in recent 
years of how scientific change occurs. 

H.ll [title]17. allatf sabaqat al-ishiira i/ayhii (Referred to Previously): The 
referent here is al-ishkiiliit (the difficulties), which Kham finds to be six
teen-two for the moon (the irregular motion of its deferent and the oscillation 
of its epicycle as a result of the alignment of its diameter with the prosneusis 
point), four each for the two lower planets (the irregular motions of their 
deferents, of their epicyclic apices and of the endpoints of their mean epicyclic . 
diameters, and the oscillations of the equators of their deferent orbs), and two 
each for the three upper planets (the irregular motions of their deferents and of 
their epicyclic apices).2 These have been cited in n.7 [25], n.8 [19], n.9 [15], 
and n.lO [2] and [6]. Note that the related problems associated with trepidation 
and the motion in latitude of the ecliptic do not figure in this list since they were 
usually not considered, at least in late eastern Islamic hay'a, to have been obser
vationallyestablished (see n.4 [2-5] and n.11 [21]). 

11.11 [1]. Because of the intriguing historical questions raised by this paragraph, 
it is important to examine it closely. The first difficulty (ishkiil) referred to con
cerns the irregular motion of the center of the moon's epicycle about its deferent 
center. Tusi's statement that nothing concerning this problem has reached him 
from his predecessors reaffirms his statement in n.7 [25] that no one in the 
profession has shown how this motion is composed nor has anyone even 

1 This is reported by Simplicius in his commentary on Aristotle's De caela; see Duhem 

[1908]. p. 3 (Engl. trans. [1969], pp. 5-6). 

2 Khafri, Takmila, f. 189a-b. See also the introduction. §2.F2, pp. 48-51. 
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ventured (taCarrO{lil) to deal with this difficulty nor the other difficulties associ
ated with the moon. Both Ibn al-Haytham and Juzjani, however, should at least 
be credited with discussing some of the difficulties even though they may not 
have reached a solution acceptable to Tusi.3 But we should emphasize again that 
he is explicit: "No statement (kaliim) has reached me concerning [this difficulty] 
(fihi) ... ."4 

How should we interpret this sentence? At first glance Tusi would seem to 
claim originality not only for the solution but also for the statement of the prob
lem. One would then be forced to conclude that he was unaware of Al-Shukilk 
Calii Batlamyils (Doubts Concerning Ptolemy) by Ibn al-Haytham, especially in 
view of his willingness to acknowledge him in connection with iltifiif motion 
later in this chapter.S But we should not be too hasty in drawing sweeping con
clusions based ona lack of evidence. It strains one's credulity to assume that 
rusi rediscovered single-handedly the entire body of ishkiiliit (difficulties) asso
ciated with the Almagest. My own sense is that the difficulties themselves were 
fairly common knowledge and were possibly discussed even before Ibn 
al-Haytham.6 Thus the fact that Tusi did not have the Shukilk does not in itself 
preclude his knowledge of the arguments contained therein. Tentatively then I 
would be inclined to say that we should regard Tusi's statements here and in 
Chapter Seven as referring to the lack of an acceptable solution rather than to the 
statement of the problem. 

JUzjani's work confronts us with an even more difficult situation to resolve. 
There is conclusive evidence that Qutb aI-Din aI-Shirazi knew of JUzjani's work. 
In the folmer's FaCaltafa-lii talum, a strongly worded attack on a commentator 
of the Tadhkira, there is extensive reference to Juzjani, especially in the part of 
the work corresponding to the chapter on the moon (Book II, Chapter 7). We are 
here faced with a dilemma. If we assume that Tusi did not know of JUzjani's 
work at the time he wrote the Tadhkira, we have the problem of explaining how 
it became widely known-and even championed by l:Iimiidhi, the above
mentioned commentator-shortly after Tusi's death. If we assume that he did . 
know it, then why did he state that he knew of no previous work in this area? 
One is tempted to say that lusi, as Shirazi after him, did not take Juzjiini 
seriously;7 he therefore simply ignored him. I do not think that this is the case, 
however. lusi evidently did not think much of Ibn al-Haytham's efforts to 

3 Cf. the introduction, §2.F2. Tusi himself mentions in 11.11 [12] an anonymous writer 

who had dealt with the moon's prosneusis. 

4 This statement and the statement in 11.7 [25] closely echoes his assertions in the 

MuCfniyya; see the introduction, §2.J1, especially p. 68. 

5 There seem to be few citations of the ShukUk in the astronomical literature; interesting

ly, the Spanish philosopher Ibn Bajja (d. 1138-39) does know-and even criticizes-the 

work. See Langermann [1990], p. 32. 

6 See the introduction, §2.F2. 

7 See Shirazi's statement in Book II, Chapter Seven of FaCalta: "The model of Abu 

CUbayd is unsound (fiisid) ... and nothing can be resolved with it at all" (ff. 145b-146a). 
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resolve the problem of iltiflif motion with techniques very similar to those of 
. Jiizjani; nevertheless,he at least mentioned and criticized Ibn al-Haytham's 
models. 

Finally, we should turn to Mu'ayyad aI-Din al-cUr~l, a contemporary oflus1 
who did indeed work on the ishkiiliit. Unless one wishes to claim that TiiSl was 
being deceptive, an unlikely possibility. in view of the close association of the 
principals at Maragha, the only reasonable conclusion is that he here in the 
Tadhkira is simply repeating his claim of priority and the lack of knowledge of 
any previous work on the ishkiiliit that he had made some 25 years earlier in the 
Risiilah-i MuCiniyya.Even if he had become aware of cUr~l' s Kitiib fi aI-Hay' a, 
or of JiizjiinI's work, in the intervening period, he no doubt saw little reason to 
modify this claim of priority whose point of reference would be 1235 and not 
1261.8 

11.11 [1]18. al-ishkiil al-awwal al-madhkur fi hay'at afliik al-qamar (the first 
difficulty, which was cited [in connection] with the configuration of the moon's 
orbs): The "first difficulty" here referred to concerns the motion of the center of 

. the epicycle about a point other than its deferent center. See II. 7 [25]. 

11.11 [1]19. istanbattu (I have devised): On the use of this term to indicate in
novation, see Sabra [1984], p. 133. 

11.11 [2]. lus1 here states the famous lemma that has recently come to be associ
ated with his name. Since a question of priority has been raised concerning this 
lemma, it would be wise to analyze this conflicting claim. 

First we should ask whether lus1 himself claims priority in this matter. Vir
tually all modern commentators have agreed that he has9 but the situation is not 
as clear-cut as may at first appear. lus1 claims priority, as we have stated above, 
for his lunar model. He at no place explicitly states that he has invented this 
lemma. What he literally says is as follows: "Let us set forth for that [purpose] a 
lemma, which is thus ...." The "that" dearly refers to the previous statement in 
which he has declared that he will now present what he has invented, i.e. his 
model. It remains moot, however, whether the lemma itself is his own discovery 
since he apparently, if one takes this passage coinpletely literally, only claims 
priority for his model, i. e. the use to which he puts the lemma. On the other 
hand, one must admit that the "lus1 couple" cannot merely be called a 
preliminary theorem. It is, as we shall see, at the heart of every model he 
presents in this chapter. In fact, after his lemma is presented and proved, the 

8 For a discussion of the relationship of the Tadhkira to its original Persian version (con

sisting of the MuCfniyya and the appendix to it, the lfall-i mushkilat-i MuCfniyya), see the 

introduction, §2.Jl, pp. 65-70. For another view of this matter, one which does not take 

into account Tiisi's earlier work on the ishkaliit, see Saliba [1979], pp. 571-576. 

9 Hartner [1971], p. 631; Veselovsky [1973], p. 129. 
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actual modeling becomes more or less trivial. In conclusion, we should ac
knowledge that Tusi is claiming the lemma as his own, at least in the form pre
sented. 

But does this passage mark the fIrst appearance of the lemma? I. N. 
Veselovsky, for one, wishes us to see Proclus (or someone Proclus follows) as 
the originator of this theorem. lO The relevant remarks occur in Proclus's Com
mentary on the First Book of Euclid's Elements, a work apparently unknown in 
the Arabic tradition. 11 In a passage devoted to the classifIcation of lines, Proclus 
examines the question of whether there are only two simple lines (straight and 
circular) or more. 12 In partiCUlar, Proclus is worried that a simple line pr-oduced 
by a combination of simple motions may not be so simple, a situation that might 
undermine the cherished Platonic distinction. He then sets forth severfll exam
ples, presumably from Geminus, of what he means. One of these involves the 
resulting circular motion described by the midpoint of a line whose endpoints 
move along the two sides of a right angle (see Figure C7, which has been adapt
ed from Neugebauer, HAMA, 3: 1431). This is the converse ofthe TUs! couple, 
whose purpose is to produce straight-line from circular motion. Furthermore, 
one must considerably expand and modify what amounts to a passing comment 
in Proclus to reach Tusi's couple. Nevertheless Veselovsky states: " .. .it is much 
more plausible to suppose that Copernicus took the argument he needed from 
Proclus (5th century A.D.) and not from Na~lr al-Din; at all events, the priority 
of the latter is undermined."13 And the normally precise Neugebauer remarks 
that "In its astronomical applications, Proclus's theorem appears in a slightly 
[sic] modifIed form.,,14 Perhaps to a modern mathematician this transformation 
from Proclus to Tusi represents a "slight modifIcation." However as an histori
an, I must~admit of a great deal of unease in accepting such a characterization. I 
dare say that no one-including Neugebauer-would have made the connection 
between Proclus and Tusi had not Copernicus explicitly mentioned Proclus 
when he used the couple for his Mercury model: 

This [motion along a straight line] can be the result also of 
uniform circular motions, as was shown above in connection with 
the precession of the equinoxes [ID,4]. There is nothing surprising 
in this, since Proclus too in his Commentary on Euclid's Elements 
declares that a straight line can also be produced by multiple mo
tions. 1S 

10 Veselovsky [1973], pp. 129-130 .. 

11 This statement is based on the absence ofany listing by Sezgin, GAS, 5: 104. 

12 Proclus, Commentary, p. 86. 

13 Veselovsky [1973], pp. 129-130. 

14 Neugebauer, HAMA, 2: 1035. 

15 Copernicus, De rev., V.25, p. 164v (Rosen trans., p. 279). 
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Far from being the source for Copernicus, this passage has all the earmarks of an 
afterthought-a kind of classical padding that is hardly unknown in the work of 
Copernicus or other Renaissance scholars. This is further borne out by the obser
vation originally made by Prowe and later repeated by both Swerdlow and 
Rosen that Copernicus's knowledge of this commentary could not have occurred 
before he was given the work as a gift by Rheticus in 1539.16 It should be noted 
here that Copernicus already makes use of the couple in the Commentariolus, 
which was written before May 1514.17 Furthermore, Copernicus himself im

. plicitly indicates in the famous deleted passage in Book rn, Chapter 4 of On the 
Revolutions that other persons before him knew and had used this theorem.t 8 

But, as Rosen notes, he does not identify the "some people" who "call this the 
'motion along the width of a circle.' "19 It should be clear, though, that he does 
not mean Proclus since the latter neither uses the term "motion along the width 
of a circle" nor does he state the theorem in a way in which such a terminology 
would make sense. 

Veselovsky also brings up the point that the figure used by Copernicus has 
an extra circle eel that, he alleges, corresponds to the motion of the midpoint of 
the given line in Proclus's formulation. Neugebauer as well draws our attention 
to this correspondence in his Fig. 137b (HAMA, 3: 1431). Copernicus uses this 
additional circle to facilitate his proof, which is rather shorter than Tiisl's. By in
dicating that arc FC is twice arc GH, he eliminates the need to deal with the ex
terior angle step in Tiist's proof. Whether Copernicus saw his proof as simpler 
than the other(s) he knew or whether he was only acquainted with a diagram and 
had to supply a proof is, of course, unknown. At any rate, it does not seem 
plausible to assume that he was motivated into adding this circle by Proclus 
since he admits knowing the Tiisi version as we have seen. 

Another point should be made regarding the Proclus connection. In the 
deleted passage of rn.4, Copernicus mentions that if one varies the sizes of the 
circles, one will obtain not a straight-line motion but an ellipse. This is some
what reminiscent of Proclus who notes that points other than the midpoint will 
describe ellipses. But Copernicus makes no explicit mention here of Proclus as 
he does later in his chapter on Mercury. And this oblique reference to ellipses 
hardly constitutes conclusive evidence. 

It is ironic that the mathematical aspect of the passage in Proclus has 
received most of the attention, whereas the physical content of his remarks have 
been generally ignored. The close relation of physics to geometry was an 

16 Rosen, Commentary to On the Revolutions by Nicholas Copernicus, pp. 369, 429; 

Swerdlow [1975], pp. 146 (n. 5), 155 (n. 8). Swerdlow's arguments, including his obser

vation that the marginal reference to Proclus was penned later than the other marginal 

notes on that page, are quite compelling. 

17 Swerdlow [1973], p. 431. 

18 Rosen, "Commentary," pp. 384-385. Swerdlow [1972] deals with Giovanni Battista 

Amico's use of the Tiisi couple in a treatise published in 1536. 

19 On the Revolutions (Rosen trans.), p. 126. 
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important theme for some Hellenistic and Islamic mathematicians and philoso
phers. It should therefore not surprise us to find Proc1us interspersing his discus
sion concerning the classification of simple lines with comments about simple 
motions. For, as he tells us, "Aristotle's opinion is the same as Plato's; for every 
line, he says, is either straight, or circular, or a mixture of the two. For this rea
son there are three species of motion-motion in a straight line, motion in a cir
cle, and mixed motions.,,20 And further along he continues: " ...and Geminus has 
rightly declared that, although a simple line can be produced by a plurality of 
motions, not every such line is mixed, but only one that arises from dissimilar 
motions."21 Proc1us then sets forth several examples to show that even though 
one may produce what appears to be a simple line (or motion) by a mixture, that 
line will not actually be simple but presumably mixed.22 Thus the circular path 
resulting from the midpoint of the moving line EK in Figure C7 is not a simple 
circle but a mixed line. Why does Proclus insist on what is a not very significant 
mathematical distinction?23 Clearly the need to preserve such a classification of 
lines has its origin in physics, not mathematics. If one could somehow produce 
circular from straight-line motion or vice versa, would this not undermine the 
distinction between sub-lunar and supra-lunar motion? Proc1us himself states 
that "a circular line is generated as a result of nonuniform motion of the middle 
point, under the condition given that the line is moving not naturally, but with its 
extremities on the sides of a right angle.,,24 The fact that the line is not moving 
naturally would seem then to be the operative principle that allows a circular 
line to be generated but not to occur simply and naturally. 

Hartner has called attention to this very point when he remarks that "by 
proving... that combined circular motion may produce rectilinear motion, the 
Aristotelian distinction between terrestrial and celestial natural motion becomes 
seriously weakened though of course not invalidated' completely because the 
lemma concerns only cases of alternating and limited rectilinear motion in 
space."25 Whatever one may think of Hartner's argument, such considerations 
do seem to be at the root of Proclus's attempt to save his overstretched cate
gories. It is not without interest in this connection that Shirazi in his Al-TulJfa 
al-shilhiyya applies Tusi's lemma to a problem of terrestrial physics. "It is pos
sible to use this [lemma} to show the impossibility (imtiniiC) of rest between a 
rising and falling motion on the line (samt) of a terrestrial diameter.,,26 Khafri, a 

20Proclus, Commentary, p. 85. 

21 Proclus, Commentary, p. 86. 

22 The argument as presented by Proclus is not very clear; my conclusion, which follows 

Morrow, p. 86 (n. 40), is a suggested interpretation. 

23 Cf. Morrow's note to Peoclus, Commentary, p. 90 (n. 54); Tannery [1912-1950], 2: 37. 

24 Proclus, Commentary, p. 86. . 

25 Hartner [1969], p. 289; cf. Rosen, Commentary to On the Revolutions, p. 385. 

26 Shirazi, TulJfa, Bk. II, Ch. Eight, f. 66b, lines 12-14. Khafri additionally quotes Shirazi 

as saying: "Thus Aristotle's statement that there must be rest between the two straight 

motions of rising and falling is invalidated" (Khafri, Takmila, f. 191a). 
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16th-century commentator on the Tadhkira, disputes Shirazi on this point in a 
way that is vaguely reminiscent of Proclus: 

There is nothing in this because there results from this lemma 
only rising and falling by means of motions that are in themselves 
circular (bi- 'l-~arakiit al-mustadira fi nafs al-amr); straight mo
tion will occur visually (bi-~asab al-ru'ya) but will not be the 
straight motion brought about by . a straight-line inclination 
(al-mayl bi- 'l-istiqiima).27 

We must conclude that the problem posed by the TUS! couple in confounding 
straight-line and, circular motions was an issue-though probably not a sig
nificant one-raised in the Islamic Middle Ages. 

*** 
Turning our attention to the lemma itself, we find that the conditions are all 

straightforward except for those involving the motions of the two circles. These 
conditions are as follows: (1) the two motions must be simple; (2) they are in 
opposite directions; (3) the motion of the small circle is twice that of the larger 
one. In point of fact, Tus! does not need two motions to achieve the oscillation 
of his given point along the diameter of the larger circle; he merely needs to al
low the smaller circle to "roll" inside the larger one, which would remain sta
tionary. To see this we will refer to Figure CS. Circle Z rolls inside circle D. At 
the starting point, A and E coincide; after the smaller circle has rolled along arc 
AG, point E will be at a distance GE from the point of u,mgency G. It is clear 
that GE = AG; therefore, L GZE = 2L GDA since the radius of the smaller cir
cle is half that of the larger. Thus mathematically, this rolling is equivalent to 
having the smaller circle rotate twice as fast as the larger one in the opposite 
direction. We may also, being anachronistic, find the locus of the point E by 

noting that the parametric equations of DZ + ~ are 

x= r cos a: + r cos (-a:) = 2r cos a: 

y = r sin a: + r sin (-a:) = 0 

which indicate that point E will oscillate on a straight line. (Note that it is un
necessary to make any assumptions about the whereabouts of point E or that 
L GDE = L GDA.) 

I have belabored this rather obvious point in order to underscore the fact that 
Tus! does not proceed in this manner. The reason is that this lemma is not simp
ly a mathematical theorem; it is meant to have a physical application and 

27 Khafri, Takmila, f. 191a, lines 14--18. 
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therefore the added stipulations are necessary. For there can be no rolling in the 
heavens; only rotation in place is allowed since there is no void. It is unfortunate 
that Kennedy-and others-have persisted in calling the Tusi couple a "rolling 
device," which it emphatically is not.28 This is only one of many cases where 
modern commentators have taken Tusi's strict adherence to physical principles 
less than seriously. 

n.ll [3]. Tust here presents his proof for the lemma. He remarks that he had not 
intended to present any proofs in this compendium whose purpose is, as stated in 
the introduction, to provide a summary of astronomy. This again reinforces our 
view that the primary purpose of the Tadhkira was not to make new departures 
in astronomy but to give a useful and easily comprehensible summary of the Al
magest. The prototype for this was Tusi's earlier Persian work Risiilah-i 
MuCiniyya, which contained none of the material found in this chapter. But 
ironically it was precisely this sort. of cosmo graphical summary that provided 
the occasion for new models. . 

The proof itself is imprecise in several places. Usually the ambiguity is trivi
al but in at least one case the problem is major. The reason for this is Tusi's un
willingness to distinguish between a fixed point on one of the circles and a point 
defined by a relation between the two circles. Some examples will, I hope, 
clarify this (see Figure C9). 

First, we should note that point G is a fixed point on the larger circle and it 
also designates the point of tangency of the two circles. It is not, however, a 

. fixed point on the smaller circle but rather a reference point by which to measure 
the rotation of the smaller circle. Likewise, point A is not fixed on the circum
ference of the larger circle but is the reference point for measuring its rotation. 
Point E, the given point, is fixed on the smaller circle. Therefore, when the 

, larger circle rotates, point G will move with respect to line AB, which is fixed in 
space, so to speak, but is not a fixed diameter of the larger circle. At the same 
time, the smaller circle will be carried along due to this rotation, and it is also 
free to have its own proper motion, which is twice that of the larger circle. Thus 
point E will move along an arc measured from G that is twice arc AG. This is 
implicit in what Tusi has stated but may not be completely clear on first reading. 
Any imprecision that may arise from Tusi's language is, thus far, not serious. 
Anyone who reads the text carefully can easily see that the smaller circle does 
not roll but is carried by the larger circle; the smaller circle is thus always 
tangent to the larger circle at the same point G, which is fixed on the circum
ference of the larger circle. 

A serious problem does arise, however, when we reach the part of the proof 
that begins: "Then angle GZE is twice angle GDA on account of the two mo
tions." This, at least, is clear. However Tusi then states: "It [i.e. angle GZE] is 
also twice [angle GDA] because it is an exterior [angle] of triangle EZD and 

28 Kennedy [1966], pp. 368-370. 
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equal to the two interior [angles] ZED and ZDE ...." The pronoun hii in the 
word {JiCjuhii (twice it) can only refer to angle GDA but this will make the proof 
invalid since Tusi would then have assumed what he is trying to prove, namely 
that E is on line ADB. Clearly what he means to say is that angle GZE is also 
twice angle GDE and then his result will follow. What seems to have happened 
is that Tusi has absentmindedly confused the given point E with the intersection 
of the smaller circle with diameter AB. The diagrams in all copies of the 
Tadhkira indicate them to be the same but, ofcourse, this is what is to be proved 
(see Figure C1O). This error would seem to be from Tusi himself since only in 
MS B (Paris 2509, f. 38b) do we find "angle ZDE" but the copyist (or perhaps 
annotator) of this MS has a penchant for correcting mistakes, both perceived and 
real. In his commentary, Khafri, who is usually reluctant to tamper with the 
received text, has changed "angle GDA" to "angle GDE" so that r;licjuhii would 
also refer to "GDE." But this expedient not only fails to resolve the difficulty, it 
compounds the problem since one now has no way of equating L" GDA to 
LGDE. 

IT.ll [4]. Tusi, who has just completed the explanation and proof of his couple 
in a plane, now wishes to show how to apply his results in the case of solid 
bodies. To do this, he will make the two circles from n.11 [2-3] mintaqatay 
(two equators) of two solid orbs. In general, mintaqa is equivalent to "equator" 
as we can see from Tus1's definition in I.1 [13J: "The great circle thatis equi
distant from the two poles is the sphere's equator." Here, however, the mintaqa 
of the small sphere is the circuit (madiir) of the epicycle center within the 
sphere. Since the epicycle must have a certain thickness, it is clear that the cir
cuit of the epicycle must be inside the orb, not on the surface. Thus the mintaqa 
is concentric and coplanar with the equator of the orb but does not have the 
same radius. In the case of the larger sphere, its mintaqa is stated to be a circle 
whose radius is equal to the diameter of the mintaqa of the smaller sphere. If we 
refer to Figure Cll, we can see that the two equators fonna Tus1 couple, that is, 
they are tangent at a point and the radius of the smaller is half that of the larger. 
However, the ratio of the radii of the two spheres is not Y2 but rather 
(R + r)/ (2R + r), where R is the radius of the smaller equator and ris the radius 
of the epicycle. This interpretation, which is crucial for understanding the ar
rangement of the orbs in the lunar and planetary models, is confmned by the 
commentators. In particular, Nisaburi in his TawcjrlJ al-Tadhkira elaborates this 
passage as follows: 
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If we take an epicycle in the interior (fi jawj) of another small 
sphere such that the convex [surface of the former] is tangent to 
the convex [surface of the latter] at a common point between them 
and their centers are not the same, then if the small sphere moves 
through one rotation, the epicycle center will no doubt traverse a 
circuit (madiir) about its center, i.e. the small sphere, which will 
be its equator (mintaqatuhii). And if we take another sphere, a 
larger one, that encloses (yu/:lit) the small sphere just as the small 
sphere enclosed the epicycle so as to be tangent [to it] and without 
having the same centers, then if the large sphere moves through 
one rotation, the center of the small sphere will no doubt traverse 
a circuit about the center of the large sphere which will be, strictly 
speaking (bi-'l-J:zaqiqa), its equator; however, the equator of the 
large sphere is instead used to designate (yuqiil li-) an imaginary 
circle whose center is that of the large sphere and whose diameter 
is twice the diameter of the equator of the small sphere so that the 
distance of the center of the large sphere from the epicycle center 
at the initial position is twice the distance of the center of the 
small sphere from the epicycle center. But then it is called the 
equator of the large sphere because if not for the small sphere then 
it would be the circuit of the epicycle center.29 

Rather surprisingly, the source of much of the misunderstanding concerning 
this chapter has occurred, I believe, because of a confusion about this quite 
simple but nevertheless fundamental meaning of mintaqa. TiiS} himself is par
tially to blame since he begins this paragraph by saying that he will now simply 
make the two circles equators of solid bodies; however, in his next sentence he 
has gratuitously added an epicycle into his scheme, which, of course, changes 
the commonly understood meaning of equator. Only further on do we find that 
this "epicycle" is in fact a "given sphere" that has replaced the "given point" of 
the planar case. This "given sphere," of course, will eventually become the 
epicycle of the planetary and lunar models. 

But 'fiis} is here faced with a problem. As can be seen in Figure C12, the 
"given sphere" TH will move up and down a straight line as was the case with 
the "given point." But as an epicycle, the "given sphere" must have a reference 
point from which.to measure the uniform circular motion of the planet on the 
epicycle. Thus in addition to having the sphere oscillate on a given line, the apex 
(dhirwa) of the epicycle must also remain on that line. But herein lies the dif
ficulty: the apex, point T, will clearly not be on line AB except when G is at A 
or B. And to compound the difficulties, when G is at B, T will no longer be the 
apex but instead the epicyclic perigee (/:lat/#). To solve this unfortunate state of 
affairs, 'fiis} proposes another sphere, which he calls "enclosing" (mu/:llta) , to 

29 Nisabiiri, TawtjilJ, Najaf MS 649, 57a (BM MS Add. 7472, f. 65b). 
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keep the diameter containing the apex and perigee of the given sphere coincident 
with the "diameter" AB. (We should remember that AB is a reference line and 
not a fixed diameter of the equator AGB.) To do this, it must return the given 
sphere back in the direction of the motion of AGB in the amount of angle TEA 
which is precisely the motion of the large sphere (see Figure C13). Furthermore, 
it is obvious that the enclosing sphere must be concentric with the given sphere; 
otherwise, the center E of the given sphere will deviate from line AB.30 

The "enclosing sphere" is itself problematical because it most move another 
sphere with the same poles and center. Unfortunately, Tiisi does not seek to jus
tify this departure from the traditional view of celestial "dynamics." But as I 
have discussed in the commentary to II.4 [6], the problem of how one sphere 
moves another was discussed extensively by the commentators who concluded 
that an enclosing sphere may move an enclosed sphere with the same poles and 
center. 

11.11 [4]. min{aqa (equator): This has been replaced consistently, after the fIrst 
usage, by al-da'ira (the circle) in MSS FHL (the Baghdad (~) version) and in
consistently in MSS BN. As we have seen there is some confusion involved in 
using mintaqa to mean a circle inside a sphere. However, the use of mintaqatay 
in the fIrst sentence of this paragraph, which makes the circles of the Tiisi 
couple into two equators of spheres, is attested to by all MSS, and the com
mentators have adequately explained this extended usage of mintaqa. 

There are grammatical considerations that must also be dealt with. In the 
phrase al-murad min mintaqat al-~aghlra (what is intended by the [inner] 
equator of the small [sphereD of version a, it is not immediately clear what 
al-~aghlra (the smaIl) refers to. The only apparent possibility is jalak (orb); 
however, jalak is masculine, while ~aghfra is feminine, and we find no variants 
in any MS. Replacing mintaqa with al-da'ira (circle) solves the grammatical 
difficulty; however, after min{aqat al-~aghfra comes the phrase madar markaz 
al-tadwfr jiM (the circuit of the epicycle center in it). One would not expect the 
pronoun of jiM (in it) to refer to a circle but rather to a solid body. This has ob
viously been felt by those copyists (or redactors?) who have used al-da'ira in
stead of mintaqa; for we find that two have written jiM above the line (MSS H 
and N), one has crossed out the word (MS F), and two have left it out entirely 
(MSS Band L). Tentatively, I would conclude that version ~ was meant to cor
rect the problem of al-~aghfra by changing mintaqa to al-da'ira; this, however, 
left jiM as a rather awkward additional word that was subsequently dealt with 
accordingly. 

Khafri in his detailed commentary has followed the a version but added 
al-kura (the sphere) between mintaqa and al-~aghfra to indicate why the latter is 

30 Unfortunately, this was not so obvious to Carra de Vaux, who was misled by a poor 
diagram in MS B to assume that the given and the enclosing spheres were tangent at a 
point (Carra de Vaux [1893], p. 361). 
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feminine. Al-~aghira and al-kabfra are then the actual spheres that we have 
drawn in Figure Cl1. This would resolve the difficulties of version ex and is in 
accordance with TusI's own usage of al-kura al-kabfra later in this paragraph; it 
was not, however, an expedient of which Tus! availed himself. 

n.ll [4]6. ghayr zii'i/ can wtujcihii (not deviate from its position): Although a 
majority of manuscripts have war/Shii, which apparently refers to al-kura 
al-mafriirj,a (the given sphere) (see the indication to this effect in MS F), it is 
more precise to speak of the given sphere's diameter not deviating from the 
diameter (qutr) of the large sphere, in which case one would have liked to find 
wtujcihi. This latter reading is preferred by Khafri, who, however, takes warj,cihi 
abstractly to mean the state of the given sphere's diameter being coincident with 
the diameter of the large sphere rather than simply referring to the diameter of 
the large sphere. 

n.ll [4]9. wa-yushtaratfihii (It is [also] stipulated for it [them?]): This one has 
even the commentators stymied. Ffhii could conceivably refer to al-kura 
al-mafrurj,a (the given sphere) or perhaps generally to al-ukar (the spheres). If 
we take it to be fihi, with MSS Sand M, then, as Khafrj tens us, it could refer to 
al-farrj, (the premise), i.e. the premise concerning the given sphere. 

We should note here the somewhat odd repetition of the dimensions of the 
two equators, which have already been given a few lines earlier. 

n.ll [4]10-12. wa-/:tina'idhin ... dhiilik al-intibiiq (Thereupon ... that coin~ 

cidence): MSS Hand L have a slightly different version of this passage. The ad
ditional qutruhii (its diameter) after muntabiq would refer to the given sphere, 
while the second qutruhii would refer to the large sphere. I fail to see, however, 
how the masculine mutaradtJMl (oscillating) of MSS HL could replace the femi
nine mutaradda~ since it can only refer to al-kura al-mafrUrj,a. On the other 
hand, zii'ila (deviating), which modifies al-kura al-mafriirj,a, could conceivably 
be replaced by zii'i/ of MSS HL in which case the modified word would be the 
added qutrihii (its diameter). 

n.ll [5]. Tusi now presents his lunar model. Basically it is the physical adapta
. tion ofhis couple, which was described in the previous paragraph, nested within 

a concentric deferent. The place of the "given sphere" is now taken over by the 

moon's epicycle; in tum, it is placed within the enclosing sphere. These two 

spheres are then nested within the "small sphere" which is itself nested within 

the "large sphere." The "large sphere" is embedded within a concentric deferent 

that is enclosed by the inclined orb. Although Tust does not so indicate here, the 

inclined orb is itself within the moon's parecliptic orb (see Figure C14). 

n.ll [5]14-15. markazuhu ... al-qamar (Its center is the point E and its circum
ference has the same dimension as the moon's epicycle): This phrase occurs in 
MSS FHL, which indicates that it belongs to the Baghdad (~) version of the 
Tadhkira. (See the introduction, §2.J3 and §2.M2.) 
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n.ll [5]15. kura ukhrii mulJita bihi (anoth~r sphere... that encloses it): We have 
already discussed the role of the enclosing sphere; now that we have reached the 
specific case of the moon, we must confront the question of why it is necessary 
at all. This, of course, is different from asking whether one sphere may move a 
sphere within it that is also concentric and coaxial to it; this problem has been 
dealt with in the commentary to ITA [6-,.7]. But even if we allow its possibility, 
why would one need such an additional sphere?31 For the epicycle itself would 
be sufficient if its motion were made the sum of the motion of the Ptolemaic 
epicycle and the enclosing sphere. The epicyclic apex would then remain on the 
fixed diameter and the planet wOldd move with its characteristic motion on the 
epicycle. The answer, of course, is that strictly speaking it is not necessary, and 
Khafri, for one, proposes doing away with it by letting the epicycle take on both 
motions. We are then faced with explaining why Tiisi retains the enclosing 
sphere when he could dispense with it in his final model. One likely reason is 
that he wishes to remain as close as possible to the Ptolemaic model; as such, he 
preserves the individual elements from the Almagest in his version. By sup
plementing without displacing the lunar epicycle, Tiisi has reaffirmed his aim to 
correct but not overthrow the Ptolemaic system. 

n.ll [5]16-17. wa-yanbaghi ... kathirm (it should not be large lest it occupy too 
much space): The exact size of the enclosing sphere is not as big an issue as 
Hartner has claimed.32 Since the size of the two equators does not depend on the 
size of the small and large spheres, the effect of the couple is not dependent on 
the radius of the enclosing sphere. In theory, one is restricted by the nearest dis
tance of the moon predicted by the Ptolemaic model (33;33 earth radii).33 The 
orb of fire should begin at that point. However, this boundary between the upper 
and lower bodies could not, of course, be verified independently; as such, the 
fact that the space occupied by the lunar shell might be larger than predicted by 
Ptolemy would not have any earth-shattering effects. In the other direction, it 
was well-known that some empty space existed between the orbs of the sun and 
Venus as predicted by Ptolemy. The enclosing sphere could, if nothing else, help 
fIll in this gap.34 

n.ll [5]17-18. iT:uJiihumii... mii bayn al-markazayn (one of which, the deferent 
for these two, takes the place of the small sphere and its diameter is the same 
size as the eccentricity): "Its diameter" seems grammatically to refer to the small 
sphere. It should, however, be understood to refer to the equator of the small 
sphere. Similarly, the next occurrence of qutruhii must refer to dii'ira and not 
al-kabira. The reason this must be the case is that the center of the epicycle, 

31 I am indebted to A. I. Sabra for having posed these important questions: 

32 Hartner [1969], pp. 288-293 passim and p. 302. 

33 Ibid., p.291. 

34 See further the interesting remarks of Pedersen [1974], p. 394. 
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whose distance varies from the center of the World by twice the eccentricity, 
travels along a straight line equal to the diameter of the equator of the large 
sphere (see the c~mmentary for 11.11 [4]). As such, qu!ruhii (its diameter) must 
refer to an understood minlaqa (equator) and not kura (sphere). 

n.ll [5]19-20. markazuhii markaz .. Ja-yakun (its center is that of a circle that 
the epicycle center touches at its farthest and nearest distances): This supposedly 
clarifying sentence, which is present in MSS FL, absent from MSS DGMT and 
Khafrl's commentary, and erased in MS B, is from the new but not necessarily 
improved version if this sentence is any indication. In order to make sense of it, 
we must assume the ''touching'' that the epicycle center does to this circle only 
occurs at the endpoints of. its straight-line path. This would exclude the pos
sibility that the specified circle might have a different center or diameter but still 
be traversed-and thus "touched"-by the epicycle center. bucdayhii (the two 
distances) then refers to the two points that are farthest and nearest to the Earth 
on the circle that is the equator of the large sphere. 

n.ll [5]21. al-kabirafi thikhan IJiimil... al-mii'il (the large [sphere] is within the 
thickness of a concentric deferent that is enclosed by the inclined [orb]): Unlike 
Ptolemy who must resort to an eccentric deferent and the so-called· "crank 
mechanism" to achieve the necessary variation in distance of the epicycle center 
from the Earth, Tusi, thanks to his couple, can employ a concentric deferent. 
The variation in distance, as we will detail below, occurs because of the back 
and forth iIlotion of the epicycle center on its straight-line path. This concentric 
deferent is then placed within the inclined oro. But because the deferent and in
clined orb in TOsi's model have the same center and poles, we are faced with ex
actly the same problem that we discussed earlier in the case of the epicycle and 
its enclosing sphere. As with .the enclosing sphere, we must conclude that the in" 
clined orb is not, strictly speaking, neCessary; its motion could be assumed by 
the deferent. Tusi, however, wishes to keep the individual Ptolemaic parameters. 

Although it is not mentioned here, the inclined orb is contained withil) the 
moon's parecliptic orb. . 

n.ll [5]22. al-mu~i! bi~'l-tadwir alladhi fihi (the enclo~ing [orb] of the 
epicycle, which is inside it): According to Khafrl, alladhi (which) refers to 
al-mu~i! (the enclosing [orb]), while the "it" of fihi refers to l}iimil (deferent). 
There are several other possible readings, all of which are inconsequential. An 
indication in MS F, for example, directs the reader fromjihi back to al-mu~i!. 

. n.ll [5]22-23. cint! al-dhirwa (at the [epicyclic] apex): The Maragha (a) ver
sion has bi-qurb min al-dhirwa (near the [epicyclic] apex). This formulation 
would serve to indicate that the tangent point of the enclosing sphere and 
deferent is not exactly at the epicyclic apex since the enclosing sphere intervenes 
between the epicycle and the deferent. The Baghdad (~) version has cint! (at) in
stead of bi-qurb min (near) but this would only be true if one dispensed with the 
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enclosing sphere by having the epicycle assume its motion (see commentary to 
11.11 [5] 15). Khafri also notes that if we assume that the center of the moon is on 
the equator of the epicycle, then there would also be space between the apex 
(also considered to be on the equator of the epicycle) and the deferent. 

n.ll [5]23. wa-l-yutawahham ... thiibif}Ul (Let the diameter of the deferent that 
passes through the point of tangency be considered fixed): This diameter is for 
reference and hence does not move with the deferent. 

n.ll [6]. For a listing of the parameters in this paragraph, see Table 5 on p. 457. 

n.ll [7]. It is important to keep in mind that, for the most part, this paragraph 
concerns only the behavior of the epicycle center taken. in isolation from the 
rotation of the inclined orb (motion of the apogee). Thus the diagram ac
companying this paragraph (Fig. T13; cf. Fig. CIS) does not represent the circuit 
of the epicycle center during a month but rather during half a synodic month. 
This circuit, as we shall see, is intended to replace the eccentric deferent of the 
Ptolemaic model. 

Once again, we must be careful to note our reference points. Point Y, which 
is the reference point for the motion of the large circle, is no longer fixed in 
space. Being the point of tangency of the large sphere and the concentric 
deferent, it is now carried along by the deferent. The diameter AB of the equator 
of the large sphere, upon which the epicycle center moves, remains in all cir
cumstances aligned with the center of the universe. The apex T of the epicycle 
will also, thanks to the enclosing sphere,remain on AB and will always be the 
closest point on the epicycle to Y. (Conversely, it is the farthest point on the 
epicycle from the center of the universe.) PointK, from which the motion of the 
deferent is measured, has become the fixed point of reference in this diagram. 
We may define it as the point of intersection of the line OY with the deferent orb 
when the epicycle center is at its farthest distance from the center of the uni
verse. (Thjs cumbersome definition is necessary because the enclosing sphere 
intervenes between the epicycle and the deferent orb.) Thus point K corresponds 
to the lunar apogee in the Ptolemaic model. Now as seen from 0 (the center of 
the World), the path of the epicycle center, due to the motions of the deferent 
orb and the large and small spheres, will be similar to (but not exactly-see 11.11 
[9]) a circle. The center of this "pseudo-circle" will be at point C, which is on 
line OK at distance e from 0, and the radius will be R - e (R = 60P). These, of 
course, are the parameters of the Ptolemaic deferent. At a. = 00 (where a. 
measures the rotation of the deferent), the epicycle center will be at its farthest 
distance R from 0, while at a. = 1800 it is at its nearest distance R - 2e. The 
mean distance R - e occurs at a. = 900 , 2700 • 

n.ll [7]6. nazala ... muliiziman (the diameter of the epicycle will descend as it 
adheres): Although this phrase is awkward, it is attested to by a majority of man
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uscripts. The alternative lam yazal (it continues ... ) for nazala is preferred by a 
few copyists as well as by Khafri. Of some relevance in choosing between these 
alternatives is the use of al-t~aCud (ascending) later in the paragraph to indicate 
the opposite motion of the epicycle from the one occurring here. 

11.11 [7]7-8. qUfr al-I;tiimil al-marr bi-nuqfat al-tamiiss al-madhkura (the 
diameter of the deferent that passes through the tangent point 'cited above): This 
point is what we have labeled K. It is the fixed point of reference cited at the end 
of IT. I 1 [5] from which the motion of the concentric deferent is measured. 

11.11 [7]10. madar shabih bi-mul;tif da'ira (a circuit resembling the circum
ference of a circle): See the commentary to IT.ll [9]. 

11.11 [7]12. min qu!r al-kura al-kabira wa-'n!abaqa qu!ruhii thiiniyan (of the 
large sphere's diameter, which will once more coincide): The diameter referred 
to herds that of the large sphere passing through pointY. 

11.11 [7]13-14. wa-tumiissu al-mul;tqa ... l;tafjirj, al-tadwfr (the epicycle's enclos
ing [sphere] touches the concave [surface] of the deferent near the epicyclic 
perigee): The epicycle's perigee at <X = 1800 reaches its nearest distance to the 
Earth. It does not, however, touch the concave surface of the deferent because of 
the intervening enclosing sphere. 

11.11 [7]15. wa-kana dhalik al-qu!r ... wa-' l-aqrab (that diameter will pass 
through the farthest and nearest distances): The diameter of the deferent passing 
through point K also passes through the lunar apogee and perigee. 

n,l1 [7]16, al-ta~acud cala al-qufr al-madhkur (will begin to ascend .on the 
above diameter): This is the diameter of the large sphere. 

n.11 [7]20-21, wa-yakunu al-Jar;ll...al.markazayn (The difference between the . 
farthest and nearest distances is in the amount of twice the eccentricity): The 
nearest distance of the epicycle center is R - 2e, while the farthest distance is R; 
obviously, the difference is 2e. 

n,l1 [7]21-1. wa-takunu mac dhiilik ... mutashiibiha (Despite this, the motion 
[of the epicycle center] about the center of the World is uniform): "The motion" 
refers to that of the center of the epicycle, which indeed moves uniformly about 
the center of the World since it is always on a given diameter of the uniformly 
moving concentric deferent. The "despite this'~ calls attention to the fact that the 
epicycle center moves uniformly even though it also, due to another component 
of its motion, travels alternatively closer and farther away from the center of the 
World. 

http:al-Jar;ll...al
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11.11 [7]1-2. wa-yastaqbiluhu ... awwaZan (As was the case previously, the 
apogee will meet it due to the motion of the inclined [orb]): Our "fixed" point K, 
the lunar apogee, moves as a result of the motion of the inclined orb (as well as 
the parecliptic, which is not mentioned here; in order to simplify the argument 
that follows, we also shall ignore its small effect.) This motion, in conformity 
with Ptolemy's attempt to account for the so-called evection of the moon's mo
tion, brings the epicycle center to its nearest distance from the center of the 
World at the moon's quadratures from the sun. Thus at ex. =180°, the center of 
the epicycle will be at quadrature and not opposition to the sun since the apogee 
is moving 11;9°/day in counter-sequence of the signs, whereas the deferent 
moves 24;23°/day in the opposite direction. (The sun, moving at 0;59°/day in 
the sequence of the signs, will always be halfway between the apogee K and 
point Y of the deferent.) At opposition (ex. = 360°), the epicycle center will be 
"met" by the apogee as was the case for the Ptolemaic model described in 
117 [11]. 

11.11 [8]. Once again Tiisi affirms that this model is his own invention. The 
three additional orbs he refers to are the large and small spheres of the Tiisi 
couple and the mu1:zita (enclosing orb) of the epicycle. The concentric deferent is 
not an additional orb since it has taken the place of the eccentric deferent of the 
Ptolemaic model. 

11.11 [9]. The proof that the eccentric path of the epicycle center is not a circle is. 
fairly straightforward. To avoid confusion, however, we should frrst note that 
here Tiisi is not referring to the actual circuit of the epicycle center during the 
course of a month but rather, as we have discussed in our commentary to 
II.ll [7], to the motion of the epicycle center taken in isolation from the rotation 
of the inclined orb. As such, we are here dealing with the circuit of the epicycle 
center as shown in Figure CIS. In the Ptolemaic lunar theory, the corresponding 
circuit of the epicycle center is obviously a circle since the epicycle is carried by 
an eccentric deferent whose motion, though. not uniform, does rotate in place 
about its center. The situation here, however, is rather more complex. 

Referring to Figure C16 (which is simply a schematized version of Figure 
CI5),35 we may proceed with the proof. AFHJ is the concentric deferent;36 A 
and B are the farthest and nearest distances of the epicycle center, respectively; 
C is the midpoint of AB;M and N are the mean distances; and 0 is the center of 
the World. As described in II.ll [7], when the deferent has rotated 90°; the cen
ter of the epicycle will have traveled half-way along its straight-line path in an 

35 Cf. Fig. T14. Note that its lettering, which only occurs in a few manuscripts, has not 

been used for Fig. CI6 in order to avoid potential confusion. Following the manuscripts, 

with the possible exception of MS D, we have made ATYH a circle in Fig. T14. On the 

other hand, we have attempted to give the corresponding circuit AMBN in Fig. C16 an 

appropriate bulge. 

36 Actually, this is an "inner equator" of the solid concentric deferent. 
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amount equal to the eccentricity e in the Ptoleinaic model. In Figure C16, the 
position of the epicycle center will at that point be at M. OM will therefore be 
equal to R - e, where R =OF =the radius of the concentric deferent. But since 
AC =CB =R - e, CM would also have to be equal to R - e for AMBN, the cir
cuit of the epicycle center, to be .a circle. But clearly CM > OM and so it follows 
that the circuit is not a true circle. 

It is notable that Tosiis concerned with comparing his model with that of 
Ptolemy. So far, as we have seen, he has noted the difference in the number of 
orbs and in the shape of the circuit of the epicycle center. What is of rather more 
interest, though, is his calculation of the maximum difference in the predicted 
positions of the two models as well as the point at which this maximum dif
ference will occur. Presumably Tosi has arrived at his value of ~o at the octants 
based on arithmetical methods, which may indicate that he at some point 
prepared tables for his model that were never published. This seems implied, to 
a certain degree, in Khafri's commentary. 37 In, order to test Tosi's claim, how
ever, we shall not prepare tables, of course, but instead resort to analytical meth
ods. (In the following, I have relied on Hartner [1969], pp. 298-299.) 

We first must determine the radius vector for the actual path of the epicycle 
center for each model. For that of Tos!, we may refer to Figure C17 where AGB 
is the equator of the "large sphere" with D as its center, DZ and ZE are radii of 
the equator of the~sma11 sphere," and E is the center of the epicycle. Thus for 
the radius vector OH we have 

DB=ob+DZ+zE 
=(R - e) +2(ZD) sin (90 - a) 

= (R - e) + 2(eI2) cos a 

=R-e+ecosa 

where a, the double elongation of the center ofthe epicycle from the mean sun, 
is also the motion of the "large sphere" and the concentric deferent orb. For the 
Ptolemaic model, the radius vector is 

p =-VCR - e)2 - e2sin2a + e cos a 

where R =60P and is the distance from the Earth to the apogee of the deferent. 38 

The difference between these vectors is then 

DB - P =R -e + e cos a- (-V(R - e)2- e2sin2a +e cos a) 

= R - e - -VCR - e)2 - e2sin2a 

37 Takmila, f. 197b. 

38 In Pedersen [1974], p. 194, R is the radius of the deferent, which accounts for the dif

ference in the formulas; cf. Hartner [1969], p. 298. 
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By inspection, one can see without too much difficulty that the maximum dif
ference occurs when 0; =90°, 270°. Remembering that 0; is the double elonga
tion from the sun, we may conclude that the greatest variation between the 
Ptolemaic and TUSI models will occur at the octants, exactly as Na~lr aI-Din has 
stated. To find the maximum difference in the predicted values for the true posi
tion of the moon, we need to take into account, of course, the position of the 
moon on the epicycle. Since the maximum prosthaphairesis occurs when the 
moon is at the mean distance on the epicycle, i.e. at the point at which a line 
drawn from the center of the World is tangent to the epicycle, the maximum 
value at the octants for the Tusi model will be (see Figure CI8) 

'si!l~ =r/(R-e+ecoso;) 

= 5;I5P/(60P - 10;19P + e cos 90°) 

~ = 6;4° 

while for the Ptolemaic model we have 

sin Bp = r/ (-J(R - e)2 - e2sin2(X + e cos 0;) 

=5;15P/(-J(60P - 10;19P)2 - (10;19P)2 sin2 90° + e cos 90°) 

Bp = 6;12° 

Thus the maximum difference is 0;8°, which again is.in agreement with Tusi's 
statement,39 

There are several points that should be made regarding the final sentence of 
this paragraph. In it Tusi remarks that 10 minutes of arc is imperceptible when 
the moon is at the octants. Since this statement comes from the director of an ob
servatory, it, of course, carries considerable weight and should be taken into ac
count in any future studies on medieval observations. We should note that Tusi 
is not saying that one cannot in general observe the moon to within 10 minutes 
of arc; one could, presumably, make finer judgments during eclipses. This is 
why he restricts his statement by adding huniik (there, i.e. at the octants) to the 
end of the sentence. It turns out that the maximum difference between the 
predictions of Tusi's planetary models and those of Ptolemy may exceed Y6 of a 
degree (see commentary to n.ll [10]). Future research may indicate whether 
later astronomers were influenced in any way by such considerations. 

39 Though the effect of the prosneusis point reaches a maximum near the octants, it is 
clear that Tust wishes us to ignore it for the time being. As we shall see in 11.11 [21], he 
will propose a method to replace the prosneusis point that will approximate its effect 
upon the position of the moon. Thus up until now, we have been dealing with what has 
been designated as Ptolemy's "Second Lunar Model" rather than his ''Third'' and final 
version. 
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n.ll [9]1-22' wa-ma bayn al-buCdayn al-awsatayn ... bayn al-buCdayn 
al-akharayn (the [distance] between the two mean distances ...between the other 
two distances): As it stands, this statement is at best misleading, at worst simply 
wrong. If one reads it straightforwardly, it is certainly incorrect since the dis
tance between the mean distances meaSured as MON is the same, not longer, 
than AOB (see Fig. CI6). Being charitable, one might take the first part of the 
phrase, lit., "what is between the two mean distances," as referring to MCN rath
erthan MON. Clearly this ambiguity was felt by Tusi's medieval audience since 
in MS M the phrase has been replaced by the correct, if inelegant, "the 
[distance] between the two mean "distances on it and the midpoint of the other 
two distances is longer than half the [distance] between the other two distances." 
Not surprisingly, "all the commentators follow this reading; in fact, with the ex
ception of CUbaydt, they completely ignore the variant. It is therefore puzzling 
that the correction did not make it into the Baghdad (~) version. Its occurrence 
in MS M could indicate that it is one of Shirazi's corrections that was picked up 
by the commentators but not necessarily by the manuscript tradition; for another 
example where Shirazi's suggestion to Tust was ignored, see the commentary to 
II.2 [3]21-23. 

n.ll [10]. TuSt here proposes his model for the superior planets and for Venus. 
His description is rather abbreviated, but the missing details may be easily sup
plied by analogy with the lunar model. The deferent in this case is an eccentric 
orb, embedded within the parecliptic, whose center Q is that of the equant in the 
Ptolemaic model, i. e. it is at a distance 2e from the center of the W orId 0 and at 
a distance e from the center C of the Ptolemaic deferent (see Figure C19; note 
that for simplicity this diagram shows only the "inner equators" of the solid 
orbs. The reader should refer to the diagrams for the moon for the elaborated 
solid version of the model.). Embedded within the deferent of this model is a 
TuSt couple, whose small circle has a diameter of e and whose large circle has a 
diameter of 2e. Now in order for the distance OE from the center of the W orId to 
the epicycle center to be R + e at apogee and R - e at perigee as in the Ptolemaic 
model (see Figure C20), the epicycle center E at apogee must be at its closest 
position to Q, while at perigee it must be at its farthest distance. It then easily 
follows that the deferent in this model has a radius of R + e and the starting posi
tion of the epicycle center will not be on the deferent, as was the case for the 
moon, but 1800 from that position on the equator of the large sphere. As he 
states, TuSt will need three additional spheres for his model over what is used in 
the Ptolemaic planetary configuration: the large and small spheres of his couple 
and an "enclosing sphere" for the epicycle. This latter, as is the case for the 
lunar epicycle, is needed to keep the epicyclic apex and perigee aligned with the 
point about which uniform motion occurs, in this case the equant center Q. 

Tust declares that the distances OE in both his model and that of Ptolemy 
will be essentially the sattlej at least, his model will not disturb the circum
stances (a/:twal) of the Ptolemaic system. Be this as it may, it must have been 
clear to Tust that the distances OE that result from his model are not precisely 
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the same as those of the classical theory. The reason is exactly the same as given 
by Tiisi for the moon; the epicycle center will not describe a perfectly circular 
path about the Ptolemaic deferent center C but will instead "bulge out" as can 
most easily be seen at the quadratures (see above commentary to II.ll [9] and 
Figure C16). Thus my interpretation of this sentence, as reflected in my tr~nsla
tion, is that the difference between the models is insignificant and not that the 
models are completely equivalent. 

This brings us to an interesting question. As we found in the case of the 
moon, Tiis! was willing to tolerate a 0;10° maximum difference in the true posi
tions as predicted by the two models. But is he willing to overlook a larger vari
ation in the case of the planets? Although he does not deal with this problem 
directly beyond the short statement mentioned above, it seems unlikely that hav
ing found the maximum variation for the lunar model he would have completely 
ignored this issue in the case of the planets. At any rate, it will be useful to find 
the maximum variation on the assumption that Tiisi did know it; we will then be 
in a position to see what quantity he considered insignificant. In addition, it will 
be useful to have such information if future research should turn up other discus
sions of this important subject. 

First let us find OE, the distance between the Earth and the center of the 
epicycle in the Tiis! model. FromFigure C19, it is clear that 

(OE)T2 =(QE)2 + (2e)2- 2(QE) (2e) cos (180° - a) 

Now 
QE=R-ecos a 

as we found for the moon (cf. Figure C17; note that the change in sign is due to 
the different starting position of the couple). Thus we have 

For the Ptolemaic model (see Figure C20), one may obtain the following:40 

(OE)p = ~[~R2 - (e sin a)2 + e cos a]2 + (2e sin a)2 

The maximum difference I(OE)T - (OE)p iMax occurs near the quadratures 

When a "" 90°,270°.41 At those positions, (OEh = ~R2 + 4e2, while 

(OE)p = ~R2 + 3e2 and the maximum prosthaphairesis for each model will he 

given ,by 8 = arcsin (rlOE) (see Figure C18, where r is the radius of the epi

cycle). We will then obtain the following results: 

40 Pedersen [1974], p. 280. 

41 The actual values near the first quadrature, which are dependent on the eccentricity, 

are: Venus, 90°; Mars, 89;53°; Jupiter, 89;59°; and Saturn, 89;59°. Rounding off to 90° 

will have an insignificant effect on the accuracy of 0 to the nearest minute. 
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8p 
(Max. Prosthaphairesis 
for Ptolemaic Model) 

O-r 
(Max. Prosthaphairesis 

for Tusi Model) 

Venus 
Mars 
Jupiter 
Saturn 

45;58° 
40;26° 
11;1° 
6;11° 

45;57° 
40;12° 
11;° 
6;11 0 

0;1 0 

0;14° 
0;1° 

As can be seen, Tusi is essentially correct in his assessment of the two models 
except in the case of Mars. Whether or not 14 minutes of arc was considered 
equally negligible by later Islamic astronomers will, one hopes, be the subject of 
further research. 

n.ll [11]. This straightforward paragraph was misread by Hartner, who thought 
that N~ir aI-Din was saying that he had "invented a theory based on the same 
principle but too complicated to be explained here, which he hopes to bring as 
an appendix."42 Clearly, N~ir aI-Din is saying no such thing; he is, at the time 
of writing, unable to devise a Mercury model because of the complicated motion 
of that planet. If he should discover a solution, he promises to append it to the 
Tadhkira, presumably in the manner in which he appended the !fall to his 
Risiilah-i MuCfniyya. I very much doubt that Na~ir aI-Din ever solved the prob
lem of Mercury; if he did, there is certainly no trace of it to be found. 

n.ll [12]. TUS! now turns his attention to the moon's prosneusis point, a prob
lem he has thus far neglected in the lunar model presented above. He begins by 
outlining a previous attempt to solve this difficulty; an additional orb is postu
lated, presumably containing the epicycle, that would have the prosneusis point 
as its center. Tusi notes that it is not clear how one could add such an orb to the 
existing configuration of lunar orbs without disrupting their motions. Note that 
whatever Tusi's feelings are about this proposal, it calls into question his earlier 
statement in 11.7 [25] that his predecessors had "not ventured any explanation" 
for the difficulties of the moon. 

n.ll [13]. Part of Tusi's genius lies in his ability to deal with a wide range of 
seemingly disparate problems with a single, unified approach. Here he indicates 
that the problem of the moon's prosneusis point may be viewed as an oscillatory 
motion of the lunar epicycle and thus basically similar to the problem of produc
ing latitudinal variations by means of the motions of the epicycles of the planets. 
As the reader may surmise, the solution to this problem, which will occupy the 
rest of the chapter, will consist of producing an oscillatory motion along a single 
arc of a sphere. Obviously, this is analogous to the rectilinear oscillation in the 

42 Hartner [1969], p. 299; he was probably misled by Carra de Vaux's translation, p. 353. 
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plane produced by the Tusi couple. As we shall see, N~!r al-Din proposes using 
this "curvilinear" Tusi couple to solve a number of the difficulties with the 
Ptolemaic system that he has previously pointed out. 

Regarding the specifics of this paragraph, we should point out that a some
what similar discussion of the problem of the prosneusis point occurs in Ibn 
al-Haytham, Shukuk, pp. 15-20.43 The mean apex, from which the mean argu
ment of the epicycle is measured, is on a diameter of the epicycle that Ptolemy 
had found to be always aligned with a point P at a distance 2e from the center of 
the deferent.44 As the epicycle center E moves along the deferent, the apex will 
oscillate on the epicycle between two maximum points that are reached when 
the epicycle center is on a line perpendicular to the line of apsides and passing 
through the prosneusis point (see Figure C21). To check this, we note that the 
inclination of the apex of the epicycle is given by 

L CEP =arcsin [(2e/R)· sin L CPE] 

which clearly reaches its maximum absolute value when L CPE = 90°,270° as 
stated by Tusi. Taking the derivative of the right-hand side of the equation, we 
find 

ff =[11"1- [(2e/R)· sin L CPE]2] . (2e/R)· (cos L CPE) 

which reaches its maximum absolute value when L CPE = 0°, 180°. This con
finns Tusi's statement that the maximum speed (ghayat al-surCa) of the apex 
will occur at the apogee and perigee of the deferent. 

It is important to keep in mind here that for Tus! the motion of the apex is 
due to the motion of the epicycle as a whole. He must therefore find a way to 
move this entire sphere with this oscillatory motion. 

11.11 [14]&[15]. Here Tus! gives an account of Ptolemy'S explanation of the 
latitudinal variations due to the motions of the diameters of the planetary 
epicycles. In the cases of all five planets, the endpoints of the diameters of the 
epicycles that are aligned with the equant will perfonn a revolution upon a small 
circle thus producing what is known as the deviation (may/) (see Figure C22). 
For the two inner planets, the endpoints of a second diameter at right angles to 
the first and in the same plane will perfonn a similar revolution upon small cir
cles (see II.10 [5]). This latter variation is known as the slant (inlJiriif). The 
apparent quote at the end of [14] seems to be a paraphrase of a passage in Bk. 
XIII, Ch. 2 of the Almagest.45 

43 This has been translated by Sabra [1978], pp. 124--127. 

44 Atm., V.5. 

45 Atm., pp. 599--600 (H530-531). 
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Tusi's objections are quite straightforward. Objection 1: one needs to ac
count for these motions by a physical body. A point or line in a medieval cos
mological system cannot simply move by itself. The fact that the endpoints 
travel along circular paths is completely irrelevantfot the requirements of hay'a. 
Objection 2: because the motion of the endpoint along the small circle has the 
same movement as the motion of the epicycle center on its deferent, one will en
counter the same difficulty in the former as in the latter, namely the motion will 
be nonuniform. Objection 3: the endpoints, as a result of their circular paths, 
cannot help but cause a displacement in longitude as well as latitude. Because 
the centers of the small circles occupy the former positions of the apex and 
perigee in the simpler model that is meant to account for longitude, it is clear 
that the displacement of the apex and perigee to the circumferences of the small 
circles will cause a longitudinal difference to result. Furthermore, the line join
ingthese new positions of the apex and perigee will no longer be aligned with 
the equant point as they had been in the simpler model. It should be clear that 
this objection is not, as are the previous two, a problem of physics (or, as some 
would have it, "philosophy"). It concerns the disruption of the predicted posi
tions in longitude due to the latitude theory. 

The latitude theory was problematic from its inception. In fact, Ptolemy him
self, in his famous aside in Bk. XIII, Ch. 2 of the Almagest, acknowledged the 
difficulties with his theory. 

We should note in passing that the Ptolemaic approach to the latitudinal vari
ations of the epicycles is virtually identical to the approach of pseudo-Thabit to 
trepidation (see the commentary to llA [5] and the accompanying Figures C2 
and C3). This has, I believe, important implications for the history of the Tus1 
couple, a subject we shall explore in the coniments to the following paragraphs. 

n.ll [16]. The subject of this paragraph, Ibn al-Haytham's Maqiila fi I;tarakat 
al-iltifiif (Treatise on the Motion of iltifiif), is no longer extant. However, his 
reply to a critic of his work does exist and has been recently edited by A. 1. 
Sabra [1979]. The original Maqiila was known to cUmar al-Khayyam who, as 
we learn from Shirazi's Nihllyat al-idriik, appended his own remarks on latitude 
theory to the text.46 Tusl himself also discusses the treatise at some length in 
Ch. 5 of his !Jail. 

There is some ambiguity in the Arabic concerning the identity of the critic of 
truncated orbs (maniishfr) in lines 4-5 at the end of the paragraph. It is possible 
to interpret the phrase to mean that Tus1 is criticizing Ibn al-Haytham for sug
gesting the use of truncated orbs. But in view of Ibn al-Haytham's attempts to 
disassociate himself from maniishir in his extant reply to his contemporary crit
ic, the most reasonable interpretation is that the phrase is meant to be Ibn 
al-Haytham's own refusal to accept them.47 

46 This appendix, and the judgment on it, occurs in the Nihiiya, Istanbul, Ahmet III MS 
3333 (2), ff. 94b-95a; cf. Kennedy [1966], pp. 377-378 and Sezgin, GAS, 6: 34. 
47 Ibn al-Haytham, IltijaJ, p. 410 (= p. 195 Arabic numeration), especially lines 6-7. 
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Ibn al-Haytham's proposal is fairly simple. He fIrst encloses the epicycle 
with a concentric sphere whose poles K and L are located at a distance equal to 
the maximum inclination (which may be either the deviation or the slant) from 
the apex A and the perigee B of the epicycle (see Figure C23). (To avoid poten
tial confusion, we should recall.that the plane of the paper is that of the equator 
of the epicycle.) The enclosing sphere rotates with the same motion as that of 
points A and B on the small circles of the Ptolemaic model; thus A and B will 
trace out the same path at the same rate in Ibn al-Haytham's system. (Note that 
the enclosing sphere will not rotate uniformly.) However, it is clear that every 
other point on the epicycle, with the exception of the two points on axis KL, will 
also perform a complete revolution thereby disrupting the Ptolemaic planetary 
model. For this reason, Ibn al-Haytham postulates another enclosing sphere be
tween the fIrst and the epicycle whose motion is the same as the fIrst but in the 
opposite direction. Its poles M and N are directly opposite points A and B; ob
viously, M and N will also describe circular paths due to the motion of sphere 
KL. What will be the effect of such a combination of motions on the epicycle? 
The answer is greatly simplifIed by noting that these two spheres form what may 
be called a "Eudoxan couple," i.e. two spheres corresponding to the third and 
fourth spheres of Eudoxus's planetary model that move in the above manner 
thereby producing a hippopedal motion. In Figure C24, we see that point S, an 
endpoint of the so-called mean diameter of the epicycle lying midway between 
A and B on the epicycle equator AB in Figure C23 will, due to the motion of 
sphere KL, move from Sl to S2 on a path parallel to that of point A from Al to 
A2. Now the motion of sphere MN will, of course, leave A stationary at position 
A2; it will, however, move S from S2 to S3' This will result in S performing a 
hippopedal motion of narrow dimension with respect to the great circle AlSI.48 
Ibn al-Haytham's physical model will therefore very nearly duplicate Ptolemy'S 
mathematical model. (We cannot say exactly duplicate since the motion of point 
S is not precisely defIned by Ptolemy; presumably, it will remain on AISI in the 
way that the point P (1'(1+ 90°) remains on the fIxed ecliptic in the pseudo-Thiibit 
trepidation model (see the commentary to IIA [5] and Figures C2 and C3). 

The purpose of Ibn al-Haytham's proposal is not to "correct" Ptolemy in the 
manner of the Tus! couple, but rather to provide a physical mechanism, i.e. solid 
spheres, for this aspect of his latitude theory. This is clear since Ibn al-Haytham 
attempts to reproduce the Ptolemaic model as closely as possible, thus retaining 
the flaws noted by Tus! in his second and third objections. He has in no way 
dealt with these concerns of late medieval astronomy, namely the nonuniformity 
of motion on the small circle and the disruption by this model of the longitude 
theory. (Note that in the /fall, he does not mention the third objection, that 
pertaining to the disruption in longitude; see the commentary to II.ll [18].) 

48 The classic discussion of Eudoxus's planetary models and the hippopede is 
Schiaparelli II, 5-112. Lucid accounts in English are in Heath [1913], pp. 190-211, 
Dreyer [1906], pp. 87-107 and Neugebauer [1953]. 
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Ibn al-Haytham's model is one of several attempts previous to the time of 
Tusi to modify the Ptolemaic models. One dominant feature of these proposals, 
such as that of Ibrahim b. Sinan for trepidation, al-Juzjani's for the equant, the 
above model of Ibn al-Haytham and the alternative system of Bi1JUji, is the use 
of concentric spheres with different poles. Whether one calls such models 
Eudoxan or not, the fact remains that the basic idea is the same as that found 
reported in Bk. xn, Ch. 8 of Aristotle's Metaphysics. There has been consider
able debate about whether Bi1JUji, for one, might have been influenced by 
Eudoxus.49 My own feeling is that such questions are beside the point. As 
should be abundantly clear from this chapter and the commentary to ITA [5], the 
Eudoxan technique was clearly understood and utilized at least as early as 
Ibrahim b. Sinan(d. 335/946) in his Kitiib fi f:larakiit ai-shams and, as we have 
seen, formed the basis for Ibn al-Haytham's only known attempt to modify the 
Ptolemaic system. There hardly seems any reason, therefore, to question the use 
by Bi1JUji of such a method as if it were somehow an isolated event. There is a 
certain irony, though, in the use of Eudoxus's technique especially as it pertains 
to Ibn al-Haytham. Ptolemy, in an attempt no doubt to simplify his models, dis
pensed with additional spheres (or circles) and had his desired motion of the 
epicycle in latitude occur on its surface. But here we have Ibn al-Haytham re~ 
jecting such "simplicity" and returning to a much earlier methodology that 
Ptolemy had specifically attacked in his Planetary Hypotheses. 50 We hardly 
need reiterate that the history of science is not a linear affair. 

11.11 [17]. Tusi here proposes a modification of Ibn al-Haytham's configuration. 
He suggests placing the poles of the first assumed sphere at a distance from the 
poles of the epicycle (rather than from the apex and perigee as before) equal to 
the radius of the small circle. Khafri and Birjandi both take this to be equivalent 
to Ibrahim ibn Sinan's trepidation model described in ITA [5] by which one 
mover with poles near the ecliptic poles will supposedly be able to cause every 
point on the sphere to describe a circle. This, of course, is utter nonsense as the 
commentators realize. It would be ironic, to say the least, for Tusi, who is hardly 
reticent in complaining about the failure of others to adhere to the principles of 
hay'a, to advocate such a model. I am therefore inclined to believe that he 
means this alternative model to have a second sphere, just as was the case for 
Ibn al-Haytham, to prevent a dislocation of the entire epicycle. 

But what would be the effect of Tusi's alternative model on the motion of 
the apex and perigee? I am tempted to see this modification as a realization by 
Tusi that by placing the poles of the Eudoxan couple in the vicinity of the 
epicyclic pole, the apex and perigee will perform hippopedal motions that will 
lessen the longitudinal dislocation. His further modification in the next para
graph, the curvilinear Tusi couple, would then be a natural outgrowth of this sort 

49 See, for example, Goldstein [1964] and Kennedy [1973]. 

50 Goldstein [1967], pp. 38-39 (BM 94a-94b) [German trans., pp. 115-117], 
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of experimentation. But against this is the fact that all the commentators, begin
ning with Shirazi, assume that Tus} believed that the motion of a small circle 
near the pole would somehow result in the motion of a small circle near the 
equator. (Presumably this is because Tus! seemed to accept this in Ibrahlm ibn 
Sinan's trepidation model.) Thus placing the Eudoxan couple of Ibn 
al-Haytham's model near the apex or near the pole would, for Tusi, produce the 
same effect, viz. a circular motion of the apex and perigee. 

11.11 [18]. Here Tusi introduces the curvilinear version of his couple. Because 
he presents it as an outgrowth of Ibn al-Haytham's model, it will be useful to see 
how well this presentation conforms to the historical record. Tusi had announced 
the existence of the rectilinear version of his couple in the Risalah-i MuClniyya, 
written in 63211235, and exhibited full control of it in the appendix to that work, 
the IJall-i mushkiliit-i MuClniyya, written shortly thereafter.51 In the latter, he 
used it for the longitudinal motions of the moon and planets (IJall, Ch. 3). He 
did not, however, have the curvilinear version that he details here and in the next 
paragraph; at least he made no mention of it. What he did instead was simply 
provide a summary ofIbn al-Haytham's treatise (IJall,Ch. 5). The obvious con
clusion is that at the time ofwriting the IJall Tusi had not yet realized that he 
might modify his couple in order to produce a curvilinear oscillation. In fact, he 
does not mention the disruption of the longitude by the latitude theory (Objec
tion 3) that the curvilinear version is meant to resolve. He was, however, in
trigued by Ibn al-Haytham's approach and was using it as a starting point with 
which to deal with the difficulties of Ptolemy's latitude theory.52 By the time of 
writing his Ta~rlr al-MajiS{l (Recension of the Almagest) in 64411247, Tusi 
could suggest using a mathematical version of his rectilinear couple to produce 
an oscillation in latitude so as to avoid a disruption in longitude (Ta~rlr, Bk. 
XIII, Ch. 2, f. 161a-b). He had also realized that the difficulty brought on by the 
prosneusis point was fundamentally the same as that of the latitude difficulty 
since he stated as much in the Ta~rlr (Bk. V, Ch. 5, f. 66a).53 

51 See the introduction, pp. 67-70 of Volume One. 
52 We should note, though, that even as early as the MuCiniyya TUSl was not satisfied 
with Ibn al-Haytham's "solution" and refers to several remaining "defects"; see p. 68. 
But he had solution of his own to offer, which may account for his lack of criticism of 
Ibn al-Haytham in the l!all. . 
53 To his credit, Saliba has brought attention to these passages in his [1987a]. Un
fortunately his attempt to use them to advocate the chronological priority of the Ta/:trfr 
over the l!all is misguided; cf. p. 69, footnote 15. To repeat, the l!all has no trace of the 
second (curvilinear) version of the Tiisl couple. Furthermore, the connection Tiisl draws 
in the Ta/:trir between the problem of the moon's prosneusis point and that of the latitude 
theory, as well as Objection 3 to the latitude theory, are all missingin the l!all but, of 
course, are repeated in the Tadhkira. It would be highly unlikely that Na~ir aI-Din would 
have omitted these crucial aspects of his planetary theory from the l!all if he had written 
it after discussing them in the Ta/:trfr. Saliba insists, however, that "the identity of the 
solution for the prosneusis point and that of latitude, and the possibility of explaining 
such a motion, was proposed in the l!alf' (p. 11) but significantly gives no reference. 
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Thus the need for a model that could produce a curvilinear oscill~tion had 
become manifest, and 'fiis! would have then seen the applicability of his already 
available couple. We should remember, however, that the couple of the /fall was 
used to produce rectilinear oscillation, whereas now he needed curvilinear oscil
lation. Because the device in the Talyrir is so schematic (unlike a normal Tusi 
couple, he uses two intersecting circles of the same size, one of which carries the 
center of the other), it is difficult to determine whether he also possessed the full 
physical model of the Tadhkira's curvilinear couple. It may well be that he only 
had the general idea of using his couple for the latitude theory at the time of 
writing the Ta~rir; it was only later in writing the Tadhkira that he felt that a 
hay'a work required him to give the full physical model. It is here that he could 
also draw the connection between his curvilinear couple and Ibn al-Haytham's 
model. But in attempting to understand the historical situation of the mathemati
cal device in the Ta~rir, it is worth noting that Tus! drew a clear distinction be
tween an astronomical presentation limited to circles and one in which the 
"principles of motion" (i.e. solid orbs) were invoked (see the Tadhkira, 
n.5 [10]). In the /fall, for example, he criticized Khiraq! for accepting circles for 
the latitude theory in the Muntahii al-idriik while insisting on solid orbs else-. 
where in that work (pp. 15-16). Ptolemy, on the other hand, had consistently 
limited himself to circles throughout the Almagest, at least according to Tus!. 
Thus the fact that TUS! did not use the full physical model of his curvilinear 
couple in the Ta~rir should not be used to prove that he did not have it at that 
time; he may simply have felt constrained by the Almagest format to restrict 
himself to circles. 

n.ll [18]&[19]. Tus! here presents the curvilinear version of his couple in order 
to deal with the third objection. We should again emphasize the importance of 
such a device in allowing the medieval astronomer to confine the effects of his 
assumed motions to a single parameter without disrupting any other. 

As we have stated, ruSt presents his lemma as an outgrowth of Ibn 
al-Haytham's model. We again have a sphere, which Tust calls the large sphere, 
whose axis intersects the epicycle at points Hand T, which are at a distance 
equal to the maximum inclination from apex A and perigee B, respectively (see 
Figure C25; cf. Figure TI5 in the edition and translation, which represents a 
medieval attempt at drawing in perspective). We should note, however, that 
great circle AHBT is not the same as AS1B in Figure C23. In Ibn al-Haytham's 
model, AS1B is the equator of the epicycle; here, the great circle shown in the 
diagram passes through the poles of the equator. We next bisect arc AH and arc 
BT at E and Z and assume a "small sphere" with axis EZ that is located between 
the large sphere and the epicycle. The large sphere is then given a certain motion 
(in this case equal to the mean motion [presumably] of the epicycle center on its 
deferent) in a given direction, while the small sphere rotates with twice this mo
tion in the opposite direction. Tust concludes (incorrectly as ~e shall see later) 
that the apex will oscillate between points A and G on a great circle arc. This 
will account for the latitudinal deviation without a corresponding disruption of 
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the apex in longitude (see Figure C26; note that circles Eand H are on the 
surface ofthe epicycle sphere and are not in the same plane.) But as a result of 
the motion of the two spheres, other points on the epicycle will be displaced. As 
with Ibn al-Haytham's model, one will need a third sphere (not shown in Figure 
C25) located between the small sphere and the epicycle with poles that are al
ways aligned with the oscillating apex and perigee. As should be clear, this 
sphere must rotate at the same rate and in the same direction as the large sphere 
in order to bring the rest of the epicycle to its proper position. (This orb is 
analogous to the enclosing orb [muQita] of the rectilinear version; cf. Figures 
Cp and C13.) Th~ net result for the epicycle as a whole will be an oscillation 
on an axis coincident with the mean diameter, i.e. the diameter in the plane of 
the equator of the epicycle perpendicular to AB. 

There are problems with· the curvilinear version, some of which Tiisi ac
knowledges, some of which he does not. One that seems to have escaped him is 
the failure of the couple to work as advertised. The resultant locus will not, in 
fact, be an arc but rather a stretched out figure·S on the surface of a sphere (see 
Figure C26).54 To see this we need only note that in spherical triangle EA2H the 
exterior angle FEA2 must be less than the sum of interior angles EHA2 and 
EA2H;55 the endpoint of radius vector EA2 must therefore always extend 
beyond arc A1G except when 9 =n . 90°, n any integer, in which case A2 will 
fall on it. Nevertheless, because of the small size of the arcs of oscillation, 
divergence will be slight.56 

Another remaining difficulty, one that TOsi must regretfully admit he is inca
pable of resolving, is related to Objection 2,57 namely that concerning the 
uniformity of the motion about a point other than the center. Because the motion 
of epicyclic apex A is approximately given by AIH - AIH cos 9,58 it is clear 
that its inclination in either direction from H will be exactly equivalent in 
amount and duration; the Ptolemaic theory, however, requires that this inclina
tion be of longer duration in one half than. the other since the motion· of point A 
on the small circle is coordinated with the irregular motion of the epicycle center 
on the deferent. 

54 This was originally pointed out to me by E. S. Kennedy. Otto Neugebauer further 

noted that the figure could not be a hippopede since it has a vertical rather than horizontal 

tangent at 9 =n . 90° inasmuch as the area of triangle EA2H will approach 0 at these 

points. Thus the figure will not be a smooth curve but rather one with pinched cusps. 

55 This was recognized by Khafri in his commentary, ff. 214b-215a, who cites Proposi

tion 11, Book 1 of Menelaus's Spherics. 

56 Even in the case of the greatest oscillation, the 24.538° in either direction resulting 

from the moon's prosneusis, the maXimum deviation from arc AG will only be 0.214°, 

which is about 0.87%. This will approximately oCcur when 9 = n . 180° ±35°, n any in

teger. For smaller arcs of oscillation, the percentage deviation will be even smaller. 

57 See paragraph [15]. 

58 We here ignore the deviation from the great circle arc. 
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IT.ll [20-22]. Here TUs! mentions the situations in which the curvilinear version 
of his couple may be applied. In all cases the basic approach is the same. For the 
motion of the epicycle due to the prosneusis point, Tus! notes a problem that his 
model is unable to solve, namely that his construction will result in a motion of 
inclination that is symmetrical with respect to the line joining the centers of the 
epicycle and the deferent, whereas the Ptolemaic theory results in an asymmetri
cal motion of inclination (see III1 [13] and Figure C2I). This drawback of the 
TUS! model is somewhat analogous to its inability to deal with Objection 2. 

The suggested use of the Tusicouple for trepidation and the variability of the 
obliquity is of great historical interest since Copernicus introduces it for just this 
purpose in De revolutionibus, ID.4; this should obviously be the subject of fur
ther research. 

IT.ll [23]. These sorts of comments give us some understanding of the attitude 
of Tusi toward what we might call the progress of science. Provided that we do 
not make too much of them, they are well worth noting. It is clear that he is 
more than aware of the remaining flaws· in his models and seems to have no 
hesitation in accepting that they may be superseded. Tus! perhaps hoped that his 
work would be the basis for a continuing program of research; if so, he would 
have been well pleased with subsequent developments . 

., 
_I 

i 
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Table 5. Parameters of TUsi' s Models for "Difficulties" 1-6.t 

Moon Venus Mars Jupiter Saturn 

Epicycle 

Radius (r) 5;15P 43; lOP 39;30P 11;30P 6;30P 

Motion(y) 13;4°/day cs 0;37°/day s 0;28°/day s 0;54°/day s 0;57°/day s 


Enclosing Sphere 

Thickness (£) unspecified unspecified unspecified unspecified unspecified 

Radius (r+£) 5;15P+£ 43;lOP+£ 39;30P+£ 11;30P+£ 6;30P+£ 

Motion (a) 24;23°/day s 0;59°/day S 0;3P/day s 0;5°/day s 0;2°/day s 


Small Sphere 

Radius (he+r+£) lO;24 ih P+£ 43;47hP+£ 42;30P+£ 12;52V2P+£ 8; 12i/2P+£ 

Motion(2a) 48;46°/day cs 1;58°/day cs 1;2°/day cs O;lOo/day'cs 0;4°/day cs 


Small Sphere 

lnner Equator 

Diameter (= e) 1O;19P 1;15P 6;OOP 2;45P 3;25P 


Large Sphere 

Radius (= e+r+£) 15;34P +£ 44;25P +£ 45;30P+ £ 14;15P+ £ 9;55P+ £ 

Motion (a) 24;23°/day s 0;59°/day s 0;31°/day s 0;5°/day s 0;2°/day s 


Large Sphere 

Inner Equator 

Diameter (= 2e) 20;38P 2;30P 12;OOP 5;30P 6;50P 


Deferent Orb 

Radius 65;15P+ £ 104;25P+£ 105;30P+ £ 74;15P+ £ . 69;55P+ £ 

Moon: R+r+£ 

Planets: R+e+r+£ 

Motion (a) 24;23°/day s 0;59°/day s 0;3P/day s 0;5°/day s 0;2°/day s 


Deferent 

Inner Equator 

Radius 60;P 61;15P 66;P 62;45P 63;25P 

Moon:R 
Planets: R + e 

Inclined Orb 

Thickness (K) unspecified unspecified unspecified unspecified unspecified 

Radius (R+r+£+K) 65; 15P+£+K NA NA NA NA 

Motion 11;9°/day cs NA NA NA NA 


Parecliptic 

Thickness (J.l.) unspecified unspecified unspecified unspecified unspecified 

Radius 65; 15P+£+K 104;25P+£+J.l. 105;30P+£+J.l. 74;15P+£+J.l. 69;55P+£+J.l. 

Moon:R+r+£+K+J.l +J.l. 

Plan. :R+e+r+£+J.l. 

Motion O;3°+/day cs 1°/70 years s 1°/70 years s 1°/70 years s 1°/70 years s 


t Motion in the sequence (s)/counter-sequence (cs) of the signs is detennined by the motion of the 
orb's apogee point; R =radius of Ptolemaic deferent; e = eccentricity; NA =not applicable. 
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Book II, Chapter Twelve 

For this chapter, see AIm., pp. 243~244 (H401~02), 258~273 (H427~59); 
HAMA, 1: 100-101, 112-117; and Pedersen [1974], pp. 203-204, 213-219; see 
also Kennedy [1956]. rusi's attempt to be brief in this chapter results in some 
less than clear formulations. Brrjandi is particularly upset and accuses him of 
being obscure and overgeneralizing, complaints that lead BirjandI in his com
mentary to rewrite a good part of the chapter in what he considers a clearer sty Ie. 

II.12 [4]4&6; II.12 [5]10; II.12 [6]22.falak al-burilj (ecliptic orb): Falak (orb) 
is here being used in its secondary sense of equator; see commentary to 
II.3 [2]13. Compare II.12 [1]21-22 wherefalak is used in its more customary 
sense of solid orb. 

n.12 [5]9-11. wa-idhii kana al-kawkab ... ikhtiliif aI-Can;! bi-caynih (If the 
planet. .. precisely the difference in latitude): To understand this passage, it is 
helpful to keep in mind that in this particular case the ecliptic meridian circle 
and the altitude circle are one and the same; cf. II.3 [17] 6-9. On the ecliptic 
meridian circle, see the commentary to II.3 [16]20. 

II.12 [6]. Figure C27 (admittedly a grossly oversimplified diagram since it as
sumes the planet to be on the ecliptic meridian circle) should help give an in
dication of rusi's intention in this paragraph. When the planet P has the same 
direction in latitude as the invisible ecliptic pole (either north or south), the ab
solute value of the difference in latitude is added to the absolute value of the true 
latitude to arrive at the apparent latitude (position PI)' When the planet has the 
same direction as the visible ecliptic pole, one subtracts the absolute value of the 
difference in latitude from the absolute value of the true latitude (position P2). 

An exception to the latter rule occurs when the planet is between the zenith and 
the visible ecliptic pole whereupon one adds the difference in latitude (position 
P3). In the case where the planet has no true latitude (position P,J, the apparent 
latitude will have the same direction as the invisible ecliptic pole. 

The "same reason as before" at the end of the paragraph refers to the rule 
that the apparent position will always be closer to the horizon. 

II.12 [7]. The moon's distances are dealt with in N.2. 

n.12 [8]. For solar parallax, see AIm., pp. 258-260 (H428~32), 265 
(H442~3). 
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Book II, Chapter Thirteen 

For this chapter, see Aim., Bk. VI, pp. 275-313 (H461-535); Pedersen 
[1974], pp. 220-235; HAMA, 1: 118-141. 

11.13 [1]16. mii Iii y~ilu ilayh niir al-ba~ar (that which the light of·the eye does 
not reach): The theory of vision implied here is that of the Greek mathematical 
tradition (viz. that of Euclid and Ptolemy) whereby vision was brought about by 
visual rays emanating from the eye. The Peripatetic tradition opposed this so
called extramission theory of vision with an intromission theory based on forms 
arising from an object and then traveling to the eye. Although Ibn al-Haytham 
had two centuries prior to Tusi brought about a brilliant synthesis of these two 
traditions-one that maintained an intromission theory that at the same time 
employed the visual rays of the mathematicians-Tusi here and elsewhere 
seems totally innocent of any knowledge of the optical work of his great 
predecessor. I. Again we have the curious historical situation of major breaks in 
the transmission of science within the Islamic tradition (cf. commentary to IT.l 
[1] on the moon illusion problem; note though that Ibn al-Haytham's work in 
astronomy was generally known to Tusi-see IT.ll [16]). 

11.13 [4]11. calii mintaqat al-buriij (on the [plane of the] ecliptic equator): TUsi 
is rather confusing here since the center of the shadow cone is obviously in the 
plane of the ecliptic rather than on the ecliptic equator itself. The same will ap
ply to calii al-mintaqa in IT. 13 [4]14-15. 

11.13 [5]. For the derivation of the eclipse limit of 12° (12;12° in the Almagest), 
see Aim., pp. 282-287 (H476--484): The value 2% for the-ratio of the shadow 
circle's diameter to the lunar disk is from Aim., pp. 254, 285 (H421, 480). Com
pare IV.3 [1]. 

11.13 [5]2. al-a~iibic (digits): On linear digits (for diameters) and area digits (for 
bodies), see Kennedy, Survey, p. 143 and AIm., pp. 302-305 (H512-518), 
p.308. 

II.13 [6]. On the intervals between lunar eclipses, see AIm., pp. 287-290 
(H485-489). 

11.13 [7]. On the need and method of adjusting for parallax in the case of solar 
eclipses, see AIm., pp. 173-174 (H267), 310-313 (H527-535). 

11.13 [8]2-4. wa-qutr al-shams ... ilii sitt wa-thaliithin (The solar diameter ...to 36 
minutes): The following table is a sampling of some of the better known values 
for the apparent diameters of the sun (ds) and moon at syzygy (dm): 

1 Sabra [1972], pp. 190-197, especially 190-192, 196; see also Lindberg [1976], pp. 
11-17,58-67,71-80. 
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Table 6. Solar and Lunar Apparent Diameters. 

Astronomer dsApogee ds Perigee dmApogee dmPerigee Source 

Ptolemy 0;31,20° 0;31,20° 0;31,20° 0;35,20° Atm.,pp. 
(2nd c. A.D.) 252,254, 

284,285 

KhwarizmI 0;31,20° 0;33,48° 0;29,16° 0;34,34° Khw.,pp. 
(9th c.) 175,180; 

Neugebaue:r 
[1962b], 
pp.105-6 

Battani 0;31,20° 0;33,40° 0;29Y2° 0;351,13° Batt., 
(lOth c.) 1: 58,236; 

3: 87-8 

"Moderns" 0;31,03° 0;33,33° * Nisabi.iri 

Kushyar 0;29~0 0;351,13° Birjandi 
(Zij at-Jamie) 
(10th c.) 

Tusi 0;31° 0;34° 0;29° 0;36° Tadhkira, 
(13th c.) lIB [8] 

Shirazi 0;30,02ot 0;32,38ot TuJ:zfa,IV.l 
(13th c.) (f. 27Qa) 

Kiishi 0;30° 0;32,12° 0;31,4° 0;37,2° Birjandi 
(Zij-i Khaqanl) (lunar)t (lunar)t 

(15th c.) 0;31,24° 
(solar)t 

0;37,46° 
(solar)* 

Notes: 

* This value is also givenby Biriini, Qanr'ln, 2: 869. 


t These values are derived by assuming that Ptolemy's value of 0;31,200 occurs at the 

sun's mean distance; elsewhere (Tul:ifa, II.15 [Mabl).ath 3], f. 195b) Shirazi adopts Tfisi's 
figures. 

:j: Kashi makes a distinction between the moon's diameter during lunar eclipses, which he 
measures from the center of the World, and its diameter during solar eclipses, which he 
measures from the observer. (Note that I am depending on Birjanw's account; I do not 

have access to the actual zij.) 
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11.13 [8]2-32, wa-in kana qutr al-shams ... 1;zalqat al-nur (If the sun's 
diameter...ring of light): One of the consequences of Tusi's values for the ap
parent solar and lunar diameters (as well as those of other Islamic astronomers) 
is that the moon might be smaller than the sun during conjunction, a situation 
that could lead to an annular eclipse. This possibility is clearly foreclosed by 
Ptolemy's numbers; it is interesting that certain of Ptolemy's "predecessors," 
among whom, as Swerdlow has shown, we should include Hipparchus, allowed 
for annular eclipses-at least inasmuch as they took the moon's diameter to be 
equal to the sun's at the moon's mean distance rather than at apogee (AIm., 
p. 252, n. 53 [H417]; Swerdlow [1969], pp. 291-298). 

There were a number of reports of annular eclipses that postdate the 
Almagest. In antiquity there is one observed by Sosigenes, the teacher of 
Alexander of Aphrodisias, probably that of 4 September 164 A.D.2 Bironi 
(Qanun, 2: 632) cites the observation of an annular eclipse made on 28 July 873 
by AbU al-cAbbas al-Iranshahri: in Nisabur (Schramm [1963], pp. 26-27 and 27, 
n. 1; Oppolzer, p. 200 and Plate 100). 

11.13 [9]11-14.fa-fi al-iqlim al-rabic ... ila sabc darajat mumkinan (In the fourth 
clime ... after the node of the tail): Ptolemy, who calculates the solar eclipse 
limits by considering the boundaries of the seven climes, namely Meroe with 
latitude 16;27° and Borysthenes with latitude 48;32°, finds them to be 17;41° 
when the moon is northerly and 8;22° when it is southerly.3 On the other hand, 
Tus! here gives the eclipse limits for the fourth clime, which we learn from m.l 
[8] is bounded by latitudes 33 %0 and 39 9/10°. In order to obtain the maximum 
limit, at least to a good level of approximation, one considers two cases:4 

2 See Schramm [1963], pp. 24-27 for a discussion of Sosigenes and the significance of 

his observation for establishing the impossibility of a homocentric cosmology. 

3 Note that these are true not mean values. 

4 For an explanation and justification of what follows, see HAMA, 1: 126-129. 
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Case 1. The moon is north of the ecliptic (or in Tust's tenus when it is "after 
the node of the head or before the node of the tail"). Since in this case one 
wishes to maximize the effect of parallax so as to obtain the maximum limit, one 
assumes: a) the observer at latitude 39 91ioO; b) the moon at epicyclic perigee; 
c) the sun at perigee; d) conjunction occurring at Aries 0° 6 hours before noon 
with Capricorn 0° culminating. One then finds using Tables 11.13 and V.I8 from 
the Almagest that the latitude component for the adjusted lunar parallax5 (Pji) is 
about 0;54° and the long~tude component (P:;) is 0;28°. Then using 
Neugebauer's fonuula6 

solar eclipse limit = (Pji + 0;35) . 11;30 + PJ.., 

one obtains a limit of 17;32°, which compares favorably with TusI's 18°. 

Case 2. The moon is south of the ecliptic (or in Tust's tenus it is "before the 
node of the head or after the node of the tail"). One should note here that since 
the ecliptic is always to the south for an observer in the fourth clime, one would 
wish to minimize the effect of the latitude component of the adjusted parallax 
while maximizing the longitude component in order to obtain the maximum 
limit. One therefore assumes: a) the observer at latitude 33%°; b) the moon at 
epicyclic perigee;7 c) the sun at perigee; d) conjunction occurring at Libra 0° 6 
hours before noon with Cancer 0° culminating. Using the same procedure as be
fore, one finds the latitude component for the adjusted lunar parallax to be about 
0;10V2° and the longitude component to be 1;04°. The resulting eclipse limit is 
justunder 6°, whereas Tusi reports 7°. 

One should not take the above numbers too seriously. For one thing, they are 
based upon Ptolemy'S tables, which have been modified by Islamic astronomers. 
Furthenuore, it is not clear to what extent TUSI, or any other Islamic astronomer, 
has improved upon Ptolemy'S, or Pappus's, rather defective techniques for find
ing the maximum solar eclipse limits. g That my numbers correspond reasonably 
well with those of rusi should not disguise the fact that any coincidences in final 
results may be fortuitous. It is salutary to look at Birjandi's comments. For the 
case of the moon north of the ecliptic, basing himself on a maximum latitude 
component of 44 minutes and a maximum longitude component of 11 minutes, 
he finds the eclipse limit to be 15;34°. In the case of the moon south of the 

5 Adjusted lunar parallax is the difference between the lunar and solar parallaxes. See 

Kennedy [1956], p. 35. 

6 I have substituted 0;35° for the radii of the two luminaries in place of Ptolemy's 

0;33,20°. 

7 Though at first glance it may seem contradictory to place the moon at the epicyclic 

perigee when we wish to minimize the effect of the latitude component, this small factor 

is more than compensated for by the maximization of the limit that results from the addi

tional amount of the radii of the two luminaries at perigee and of the longitude com

ponent of the parallax. 

8 SeeHAMA, 1: 127-129. 
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ecliptic, he arrives at an eclipse limit of 7;26°, the latitude and longitude com
ponents in this case being 4 minutes and 50 minutes, respectively. But I have 
been unable to find the basis for his values of parallax, which are considerably at 
variance with those of Ptolemy and presumably those of Tusi as can be inferred 
from the divergence in their eclipse limits. In the second case, Birjandi's value 
of 4 minutes for the latitude component seems particularly suspect, but the 
source of variance could range from a different boundary for the fourth clime to 
computational error. That Birjandi is not above the latter is attested by his find
ing 0;300 /sin 5° to be 6;36° (correct value: 5;44°). In short, one would need to 
examine a number of discussions of solar eclipse limits in the zijes in order to 
arrive at some conclusion concerning. the assumptions and techniques under 
which these numbers were arrived at and whether there were any improvements 
over Ptolemy. 

II.13 [9]14-19. wa-li-dhiilik yumkinu kusufiin ... jihat al-cartj (It is therefore pos
sible for two solar eclipses ...different directions in latitude): On the intervals be
tween solar eclipses, see Aim., pp. 290-294 (H489-498). 

II.13 [9]19-21. wa-li-kawn al-qamar ... awwalan (And because the moon...to 
reappear): These are rather trivial consequences of the west to east motion of the 
moon and sun, and of the moon's greater speed. 

Book II, Chapter Fourteen 

II.14 [1]. A rather more extensive discussion of sectors occurs in Biriini, Tajhim, 
201 (pp. 107-110). See also Kennedy, Survey, p. 143; idem, [1958], pp. 247
253; and idem, [1960], pp. 218-222. According to Kennedy, the sectors do not 
appear until Islamic times and seem to be motivated by astrological considera
tions. 

II.14 [2]. On the visibilities of the five planets and the "phases," see Atm., 
pp. 636-647; HAMA, 1: 230-261; and Pedersen [1974], pp. 386-390. 

II.14 [2]18. wa-thiilithan bi-J:w.sab ikhtiliif al-iifiiq (and third, according to dif
ferent horizons): As we shall see in rnA [2]4, ufuq (horizon) may mean locality, 
which it probably does here as well. As such, Tusi is not completely accurate 
since in addition to locality the inclination of the ecliptic to the horizon can af
fect visibility as stated in the Almagest (p. 636 [H590]); this, of course, will vary 
at a given location. Shirazi and the commentators have noted the problem and 
corr.ected it. 

II.14 [2]19-20. wa-'l-zahata Iii takhtafi ... bukra wa-Cashiyya (Venus does not 
become invisible ... while retrograding): Ptolemy states that the interval from 
evening setting to morning rising is about two days (Atm., p. 641 [H597]). 

http:9]-II.l4
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11.14 [2]9-10. wa-aqall rna yakhtafi laylatiin (The minimum that it is invisible is 
two nights): ShirazI in the Nihiiya claims that it would be possible for the moon 
to disappear for only one night; although unusual this would not be impossible. 
(cf. llyas [1984], pp. 1()()....:101). 

11.14 [2]10-14. wa-qad umtulJina ... mar'iyya lahu faqat ([The matter] has been 
subjected to testing .. .in its case only, is apparent): Whether or not Tus! sub
jected the matter to testing, he ends up with exactly the same values as Ptolemy 
(Aim., pp. 639 [H595], 640 [H597]). Note, though, that whereas for Ptolemy 
these values are of the sun's depression at the moment the planet is on the 
horizon, for Tusl these amounts are the altitude of the planet when the sun is at 
the horizon. 1 Birjandl states that this change was made because a depression is a 
calculated value, whereas an altitude could be observed. 

It is of some interest that Ptolemy ignores the problem of the moon's 
visibility, this in spite of its probable importance for the Babylonians. Tusi's 8° 
is a bit low compared with the values deduced by Hogendijk [1988] for 
Khwarizmi's zij (8;54°), and for the Mufrad zij of al-Taban and for a table at
tributed to al-Khazin (both 9;30°). But 8° is given as a rule of thumb by the 
Royal Greenwich Observatory (llyas [1984], p. 100). (8° is also an implied min-: 
imum for BattanI; see Bruin [1977], p. 355.) 

1 On the constant depression criterion, see Hogendijk [1988], pp. 29~30; cf. Bruin's 
[1977] "arc of descent," p. 333. 
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BOOK III 

Book ill, Chapter One 

ill.l [l]7.fi awwal al-kitab (in the fIrst part of the book): See 11.1 [2-3] and [7]. 

ill.l [3]8-11. wa-innamii 1:tukima bi-anna al-macmur ... ni~f dawr al-falak (The 
inhabited world has been determined ... one-half revolution of the orb): The 
ultimate source for this is probably Aim., p. 75 (H88); Toomer (n. 3) discounts 
what seems to be implied, namely that Ptolemy had records of simultaneously 
observed eclipses at widely separated locations. 

ill.l [4]21. al-jibal ... al-mansuba ita al-qamar (mountains...named for the 
moon): The "mountains of the moon" are mentioned by Ptolemy in the Geog
raphy where he states they lie between 57° and 67° longitude (measured from 
the Fortunate [Canary] Islands) and at 12\12° south latitude. 1 In view of this there 
seems little to recommend reading qamar (moon) as qumr (white [pl.]), which is 
given as a possibility by Birjandi and by Wright in a note to his translation of 
Biriini's Tajhim (p. 143, n. 8). Modern attempts have been made to associate the 
mountains of the moon with the snow-clad peaks of Ruwenzori located between 
Lake Edward and Lake Albert on the border between Zaire and Uganda, which 
do indeed feed into the Nile; but this seems problematical due to their great", 
elusiveness and to the existence of the more prominent Mounts Kenya and 
Kilimanjaro, the melting snows of which, however, do not drain into the Nile.2 

m.l [5]25-26. ka~'lladhi bayn al-Maghrib ... wa-'l-Sham (such as: that between 
the Maghrib ...and Syria): Note that 'fusi divides the Mediterranean into two 
parts, a not uncommon practice; cf. Dunlop, Eft, 1: 934-936 .. 

m.l [5]27-l.al-khalij al-Barbari wa-huwa aqrabuha ita al-Maghrib (the Gulf 
of Barbary [Gulf of Aden], which is the nearest of them to the Maghrib): TIlls is 
the Gulf of Aden, which in actuality is east of the Red Sea. Maps by Biriini 
(Tajhim, p. 124) and Nisabiiri (f. 78a) confIrm 'fust's error. 

1 Muller ed., IV, 8, 2 [2: 789]. 

2 cr. Mountjoy and Embleton [1967], pp. 100-101. 
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m.l [5]1. al-khalij al-akhr;lar (the Green Gulf): Although there is considerable 
difference of opinion concerning the identity of the "Green Gulf'-indeed 
Shirazi gives two widely divergent accounts-I believe that we may safely place 
it in East Asia and furthermore make it roughly coincident with the South China 
Sea. The source of the confusion is that it is often not distinguished from the 
Green Sea, which may be: (a) the Encompassing Sea or "Ocean";3 (b) the Indian 
Ocean and Chinese Sea;4 (c) the Indian Ocean itself;5 or (d) part of the Indian 
Ocean.6 In the TulJfa Shirazi places the Green Gulf in the vicinity of the South 
China Sea, at least this is a reasonable inference since Khanqil (Canton) and 
Khanjii (Quanzhou ?)7 are mentioned as coastal cities. He furthermore seems in
tent on rectifying what he stated in the Nihiiya since he says that the Green Gulf 
is "in the most distant of the land of China, not India (fi aq~ii bilad al~$in Iii 
al-Hind).8 Shirazi's TulJfa account is followed by Nisabiiri and Birjandi, but 
Jurjani, copied by Kham, conflates the two accounts and states that it is the 
"Chinese and Indian Sea" (balJr al-$in wa-'l-Hind). This confusion leads an ex
asperated Birjandi to declare that "whoever claims that [the Green Gulf] is in the 
land of India and calls it the Indian Sea is mistaken." Shirazi also gives the 
dimensions and delineation of the Green Gulf: it is basically triangular in shape 
with the eastern side being about 110 parasangs, while the western side along 
the Chinese coast is some 500 parasangs. This is a rough but recognizable des
cription of the South China Sea. 

m.l [5]2. wa-ka-balJr Warank (and such as the Sea of Warank): According to 
Minorsky ([1942], pp. 115-116), Warank was first used by Biriini to indicate the 
Baltic, but he seems not to have distinguished between it and the Beloye More 
(White Sea).9 The word itself derives from the Varangians, one of the 
Scandinavian roving bands that invaded Russia in the 9th and 10th centuries and 
even managed to reach C-onstantinople. 

HI.l [5]6. al-masalik (the geographical placebooks): On this genre of geog
raphical works, see Pellat, "al-Masalik wa 'l-Mamiilik," Eft, 6: 639-640; cf. 
Maqbul-Ahmad, "Djughrajiyii," Eft, 2: 575. 

3 Ibn Khaldfin, Muqaddimah, 1: 96. 

4 Biriini, Qiiniin, 2: 547-549, 552. 

5 Abu al-Fida', p. 22 (Arabic text), p. 27 (French trans.). 

6 See Khwarizmi, $iira, p. 75 and cf. Nailino, Race., 5: 478, n. 3, who suggests that it be 

identified with the Erythraean Sea of the Ancients. See also Shirazi, Nihiiya, II1.1, f. 120a 

(German trans. by Wiedemann [1970], p. 802 and French trans. by Ferrand [1913-14], 2: 

613). 

7 Cf. Kennedy and Kennedy [1987], p. 180. 

8 Tu/:lja, III.l (ff. 21Oa, 211b). 

9 Cf. Biriini's Taf:uiid, p. 142 (Engl. trans. p. 107); Kennedy, Taf:uiid Comm., p. 81. 
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m.l [6]7-15. wa-qad qiila bac¢ ... ma,cmurm (Some practitioners of this science 
have stated ...would be inhabited): Tusi is probably referring to either BiriinilO 

or Khiraqi,l1 or perhaps to both. Each emphasizes that the sun is at perigee near 
winter solstice, which makes the southern region beneath the maximum declina
tion of the sun hotter and hence uninhabitable. Biriini further claims that 
southern latitudes beyond the maximum obliquity would h~ve unbearably. cold 
winters since at summer solstice the sun is near its apogee. Note that underlying 
Biriini's argument is the assumption that the effects of actual solar distance are 
of the same order as zenith distance. On the other hand, Tusi seeks to minimize 
the effect of the variability in distance by noting that the resulting size difference 
is imperceptible (31 to 34 minutes in the diameter of the solar disk; see 
11.13 [8]). Shirazi, however, strongly rejects Tusi's reasoning and insists that 
perceptible size is irrelevant to whatever effects may result from actual distance; 
since the difference between the distance of the sun at, apogee and perigee is ap
proximately 100 terrestrial radii (see IV.5 [1]), Shirazi concludes that this must 
have a substantial effect. I2 (The ratio of the nearest to farthest distance of the 
sun in medieval cosmology was about 0.92, whereas the modern value is closer 
to 0.97.) Shirazi is generally followed by the commentators. 

m.l [6]15-20. wa-dhakara aytJill bac¢uhum ... yuniiji dhiilik al-lJukm (In addi
tion some have stated ...contradicts this judgment): Bironi gives a similar report 
in the TalJdld of what "some people have argued" (pp. 56-58; trans. pp. 26-29). 
He also tends to discount the possibility that the southern seas and northern 
lands would exchange positions due to the motion of the apogee; he gives 
several reasons the first of which is virtually the same as Tusi's.13 

m.l [6]22. al-tariqa al-mulJtariqa (the combust way): The "combust way" was 
defined in at least two ways. Here it is a narrow latitudinal band around the 
Earth (corresponding to a band on the celestial sphere) demarcated by the "fall" 
(hubiit) of the sun and of the moon, which are Libra 19° and Scorpius 3°, respec
tively.14 This then corresponds to a region between about 7~o and 13° south lat
itude. The commentators cite Ptolemy's Geography as evidence against the no
tion that this region is uninhabited. IS Another definition is given by Khiraqi for 
whom the "combust way" is a small circle (rather than band) of local latitude 

to Tal}dfd, pp. 59-60 (trans. pp. 29-31); cf. Kennedy, Tal}dfd Comm., pp. 11-15. 
11 Muntahii, 11.4, f. lOa-b. 
t2 Nihiiya, IIU, ff. 120b-121b. 
13 Cf. Kennedy, Tal}did Comm., p. 12. 
14 "Fall" (also known as "dejection" or "depression") is an astrological concept that is the 
opposite of "exaltation" (shara/); see Biriini, Tajhfm, p. 258 and Ptolemy, Tetrabiblos, 
1.19. 

15 Cf. Geog., 1.23 (p. 56) and IV.7-8, passim; cf. Biriini, Tajhfm, p. 317 and Pingree, 

Dorotheus, V,S, 8 and V, 20, 6. 
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that is directly below the sun at perigee. 16 Since he gives the solar perigee as 4° 
before winter solstice, this will result in a southern latitude circle of about 231;2° 
(assuming an obliquity of 23;35°). This is evidently an attempt to give a 
scientific basis to an astrological concept, thus being comparable to Ibrahim ibn 
Sinan's approach to trepidation (see commentary to IT.4 [5]). 

Tusi's disdain for some astrological doctrines is clear but any final judgment 
of his attitude should take into account his role as a practicing astrologer at the 
time he wrote these words. 

m.l [6]25. al-Ciniiya al-iliihiyya (divine providence): On the question of the 
reason for the lack of habitation in the southern region, both Biriini and Tiisi in~ 
voke "divine providence" but they use it in curiously divergent ways. For Tusi, 
the fact that the inhabited quarter is in the north is a chance occurrence un
connected with a purposeful cause; in this sense it is similar to our modern "act 
of God." On this issue, Biriini subscribes to a more intentional universe that is 
closer to Aristotle's teleological approach: 

In the south, however, the extreme of zenith culmination is added 
to extreme proximity to Earth, and no balanced effect is reached. 
All this is designed by the All-Wise. It is not fortuitous or hap
hazard, for He placed the water where civilization is not possible 
because of unfavorable climatic conditions, and made the land 
emerge where habitation and civilization can flourish (TalJdfd, 
p. 60 [trans., p. 31]). 

One man's providence is another man's science. 

m.l [7]. For the climes, see Honigmann [1929], HAMA, 1: 333-335, 2: 
727-736, and Aim., pp. 19,82-87 (HI01-l11), 122-130 (HI72-189). 

m.l [7]10. aMchiilidiit (the Eternals): These islands, also called the Fortunate 
Islands (sucadii'), are usually identified with the Canaries; their use as zero 
meridian goes back to Ptolemy's Geography. The designation of the western 
coast of Africa, taken to be 10° east of the Fortunate Islands, is apparently an Is
lamic innovation whose use is fairly widespread. I? Birjandi, elaborating on 
Tusi's remarks about their current lack of habitation, states that they are in fact 
under water and for this reason are no longer used as the starting point for longi
tudes. (Is this somehow related to the myth of Atlantis?) Biriini in the Tal}dfd 
explains the different initial meridians by citing a discrepancy of about 10° 
(l3Y2° for Fazfui) that was found in calculating the meridian of a locality from 
the east versus from the west. 18 

16 Muntahli, 11.4, f. lOa-b. 

17 Kennedy and Kennedy [1987], p. xi; Nallino, Race., 5: 49~91. 


18 Ta~did, pp. 156-157 (trans. pp. 120-121); cf. Kennedy, Ta~id Comm., p. 91. 
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m.l [7]13. Kankdiz (Kangdezh): This is a mythical Iranian castle supposedly 
built by a legendary king (either Kaykawus or Jam) on the equator at the far
thermost reaches of the inhabited world (180° from the Fortunate Islands),19 
BirjandI states that it is reported that Indian scientists have an observatory there; 
he gives them as a group who use it as the initial meridian. Some Islamic 
astronomers also seem to have used an eastern starting point for longitudes .. 
BiriinI in the India (p. 259 [trans., 1: 304]) cites Abu Macshar as having used 
Kankdiz and in the Tal:ulid he implies that there were others (see preceding com
ment). HamdanI (d. 334/945) measures from the east and relates his longitudes 
to those of Ptolemy by the formula L + Lp = 193.5°. This seems to be derived 
from the discrepancy of 13'-'2° between using an eastern and a western starting 
meridian that was attributed to Fazan (see commentary to m.1 7[10]); HamdanI 
in fact quotes values from Fazan in his geographical work.20 Finally we should 
note that in later sources one often finds reference to a S-la island that is at the 
eastern extreme of China, but I do not know if it was ever taken as the eastern 
boundary. BiriinI's stated longitude for it of 170° from the coast of the Western 
ocean makes this a distinct possibility (Qiinun, 2: 549). In the modem literature, 
S-Hi is usually associated with Korea, but the basis for this is rather obscure. 
Since it is given a latitude of 5° and since ShirazI makes it the eastern extreme of 
the Green Gulf (i.e. the South China Sea; see commentary to m.1 [5]1), it does 
not seem farfetched to identify it with the Sulu archipelago, which was the first 
part of the Philippines to be Islamized. 

111.1 [7]14. qubbat al-arfl (cupola of the Earth): That the cupola is on the 
equator means that it should not be identified with Ujjain, the so-called Indian 
Greenwich that was the basis for the computations of the Sindhind. BiriinI, 
basing himself ofIndian sources, identifies itwith the island of Lanka (longitude 
100;50° on the equator in the Qiinun, 2: 547). Ujjain itself is on the meridian 
that joins Lanka with the alleged mountain MIriibelow the North Pole. As Tusl 
states, the actual location of the cupola depends on one's starting point to which 
Birjandi adds the comment: "technical terms are not contestable."21 

m.l [8]. Table 7 summarizes the reported values and for comparison also gives 
those of Ptolemy, BiriinI, and a modem recomputation. 

The differences between Ptolemy's values and those of Islamic astronomers 
are due to the use of a different value for the obliquity (see commentary to IIA 
[1]) and to more precise trigonometric tables. The new values are already found 
in BattanI, whose numbers do not significantly differ from BiriinI's (see Honig
mann [1929], p. 163 for a convenient listing). 

19 Nallino [1911], pp. 187-188 (Race., 5: 234); Kennedy and van der Waerden [1963], 
p.319. 

20 Kennedy and Kennedy [1987], pp. xi, xxi. 

21 Cf. BIriini, Tafhim, p. 140; Taf:uJid, pp. 206 (trans. p. 172),293 (trans. p. 263); Ken

nedy, Taf:uJfd Comm., p. 126. 
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Table 7. Maximum Daylight and Latitudes of Climes. 

Clime Maximum Latitudes 
Daylight 
(Hours) Ptolemy* Biriinlt 'fUsI* Modern 

Recomputation# 

12% 12;30° 12;39,5° 12;40° 12;39,17° 
I 13 16;27° 16;38,34° 16;37,30° 16;38,48° 

13~ 20;14° 20;27,29° 20;27° 20;27,47° 
II 13Y2 23;51° 24;4,300t 24;5°* 24;4,47° 

13% 27;12° 27;27,40° 27;30° 27;28,55° 
III 14 30;22° 30;39,27° 30;40° 30;39,47° 

14114 33;18° 33;36,56° 33;37,30° 33;37,21° 
IV 14Yz 36;00° 36;21,29° 36;22° 36;21,55° 

14% 38;35° 38;53,36° 38;54° 38;54,1° 
V 15 40;56° 41;13,52° 41;15° 41;14,190# 

15~ 43;1°' 43;23,5° 43;22,30° 43;23,32° 
VI 15Y2 45;1° 45;22,8° 45;21° 45;22,29° 

15% 46;51° 47;11,26ot 47;12° 47;11,54° 
VII 16 48;32° 48;52,2P 48;52,30° 48;52,35° 

16Y4 50;4°' 50;24,34ot 50;20° 50;25,13° 

Notes: 

• Atm., pp. 84-87 (H-lD5-H1). These values are reported as Ptolemaic by KhiraqI in the 
Muntahii in two places, in the text (1l.4, ff. 7a-9a) and in a table (f. 12a), but with two 
variants: (1) instead of 43;1, one finds 43;15, which derives from the Arabic manuscript 
tradition of the Almagest (see Aim., p. 86, n. 43); (2) one finds 50;15 rather than 50;4, 
which occurs in the table but neither value is in the text. 

t These are Dallal's restored values from the Qaniin ([1984], p. 14); the same are in the 
Tal)dfd (p. 141; trans., p. 106) and in the Tajhfm (p. 138 though here rounded to minutes; 
for 24;13 read 24;4-corrected in the Persian edition). They are also given by Khiraqi 
(Muntahii, f. lla) and attributed to the "moderns" with two exceptions: (1) 47;52,21 ° is 
instead of 47; 11 ,26, an obvious scribal error repeating the minutes and seconds of the fol
lowing entry; (2) 50;24,34° is not given. 

*These values, with one interesting exception (24;5°; see following discussion), are also 
found in ShIrazI's Tuf:tfa and Nihiiya and in JaghmInL [The exceptions noted by Honig
mann ([1929], p. 163) are due either to misreadings by Rudloff and Hochheim or else the 
use of a defective manuscript.] 

# Cf. Kennedy, Taf:ulfd Comm., p. 80 and Dallal [1984], p. 14. The value 41;13,19° in 
Dallal should be corrected. 
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For the most part, Tiisi seems to have adopted a unit fraction approximation 
of Biriini's figures though there are some discrepancies (e.g. 27;30° and 50;20°). 
These values, which do not occur in the earlier MuCiniyya (where Tiisi simply 
reports Ptolemy22), seem to originate here in the Tadhkira. We may confmn this 
by following the brilliant textual analysis of Birjandi. As he notes, the value 
(24 + liz + Y6), or 24%, occurs as such in Jaghmini's Mulakhkha~, Shirazi's 
TulJ,fa and Nihiiya, and in most manuscripts of the Tadhkira. But if Tiisi had in
tended 24%, he would have used two-thirds as he does in two other places and 
not unit fractions; on this basis Birjandi concludes that the mix-up must be due 
to scribal error. The correct reading should therefortt be one-half of one-sixth 
(ni~f suds) rather than one-half plus one-sixth (ni~f wa-suds) , the former being 
more in conformity with the zijes. (Note that the difference in Arabic script is 
only one letter.) This error in the Tadhkira manuscript tradition must have oc
curred quite early since virtually all manuscripts have liz + Y6; the notable excep
tion is MS D, which purportedly is copied from an autograph. 

As a corollary, we may conclude, as does Birjandi, that Jaghmini's 
Mulakhkh~ is dependent on the Tadhkira since there we find an unambiguous 
24;40 written in alphabetical numerals (II. I; Rudloff and Hochheim, p. 261).23 

m.l [8]11-12. wa-qawm ... khatt al-istiwii' (One group ...equator): Khiraqi in 
the Muntahii (11.4, f. 7a) makes the equator the starting circle for the climes; he 
gives the circle with 12% hours maximum daylight as the choice of "some." In 
either case, the middle circle of the First Clime corresponds to 13 hours maxi
mum daylight. No doubt the inspiration for starting with the equator goes back 
to Ptolemy: "We begin with the parallel beneath the equator itself, which forms, 
approximately, the southern boundary of the [earth's] quarter which comprises 
our part ofthe inhabited world" (AIm., p. 82 [Hlot]). 

m.l [9]. The following table summarizes the reported values and gives those of 
Ptolemy for comparison (Aim., pp. 87-90 [H112-117]). The recomputation for 
17-24 hours has been done using modem trigonometric values and £ = 23;35.24 

For 1-6 months, I have used Biriini's declination table.25 The two values given 
by Battani (69;44° for 2 months and 78;28° for 4 months) agree exactly with the 
recalculation.26 

22 See MuCiniyya, pp. 61-63; although some of the numbers are garbled, the Ptolemaic 
character is clear. 
23 Cf. the introduction, p. 35, footnote 11. 
24 Cf. Dallal [1984], pp. 3-4. 
25 QiinUn, 1: 373-377; for the method, see Toomer, Aim., p. 649. 
26 Batt., 3: 24-25 (trans. 1: 16). 

http:recalculation.26
http:table.25
http:23;35.24
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Table 8. Maximum Daylight for Latitudes> 54°. 

Maximum Latitude 
Daylight 

Ptolemy Tusi Recomputation 

17 hrs. 54;1° 54+° 54;21° 
18 hrs. 58° 58° 58;19° 
19 hrs. 61° 61° . 61;11° 
20 hrs. 63° 63° 63;15° 
21 hrs. 641;2° 641J2° 64;43° 
22 hrs. 65Y2° 65+° 65;41° 
23 hrs. 66° 66° 66;14° 
24 hrs. 66;8,40° colatitude of 66;25° 

obliquity 
1 mo. 67° 67~0 67;16° 
2 mos. 691;2° 69%° 69;44° 
3 mos. 7311:3° 731J2° 73;33° 
4 mos. 781;3° 781J2° 78;28° 
5 mos. 84° 84° 84;3° 
6 mos. 90° 90° 90;° 

Evidently Tusi has simply reported (or approximated) Ptolemy's values for 
17-24 hours but has recalculated (or taken over someone else's recalculation) 
for 1-6 months using f = 23;35. 

Book III, Chapter Two 

m.2 [1]. CompareAlm.,pp. 82-83 (H101-104) and Tajhfm, pp. 124-125. 

111.2 [1]23. diiliibiyyan (wheel-like): A dUliib is a water wheel; the analogy is 
meant to evoke the circular motion of the attached jug coming out of and going 
back into the water. Diiliibf, however, is not simply descriptive; it is used in the 
literature as a technical term to describe the motion of the orb for an observer at 
the equator and is contrasted with ra~awi ("spinning," the motion at the poles) 
and ~amii'ilf ("slanted," the motion everywhere else).1 

111.2 [1]2. iij'aq al-falak al-mustaqim (horizons of the right orb): What I translate 
as "right orb" is, of course, the sphaera recta of medieval Latin astronomy.2 As 
stated previously, I have consistently used "orb" to render falak in order to retain 
in translation the ambiguity of its usage (see commentary to 1.1 [15] and 
11.3 [2]). 

1 Cf. IIl.3 [1] and III.6 [1], and Nallino [1911], pp.261-263 (Race., pp. 281-282). 
2 Cf. Toomer, Atm., pp. 18-19. 
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m.2 [1]3&4-51, saCat al-mashriq, saCat al-maghrib (ortive amplitude, occasive 
[setting] amplitude): See m.3 [2]. 

llI.2 [2-4]. The argument concerning the temperateness of the equatorial region 
occurs in Ibn Sina's Qiiniinji al-tibb;3 unless the passage occurs elsewhere, Tusi 
is giving a paraphrase rather than a direct quotation. Fakhr al-Din al-Ritzi 
(543(?)-606/1149-1209) was a famous theologian who did much to bring Hel
lenistic ideas and concepts into the mainstream of dialectical theology (kaliim). 
According to Birjandi, Ritz!' s criticism of Ibn Sina comes in his commentary on 
the Qiiniin, a work that is extant but which I have not seen.4 Tusi, who generally 
tends to defend Ibn Sina from Ritz!' s criticisms when commenting on Ritzi's 
Muf:ta:j:jal and on· his commentary to Ibn Sina's Kitiib al-Ishiiriit wa- 'I-tanblhiit, 
here reverses roles and sides with Riizi. The commentators tell us that Ritzi only 
rejected the "fIrst argument" (that the equator is the most temperate locality); he 
agreed with Ibn Sina that the hottest localities would be those whose latitude is 
equal to the obliquity. 

BirUni in the Tajhfm (p. 125) seems to have heard of Ibn Sina's position 
(though he does not name him); his rejection of it, based on the supposedly in
temperate characteristics ~f the inhabitants along the equator, is quite similar to 
Tus1's. That the climate (or air) can account for human variation is an idea going 
back to antiquity (e.g. in Airs, Waters, Places of the Hippocratic corpus). 

Book ill, Chapter Three 

This chapter deals generally with latitudes greater than 0° and less than 90° 
(the "oblique horizons"). Chapter IlI.4 deals specifically with latitudes between 
the equator and the colatitude of the obliquity, while m.s is concerned with 
locations whose latitudes are greater than the colatitude of the obliquity and less 
than 90°. 

m.3 [1]. Compare II. 1 [1]. 

llI.3 [1]16. f:tamii'iliyyan (slanted): A f:tamii'il is a shoulder belt worn at an angle 

, whence it evidently came to describe the motion of the orb for the sphaera obli

qua. (See Bironi, Tajhlm, p. 140; Lane, Lexicon, 2: 650; and commentary to 

m.2 [1]23 for further references.) 

m.3 [2]. Compare AIm., pp. 76--77. In Figure C28,1 the triangles (with sides 8, 
ll, q) occurring toward the invisible pole have sides 8 and q in solid lines, those 

3 Bk. J, Pt. 2, Thesis 2a, Ch. 8 (Rome ed., pp. 43-44; Biiliiq ed., p. 88 [Engl. trans., 
p. 197]); cf. Aim., p. 83 (R103). 

4 GAL, 1: 457 and S1: 824. 

1 Cf. Kennedy, TaJ:uifd Comm., p. 71 and Aim., Fig. 2.1, p. 76. 
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toward the visible pole have 0 and q in broken lines. In the eastern triangle the 
amplitude (11) is ortive (or rising), while in the western triangle the amplitude is 
occasive (or setting).2 If one measures the day-circles and equinoctial arcs in 

. hours, and D is the amount of daylight, then the equation of daylight (q) is 
Y2(D - 12).3 For declination (0), see IT.3 [6]. Finally we should note that Tusi 
does not restrict the concepts of "daylight" (nahar) and "amplitude" to the sun 
but is willing to apply them to stars and planets as well; this extended usage, at 
least for amplitude, was presaged by Ptolemy.4 "Daylight" for a star or planet, of 
course, is simply the period it is above the horizon; the "arc of daylight" is the 
measure of this in equinoctial degrees (see m.10 [1]9-15). 

ill.3 [2]Fig. T19. This diagram occurs only in MS L; similar ones can be found 
in the commentaries. The attempt to show what is on the other side of the sphere 
by projecting it outward is fairly typical;cf. Fig. TIS. 

ill.3 [3]. For a depiction of the four possibilities, see Fig. C29. Despite some 
ambiguity, the last three day-circles mentioned are meant to be in the direction 
of the visible pole. For the prime vertical circle (dii'irat awwal al-sumut), see 
IT.3 [14]. 

Book ill, Chapter Four 

m.4 [2]. In the tropics there are two points on the ecliptic that will coincide 
with the zenith. If the sun is at one of these points, then at noon the ecliptic will 
be at right angles to the horizon circle and the ecliptic poles will be on the 
horizon. When the sun is on the arc that is toward the visible equinoctial pole 
and that connects these two points, then at noon the ecliptic pole adjacent to this 
pole will be below the horizon; the depression will reach its maxl.mum value of 
<1> - E (<1> being the local latitude and E the obliquity) when the sun is at the sol
stice. When the sun is on the other arc of the ecliptic, this ecliptic pole will be 
above the horizon at noon and will reach its maximum altitude of <1> + E when the 
sun is at the other solstice. 

m.4 [2]19. fi al-qaws allatf bayn al-nuqtatayn (on the arc between the two 
points): This is the ecliptic arc connecting the two points that pass through the 
zenith. 

2 On ortive and occasive amplitude, see HAMA, 1: 37-39 and BIriini, Tafhlm, p. 129. 
3 Not (D - 12) as in Kennedy, Survey, p. 141-correct formula in Kennedy, Tal;zdid 
Comm., p. 70 and BIriini, Shadows, 2: 98; cf. Biriini, Tajhfm, p. 131. 
4 HAMA, 1: 38, 142. 
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rn.4 [2]3-5. wa-lii takunu fu~ul ai-sana.. .lam takun mutashiibiha (The seasons 
of the year ... would still not be unifonn): For the case of four seasons, Tiisi 
presumably would take spring to be from spring equinox until the sun reaches 
the zenith for the first time. Summer would then be appreciably longer than 
spring since it would last from then through the summer solstice until the fall 
equinox. Fall and winter would be according to the standard defmitions. Four 
seasons will work reasonably well for a latitude in the tropics close to that of the 
obliquity; for .a latitude nearer 0° one might have recourse to the eight-season 
possibility mentioned in m.2 [1]. In the latter case one would have two summers 
of unequal length since half the distance from one zenith coincidence to the 
summer solstice would not be equal to half the distance from the other zenith 
coincidence to the winter solstice. 

rnA [2]4. iifiiq (regions): Note that iifiiq (horizons) is being used in the sense of 
localities; cf. II.14 [2]18. 

rn.4 [4]19. ka-mii bayyannii (as we have [already] explained): See m.3 and 
rnA [3]. 

m.4 [4]19-22. fa-in kiina carr;! al-balad ... wa-marra mii siiwii carr;!uhu al-far;fl 
(Where the local latitude ... while those whose latitude is equal to the excess [will 
pass over] once): By "other wandering [planets]" Tiisi means other than the sun 
with which he is here trying to make an analogy. Just as the sun passes over the 
zenith of places in the tropics, so also may a planet pass overhead if its maxi
mum latitude (measured from the ecliptic; see II.IO) is greater than or equal to 
the excess of the local latitude over the obliquity. (Remember that Tiisi is only 
considering latitudes greater than the obliquity in this paragraph; there is no 
question that planets may pass overhead in the tropics.) 

llI.4 [4]22-24. wa-fi hiidhih al-curnr;!... bi-'zdiyiid ai-Carr;! (In these lati
tudes...with increasing latitude): The rising or setting amplitude is given by 
11 =arcsin (sin olcos <1» where 11 is the amplitude, 0 is the declination and <I> is 
local latitude.! For any given declination, the amplitude will thus indeed in
crease with increasing latitude. The equation of daylight q is given by 
q =arcsin (tan <I> • tan 0).2 As is evident, for a given declination the equation of 
daylight will also increase with increasing latitude. The qualification "in these 
latitudes" is apparently meant to exclude the arctic regions where the concepts 
of amplitude and equation of daylight will not be meaningful at certain times of 
the year. 

1 Kennedy, TalJdfd Comm., p. 71. 
2 Biriini, Shadows, 2: 99-101. 
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ID.4 [S]S-6. nuqta qutb awwal al-sumiit (pole of the prime vertical): These 
poles are the north and south points; see 11.3 [14]. 

ID.4 [S]lO-11. al-juz' al-tiillli-'l-munqalab; calii qutb awwal al-sumiit (The 
point subsequent to the solstice; upon the pole of the prime vertical): 
"Subsequent" here means following in the sequence of the zodiacal signs. The 
subsequent points will not in actuality be upon the poles of the prime vertical 
since only the solstice points can coincide with them. 

111.4 [S]23-24. wa-yakiinu tu!iic ni~fdawr .. .Iii fi zaman (The rising of a half rev
olution ...does not [require] time): For a location on the arctic circle, the eastern 
half of the ecliptic that has the vernal equinox as midpoint will rise all at once, 
while the western half with the autumnal equinox as midpoint will take a full 
revolution of the equinoctial to rise (cf. IDA [5]8-18). Birjandi objects to the 
idea· that motion can occur without time. On the other hand, Khafri states that 
this example disproves atomism. The two comments are too brief to be fully 
comprehensible, but they do indicate an issue in late medieval natural philoso
phy that would be worth pursuing. 

Book ill, Chapter Five 

ID.S [1]12. mackiisa (in reverse order); mustawiya (in regular order): Regular 
order is in the sequence of the zodiacal signs, while reverse order is in their 
counter-sequence. 

ID.S [1]15-21. wa-yakiinu li- 'l-munqalab ... calii al-mayl al-kullf (The visible 
solstice...over the obliquity): Using modem symbols, we may summarize the 
passage as follows: 

Highest altitude of solstice: <1> + E (toward invisible pole) 

Lowest altitude of solstice: <1> -E (toward visible pole) 

Highest altitude of ecliptic pole: <I> + E (toward invisible pole) 

Lowest altitude of ecliptic pole: <1> - E (toward visible pole) 

All thesealtitudes occur on the meridian. (E =obliquity; <I> =local latitude; a bar 
indicates the complement.) 

ID.S [1]23. wa-'I-irtifliCayn al-mutabiidalayn (and their altitudes are at opposite 
[extremes]): In other words, when the solstice is at its lowest altitude the ecliptic 
pole will be at its highest, whereas the solstice will be at its highest altitude 
when the pole is at its lowest. 
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m.s [2]. Throughout this paragraph, as also in subsequent examples, lus! is 
speaking in approximate tenns though the chosen latitude of 70° is a good one. 
From Biriini's declination table one finds that a latitude of 69;43,39,58° will 
result in precisely 60° of the ecliptic (in other words Gemini and Cancer) being 
pennanently visible. l 

m.s [2]4-8. fa-idhii kana awwal al-sara{iin ... sitt wa-arbacun daraja wa-rubc 
wa-suds (Then when the first of Cancer...(46 + ~ + Y6)0): From m.5 [1]15-21, 
the highest altitude of the solstice is 

~ + £ =20° + 23;35° =43;35° =(43 + 1iJ + 1,,4)0 

The lowest altitude of the ecliptic pole is 

m.s [3]8. min al-janub ilii al-shamiil ([extending] from south to north): Strictly 
speaking, the order of the zodiac here is from north to south. 

m.s [4]6-9. wa-yantahi awwal al-saratiin ... sitt wa-thamiinun daraja wa-rubc 

wa-suds (The first of Cancer. .. (86 + 1,,4 + Y6)0): The lowest altitude of the sol
stice is 

The highest altitude of the ecliptic pole is 

~ +E=20° + 66;25° =86;25° =(86 + 114 + ~)O 

llI.S [4]11. calii tawiili mukhiilif li-'I-machUd (the directional sequence [of the 
signs here being] opposite the conventional one): One would nonnally expect 
the zodiacal signs to extend from a roughly west to east direction; in this case, 

.. 	 the signs go from east to west with the first ofAries at the east point and first of 
Libra at the west point. . 

m.s [7]. This is another luS! "believe it or not". (cf. n.l [7], 11.9 [14], and 
m.l [1]): The basic idea here is that if the horizon were close enough to the 
equator, then a wandering planet might, by means of its proper (i.e. secondary) 
motion,2 move enough in a day's time to transfer to a day-circle that would 

1 Qiinun, 1: 376; cf. Atm., p. 72 (H80-81) where the latitude would be 69;29,51°. 
2 The "second motion" (al-f:taraka al-thiiniya) usually refers to the motion of the ecliptic 
orb (the precessional motion), but that would make little sense in this context. ruSt does 
occasionally use it to mean the proper motion of the wandering stars; see commentary to 
1II.6 [2]13-14. 
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allow it to set in the east or rise in the west. The best possibility for this would 
be the moon, which has a mean motion of about 12°/day. It could easily then 
have a 5° declination shift in a single day. 

Book III, Chapter Six 

m.6 [1]1. raf:tawiyya (spinning): A raf:tan is a millstone whose spinning motion 
is here compared to the motion of the orb at the poles. It is used as a technical 
term, as were f:tamii'ill and duliibi. 1 . 

111.6 [2]7. yawmbi-Iaylatih (day with its night [nychthemeron]): Birjandi com
plains that for the situation at the pole it is more appropriate to speak of a day 
and a night (yawm wa-Iayla) instead of "a day with its night," the 
nychthemeron, which should be reserved for a normal solar day. This 
terminological distinction was apparently introduced by Shirazi. On the 
nychthemeron, see III.8 [1]. 

m.6 [2]8-10. fa-yakUnu taf:tt al-qutb al-$hamiili ... fi awiikhir al-qaws (Beneath 
the northern pole ...at the end part of Sagittarius): Ptolemy gives the period for 
spring and summer as 187 days and that of fall and winter as 178Y4 days, the dif
ference being 8% days.21f one takes the longitude of the solar apogee to be 90° 
instead of Ptolemy's 65Y203 and a solar eccentricity of 2;05 instead of 2;30,4 one 
comes up with a difference of a little over 8 days. It is thus a bit mysterious how 
Tusi arrives at 7 days. Birjandi, who along with the other commentators notices 
the problem, suggests a slip of the pen on Tusi's part since Seven and nine are 
very similar when written out in Arabic script. 

m.6 [2]11-12. wa-takunu mudda ghurub al-shafaq ... fimii bacdu (The period for 
the setting of dusk .. .later on): In III.9 [2] Tusi gives 18° as the amount of 
depression of the sun below the horizon needed for fIrst rising of dawn and fInal 
setting of dusk. This translates into around a 50° arc of the ecliptic which in turn 

. gives us the 50 days of the text. 

m.6 [2]13-14. wa-yakunu fulU e al-shams ... min al-ufaq (Neither the rising nor 
the setting of the sun ...on the horizon): Because he is talking of the rising and 
setting of the sun and "stars" (kawiikib), I take it that Tusi intends by the 
"second motion" (al-f:taraka al-thiiniya) the proper motion of the sun, moon, and 

1 See 111.2 [1]23 and m.3 [1]16; cf. Birilni, Tafhim, p. 140 and Lane. Lexicon, 3: 1057. 

2 Aim., pp. 153-154 (H233-234). 

3 This is not an unreasonable assumption given what Tiisi says in this paragraph; cf. Ken

nedy [1960], p. 168. 

4 See II.6 [4]. 
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planets (i.e. their west to east motion through the zodiac). Since in general the 
periods of these motions are not integral multiples of the daily rotation, these 
bodies will not rise or set at fixed locations for an observer at the pole. The 
"second motion" usually refers to the motion of the ecliptic orb (i.e. the preces
sional motion; see 11.2 [4], TI.3 [3] and [5], and 11.4 [4] and [7]).5 rusi, however, 
sometimes uses this phrase to refer to the proper motion of the wandering stars; 
this is certainly the case in m.2 [1]7 and is probably the case in m.5 [7]15. (For 
these I use the term "secondary motion.") 

ill.6 [3]. The "stars" (kawakib) are here the fixed stars; the "second motion" is 
that of the ecliptic orb (the precessional motion; see preceding note). A fuller ex
position of the information in this paragraph may be found in llA [7] to which 
rusi is evidently referring. 

ill.6 [4]22-23. wa-ma yajri majraha (and what is comparable to them): rusi 
means to indicate the poles, which are degenerate day-circles, and perhaps also 
the equinoctial, which Birjandi tells us was not usually considered to be a day
circle. 

Book ill, Chapter Seven 

For this chapter, see Aim, pp. 90-103 (HI18-141); HAMA, 1: 34-37; Peder
sen [1974], pp. 110-113. Compare Biruni, Tafhim, pp. 145-147. 

ill.7 [1]4. mataUC (co-ascension): This curious word, Birjandi tells us, is the 
plural of matzaC, a "noun of time" (ism ai-zaman) that means rising time. This 
form is used to indicate that the rising time of an ecliptic arc is being measured 
along the equinoctial whose units are time (azmiin; see 11.3 [2] and cf. Aim., 
p. 90 [H117]). Birjandi rejects any attempt to read muraUc, which, if it existed, 
would mean "corresponding to the rising" arc of the ecliptic. 

ill.7 [1]5. al-daraj al-sawa' (equal degrees): One would prefer to see the more 
grammatical daraj aZ-sawa', which one finds in the commentaries, in Biriini, 
Tafhim, p. 145, and in MSS LT. But the form with the initial article is well
attested in the other manuscripts and analogous forms (e.g. arr;! sawa') are given 
by Lane, Lexicon, 4: 1479, col. 3. 

ill.7 [2]. rusi is here giving a general account of the co-ascensions for the 
equator without attempting to be exhaustive. (Birjandi rectifies this.) In Figure 
C30 we see that two zodiacal signs measured from Aries 0° will be larger than 
their co-ascensions. (The theorem used in lines 18-19 is from Menelaus, 

5 This is also my interpretation of the usage in the next paragraph. 
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Spherics, 1.24.) The same figure, of course, is applicable to a single sign 
measured from the equinox. (Note as well that the equal degrees will also be 
larger than their co-ascensions for signs measured in the other direction from the 
equinox.) Since a> b, then 90 - a < 90 - b and therefore with the help of the fig
ure one may conclude that Gemini, which adjoins the solstice, will be smaller 
than its co-ascension. 

ill.7 [4]13-17. wa-idhii tala Cat qaws ... bi-rjidd rna kana (When an arc ...the op
posite of what it was [before]): Birjandt gives his usual careful analysis of the 
situation6 and finds that TuSt is incorrect in asserting that for the oblique 
horizons the ecliptic arc in the direction of the visible pole will always be larger 
than its co-ascension.7 By referring to Figure C31, we may summarize 
Birjandi's discussion as follows: 

[KOT = ecliptic meridian circle; $e= arc HO = local ecliptic latitude 
(see 11.3 [16]); $ =arc ZO =local latitude; c. =obliquity; a bar indicates 
the complement] 

Assume °< <I> <e. Ecliptic arc ED is in the direction of the visible pole. 
(For <1>;::: e, see paragraphs [5] and [6].) 

(1) For <l>e;::: 0, L BGK =1800~ > 90°, and L ADT = arc HT = iJie ~ 90°; 

thus arc ED > arc EG (Fig. C31a). 

(2) For <l>e < 0, L ADT =arc HT > 90°. There are three cases (Fig. C31b): 

(a) ifl$el<I<I>I, thenliJiel= arc HK= L ADK >liJil= L BOT; 

therefore L ADT < L BGK and thus arc ED > arc EG; 

(b) if I<l>el> I<1>1 ,thenliJiel= arc HK = L ADK <liJil= L BOT; 

therefore L ADT > L BGK and thus arc EG > arc ED; 

(e) if I<l>e 1=1 <I> I,then arc EG = arc ED. 

Thus contrary to what Tust states, L ADT will be obtuse for (2) and could be 
right for (1). Furthermore the ecliptic arc will be smaller than its co-ascension 
for 2(b) and equal to it for 2(e). 

An analogous modification should be made for the situation when the eclip
tic arc is toward the invisible pole away from the equinoctial. By a simple 

6 Birjandi is aware of his thoroughness; he states self-assuredly that one will hardly find a 

comparable discussion elsewhere. 

7 One can also see that Tusi is incorrect by examining the accumulated time-degrees for 

Leo 20° to Virgo 30° in Ptolemy'S rising time table for the Avalite Gulf (Aim., 11.8, 

p.100). 
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argument from symmetry, it is clear that in this case the opposite set of rela
tionships between arc EG and arc ED will hold (Fig. C32). 

ilL7 [4]17-19. wa-ya:r.haru min dhiilik ... takunu mutiilicuha mutasiiwiya (It is 
apparent from the above ...their co-ascensions are equal); Tusi engages in a bit 
of hand waving here; the proof is more involved than he implies. For the details, 
see AIm., pp. 90-91 (H118-119) andHAMA, 1; 35. 

ill.7 [4]19-23. wa-'11alak yanqasimu ... wa-'l-ukhrii takunu ~ghar (The 
orb...the other is smaller); For an inhabitant of the northern hemisphere, the first 
segment of the ecliptic is that bisected by Aries 0°. From m.7 [4]13-17, it is 
clear that the co-ascension is smaller than the arc bounded by Aries 0° and Can
cer 0°. Since the arc bounded by Capricornus 0° and Aries 0° has an equal co
ascension (see m.7 [4]17-19), then this half of the ecliptic has a co-ascension 
less than 180°. Obviously the other half of the ecliptic has a co-ascension greater 
than 180°. For someone in the southern hemisphere, the first segment is that 
which is bisected by Libra 0°, and a similar result will follow. 

HI.7 [4]23-24. wa-matiiUC al-qusiyy al-shamiiliyya ... wa-kadhalik fi 
al-janubiyya (The co-ascensions of northern arcs ...the same holds for the 
southern [arcs]); For example, the co-ascension for Taurus at some latitude <I> 

will be equal to the co-ascension of Scorpius for latitude-<l>. 

ill.7 [4]24-25. wa-magharib kull qaws ... na:r.ir tilk al-qaws (The co-descension 
of any arc ...of the arc directly opposite); For example, for any latitude the co
descension of Libra is equal to. the co-ascension of Aries. The proof is again 
based on a simple argument from symmetry. 

HI.7 [5]. Tusi is here referring to locations whose latitude is equal to the com
plement of the obliquity; see I1I.4 [5]. 

HI.7 [6]. This paragraph is basically a repetition of what was stated in I1I.5. 
What Tus! has left out here is how this relates to co-ascension, which is, after 
all, the subject of the chapter. Birjandi, as usual, fills in the details. From Figs. 
T2O-T23 of I1I.5, it should be reasonably clear that when Pisces and Aquarius 
rise (from Fig. T22 to Fig. T23), the ecliptic pole will have traveled less than 90° 
on its circuit; therefore Aries 0° will have traversed less than 90° and the co
ascension of Pisces and Aquarius will consequently be less than 90°. On the 
other hand, when Libra and Scorpius rise (from Fig. T20 to Fig. T21), the eclip
tic pole will have traveled more than 90°; therefore Libra 0° will have traversed 
more than 90° and the co-ascension of Libra and Scorpius will consequently be 
more than 90°. It then immediately follows8 that the co-ascension of Aquarius, 

8 From 111.7 [4]17-19. 
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Pisces, Aries, and Taurus (these signs rising in reverse order) is less than 180°, 
whereas the co-ascension of Leo, Virgo, Libra, and Scorpius (these rising in reg
ular order) is gre~ter than 180°. The opposite will hold for the co-descensions.9 

The "remaining regions" in line 12 refers to locations with latitudes other 
than 70° but greater than the complement of the obliquity. 

Book ill, Chapter Eight 

For this chapter, see AIm., III.9, pp. 169-172 (H258-263); HAMA, 1: 61--68; 
and Pedersen [1974],·pp. 154-158. 

m.S [3]. In Figure C33, the sun will experience its slower speed in the apogeal 
segment DAB and its faster speed in the perigeal segment BPD; the mean speed 
will occur at D and B. At D, the position of the mean sun is behind that of the 
true sun by the amount of the maximum solar anomaly, namely CDO. In going 
from D to A, the mean sun will steadily gain on the true sun, eventually coincid
ing with it at the apogee A. From A to B, the mean sun will overtake the true sun 
until it is ahead of it by the maximum solar anomaly CBO at mean distance B. 
The reverse process takes place in segment BPD. One may therefore say, as Tus} 
does, that in the far segment the mean sun will increase its position with respect 
to the true sun in the amount of twice the anomaly, whereas in the near segment 
it is the true sun that will increase its position with respect to the mean sun by 
this amount. In terms of the variability of the nychthemerons, a mean day will be 
longer than a true day in the far segment and shorter in the near segment;1 this is 
because the sun's observed speed is slower than the mean speed in the apogeal 
half and faster in the perige,al half. 

ill.S [4]20-21. bi-f:r.asab al-tajawut bayn daraj al-sawa' wa-mataliC na!,lrihii 
(according to the difference between the equal degrees and the co-ascension of 
the [arc] directly opposite them): Tus} could also have said "according to the dif
ference between the equal degrees and the co-descension of the are," but he 
probably wished to be consistent and state the relationship in terms of the co
ascension; cf. III.7 [4]24-25. 

HI.S [4]21-23. wa-in juCila mabadi' al-ayyam ... dun al-wajh al-awwal (But if 
the beginning of the day is made ...rather than the fIrst alternative): Since each 
meridian circle is a horizon of the equator, one can eliminate the variability due 
to local latitude by having the day begin at noon; cf. III.7 [3]. 

9 Recall from III.5 [2] that Gemini and Cancer are here permanently visible, while Sagit

tarius and Capricomus are permanently invisible. 

1Discounting, of coilrse, variability due to co-ascension. 
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m.s [5]. This paragraph expands on the statements of Ill.7 [2]3-6. The reason 
that TUst brings up these four segments here is that the maximum difference be
tween the equal degrees and the co-ascension for sphaera recta, namely 5°, will 
occur in going from the beginning to the end of anyone of these quarter seg
ments. The way this works for the equation of time is indicated in Fig. T24.2 In 
the quarter segments bisected by the equinoxes, the co-ascensions will be small
er than the equal degrees; hence this will act to make the true days shorter than 
the mean days. In the quarter segments bisected by the solstices, the co
ascensions will be larger than the equal degrees; this will therefore act to make 
the true days longer than the mean days. 

On the other hand, Ptolemy states that "the greatest [accumulated] difference 
will occur between two points enclosing two signs which are on either side of ei
ther a solstitial or an equinoctial point,,3 and finds it to be 4~o. But Ptolemy's 
own rising-time tables (p; 100) show that TUst is more correct in considering the 
maximum difference to occur in a 90° rather than 60° segment of the ecliptic; cf. 
HAMA, 1: 67 (Table 4). 

m.s [5]26,2,3; [7]13, 15,16. awiisit, awii'il, awiikhir (middle part, beginning 
part, end part): TUst uses these plurals of awsat (middle), awwal (beginning), 
and iikhir (end) to indicate that the point in question is not exactly at the begin
ning, middle or end. I usually add "part" to indicate this approximation. In the 
case of the quarter segments of the ecliptic, the dividing points are slightly be

'fore 	the midpoints of Aquarius and Leo, and slightly after the midpoints of 
Taurus and Scorpius. 

HI.S [6-7]. We may express the equation of time as follows: 

where t is elapsed true days, t is elapsed mean days and E is the equation of the 
nychthemeron (or time).4 As TUst has stated, AE is the combination of two 
"differences," that resulting from the variability of the solar motion through the 
ecliptic and that resulting from the co-ascension. Now both differences are 
sinusoidal; combining them yields a curve whose maximum is near the first of 

2 Cf. HAMA, 3: 1222 (Fig. 57). 
3 Atm., p. 170 (H260). 
4 HAMA, 1: 66. Note that Neugebauer [1962b], p. 94, has instead what amounts to 
At - At =-~. From a modern viewpoint, in which ~ ranges over positive and negative 
values, either equation, of course, is appropriate. However in dealing with the ancient and 
medieval situation, one needs to be careful since DoE was always taken to be non
negative; thus to avoid confusion, one should consider the first equation to indicate that 
DoE is to be subtracted from true days to convert them to mean days, whereas the second 
indicates it is to be added. For further elaboration, see p. 484 and cf HAMA, 2: 984-985. 
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Scorpius and whose minimum is near the end of Aquarius.5 Thus by choosing an 
epoch near the end of Aquarius, one may ensure that all values of ~ will be 
positive. 

To see what this will mean in practice, we may go through the steps to con
vert a given number of true days into mean days. For a certain day, we may cal
culate the number of true days, hours, and so forth that have elapsed since the 
epoch. We then enter a table of ~ (provided in many zijes) with the zodiacal 
sign and degrees corresponding to our given day to obtain ~; we then subtract 
this value from the true days to obtain the mean days that have elapsed during 
the same period.6 Note that using this epoch will result in the elapsed true days 
always being greater than or equal to the elapsed mean days. Obviously by using 
an epoch near Scorpius 0°, one will have the opposite state of affairs. On the 
face of it, this seems in direct contradiction to what is in the text since Tusi: 
states that for the epoch in Aquarius "the true days will always be shorter than 
the mean ones," whereas for the epoch in Scorpius "the true days will always be 
longer than the mean ones." In order to reconcile these two accounts, one needs 
to recall how Tusi: has set up the problem. As is clear in paragraph [2], he is in
tent on comparing the length of one or more mean days with the corresponding 
true day or days.7 Thus here in paragraph [7], he is comparing the length of a 
given whole number of mean days with the length of the same whole number of 
true days rather than comparing the amount of elapsed mean days with the 
amount of elapsed true days in a given period. For example, if one were to begin 
counting days using the end part of Aquarius as the initial point, then 50 true 
days will elapse in a shorter time than 50 mean days; but in a period ofexactly 
50 true days measured from the same initial point, there will obviously be fewer 
than 50 complete mean days. It is in this latter sense that the equation of time 
quoted at the beginning of this note should be understood and it is in this sense 
as well that one would normally use a table of ~ in a zij, namely in order to 
convert elapsed true days into elapsed mean days. Tusl's pedagogic intent in 
[3-6], however, is to show how one obtains ~ and it is therefore in reference to 
the former problem, namely of comparing a given number of true days with the 
same number of mean days, that he uses "shorter" (niiqi~a) and "longer" 
(zii'ida). The inevitable confusion leads even as competent an astronomer as 
Nisabiiri: into mistakenly stating that one should add ~ in order to convert true 
to mean days when the initial point is in Aquarius. 

The choice of making the correction for the equation of time always subtrac
tive seems to be fairly standard in the Islamic zij literature; at least this is what 
one finds in the zijes of Battani and of Khwarizml despite the fact that both have 

5 See the very helpful graph in HAMA, 3: 1222 (Fig. 57); the discrepancy with Ptolemy 

will be dealt with below. 

6 HAMA, 1: 67. 

7 This is made quite explicit in Fig. T24; see also above commentary to paragraphs [3] 

and [5]. 
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epochs whose solar longitudes are not at the end of Aquarius.8 In the Handy 
Tables, however, the equation of time is always additive and the epoch (-323 
November 12) has a solar longitude of Scorpius 17°, which is near the location 
of the minimum (i.e. zero) value for Llli in the table.9 

ill.S [7]2. wa-yataghayyaru ... ft mudda tawlla (The difference ... over a long pe
riod): Because of the motion of the solar apogee,lO the curve of the solar 
anomaly (and hence its maximum and minimum) will shift with respect to the 
ecliptic. (The other component of the equation of time, that of the co-ascension, 
does not vary over time if one assumes a constant obliquity.) There will there
fore also be a slow shift in the curve of Llli. Thus whereas Ptolemy finds the ex
tremes occurring. at approximately Scorpius 0° and Aquarius 15°, Tusi, as we 
have seen, gives the values as "the beginning part of Scorpius" and "the end part 
of Aquarius." We find in Khwarizmi's zij that the positionsll are about Scorpius 
10° and Aquarius 22°; from Battani's zij one extracts around Scorpius 9° and 
Aquarius 19°.12 

ill.S [S]4-5. taCdll al-ayyiim bi-Iayiillhii (the equation of the nychthemeron): 
Ptolemy talks about h 'tIDV VUXell~p(Ov lxvto"6't1l~ (the inequality of 
nychthemerons),13 but he does not have a word as such for equation, which is 
apparently a medieval innovation. 14 The Byzantine and Latin terminology is vir
tually the same as the Arabic, which makes it something of a puzzle as to how 
the modern transformation to "equation of time" came about.15 

Book ill, Chapter Nine 

This chapter does not have an analogue in the Almagest. The problem of 
twilight attained considerably more importance in Islam than in antiquity 

8 Battani's epoch is the Seleucid era (-311 March 1) at which the initial solar longitude is 

Pisces 4°, which is not terribly far from the end of Aquarius. Khwarizmi,however, uses 

the hijra (+622 July 15) at which the solar longitude (Cancer 24°) is quite far from 

Aquarius. Neugebauer [1962b], p. 65 shows how one can make a correction to 

Khwarizmi's epoch values for the sun and moon in order to use an always negative equa

tion of time. 

9 See Handy Tables, 1: 148-155; cf. HAMA, 2: 984-985 and Rome [1939], who provides 

a full discussion., 

10 See 11.6 [1]. 

11 KhwiirizmI, Zij, Table 68, p. 182. 

12 Battam, Zij, 2: 61, 64; in his discussion (3: 74 [trans. 1: 49]), he gives "two-thirds of 

Aquarius" and "the beginning of Scorpius." 

13 Atm., p. 169 (H258, lines 14-15), 

14 Toomer, AIm., pp. 21-22. 

15 HAMA, 1: 61 (n. 2). 
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inasmuch as three of the five Islamic prayer times were set with reference to 
dawn and dusk. (Evening prayers were to be performed between sunset and 
nightfall (end of dusk), night prayers between nightfall and daybreak (beginning 
of dawn), and morning prayers between daybreak and sunrise.)1 The time for 
daily fasting to begin during the month of Ramac;Hin was also made with 
reference to daybreak.2 See Biriini, Tajhim, pp. 51-52; Davidian and Kennedy 
[1961]; Wiedemann and Frank [1926]; Wiedemann [1912]; and King [1973], 
pp. 365-368, who provides further references. . 

m.9 [title]2. al-~ubJ:t wa-'l-shafaq (dawn and dusk): I have adopted Goldstein's 
suggestion that dawn and dusk be used for the intervals from daybreak to sunrise 
and from sunset to nightfall, respectively, and that twilight denote both 
phenomena.3 

m.9 [1]6-8. wa-l-yamurr sa!J:t... CaM sa!J:t al-makhru! (Let a plane pass ...on the 
surface of the cone): Tusi is being rather sloppy here. To say that the plane 
passes through the centers of the sun and Earth as well as through the axis of the 
cone is to be redundant but without specifying a unique plane. Now Tusi's 
added stipulation that the resultant triangle will have its base on the horizon 
(meaning, presumably, in the plane of the horizon) does specify a unique plane 
for a given moment, but this plane is not very useful for the purpose, namely to 
understand false dawn. To see this, we may note that at sunrise in the tropics and 
middle latitudes, the plane of the triangle, whose base would be the intersection 
of the plane of the horizon circle and the base of the shadow cone, would have a 
generally north-south orientation, whereas one would certainly need an east
west one. The commentators have noticed the problem and Birjandi, for one, 
proposes that the base of the triangle be the intersection of the base of the 
shadow cone and the plane of the east-west circle.4 Birjandi also suggests that 
Tusi added the horizon stipulation on the basis of his illustration, which shows 
the situation at midnight rather than at sunrise; in this case the base of the tri- . 
angle is indeed on the horizon if one conceives of the triangle in the plane of the 
east-west circle. Birjandi is probably referring to something similar to Fig. C34, 
which is what one finds in the earlier Maragha (ex) version of the Tadhkira. It is 
worth noting that MSS FL, which represent the later (~) version of the text, do 
not have the base of the cone in the plane of'the horizon. (See Fig. T25 and the 
commentary to it.) 

1 Cf. Kennedy [1975]. 

2 See King [1973], pp. 370-371. 

3 Goldstein [1985], p. 117. 

4 Actually false dawn is, more or less, in the plane of the ecliptic; see commentary to 111.9 

[1]13. 
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m.9 [1]10-11. awwal rna yura nur ai-shams (the fIrst observed light of the 
sun): The Arabic construction is awkward but comprehensible; Birjandi com
plains that it is unnatural (fihi takalluj). 

m.9 [1]13. al-~ubb al-kadhib (false dawn): Redhouse [1878] seems to have 
been the fIrst to identify "false dawn" (also known as the wolfs tail [dhanab 
al-sirban] with the zodiacal light. 5 This light is not atmospheric but rather ex
traterrestrial, its source being mainly the illumination of a disk of cosmic dust 
surrounding the sun. (Its modern name derives from the fact that this disk is 
within the zodiacal band, perhaps being a remnant of the early formation of the 
solar system.) As such, Tiist's explanation is not a particularly happy one since 
it obviously depends on the illumination of the atmosphere; but even if we ac
cept the premise that the light is atmospheric, the explanation is still rather weak 
since he has not taken into account the height of the atmosphere.6 For a modern 
discussion of the zodiacal light, see Minnaert [1954], pp. 289-295; for some in
sight into why Tiist's explanation would not work even if we accepted that the 
light were atmospheric, see ibid., pp. 277-280 as well as the particularly useful 
discussion and diagrams of Dietze [1957], pp. 207-210. 

m.9 [1] Fig. T25. This version of the figure has been drafted using the illustra
tions in MSS FL. As we stated in our introductory remarks to the edition, these 
represent a revision of the Tadhkira, the so-called Baghdad (~) version of the 
text.7 Figure C34 has been drafted using MSS DGMT, which are witnesses of 
earlier versions of the Tadhkira. There seems to have been an attempt to deal 
with the problems mentioned above (see commentary to m.9 [1]6-8) and indeed 
Fig. TI5 is something of an improvement over Fig. C34.8 First ofall the apex of 
the cone is placed on the sun's orb in MSS FL, whereas it is beyond it in MSS 
DGMT. Actually the apex, according to Ptolemaic parameters, should be in 
Venus's system of orbs (see N.3 [5]) and thus inside the sun's orb in the figure. 
Hence MSS FL are somewhat better without being completely accurate.9 Sec
ond, the base of the cone in MSS FL is no longer parallel to the horizon, which 
may be an attempt to deal with the problem mentioned in the commentary to 
m.9 [1]6-8. Finally the "plane of the apparent horizon" (sat/:t al-ufaq al-mar'f) 
in MSS DMT, which is incomprehensibly drawn obliquely to the horizon, is 

5 Cf. Wiedemann [1912] and Wiedemann and Frank [1926], pp. 31-32. 

6 Estimates for the height of the atmosphere were made in Islamic astronomy, but I have 

been unable to ascertain whether anyone related it to the problem of false dawn; cf. 

Saliba [l987b]. 

7 See pp. 74-75 and 87-88 of Volume One. 

S The ~ version of the Tadhkira, though, is not always an improvement; see for example 

11.5 [8]6-8 and 11.11 [5]19-20. 

9 This may be due simply to problems related to drafting the diagram. BIrjandi states ex

plicitly on his figure that the apex is in the orbs of Venus and yet it is drawn on the sun's 

orb by the copyist of Houghton Arabic MS 4285 .. 
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replaced in MSS FL by an apparent horizon and by an east-west line, both cor
rectly drawn, that extend across the figure. 

m.9 [2]2-4. wa-qad curifa bi-'l-tajriba ... thamaniya cashr juz 'an (It has become 
known by trial and error ... 18°): The word that I have translated as "trial and er
ror," tajriba, has something of our sense of experiment, which it has come to 
mean in modem Arabic. Without attempting to overgeneralize at this point, one 
might contrast tajriba with imtilJiin and iCtibiir, both of which are used in the 
astronomical literature to refer to the testing of some received value or parame
ter rather than finding a new one.1° Birjandi gives a number of methods by 
which one could arrive at a parameter for the solar depression; he wishes to dis
pel the notion (perhaps by some religious figures?) that one could not obtain a 
reliable value since the sun could not be observed at the appropriate time. He 
mentions observations of the fixed stars, the employment of an astrolabe, and 
the use of clocks. Whatever methods were used, we do know that 18° was only 
one of several values in use during the Islamic Middle Ages; for some of the dif
ferent parameters and a discussion, see King [1973], pp. 366-367. 

m.9 [2]4-1. fa-ft al-biliid ... ft al-munqalab al-~ayft (Thus in the lands ...at the 
summer solstice): From m.5 [1]15-21, we have 

lowest altitude of summer solstice = $ - £ = 48\1z° - 66\1z° = -18° 

which indicates that for $ =48\1z° dusk and dawn will be continuous when the 
sun is at the summer solstice. 

m.9 [2]21, ft zaman akthar (for a longer period): There are two ways to inter
pret this phrase. Shirazi understands the increase in time to refer to the con
tinuity-and thus mixing-of dawn and dusk over a single night. At $ = 48\1z°, 
dawn will begin at just the moment dusk is ending. At higher latitudes where the 
solar depression at summer solstice decreases, one could say that dawn begins 
before dusk has ended. Birjandi does not think much of this interpretation and 
instead takes "for a longer period" to refer to the increase in the number of days 
during which dusk and dawn are continuous for $ > 48\1z°. Although Birjandi 
makes a strong case for his admittedly more sensible interpretation, one must ac
knowledge that Shirazi is closer in time and thinking to NIl{lll: al-Din; the reader 
is free to choose between the alternatives. 

m.9 [2]3-4. wa-yatabayyanu mimmii wa~afnii... li- 'l-ufaq al-raJ:zawl (From what 
we have described ...should be clear): See m.6 [2]11-12, in which Tusi states 
that the setting of dusk or the rising of dawn will occur in 50 nychthemerons for 
an observer at the pole; this is a direct consequence of the 18° parameter as ex
plained there in our commentary. 

10 Cf. Sabra [1968]; also cf. commentary to 11.14 [2]1<hI4. 
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Book ill, Chapter Ten 

nuo [1]. For Ptolemy's discussion of hours and daylight, see Aim., pp. 99, 104 
(HI42-145); HAMA, 1: 36-37,40-41; and Pedersen [1974], pp. 113-114.AI
though his methods for determining length of daylight and of converting equal 
into seasonal hours (and vice versa) are obviously equivalent to those of Islamic 
astronomers, Ptolemy does not use the terms "arc of daylight" or "equation of 
daylight" as such; for these see Tajhim, p. 131; Kennedy, TalJdid Comm., pp. 70, 
113; and ill.3 [2]. 

ill.10 [1]9-15. ai-mashhUr ... bi-lJasab dhiilik (It is commonly held ...The arc of 
night is in accordance with the above): One may define the standard arc of 
daylight (d) as 

where q is the equation of daylight.1 But as TOsi notes, the sun will traverse a 
small arc of the ecliptic during daylight due to its proper motion, and the co
descension2 of this arc must be added to or subtracted from the standard arc of 
daylight to obtain the true arc of daylight. Now one would assume at first glance 
that since the daily motion is from east to west and the sun's proper motion has a 
generally west to east direction the correction should always be additive, and 
this is the reading one finds in MSS DGLMT. But in MS F and in the margin of 
MS T, the words "or less" (aw anqa~) have been added to indicate a possible 
subtractive correction. This addition is dismissed by Nisabiiri and Jurjani,3 who 
take it to be a phrase that has inadvertently (sahwan) entered the manuscript tra
dition. However, an annotator contends in a marginal note to Nisabiiri's com
mentary that the additional plirase is not inadvertent but is in fact correct,4 and 
this line is supported by Birjandi. They point to the Arctic region where the cor
rection will be negative if the sun is on the arc that sets in reverse order.S To see 
how this would work, we can refer to Figs. T20-T22, which represent the situa
tion for ~ = 70°. If the sun is at Libra 0° when it rises (Fig. T20), it will move 
slightly into Libra during the course of the daylight period. But since Libra sets 
in reverse order, the point the sun has reached in Libra will set before Libra 0° 
and hence the correction to the standard arc of daylight will be negative (Fig. 
T22). Birjandi further notes that if the latitude is equal to the complement of the 
obliquity (see ill.4 [5]), then when the sun is on the ecliptic arc that sets in one 
stroke6 the correction will be zero since the sun thereupon sets simultaneously 
with its rising point. 

1 For northern latitudes, q is positive for 1800 > ASun > 00 and negative for 

3600 > ASun > 180°; see Fig. C28. 

2 Tiisi mistakenly has co-ascension in the text. 

3 Khafri simply repeats Jurjiini. 

4 Najaf, Ayatalliih al-I;Iakim MS 649, f. 93a. 

5 See HI.s [1]. 

6 In the northern hemisphere, this is the six signs bisected by the autumnal equinox. 
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There is another anomaly that one might consider in correcting the standard 
arc of daylight, namely the one due to the shifting of the sun from one day-circle 
to another in the course of a day. In Fig. C28, this will result in the equation of 
daylight q in the western triangle differing from that of the eastern triangle. 
Generally this is a very small correction, but for <l> > 50°, it can reach a large 
enough negative value to result, when combined with the previous positive cor
rection, in a negative correction. But since this second correction is not men
tioned by anyone other than Birjandi, who dismisses it as insignificant, it seems 
safe to conclude that the additional phrase "or less" was added to account for the 
situation in the Arctic region. This would certainly not be inconsistent with what 
we have previously seen, namely a concern by Tusi and by the commentators to 
have their statements be as all-inclusive as possible; I have therefore concluded 
that this addition should be considered part of the pversion. 

ill.lO [1]15-20.fa-idhii qusima ... la yakhtalifiini (Now if each of the two arcs is 
divided by lS ...that are invariable): If one divides the day into 24 hours of equal 
length, which are the kind of hours we are accustomed to using, then in general 
the number of hours of daylight will not be equal to the hours of darkness. If one 
ha~ 12 hours of daylight and 12 hours of darkness no matter what the season, 

- then these hours are of variable, or "unequal," length. The former type of hours 
were referred to by the ancients as equal or equinoctial hours, whereas the latter, 
which were in general use, were called seasonal or civil hours'? In the case of 
equal hours, the number of degrees/hour is invariable, whereas for seasonal 
hoUrs it is the hours/daylight or hours/darkness that is invariable.8 

In order to clarify Tusi's rather tortured phrasing here, let us take an exam
ple. Assume the arc of daylight is 150° and the arc of night is 210°. Then since 
there are ISO/equal hour, one has 

150° + ISO/equal hour =10 hours (daylight) 

210° + ISO/equal hour = 14 hours (night). 

On the other hand, there are 12 unequal hours/daylight or night; thus 

150° + 12 hours =12l,.'2°/unequal hour (daylight) 

210° + 12 hours =17Yzo/unequal hour (night) 

Compare Tajhfm, pp. 53-54. 

7 Toomer, ATm., p. 23; HAMA, 3: 1069. 
8 In saying that the degrees/equal hour is invariable one ignores the equation of time. One 
should also note that in assuming ISO/equal hour, one will end up with a solar day longer 
than 24 hours (but a sidereal day of exactly 24 hours). For simplicity we shall ignore 
these differences in the sequel. 
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111.10 [2]. For the synodic month, see AIm., pp. 174-176 (H270-272); HAMA, 
1: 69-70, 3: 1083-1084; and Pedersen [1974], pp. 160-164. Compare Tafhim, 
pp. 161-162. 

ill.10 [2]21-22. wa-qad tabayyana ... min al-shams (which have been 
shown ... from the sun): This is a reference to ll.l3 [1]. 

ill.10 [2]2-5. fa-mustaCmiluh min ahl al-f.iihir ... ya~taliIJuna calayh (Those 
employing the [month] who [rely] on appearances ... they have conventionally 
adopted): It is very likely that Tusi is thinking of the Mongols when he refers to 
those who begin the month from the day of conjunction; Birjandi seems to con
ftrm this when he ascribes this type of reckoning to the "Turks." This month and 
the calendar of which it is a part is ultimately Chinese in origin; for a discussion, 
see Kennedy [1964]. 

The Muslims, of course, take the ftrst of the month to be from the ftrst 
visibility of the lunar crescent; they were preceded in this by the Jews and 
Babylonians among others. 

That Tusi has anyone speciftcally in,mind when he states that a month may 
be from "some other shape to its like" is unlikely; Birjandi calls this an 
"intellectual possibility" with no known examples. 

ill.10 [2]5-11. wa-mustaCmiluh min ahl al-IJisiib ... wa-tusammii tilk al-ayyiim 
kabii'is (Those employing the [month] who [rely] on calculation ... These are 
called intercalary days): The Islamic calendar is usually taken to be observa
tional; in other words, the new month starts when the crescent is actually ob
served. There is no intercalation since on the one hand Holy Writ had forbidden 
its use9 and on the other a natural calendar is obviously self-regulating. But such 
a calendar is very difftcult, if not impossible, to set in advance; a certain month 
does not have the same number of days from year to year and even two con
tiguous regions may have different starting days for a given month. Add to this 
the problems of weather and religious differences concerning the. number of 
days that Ramagan, the month of fasting, should have and one can see that 
determining a date in the future (or, for that matter, in the past) is subject to a 
degree of uncertainty.10 

This state of affairs was intolerable to the astronomers, of course, and they 
devised a "calculated" lunar calendar. 1 I In this system the odd-numbered 
months have 30 days, while the even-numbered months have 29. But since 12 
lunar months consist of approximately 3541~0 days, one will need to have 11 

9 Qur'an, ix. 35-36 (Azharedition numbering). 

10 A two-day ambiguity is not uncommon; for a discussion of the problem in a modem 

context, see Ilyas [1984], especially pp. 58-78,133-140. 

11 For what follows, see the excellent discussion by Ginzel, Handbuch, 1: 254-256; cf. 

Hartner, "Zaman," Ell, p. 1211 for a synopsis. 
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leap years in every 30-year cycle.12 The added day was given to Dhu al-lJijja, 
the last month of the Islamic calendar, usually in years 
2,5,7,10,13,16,18,21,24,26,29.13 This choice is dictated by the cumulative frac
tional part ofa day, which exceeds 112 for the 354th day of these years. In the 
case of year 16, there is a difference of opinion with some opting instead for 
year 15, the reason being that at the end of year 15 the cumulative fractional part 
is exactly Y2,. Biriini mentions another method of intercalation to obtain the 11 
additional days whereby every 3rd year has 355 days, but he does not notice that 
in a 30-year cycle one obtains 10 rather than 11 additional days.14 

The existence of both an obserVational and a calculated lunar calendar raises 
the issue of which is being used when one is given a hijra date in a medieval 
source. Judging from what Biriini says in the Tafhim, these calculated "leap 
years of the Arabs" (kabii'is al-CArab) are so called not because the Arabs them
selves use (or used) them but because they are the basis for dating when the 
writers of astronomical tables (zijes) have recourse to Arabic years (p. 163). 
That the Islamic calendar is based on observation is also emphasized by BirUni 
in his Chronology,IS and it is telling that he does not even mention a calculated 
Islamic calendar there. But I do not feel this is the end of the story. One may as
sume, with what degree of certainty is unclear, that when one encounters a hijra 
date for an observation in an astronomical text it is the calculated date; but 
should this assumption carry over to the date of composition or copying? One 
would need to analyze a large sample of dates that give the day of the week; in 
these cases an exact correspondence with the Julian day can be made. 

ilI.10 [2]11. aw yaziduna ... wajh iikhar (Or else they add ... some other way): 
Exactly what TUsi has in mind here is not clear. NisiibUri and Jurjiini think he is 
referring to the systems of intercalation of the Jews, "Turks," and pre-Islamic 
Arabs. But as Birjandi notes, these calendars are observational, whereas TUsi is 
discussing intercalation in a calculated lunar calendar. Perhaps he is thinking of 
the variations mentioned in the previous comment, namely having the 15th rath
er than the 16th be a leap year in the 30-year cycle, Biriini's 3rd year rule, or 
perhaps the 8-year cycle. Against this is the fact 'that he himself has not men
tioned any specific rule. 

12 This is quite a good approximation scheme since it implies a lunar synodic month of 

29;31,50 days. (The standard Baby1onian/Ptolemaic value is 29;31,50,8,20 days.) A 

somewhat less accurate 8-year cycle with 3 leap years was reportedly used by some an

cient Greeks (Bickerman [1968], p. 31) as also, for a time, by the Ottomans (Ginzel, 

Handbuch, 1: 255-256.) 

13 This choice of leap years is the one used in the tables of Wtistenfeld-Mahler. 

14 Birjandi mentions a similar calendar, attributing it. to a certain Abu al-Mal}amid 

al-Ghaznawi [Biriini?], and also finds the same difficulty. 

15 Athiir, especially pp. 29, 64, 66 (Chron., pp. 34,76,78). 


http:2,5,7,10,13,16,18,21,24,26,29.13
http:cycle.12
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ill.l0 [3]. For the year, see Aim., pp. 131-141 (HI91-209); HAMA, 1: 54-55, 3: 
1082-1083; and Pedersen [1974], pp. 126-134. Compare Tajhim, pp. 162-165, 
171. 

ill.l0 [3]14-17. wa-ya~~ulu dhiilik ... min al-kusur (This occurs in 365\14 
days ...minus a fractional part): The following table 'gives the values for the trop
ical year as reported by Birjandi, who provides the fractional part to be sub
tracted from 365~ days. 

Table 9. Tropical Year Lengths. 

Ptolemy16 

Battani (d. 929)17 

Mulfyi al-Din al-Maghribi 
(d. 1283) 

Tus! ("The new observations 
at Maragha") 

A "Modem" 

ill.l0 [3]15-17. wa-yatimmu fihii ... min al-kusur (During [a year] ...minus a 
fractional part): 

12 lunar months = 354d8~8m = 354;22d 

Subtracting this from Ptolemy's tropical year one obtains 

ill.l0 [3]17-10. wa-mustaCmiluhii ... sinin qamariyya (Of those employing [the 
year] ...which they call a lunar year): The following table summarizes the vari
ous yearsmenti?ned by Tusi: 

16 Aim., pp. 137, 139-140. 

17 Neugebauer (HAMA, 1: 307) derives a value of 365;13,7,30d based <in Battam's ap

proximate values for the lengths of the seasons; but the tropical year given here is 

BattanI's explicit value and is confirmed in at least two places in his zij (3: 63-64 and 

191 [trans., 1: 42 and 127]). 
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Table 10. Conventional Years. 

Year Adopted by Reference 

I. "True solar year," usually 
taken to begin at spring 
equinox 

,-
Ia. ":True solar" months, "Ancient Astrologers" Khafri and 
determined by arrival of sun BIIjandi 
at the same degree in each 
zodiacal sign 

lb. 12 30-day "conventional" "Modem Astrologers"; the Khafri and 
months plus 5 epagomenal Seljuq ruler Malikshiih BIrjandi; 
days; leap year in 4th or 5th (1072-1092) ["Jalali cf. Sayili, Obs., 
year calendar"]; and the Mongol p.229 

ruler Ghiizan Khan (1295
1304) ["Khani calendar"] 

II. "Conventional solar 
year" (i.e. with conventional 
starting date); average length 
slightly longer than a tropical 
year (for lIa); 12 months, each 
approximately (or exactly) 
30 days long 

lIa. 365-day standard year Greeks, Romans, "Syrians Tajhim, p. 163; 
with 366-day leap year and Chaldaeans," and "mod- Athiir, pp. 10, 
every 4th year em" Copts; year of Caliph 31-33,68,241 

al-MuCtaQid bi-Alliih (892 (=Chron., pp. 12, 
902) and Khwarizm-Shiih 36-38,81, 
A~mad (calendar reform of 959) 229-230) 

lib. 365-day year with no "Ancient" Copts (i.e. Ancient Tajhfm, p. 163; 
leap years Egyptians) and pre-Islamic Athiir, 10-11 

Persians* (=Chron., 12-13) 

m. Luni-solar calendar; Jews, $abiatis, l;I"arriinians, Khafri and 
month added every 3rd or Turks(?), and pre-Islamic BirjandJ; 
2nd year Arabs (the latter not Tafhim, p. 164; 

consistently) Athiir, 11-12 
(=Chron. 13-14) 

IV. Pure lunar year Muslims III.lO [3]9-10 

* The Persians, unlike the Egyptians, did try to reconcile their calendar somewhat with the seasons 

by adding an extra month every 120 years. 
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m.to [3]22. al-mustaraqa (stolen): BirjandI insists on this vocalization, with 
which I agree; Steingass, however, has mustariqa. 

m.1o [3]10-11. wa-li-kull qawm ... bi-hiidhii al-cilm (Every people has an 
epoch... to this science): On epochs, see Tajhim, pp. 171-173 and Athiir 
(Chron.), Chs. 3, 6, 8. TusI is again careful to differentiate cilm al-hay'a from 
other disciplines; see our introduction, pp. 37-38, and cf. IT.4 [12], where TusI 
states that the science of the fixed stars is a separate discipline. Concerning the 
specific question of including a lengthy discussion of chronology in a hay'a 
work, Tusi may be gently chiding KhiraqI, who had devoted a large part of his 
Muntahii to chronology. 

Book m, Chapter Eleven 

m.ll [1]. We may define the "degree of transit" of a star as the point on the 
ecliptic that crosses the meridian (or "culminates") simultaneously with that star, 
both the point and star being assumed above the horizon.l In general the degree 
of transit will not be equal to the degree of longitude of a star, which is also a 
point on the ecliptic;2 the exception will be when the star and the ecliptic poles 
are all on the meridian. In this latter case the star's latitude circle and the 
meridian coincide, and thus the degree of transit and the degree of longitude will 
also coincide. 

To give examples of the more general case, we shall refer to Fig. C35. Both 
the northern celestial and ecliptic poles are visible and the ecliptic pole is east of 
the meridian.3 For a star Sl north of the ecliptic (or, more correctly, in the same 
direction from the ecliptic as the visible ecliptic pole), its degree of longitude is 
Ll , while its degree of transit is Lor; in this case Ll will have transited before Lor. 
For a star S2 south of the ecliptic (or, more correctly, in the direction opposite 
the visible ecliptic pole), its degree of longitude is L2, while its degree of transit 
is Lor; in this case LT will transit before L2. If the ecliptic pole is west of the 
meridian, the situation of Ll and ~ will be reversed. 

m.ll [2-3]. The degree of rising (or the degree of setting) may be defined in a 
way analogous to the degree of transit, viz. the point on the ecliptic that rises (or 
sets) simultaneously with a given star. For the equator the situation is 
straightforward. If the ecliptic poles are on the horizon circle when a star rises 

1 Cf. Biriini, TalJdid, pp. 199-200 [trans., p. 165]; Kennedy TalJdid Comm., pp. 122-123; 

and Biriini, Transits, pp. 3, 123-124. Note that 'fiisi never really gets around to defining 

"degree of transit." 

2 On longitude, see II.3 [8]. When "degree" is used alone, it means "degree of longitude." 

3 For the case where the southern ecliptic pole is visible, the same result will follow if 

one is careful, as 'fiisi is, to refer to stars as being in the direction (or opposite the direc

tion) of the visible ecliptic pole rather than north or south of the ecliptic. 


http:3]-III.ll
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(or sets), the degree of rising (or setting) will be the same as the degree oflongi
tude. For the remaining cases, we see from Fig. C36 that if a star Sl is in the 
direction of the visible pole (here the northern one), then it will rise before its . 
degree of longitude and set after it. For a star S2 in the direction of the invisible 
pole, it will rise after its degree of longitude and set before it. The similarity that 
Tust draws between the situation of rising and setting at the equator and that of 
transit for the other horizons is a consequence of the fact that in general any 
'meridian circle is also a horizon circle for the equator (cf. ill.7 [3]). 

It is reasonably clear that for <I> ::# 0, the situation for rising and setting will be 
the same; in other words, a star toward the visible pole will rise before its degree 
of longitude and set after it, while a star away from the visible pole will rise 
after and set before. Now for <I> = 0, the circuits of the ecliptic poles are bisected 
by the horizon circle; thus each ecliptic pole is visible half the time. As a con
sequence, as stated at the end of paragraph [2], the half of the ecliptic bisected 
by the vernal equinox will rise, while the southern half will transit during the 
time the northern pole is visible. But if °< I<I> I< e, the circuits of the ecliptic 
poles will be unequally divided by the horizon circle and as a result one will not 
have half of the ecliptic rising or transiting during the period of visibility of one 
ecliptic pole or the other. This is what Tust is trying to get at in paragraph [3]. 
For example, if <I> "" 20;16°, Gemini 0° and Leo 0° will pass over the zenith; con
sequently 10 zodiacal signs will transit (or rise) when the northern ecliptic pole 
is visible, while only 2 zodiacal signs will transit (or rise) when the southern 
ecliptic pole is visible. 

If I understand the last sentence of the chapter, Tust is pointing out that for °::;; I<I> I< e one could have the situation whereby for a given star one pole is 
visible at rising and the other is visible at setting; thus in applying the above 
rule, one uses one pole for the degree of rising ,and the other for the degree of 
setting. For I<I> I> e, this "variation" (ikhtiliif) would not arise, of course, since 
one ecliptic pole is permanently visible; in this case the rule may be uniformly 
applied with reference to that single pole. 

Book ill, Chapter Twelve 

llL12 [1~2]. For the justification of these two methods for determining the 
meridian line, see BWni, Shadows, 1: 144-148, 2: 78-79. The first method is 
based upon direct observations of two equal solar altitudes on the two sides of 
the maximum altitude; BlrUni tells us they can be found by the use of the armil
lary sphere or the ~afilJa (astrolabe?) (ibid., 1: 150). The second, by which one 
finds two equal solar altitudes indirectly by observing two equal shadow lengths, 
is the method of the Indian circle; see ibid., 1: 150-160, 2: 80-90 and Tajhfm, 
pp.49-50. 

Taking the radius of the Indian circle to be twice the length of the gnomon 
(lit., measuring instrument [miqyiis]) is standard according to Birjandl. But such 
a ratio will not be applicable for all latitudes, even for all those of the inhabited 
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quarter. Since the Indian circle method depends upon the shadow being within 
the circle at noon, a 2: 1 ratio of radius to gnomon will not be usable for the 
entire year unless <1> < 40°. To see this one should note that at <1> =40°, the mini
mum solar altitude at noon is about 26Y2° and tan(26~0) "" ~. Biriini wishes to 
give a rule for <1> < 48° and so he is led to recommend a radius of 4 times the 
gnomon. For Biriini's discussion and an elaboration of the method, see Shadows, 
1: 152-153,2: 81-82. 

Although Ptolemy in the Almagest does not give' a method for finding the 
meridian line,l Diodorusof Alexandria (1st c. B.C.) did advance one in his non
extant Analemma, which was known in some form to Biriini. (See Shadows, 1: 
162-166,2: 91-93; Kennedy [1959]; and HAMA, 2: 841-842.) On other meth
ods used or discussed in medieval Islam, see Shadows, 1: 161, 167-172,2: 91, 
94-97 (cf. TaIJ,dld, pp. 287-288 (trans., pp. 256-258); Kennedy, Tal,ulld Comm., 
pp. 216-219; and Kennedy [1963]). 

llL12 [1]8 & [2]16. dii,'ira awwal al-sumut; sumut (prime vertical circle; 
azimuths): For these terms, see II.3 [14] and [17]. 

m.12 [3-4]. For a competent overview of the determination of the qibla, see 
King, "'((ibla," in which one also finds an extensive list of further references. 

llI.12 [3]19; [4]8&17. samt al-qibla (the qibla bearing): This phrase is usually 
intended to indicate the point of intersection in the direction of Mecca of the 
horizon with the great circle joining the local zenith with the zenith of Mecca.2 

Thus one sometimes finds this referred to as the nuqta samt al-qibla (qibla bear
ing point). The qaws samt al-qibla (arc of the qibla bearing) is defined by 
Birjandi as the arc along the horizon between the samt al-qibla and either the 
north or south point (depending on which would yield an arc less than 90°); 
alternatively it could be between the samt al-(I.ibla and the east or west point. 
Birjandi claims that qaws inlJiraf al-qibla (arc of deviation of the qibla) is an 
equivalent formulation. 3 Finally the khat{ samt al-qibla is defined as the line 
joining the zenith with the qibla bearing point. (See Fig. C37, where the above 
terms are indicated for a special case.) 

1 Cf. AIm., p. 62 (n. 72). 
2 See Tajhfm, p.137 and JaghminI, 11.3 (trans., p. 271); this is also confirmed in the com
mentaries. 
3 King ["~ibla," p. 83 (coL 2)], however, differentiates between the samt al-qibla, which 
he takes to be eqUivalent to the arc along the horizon measured from the east (or west) 
point to the qibla bearing point, and the inl:tiriifal-qibla, which for him is the arc along 
the horizon measured from the north (or south) point to the qibla bearing point. (Note that 
King's formulations are in terms of angles, not arcs.) It may be that these technical terms 
were not fixed for all times and places; as we shall see below, there is indeed ambiguity 
in the terminology. 
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These definitions should clear up the matter, but unfortunately Nlli?ir al-Din 
is not being cooperative; although samt al-qibla is taken by the commentators to 
be a point in line 19, it almost certainly is a line or direction in line 17. Given 
this, I have translated samt al-qibla by the ambiguous "qibla bearing" since Tus1 
does not seem to be using it strictly as a point. 

ID.12 [3]19-22. wa-ammii samt al-qibla ... wa-thulthii juz' (As for the qibla 
bearing...21~0): These fairly common values for Mecca's longitude and lati
tude (77;10° and 21;40°, respectively) are, according to the list of Kennedy and 
Kennedy [1987], pp. 225-226, first found in Al-Zij al-jamiC of Kushyar b. 
Labbiin (ca. 990). It is noteworthy that the values they report for Tust's llkhani 
Zij are 77;13° and 21;40°. For the 10° longitude difference between the Eternal 
Islands and the "coast of the western sea," see III. 1 [7]. 

ID.12 [3]4-7. wa-kull balda ... maghrib al-iCtidiil (Every locality ...setting place 
of the equinox): Tusl is here pointing out that if the locality has the same latitude 
as Mecca, Mecca's zenith will not be on the east -west line but will be north of it. 
To see this, we refer to Fig. C37 where a locality with zenith Z has latitude «l>M 
equal to that of Mecca. Since the maximum declination along the east-west line 
occurs at the local zenith, then the zenith of Mecca M will necessarily be north 
of the east-west line. Thus if Mecca is to the east, it will be "to the left of the 
rising place of the equinox" (i.e. the east point) and if it is to the west it will be 
"to the right of the setting place of the equinox" (i.e. the west point). This prob
lem is akin to that old puzzler of why one (normally) flies north to go from New 
York to Madrid despite the fact that they are very nearly on the same latitude 
circle. 

ID.12 [4]. One also finds this technique for determining the qibla in Jaghmini, 
11.3 (trans., p. 272).4 It takes advantage of the fact that Mecca is in the Tropics 
and thus witnesses two zenith transits of the sun every year.5 At these two mo
ments, the shadow of a gnomon elsewhere will be in the plane of the altitude cir
cle that joins the local zenith with that of Mecca. By translating the longitude 
difference between the locality and Mecca into an exact time difference (i.e. 
hours before or after noon), one has a straightforward way of determining the 
qibla. 

4 King ["{(ibla," p. 84 (col. 1)] notes that it is the basis for "several *ibla methods." 
5 The ecliptic positions given by rust, "degree 8 of Gemini" and "degree 23 of Cancer," 
do not at first sight seem symmetrical about the summer solstice. This is due to a pecu
liarity of this method of reporting coordinates. To be "in degree 8 of Gemini" actually 
means to be between Gemini 7° and 8°. JaghminI gives the positions as Gemini 7;21 ° and 
Cancer 22;39°, which are correct for £ =23;35° and cj>M =21;40°. 
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We should here note several points: this is probably the simplest of the many 
ways of determining the qibla; it is based on direct observation rather than on a 
trigonometric or graphical (analemma) solution; and in principle it is exact. But 
besides not being very useful for someone in Boston, it has a number of other 
drawbacks. First one has only two chances during a year to use it; one must hope 
for sunny weather on those two days. More serious is the problem of time 

. determination. Even if one assumes that he has a correct longitude difference,6 
one would still need a fairly precise means for determining time before or after 
noon since the exact formula for the qibla is rather sensitive to inaccuracies in 
longitude difference. For example, an error of only a few minutes (not unlikely 
considering the time-keeping devices of the medieval period) can result in a dis
crepancy of a degree or more depending on the latitude and longitude of the 
locality in question. Thus this method could have been of use to someone who 
wanted a reasonably accurate qibla, but it could hardly compete with the exact 

. and vastly more sophisticated solutions that were developed in the Islamic Mid
dle Ages. Again it is clear that Tus!, who was fully in control of these latter 
methods, did not wish to burden the reader of the Tadhkira with such mathe
matical detail. 

6 This would more than likely be a false assumption insofar as the Middle Ages is con
cerned; see King, "lJibla," pp. 87-88. 
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BOOK IV 

Book IV, Chapter One 

No hay'a work would be complete without a section dealing with sizes and 
distances;1 for it is here that the relative sizes and distances of the celestial 
bodies that have been individually derived are converted into absolute quantities 
so that these bodies may be fitted together to form a coherent, unified structure, 
or hay'a. 

IV.l [1]. The following is a summary of the propositions with references to 
works by Archimedes and Tusi:' s recensions. TUSt seems to have modified (2) 
and (3) so that the component variables of the areas are given as sides of rec
tangles. The actual Archimedean propositions, in modern symbols, are provided 
in brackets. 

[C = circumference of circle (or of largest circle in sphere); 
A =area of circle (or of largest circle in sphere); S =surface area 
of sphere; L =area of lune; d =diameter; r =radius; DC =Dimen
sion of the Circle; SC =On the Sphere and Cylinder; Ras =Tust, 
Rasa'it.] 

(1) C "" 31/ 7 • d [310/-,1 • d < C < 3Y-, . d] DC, Prop. 3; Ras., 2(5): 129. 

(2) A =r . 112C [A= ~(r' C)] DC, Prop. 1; Ras., 2(5): 133. 

(3) S = d· C [S =4A] SC 1, Prop. 33; Ras., 2(5): 63. 

(4) L = d· «a/360°)· C) Not in the extant 
[ a is the angle of the lune; note Archimedean corpus, but an 
that «a/360°) . C), the maximum immediate corollary of (3). 
inclination, is a linear measure.] 

1 A notable exception is JaghminI's Al-Mulakhkha~ fi al-hay'a ai-baS/fa. (For this work, 
see pp. 35, 56 of Volume One.) In his commentary (sharlJ) on the Mulakhk~, QaQ1zade 
al-Riimi (ca. 1364--ca. 1436) explains that the lack of any treatment of sizes and distances 
was due to the difficulty (~uCUba) of this subject and presumably was inappropriate for 
such an elementary textbook (f. 4b, lines 14-15). As it turns out, JaghminI wrote a sepa
rate treatise on sizes and distance, the apparently unique manuscript being Cairo, Dar 
al-kutub MS Talcat majiimic 429 (2), f. 4a-4b. 

~~ 
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IV.I [1]6. m~iidarat (preliminary propositions): In the Arabic translations of 
Euclid and Aristotle, this tenn was used to render the oo:tTU.lu'tu (postulates), 
but it could also. be used to cover all the premises of a mathematical work. 2 

Here, however, the word clearly does not have the restricted sense of unprovable 
premises since it refers to propositions (or "principles") that are "proved in an
other science and are taken for granted in this science" (Untr. [1]). Since they 
have not been necessary until now, Tust did not place them in 1.1, which is gen
erally restricted to geometrical definitions. Note that for his couple,TUsi uses 
the word muqaddama in n.ll [2], which I have translated as lemma. Since he 
also uses the same word to refer to these mu~iidariit at the beginning of the next 
paragraph, he apparently does not strictly distinguish between the two tenns. 

IV.I [2]. There is a serious problem in this paragraph inasmuch as the length of 
a meridian degree that is cited by TUst, namely 22% parasangs (= 66~ miles), is 
Ptolemaic and at considerable variance with the value that one usually finds at
tributed to Ma'mun's astronomers, which is something between 56 and 57 
miles. Although at first sight this may appear to be a simple mistake, it turns out 
to be the tip of a rather unwieldy iceberg. Thus to explain this "mistake," we 
need to have an extended but far from complete discussion of the measurement 
of the Earth, an excursus for which I beg the reader's indulgence . 

. Although Ptolemy in the Almagest does not give an absolute linear value for 
the size of the Earth, we know from the Planetary Hypotheses and the Geog
raphy3 that he adopted the nonn of 180,000 stades for the circumference, a fig
ure that seems to have replaced Eratosthenes's (3rd c. B.C.) 252,000 stades well 
before his time.4 Now one of the equivalences that was introduced during the 
reign of the Ptolemies in Egypt and that spread to Syria was 1 mile =7Yz stades. 
From this and from Ptolemy's nonn one arrives at a rather tidy circumference of 
24,000 miles and thus a value of 66~ miles for the length of a terrestrial degree. 
These numbers are attested in various Syriac writers and even in the Talmud.S 

No doubt some of these accounts came to be known in Islam in addition to the 
direct statements from the Planetary Hypotheses and the Geography. The 
received conversion of stades into miles, however, was not universally accepted; 
we learn from l;Iabash that the Caliph Ma'miin (reigned 813-33) was not 
satisfied with the answers he was given concerning the length of a Ptolemaic 
stade.6 We know from a variety of sources that Ma'mun thereupon ordered his 
astronomers to undertake one or more expeditions to ascertain anew the size of 
the Earth, this time in the standard measures of the day. But despite considerable 

2 Sabra [1969], pp. 1-2. 

3 Plan. Hyp., BM 90b, line 3 (trans., p. 7); Geog., VII.5 (Nobbe, 2: 179, par. 12, line 24). 

4 HAMA, 2: 652-654. 

5 See Nallino [1911], p. 279 (Race. V, pp. 293-294); I am greatly indebted to his research 

for much of what follows. 

6 Langermann [1985], pp. 115, 122; this passage is cited by BiriinI, Ta~did, p. 213 (trans., 

p. 178). 
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research by NalHn07 and Barani [1951], the actual details of these expeditions 
have been rather obscure, in large part because modern historians have until 
recently been forced to rely upon later sources for their information. But two 
contemporary sources have lately turned up, and they shed considerable, though 
not complete, light on Ma'miin's attempts to determine the Earth's circum
ference. The first has been uncovered by Langermann [1985], and it is I:Iabash's 
(d. after 864) Kitiib al-ajriim wa-'l-abciid (Book of Bodies and Distances). The 
second has hitherto gone unnoticed, at least as a source for this problem, and it 
is Kitiib lJarakat al-afliik (Book ofthe Motion of the Orbs) by Mul;1ammad b. 
Miisa b.Shakir (d. 873), the eldest of the Banii Miisa.8 Although it would take 
us far afield to deal adequately with these new sources and reopen the whole 
question of Ma'miin's attempts to measure the Earth's size, it will be necessary 
to rehearse at least part of the story in order to understand Tiisi's apparently in
correct statement in this passage. 

Habash tells us9 that Ma'miin sent Khalid ibn cAbd aI-Malik 
al-MarWarrii</hl,lO CAli ibn clsa al-As!urlabi, and Alpnad ibn al-Bul}.tari 
al-DharraC to 'the Plain of Sinjar near Mosul to make the measurements, and they 
arrived at a figure of 56 miles for a terrestrial degree, each mile being 4000 
black cubits, which was a standard unit established by Ma'miin. l;Iabash states 
that he got this information directly from KhaIid, and it is clear that this text by 
I:Iabash served as a source for Masciidi (d. 957-58), Ibn Yiinus (d. 1009), and 
Biriini (d. ca. 1050).11 

There is little, if any, reason to doubt the authenticity of what I:Iabash tells 
us; the same courtesy, however, should not be extended to various other reports 
of Ma'miin's scientific expeditions. Biriini already cast doubt on a survey 
allegedly undertaken between Baghdad and Samarrii12 and Nallino was skeptical 
of a reported survey near Kiifa. 13 Another expedition, this one between Raqqa 

7 Nallino [1893] (Race. V, pp. 408-457) and [1911], pp. 276-289 (Race. V, 

pp.291-302). 

8 ?:iihiriyya MS 4489 is the only known exemplar and it is incomplete with only 12 extant 

folios (not 137 ff. as in GAS VI, p. 147). 

9 Langermann [1985], pp. 115, 122. 

10 According to Nallino, this is the nisba of Marw al-Rfidh, a town in Khurasan ([1911], 

p. 282 (n. 1) (Race. V, p. 295 (n. 3». 

11 Mascfidi, Muriij al-dhahab, 1: 100-101 (French trans., 1: 76) (Barani [1951], pp. 7-8). 

The passage from Ibn Yfinus's Jfiikimf Zij (French trans. only in [1804], pp. 95-96 (n. 2» 

is in Nallino [1911], pp. 281-284 (Race. V, pp. 295-298) (copied by Barani, pp. 8-10); 

the value in Ibn Yiinus' s text is 561/4 rather than 56 miles, but I am inclined to see this as 

a mistake of unknown origin. For Biriini, see especially TalJd/d, pp. 213-214 (trans., pp. 

178-180) as well as Tajhfm, pp. 118-119 and Qiinun, 1: 51-52, 2: 528-530 (Barani, 

pp.17-22). 

12 TalJdfd, pp. 212-213 (trans., pp. 177-178); cf. Kennedy, TalJdfd Comm., pp. 132-133. 

13 Nallino [1911], p. 286 (Race. V, pp. 299-300). For the original reports, see Mascfidi, 

Tanbih, pp. 26-27 (French trans., p. 44) and Ibn Khallikan, Wa!ayiit, 5: 163 (trans., 3: 

316); cf. Barani, p. 31. 
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and Palmyra in Syria, lias escaped the doubts cast on these others. At ftrst glance 
the evidence in its favor seems strong. Ibn Yiinus tells us that his information fQr 
this expedition comes from a text by Sanad ibn cAli (fl. 1st half 9th c.), who 
stated that he was part of one of two groups sent by Ma'miin to determine a ter
restrial degree by measuring it in the level area between Palmyra and Raqqa;14 
their ftnal agreed-upon value was 57 miles/degree. IS But despite the authenticity 
bestowed on this report as a result of Ibn Yiinus' s claim that he is quoting direct
ly from a work of Sanad, it does contain a number of suspicious features. First, 
the participants, with the exception of Sanad, are precisely the same individuals 
named by J:Iabash for the Sinjar expedition. Second, Ibn Yiinus, who clearly 
knows of the Sinjar expedition from J:Iabash's Book of Bodies and Distances,16 
does not list any names at all in connection with it even though J:Iabash, as we 
have seen, does so. Finally Ibn Yiinus is the only known source for this version 
of the Palmyra-Raqqa expedition, whereas several sources conftrm a similar ex
pedition to Sinjar. I7 On the other hand, Biriini does mention Sanad in connec
tion with fip.ding the size of the Earth but the method described has to do with 
measuring the dip of the horizon ·from the summit of a high mountain. This was 
undertaken when Sanad was "in the company of al-Ma'miin when he made his 
campaign against the Byzantines.,,18 

Where does this leave us as far as the Palmyra-Raqqa expedition is con
cerned? Despite the suspicions raised above, there is certainly not enough evi
dence to discard Ibn Yiinus's account out of hand. Ma'miin could well have had 
several expeditions only one of which, that to Sinjar, was widely reported in the 
latet literature. But another possibility presents itself, namely that Ibn Yiinus has 
somehow conflated J:Iabash's account with Sanad's attempted measurement 
using the "dip of the horizon method." Yet another possibility is that he has con
fused the Sinjar expedition with a widely reported procedure for finding the size 
of the Earth that simply used well-known values for the latitudes of Raqqa and 
Palmyra and the distance between them. The earliest Arabic account of this 
known to me is due to MuIJammad ibn Miisa in his lfarakat al-afliik (Motion of 
the Orbs). The relevant passageI9 and translation is as follows: 

14 It is not entirely clear that both groups went to the same region, but this is the most nat

ural reading. Sanad states that he went to the area "between Raqqa [Wiima in the text] 

and Palmyra," whereas the other group went "in another direction" (or perhaps "to anoth

er region": ita nii/:tiya ukhra). 

15 See footnote 11 for the references. 

16 Ibn Yiinus states that he got his information for the Sinjar expedition from "the book in 

which [I;Iabash] mentions the mumta/:tan observations in Damascus...." These are de

scribed in the Book of Bodies and Distances; cf. Langermann [1985], pp. 120-121 and 

pp. 125-127. Ibn Yiinus does not quote I;Iabash directly but instead gives a rather loose 

paraphrase. 

17 Most later accounts, though, seem ultimately to derive from I;Iabash. 

18 Ta/:tdid, p. 220 (trans., pp. 185-186). 

19 ~iriyya 4489, f. 12a-b; because this text is unique, I have attempted to reproduce the 

manuscript as closely as possible within the limits imposed by my printer. 
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Passage from lfarakat al-aflak (Motion of the Orbs) 

Mul).ammad ibn Musa 

f.12a Furthermore if we find two cities beneath a meridian line, which is the orb 
[falak] that cuts the ecliptic circle from south to north, their longitude being the 
iame but they being different in latitude, one being less than the other and its 
northern pole being less in altitude than the other by a single degree or there

5 	 abouts, then when we measure the distance between the two cities we will find 
how many miles long is each degree of the circle [istidara] of the sky on the 
Earth ,'. Now if there is between the two cities a single degree in the altitude or 
depression of the pole, then when you measure the distance of that you will find 
it to be 66% miles. This has been measured for two known cities, the city of Pal

lO 	 myra and the city of Raqqa. That is, they found the inclination of Palmyra 
[lacuna?] from the zenith that is the altitude of its northern pole 35Y3°, and 
[from] Palmyra it is in the direction of the northern side. They are both beneath a 
meridian line. They then found what is between Raqqa and Palmyra to be 90 
miles just as was found by him [or those] who had measured it before us. From 

f.12b that it was learned Ithat each degree of the great circle [istidara] of the celestial 
15 sphere [falak] has a length of 66~ miles on the Earth. Furthermore: for finding 

the Earth's diameter we demarcate the meridian in a town whose latitude is 
known. Then one travels in its direction, any deviation kept to a minimum and 
any curving from it being guarded against. Then when we arrive at another town 
whose latitude is different from the latitude of the first town from which we be
gan, we take the difference of the two latitudes and retain it. Then we take the 

20 number of parasangs and cubits that we have traversed along the Earth; then its 
amount to the degrees that were retained is as the entire circumference [dawr] of 
the Earth to 360 [lacuna or copyist error?] to the degrees that were retained from 
it; this then is the circumference of the Earth. From this we then know its 
diameter. 

Furthermore: the construction of a figure for the circumference of the Earth. 
If we wish to do this we should ascend a high, towering mountain but in front of 

25 which is levelland. Then we take an altitude plate [~afiT:zat al-irtifaC, i.e. of an 
astrolabe] and then its alidade or its line [khatt] is raised until our horizon is 
sighted, which is the place at which the sky touches the Earth at a point on [end 
of extant text] 
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There are at least two textual problems: a lacuna in line 10 and .an apparent 
repetition in line 21. The second is not of any significance; more serious is the 
first in which the. latitude of Palmyra (or Raqqa) is missing. Fortunately Birtini 
has preserved a report from a certain Mul).ammad ibn cAll al-Makki (fl. 850), 
who has virtually the same method as Mul).ammad ibn MusiL The latitude of 
Raqqa is given there as 35;20°, while Palmyra is 34°, the figure missing from 
our text. We then have 

90 miles + 1;20° =67Yz miles/degree 

not the 66~ miles/degree in the text;20 nevertheless this was probably close 
enough to confirm the Ptolemaic standard. We can now make sense of the pas
sage in Firdaws al-~ikma in which it is clear, despite a somewhat garbled ac
count, that the latitudes for Palmyra and Raqqa are as above and that the purpose 
of the "expedition" was to confirm the 66~-mile Ptolemaic figure; as the author 
cAll ibn Rabban al-Tabari (ca. 80O-ca. 864) states: "they sought to attain that 
knowledge" (istadraku cilm dhiilik) by undertaking the survey.21 

It is important to note here that Mul).ammad ibn Musa, Tabari, and Makki are 
younger contemporaries of Ma'miin and as such we should take these accounts 
very seriously. By dismissing them (at least the latter two), Barani and Kennedy 
have interpreted these early reports of a Raqqa-Palmyra "expedition" in the 
light of the account by Ibn Yiinus, who lived some century and a half after the 
fact, and have discounted contemporaneous evidence. At one point in his analy
sis, Kennedy (TaJ:tdid Comm., p. 131) states that Makki and Tabari got only the 
Raqqa-Palmyra part of Ibn Yiinus's story right and that "someone then cooked 
up a derivation of the Ptolemaic 66;40." It is now clear that the chef was none 
other than Mul).ammad ibn Musa, who, we should recall, was a protege of 
Ma'miin himself. 

There are several points concerning this "measurement" by Mul).ammad that 
we should emphasize. First it is clear, as Kennedy notes, that the reported lati
tudes for Raqqa and Palmyra are simply lifted from Ptolemy'S geography 
without modification. This argues both for an early date for Mul).ammad's 
"measurement" (since beginning with Mul).ammad ibn Miisa al-Khwarizml (fl. 
813-33) the Islamic values for the latitudes of Raqqa and Palmyra are generally 
different from PtolemY's22) and against an independent determination (for ob
vious reasons). The most that can be said in terms of independent observation is 
that· Mul).ammad would have us believe that the received value of 90 miles for 
the Raqqa-Palmyra distance has been latterly confirmed. 

20 cr. Kennedy, Taf:uJfd Comm., p. 131. 

21 Tabari, Firdaws, p. 547; repeated by Masciidi, Murilj al-dhahab, 1: 104 (French trans., 

p. 79); cf. Barani, pp. 6-7 for the text and a translation but ignore the commentary. 
22 Kennedy and Kennedy [1987], pp. 252, 281-282. 
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At the end of this passage MUQammad begins to describe the method involv
ing the measurement from a high mountain of the dip of the horizon. As we have 
seen, Bironi associates this with Sanad and what we have here may well be re
lated to that determination. But Bironi gives no actual values arrived at by Sanad 
and it does not seem likely that what MUQammad is here beginning to describe 
will result in numbers at odds with the Ptolemaic values. Taking all the evidence 
together, I am inclined to see the Palmyra-Raqqa "expedition" as little more 
than a youthful thought experiment (half-baked at that) by MUQammad ibn Musil 
(who probably would have been rather too young to head scientific missions 
during the reign of Ma'mun23). Sanad's contribution then becomes an ear
ly-and extemporaneous-attempt at the urging of Ma'mun to measure a 
meridian degree, but this does not seem to have led to a result other than a con
firmation of Ptolemy.24 It may well be that at this point Ma'mun, who as we 
know from J:Iabash was not averse to riding roughshod over his scientists when 
he wanted a job done,25 felt that something was amiss if Ptolemy's suspicious 
values were being so glibly confirmed. He therefore ordered that the Sinjar ex
pedition be undertaken as reported by J:Iabash. 

The story that I have just outlined gains some support from Ibn Khallikiln's 
biographical entry for MuQammad ibn Musil.26 Although the details are hope
lessly askew, we can at least glimpse part of the process that led to the Sinjar ex
pedition. Ma'mun is said to have asked the Banu Musil about the 24,000 mile 
circumference, and he was informed "that the fact was certain." Curiously 
enough, though, Ma'mun was not completely satisfied and insisted upon 
verification. Ibn Khallikiln then: (1) has the Banu Miisaleading the expedition to 
Sinjar; (2) confirming the 66~ miles for a meridian degree; and then (3) recon
fmning the result in Kufa. The first two statements are unquestionably incorrect, 
and the third, to say the least, is also suspect. But if we take the skeleton of the 
report and ignore all the uncomfortable fleshy details, we are left with an early 
assertion by the Banu Musil of the correctness of the Ptolemaic value of 66~ 
miles/meridian degree (confrrmed in the passage above), a healthy skepticism by 
Ma'mun leading to a first attempt to verify what the Banu Musil had stated (per
haps by Sanad using the mountainllevel plain method?), and a second attempt 
(presumably to Sinjar, not Kiifa) that settled the matter. 

Whatever the early history of the problem, it is reasonably clear that by the 
10th century 56 miles (or 56~ miles) per meridian degree was generally 

23 Cf. Nallino [1911], p. 286 (Race. V, p. 299). 

24 But, as I have said above, one cannot completely dismiss Ibn Yiinus's account of 

Sanad being connected with a serious expedition to the Palmyra-Raqqa region that in

volved the same principals and arrived at approximately the same value as the Sinjar 

episode. It is curious, though, that no one besides Ibn Yiinus seems to have any inkling of 

it. 

25 Langermann [1985], pp. 120-121, 125-126. 

26 Ibn Khallikan, Wafayat, 5: 161-163 (Engl. trans., 3: 315-317); cf. Barani pp. 23-27 

and Nallino [1911], pp. 284-286 (Race. V, pp. 298-300). 
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accepted as the Ma'munI value.27 BirtinI seems to have played a pivotal role in 
making 56~ the Ma'mun value inasmuch as his earlier wavering between 56 
and 56~ in the Ta/:ldid, p. 214 (trans., pp. 179-180) is superseded by his asser
tion of 56~ in his later Tafhim, p. 119 and Qiinun, 1: 52, 2: 529.28 By the time 
we reach Khiraqi (d. 1138-39),29 56~ miles/degree is accepted without ques
tion as the Ma'mun value; he further gives the following standard equiva
lences;30 

1 mile = 4000 cubits 

1 cubit = 24 digits 

1 digit =6 barleycorns 

Khiraqi then gives the Ptolemaic value of 66~ miles but adds a new twist. The 
equivalences are now 

1 mile = 3000 cubits 

1 cubit = 36 digits 

1 digit =6 barleycorns 

We are at long last able to return to Tusi and the passage from the Tadhkira 
that has led to our own excursion. Tusi in the MuCfniyya repeats the information 
from the Muntahii with only one minor change; instead of 1 cubit =36 digits for 
the Ptolemaic standard, he has 1 cubit = 32 digits.31 (I do not know whether this 
is a correction or a misreading on TusT's part.32) But here in the Tadhkira Tusi 

27 Thabit ibn Qurra (d. 901), for example, accepts 56 miles/degree; we know this from 
~aghiini's Maqiila fi al-ahciid wa-'l-ajriim ~riyya MS 4871, f. 78b for which see 
Ragep and Kennedy [1981], pp. 97-98). It is confirmed by BiriinI (who bases himself on 
~aghiini) in the Tal;did, p. 214 (trans., p. 179). Farghiini (fl. 833--61), however, uses 56% 
(ibid.). 
28 This is rather puzzling in that his own measurement as reported in the Tal;dfd, p. 223 
(trans., p. 189) and the QiinUn, 2: 531 is much closer to 56; cf. Kennedy, Tal;dfd Comm., 
p. 143. The way in which Biriini deals with these conflicting values deserves a much 

more thorough analysis than is possible here. 

29 Muntahii, 1I.17(1), ff. 35b-37a. 

30 Cf. Hinz [1955], pp. 54-55, 63. 

31 MuCfniyya, pp. 82-83; Kennedy [1984], pp. 114-115. 

32 1 cubit = 24 digits and 1 cubit = 30 digits are attested in Babylonian sources (HAMA, 

2: 591). The former was standard throughout the Islamic Middle Ages (Hinz [1955], 
p. 54). One does, though, find a Hiishimi cubit that is equal to 32 digits and it may date 
from the time of the Caliph al-Man~ur (reigned 754-75) (ibid., p. 58). If so, it could be 
the cubit that was originally used to convert Ptolemy's stades into known units and is 
thus retained as the "Ptolemaic" cubit. At any rate it is clear that Tiisi, unlike Khiraqi,in
tends the Ptolemaic and the Ma'muni miles to be equivalent since each consists of96,OOO 
digits. rusi's version is confirmed by Shirazi (Nihiiya, IV.2, f. 149b and Tul;fa, IV.1(2), 
f. 272a), CUbaydi, Khafri, and Birjandi. 
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gives a completely different account, maintaining that the 66¥:3-mile figure is 
what was found by the Ma'mun expedition to Sinjar! This is obviously no slip of 
the pen33 since all the other numbers are based on this value and the unit equiva
lences given are the "modern" ones. How are we to account for this confusion, 
especially in view of the contradictory information from the MuCiniyya? One ex
planation could be that Tust has simply made a silly mistake. Though I cannot 
discount this possibility, and I hardly wish to advocate the position that Na~Ir 
aI-Din is incapable of error, I believe there is a far more interesting-and 
plausible-explanation that presents itself. As we have seen above, Ibn Khal
lihin claims that the Banu Musii were responsible for the Sinjar expedition and 
confirmed the Ptolemaic value of 66¥:3 miles. As we have also seen, there is a 
morsel of truth here since MUQammad ibn Musa did indeed "confirm" Ptolemy 
though he scarcely needed to leave his divan to do so. Where did ibn Khallikiin 
get his information? Undoubtedly some corrupt version of the passage from 
MtiQammad ibn Musii came into his possession. A likely source is Kamiil al-Din 
ibn Yunus, the great legal scholar of Mosul whom he visited several times.34 Ibn 
Yunus was also noted for his knowledge of astronomy though his historical 
reconstructions are certainly suspect if Ibn Khallikiin's anecdotes are any indica
tion.35 Tust was also a student of Kamal al-Din,36 and the latter provides a pos
sible link between N~Ir al-Din and Ibn Khallikan and thus may be the common 
source for both this passage in the Tad-hkira and the information in Ibn Khal
likiin's entry for MtiQammad ibn Musii. At any rate sometime between the writ
ing of the MuCiniyya in 1235 and the Tadhkira in 1261, Tusi probably came to 
view the version of Ma'mun's expedition in Khiraqi's Muntahii (or some similar 
source) as suspect and relied instead upon the bogus story we find in Ibn Khal
likan (though perhaps it did not come directly from him). 

The subsequent history of reconciling these contradictory stories is not 
without interest, but we shall content ourselves with a brief overview. Nisiibiiri 
and Jurjiini repeat the version in the Tadhkira without comment; whether they 
were getting tired by the end of the book or whether they believed Tusi's 
Tadhkira version is unclear. What makes the latter seem unlikely is that ShIriizi 
had already dealt extensively with the problem in both the Nihiiya (IV.2) and the 
TuJ:zfa [IV.l(2)] and had revived the earlier history as found in the Mu Ciniyya,'J7 

33 That it was is the perfectly reasonable, but I believe incorrect, conjecture of Abu 

al-Fagl CAlliimi in his A'fn-i-Akbari (quoted by Barani, pp. 28-29). 

34 "Ibn Khallikan," EP, 3: 832. 

35 King [1981], p. 55 proposes but quickly (perhaps too quickly?) dismisses Ibn Yunus as 

the source of the story found in Ibn Khallikan that Ptolemy'S horse was the "inventor" of 

the astrolabe since he squashed a celestial sphere dropped by his master. 

36 See the biography of Tus! in the introduction, pp. 7-8. 

37 The passage in the TulJia is much more extensive and clearly derives from l;Iabash, 

perhaps via Biriini. 
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But Shirazi adds another element to our story: he asserts in the Nihiiya that the 
investigation (balJ,th) of the ancients is more reliable (awfii) than that of the 
"modems." (These words are echoed faithfully by CUbaydi, but he uses them to 
make the extraordinary claim that lusi's faith in the ancients led him to assign 
their value to the modems!) In the TulJfa, however, it is Ma'mun's figure that is 
"correct and verified" (~alJilJ mumtalJan); he seems to be influenced there by the 
account of the two groups in Sinjar finding approximately the same amount for a 
meridian degree. But despite this Shirazi is still not willing to abandon the an
cient value, in part because it is the basis for the Ptolemaic standard measuring 
stick for sizes and distances. Both Khafri and Birjandl quote this passage from 
the Tul:ifa but without further comment. 

The length of the meridian degree is but one of several parameters (others 
being the obliquity of the ecliptic, the precessional rate, and the motion of the 
solar apogee) that could be studied as a group in order to shed light on the ques
tionof tradition and innovation in Islamic science. If nothing else, I hope the 
above discussion indicates both the complexity and the worth of such a venture. 

IV.1 [2]6-7.lJa~ala miqdiir qu{rihii ... bi- 'l-taqrib (one obtains for the size of the 
diameter... approximately): 8000 + 3Y, =2545.45. In the Baghdad version (MSS 
FL), wa-ni~f farsakh (and half a parasang) has been added to account for the 
fractional part. 

IV.1 [3]10-11. wa-idhii {luriba al-qu{r .. .farsakh (If the diameter is multi
plied... [20,360,000] parasangs): The number is obtained by using Lemma 3 in 
IV.1 [1] as follows: 

S =d . C =2545 . 8000 =20,360,000 sq. parasangs 

In the MuCiniyya, lusi gives 183,264,000 sq. miles (= 20,362,666~ sq. 
parasangs).38 The discrepancy is due to his use there of the slightly more ac
curate 7636 miles (= 25451iJ parasangs) for the diameter. 

IV.1 [3]12, 13. al-rubc al-maskUn; al-macmur (the populated quarter; [actually] 
inhabited): lusi seems to use maskUn to indicate the quarter of the Earth's sur
face where population occurs; al-macmur (lit., the settled area) is used to desig
nate the actual inhabited region. Compare m.1 [2-3] and [5-8]. 

IV.1 [3]13-20. wa-ammii al-qadr al-macmur ... wa-suds cushrih (As for the 
amount that is [actually] inhabited ... entire surface of the Earth): lusl makes an 

38 MuCfniyya, p. 83; cf. Kennedy [1984], p. 114. 
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error here that was pointed out by Shirazi. 39 He calculates the surface area of the 
inhabited region by considering it a lune. Thus from IV. 1 [1], Lemma 4: 

L =d . [(66;25° 1360°) . C] =2545· 1476 =3,756,420 sq. parasangs 

(In the MuCfniyya, lusi has 7636 . 4428 =33,812,208 sq. miles == 3,756,912 sq. 
parasangs; as in IV. 1 [3]10-11, the discrepancy is due to a different value for the 
diameter.40) Shirazi notes that the actual area in question is not a lune, however, 
but half the zone41 bounded by the equator and the day-circle with latitude 
66;25°. Although he does not carry out the computation, he advises finding half 
the surface area of the segment whose vertex is the celestial pole and whose base 
is the plane of the day-circle with latitude 66;25° and then subtracting this from 
the area of the populated quarter.42 Birjandi does the calculation and arrives at 
4,665,712Y:3o sq. parasangs (which is accurate to the nearest Y:3o of a square 
parasang assuming 1t =2217, C =8000 parasangs and E =23;35°). 

IV.l [3]18. wa-sitta wa-khamsun (fifty-six): In the earlier version (MSS 
DGMT), one finds 3,765,420; this has been corrected to 3,756,420 in MS L. In 
MS F one has 3,756,231~, which seems"to be the result of using a diameter of 
2545 parasangs and a rather more accurate maximum width for the lune of about 
1475.926 parasangs. Shirazi has 3,765,420 in the Nihaya but may have corrected 
this to 3,756,420 in the Tu1:tfa.43 Jl,lfjani and Khafri have the incorrect figure, 
while Nisabiiri gives the correct value. Birjandi quotes the incorrect value that 
he found in his copy of the Tadhkira but corrects it. 

IV.l [4]. Abu al-Rayl].an, of course, is BirOni, and his method is presented in the 
TaJ:tdfd, pp. 218-223 (trans., pp. 183-189) and the Qiinun, 2: 530-531.44 There 
exist several expositions: for example, Kennedy, TaJ:tdfd Comm., pp. 137-143; 
Nallino [1911], pp. 289-292 (Race. V, pp. 302-305); Barani, pp. 31-44; and 

39 Nihiiya, IV.2; TuJ:tfa, IV. 1(2). The error was also noted by Kennedy [1984], 

pp. 114-115, who calls 'fiisi's rule "grossly inaccurate." 

40 MuCfniyya, p. 83; Kennedy [1984], pp. 114-115. 

41 He does not have a specific word for zone but uses the all-purpose qitCa (segment). 

42 For the surface area of a segment, Shirazi depends on Archimedes, Sphere and 

Cylinder I, Prop. 42 (= Prop. 44 in 'fiisi's TalJrir, p. 74). Birjandi uses this rule as well as 

the more familiar area of a zone = 2mh where r is the radius of the sphere and h the 

altitude of the zone. Neither Shirazi nor Birjandi: calculates the actual area directly, which 

is that of a zone of two bases; they seem to restrict themselves to zones of one base. 

43 This is the case for Mosul, Jiimic al-Biisha MS 287, f. 273a; BM MS Add. 7477, how

ever, has the incorrect value. Birjandi in quoting the TuJ:tfa gives the incorrect value as 

well. 

44 Biriini also mentioned the method in his Risiila (or Kitlib) fi al-asturliib [Epistle (or 

Book) on the Astrolabe], but he had not yet done the necessary observation; see Nallino 

[1911], pp. 289-291 (Race. V, pp. 302-304) and Barani, pp. 32-33. 
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Wiedemann [1909]. As we have seen (IV.1 [2]), Biriini did not originate this 
. method since he mentions in the Ta~did that Sanad ibn cAli had used this tech

nique and furthermore we see the beginning of a description of the method in the 
passage by MuI;lammad ibn Musa quoted on pp. 504-505. In Biriini's Book on 
the Astrolabe there is a puzzling reference to al-Naynzi's inspiration in connec
tion with the method, but there is no evidence to connect him with a determina
tion of the size of the Earth along similar lines. 

rusi again reiterates his stand against giving geometrical proofs . in the 
Tadhkira (cf. I.Infr. [3]) though there have certainly been lapses (most obviously 
in n.ll). 

IV.l [5]. The "promise" was made in III [2]. We have the following propor
tion: 

Y2 parasang : d = x barleycorns : 1 cubit 

Since d = 2545 parasangs and 1 cubit = 144 barleycoms (according to the 
"modern" system), then x "" 1/ 35.3 barleycorns, which, in unit fractions, is ap
proximately equal to (Ys of 1),) barleycorns. In passing we may note that half a 
parasang is something around 3 kilometers,45 an impressive but hardly formid
able size for a mountain. 

Book IV, Chapter Two 

IV.2 [1]. For calculating the positions of the planets, Ptolemy only needed to use 
relative distances; for each model he set the deferent circle at 60 parts.1 In the 
Almagest he calculated absolute distances only for the sun and moon; in the 
Planetary Hypotheses he computed them for the other planets. Absolute dis
tances were given using the Earth's radius as the measuring stick. 

IV.2 [2-4]. This is a nontechnical summary of Aim., V.13 (H408-416); for dis
cussions, see HAMA, 1: 101-103 and Pedersen [1974], pp. 204-207. 

IV.2 [2]. Note that Ptolemy gives zenith distances (50 i Y12° and 49;48°), whereas 
rusi converts these into altitudes (39Y12° and 40Ys°). 

IV.2 [3]1-3. wa-qad tabayyana fi cilm al-handasa ... wa-zawiiyiih maclUma (It 
may be shown in the science of geometry...and angles are known): Euclid's 

45 Hinz [1955], p. 62. 

i For the moon only, the eccentric deferent radius is taken to be 49;41 parts and it is the 

"inclined" radius that is set at 60; see 11.7 [4] and [5], Pedersen [1974], pp. 184-186, and 

HAMA, 1: 88. 
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Elements 1.26 shows that two angles and a side uniquely detennine a triangle, 
but it does not, of course, provide a method for calculating the sizes of the 
angles and sides. For this one needs the law of sines (or some equivalent), which 
was widely known and used in the Islamic Middle Ages. 

IV.2 [3] Fig. T26. Compare AIm, Fig. 5.10, p. 248. 

IV.2 [3]10-11. tisCa wa-thaliithin juz'art wa-ni~f wa-rubc juz' ((39 + Y2 + 1t'4) 
parts): Birjandi' corrects this to (39 + Y2 + Y3) parts, i.e. 39;50 parts; cf. Toomer, 
AIm, p. 249 (n. 47), who has the same correction. 

IV.2 [4]. For the' Earth's radius re = 1 part, Ptolemy found the moon's distance 
for the above observation to be 39;45 parts; for the inclined radius R = 60 parts, 
he arrived at a distance of 40;25 parts for the same observation. One thus has a 
means of converting from one system to the other since one now has the ratio of 
re : R I 60, which is equal to 39;45P I 40;25P "" 0.984. We may therefore set up 
the following table of equivalences: 

Table 11. Conversion of Lunar Parameters. 

R=60 re = 1 

Inclined Radius 60P 59P 

Epicyclic Radius 5~P 5Yt;P 

. Eccentricity 1O;19P 1O;9P 

Farthest Distance 65;15P 64Yt;P 

Nearest Distance * 34;7P 33;33P 

* MS T corrects 33;33P to 33;32P [= 59P - 2(1O;9P) - 51;'6P], but this latter 
is based on rounded numbers; 33;33P is correct and is found in the AL
magest (e.g. V.17). 

Book IV, Chapter Three 

For this chapter, see Atm., V.I4-15, pp. 251-257 (H416-425); HAMA, 1: 
103-112; and Pedersen [1974], pp. 207-213. 

IV.3 [1]16-17. fidhirwat al-tadwir (at the epicyclic apex): It would be a bit 
much to ask for eclipses to occur when the moon was precisely at the apex; in 
fact the two observations in question occurred within 30° of the apex. 

IV.3 [1]23-24. wa-huwa bi-'l-taqrib ... qu{rih (This [radius] was approximate
ly ... 0/5 times its radius): The latitude when half the moon was eclipsed was 4()21:3 
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minutes, which Ptolemy then took to be the radius of the shadow. This radius to 
the radius of the moon is then 

40~ minutes / 15~ minutes"'" 2% 

IV.3 [2]. On the diameters of the sun and moon, compare commentary to n.13 
[8]2-4. TUS! here follows the Aimagest in making the moon's apparent diameter 
at its farthest distance equal to the sun's (allegedly constant) apparent diameter; 
he thus ignores both his previously stated vlOilues as well as Planetary 
Hypotheses, BM 91a (trans., p. 8) in which Ptolemy gives the moon's diameter 
at mean distance (on both its epicycle and eccentric) as 1 Y3 the sun's. 

IV.3 [3] Fig. T27. See Aim., Fig. 5.12, p. 256; cf. n.I3 [7], Fig. T18. The 
remark at the bottom of the figure in which TUS! notes that indicated diameters 
are not the actual diameters is a paraphrase of the last sentence of Aim., V.I4, 
p. 254; as Toomer explains in n. 64, pp. 254-255, the half-bases MN, HT, and 
GD of the shadow cones are not the actual radii of the Earth, moon, and sun, 
respectively, but the "simplifying approximation is fully justified." 

IV.3 [3]. TUS! is giving a summary of Aim., V.I5, p. 255 (H422-424), and he 
repeats the Ptolemaic values. However he recasts the calculation using the law 
of sines thus avoiding Ptolemy's dependence on chords. The proportion then be
comes 

HT / NT = sin L HNT / sin L NHT = sin 0;15,40° / sin 89;44,20° 

"'" 0; 16~5 parts / 60 parts 

(Tusi's statement that the actual figure is something less than 60 is correct; it is 
approximately equal to 59.98.) 

Now then to obtain the moon's radius using e.r. = 1, one has 

(0;16¥S parts / 60 parts)· 64Y6 e.r. "'" 0;17,33 e.r.1 

The shadow's radius (0;45,38 e.r.) is obtained by multiplying this by 2% (see 
!V.3 [1]). 

IV.3 [4]. Tus! here gives a verbal account of Ptolemy'S mathematical derivation 
in Aim., V.I5, pp. 255-256 (H424-425) of the distance of the sun. In order to 
simplify the discussion, we shall translate the text into symbols using Fig. C38, 
which is extracted from Fig. T27; my clarifying additions are in brackets. 

1 0;17,32 would be more accurate. 
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[FQ = NR = TX = rsh' NM = re, TH = rro' TY = radius of shadow at moon's 
position, HY = excess of radius of cone at moon's position over radius of 
moon.] 

Since TF = 2NF, [then XQ= 2RQ and thus XY =2RM; it follows 
that] 

TY - FQ =2(NM - FQ) 

FQ + TY =2NM =diameter of Earth 

[Since TY.= TH + HY, therefore FQ + TH + HY =2re and] 

HY = 2re - (FQ + TH) = 56'49" 

[Now referring to Fig. T27, if we make the reasonable simplifications that 
L NMG =90°, NG =ND =Earth-sun distance, GH =DT = moon-sun distance, 
and NH =NT =Earth-moon distance, then using triangle MNG it follows that] 

1 / HY =ND / DT =1 / 56'49" 

IfND = 1, then DT =56'49" and NT = 3'11". 

Setting NT =64Y6 parts, we have ND =1209.4 "" 1210 parts. 

IV.3 [5]. Continuing, we have 

NM / FQ =NS / SF =1 /45'38" 

IfNS =1, then SF =45'38" and FN =14'22" =(14 + Ys + \16)' 

SettingFN =64'16 parts, we have 

SF =203.81"" (203 + liz + Y3)parts 

TUS! has made a mistake in this passage. In lines 18-19, instead of "the dis
tance of the cone's apex from the center of the shadow" (SF), one has "the dis
tance of the cone's apex from the center ofthe Earth" (SN) in MSS DFLT. (MS 
G is missing this section.) He seems to have intended to give the more interest
ing distance of the apex from the center of the Earth (SN = 268 parts) but mis
takenly gave the distance to the shadow center (SF =203 + liz + Y3). In the Al
magest, the two numbers are juxtaposed and the magnitudes are designated by. 
XP and XN; it is easy to see how one could make a careless error. In MS M, 
"Earth" (arcJ) has been replaced by "shadow" ('{.ill) and in the margin one reads: 
"for the center of the Earth it is 268." But this manuscript is based on one in 
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Shirazi's hand, and my inclination is to see this as his correction rather than 
Tiisi's; at any rate the correction did not make it into the Baghdad version (MSS 
FL) but Shirazi gets it right as early as the Nihiiya (IVA). The commentators 
have quietly corrected the manuscripts. For confIrmation that this error 
originated with Tiisi, see IV.5 [6]. 

Book IV, Chapter Four 

For this chapter, see Aim., V.16, p. 257 (H426-427). 

IV.4 [1]3-5. thabata fi eilm al-manii?,ir ... ilii bued al-abead (It has been estab
lished in the science of optics ...to the distance of the farther): Birjandi provides 
the simple proof for this theorem after correctly noting that it does not actually 
occur in Euclid's Optics. Ptolemy states it and outlines a proof in Plan. Hyp., 
BM 91a (trans., p. 8). 

IV.4 [1]. We have 

0·17 33P I r = 64l,i;6PI 1210P
" sun 

rsun"'" 5Yl , where rEarth = 1 P 

For dmoon = 1 P , dEarth"'" 32// and dsun "'" 184;l 

All these values are from the Almagest. 

IV.4 [2]. For the proposition, see Elements, XII.18. Technically speaking, 
though, Euclid has Sl 1 S2 =(dl / d03, whereas Tiisi gives Sl 1 S2 = d l 3 1d23. 
Birjandi is not one to let this pass and upbraids the other commentators for doing 
so. To reach Tiisi's proposition, he proposes using in addition Elements XI.33 1 

and V.11, which allow one to equate (dll d2)3 and d l3 1~3. 2 
Turning to the volumes, one has 

Vsun 1VEarth =(11)3 / (2)3= 166.375 =166 + ~ + Yg [Aim.: 170] 

Vsun 1Vmoon = (18.8)3/ (1)3 = 6644.672 "'" 6644{~} [Aim.: 66441;2] 

VEarth / Vmoon = (3.4)31 (1)3 = 39.304 "'" 39;18 = 39+~+{1J2 of Yto} 
[Aim.: 39~] 

1 The manuscript has XI.36. 

2 He also gives VIII. 12 to use as an alternative. 
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In the Planetary Hypotheses, Ptolemy gives the volume of the sun as 166Y:i and 
that of the moon as Y.to, where the Eartli's volume is 1. 3 

Some variants should be noted. For (166 + Y.t + 1/8), MS F gives 
(169 + liz + 1;7); a similar number (169 + (112 of 1;7)) is given as a variant by MS 
T. I do not have a plausible explanation for either number. Only MSS DF add ¥:3 

. to 6644 and both do so in the margin. MSS Land F (the latter in the margin) add 
(Y2 of Ylo) to 39Y.t. 

Book IV, Chapter Five 

This chapter,as well as the following two, does not correspond to anything 
. in the Almagest, but much of the information may be found in the Planetary 

Hypotheses. Note, though, that 'fiist himself does not refer to the Planetary 
Hypotheses but instead uses some circumlocution such as "they have stated" or 
"it seemed likely to them"; see, for example, IV.S [S] and [7], IV.6 [2], [S] and 
[7], and IV.7 [2]. 

IV.S [1]. As is his usual practice, Tus} simply reports Ptolemy and does not at
tempt to modify parameters based upon the observations of the "moderns." Thus 
Ptolemy's solar eccentricity of 2liz parts is used here rather than the 2;OS that 
was quoted in 11.6 [4]. Since 2 liz I 60 = Y24, then where e.r. = 1, 

solar ecc~ntricity = Y24(121O e.r.) "" 50 e.r. 

Thus the farthest distance is 1260 e.r. and the nearest distance is 1160 e.r. as one 
finds in Planetary Hypotheses, BM 89b (trans., p. 7). 

IV.S [2]. This is the basic "nesting" principle for the orbs and as such is a 
cornerstone of hay'a. Compare Planetary Hypotheses, BM 90b (trans., p. 8) 
where Ptolemy makes the interesting remark that even "if there is space or emp
tiness between the [spheres], then it is clear that the distances cannot be smaller, 
at any rate, than those mentioned." Tust echoes this statement here but he does 
not allow for the possibility of empty space. Ptolemy is compelled to do so since 
he finds the farthest distance of Venus to be 1079 e.r., whereas the nearest dis
tance of the sun is 1160; 1 he does make the suggestion that the gap could be 
filled in by slightly increasing the distance of the moon.2 As we shall see, TuSt is 
able to sidestep this problem, and thus avoid the unthinkable void, by correcting 
an error made by Ptolemy in the ratio ofVenus's nearest to farthest distances.3 

3 Planetary Hypotheses, BM 91b (trans., p. 9). 

1 Planetary Hypotheses, BM 89b (trans.,p. 7). 

2 For howthis would work, see Goldstein's notes to Plan. Hyp., pp. 10-11; cf. Van 

HeIden [1985], pp. 22-23. 

3 See commentary to IV.5 [4-5]. 
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IV.S [3]. Allthe values are Ptolemaic.4 For the farthest distance one has 

for the nearest distance 

60 - (43Yt, + 1~) =15 + 1;3 + ~ 

Then 

1571i2 : 104~z "" 0.15 =lJio + lizo 

In the Planetary Hypotheses (BM 89b [trans., p. 7]), this latter value is given as 
16: 104. 

IV.S [4-S]. The values for the eccentricity and the epicycle radius are from the 
Almagest. In the case of Mercury, the distance from the Earth to the deferent 
center is 3 times the eccentricity or 9 parts (see Fig. T8); thus the farthest dis
tance is 60 + 9 + 22Yz =91 liz parts. Because the nearest distance for Mercury 
occurs at about 1200 from the farthest distance, rather than at 1800 as Ptolemy 
found for the other planets (with the exception of the moon), one cannot calcu
late the nearest distance of Mercury in the simple way we did for Venus. 
Presumably by successive approximation, Ptolemy finds 55;34 parts for the least 
distance of Mercury's epicycle center from the Earth;5 subtracting the epicycle 
radius (22liz parts) from this, one obtains 33;4 parts as in the text. Then. 

33;4 : 91 Yz=0.36 "" Ys + Y6 

For the ratio of Mercury's nearest distance to Venus's farthest distance, one 
may designate the former by (Ys + Yt,)z and the latter by (2%)z, where z is both 
Mercury's farthest distance and Venus's nearest distance. Then 

(Ys + Yt,)z : (20/3)z =11 : 200 '" 1 : 18 

Now from N.5 [1], the son's nearest distance is 1160 e.r. Theratio of the 
moon's farthest distance to this is then 

64Y6 : 1160"" 1 : 18 

It is important to note here that these two equal ratios were arrived at from 
values totally independent of one another; this "incredible numerical accident," 

4 That is, they are found both in the 'Almagest and the Planetary Hypotheses; see HAMA, 
2: 908. 

5 Atm., p. 460 (H282), p. 546 (H431). 
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as Neugebauer calls .it,6 was one of the strongest bits of evidence for the stan
dard medieval ordering of the planets as well as for the entire system of con
tiguous orbs. Tus! says as much here and in IL2 [4] to which he is referring. 

The numerical basis for fitting Mercury and Venus below the sun, however, 
has a rather checkered c,areer. In the Planetary Hypotheses, Ptolemy gave 
34 : 88 as the ratio of the least to greatest distance for Mercury. Now Ptolemy 
had there modified his parameters for Mercury so that the epicycle radius be
came 22;15 (instead of 22;30 in the Alma$est) and the distance between the 
dirigent center and the deferent and equant centers each became 2;30 (instead of 
3). (The distance from the center of the World to the equant center remained 3.)7 
Now subtracting 22;15 from 55;34 yields 33;19, and one may surmise that 
Ptolemy carelessly rounded up instead of down.8 The 88, however, is a real 
puzzle. As Goldstein has noted, even by using these new parameters one will ar
rive at 90;15 (= 60 + 3 + 2;30 + 2;30 + 22;15) and not 88 for the farthest dis
tance.9 My only suggestion, one I shall not insist on, is that Ptolemy simply 
forgot to add one of the eccentricities (i.e. 2;30 or 3) and, arriving at 87;45 (or 
87;15), again rounded up, this time to 88.10 ' , 

What makes tbis mistake of more than marginal interest is that without it 
Ptolemy could have 'avoided a good portion of the grief brought on by the gap 
between the orbs of Venus and the sun. To see this, we note that a 34 : 88 ratio 
yields a farthest distance for Mercury of 166 e.r. and a farthest distance for 
Venus of 1079 e.r.(assuming a farthest distance for the moon of 64 e.r. and a 
ratio for Venus of 16 : 104). Using Tusi's ratio of 11 : 30 for Mercury, and the 
somewhat more accurate values of 64V6 e.r. and 3 : 20 for the moon distance and 
Venus's ratio, respectively, one comes up with 175 e.r. for Mercury's farthest 

6 HAMA, 2: 917; cf. Hartner's [1964], p. 274 "really astounding accident/' 
7 Heiberg [1907], pp. 86,88 (Greek) 87, 89 (German) (= Plan. Hyp., BM 84b, lines 7-12, 
23-24); cf. Goldstein [1967], pp. 9-10 and Hartner [1964], pp. 266-267. 
8 Or else, as Goldstein and Swerdlow [1970], p. 140 surmise, Ptolemy used the parame
ters from the Planetary Hypotheses to find, a new minimum value for the Earth--epicycle 
center distance that resulted in a least distance of 33;49; he then correctly rounded up. If 
so, the care and effort taken by Ptolemy to obtain this difficult quantity makes his mistake 
in deriving the much easier to calculate greatest distance even more perplexing (see fol
lowing discussion). 
9 Goldstein [1967], p. 10. 
ID Although this may seem implausible, it is at least easier to swallow than Hartner's 
number juggling that would require Ptolemy to have derived the incorrect 34 : 88 ratio 
after having first used the correct ratio of 33;4: 91;30 with an incorrect maximum lunar 
distance of 60 to obtain the incorrect maximum distance for Mercury of 166. Ptolemy 
may not have been perfect but I think we may safely exclude such a procedure from his 
modus operandi. In fairness to Hartner, he does not attribute this mathematical wizardry 
to Ptolemy himself (since he did not know of the relevant section of the Hypotheses when 
he wrote the article) but instead postulates a series of discrete events leading to the final 
result ([1964], pp. 268-269). 
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distance and 1167 e.r. for Venus's farthest distance, which is only slightly 
greater than the sun's nearest distance. 11 

The involved history of the attempts to fit Mercury and Venus between the 
sun and moon would take us far afield; accounts may be found in Swerdlow 
[1968], pp. 99-106, 121-165, 194-203; Van HeIden [1985], pp. 20-33; and 
HAMA, 2: 917-921. For our purposes it is worth mentioning that Proclus (5th c. 
A.D.) had already plugged the gap, and more so, between Venus and the sun in 
his Hypotyposes where he finds Venus's farthest distance to be 1190 e.r. based 
upon exact figures from the Almagest.12 It is also noteworthy that in the 
MuCiniyya, Tusi gives Ptolemy'S value for the farthest distance of Mercury (166 
e.r.) but by a sleight of hand he manages to reach 1160 for Venus's farthest dis
tance by using an approximate ratio for Venus of 1 : 7.13 

One cannot avoid the impression from this rather facile number juggling that 
the subject of sizes and distances was not afforded great importance by 
astronomers before Tusi-or indeed by Tusi himself. An insight into the reason 
this may have been so is offered by Birjandi in his comment to N.5 [2]14-16. 
He tells us that since the most knowledgeable realized that certainty was not 
possible in this matter-one could only set the lower limit as we have seen-the 
basic goal was to know the sizes and distances in a general way (Cala aZ-ijmal); 
thus, he continues, a great deal of simplification occurred both in calculation and 
in the conceptualization of the problem. As an example of the latter, Birjandi 
notes that the distance of the convex surface of each orb should be equal to the 
concave surface of the orb immediately above it; but most astronomers did not 
take into account such things as the radii of the planets themselves,I4 the thick
ness of the parecliptic of the moon,IS and part of the thickness of the com
plementary bodies of Mercury. 16 . 

This latter is particularly interesting since it illustrates so well the inability, 
or unwillingness, to resolve the different approaches of the Almagest and the 
Planetary Hypotheses before the 13th c. When we examine a standard hay'a 
diagram for Mercury, for example Fig. T8, it should be readily apparent that if 
we are to take the orbs seriously, then the nearest distance for Mercury should 
be the radius of the concave surface of t~e parecliptic orb. This radius, 28Yz 

11 In IV.5 [6], he takes 1160 e.r. as given and then finds Mercury's nearest distance to be 

174 e.r. Compare Proclus's more accurate 177;33 e.r. in the Hypotyposes, which is based 

on the exact ratio (HAMA, 2: 920). 

12 It is interesting that Proclus did not feel it necessary to modify the sun's nearest dis

tance of 1160 e.r.; see HAMA, 2: 920. 

13 The values from the Almagest would give 1 : 6.7. 

14 But cf. cUn;li, who seems to have been the first to do so (see Goldstein and Swerdlow 

[1970], especially pp. 143-145 and 148-151). 

15 This gives rise to the motion of the nodes of the moon; see II.7 [3] and [7]. 

16 Birjandi is here considering only the classical Ptolemaic models; for the non-Ptolemaic 

models of the 13th c. and later, one also has such things as the enclosing sphere (muIJfta). 

See ILl 1 [4] and [5] and especially my commentary to II. 11 [5]16-17. 
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parts, is readily calculated [60 - (3 . 3 + 22Yz)];17 but as far as I can tell no one 
before the 13th c. did this but instead took the least distance of the planet, 
which, as we have seen, is a difficult quantity to obtain. Of course once Ptolemy 
had set the pattern of using this latter approach in the Planetary Hypotheses, it 
would take on a life of its own but I still think this is an excellent example of 
how long it took for the hay'a approach (not to mention the Planetary 
Hypotheses) to be taken seriously enough to investigate all its consequences. IS 

These consequences could be unfortunate if not embarrassing to the hay'a 
enterprise. cUr9i in Kitiib al-hay'a,19 who seems to be the first astronomer to 
have this new sensitivity to the distances of the Qrbs, makes the rather startling 
discovery that by taking the ratio for Mercury to be 28Y2 : 91 liz, Venus can no 
longer be fitted between Mercury and the sun since its farthest distance then be
comes about 1380 e.r.,20 which is considerably larger than the sun's minimum, 
or for that matter maximum, distance. Butin putting Venus above the sun, one is 
faced with an even larger gap than the one Ptolemy had to contend with. Fur
thermore the aesthetic arrangement by which the sun was the medial orb is 
lost;21 how the later hay'a tradition coped with these unpleasant "realities" is a 
subject for future research.22 

17 This, of course, is based on the parameters of the Almagest; from those of the 
Planetary Hypotheses we would have 29V,l. 
18 This applies to modern historians as well. Even Goldstein and Swerdlow [1970], pp. 
139, 156; who have done so much in recent years to unravel the mysteries of sizes and 
distances; failed to understand why cUn;li used 281/2 for Mercury's nearest distance and 
considered it an "error" that is "especially surprising since ... the author presented an ex
tensive and reasonably correct description of Mercury's model and its effect on relative 
distance." But of course calculating the nearest distance of the planet Mercury from the 
Earth is a completely different problem from finding the amount of space occupied by 
Mercury's orbs. We may be excused for saying that Swerdlow's error is especially sur
prising in view of his later analysis (both ,extensive and more than reasonably correct) of 
the importance of the nesting principle for Copernicus (see especially his [1973] and 
[1976]). 
19 The relevant parts of the work are translated and commented on by Goldstein and 
Swerdlow [1970], pp. 147-149, 156-159; the identification of the author as cUrQi is due 
to Saliba [1979]. 
20 Because of slightly modified parameters, Goldstein and Swerdlow [1970], p. 159 have 
a reconstructed value of 1387 e.r.; Shirazi in the Nihiiya IV.9, who presumably depends 
on cUr9i for his discussion of the problem, has 1388 e.r. 
21 See 11.2 [4]. 
22 In his final comment on this chapter, Birjandi criticizes Shirazi for oversimplifying the 
problem and, relying on Kashi's Sullam al-samii', shows how one can still fit Mercury 
and Venus between the sun and moon by using Klishi's improved parameters for the dis
tances of the two luminaries. 
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IV.S [6]. For Venus's nearest distance, which is Mercury's farthest distance, 
TiiSt has 

(Y1O + Yzo) . 1160 e.r. =174 e.r. 

In calculating this from the other direction, we have 

(91;30/33;4)· 64;1Oe.r. "" 177Yz e.r. 

or, less exactly, 

[11 (Ys + Y6)] ·64;10 e.r. = 175 e.r. 

Turning to the shadow cone: one has for the mean distance ofVenus23 

(174 e.r. + 1160 e.r.) 12 = 667 e.r. 

Tust's value for the height of the shadow cone (203+ e.r.) then falls between the 
near and mean distances for Venus. But Tusl here repeats the error that he made 
in IV.3 [5], namely of confusing the Ptolemaic value for the distance from the 
Earth to the cone's apex (268 e.r.) with the distance from the moon (or "the cen
ter of the shadow") to the apex (203;50 e.r.). This, of course, has no practical 
significance for the gross limits he uses in this paragraph to locate the disappear
ing point of the shadow. 

The thickness of Venus' s orb is 

1160 e.r. - 174 e.r. =986 e.r. 

This distance is between the convex and concave surfaces of Venus's parecliptic 
(see. Fig. TIO). In the case of Mercury, however, Tusl gives the diameter of the 
convex surface of the parecliptic, namely 

2 . (174 e.r.) = 348 e.r. 

The reason he compares the thickness of Venus's orb with this diameter for 
Mercury, the latter including not only the orbs of Mercury but also the orbs of 
the moon and the levels of the Earth, is unknown to me.24 

23 A more exact calculation starting from the moon and using the actual space occupied 
by Mercury's orbs (see pp. 520--521) results in 683 e.r. 
24 BIrjandi suggests that this has something to do with lusi's awareness of the problem 
of the discrepancy between Mercury's (i.e. the planet's) nearest distance and the nearest 
distance to its orbs (see previous commentary); I remain unconvinced. 
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At any rate, the ratio of Mercury's orb "plus what is contained inside it" to 
Venus's orb is 

348 e.r. / 986 e.r. "" 1;3 

and, finally, one finds Mercury's nearest distance to be 

e1;30) . 174 e.r. '" 64 e.r. 

which is close to the 641ft; e.r. found for the moon's farthest distance (IV.2 [4]). 

IV.S [7-8]. The· apparent diameters are from the Planetary Hypotheses (BM 
90b-91a [trans., p. 8]), but the actual diameters and volumes vary from those of 
Ptolemy due to liisi's different distances. Variations will be noted below.25 

For Venus, one has 

667 e.r.26 : 1210 e.r. =Venus's diameter: Ylo sun's diameter 

1 : 1;49'" Venus's diameter: YIO sun's diameter 

1 : 181ft; =Venus's diameter: sun's diameter 

Since the ratio of the diameter of the Earth to that of the sun is 2 : 11 (IVA [1]), 
then the ratio of Venus' s diameter to the Earth's is27 

The ratio of the volume of Venus to that of the Earth is then28 

13 : (3Yto)3 =1: 35;56"" 1 : 36 

25 Values from the Plan. Hyp. occur on BM 90b-91b (trans., p. 8-9). 
26 Plan. Hyp.: 622Yz e.r. 

27 The Planetary Hypotheses gives Venus's diameter as (1!4 + 1120) of the Earth's, which 

results in a ratio of 1 : 31;3. A ratio more in conformity with Ptolemy's own parameters, 

however, should be closer to 1 : 31/2, which is equivalent to Venus'sdiameter being 

(1/4 + Y30) of the Earth's; cf. Goldstein's commentary to Plan. Hyp., p. 12. 

28 Ptolemy has 1 : 44, which would be the result of using (1/4 + Y30) instead of (1;4 + Y20);. 


this was pointed out by Goldstein (see previous footnote). 
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Turning to Mercury, we find its mean distance to be29 

(64 e.r. + 174 e.r.) + 2 = 119 e.r. 

Thus 

119: 1210 = Mercury's diameter: Yts sun's diameter 

1 : 153"" Mercury's diameter: sun's diameter 

Converting this to a ratio of Mercury's diameter to the Earth's, one has30 

The ratio of the volume of Mercury to that of the Earth is then31 

13 : 283 =1: 21,952"" 1: 22,000 

Book IV, Chapter Six 

IV.6 [1]. The parameters are from the Almagest; Mars's boundaries of 1260 e.r. 
and 8820 e.r. are from the Plan. Hyp., BM 90a (trans., p. 7). 

IV.6 [2]. The 1 : 20 ratio comes from the Plan. Hyp., BM 91a (trans., p. 8). 
Mars's average distance is 5040 e.t., which is about 4Y6 times 1210 e.r., i.e. the 
sun's mean distance. Now at the sun's mean distance, Mars's apparent diameter 
would be 

Y20 . 5YzP =16Y2minutes 

Adjusting for Mars's mean distance, one has 

which is the diameter of Mars in terms of Earth diameters (not radii!).1 
The volume of Mars is then (1;9)3 or 1;31 times the volume of the Earth.2 

29 Plan. Hyp., BM 91a (trans., p. 8) has (64 e.f. + 166 e.r.) + 2 = 115 e.r. 

30 Plan. Hyp., BM 91h (trans., p. 8) has 1 : 27. 

31 Plan. Hyp., BM 91h (trans., p. 9) has 13 : 273 = 1 : 19,683. 

1Plan. Hyp., BM 91h (trans., p. 8) has 1'/7 Earth diameters. 

2 Plan. Hyp., BM 91h (trans., p. 9) has 11/2. 
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IV.6 [3]. The "thickness" (thikhan) ofMars's orb is arrived at by subtracting its 
nearest distance (1260 e.r.) from its farthest distance (8820 e.r.). The diameter of 
the sun's "sphere" (kura) is the orb of the sun plus everything contained inside 
it, i. e. the orbs of Venus, Mercury, and the moon as well as the levels of the four 

. elements; its measure is simply twice the sun's farthest distance of 1260 e.r. 
Tus! engages in a bit of hand waving here since the fact that Mars's orb is 3 

times the "sphere" of the sun is hardly an "elucidation" (bayiin) muchless an ex
planation for the problem originally stated in n.9 [14], namely that Mars is al
ways closer to the sun at opposition than it is at combust. Using Ptolemaic pa
rameters, we may supplement the text as follows: during combust, Mars is at the 
apex of its epicycle and thus its distance from the Earth can vary between 
(60 + 6 + 39Y2)P and (60 - 6 + 39Yz)P, the radius of the deferent circle being 60. 
Converting these into absolute distances, one has arange between 8820 e.r. and 
7817 e.r. Since the sun ranges between 1260 e.r. and 1160 e.r., the maximum 
and minimum distances between the sun and Mars at combust are 7660 e.r. and 
6557 e.r. At opposition, Mars is at the perigee of its epicycle and thus its relative 
distance varies between (60 + 6 - 39Yz)P and (60 - 6 - 39Yz)P. Converting these 
to absolute distances, one has a range between 2303 e.r. and 1260 e.r. The maxi
mum and minimum distances between the sun and Mars at ?pposition are then 
3563 e.r. and 2420 e.r., which are considerably less than the distances at com
bust. 

IV.6 [4]. The basic parameters are from the Almagest. Instead of a ratio of 
741;4 : 45%, Ptolemy uses 74 : 46 in the Plan. Hyp., which he reduces to 
37: 23.3 Thus Ptolemy'S farthest distance is 14,1874 rather than Tiisi's 14,259. 

IV.6 [5]. That Jupiter's diameter is 1;(2 that of the sun is from Plan. Hyp., BM 
91a (trans., p. 8). Because Tiisi's value for Jupiter's farthest distance differs 
from that of Ptolemy, the mid-distance also differs-Tus! has 11,540 e.r., 
whereas Ptolemy has 11,504 e.r. (ibid.). At the sun's mean distance, the 
diameter of Jupiter's planetary body would be 

1;(2 . 5Yz e.d. = 0;27Y2 e.d. 

At Jupiter's mean distance it becomes5 

0;27Y2 e.d.. (9 + ~ + Y5) = 4.37 e.d .. "" (4 + Ys + Y6) e.d. 

By cubing this last quantity, one obtains Jupiter's volume, which is approxi
mately equal to 831;4 Earth volumes.6 

3 Plan. Hyp., BM 90a (trans., p. 7); cf. Goldstein's commentary, p. 11. 
4 Goldstein surmises that this was probably 14,189 in the original Greek . 

. 5 Plan. Hyp. has (4 + l;§ + 1;40). 
6 Actual volume based on 1\isi's diameter for Jupiter: 83.26 e.v.; Plan. Hyp. has 
(82 + 1;2 + 1;4 + 1;20). Note that the ~ version (MSS FL) has 831/4; earlier versions (MSS 

. DMT) have 82~. 82 has been corrected above the line to 83 in MS D. 
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IV.6 [6]. The basic parameters are from the Almagest. That thefarthest distance 
of Saturn is 121s times the nearest is in the Plan. Hyp. 7 Because of the difference 
in the farthest distance for Jupiter, lilsl has 19,963 for the farthest distance of 
Saturn, whereas Ptolemy arrives at 19,865.8 

IV.6 [7]. That Saturn's diameter is Yis that of the sun is from Plan. Hyp., BM 
91a (trans., p. 8). For Tilsl's mean distance of 17,111 e.r., Ptolemy has 17,026 
e.r. At the sun's mean distance, the diameter of Saturn's planetary body would 
be 

Yis . 5Yz e.d. = 0; 18113 e.d. 

At Saturn's mean distance, it becomes9 

0;181;3 e.d.. 14 =4.28 e.d. "" 4~ e.d. 

By cubing this last quantity, one obtains Saturn's volume, which is approximate
ly equal to 77 Earth volumes. IO 

Book IV, Chapter Seven 

IV.7 [2]. The 1 : 20 ratio for the apparent size of a ftrst magnitude fixed star in 
relation to the sun comes from Plan. Hyp., BM 91a (trans., p. 8); lilsl takes tins 
to be for an "average size" first magnitude star but Ptolemy implies in two 
places that this is a nlinimum value (BM 91b, lines 12-14, 19-20). Now the 
fixed stars are 19,963 e.r. from the Earth, which is about 16Yz times 1210 e.r., 
i.e. the sun's mean distance. At the sun's mean distance, the apparent diameter 
of a first magnitude star would then be 

1,120 . 5YzP =16Yz nlinutes 

Adjusting for the star's actual distance, one has 

0;16Yl· 161,12 =4;32,15P"" (4 + Y3 + Ys)p 

which is the diameter of the star in terms of Earth diameters.! The volume 'of the 
star is therefore (4 + 1;3 + Y5Por about 93 times the volume of the Earth.2 

7 Plan. Hyp., BM 90a (trans., p. 7); Ptolemy gives it as the ratio of 7 : 5. 

g Plan. Hyp., BM 90a (trans., p. 7); this is no doubt based on a farthest distance for Jupi

ter of 14,189 rather than the 14,187 of the text; cf. footnote 4. 


9 Ptolemy has (41/4 + Iho) e.d. (Plan. Hyp., BM 91b [trans., p. 8]). 

10 Actual value based on Tiisi's diameter for Jupiter: 76.77; Plan. Hyp. has 791;2. 

I Plan. Hyp., BM 91b (trans., p. 9) has "at least 41/2 + Iho" (= 4;33). 

2 Plan. Hyp., BM 91b (trans., p. 9) has "at least 941/6 + l/g." 
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IV.7 [3]. The calculated results of Tusi's approach are displayed in Table 13.3 
Note that he correlates an increasing magnitude with a linearly decreasing 
volume; this widely-held medieval interpretation of Hipparchus's magnitude is 
apparently due to Farghani.4 The division of each magnitude into large, mean, 
and small could well be due to TusI himself since it is otherwise unattested be
fore him.5 . 

We should emphasize here that in ancient, medieval, and early modem 
astronomy, stellar magnitudes were generally correlated with size, not bright
ness.6 But the convention apparently adopted by Hipparchus and reiterated by 
Ptolemy was that magnitudes were measures of stellar diameters, not volumes. 
And since the only reported observations, due evidently to Hipparchus,7 had the 
fixed stars ranging in apparent diameter from Y20 to 1;30 of the apparent diameter 
of the sun, the scale based on volume makes little sense. This criticism is stated 
explicitly by JurjiinI and is expanded on by BirjandI, who notes correctly that a 
ftxed star that is 1;30 the diameter of the sun will have a volume of approximately 
27~ Earth volumes, which would be a 5th magnitude star in Tust's scheme. 
BIrjandI rather mysteriously attributes the magnitude scale based on volume to 
Ptolemy and notes that it is quite popular among the moderns despite the prob
lem associated with it. Less mysteriously, he traces the scale based on diameters 
to Hipparchus and reports the clumsy relationship whereby a 2nd magnitude star 
is ~2 the sun's diameter, a 3rd magnitude star is Y24, and so on. This latter rela

. tionship, of course, cannot be attributed to Hipparchus; indeed it seems to be due 
to cUn;lI.8 

Before leaving this topic, I should mention another scale based on diameters 
that BIronI tells us he found in AbU Jacfar al-Khiizin's Book on Sizes and Dis
tances.9 The scale is as follows: 10 

3 These values agree with those of BirjandL 

4 Elements, ch. 22, pp. 84-85; cf. Swerdlow [1968], pp. 173,175. 

5 Swerdlow [1968], pp. 189-190 only finds this schenie in Bar Hebraeus (d. 1286) and 

suggests that he may have been responsible for it; it is more reasonable to assume that he 

got it from Na~ir aI-Din. 

6The defining relationship for the modern logarithmic stellar magnitude scale, whereby a 

brightness ratio of 100 is made to correlate exactly with a Hipparchan magnitude dif

ference of 5, dates only from the last century; see Pannekoek [1961], pp. 444-447. 

7 Plan. Hyp., BM 90b-9la (trans., p. 8). 

8 Swerdlow [1968], pp. 209-210; the attribution of the text to cUrQi is due to Saliba 

[1979]. 

9 Qiinun, 3: 1312; on al-Khazin's nonextant work, see GAS, 5: 299 and 6: 190. 

10 The same scale can be found in the Tafhfm, p. 115, except that BiriinI there uses 

Ptolemy'S 1/20 for first magnitude stars. In the Tafhfm he does not mention al-Khazin in 

connection with the scale and rather carelessly seems to be attributing it to Ptolemy'S 

ManshUriit (Planetary Hypotheses); the sloppiness is corrected in the later Qiinun. 
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Table 12. AI-Khazin's Magnitude Scale. 

Star Diameter 
Qaniin Tafhlm 

Sun's Diameter 1 1 
1st magnitude 1117 1/20 
2nd magnitude 1I201~ 4/81 

3rd magnitude 11 21'% 5/109 
4th magnitude 1124 1124 

5th magnitude 1/27~ 2/55 

6th magnitude 1/36 1136 

Biriini rather caustically remarks that al-Khazin "does not attribute this [scale] to 
himself nor to anyone else; neither does he indicate the way in which it was 
derived or discovered." Although Swerdlow believes these values to be "the 
result of some sort of computation rather than observation,"ll they are so odd 
that I doubt that there is any computational rationale for them. (The fact that 
they defeated both Biriini and Swerdlow is eloquent testimony to this.) I am in
clined to see them as the result of some kind of observation, but I am at a loss to 
understand what sort of instrumental scale could have given al-Khazin, or 
whomever, both 1 120\t4 and 1 121'%. 

IV.7 [4]. The ordering of bodies is basically correct except that large and aver
age 2nd magnitude stars should have been placed between Jupiter and Saturn 
(see Table 13). This ordering, with the exception of those fIxed stars with mag
nitudes other than 1 for which Ptolemy gives no accounting, is the same as in the 
Planetary Hypotheses, BM 91b (trans., p. 9). This is something of a coincidence 
since in giving his volumes, Ptolemy, unlike Tiisi, has the moon larger than 
Venus. What seems to have happened is that Ptolemy ordered the celestial 
bodies on the basis of his true diameters rather than his volumes; accordingly . 
Venus would be larger than the moon. The reason for the discrepancy is that 
Ptolemy's stated diameter for Venus is not in conformity with the amount he 
gives for its volume. 12 

IV.7 [5]. Tiisi uses 1273 parasangs for the Earth's radius and 33;33 e.r. for the 
moon's nearest distance to obtain 42,709 parasangs. Subtracting 1273 parasangs 
from this results in 41,436 parasangs for this distance measured from the surface 
of the Earth. For the· distance of the fIxed stars one has 

19,963 e.r .. 1273 parasangs/e.r. =25,412,899 parasangs 

11 Swerdlow [1968], p. 183. 

12 See footnotes 27 and 28 to commentary IV.s [7-8]. 
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Table 13. Sizes and Distances'! 

Celestial Nearest 
Body Distance 

(in Earth 
radii) 

'fijsi [Ptol] 

Moon 33;33 
[33]3 

Mercury 64Yri [64]7 

Venus 174 [166]8 

Sun 1160 
[1160]9 

Mars 1260 [1260]9 

Jupiter 8820 
[8820] 

Saturn 14,259 [14,187] 

lstMag. 

Stars 19,963 
[19,865]11 

2nd Mag. 

Stars 19,963 [19,865] 

3rdMag. 

Stars 19,963 [19,865] 

4th Mag. 

Stars 19,963 [19,865] 

5th Mag. 

Stars 19,963 [19,865] 

6th Mag. 

Stars 19,963 [19,865] 

Apparent 
Diameter2 

(in apparent 
solar diameters) 

'fijsi [Ptol] 

1 
[1liJ]4 

~5 [~5] 

~o [~o] 

1 
[1] 


i;20 [Y20] 


~2 
[~2] 

~8 [~8] 

~o 
[~0]12 

[liJO]14 

True 
Diameter 

(in Earth 
diameters) 

'fijsi [Ptol] 

0;17,33 

[1I4+Y24]5 

Y28 [Y27] 

1J 331i0 [~+Y20] 

51/2 
[51/2] 

1;9 [11A] 

4+Ys+1I(; 

[4+liJ+Y40] 

41/4 [4+1/4+Y20] 

4+liJ+11s 
[4+Vz+Y20]13 

Volume 

(in Earth 
volumes) 

'fijsi [Ptol] , 

11 (39+Y4+{~0}) 
[Y40]6 

~1,952 n.~9,683] 

liJ5;56 [Y44] 

166+1;4+Y8 

[166liJ]10 

1;31 [11/2] 

83Y4 
[82+1/2+1/4+1;20] 

77 [791;2] 

98Y6 
93 

[94+Y6+Ys]13 

<87%> 

< 8221:3 > 

< 77 11z > 
<7211:J> 

< 6711(; > 

<62> 

<56%> 

<51~> 
< 461/2 > 

<411i:J> 

< 3611(; > 

< 31 > 

<25%> 

"<20~> 
< 15Vz> 

lOliJ 
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Notes to Table 13. 

I For Ptolemy all numbers are from the Planetary Hypotheses; differing Almagest values 

are noted. 

2 At mean distances except for TUsi's moon and for the fixed stars. 

3 Aim.: 33;33. The distance of 94;36 myriad stades given for the boundary of the level of 

fire and the lunar orb (Plan. Hyp., BM 90b [trans., p. 8]) is equivalent to 33 e.r. 

4 TUsi in IV.3 [2] follows the Almagest in giving the moon's apparent diameter at its 

farthest distance as 1 apparent solar diameter; he thus ignores both his previously stated 

values in 11.13 [8]2-4 and the diameter of 111;3 occurring at mean distance as given in the 

Hypotheses. 


5 Aim. has 0; 17,33 for the moon at its farthest distance. 

6 Aim. has 1 I 39v... 


7 Tiisi finds the moon's farthest distance to be 64Yt, (as in Alm.) and Mercury's nearest· 

distance 64. 

8 The farthest distance for Venus is 1079 e.r. in Plan. Hyp., BM 89b (trans., p. 7). 

9 In the Almagest, the only distance given for the sun is 1210 e.r. 

10 Aim. has 170. 


II Ptolemy probably used 20,000 to calculate the true diameter and volume. 

12 Despite Tiisi's claim in IV.7 [2] that ''they'' have given '/20 for "average-size stars of 

first magnitude," Ptolemy simply gives this value for first magnitude stars without further 

qualification; cf. Plan. Hyp., BM 91a(trans., p. 8). 

13 Ptolemy gives these as minimum values (Plan. Hyp., BM 91b [trans., p. 9]). 

14 This is attributed to Hipparchus (P14n. Hyp., BM 90b [trans., p. 8]). 
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Explanation of Signs and Conventions Used in A-pparatus 

Numbers in right column indicate page numbers of the edited text. 

/2-24/ Refers to lines of the edited text; here from line 24 to line 2 of the· fol
lowing page (reading right to left) 

Separates reading in edition from any variant 

Separates variant and manuscript sigla 

+ Added iil 

Missing from 

= Indicates another variant 

(...) Editor's comments 

(n .Indicates variant is the second occurrence of the word or phrase on the 
line 

Istanbul, Feyzullah MS 1330, 1 

Istanbul, Ahmet III MS 3453, 19 (= Topkapl Saray MS 7005,19) 

t St. Petersburg (a.k.a. Leningrad), Oriental Institute MS A 437 

Vatican, ar. MS 319, 1 

Leiden, University Library MS or. 905 (= 1093) 

Istanbul, Laleli MS 2116 

if~ (blank) 

~ yb-JI ~ (under the line in) 

i""> (hole) 

~ '-:-'~ (crossed out in) 

d!' ~..,yie yf , 0'"y-b... (smudged, unreadable, etc.) 

~ yb-JI J'; (above the line in) 

~lA> (margin) 
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~~I ~L..,JJI~ .... 

"--:3 + = t: U ~::Jj '-:-'..; + = if: ~'-! ~ '"7'..; + [~.)I 11/ 91 

· i : ..;~ [ ::J..;..io 151 . J l.b [J...o.>JI 121. J:..r":'! '-:-'..; + = J: ~ 

[ob~ L, ::J..;.rll 17-61 . if lb [~ . .b: ~ = if: 0'" + [0'" 

j.s:J 1101 . ..J lb [<I..a:!~ 191 . J lb [~ J,~I ,-:-,~I 19-81 . ..J lb 


if [~ . ifL:::.: ~I.:JI ~~I if ~+ [~ • ..Jl.b [~Y' ~ 


· ..Jl.b [~ ~ ~ /11/ . ..Jl.b [~ ... ~ 111-101 . .b: ~I.:JI ~!rl 


~ . J: (0":!s--~1 J~k) ~ [~ . ..Jlb [j.JL.....3 "'FI/121 


[4;i~... ~I 114-131 . ..JLb [~I /131 . ..JLb [~I.ill~ 

· ..J Lb [u~1 Jl 1151 . if: (~) ~">->3 [4;i1S">->3 1141 . ..J I...b 

~Lo3 116/ ·iflb [:G)l:; i.P . i' (~I u3~) t: ~ [~ 
· ..Jl.b [.::..l5'y>J1 .x.~lio3 . ..Jl.b [~l.S'r3'" 4~o~3 117/ • ..Jl.b [;(,;j"-" 

J~~I [t~3~1 ..J~I . ..J: ~3 [J.k3 118/ • iflb [.::..ISy>J1 

121 • J l.b , if l.b [.,r.I~ ... ~y. . ..J l.b L.S.:JI vil~ III . t : t~3~~ 93 

.WI s--~I ~l..,) ':. - .... = (. WI
.. 

..b.:>....) . IJ [. -
> 

..I.?' i· ,. if ~3 c-"" ~ . if ~3 

[~ W- . ..J- , t- 'if- [L. 141 . ..J l.b [~IJ.:; ~3 • t, (.b,iij 

.r.:i- ~) if ~ [..J~ . ..J ~ , t- , .1,- 'if- [~ 151 . ..J I...b 

· ..Jl.b [..r.!~1 ~ 161 . (~ s--WI i~k) if: ~~ = (twWI 
I,.{:.L.J . (. WI . .b.:>....) . ~ [ . I 17I • ..J : I,'W [I ,.. L.., 
~ .. , c-"" ~ . 	 if ~ 'Y' '"+' .. , '"+' .. ' 


. .b: i ill3 [i.>..i:.U 181 . ..J l.b [~ 


5~3>~ 
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Jyb. t:~ [~3' t:~ [~3114/. t- [~~"'i:?1/14-131 
[eh-'~ /161 • iflb [(n~3 . jt.; [~3 /151 . iflb [.b.U 

= j [if~ ~I 1191 . iflb ['-.$':'~ . ...J: ~3 [~ /181 . iflb 

if~ u~ i:?jJl ~ 120-191 . j: ~~+[~. j~: ~3yR.l1 

, ...J , (lie )A.J t:") .b ~ [~ ..::,;4::J1 ~ ~ ~ ~I .1.#J1 

~ ~ ~I .b.#J1 (j:"":'" =) ~ 0ul~ i:?jJl ~ = J 

~ = (i:?~~~ i:?yi>J~ ~~r.l1 uA ~ ;;~I~) , j : ..::,;~I 
~II) if: ~~ii~ 0 ..::,;~I ~ ~ ~~3yR.l1 .1..,.b>J1 u~ i:?.:J1 

~ I.JS) [.11.:..1 . ...Jlb [I~ u1 /21 . t,.b, (U"'~ ((u~ i:?jJl 95 

[ (n j ~ jj- 0 • .b- [( \ ) i _jj- 0 /71 . if ~ [u1' 131 . (~I J-S' 
/101 . if lb [~ ~~ 191 . ...J: ..!.>J.>3 = if lb [~J.>3 . t l2 , .1

1131 • if: ~ '[~I /121 • iflb [co 1111 • t: ~I [~1 
[~I~ ~ uw.,~ 1151 . if lb [i:?1 if ~ /141 . if lb [( \ ) ~ 
· t'if:~4-J1 [~~ 1171. iflb [~..r>1...~~JI 117-161. iflb 

.~ ~ /181 . iflb [~I .ill~3 :YjIylI118-17/. t: ~ [~ 

· ...J:..db ~ [..db3 1231 . t, if: ~~I [~~ /191 . t- [..::,;~I 

[sA /21 . J:).:J = t: ~).:J [~ ).:J /241 . t: ~ + [~).,;JI 97 

= if ~ : U"'.; [U'"yill /21 . if lA [U'"yill ... ~3 14-21 . i: j~ 
j ~ : U"'yilJ = j [U"'~I ~ 14-31 . if ~ lb [if 131 . .1:~'; 

. .1: ~I + [0"':'.;.11/4/. (t--L:JI ~ ~ J.,J3 (~clJ =) 11.1)) )A.J t:") 

[.;:..W 1121 . j:.r:3 = .b [~3 . t- [.;.]b/11/. J: ~3 [~ 1101 

= j [~..r>'-! ~ I"~ 113-121 . t,.b, if : ~ = i' J ' ...J 

[ ~ /131 . (t-wL:J1 ~ ~ J.,J--, ".1» )A.J't:") j l2: ~~ .J~ 

/171. t- [=L,!..:i. j-,J-,.b-'if- = ...J,t [JS. t:;;~I.:>+ 

· if: .Jy>Jl2 [.Jy>J~ • J::.:b.i:.U [~ . t: ~j~ [~~--' ~).ro 
[~3Lo /181 • t:.:>~ = (if ~ y~ IIIIIJIl [1.:>~ 

· t: U~JL.:.o [u~-,L.:.o /191 . .1, if [I:?"JL.:.o : j , J ' ...J , t 
~~I ~ ~j) if: ~ = t- = J [;;PI ~ '-.$~ 3 1 ~ 
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~ = (((~)) :r~ t:" yb-JI J""'; ((0~J))) .b:.~ = (0"'~ 

i: ~ = (((e:-"")) :r~ ~ J--04J1 ~ {(o~1 ~))) ..J: 0~J 
1211 . (twL:Jl.r.! ~ J.JJ ((J:,)) :r~ t:" i J:-.oLb ~ (~)«0~1~1))) 
4..-1.SJ1 . )
~ 

,~if , ( . L:JIc-"'" ..b....>w)
~ . 'l..:;if [. l..:; 'I':)u 'J--' 

[1b. /221 • (twl:JlYi ~ .J.JJ «e :r~ t:") iLb, .1.- , (0"'~ 

, (t-wU1 ~ ~) if 19 = d- ,t- [~..r1~ 1).. /23-221 • i 19 

111 • i~ [~ ~lS' 1231 . (t-wU1 ~ ~) i b , J~,..b~ 99 

[..illiJ1 131 • t: ..;->':41 [0..;->'':41 121 . t,.b, if: L...blJi.:i [~lJi.:i 

~4-r.JIJ ~~J-!~I U.r:. ~ 1j,S) , J ,..J [loJlI[).S'.r . if:.illil~ 

H-8/. (~~~I ~ ~ IjS) , i' t ~ .1., if: loJlI§Y" = (~yCJ~ 

:r~ ~J ((J..a~1 .h:>J1 u~J)) uJ~) .bw", ifw" [WlJ "'~J 

~ I,:)~ ~jS'..r11 ~ ~~I .b..:>J1 u~J = J,..J, (((~I t)) 
~I}I .bJ1 u~J = i ' .1. , if : :'::'~':41 r+"" Y' J ~..r.!1..u1 ~ 

191 . t: :'::'~':41 ~ yP>J ~..r.!I..J1 F ~ ~ ~jS~1 ~ 
[ ~ ~ 1101 • (. UIc-w . ~ ~ . .J.J) . ~ if> : :U:;W ':41 + [WI..:9~ 

[t~lJ ... ~ u~ 113-121 . (t:-'~I r.!- .1:...>..;) if~: 0.r.~+ 

t)) y...c~ C") .bu" (t-wl:Jl ~ ~J \)~)) uJ..L.:) " ifU, 

.bJ~1 u iS)) l.o~! i ~~ ~ ((ulS' uIJ ~))) i' J'..J, ((~I 
~~ 0jJi «~ Y'J)) J~ d ~I U'"J twL:J1 .r.! ~ J.J.; ((lo::~ 
= ((~ ~J)) ~ ~1 ':4] ~~y.~1 cr. ~ I~) , (~ .u 
':4~ + [WlJ 1131 • t,.b, if : ~ ylbJ <u~1..:9 ~ I,:)~ u.? 

. (. WI ~ .~) 'Lb:)bW.r.? ,if 

. if Lb [~/1I . ..J, t ' .1. : if [U'" /211 . t: ~ [~/191 101 

[~~ 121 • (((t)):r~ t:" J:-.o~1 ~ ((~J))) .1.: ~J [~ JJJ 

[JSJJ 151 • t: u~IJ [~b~~ 141 • ..b L.; (yPo • t: ~':4~ 

. J:..!1~ [..!1~ 161 . t: J~~ [d,j~~ . i' J ' t ' ..b : j..$J 
1121 • t: ~ [/)~ 1101 • J, if : ~ [~ . t: u~ [ulJ 
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. ..J, t: ~ [~/16/ . J: ~-' [~-' /13/ . t- [(I)Jl 

[~ /18/ . ..J: ~ [F 0 j: -' [) 117/ . t:..>~ [..>~ 

= ..J: 0~ [J~ 122/ • j' J ' t ' .b : JS [JS-, /211 . .b: v-c 
)!-' ~lS'y> J 124/ J: (~L:JI J~k) ~ [y-:.:; /23/ . J: J~0 

/25/ . ..J: 4:S..r> [~l.S'..r> . t: ~l.S'..r> J ' 0.,:::, OJ )!-' [~ 

. if: ",-!L!.:JI [~L!.:JI /26/ . j: ~l$'..r-- [~..r--

j;~1 ~I , ~WI'~L;JI 

.4>1 ~, HIV .b~ ~ I~) ~P! = j'..J: ~.)JI [~).JI 12/ 103 

[~ /11/ . if ~ [)L~? ~) /3/ . t: ~-' + = (.;Jl.:J1 

= ..J,.b, if [Jl ~ 01" Jl . t- [Oloj/14/ . j: ~ 
o t- [~ . ..J ~ , t : ~ + [~ /15/ . j: JI ~ = J' t : JI 

/211. if~ [<I..o.r. \.r /20/0 (j,...j'if ~ ~l:.:J1 j~k) [~..>-'.:> 

[rSG.J . if: if..>)! I = (!iC"""'i> ~..> t"') if ~ [J-9~1 . J IJ [~ 

t: 0.x. = j' ..J, .b, if: 0). [~~ 122/ ..Jl.b [~';I. J: r5lii0 

[~~I n/ .b: J.u [J~ /3/ . J: 0~ (~~L:JI J~k) 1050 = 

lJ /211 t- [....ulyll /16/ 0 J: 4J~-,[ ~~-' /8/ . t: ~ +0 

(L.o-, /25/ . ..J~ [~I /22/ • t: ~-,L.M [~~ . .b: ~ 

[..illiJ-, . ..J l.b [..>").~ ~ riJl /3/ . t: F [cb--'I /2/ . ..J: ~-' 107 

HI" JI> [) . t: ~ [~ /8/ . J: ~ [~-' /4/ . ..J: JJili 

/10/ . «(le~..> co) j ~ , .b 'if [oP + [01 /9/ . (if J '-:-'~ 
1lS') [~/14/ ~ (~I JS J 1lS') [4: /111 . i' if: '~~I [~1 
/16/ . ..J ~ ,t- [~U~ . j- , J- , .b- 'if- [~W~ (~I JS' ~0 

[' La /17/ . J, if : ~ [(rlLa . t: ~I~I [if..>~1 ~~ 

["~L. /19/ 0 ..J, t: ~..>1.b;1 [~ ..>1.b;1 /18/ 0 t- [~Y" 0 J, if: l.o 

o ..J ~ [~ 1211 • (.b J ~AI o-'~) [soUl. j: "1:;, = ..J, .b : ~ 

[(oWy» .}/i . j:~1 = t,.b:~1 = J,..J'if:9! [~1123/ 
= j'..J, t : -=..t..:;.J.J1 = if: -=..L;JJI [-=..YI /24/ if:0 ~ 

oJ: -=..t;.JJ1 
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~l:J1 ~I , ~l:J1 ,-:",~I 

[~ 151 • t: F. L. ~ [.~ F. L. . J' t :, :.:$'.rJ1 [:.:$'.rJ~ 141 

· j : V'"'4~1 [V'"'L,..~I /101 • to. [~ . ..J, t: F. [db 161 • .1 : <I.,;,.. 

113/ • if: Js'- [J! . t: 0~ [ul /121 • t: 4~~ [~~~ 1111 

/181 • j' if :1-* [1.,.k 1151 • ..boo [04.L.:::..:.:.., 1141 • J: JI [Js'
[ul)~......u /191 . to. [~ ~I 119-181 . J'.1, if: 0~1 [~I 
. .1 L.:":. : ~ + [!Pl . ..boo [:.:$'.;-> 1201 . j' J: ~ [~. t: ;;)..~JJ 
[L,gM.s:I; . (y~ ~L::J1l j' J, ..J, t, if: \.,$~~ [~~ 
~ ..,.., /23-221 . if: ~3~1 [~3~1 1221 . ..b: ~ = if: ~ 
~~ t)): j ~lA ~ Jl:J1 ~3) j-'..b- 'if- [\.,$"";:)/1 ~.rJ1 

~ ~ I~ ~.:ly;-}.ill~ JI ~~ t~ ~WI :.:$'.rJ1 ~ t } 
1221 • (1Iv:J1 ~L. [I~l C~13 ~I JI ~b. ~ ..:.1 ~lliJ~ ~I 

· j- , ..boo , if-[ ~.:ly;-} . t: ~WI [\.,$"";:)/1 1231. t: ~ t [(n~ 
/71 • J: ~3 [oy>-WJ 131 • (~L;JI JL.sbH) if:~,j [07"""'3 /21 

1101. j' JlA,..b, if: ~+ [t 181 . to. [..J.WI. J: J-...:..3 [1J-...:..3 

[;;~..rll 1121 . j: ~T + [<L:;--y, ~~ • t: 0~~ [0L;LW13 

· ..J ,t: ~~13 y~~1 [y;t)/13 ~~I . J: ~~ [~~ . J: ~ + 

/151 • ..b: ~I.;-J [~~3 . (lit)) YOj t"> j~: W~I = j [~yll 1141 

/181 . t: .!.1)l;~1 [u~1 /171 • t: L.,I [L.,~ /161 . t: o~3 [o~ 
[)_:>JI 1191 . J: =U..rJ1 [J..rJ1 . .1: jL:J1 [jLJJ . to. [(')~ 
[0~ /201 • if: ~ [~ . ..J: ~~ [~)l:.::j • t: ;;)...,JI 

· ..b , if : o~ = j , J : o~ [lib~ /1/ . to. [~ /221 • j: 0? 

· J ,t: ub~1 [u~~1 /21 . i' if: ~ ..up [..up 4:-9 

109 

III 

113 

. j: u~I~13 [ubl~~ 

.!.Jl:J1 ~I , ~l:J1 ,-:",~I 

· i: (jj [(jJI 181 . i: 0Y-w3 [~3 /71 • ..J: j~1 [;;j~1 151 

[~3 /15/ . J, J: ~3 [~3 /121 • ifu [~ 1101 
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UJ~) t: '4 [~. i'J:~.., [~.., /18/. i:~'" 
· if : w~ [w~ /221 . if: "::"..1.>.3.., ["::"~J /211 . i ' (V-iPI 

[~~ 171 . if: ~~ [~p 141 . ....;: ,,-..:Ij..,L: [<\.JjL: /11 115 

.1:~.., [w~'" . ....;: t:!~ = t: (}.y:J [~) . i: ~..>....:s-.., 
[Ub.:J.~ . ....;: ~ [~ /11/ . ....;: W~J = (~l::..ll J~k) 

· i:~~1 [W~r/13/. J:~.., [~.., /121. i'J't:Ub;..,.., 
· t- [~.r.J1 J~I w-o ~.., 1221 . J- [~ 12l! . J: J.5'.., [j.$J 1161 

· ....; 11 [~.r.J1 dJ~ /21 . ....;11 [~.fi /261 • ....;~: IJ"'jJl + [.., ~.r.J1 117 

[Wl~ 131. i ' J, ....;, t: ~..,I ~ = .1.: J..,~I J:l1 = if [J..,I ~ 
[d 181 . "";:.:lli + [~ 161 . "";:.:lli.., [.:lli tJ::!.., 151 • J: WI..l.>.Z 

~ ~.., t-JI JS' ~ Ij,$') [~I 1101 . t: c}:J [~ 191 • t: wI.., 
[if..,~1 /121 . i U [JI~';JI /111 . (i ~ y-h...J1 J.",J ~I....:; 

[0.J U1 . ....;: ~..).:...I [~I..).:...! . i: W~J [Wp.., /13/ . i ' ....; : ifyJl 

· ....;, if: v..r:-ll [~I /161 . i: ~ + [~ JS /141. if:.JUI 

(~)JI /201 . .1 [~I . ....;, t: ~ ~I [~l ~ 1171 

· J:~.., [~.., . ....;~ [W~.i' • i: Wl:.:1~ [W~~ . J- , .1.- 'if

~I = J,....; [~l U.r-""~ 18-71 . t: Lol [Lol.., /221 119 

/91 . J: W~ [W~ 181 . t- [Lb~~ 171 . i'.1, if: LbY""'~ 
~ tJ::! ..,11111 • ....;: W~.., [W~.., 1101 . i: 4:.:..b.g: [~ 
[~L,....., /201 . i: 0-- -ii.b:l~ [0-,,'ii.b:ll ..,1 /121 . JU [-:;Jlli 

[~I . t:~.., [~.., . i~ [~.., /211 . i''''';: ~L....JI 

/2/ . J [~I /1/ ....;, if:~'" [~.., /221 . t: ~ 121 

. J ~ [w-o 1111 • t :~I [:zb.i:..J1 

I II I_~II, ·WI...,;UI(j'Y ~ .I.j .. 

[~.:r:. ~.., /19/. t: bloj + [i">:;! /181 . ....; L.b [~ 

W..,~) ....; [:5~I .ill::.: v.r.11~ g~ 123/."";- rl ~~ 
..::..l$'y=:J1l i' t ' .1 , if [:5rJl ..db V.r.J1 dL; .JA = 

w-o) if~ [~ W.; ~ ... ~WI ..db.., /16-21 . (..h.i; if 

..>:;.., /17-161 

1201 . ....; ~ 
J, (~I 
~ o~Y.-.Y' 123 
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(3 yb..w) II~y<>ll 0"') .b ~ , (( 15 yb..w) 1I.x.~lll J! (3 yb..w) II~y<>ll 

u l ~ =y'WI ..ill:i-, = J' J, (II~I tll Y<.J c: ! (16yb..w) «~)) J! 

J~ uP ul ~-' bY-I *~).Q.o-, .J~I J~ ~ ~~I ~ uP 
J~w . <: . L~I ..u:.:.J1 f ·-.:l.,bjl I.:. <:., . I . <:. I ·-.:l.,bjlf r. . ~ V'.r.1 I.$"-' ~ . . ~ u..,......... u ~-' ~. 
~ ~WI .x.~1 ~-' rL,;J~ ",y.:;-JI-, JL!JI ~I v.r.ll .!it ~ 
J:.:U~ .J 4-:JlUi ~ I .ill.s ~ ~ .:::.JI.!JI .r.1..u:.:.JI Js--' ~1 ~ .ill.s 

~I ~ Jh:.:i-, *J(,.:..~I ~ ~ J~~I ~ V::-!-'~ U~ 
JL::JJI-, iy-~I .x.~l1o-, ..::.oLdi:;.J~1 Ul ~I ..JJ.s U~ ~ t~1)1 .,r.!..u:J1 ~-' 

! «*J~~lll J! II*~).A..-,)) (r ~~) if: ~ :t..i: ~ ~-' ~y 
Ij$) , (~.Jy.~1 ~ ~ 1.)$) , r' .b , (\roWlll J! ~..r:M IItC!I)lll 

JL!JI ~Ill ::) ~! iS~~1 ~ J ~.l.iI1 ~I ~).~- ~~Y.""Y .... .. .. 

~-' J-,~I ~~I J~ufo Ul ~ =y'WI ..ill:i-, = (~b 1I",y.:;-J~ 

v;:J.r ~I l.sl ~W~ J-,~I .r.1..>...A:i ~-' J-,~I ~~I ~ U~ Ul 

~-' ~ 0'" "'~~ JLo.:JI ~I v.r.ll .!it ~ J~~ ~ 
~ t Ul 1..1 if~~ ~I ~ .ill.s ~ ~~I ..::.o1x.~1~-, rL,;J~ 
~-' ..b.i9 UWI ~ J~~I ~ ~WI .,r.!~1 (r ;;~~ ~y<> ~ ~ 

~~,J~ U~ J.:U~ .J~I Ul ~I ..JJ.s ~ ~ .:::.JWI .,r.!..lii.:J1 

U~ ~ ~I)I .,r.!~1 ~-' ~I ~ ~-' JIy..~1 ~ ~ J~~I 
~ ~ ~-' ~j-:J Jl;:lJ~ r~~1 ..r.!~lk-, ..::.oLP~.J~1 Ul ~I .ill.s 

~ll : ~.0J1 ~I ~).~' \?~I cr ~ ~L:JI ~) = t: ~ 
~~ ~ I.. =y'li. JI .!1y..::; ~ ~ -,I ~.Jy.J1 ~ Ul I..~ ..::.S~ Ul UWI 

0"'?y<> -,I ~y<> bY-I ~).A..-, .J~I J~ ~ ~l:kl ~ 1..1 =y'WI ..Jb-, 

[J,~I /6/ . .b ~ : ~ [~ /5/ . (II.J.;; I..~ U-;;~~I ~I JL:.. L.~ 

[~)l!J1 /11/ . J: J-,~I [JJ~I /9/ . .b1A: J-,~I [j)~II7/ . if IA lb 

[J,'~I . Jlb [J;~I ~I /12/ . .b~: J-,~I [JJ'~I . if~:.::.JJ1 
.J~I /14/ . J : j-,~I [.J-,~I . if ~ : .!it [~ /13/ . .b ~ : J-,~I 

J~ J-b.:;i-, tli:-ll ~ ~ /15-14/ . ifU : ).~.:JI-, J:.UI [J:.:U~ 

. r' J : ~ [~ /19/ . J u, [L....>~ /18/ . if u, lb [z.:....J1 

J ,J [J-S . J: ~ [~12/ i Lb [u-'~-' 125 

= (t,.,b'if ~ ;;~I U-'~) (~/4/ . r-'t-,.b-'if

.-.-.~--
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, ..~., 

J:~3 [~.J/51. (~~ya.ill J-J.J) j:~ = J,J:H 

[gy>Y. 191 • if 19 [0-:9)(;.:;.)lJ 181 . J : II~ [1y.1/61 . j: t~.J = 

· t: I~.J [I~ 1131 . (~I JS' J liS') [~ 1101 . J:.!1~ 

· t: J,.o~ [~~ /151 . t: ~ ..[~ 1141 . t:~.J [ ...:d.~.J 
[I.:'!.J /201 . J-' t- ["'-1 • Jlb [...::Sr> 1181 . if- [...::Sy>-: 1171 

[~ 121 . J: J$'.J [~ /251'. t: ~)..M [~I)..M /221 . 1,:,:,~ 127 

-->4:-11 J..v,.., = j' J [-->4:-11 J..v,.., ~l 131 • t- [~I. J-

U/j + [ifyJl ~ . t: ~I [~l 151 . J, t ' 1, , if : ~I 
u-o .r.S'~1 ~I .• .D ••• Q ~ ulb.,r-11 V"I--> u~ ~L...:::. ifyJl ulS 

~~I ..:.:..I)...JI ~~ I?,~I V"I--> ~u~ ~~ Ul.$' u~ II)..M 
«((t)) jA--> t") 1,~: o...\.>~;;~ ..r.S'~1 ~I . • .D .... ~ (~)~I?,.iJ1 Y' 


· J ~ [~~ jSJ . if: ..:.:..I-->...JI [..:.:..I)..JI 1111 • J:.JL.., [0.J~ 


· t:jW+ [o-->.J~ 1161. t: ~ [~~. J:J~ [JI) 1131 


·.Jl /20/ . 1,- [)~:.JI J~ ... ~.JL...., /22-191 • t: 0~~ [0~1 ) 1181 .. .. .. 
, . j [V"~-->fo /241 . t: ~l.bJ~ [~l.bJ1 ) /21/ ,', t: ~~ [~I' 

liS') [JyorJ 121 . J' J: V"-->~ = if: V"-->):2S = (~I J~H) 129 

151 . t: I~? [~Y.J 131 . t: J.rJ = (j' J ' J , 1, , if <j 

· (~I JS <j I~) [4W 161 • if: ulS.J [-=....:.IS.J . t- [~--> 


J I.:u- :u.s:..::....) [~lij~~.J • t lb [V-"~~I~ 171 • J: .>...>1 [0.>...>1 


:. J,J,t:~--> [o ..:}~ • if:~G [;L$jJG 181. (j'if 


1101 • j : JI~r,.~ = J: JI..r'.~ = t: J~G = if: J1 .. 1:'0.J [JI...':'j.J 


= if:? l;;;jG = t, 1, [o? l;;;jG 1111 . j: ~..J~ [~..JG 


[o? ~.J 1121 • i.: o? ~G = J:? ~I.J = J:? ~G 

, " , 


· j: ~ = if [~ 1131 • J ' J , t ' 1, , if : ? :.:......o.;...J = j 


1201 • j : V".,.>~.J = J: V".,.>~.J = if: V"-->~.J [V" .,.>#j.J 1151 


J..$' <j Il.$') [~ 1231 . J: Lb)";~.J [Lb~.J . t- [~)J.:~ 


[~ /261 • j' if: u~ [u~ 1241. J: jW)/J [jW)/1 . (~I 


. J: 4-:..0 [~~ 1271 • (uyJl J~k) if: ~.fo [~~ . if: ~ 


http:1,-[)~:.JI


Text Apparatus U.s [1-10] 541 

jSy-o-; ... ~ i.;?.:J1 /10-8/ . J I.; [~J . i'...j: ~~ [~~ /5/ 131 

· i' < ~L;JI Juk) t: O~.., [O~ /15/. t:..,1 [L,l.., /10/. t- [tWI 

/18/ . ...j:...s.;.i [...s~ /17/ . ...j:....:...+ [,-:-,~1/16/ . if~ [(n~ 

· i: O~ [O~ /22/ . i:~'" [~..,.., /21/ . if: ~r.., [§r'" 
-J I~) [~ . t: -J [~ . .1- [§y!1/9/ . if:.ill..;+ [if~ /6/ 133 

[,;,r • i: ~ [O~ /2/ . t: ~ [~ /121 • <t--JI J-$' 137 

· <c--:JI JS -J I~) [~ /4/ • i: 0 1.., [::'1-9 . .1: ~I + 

:.rSy-o <.1 u : 0-" =) ~ ~!rJ1 .h...;J1 <.1 u- ) ~ /8-6/ 

~ Ul>J1 ~~ Jl Ul>J1 ~.., ~/.,ll <iflA: jS..;l1 =) 

ell ~)l. c:a) ifLb [x-..,.>..:.:.ll ~.., ~I.,.LI §r ~ ~I-,",I kJl 

~ ~I-,",I LJI ~ = ...j, <((t)) /'.J c:a) .bLb, <((~~I cL~1 -J 
LJI ~ Ul>J1 yW ~ JI ~.Jl>J1 VA '-:-'i'~1 -~I.., ~I.,ll § r 
yW ~~ = J: .x.y~.:.I1 V" '-:-'i'~1 ~I., ~[,.ll § r 07:! ~~I 

..r--W ~ ~ ~j-S.;-11 ()-::! Lo· J I j-S.;-11 ~.JL>JI 

· J~ [.xj.>..:.:.ll yW /8/ . <:(....uJ.I., L:..~.).;.Il i ' t, .1 , if: joWl 

[o~L.:::..:.o /11/. i-'J- [-J /10/. if:~I--,""" [~/.,-ll /9/ 

/17/ . t: ~.JL;.. [UL>JI /14/ . i: yl>.J [~ /12/ . t: ~~ 
[~.JL>JI ;S.r"" . if u:. :~I -J + [~I /18/ . J: if ~::: [~ 

· t : ~I + [~ /21/ . J : if~::: [~ /19/ . i ' if : ~.Jl>J1 :($'y>J1 

VA [i.;?§r .:r . ...j : Vi.l.., [~.., /1/ . ...j : ~;;-,",I [~;;.., /24/ 139 

[x-..,.>..:.:.ll., /9/ . J- ,t- [JS /8/ . J : ~..,Lo [~..,Lo /5/ . i: i.;?§r 
JS -J I~) [-..;.:~ 112/ . ...j: ~ = t- [~ . ...j: ~..,..l.:.'J1 ..,1 

.0-"""",,, ~.., /14-13/ . t: u~ + [~.h:. ifLb [,-:-,i'~1 /13/ . <t-JI 

((..,Il) i' t: o~ [o~.., /1/ . J- [1.;;;.., /14/ . t- [~WI kJl Jl 141 

/5/ . i- , ...j ~ , .1- , if Lb [..r.!y>,.:.:J1 -J /3/ . <((en .u~.., yb-JI J""'; 

= t: ~ =...j- [~. i : [:,,:).J..,I [~[:,,:).J) /8/ . i' .1 , if: .;:..;.1.$' [01.$' 

.J~) [~I.$'.rJ1 ~ ... -~)I.; 112-11/ . t- [~UJ /10/ . i: ~~ 
· i'...j: A. [~ /12/ . ...j: J+ [-~ )L; /11/ . <.1 ~ '-:-'~.., 

http:x-..,.>..:.:.ll


542 Text Apparatus 11.5 [10]-11.6 [5] 

[<y1}1 /151 • t- [Ul> J..>~ ... ts:.J.; ..:$.)1 116-141 • t: JS [)t$' 1131 

1171 . t: ~..rL1 [~r /161 . .1: Wb~r [WbSSr . ..J: ~~ 

. ..J:0""'+ [0""' 1181. if1.9 [~. J't:~3 [~ . ..JlA. [(\)ti.1:. 

1211 . ..J:~+ [o~~ . t:~ [~ . t:V'~ [~L
= ..J [:JJ.;3 "1241 . ..J: UL.,3 [Uh.:...,3 . ..J: ~3 [~3 
111. J:"--!~ [4-!-~ 1251. J:~~ = ..J:~~ [o~. J:dl.93 143 

131 • ..J:~.l...:>..o = if:~.l...:>..o [,-:...-.l...:>..o 121 . ..J: ~ [~ 
, " 

[JL.l:s1 . if.t.~ [~1..,.l1/4/. J: ~3 = ..J: ~3 [~3 

. t: ,-:,,~~I ~I [~~I ~11101 . t: ~ [~/91 . ..J: ulaZ 

. t: ~ ~ lo 4">~3 [4..>~ l>~3 1111 

U"".:lLJI J..a-ill , JWI ~L:JI 

[..Jy.,u 161 • t: ~..:rS'r [4ro~ ..:rS'r .151 . t: J..l..:; [J:o)-J 131 145 

[~i /81 . ..J:.1L31 [..b......~l 181 & 171 . .1:..Jfi. = i ' J ' ..J , if 
[~r 1131 . J: .:;.,JllJ.:,1 [.:;.,JllJ.:.:j1 1121 • t 1.9 [( \) ~ /9/ . j IJ : 4..:.... + 

: u~3 = ..J:u~ = J'.b [(~L:JI JWk) ~ 114/ • if~ 

..J: g~3 .J~ ~3 [g~3 .J~ ~3 /15-14/ . j' t, if 

/16/ . ..J: JI?I [v.r.ll J[.,.:i /15/ • (I.S~I C.r. J II~)) ~3) 
•• •• J1. •• •• 

. .1: J-" [~ 118/ . J,..J:..sy:> [( n :.:$'y:> . ..J: ~3 (~3 

['::"..L>.:i3 . j: r. = ..J: ~ [r 120/ . ..J: ~ [~I 

/3/ . ..J: uL.;. [UWI 125/ • ..J- [u~ /211 . if: '::"..L>.:i3 + 147 

III)) Jil .1 [~ . ..J: L..Y [if.Y /5/ • .1: j.oW~ [j.oWL.; 

/9/ . .1, if : lo ..>..>.i: [l>..>..>.i: 17/. j , ..J , t ' if : ~ = J ' (~...jL..:::..., 

= t- [~!. j , ..J , t ' if : ~ = J, (~..Jl.Ao III)) Jil .1 [~ 

. t: u.?. [~ /10/ . J: ~3 [~3' (~..JL..:::..., III)) Jil .1: ~I . 

[~ /13/ . .1-' [~ . ..J l..b [u~3 /111 • J: j..u..:..:;3 [j~3 
/15/ . ..J: ~~ + = if- [r...A...::U3 114/ . .1 : j~ [j...u:.:.. . J: 1~..;... + 

J-WI JI 4..:....3 + [( \ ) ~I /8/ . t-,.1- [~ /3/ . ...j : ~ [~ 149 

. if: jl~ [.::...al.:l /9/ &/8/ . J: JI.rJ1 ~ 



Text Apparatus 11.7 [1-14] 543 

LJI I - ~ 'I, .WI ......,UICj u---- ~ .. 

· i ' J' ..J , t.. ' ..b : o~~ = if : ~~ [J.3~ 1191 • if : ~ [~ 1171 

I [1_~I.lii.. 1231 • J: ~ [~ . ..b: 1 I::. [ 1 I•. 1..' /21/.J ~ ~ ~ If.:""'u'..r! 


· i ' J ' ..b , if : .illjJ [.ill~ 11/ • t..: ~ ~I [~l ~ . if: ~lii.. 151 


= J: ; ph>.<> [. oh>... 121 . t..- [~ . ..J,..b: ~y:; ["'-"-:-!Y:; 


j!J1 161 . t..:,Yb.J [,Yb 151 . if: ~IJ [~lJ 141 . ..J: ~ 

· t..: ~1.. [:wI.. 191 . if:..:lli [..ill.QJ1 nl . t..: .:l)..1= ~ [.:l.J1..bJ 

· t..- [&-w . if- [~ -) 1121 • i' .1., : ~.JL;JI .!lli [VI.;. ..:lli 1111 

1141 • C.,:,",~ ((Jill Jil i: #.r.I,)..>..:J1 = J, t.. : ...r:.J..>..:J1 [...r:.JJ..J 1131 

= J' if : uG...b~ [uG...bU::; 1161 • t..::t..ib.J1 ~ [~ 

[Uj.J~ . i: ~..r-->b)~~ [~j~~ 1171 . ..J: uG...b~ 
124-23/. i-' J- [(n~. i' J:,Yb [(')~ 1181. t..,.b, if: ~j~ 
..:;.JLJ~I /2-1/ • t..: ~ [~ /251 • J~' if- [~I ~ .153 

[~~-"" .:lG.3~ ~j~1 131. J: 0-" [v>' 121 • ..:Jl..b [..:;.JIJ~~ 

= «((t" YO.J (:"l i~ [~I 151 • J: ~~I [~j~1 141 • ..Jlb 

[:'s.rJ1 18/ • t..:? 0.l.>1 [o? 0.l.>! . .1.,- [~LA::1 171 • i : WI 
~) '= i: u.J?-.J ~) [0":!?-.J ~) 1101 • i-' t..- , .1.,- , if 
.J ~ l.b = i:~.J [1:1)1.:;.J . JIA, [~?.J 1:1)1.:;.J ~.J.:l .J: U:"'?.J 

[uP.J 1121 • (~I JS -) I~) ["-! 1111 . i: u.J?.J [(nV:U·':'~.J 

· t..: l.:.:..:j.J = ..J: ~~ = i ' J ' .1., , if : ~~ [l.:.:..:j~ 1131 . t..: u.A:.J 
[~;~I 1161 • J: ~ [u-" 1151 • i: dJ~ = i ~ [(,) I.:u, 1141 

[:t$'..,>-> 1171 • ..J:~ [(,)o~. t..::u0 [.!.I)lj. J:v-::J.J':lI1 

~I [o~ ~I 120-191 . .1- [u~ . J, if: Uy->JI 

[~ 1241 • J: 0--" [\.r 1201 . ..J:?- ~I = i' t..:;;~ 
· ..J: o.:u, [I.:u, 11/ • .1: I..~o. ~~ [~ /251 • i'..J: ~ 155 

[..:;.JlS~I 131 • t..: V GJI [V'-> /21 • ..J: ~.,JI [~.rI1 

[~~~ 1121 • .1.,-, ifu [d~ 1101 • ..J: 4.~ + 

· t..: ~ [~~4· ~ : ~.,rJ1 .JI [~.,rJ~ 1141 . ..J, ..b : if~ ~>JI.J 

= J: pi JI [pr \'-~ J! 1201 . t..:?,)1 ~.JI.;. [?.Y' ~.JI.;. 1161 

http:t..::t..ib


544 Text Apparatus 11.7 [14]-11.8 [4] 

[.::,.lS"..rJ1 . if: 4-ojb. [....jb /1/ . J: t;,~-, [L.A,~-, /21/. i: pi 157 

.::..~L,.:~.~.:~H ~ /3-21 . J IJ [y-W . i ' J : ~ + [J;lIl /2/. t: ;,:S'~I 

/41 . .1,- 'if = t: JL:-ji,:~.,",;~~ tL.:.:.:;.-lll ~ = iL:":.., J' J [.::..ll~lIl-, 

u~-' 15-41 • i'.b, if [.::..llL~..Q':':.•..;~~ .::..Ld_".~.lll ~ u~ + [.rAJ1 

· i ' J , if : ~-' [U-, /141 . i ' ..b , if : CU-, [~..;-' /61 • i l:i [~u-. 
: 4 I."' ....;. [' ~/."'/..; /17/ . if: J~lIl [J~I . t- [J.,~I 115/ 

131. it;, [ol~bJl ... 0 /2-11. J: d$y> [ey> /181. i' t, .1" if 159 

18/ • t: .ill.i$j, [.ill.iS'-, /51 • J: 1~.:r.-- + [u~' J: ~I [P 
[l..01j u~-" J,.b:if"';">.1~ [if ... .;.,>.II) . .b~:~+ [~yll 
[~."..:..:--, /161 . t: 1.01 [1.01-, /14/ . t: ~wl [~J...,.1. /9/ . if ~ 

[0.x.-,..u /221. J : ~ [y~ . if: ~ [\F~ /19/ . t: l:-!~ 
[~..rJ1 /81 • t : i~I [d$..rJ1 141 • .1, : VI.> [vl>J1 1251 • t : .x.-,~I ? 

161 

[~-' . if: ~-' [~~ 1101 • if- [Jw 191 • r' J: ~..rJ1 
· t: o..;-,~ = J: o-,..;.:JI [o..;-,..JI 15/ . J: Jw JJI L:":., ul + = if : ~-' 163 

[( \) jJUI /121 • J- [~ 1101 . if : J-,'y [~ 191 • if- [j.!..J1 LY' 171 

[C.J'""'"" 13/. J: ~-' + [~ /21 • i: <U..;-'~ [<U-'..;~ 11/ • i: J-.WI 165 

[(\)j.!..J1 . J: ~ + [cbl..o.:i 151 . if: Ll>J1 [~I.> . t: d$y> 

· J: FI .JJI-,+ [JIfJII7I . t,..b, if: ~-' [~-' 161 • J: ~ 

QAl!J1 ~I , J'l!J1 ~L:JI 

[~L,..:. • i' J ' t ' if : W [~.. i' t ' if : ~~ [~~ /11/ 

· t: y ~.I = i' if : ~."..:..:- [4-:~ . t: JL".:::JI = i' if : .uW 
/151 • if: ~ [~ . if: ~-' [~-' /141 . J- [~ /121 

/18/. ~:)ij [ll-, /171 • .1" if : ~~ --..i.iY.-, [~-' --..i.iY. ~ 
[~~ , i: ~~ ~ =J: ~.fi II [~.fi ~ /191 , J: I~I [I~l-, 

, if:..r;S~ + [rs-l /211 , ..b, if: I..;-,~ [l..;J..J /201 , .1,: ~~ 

= J: cll..i.o , [(n..ill~ ti.1..i.o . • .1,: 4" '-:-'; [~"" " 11/, . if [~,  'I
Y":"" 

167 

[~/41 , J:.ill.:; JI [.ill.:; ~ , t:~ [vSJ-, 121, i:ti:u., 
· t: ~-' [~ 161 , J:.!lli + [J!.o.. 151 , t- [.!lli , t: ~ 



Text Apparatus 11.8 [4]-11.9 [1] 545 

. [.!,.,~ /11/ . JI.b [~I.Jj . if: c::11.A:i [c::1~ /10/ . JI.b [§yll /8/ 

~ . 1,: 0~ [0~! /15/ . r' J ' t : .ill.; [& /13/ . r:'!"'~ 
122/ . J, t: c:) [:.:.....) . J: 0~.J [0~-' 117/ . ,...Hl:. [(n~ 

127/ • J~ [~.r /25/ . r' if : ~-' [#.J /23/ . if- [4$.r 

. t- [~.JJ..:.:.II ... LS /13-12/. i' if:~.J [~-' . t- [o§yo J,> 169 

/21/ . t: ~~-' [uI~Y"':'.J /17/ . t:..;->~I 0'yJl [..;->T 0'.) /15/ 

[~li. 122/ • 1,: Vi <J [Vi u-o . 1" if : ~-'~ [~-'~ 
: -S.rJ~ + [-S~~ /1/ . i ~ [V)/I -Sy-, 124/ • J: ~l1.o = J I..b 171 

: ~~yo [o~yo n/ . t- [.)~ . if:.:.r [V'" /5/ . t- [.ill.; . ~ 

,t-,.b~, ~- = J [-' ~-,J..:.:.II §yo -Sy:-- /11-10/ . i' J, t, ~ 
:~?.J [~?-" r,J,.b'if:~.J [~.J 112/. i~'J-

. i' J , ~ : ~ [~ /13/ . t: ~.P = if: ~y-, = i ' J 

[0~)1 116/ .1,- [("O?.r . t:?.r J~ [J~ ?.r /15/ 

((Jln JI> i: J..L.JI [J~ . J: .)-'~ [;;').J~ /19/ . J,.b: 0~yll 

:.:..ytJl 124/ • 1,: ~ [~.J 121/ . J I.!. : L. + [~ /20/ . (..~~ . 

.!,.,~ [.!,.,~ tWI §yo ~ /1/ . J: ;,:.,yIJl [iyIJl . ~~ [...:;lS"..rJ 173 

[~1 /8/ . J~ = i- ,t- , .k- 'if- [~WI /5/ . t.: tWI §yo ~ 
/13/ . J: ~ + [~ /10/ . i: ~[~ /9/ . J, J : a..:... + 

i: J..L.JI [J~ . J: .;->~~ [i'W~ /17/ . i: ~.)y:J1 [~.J.)jJl 
[.)~.:ul 122/ . .bL::;,: 1~lj+ [y.$'yll /18/ . (~~ ((Jill JI) 

. ~lA [~.JJ..:.:.II §yo)..)..o ~-' /3/. 1,- [~/1/. t: ;;.)..,s-.:u1175,177 

[ <;~ /6/ . i: ~I o:U ~l1.o <J "':;.)Y"" + [I~ . .b- [JI /4/ 

. J:rkl JJ~+ [~yA.a. J:~ [~4. J:~ 

,1" ~: ~ [o~ /9/ ifLb[~ /7/ 0 t: ~-' [~~-' /4/ 1790 

oJ: ~l.i:...,1 [41lel.i:...,1 /11/ J: ~ [~ 110/ J, t0 0 

o 1, Ij 'if- ['..u.;J1 /14/ 0 J: ~ [4:.~~ /12/ 0 1,: 1~1j [I~!-, 
01,: ~~ [~l.io/19/ 0 t: ~-'.J [~~-'.J /18/ 0 J: ~ [(\)<W> /16/ 



546 Text Apparatus II.9 [3]-11.10 [2] 

o§.r/lO/ . t: .ill; + [(1)~ 12/ • ~: ~~ j>.) [J>)J ~~/1/ 181 

[(rlJ!.J1 . t- [~ /12/ . t: ~I + [:z::.;ti /11/ . i: b§.r ~ [~ 

:;Sr ~~ ~ + = i~' ~~, t: .r.!--,J...:dl ~r ~.r>-! + 

= J,~~[~WI?.r Lb?Y" .1:.Lb'if [~.;-il~. 1:.Lb:y:!--,..d1 

· ~: L.I [L.l--, /16/ . J, 1:. : j-aJ [~~ /15/ . i-' t- , 1:.- , if

/211 . 1:., if : ~.uJ~ [~.uJ1 ~. 117/ . if: J-,lIl IJ [J;lIlJ 

· 1:.: L..o [~ /24/ . i' t ' if : ~~I [x.--,~I . i: ..:lJ,).$'--, [..:lJ.:J-, 

[~ . ~:, I~t.; [I~!.J /9/ . t : ..ill~ [.( \)..db /6/ . if: ~ [~/1/ 183 

· if- [(r)~ /16/ . t: y.-, I~-, /11/ . if: ~I = t: ~I 

120-19/ . ~: ~y-> + [~ /19/ . J: ~.r11 [~yJl /18/ 

/22/. J:~.)I [~"JI. J:§.r [§G-0121/. it.; [~I ... ~ 

[~~--' /23/' . t: ~.r:-.J [4i~.r:-.J . J: 1:.L....-,1 [.6.......1) 

· i: ~ [~ /26/ . ~: x.-,~I [Lbx,y~j /24/ . i' J ' ~ : ~yU-, 

· i: ~y:.!l~ [~~-' . t [(\)~--' /2/ . JLb [~y-I~ /1/ 185 

· J,t: I~.r:--+ [~/4/. (~~ \..$11 JIl i't:~~1 [~1 
u.,,5] /111 . t [~.1:.: ~l:9--, [I"J~ 19/ • if- [t'.J1. .. ~1 /9-8/ 

· if: Lb..r.'J.l.:i ;;-'.J~ [bx,-,.l.:i ;;--'.J~ 112/ . i' t ' .b , if : ....:..,,5] [t'.J 1 

: ~t.;)/:':>I [~t.;)/:':>;JI /16/ . t: ~I [rl . 1:. ~ [rl I~ ~ /15/ 

[u-o /1/ . 1:.: ~ = J [~ /19/ . ifLb [?Y" ~ /181 • if 187 

[~I J..1.oo.o--, . ifLb [j.JU~ /3/ . if: boU + [~ /2/ . if: boU + 

· .b : IoU + [.!l)l;1 . Jt.; [IoU . t: loU-, [I~ /5/ . t: ..r.--J.l J..w~ 
. i:~~1 [~~I 

... ~I;:. /11-9/ . J: ~.J~ [~.J(j;j /9/ . J, ~: ~~ [~p /8/ 189 

/12/ . J: ul.i....,.:, [ul.i..a..:Jl /11/ . ~: ~ [~ /10/ . if- [~ 

,1:., if: ~~-' [~~) /15-14/ . t: ~ = i' if: ~-' [~-' 
· i ' t, 1:. , if : ~--' [~ /17/ • if L:::. : I~L; ulS' + [I~~ /15/ • i 
120/ • t : ~I;:. + [J-:l1 . ~ :......A....::.. [~I /18/. ~ :......A....::.. [~I 



Text Apparatus n.lO [2]-11.11 [3] 547 

[~J ojSr'" 'WW /2-241 • if: JI [J>- 1221 • ...J: u)L;l1 [~I 191 

181. t..- [WI~ (71 • (...JLa.o ((III JI> j [W:-:: 141. jlft, [~ 111 • t..

[~j ... j..u;.., 110-9/ . ...J : j-~ [j..u;.., 191 • t..: lib~~ [~~~ 

~>:!> , j lft".b~ [~.J~'" ~.s3 . J: ~.s3 [J->j ~~3 1101 . if
[~~I'''j~ 1111 . (t.. ~ ((~~I ~.s3H 3 ((~.J':> ~H 0"::1 

· j lft, , .1,- [":;"~.J~'" ~.s3 112-111 . J: ~~3 [~~I ~~3 • if
[u-~~I. I~ . .1" if: ~~I [~).JJ 1191 . t..: ~.J~ [":;"~.J~ 1121 . 

• .1,: ~ ~LP [=Y.LP ~ /251 • j' J: u~ [ufo 1231 • if: ~3 
= j , J ' t.. : d W = .1, , if : u W [~W . t..: y ~I [~~I 111 ~93 
~ 131 . t..: y~1 [~~l 121 • .1,: ~ ~LP [=Y.IJ, ~ • ...J: ~W 

· .1, : J ~LP [=Y.LP J 151 • t..: y ~I [1.9~1 141 • .1, : J ~LP [=Y. LP 

161. j ;'J,...J, t..: .iW".b, if: u W '[~W . t..: y~1 [~~I 
171 • J'...J, t.. ' if : ~I [u-~~'jl . ...J ~ : 3 ~lr.--I ;Wj + [JLo1:JI 
: ' "'1 [, ~"'I . .1,: ' ...:.:."ts. [:wts. '/81. t' : ..... '- 'I ['- II0-:"-' ') ~ ') I.} - ., tJ .~ ~~ 
[u~1 . t..: y~1 [~~I 191 • if: u-~~"~ " j' J, ...J, t.. 
[~L, 1121 • t..: lIbyS'r [oyS'r 1111 • .1, ~ [b~)1.9 . j: ..:;..l.}i-JI 

[u~ /211 • j: ~3 + [~3 1181 • if: =y' LP [~LP 1151. t..: Jlo 

· j'...J,.b, if: W;':3..\J [4...r.'J..\J . ...J: J.!.o.ll [:d!..J1 1221 . J

[":'34-= 1271 • ...J: ~1k3 [41k3 /261 • j' t..:...J~ [...J~ 1241 

· jlft" Jlft, [v:JI·"if~.:o,,J~ 18-7/. J: ~3 [~3' if: j3~ 195 

. .1,- , if- [Jw 1121 

P- ~.:>bJl Jdl , ~l!J1 ~I)I 

.1,: ~3 [~ 1201 • ~1.9 [;;'~,Ib 1181 • t..: ..:;..~I_[..:;..'lIt.s:.!.~1 1161 

t..' if: L.::,~3 [b~3' (3..J1 0J~) .1" if: "'p-'lI1 [I,.$";::JI 1211 

· j' if: ~3 [~3 1231. t..: b~ b;.:l.:> [b~1 b~I.>J1/23-221

[r 121 .• ...J: u~ [u~ 111 • t..- [b~I ... ~3 11-231 197 

"j' J'...J 't..' if [~) 141 . t..: b.JUI [:JUI/3/. j'...J, if: ~ 
121 • J: I.:u, [o.:u, . j-' t..- , .1,- 'if- [o.:u, ~3 151 . .b:~) 199 
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548 Text Apparatus II.II [3-9] 

· ..J lb [ ~yW-' 141 • ..J: 0 ~ .;;-- [ ~ 0 .;;-- 131. j , ..J , J:>: ~[~ 

[~~ 161 • ..Jlb [~ . j: ~-' [~-' . ..J- [(r)~ 151 

· i'..J, J:>: ~-' [J-.iiz.:J-' . ..J : 0 ~ .;;-- [~ 0 .;;--. J:> : ~~ 

.Jb 181 • ..J, J:> : ~~-' [~.r::-J-, 171 • ..J L.b [~;; F (,) /7-6 

[~.rJ1 J-:;..~ . i: ~I [~ 1101 . ..Jlb [~-' :.:.s'.rJ1 

1141 • J: 0 ~ j [0· ~ .;;-- 1121 • J:> : ~-,L...:.LI [~-,L...:.LI 1111 . ..J Lb 

[:JI.A.-o • i' t..,.b, J:>: ~ = J'..J [0..H.1.lJ1 121 . .1,- [Wl~ 201 

14-3/. j , ..J ~ , t.. ' .1, , J:>: I , J:> : ~ + [.r:'JU1/31 . .1 : GI..L-o 

· j' t..' .1,: ~= J:>: ~I = J, ..J [o.;I..J1/3/ . ..b~ [o~I. .. ~-, 

· t..! ~.rJ1 [~yo> 171 • i' t.. ' .1 , J:> ::u.b..:..e = J,..J [0..;1..01 141 

= J,..J: 0.;1..J1 . J:>- [( \) yW . i : ~ [~/91 • ..J L.b [)::..aJ1 ~.rJ 

= J'..J [o.;I..Jl/lO/'J:>- [(rlyW. i,..b'J:>:~ = t..:~1 

· J: I~~? [o~~? . J: ~yW + [~1111. i' t..,.b, J:>::u.b..:..e 

115-l4/·J:~G [:tlJG·t..,..b'J:>: ~y1 = i: ~y1 [~y11121 

[~-' 1161 . i-' t..- , .1- 'J:>- = J,..J [~I ... oySj-A 

I~) 1~ /171 . ..J: ~. [~. i' ..J, t..: ~ [tl . t..: ~ 
[(,)~ ... ~jS'.r 120-19/. t..- [0:"'..:,S.)I ... \.Sy>~~ 120-181 . (j'..J ~ 

· t..: ~I [~I 1221 . J: ~ [~ 1211 • j- , .1,- , if
1231 • i' t..,..b, if: ~ ,-:",.;1:= J,..J, (HC'"")) j-o.J c:") ..b~ [J..:s. 

[J-o W . j ~ , t.. ' .1 , if : i l..,:j+ [t"" 121 . J: ~ [~ 203 

[J.i-,/8/. J: b.-r.; I..J I = ..J- [oPI . .1,: JY:! r [J,.:. 161. t..: joWl 

/131. t..: ~ [~. t.. : ~ [~ 1101 • J ' ..J , .1 , if : ~J 
: iJA + [,-:",..ri! /141 • if: ~I [~I . J,..J: U"'~-' [~G-, 
= i [yhiiJl . ..J: ~~ U ~ 1161 . t..- [y:.-,~I wl$J . if L:::. 

.....:..0 [.....:..0 ~ 1191 . if: ~ [if" 1171 • «((t)) j-A.J C"') i~: ~}I 

· j' J ' ..J : w~-' [(,)..,5::iy 1211 • J: ~~..) [~liiJ-' 1201 • .1,: =i.W.:. 

· t..: U)IJ ~.rJ1 [U~ I ~~ 131 • j t.; [jS'.)1 151 • t..:..!lli [..dW1 141 205,207 

0-=1-'+ [~ 111 • ..JLb [~I 161 • if~ ['-:"'f~~"'wL$'-, 16-51 209 

[~~ 131 • i: 1..0 ~ iJA [~ . i: ()-:l?~I ~~I ....; "","; ~ 
..J : ,-:",i.:...>J1 [,-:",~I 141 • t.. l<b [~ ... ~l.b.c 15-31 . .1- [~)U 



Text Apparatus 11.11 [9-16] 549 

...J: ~~ u~-' [u~ ~~-' /6/ . j~ [~L....,JI ... I.:u, ~ /5-4/ 

= J' ...J, «((~I t" yo.) C:") 1,~ [o~I..J1 /9/ . j' J: u~ [u~ 

JJ.Jl~ [~I JJ......o-, /10/ . j' t, if: opl u.k.:.o = .1.: ~ 

~ = J,...J, (u~1 t" Y-e.J ~) 1,'-.; [0.r.!I.u1 . t: ~ 
[1.s:Jj /11/ . t- [ii~I ... ~ /12-10/ . j' t, .1., if: ii~1 
. «((~" yo.) C:").b~: o~.r = j>' J,...J, J:> [~§.r . if:...:.lJJ 
[.;:..)lj /16/ . (~I JS' ~ IjS) [~ . J: ~fll = ...J~ [ofll/12/ 

· ...J:~?. [~? /19/ . t- [~ /18/ . J:>: J~I [J~. t: :{!Ij 

[(rlJW. jl.:i [JW ... ~yll . j' t ,.1., J:>: I~ [.ill~ 121/ 

· <if ~ ~~ ~~ :ws ~~) ~I . t: u-R-li [rWl123/ . if 
/4/ . 1,: J+ = if: v.: 7.! [~ /2/ • if: ~}I [~;~I /1/ 211 

[~~I . (~~ uJllI JI) t: ~-,I~I [~-,I.l.:i . if l..b [J;;1 1.:.1-, 

· if~ [~ . J: 0 [~ . t: ~Y [~f /5/ . ...J :~/.,S' 

· j' t, 1,::u.h:l1 ~ [~ :ub.:J.1 /8/ • ...J: ~~IJ [~~ 171 

/9/ . [~j' t ' 1, , if : y. [-r . j' t ' 1, , if : ~ 
[~Ltll-, /12/ . ...Ju, [~ j-v. i;?Y±; 'J:>: ~y [~~ 

> /23/ . j:...Jyh9 [...J.;--b-' /19/ . if LA [o-,.)jJl /14/ . J: i.S~:J~ 

J=.JI J'; II-," ~.J;!) , t : u~-' = .1.: 0~-' [u~ , j- ,...J- [~1)4>· 

. 	 /6/ . J- [).wl /5/ . j' 1, , J:> : .;,I~ [l$'~ . (j ~ Ut" ~.) C:" 213 

[~-,L...., • if: ~I [~ /8/ . ...J, t : ..r=-,I~I [J-:"'JI..u 

, ...J, t ' 1, , if : ~ [.w:. , ...J: ~I :. ".! [~L!.:.::; /10/ . t : ~-'~ 
[(n~1 :. :"j. t: ..r.'JI~1 [y-i~.ul . j'...J: ~I :. ",! [(, )~I :. "'j /11/ 

/13/ . t: ~-,IJ..JI [yi~..J1 . ...J, t ' 1, : ~ .[.w:. /12/ . ...J: ~I :.•,! 

[J-o/r>J1 , .1.: ~-,~I [y;JJI~1 /14/,...J, t, 1" if: ~I [..bJ..;J1 

, if ~ [yi~..JI .. , if /18-17/ . ...J: u~ [u~ /15/ , ...J: J-oWI 

[0-...1p II /211 , t: .r.!-,I..>...:.II [y-J~.ul , J:> u, : yD [.)~ /18/ 

[~.. t: I.:u, + [~ /24/ . t: o.:u, [4 /23/ . .1.: J..,JI + 

· if : ~ = ...J , .1. : ~I [.b.A.:J1 /2/ . ...J :.~ [~ /1/ • t : ~ 215 

if: ~ [ybill ,t: U~ [u~-' /6/, j' J'...J :iy$' [iiy$' /5/ 


, t- [o.)~.iL1. , j' 1" J:>: ~I [i;?.:J1 . J,...J ::(sy> [~y> /9/ 
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550 Text Apparatus 11.11 [16]-11.12 [1] 

[~I 1131 . ~: jyY. [jP . J' t, if: o.r.!IJJI tj [oy:;l..J.J 1121 

1161 . J, J :o~ [o~ . ..6: ..r.!)I..L:J1 [..r.!)..L:J1 1151. t:..rhW 
: ~)L... [=y')L... . J, J : :ts'y> [..sy> 1171 • t: lP,~) [lP,~ 
[ybAJl 1211 • t:..s.rJ1 [ofll 1201 • t: ~L$' [~.:lL$' 1191 • j' J 
· «(til y..o~ ~) j~: ~1I = j [J-:..'ll . J- [0y,y>11221 . t: ~ 
[1,)-"'" =y'..,LJ1 /1-251 • j' J, ..6: ~ [~ . t: tj L. [~~ 1241 217 

141 • j: ~ [~ 131 • J- [~~! 121 • J: ~ + [~I 111 • t
nl . t,..6: y,)L- [..,L.. 161 • j: I~I [wi 151 . if: ~I + [J~J 

[~ . j: /)b~~ [I,)-" b~~ 191 • J: ~~ [o~ 181 . i: ~ [~ 
[~) 131 . if~ [o~l.:l if~) 121 • ..6: ~ [~1112/. if- 219 

.. > 

[~/4/. if:~) [~)' j:~) [~)' t:~) 
151. J,..6: ~)L::... = J: ~,",L..) ~)L::... [~)L... j: 4-:.0 
nl . t: ..r.!)..L:J1 [..r:',",~ • t: ~ [~ . j: 0~ (0~ 
· ': I. . [I. '.' - [ ~ 191 . ':. '_::11 [. ..,_::."t. ~) ~ t...r.!) t ~ ~ 
= if: .uL~ [4l.:...~ 121 • t:)J..o [1)..>.,.,/11. J:..0~ [..0~ 221 

181. if- [~~ 161. if: ~ [~/51 • t: ~ ~L...~ 

· (~I JS"J Ij$) [~l. t: ~ [~/91 . t- [(\)J.,rb 

1171 . J: ~ ..i.;>~ [.!..)G ..i.;>Y> /141 • t: ~~) [~~ 1I) 1111 

• :., ,_'.;' [ .. L· .. ;. . J:""":O~ [......:oWl 1181 . J: ., L·. [ .. L ..,
j~~ .... ~~ 

. if: ~}I [~}I 1241 • t- [JybJl 1231 • t IJ [.r.!)..\.:i /221 

· j: ~ = J: ~ [~/261 . JlS [~l. t:..Jli [..ill.AJ11251 

15-41 • J b [~ 131 . ..6- [y$'yll 121 . J:.u~ [.ill~ J~ /11 223 

161 • j: ~I) ~~ = J, t ' if : ~G .r.SJ~ [.r.SJI) ~~ 

1111 . J .:J.>:: [j>J 1101 • t::iSr [:isr) 17/ . t:?y> [:isr 

. t: ~WI [~L:JI 

.p. JWI ~I , JWI ~~I 

, j- , t- , ..6:- 'if- = J: )..b1il 1161 • t: ~l.,.o [( \) ~l.,.o 1151 

[~/191 t:~) [~ 1181 • t: 0l: [OJ..; 1171 • J~ 
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Text Apparatus 11.12 [1]-11.13 [6] 551 

~,)L; /231 . ..b L.; [,,:-,~1 1221 • j' J : ~ [~/211 t : ~.J 
141 . t: \,.$y>1I1 :.:..::...wI ~ <U~-"",",.J [<U~-""'"' 1l.:u,.J 111 • .b~ [....;){;:';"'1I1 225 

= J [).6:;1 . ..b ~ [l7"'L;iI~ 181 • t: 0" [~ 151 . t: p~ [llpl.J 

[~ La 141 . ..b lIll [~I ~ 12/. j lIll , ....;lIll , t- , .b- 'J:r 227 

[~yDJ~ 171 . if- [if~1 161 • ....;: ~I [...;.l:.:.>l/sl . t: ~ ( 
. (":-'~ ((Jill JI> j: ~WI [~L-.. 191. j~: ~ + = t: uL...yDJ~ 
= J, ....; , t [( I ) ~yll 1121 • t: ~ [~ . t: ....;){;:';"'I [.u){;:';"'1 1111 

1191 . j'.b, if: ~}I = J, ....; , t [~)11181 • i ' .b , if : ~}I 
. t: V"" [.:y /221 • if Lb [~I ... rJ'1 123-211 • t- [.J u~ 
. (~) j'..b: u~ ~I [~1 u~ . t:..:IGb u~ [u~ ..:1Gb /231 

1jS') [~--.r..J 13/. t- [~I /241 . i ~ [UI.S' . i lA> , if l.b [~1 229 

[ ~~ 141 . (if ~:uL IjS) [~A . (j , J, ....; ~ :uL 
[~ 161 . ....;, t ' if : ,,:-,~I [,,:-,L...,JI 151 ., j' ..b , t: ~~ 

. j't,..b'if:.J+ 

1171 • t: I~I + [~ 114/ • ..bllll [........a.J 1111 • t: ~ [~ 1101 

1191. t: ~ [w. t : ~ [U~.J 1181. i''''';: u~~ [U~Lk:; 

[('0 i?,jJl /22/ . j , ....; : U.L...b1 o".!.J [UL...b1 jj ...~ • .b ~ [~O~I ~.J 

[Ul.S' W$'.J 111 . if Lb [~/41 . ....;: 4J = .b l.1 [.J /21 • if lIll 231,233 

[(;)/ 141. t:Js'+ [Js' . ....;:J~ .ill~.J [.ill~ J~.J 13/ . ....;l.1 

[~J 171 . if: ~I~jl [(I) ~Ij . t- [if;lIl .. ·u~ 151 • if: ~y+ 
..... 

114/ • t: ~ [~ 1121 • if: 4J.1:, ~ [4J.1 ~ 1101 . t
[~ . ....;:~+ [J-W1/161 . j'.b: ~ = if:~ [~ 
[~L;. J:.ull [~y (;)/ 1241. JlA> [~I ... ~ /20-191 . ....;

U.J.l...t) if: \,.$~.J [J~.J 111 • ....;- [~J 1261 • J: ~y + 235 

. j , ....; , t : ~ [~ 121 . J:'~~,) = t : ~~.J = ....; , (~I 

141 . (~~I J~k) t: (~) =y'.J.rJI.J [~.r.J~ 131 . .b: I: 'Y..J [.l: ~.J 

191 . ....;: cj.J [cj.J.J 161 • J,....;, t, ..b:? ~I [o? ~I 
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552 Text Apparatus II.13 [6]-11.14 [3] , 

. ..J: 0G-JJ [~yll /18/ . ..1,: ~y><-: [ci'y><-: /12/. i: ~Y [~.,.l 

[~.., . (~I J.$' ~ I.D') [~) /3/ . t:..r:S1 [.rs-l /25/ 237 

[". • $",1 /1/ . i::':"::"'" [~ /4/ . J:~..rb [,;-W . ..J : ~.:l + 239 

I~) [~ /3/ . J: pi [,r.S'1 . if:.J$' [~ /2/ . t, if: ~I 
[.:ll~ . if: 01S [0 1S.., /9/ . i:~'" [~.., . (t--JI JS ~ 
, t, ..1, , if: 0 Kol + [0~ /U/ . ..J: 0~ [0P /10/ . ..1,: .:l~ 

~W = i' J' t, if: ~ ~W [;;~ ~W /12/ . i'..J~ 
[~ /16/ . i~ , J- , t- 'if = ..J, ..1, 1.9 [~ /15/ . ..J , ..1, : ?
~ ~) i'..b: J~~ t~1 [t~~ J~I /17/ . ..J:..Jy-b 
[._i.".,[.$J~ ..J~I J ~I..JI /20-19/ . (~I J~ (~~ =) 

1~1 /20/ i ' J' .1 , if : ..J..r->JI ~ J->IJJ~ ......L..LS:JI = ..J, t 
. t:~..;.-. [~~ /21/ . t: 1~1 ...;:;~ [~~ 

~ 
J--

I"(j'Y I - ~ II,~ ·I!.JI --.lUI~ .. 

.J~I JI.rJ.., ublp:l~ = ..J [ ~IJ.:>~~ .JA<JI JI»I.., ublp:ll.., /3-2/ 241 

JI»I.., = t: ubl;JJ~ ~IJ.:>~I.., .J..,#JI Jlr--J.., = i: ubl;JJ~ ~IJ.:>~~ 
~yiiJl [~yiiJ~ :;~I /5/ . J'..b, if : ul;.Ip:l~ ~li.:.:.;..~~ .J~I 

/8/ . (0..r>~1 c--:-'I J ~ ~) if: l:.~ [l:.! /7/ . ..J: ;;~~ 
. (0..;>~1 rl ~ :i/.$:~:. ~) if : I..~.., [ 1:;,1.., /9/ . ..J: § yo [~§yo 

/16/ . ..J, (0:'!.".d1 0-'~) t: ~[~ . i: 1~L, [~L, /13/ 

0"'~) if [~.., 120/ • ..1, [..>-::.:llk'117/ . if: ~~I [~~I 
: ~ = J, ..J [~I.J /21/ . i' t, ..b: 4~ /. '-.., = J, ..J , (0:'!.".d1 

. ..J: 41:~ [41:lii.:i /3/ . if: ~)J [~)J /1/ . i' t, ..1, 'if 243 

~ ~I JL.A,k) if: ~.., [~.., /6/ . ..J [0) /4/ . ..1, 1.9 [,-;-,~ 
110/ . ..J ~ [~I /9/ . ..J,..1,: ..J~~I [uL.;~~1 /8/ . (J)JlI 

(Y' /16/ . ..J:......L::u.., [1J...:,;,.., • ..J: 0..L::..1 [ ..L::..J /13/ . J [.:l..,..L::.. 

: v:.):>[;J1 [..,J<.WI /18/ . ..J:.r1 [~ /17/ &/18/ . .}>- [~I .l.>l 
.JJ~ + = ..b: ~I [~! . (i ~ .,rb-JI J~ ((07!" JI) , t ' ..1, , if 

. ..J: rl'-I 



Text Apparatus 111.1 [title]-[7] 553 

o (j ~ y~1 u~ ~ ~.x.) = J:'~ :J~ ~--' [.~ P. [.81/4/ 245 

= J. t.. : ~~I [JJlm 0 J:':.::.,,~ [~ 0 j: ~ [~ /6/ 

o if: ..Jt [..dWI/1o/ 0 j- [(r) ~ /9/0 t..- [~--' ~I /8/ 0 ...J: J--,I 


[~ 0 ...J: C:-.,; [c:-~--' /14/ 0 ...J : ~L.--, [~W /13/ 0 ...J: (.lA. [if /12/ 


[J~I /15/ 0 j' J • t.. • ..6 : y ~I [yy-lll 0j'...J. t.. • ..6 : JI 


• t.. • ..6 • J:' : J.rJ1 [Jy!ll 0 j'...J. t.. • ..6 : JI [~ 0...J • t.. : Jy!ll 

[Lo /18/ 0 ...J: yytil [yyJl 0 j'...J. t.. • ..6: ~! + [J~I 0 j • J 

/1/ 0 ...J: ~--' [~ /20/ 0 J- • t..- • ..6-' .' J:' ~ [~I /19/ 0 t..- 247 

[J! /4/ 0 t..- [:.::.~ ..r.! /2/ 0 ...J: ~ [4. 0 ..6: ~I [~I 

t..:~..P = ...J: ~?--' [~?.J /5/ 0 J:': oy;1l.:l [.r'I.J.:l 0 ...J: JI + 

OJ' t.. • J:' L; : ~ + [j-JJi:i /9/ 0 i : ~ [~ /6/ 0 (1J.'!~l;J1 Jl.o;bk) 

~I = ...J. t..: ~ ~I [o~ I:?.....;I 0 t..:..l....:!G [l..wlj /10/

[~'*' 0 j: ..L:--.r.! [..L:--~ /12/ 0 ...J: 0-" + [0-" /11/ 0 J:': ~ 
/14/ 0 i' J • (u-::~ w..>...:) ..6: ~~ [~~ /13/ 0 ...J: .J4:J1 

...J, J:' : . o~~ [~ /15/ 0 ...J: ~ [~ 0 ...J: l..>b.d-.J [Lb~--, 
~ . ~I Jb .....w ll: f__ ·,. 1JI..L !"WWI .!..:Il • ~ .)..:.;--w ,rJ.J .. ~ .J~ V! I,T-;:--' .., c..- ~ Y":'? 

[j.J~ /16/ . ...J: ~ + [~ 0 t..: =4-~.:l ['::"'~~.:l . «((I'~I 

~ ~ 0 ...J: JLa.!J1.J [JLa.!JI.J . J:': y yJl [yytil /18/ . t..: .:.j.J~ 

/22/ . t..: p. [o? /21/ . t..: ~?I [d.rJ1 . JGb [~ d.rJ1 

= ...J : ..!.L.S:>-, [.!.b~.J /2/ . ...J- [~l /23/ . j: ~I [..P'-! • t.. : :r [~ 249 

. t..: o~ [~ 0 ..6- [JL.)~ /5/ 0 t..: ~I".o [~I".o /4/. J: ..:G)j 

[~LJI /8/ . J- • J:'~ [I~ . ..6L; [..G /7/ . J: ~yJ [~fi. /6/ 

114/. (IJ.'!I' L:JI Jl.o;bk) ...J: d.. ....! = J:' : ~ [~ /11/ . ...J: ~4J1 

/19/. t..:.::.,,~yb)1 [~yb)l. t..:.!.J~ [y~ /17/ ',J:'~ [.ill~ 

[Ja~ /22/ . ..6- [~l /21/ . ...J: I~ [I~--, . i: ~.J [~.J 

JS ~ I~) [.::."l9[;,> /24/ 0 i'...J. if: ~.J [~--' . ...J:..6~ 
~! J.,.a::.J ~l ((.::."l9[;,>n .:l~.Jl.J ((.::."l9!.r:-ll ~.J I:?~~I ~1 ~! ~I 
[4Lo) . J:' ~ : "-: = J:' {4: /26/ . (II~I ~ Jll 

if : ~ + [~ /1/ . i: .::.,,~WI ['::"'~.JWI /27/ . ...J. t.. :~W:) 251 



554 Text Apparatus m.l [7-10] 

[~yb 131 • J: I.ftl~ [~ 121 • .....;- [8! . j: .....;ly..bl [.....;y1 

= t.: ~I..::..:.:.., = J,.....;: ~~ [~l :'~':'; • Jo~: ':J..,.1 ':J i..;.:.y = Jo~ 

.' t.:)..u. [.r.!,:)u., 161 . .....;- [u~.J 151 • (~) j , (~).b : "-:~ 

· J: J[,..b':J1 [J..,.6J1 . j' t. : y ~I [yyUl nt . J: Jyb':Jl [J[.,.bJlI 

II.J" ~) j' J, t.: ..I..iij [~.J . t. 19 [~ • .....;: JoyJl [Jo.JyJI/81 

· t.: JyhJl I~ + = .1- [~ 1111 • (((tIl y..c.J t:" yh.-JI J~ 

[~Lok /131 • t.- [ol~ . (y~ ((JI" JI) t.: j.>WI [j.>L.... 

[41L....,..,J.J 1171 • j: jili' = (.....; ~ 1j,S") [j,~ . t.: v-o + 

, j' J, .b: JorJl [Jo.JrJl . .....;, t.: 4hw.J~ = j'.b: 4hw~~ 
~I /191 • t. :o~ [o-U # /181 • (Jo J yb-JI J~ ((.J)) ~) 
[o~ -=.,)(11201. J~ [~~,:) Lili.J 120-191 .~t.:~ ~I [(\)li~ 
121-201 • J- 'Jol.ftl [~lw . J: ~ :(j)0 = .....;, t.,.b:? ~ 

-=.,)0 122-211 • t.: o? ~ = J,.1, Jo :? ~ [o? ~ 

1231 . t.- [o~ -=.,)(1 ... JoyJ~ (j.J.J 123-221 • t.: o~ :(j)0 [o? 

-=.,)0 • j' J ' .....; , t. ' .1 : U"'"''>''''''''.J = Jo [U"'"'..Lw 1241 • t.:~) [c:) 
[~.J'" (j~.J 1251 • .....;: ~lw + [o? . t.,.1:? ~ [o? 

~) [o? (j) 126-251 • J~ ,.....;, t.,.b, Jo: ~ [t::""" . J~ 

· t. :? [o? III . j : .....L,.:. + = .....; , t. : ~ [o~ 1271 • t. :? 253 

· JoGb [o? . t.:? ~) [o? C!) 121 • .1: ~ [~ 

[u_"''''').J 151 ~ t.: ~ :.:..........., [o~ ~ 141 • j- [~.J 
~"'ifyJ~ 19-61 • t.:?:i...........> [o? ~ 161 • t.: ,.·.. I:~ + 

~.J uY·!.JI.J ~ .J~I ~ ....b.....,.J.J ~.J[~.J 171 . .1~ [o~ 
· t.: ~ = Jo: (j.J.J + [o~ 191 . t.: ~ [o~ 181 . t.:?.J 

[~ /141 . t.:? [o~ 1101. i' J ' t. ' .1 , Jo : ~W [uW 

· t.: ~ [o~ . .....;: uW [~W 1151 . .....;, t.: ~ [t::""" . t.

[~I 1181 • t.: ~ [c-J /161 • (~I JS ~ ~W) [uW 

· j~ [JoyJl ... ~ 120-191 • J, .....;, t.: ~ [~ 1191 . .....;: ~I 

· t.- [( \ ) Jo ..)1 ... ~ 122-211 . .....;: ~ [t::""" . .....;- [JoyJl 1211 

, Jo: ~W [uW . t.- [.....L,.:..J ... ~.J~ 1231 • J::(j)(j [-=.,)(j 1221 

. .....;: ~.J [~.J 1261 • i' J ' .....; , .1 



Text Apparatus III.2 [l]-III.3 [3] 555 

= J,""; [..)4:J13 J-:UI /5/. J~ [up, t- [~I~~I ... yJ~.:I /3/ 255 

[L~ ... u~ /8-6/ . t- [..)* /6/ . r' t, .1. , if : J-:U13 ..)4:J1 

V;?.r [V;?y. :{;...JI ~ /8/ . ....;: ~ = if ~ lb [~ /7/ . if~ 

[if 111/ . r' t, .1., if: ~ = J, ....; [~ /9/ • ....;::.:.:.....JI ~ 

= r''''';'.1.:..;.lI.; = (lit)) Y-"..) t::") r ~ [~ /14/ . ....; : 0-" 

[~I /16/ " t: ~ [~I /15/. t: ..:;,;~~ [..:;,;>u. t: u.b..:ll 

, .1. , if : JIJ.:.:.&.~I [~IJ.:.:.&.~I 120/ . ....;: u~ [u~ /18/. t: ~ 
[F /1/ . t: .b.w~1 [.1.L...) /221 • ....;: ~I~ [ts.:l~ /21/ . r' t 257 

. ....;~ [J~ /3/ . r'J'....;'if:~3 [~-' . ....;:~ 
J~~) t: ," :~··i [~ /7/ . t: clho 0-:::3 [clho3 /4/. ri.5 [(nu~ 

• 1I..:::....b))! ~ II .!.:. II 'l.:.. - II I.' II~))) = (. ~l:J1I.} . ~. 'Y.:":" 'J ~~ 'J ~ . '.Y." UY"" I.} 0:'! 

[('nu~ . r''''';: u~ [(nu~ /91 . (~..)..HL-.:JI ~ 

.1. : LSY>~~ [y>~~ /14/ . r''''';: ~ [~ /13/ . r''''';: u~ 
121/ . J: ~3 [~ . if: ~ [~ 120/ . (....;L.a... ilLS)) JI ~) 
[J~ /3/ . r' if : ~ [~ /231 . r' J ' .1. , if: L. ~ [~ 259 

. t: ~I [~')II /6/ . t: .:I~ [o.:lA /4/ . t- [~ . .1.: J~3 

= J [~~I 110/ . t: IY' ~~ [.;1..... 171 • r' J ' ....; : J~ [J~ 
. J: ~YUI [~j>U1 . ....;: ~~I 

'if: ~3 [~3 /131 • ....;: if3Y [ify . ....;- [~I.,ll 112/ 

, t- , .1.- = ....; , if b [J-,~I /15/ . t: ..::..1).>..0 [..::..I)..JI /14/ . r'''''; 

J-SJI ~I ~ ..\..:Ij .YJ if~1 ul$ 1~13 [ul$-, /17/ . r-' J

122/. J: ~I [~1 . ....;:~I [~/20/. if:uL$' 

[~ /1/. J 'f:..: v->- [~ . r''''';' if: ~-'~ [~3~ 261 

[~I,.,sJ1 IY' /4/ . if: ~ [u!rJ . if: 0~1.:I [b.;1.:1 131. t : jJJ~ 
111 . r' t ' if : 0.x.1.>...I1 ..ill.J [~.;I.>...II 4 . ....;- [4 /5/ .....;- 263 

http:r''''';'.1.:..;.lI


556 Text Apparatus III.3 [3]-1II.4 [5] 

· j-' t- 'J:>- = J, ..J , «((~" j-o.J t"') .b I..; [o~ . ..J- [u~ 

[o~ 151 • .b l!. : ~I + [~ 121 • ..J: ~ + [}~~I . J: if [I,)'" 

. J: ~I~I [~~1/91 • j: oJ:'!l.:I + [~ m . Jl!.:.ill~ if + 

~GJI ~I , .!:.JI!JI ,,:,,~I 

... ~ 121-201 • ..J: ..JL:..i1 [..JL:..::.I 1191 • j'..J,.b: ~ [~ 1151 

... ~I 111 • t: ~ [~r 1231 • t:~.J [~ 1211. J~ [~lJQJl 265 

[~ 141 • j: ~ [ufo 131 • t: u.H [~.J . j~ [~I ~ 
Jy9 11.J" ~) j: ~ [~J 181 • t: ~ [~ 161 • j' J:> : ~ 
· J: ~I [1S.)J1/10/. tL; [~ . J: ~"').J.:I [l+i.J.J.:I /9/ • (:w.sJ1 

" " 

1131 • j'.b: ~J [~.J . J:>- [.hi; . ..J: ~ [~ 1111 

, ..J: .:Ifi, [.:IyU . J,..J: ~~J [~l:.:.:i.J' J, ..J: E-"J:'! [E-"~ 

: ~ [~ . ..J, J:>:..:r [I,)'" 1161 • j: ~J [~.J 1141 • j 

J:>? jL.:i.J 1181 • t- [(n~ . j' J, .b 'J:>: oj [~/171 • j , ..J 

1231 • ..J: I.;?)L..: [IS.JL. 1221 • t: .;:.ol}:-....!I [0);....11 1201 • t- [~I 

(( I)) JI).b [~y 111 • J:>- [J:>yoJl .:Iy'.:Ij~ 124-231 • j ~ [yyll~ 267 

[(;,..L.. . t: I~~ [I~!J 151 • j' J, t, J:>: ~y = ..J, (~..JL.a.o 

[~~ 181 • j'.b: ..:::.....1..-, [~I...J ' . .bl..; [~ 161 • J:>: ~1.. 
· .b: ~I!.II [Jl:.:J1 . j :o.l>~ + [W.:I 110/ • ..J- [~ 191 • ..J: ~~ 

JLoA,k) j: .l.;J~ = (..J ~ ~ [)I Jy9 JLoA,~1 :t.,~) [.l..l.j:! 1121 & 1111 

~WI JLoA,k) .b: ~WI [JWI . J: ~.J~I [Y.J~I 1111 • (u-:~~I 

...J : ~.r>J~ [~.r>J1 '~r 1141 • t: 1S..r>~1 [..r>'11 1121 • (u.P~ 
[~ . j' t,.b: .ill.).$'.J [.ill.).$' 117/. t- [~~ ~ ... ~ ~ 117-151 

· .b- [..:.I~ 1181 • .b: ~WI [Jl> . .6- [ui . t: j7.! [j~1 . ..J

[l.;.~ 1221 • ..J: ~I [~ . t:.!J.l> [.!J~ 1201 • j- [ur /191 

. ..J~ 

http:J:>-[.hi


Text Apparatus III.5 [1-7] 557 

: ' .. ····I..llo [. ··I,~ • .b- [1.1 /6/. ': L..z [ l-.:.J /5/ 269 ~ ~ '-<T' if '-.5-' '-.5-' .. 

[L;y.b-,110/ . j: ~ [~ . J: ~-' [~-' 17/ . .b, if 
/14/ . if: F-J [ew.., /13/ . t: uL;;L:J1 [u~L:J1 /11/ . J: ~yW 

. J ~ [Jiwl-, . t: J., [J 117/ • .b L; [~l /15/ . t : '-.5jJ~ [~~ 
[~,:)L.:JI /23/ . j-" [.)~ /21/ . J- [.)~ /20/. 1,-" [~l"/19/ 

= t ' if : .)~ [.)~ . if: ~-' [~-' /25/ . J, t : vi·~bl:-til 
1:U = .b : ifyJl 1:U [if-,yJl o:U . (j' J' J, 1, ~ uyJl J~k) 

[if..,..,J1 /26/ . (J, if ~ u..,..J1 Jwk) [~ . J: if-,..,..,JI 

[~~':JI U"'yRJ~ . t- [ulb..r-l~ /1/ . t- [.)~I . J: if-,rJ1 271 

JWbJ..:) oy:-!I':) + [~ /41 • t: L..,~ [:.:......,~ /31 • J: ~.l..:1I~ 

~y:-! 19/ & /8/. j: CU-' U"'~-' [U"'J........-' CU-, /8/ . J \.;b : ( ~ ~I 

~ ~I)I J'; J~~I ~)l..) = (~I!JI ~L:JI Jl..AlP if : ~,;..., [(uWy) 

~ 1101 . J: ~-,~I [,-:,,-,~I 191 • (~~L;JI J~k) j: ~.;. = (J 

= if- [~~ /2/ . J: lili = j' .b: <U.)yw::> o~-, [o.)yo:Jl o~ 273 

131 . J: L..... [~ 13/ & /~ . if: ~..)I [~yJl . J: ~~ 
[.bl..b.:>.:.1I1 /4/ . J, if : ~.r'1 [(:!.r'1 . J: ~y:.-.. [~~ 

[~ /6/ . j' t, 1" if: tl;.:i) [tl;.:i.)lIl /51 • j'.b, if: .b~1 

[~ . J- [l?'yJl /6/ . t- [F /1/ . J: ~L;.. [~~I /8/ . if- 275 

. J, t : :(::..... [~ /9/ . j'.b: ~ [J! . j ~ [~-' /8/ . j::z.-J 

... ~ /8-1/ . j : ;;,:)~ = t: ,:)~I [ ,:)~/l1/. if- [~lWl /10/ 277 

[..;..T ~ . t L; [(,) J! /3/ . J: ~.ro [~y!.o /2/ . j lA, [;;.)..,...JI 

/8/. t:;;~ll:J1 =.blA> [~ll:JI. t:l..r'L<, [1:...,L<, /6/. t:y>~ 

/2/ . J: JL...:::JI + [~~I . t: ~r.1-, [~.)~ /1/ . J: '-:"yJl [,-:"yill 279 

[~ ~ /6/ . j: y->T [~~l . j' J ' J , if : ~ [~ 
. t:~ [~-' /11/ . t:~ [~-' /7/ . if:~-' 
t ' (~L:JI JWbH) 1" if: '-:"~ [,-:"..riiJ /14/ . J: ol.:...w:,-, [o~-, 

[,-:"yill/18/ . t: ~ [0'"" 117/ . lolA, [~':JI 0'"" /15/ . (~L:JI Jwk) 
(t--JI JS ~ ((:0...,...,1I1 11 ) [:ili.w~1 • t: o~-, [I~.., . J: ,-:"yJl 



558 Text Apparatus III.6 [title]-I1I.7 [3] 

V'"~WI ~I , .::.JI!JI ~L:JI 

· if : ....:::,y [~y 1211 • if : \,.$.:JI [~I . if: ~yU [~I)I 1201 

[~ 191 . if : u~ [up 161 • i- [u..A: 131 • t: 0-" [J 121 281 

[().b . i' J, .k: (~~I J~H) u~ [U~3 /1l! . J, t.. :"pl 
= (J, t..' .6, if J J;~I u..,..:J1 J~k) [~ /12/ . t..: Y3~ .. ~ 

/151 • if: ~WI [(n~~ . if: ~I.b,jl [~I.b,jI/131 • J: ~ 

[,..,L....o 1171 ...6 [~ 1161 • J: ~I [J5' . t..: ~3'y [~'y 
· t..: b..l.>13 6j3~ [..b~ j3~ . .....;: V"'~ [V"'W /181 . if: \,.$3L....o 

[u~ 1201 • if: J5' [~I . t: ~jJJ = i' J ' .k : ~I [~ 1191 

· t..:~~3 = (i'''''';' if ~ ~l:ll i~H) [~~3' if~:~+ 
(~~I ~I ~ ~l;:J1 J~H) = J: ~3 = i' J [H3 12l! 

. J, t ' .k: ~ = if- [~~ 

WIlj I - ~ II, .::.JI!JI ~UI 
~ " 

J~H) t: t!:J = if: db:: [F 131 • (J J ~ I~) [~l.b:. 121 283 

~ Jl.A., ((Jill JI) [U.u1/51. (i ~ ~ 'j~) [~l.b:. /41. (~~I 
, J, t: ~I = .k: WI = if : ~1.rJ~ [~Iy.JI. J' .k : ~j~ = (i 
nl. t.. [..b..;.. • (i ~ j;~1 ~l:J1 i~H) [~ 161 • i: jl.rJ1 = J. 
[ut~1 . i: u~ [~ 1101 • if. [t..... 181 .J: J.$'3 [jSj 
[~ V"'..Lw . t..::.:..bJ.j [.w:. 1121 . J: t L::.3l11 [tl:;~ I /11/ . t..
..l.>1 . t..: v.r.11 [cr.'1 1141 . .k I..sb [~. t.. ' .k , if : V"'''>''''''' ~ 
[~ 1171 . t.. ['1...0..<> 1161 . (~L)I Jwk) t..: 4.~1 [4.-~ 
J~k) t..: uP [ufo . t: u~L:J~ [U~L:J13 /181 • if: 4
· t..: v.r.11[~I . if: "-:!~ [3 ~b 1191 • t: v.r.11[cr.'1 . (~I;JI 

t..: 01 [;;~ 1211 . t..: 4-Jl.b..,3 [~l.b..,3 1201 . t..: V"'yiJl [~I 

· i' J: u~ [uP 141 . i: u..A: [uP 1231 • J, (6.>..!.l1 u3..l.f) 285 

nl. (~~I Jl.aAk) if: u~ [U~3 . J, if :.kL...31 [.b....,I) 

: t'lbJl$' [t'lh1.l$' . if: Y jW~ [YjW~ 1101 . J: Uh..:.3 [:w:w,3 



Text Apparatus III.7 [4]-III.8 [7] 559 

[~I~,)/I . if : ~~' [~.:l-~ /13/ . t: lol [lo1.., /11/ • if 
/20/ .J: ~I~,)/I [JI~~I /19/ . J: ~ [~ . if: JI~,)/I 

,/22/ . J: ~I [i.;?.)J1 . (~~~ ~L:JI Jwk) t: ~ [~ 

· if: ~ [~ /25/ . if: dlh.l [dW /23/ . J: u~ [(r)u~ 

· t: ~I [rk1/27/ . J, J , if :)..1..0 [I)..>..c . if- [~ /26/ 

~WI Ji..,Ak) t: (~) ~ [~ /4/ . J I.e [u..,s:i /3/ . i: J.S [..u; 287 

[.:l~ /11/ . J: Ls~ [Ls~ /8/ . t: I~~ [I~!J /6/ . (J.,~I 

. if: JI [~/12/ . (~) i ' J: .:l~ 

[~/20/ i : ~ [~ /18/ . i: u--o [~ /15/ 

· J : <U~ [.(;~ /23/ . if- [if)1 /211 . if- [~I . i' J: ~ 

[:{;j"-" /6/ . J: '~)I [~)I /3/ . i' J: u~ = t: u..,sJ [uP 289 

t: ~~I [.h........,~1 /8/ . t: ~ [~ . J: ~I [i.;?.:JII7/ . ..bt.; 


J..:-x.) i: u~ [u~J /13/. (~ ~ t ~.., ~~ o.J~! ..JI.:A) 
· J: J4 [~ . J: Jt~1 [-:.:....,ldl /15/. (yb.-JI 0~ ((..,cu YO.J 

t: 1.e~1 = .b: l.ej~1 = if [1.e~~1 /18/ . t: ~ [~ /16/ 

[~~4:::.1 /20/ . i: ~)4:::.I= J: ~..,4:::.1 = J: ~j4:::.~ = 

/211 . i: Lb~~1 = J' J: Lb..,~I = .b: Lbj~1 = t, if : Lb~1 
= t: Lb~1 = i' J, ..b, if: Lb..,~1 [Lb~~1 . i: J-4- [~ 
· i: ul~j:! [ul..l..:Y:; /25/ . if: ~ [~ /24/ . J: Lb..,~~ 

/1/ . t: ~I.h. = J: ~I.h. [~~ /27/ . J: ~~ [~~ 291 

[4-JLk.o . (if ~ .J~) [JS /4/ . J: \..y [(r 12/ • J~ [w,.., 
[~I . J: i~1 [(\)i~~1 /8/ . t: ~lb. = J: ~lb;;, 
[~l:. . (if ~ .J~) [~[$' /14/ . i: iY.~ [il::)(J /10/ . i: ~I 
, if: ~L; = J, J [~~ /16/ . t: 1..I..:lj [o.).,jlj /15/ . J: Wb 

[~ /2/ . i' J ' .b , if :.r>T = J, t [.r>~l /1/ . i' t ,..b 293 

·t:~ 



560 Text Apparatus lli.9 [l]-lli.lO [3] 

t'"'"WI Jdl , ~WI ~L:JI 

[bwj,3 181 . (.1. if ~ o~1 03"\';) ..J • .b. if: 0LJI [~yll 141 

· ..J: 1~1.; [0~!-9 1101 • ('-;-'~ kJl> t: d1J1 [~I . ..J: ~3 

= ..6 [J-9';l1 1121 . t. 1, • if : J-9'11 = j' J ,..J [if.J'11 1111 

..rf) j: J~ = J: J>~ [J>~ 1151, «((t)) Y".J t:") 1,1.;: if.J'11 

· t-· [~~ . ..J: ~ = if- [....:...0 1161 , (~L:JI t--JI ~ ~ 
• (~)j' J: ~[~ 121. if : ) • .:>3 [..,W . ..J: '-;-'.) [~.} 111 

141 . j' J, 1,: if.J'11 = (lit)) y,o.., CO) j~' ..J, t, if [JJ';l1 131 

III • j- , J- , ..6- 'if = ..J, t [~y:l 151 • if: u.? + [ u.? 
. j: 0-:. :~ [0-:.: -.!3 . ..J: ..,..u.I~ [.J..u.I1 131 • ..J: ,-;-,~I.$JI + [~~ 

295 

297 

299 

y::.WI Jdl , ~WI ~L:JI 

· if: ~~ [0y...J~ . J:.J'b3 [~3 181 , J: ~~ [~fi.17I 
I1Il. if- [.J~ ~~ 0[$'d Ill-WI , J:..Jb3 = if:.J'b [..Jb 191 

[~l 31114-131 • ..J: ~ [~ /131 , (~I JS ~ 1-lS') [.J'b 

: b~ [b~ 1141 . j- 'J- ,t- 'if = J, «(~" Y"'" t:) ..6~ 
· J: J-.a.> [, ..,1 0 > /171 . if: IJ'.,..AJI [~.,..AJI 1151 • J . ..J 

, ('-;-'~ ((I" JI> J: J..,.11 [Jrb 1181 . if: ~yll ) [~yJI3 

: t~3'11 ['\.C~31 1221 . t: .:l..uJ~ [.:l~3 1191 • J: .::..l.&.L [.::..l.&.WI 

t:y0.~[.J~ • t:b3~33 [b.:l..r:-33 121. t- [C3.:l III . t 
141 , t: J>l::.>~ [J>l::.>'1 . t: bJ..>..A:i[ b;~ • (JI..J~ ..JWI J~k) 
. jL:::,: L. + [~1/5I, (~)J: ~ [~ , ..J, t: 0""3 [0"") 

[..,~ = J. J , t, 1, [..,~I 181 . if: ~3.:G.~ [U).:G.~ 171 

301 

~ ~ ~3 1:?..~~Jl3 1:?"'..r!~1 ~~ ~'j' if ~ I~) 
· t' I.; : :t.:....... • "I,: [~ , ")0 1101 . J : [ ~ 191. ( ~ II 

()"':;""'"' ~ ~ J ..-.:-. I:? .. 'Y::':" 

[l,:jl 1161 . J: O.:ly [.:ly • J: if [;,)'" 113/ . ..J: ~3 [~3 

[~3 1211 • (j ~ ~~ ..rf II~)) JI) (I.A.~ .. 03 1171. J , t: ~I 
= (I:?~~I ~~ 1-lS~) [UJ-::.-l1 1221 . j'..J: ~3 



Text Apparatus III. 10 [3]-III.12 [2] 561 

[~~ . i' t, if : ~I.,J-, [~I..,..u~ if: U.r.
~ 121 . JL; [~Y" . i~ [i.J-;: /11 . (~~I J~k) t: (~) ~ 303 

16-51 • ..J: --,-,..I.-:: [--,-,J...:i • J: V'"'..;-AJI --'~ J-.t. J->- [--'~ 

[;Y..,...;JI --,~I 161 • ..J ~: uL; [d-, 151 • ..J ~ [~ ... ~~I 

. t- [~ JS ~..,J . J: ~ [.:;;"X:; nl . ..J~::Y..r11J .J~ 
1101 • J,..J: y-SJI [~ . ..J, t: ..L:.-I [~")!I 181 • ..J- [(n~ 

. ..J- [~~~-' 

~ ~.:>6J1 ~I , .:.JWI y~1 

t- [~U:JI 1211 . .b L; [u~ /191 • i: u~~ = ..J : b~ [u~ /151 

~.Jy'~1 UP ~ 4)·.>J1 = ~I JS ~ I~) [UWI 1241 

= (if ~ ~l:.:J1 i~k) [~)b . (~..L:.::-.r::1~ ~~~ ~L;...r.J~ 
18-71 • i: d~ [J)b 141 & 131 . ..J:.J..,s-.:ll1 [:;.J..,s-.:u 1131 . i: J~ 305 

/101 . i' t, .b : ~..,sJ~ [~..,sJL; 181 • t ~ [yo>'11 .....L:,.jl uJ-b-, 
[JIJ.! . t: ~..,sJ~ [~..,sJ1.; /121 . if : LS [~ . ..J, t : yo:; [~ 

li5-l41 . (..J[jJ~ ~~I J~k) t: ~~ = (~~I J~!-:) J: J.;I~ 
. ..J: J~ [J~ /181 • if: 4-J1 [.J4-J1 1171 • t- [~I ... ~l.hll 

~ ~~ .Y!) [o~-' . t: ~~I [~l.,.SJ1 1201 • t: ~u, [1~u, 
[ ~~-' 1251 • ..J: ..I.-::j-J [..I.-::~ 1241 • t: ~ [~ 1231 . (if 

. (i,..J't~ ..>.:!~~) 

[:.:..., ~ . (..J . =L...::JL) [.b..>.::, 151 . ( . =L...::JL) [~ > 141 307.;~ '-? . .;-' i ~ . ~ 

. i: ~ = ..J: (~l:.:J1 J~k) , a/'cHi [~ 161 • t: ~ 
/71 • (Ht))~.J e::o) iL;: ~ = i [~ . (..J ~ ~~) [~,)I)I 
1101 • (u-::P4) J, t, .b , if : ~ [~~ 191 • t- [.b..:>J1 

Jloft,k) J : ,;jr-, = ..J: IY.') = i ' (~I 0JJ..:) .b: ~Y:;-, (1)-' 
1111 . (~~I Jl..Ibk) J: .>...::,.;.(, = (i ~ =L...::J4) [..l.....::>~-' • (~l:.:J1 

http:3]-III.12


562 Text Apparatus ll.12 [2]-IVol [2] 

o if : ox.l..J [o~I..J1 r- , t- , ..1- 'if- [~. J L:. : j>1..J1 + [J-WI0 

· (.;.. .. :11 I< 1 (' ...., . J..» [~ • ( . J...J~L) [~ ·/12/0 0(,...- v-'. iJ ~ u.J ~ r 4..} o~.J0 00 

· t: ..>UI~~ [:JUI 1~~ 1141 . r: ~~3 = J: ~;.J [~~.J 
[~ . if: 0x.I~ [~~I..JI /151 • J: JA~ ,-:-,~I ['-:-'~'-' J..r:J1 


~ 1< > I<
[~ . J: ~ [0'''> • J: v-' [v-' . J: r, po! = (J ~ ~~) 

= (I'~I J~k) J:J~ [J~ 1161. r'J,..1'if:~ 

· if- 111'~ /201. J' .1, :<;,:bz [~ /171 • (~,J ~ I'~I r>~k) 
= J' J,.1, [.JS.J . (J.J~I I'WI J~k) J: 1!b.J [I'j-:;- l.ill.J 1221 

141 • t: ~W[0.JW 12/ . t: pi [jJl III . r' t, if: j.$'.; 309 

if.r ~.r 15-41 • r' if : 0.JW [I?,.J'-:: . t: ~W [~W.J 
~..r = r' .1" if: ~ ifY.J ~y = J' (oJ..!JI u.J~) J [~ 
= J'.1,: ~ [Wu. /81 . J- [4Jyb ... j]1 /7-61 • t: ~y 

[:{;...L::JI 110/ . if: I,)""L + [~ . Ju. [~I 191 . J: W 

[.J ~..>~ ~ v-:: 112-11/ . t: J~I.J [~I.J 1111 . r: ~WI 

[~~ /131 . r' J, t, .1,:~.J [~ 0-::!.J 1121 •.Ju 

[ ..)....0y;J.J 1151 . t: u->- [:.:..........>. • J: ~~3 [.:s.Y.J . .1,: .:s.~ 

[~~ 1161 • (I'~I.J I'UJI JW!-:) t: .l......::>~ = ..1: ~~.J 

. J: ~I J.J~ + [~11171 • t: u[$' [..::.j[$' . t: ~:'~p 

~~I ~I , ~!)I ~L:JI 

[rG-;~~ . r: ~~~I.J rl.r:--'JI [rG-;~~ ~~~I . ..1- [:U~ 121 3ll 

· r:..!lli + [~ 1101 • J: ~ [L. ..ill~ 0"" /7-61 • if ~ : ~.J + 

· if- [I'j-:;- /191 • t-, if ~ [11'j-:;- 1181 • if: o..>L... [o..>L... /161 

[oyo~_:..~ 1231 • r~' J- [~ JJI ~..> 1211 • J, t, if: ~ [~.J 

· ....;: 0') [( \)~) 111 • (I'I!.II J~k) t: ~I [~I . if: oy.l'~".J 313 

· if : .b. [~ 141 • t: l>......~ [~1. if : O-:p.J [u.J~.J 121 

· J ' (J~ "I)) JI>..1. : OWl [~1/61 • t: .;Jj [4j)/j .J- [Y".J 151 

, t- , .1- 'if- =J, J [tw~ ~.J nt, J, .1 : O~..>~ [v~..ul.J 

~~) ['~t....;~1/81 • r' (o~1 u.J~) J: ..>-..>..iY. [J-U:i 191&/81 . r 



Text Apparatus IV.1 [3]-IV.2 [4] 563 

[uy:...Jl . ..j,06 :tU [(')(j)1 /12/ . j: ;;x.I~ [;;.;I..JI /10/. (J ~ 

.. ..j ~ [~i /15/ . ..j ~ [.J..uJ1 /13/ . j:-' J- , 1,- 'if- = ..j, t.. 

(--..OJi . j L::.. : u~" + [<;-j-:::- /16/ . J IJ [<;-.r.J1 . ..j: C!) [~) 

CO) ..jLb [~.."..A:i . if:~" [~., /17/ . (j'..j ~ ~) 

/18/ .. t..:~., [o~., . j-' t..- , 1,- 'if- = J, (II~H j-o.J 

'Wi u~" :.::.:......, /19-18/ . t..: ,,:-!I.o ~., P:J~., . t..: JlIl [..jJi 
~?., ~Lo#-u~ WI ~., ~., = J [L~ u"?--' 4;jL<>···u~ 
L~ u.fX--, ..bl., u~l..., WI u~., :.::.:......, = j , t..' 1, , if : l>.......~ 
:tw~ [twGAJI /21/ . ..j: (IIC""" jA.J CO ~~I ~ ((tw~ ...J....:,.;..,") 

= j , J , 1, , if: ~ = t.. [ ~~ /3/ . if:..j.J"'Y. [..j ~ /1/ . t.. 315 

[I~ . ..j: oL.:.~., [L.:.~--, . j L:::, : U..,...... + [L,1., /4/ • J: ~ 

[u..,sJ--, /7/. (j'..j ~ u..,..:-ll j~k) [~ /6/ . j-' J- , 06

[C!)--' . (j' J, ..j,06 ~ u..,..:-ll j~k) [.:G.G /8/ . t..: u~J 


· t..: u--> I ~ /9/ . (j'..j ~ uyJl j~k) [r-Z--, . J: ~.J~ 


. t..: tl.JjJl [t..I.J~ . if Lb [~ /10/ . J, .k : ~., [~., 


~I:::.JI Jdl , ~!)I ,-:"L:JI . 

['-:-'~ /16/ . o6:.r$'1r [.r$'y-o /14/ . J, t.. : ~ [v-o /13/ 

= J,..j [~l.J.:;) /20/ • (<;-UJI JWk) t..: r-li [t., . if: -::..L.....> 

· J- [~}I /22/ . 1,: I,.)'"'~--' [I,.)'"'~ /211 . j' t..' 1" if: .u1s.l.R.:i) 

-u:.)W,1 UA ....~ [:to~ oy,l.,j., -u:.)W,J UA . if Lb [:to~ ... ..::..jl$' /3-2/ 317 

· if: <!) ~YJj [oy'~j . t..: J...:,..I [I.,$J...:,..J. J \j [~/4/ . t: oy'l.,j., 

<;-L:JI JWk) t.. ['-:-'~'-= • ..j: i:;;. [V /9/ . t..: ~ [~., 
/11/. J: 'Li [~ /10/ . j' J, 1" if: ,-:-,L...,;.JI UA = J, (J;~I 
[ (n;;~ /3/. if: ~I + [j:"'JU::.J1 /1/ . J 1...1 [<;-)--::- C"!.J--' 319 

~ tWI §.r u>- /4-3/ . (II~" jA.J (:") ..j Lb : j + [U;;~ . if:.r.s

· if: I....:.J--' [(j.J., /4/ • J: tWI :;Syo tY' ~}I ..ill~ ~. [~}I ..ill~ 

[J...:,..I., m . j I,p, [x.~1 J! /6/ . t..: 1.)1 [I~b . t: I,.)'"'...I-w [I,.)'"'...I-w., 

• (II~H jA.J (:") 1,~: ~~+ [1j>l:i--, /12/. jLb [..ill.)., /10/ . ..j: IJ...:,..~ 

http:j:"'JU::.J1


564 Text Apparatus IV.3 [title]-[5] 

dWI ~I , t!!)1 ~~I 

. j l..b [Jhll-, ~I ~L...;1-, 1151 • J- [~~ . J: LS~ [..>Lb:;1 1141 

= ..J [j.,>!-, . t: ~-' [~-' /191. (e-JI J.$' J I~) [~W 1181 

[..J~ 1211 • ~- [U;;~ 1201 • j' t ' k , ~ :~ ~u = J: '~~ 
[(n~ 1241 • (~I JS J 1.".\5') [~i . Ju [::) . J:::.J..;.J 
jA..> ~) ..J~, (II~)) jA..> ~;. .1·u, (II~)) jA..> ~) ~~ = J' t 

~ ~l$"y>Jli~) = J: '4-j [4-j 111 . «((~)) YO..> ~) jl..b, (II~)) 321 

J 141 . i' J, .1 : ~I [o~ 121 • t:.rill [~I. (~L:JI e-JI:r .J: Jo):' = ~: (~.)~)-, [~)-' 111 • .1: ~~ [~I 323 

121 • (II~)) jA..> ce) ~~ : y>.1I1 ~4J1 ~ = ..J- [y>.'J1 ~4J1 

141 • ~: l+-o [~ 131 • ~ l!, : J-l'J1 .1-,~ ifl..> + [J..._./}/ I 

. ..J: ~ [~ 181 . ..J: ~-' [~-' 161 • ..J L; : ~yiJ~ + [ifJ...w-, 

[.:.r 1121 ; ~- [u~ . t l1 [~ 191 . .1: yblJl [.rill yW 19-81 

Uy,yll ~L:l1 j..J) i [o?..::....w . j'J,t,.1:1,)-" = ..J,~ 

~-' /13-121 • ..J, t: .r.s- .;....... = J, .1 , ~:.r.s- ~ = (;,:j~ 
: . ..J : ~-' [....J....:,..:j 1151 • i L; [;:) 1141 • ..J- [~ 1131 • t- [~~ 
1171 . t:.r.s- [0.r.s- 1161 • .1l..b [)J..ill .:.IJi; ... L..,L.o v.A! /17-161 

/191 . J' (~~I u-'~) ..J :~W-, = i' t,.1, ~: Li'W-, [~W-, 
1211. J:.1-,.r>J1 = ~:.1-,~ [jJ<JI.1-,~ 1201. J:011 [0~-' 

[~ • «((L:"""")) jA..>CO) .1~ [v~ 1221 . t: .1-,~ + [(\) y-W 
4' - It!.. II . f_~ [ It!.. II .1' '-~ 1t~'1 f_~ 123 221 ' •..,~-'~ LSy= ~ ..,~y=-,~ y= - . t·~ 

yW-,+ [(njJ<JlyW 1221 . J: .1-,.r>J1yW-, j1J1 yW = ~: LS.:JI 

1261 • J: if!:S [~-' . ..J, ~ :.r.s- [0.r.s- 1251 . .1 L:::, : JlJI 
[(vW-",,) ~ ~1121 • ..J: ~ [.;....... .. ..J: .:.r = t: ~ + [0'" 325 

161 • ..J: ~ [.::.......... . ~: ~ [~ 131 • .1: u-o (~)~~I 


[o? 171 • J::{j)/j [.!J)/j . j , t, .1 , ~: vlS-, = J'..J [~-' 


~ j: ~~ = J'..J, t ' .1 ,~ [o~ 191 • J,..J, ~ :? 

1111 . (LS~~I-, LS~~Li'~r.JI-, \.S..>y.L;.:J1 U..r:. J 1Il..b~)))


." .. .... .. 
. :Li'W-, = J,.1 [vW-,. t:~ [~/12/. J- [(\)~ 

http:LS~~Li'~r.JI


Text Apparatus IV.3 [5]-IV.4 [2] 565 

/15/ . J u [y$'.r /14/ . t,.b: u~.J~ [u~)lj.., j , ..j , t, if 

u W.., = J' .b. [~)lj.., ~W.., . ..j: u~.J~ ~ [(.:r.:"_"UI.., ~ 
y$'Y' ~ /16/ . j: uyili.., uW.., = ..j: uyili.., ~-' = if: u-~'.I'~ 
~~ = .b: V'..>...w.., [L..>...w.., /18/ . ifL; [~~ /17/ . JLb [if.J~1 

~) j: j1:J1 = J,"";, .b, if [if;lIl /19/ . ..j- [u~ . J: :~' 
O.r. 	~ 1IjJ:J1))) = (II rill ~ if)H ySr 0""'" L.~)): J-4J1 

. (I..;?~~~ I..;?~~ J~~~I..;?.Jy.~1 

~ (1..;?.Jy.~1 ~ ~ I.i$'), j ,..j [.:r.'~1 j..r7" )..u.o ~ /2/ 327 

)JJi.e ~ = 1.: ~~I 1S"r. 0)JJi.e ~ = if: ~~I jr. 0)~ 
= ( . ~..:. II '1..:.. - II . ,. . Il$') , J: . . -: II ,- '-., II . L-.:I..;?.r--' '-' 1/ . ~ if'".r' <J ~~ IS".r:-.., ~ ~ 

[..u..;J1 ~ /4/ . (I..;?~~I ~ ~ I.i$'): u-::~I ~..r7" )..u.o ~ 
/5/ .. (II~)) YO.J t") ..j1A" (II~" YO.J t") iflA, [yb! . if: ~~)/~ 
[0"'''>'''''''''.., .J,.b, if :C!) [~) /8/ . .b: ..u..;J1[ (uWyo) ..M: 

. ",,;,1.: ..L>~ [1..L>~ /11/ . ..j: j).... [1.).... 1101 • J: ~~ + 

Jy5 II..L>~IJ) .b: ..L>~ ~.., = if: (I.i$') ~..,.., [~.., 

'if:~.r"=> [~.r'=> /14/ . J: ~ = j'..j:~.., '= (~I 
[~.., cu.., b u..,::..w.., ~.., ;.:;L, /16-15/ . J: r' [r1' /15/ . J' 1. 

fo.J C"'> 1. ~ : t::""'" ~.., >L. u..F.., ~.., 'Y.L. = j' J ' 1, , if 
= J' ..j [if.J~1 /16/ . ..j: ~.., ~.., b u~'" ~.., =y'L, = (lit)) 

t") iflA, [~ ~.., /17/ . 1,lb [;.:;~.., ..j)/T . j' 1" if: if.)U 
= ..j , if [y-ciJ1 . j- , J- , «(c:""")) fo.J C"') ..j LA> , 1.- , (1Ic:"""" jA.J 

jA.J C"') ..j~ [~ ......A....::U.., /18/ . J: OU [01.., . j' J, 1,: ~ 
. J, 1, , if : riU = j , ..j [~I . j- , 1,- 'if- = J ' (II~)) 

http:1..;?.Jy
http:J~~~I..;?.Jy


566 Text Apparatus IV.5 [1]-IV.6 [2] 

[~~~I if [~ . j: .h..w;'211 ~I [.h..w;'211 u~ 151 329 

[~ . j' J, .1 , if:~'" = ..J [~", nl . ..JL:::., if: ~ + 

/151 • (J J I~ ~) [J-4. /141 • if: ~ [~", 191 . ifU 

v-o /19-181 ". <J ~ I~ ~) [~ 1171 • ..J: u~ [u~ 
[~r /21 • J ' .1 , if: J-oWI [4LL.:... /191. j: l:r:-~~ [scl,;..;'21l 331 

171. (J ~ Ij$' ~) [..J'; 151 . i : JobJl [.slat.:.. 141 • .1: u-:§Y" 

[w 191 • ..J:,;r [(\)~ 181 . ..J: o~ [~ . J: J.>13 [..b.1 -,1 
y~1 [y~\jl ~I~. <.1 ~ I~ ~) [~", 1101 • j

· (~)1,: .:I~J [.:Iy:,,,, /151. <~4J1 J '\r_a1:J1 11 ) 1,'if:~1 

· if: W + = <J ~ I~~) [~ /i91 . 1,: ~ + [~ /181 

= ifL; [..Jt /21/ . J: ~ [~ . jL; [w /201 • ..J: ~~ ["-:!~ 
[~~ 121 • ..J: ~~ [~yS'~ 11/ • J:.,j)/j [...ili 1221 . if: oyS' 333 

[~", 181 • ..J: u~'" [u~'" 151 . ..J~ [~ 141 • J: uI.J 
· J: ~ [~ 1111 • J, 1, : U"'..\..w", [L..\..w", 191 • ..J::t.........:;", 

, .1: ~ [~ . i:.)L. [~ . j' if: I':'~ = ..Ju, [uI",/131 

l.:,u = ..J, if: j.r:-J [j.r:- u':'!J . J~ [~y-i:J~ 1141 . j' J 
1151 • J'.1, if : "':-"":"~~ + [~ • ..J:..::......... [:.:..:..... . .1: j.r:

[..l.>I", /201 • J: ~~ [y~ 1191 . J-'.1-, if [,":,,":,!~L; 

[W1 /241 • <«C"'""'" jA.) c:o) ..J l..b 'if- [< n~ /221 . if: .J..>1,,5' 
, if : 0':'!~'" [0-'~'" . j'''''';' if: ~I [ul;;il /251 • ""';:..jJ1 

. j''''''; 

~ .....;LA.. «I" JI) = j' J' .1:~", [~", 141 . ""';:.;..w [:.::.:...... 131 335 

[~ 191 • if l.b [J uY-w", 181 • .....;: ~", [( \ ) o~", /6/ . <.....;, if 

· if: .J..;..L; [~.J..;..l.;" /111 • if: ~~.:, ~", [~~':'", /101 . J, 1, : ~", 
• .....; : ~ .;..w = J, if : ~ :.::.:...... [o~ .;..w • J: /i>1 [ i>1114/ 



567 Text Apparatus IV.6 [2]-IV.7 [3] 

...J : ul$"-, [uLD . J: ~ -~I = ...J: ~ j.,>1 [~ j.,>J /161 

i : 1~1-, = J: l..l:>.I.:, = ...J, if: I..l>'-' = .1: (,,$..l>!.., [l..l>i-, /171 

· ...J: u~+ [tlrU /191 . i:~.P [~~4 /181 • J: ~ [rW 
. ..bl9 [~4 /231 • J: ~-' [d3~-, /21/ . i: ~-' [u..F-, /201 

[~L..,JL; /11 . ...J:..::.J~ = i'.1:.:>~ = J, if : ~ [..::.J~ 337 

YO.J t") ...J lA, : ~-' + [1~~ 141 . if : JoWl [J..~ 131 . J-;.1
t") if lA, [j.,>J 161 . (...J1..Ao (( I)) JIl ...J : ~-' [......D....:,.:-' 151 . (((~11 

. ' ...J , ..b, if: ·if'yu [if)~1 ~ ~/111 . J: '.,Go! = ((~IIYO.J 
· i' J,..b, if: ~-' = ...J [~-' 113/. (i ~lA, ~ «yW ~1I) 
[.>..:>'-' /161 . if:..,..w [~ /151 • ...J: ~-' [(T)~-, 114/ 

· ~(~I ~~) ...J, if: ~ [W- . (((~11 YO.J t") ...JlA" if

· i'.1, if L!. : ~I = J: -d)(j = ...J : :till = if IJ : ....ill [d;j)(j /171 

· i: ,.··.1'; [d;j)(j /191 • JL!.: ~L,;.J4 + ['Y.~r /181 . if- [(nor 

~~ «-,II JIl , i' t: V"'J...w-, [V"'J...w /22/ . i: ~-' [(n.:>~-, /21/ 

14-31 . i:.!Jj-, [U)lj-, /241 . i' t: ~~[j [~~'-' . (~...J~ ~ 339 

~ [o? ~w 161 . if:? [o? 141 . t- [o?... :>l.!.o 

, J ' t · ..b • J, : .!:.b-, [8.3-" J, .1 : ? d W = ...J. t, if: ? 
[W- . J, 1, , if : ~~4 [~,Ai . if: ~~ [ ~[:r...l ~) 181 • i 

·...J'if:~ 

[uSi . ..b: I~I [~! . iflA, [if.J~1 U"'" (i' J ~ ~4) [~ /131 

· t: o~ [lA,~ . if-[V"'~~ /161 • J:.r.S'1 [pJ /141. J: ~ 
~ [o? .;:...w /18/ . ...J: ~ = t: ~ [~ . t:.;:...w [~ /171 

[~ 11/ • ...J, t: ~ [W- /21/ . (~)i' t: 1~l9 [I~l-, . t:? 341 

= t: ~-' =..b: ~-' [~-" J: (~L;JI J~~) ~ = t: ~ 
[J..aldl /21 • J'...J: 0u.A....J1 [V"'.A....JI . ...J: ( ~ ~I J~k) ~-' 

[~J 131 • J: (~LJI Juk) ~.:, [~-' . if: J-.aUJI· 

[j.$' r,S'1 . J: (~~f J~k) ~-' = t: ~-' = ...J, ..b :~-' 



568 Text Apparatus IV.7 [3-6] 

[U""..Lw--, /5/ ..J, t, if : ...b......--'~ [...b......) 0-::1--' /4/ . r: ~I JS 
[~~ /8/ . t: if.J~1 [if)U . t: (J--,~I ~U.II J~k) .;::.,Jj--, 

/11/ . t :-j.$J1 [~~I 110/ . t.: 0"". dL:J1 [~~ /9/ . r: ~~I 
.. t: 01..$"--, [OLD 114/ . t: J,'1~ [J--,~ I /l2/ . if: ~ [J..,.:>.:; 
[O~)fj--, . ..J: ~.J~ [~.J~ 116/ • (t--JI JS J IjS) [c-J--, 
. t:....iJ1 [Wi . ..J: (ljS) ~~~ [:U~)--' /l81" . ..J: 0-::~I/~ 
. t- [Jw . ..J,.b, if: ~ [~~ /20/ . ..b: 'Y.L. ~W--, [;,:jWW--, 

~I [~)I ... ~I /211 . if: (0.rJ1J~k) J-...:u--, [~--' 
.JT--, ~ = t:~1 r--' Jyll r ~}I r--' JJI ~.J~ 
~--' ~I t~--' j.iJ1 ~G-J ~~ ~I = ..J: 0-:'~L1J1 

. r: 0%::..11 



§2. Figure Apparatus 


.M.;JI . .h......i}/I .M.: [(vwr ~1 b.J~ J uWy) .h.....}11 .M.;JI d' Fig. Tl 

J.al b.J~ J) ,-:-,,)~I ~I . .M.:'lI1 .M.: (iUl>J1 ~1 b.J~J) ..u.[JlI p.133 

.illil1.jSyll VL;.. jS~ [jSyll ~.JWI jS~ t· ,-:-,,)')/1 .M.: [(VWI 

((.b.w3~1 ~Ill ~ ~ .b> ~.>:!) J . (~b) [j5'yll VWI 

jS~ [jSyll VWf jSr J. (x.yl.:jl ~1 b.J~ ~ «.h.....3~1 .M.;Jlll3 

tff Ub.J.r:JI) . (>-3~~) [(Y;;3..>,.;j1 ~1 J) tWI ?r . Vl>J1 

;.:$'..rJ ~L....o b~~ .J3~ CU o.J~J..a Y;;3..>,.;jf ~l b.J~3 ~}f J~l:-J 
;.:$',7> b~~ .J3~ (j.J ;;.J~J..a ,r.'",..I..:.l1 ~1 ;;.J~) r . (~L..JI' '-:-'.J!J.., 

. (~WI '-:-'.J~ 

)J..a jSr . Jel.. ~ [JeWI ~ . ~."s )J..a [~~I)J..a d' Fig.T2 

[,r.'",..>,.;jl ~ . Jel.. jS~ [JeWf jS~ . ~."s )..M?~ [~fll p.135 

.~."s)J..a [~flf)J..a ..b . (~b) [,r.'",..I..:.lI?r' (~b) 
jS~ . ~."s )..M jS~ [~."sJ1 )..M jS~ . Jel.. ~ [JeWI ~ 

• (~b) [.J:!3..>,.;j1 jS~ . (~b) [.J:!3..>,.;jf ~ . Jel> jS~ [JeWI 

· (~[;,) [JeWI ~. (JeWI ~ ;;,;f~ J.v ~.fi) [~..,sJI)..M t 
~Wf ~LJJ ~'>ll c-'>}f ~) ~~ . ).ul jS~ [~~I )J..a ?r 
• (~b) [y;;3..1..:.l1 ?r . (~b) [,r.'",..I..:.lf ..Jli . (~b) [(o? 

jS~ J . (~WI '-:-'.J~;.:$'.rJ v-S~ b~~ .J3~ (j.J o.J~..M o.J.r:Jf) 

~) ~."s . ~~I [(~y J$' ~) ~~ . (~b) [~.,sJf ).l..<> 

5~' J..
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570 Figure Apparatus Fig. T3 

~Y" . (~b) [y'"!yl.::.J1 ..dl; . (~b) [( ~WI :(,pLJ.l J-9~1 ~}I 

~-') [(~WI:{,pL..JJJ-9~Ic-a}I~) ~~ J. (~b) [y'"!-,~I 
~Y" . (..b.i; J ..byb..a ~ J..:;--~) [y'"!-,~I ..dl; . (~.:l ~ :{.J$JI 

..~yo-, ~pi (.r.:! ~I.,JI .bJ1) . (.hi; J ..b~ ~ J..:;--"':;) [.x.-,..>..::.JI 

Z;..,W~ ~GJ~ ~WI .:.:,,~L..JJ w~1 tL,;~1 ~ .:l.r:-y ~ y'"!-,.l..::.ll 

· ~~ ..dl; [~WI ..dl; . ~~ ).).0 [~Pl ).).0 r . (o.r!>W~ 
uJ.oWI y,$'r ll ) • (~b) [..H-,.l..::.ll y,$'r . (~b) [..H-,.l..::.ll .ill.; 

..b#J1 c1l.iiJ'0~ .ill~-, ~)I J.:lY ~ «~y$J1 )~ y,$'r))-, 
~ ~ ~~I ~yll ~ ~WI jSr J! ..H-,.l..::.ll jSr <Y' t:;..).i.JI 

4S..,r> o~~ .;-,.:l CU Li';3~ Li.;~/) . (~y$J1 )oM jSr ~I 
. (~LJI ,,-:-,).ii... 

J) y1}I. p""M' Q • (~bl [(.x.y,).:.:.I1 ~l o';Y"" J) ..M.:~I ..u.;J1 ~ Fig,T3 

~1 .:ll) twl:Jl J-J-, ~.:l ~ ~I ~-') ('(VWI ~1 o';Y"" p.139 

~~ ~ §yll ~I.,ll ~-' §yll ~I.,ll §yo (.r.:! .bJ1 ~~ 
· (~b) [(..H-,.l..::.ll ~l o';Y'"" J) .M.;~I ..u.:J1 t . (.u.;~1 ..u.:J1 

~yll J-9~1 ~r . (~b) [(;'-,~I ~1 o';Y'"" ~) ,,-:-,..;£~I ..u.:J1 

c::..;WI ~yo . ~yll Vl> [~yll V GJI . §yll ~Iy §Y" [(UWy) 

o';Y'"" u-o .;~I J! ~~I) y1}1 . 0 ",,'" Q • ~yll VI.;.. ~r [jSyll 

[(VWI J.....:.l o';Y"" 0"'") jS..rL 1 ~/.,ll . (~b) [(c::.)..:>J1 J.....:.l 
-j 0Wy) y1}I. 0"" .. · •• (~b) [§yll c::..;GJI ~yo J . (~b) 

J-9~ y,$'r ~ ~ ~.:l ~ ~I ~-') [(..H-,.l..::.ll ~l o';Y"" 

~l Li.;Y'"" J ~yll J-91~1 ~yo J! ~~I ~I u-o LJi) . (yS'yll 

[§yll V GJi §yo J . (§yll ~I.,ll joWl ~ J! .:l-,.40.x.-,.d1 

~I.,ll ~WI . J-9~1 ~Y" [(UW..,..) ~yll ~I.,ll ~Y" . (~b) 

j...al o';Y'"" ~ 0 W"",) y1}1 . p",,~ •• • §yll ~I.,ll Y'-' ~WI [~yll 

· (~~I ~I ~L;.- ~ J-: ~.:l ..r-:!- V-.~7..b..ii· II ~-') [(c::.)..>J1 

~II ~~) ,,-:-,~,,)/I .M.; [(Y."!-,.l..::.ll ~l o';Y'"" -j) ,,-:-,..;£~I ..u.:J1 r• 

JI yS'yll J-91~1 yS'Y" u-o ~).i.JI ~I cbl..ii:i ~ ~ «J~-, 

[~yll J-9~1 ~WI . (,,-:-,';~I ..u.;J1 ~ ~~I ;. ~~I y'"!-,~I 

http:x.y,).:.:.I1
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Figure Apparatus Fig. T4 571 

O..>Y"" ~ J c9l}l> .fi}1 \ 0"",7:. , (..>~) [§.)I ~..>L>JI , (~~L:,) 

~ yS'.)1 ~..>L>JI ~l ~ O~}I cb~ ;1) , (~L:,) [(VL.;JI ~l 
VL.;JI yS'.r.J yS'.)1 ~L,ll yS'.r (r.;-! O~~ ~ yS'.)1 ~L,ll jS.r 
~ ~.H. ~rl V WI J-a' ~ yJy11 \ Q .a"'. () ~) , (~..rll 
~I ~L;.. V" yS'.)1 ~L,ll ~.J jS.)1 ~!Jl1 jS.r (r.;-! \ 0"",7'.11 

1I4J~ 0..>:'..\.0 J:!yl.:.:J1 ~l O..>YW:>.J ~}I J~Y j.P Ol.:;..>-"""""Il , (.M.;~I 
, (~WI ~L.U J-91"l1 ~}I J! ~UI "':"..>~ 4Sy 

, (~b) [(~!Jl1 "':"-~.J ~..>l>J1 "':"-~ ~ O~ft_"W rl ~ Fig,T4 

..I..:-J:! )/) , (~L:,) [;;.J..>~I , (~L:.) [(J:!.J..>.:JI ~l o..>Y"" ~) J:!.J..>.:JI p.143 

~ ~ ~l.,J1 .h>J~ ..H.JJ.::JJ OL:...WI J..WI jS..r" 0"" OLb.;.J1 

~.J ~)..>JI ~ 0-::'! ;;~~ylll rl .b , (..>-:!.J..L.:.:.II ~ ~L.:.:JI 
O~ )/.J VL.;JI ~ ~ ~~) [..:;JI..,l1 ~ , (~b) [(..:;J(.,ll 

[(...>-:!.J..l.:.:.I1 J-al ;;..>~ ~) ...>-:!.J..l.:.:.I1, (..;J(.,ll ~ ~ --4~ O).-:~ 
..b.;,.J~ ~.J J...:lJ Ol:w W I JoWI yS'.r V" 0lh>J1 J..:-Yo! )/) , (~b ) 

"':"-~ (r.;-! ;; ~r..,.iIl r It., (J:!.J..>.:JI ~ ~L,.:JI ~ (r.;-! ~I.,JI 
VL>JI J-al ;;..>~ ~) ~..,s , (~b) [(..;Jlyll ",:,,-J...:>.A.J VL>JI 

;;..>Y"" J) if"'::' >JI , (<\.o..w..> 0-'.i..; H.r.'J..>.:J I)) :.:.J.$' ..I..:-.fi.J ~ L:, ) [( yS'.)1 

~ ..' (~b) [jS.)I ..:;J(.,ll , ..:;J(.,ll jS...r" [( jS. .rLI V WI J-al 
, §.)I VL;. [VWI ~ , (~L:,) [~..>WI ",:,,-..>..:>..0 , (~L:,) [~Iyll 

~ , (~b) [JoWl , (~b) [(JoWl ~l ;;..>~ ~) ~.J~I 

..r.'JJ...:lJ OL::...WI JoWl jS.r V" 0lh>J1 ~Yo! ;1) • (~L:,) [JoWl 

O..>~ J) ~.JJ..:.:.l1 J . (~.JJ..:.:.l1 J ~L..:.:JI ~ (r.;-! ~1..,J1.h>J~ 
[§.)I"~..>WI , (if9L:,) [yS'.)1 ~'I"ll , (~L:,) [(yS'.)1 VL.;JI ~l 
"':"-~ ~ ~.fi) [(yS'.)1 V WI ~l O..>Y"" ~) ifM.::,,J1 , (~L:,) 

[(JoWl ~1 O..>~ ~) if:. ",JI . (~b) [~!Jl1 ~ . (~..>L.;JI 
J:!.JJ..:.:.l1 :;.J">~ ;r .b>J1) , (~L:,) [joWl , (~L:,) [0.J..>.:JI , (~L:,) 

. V WI [yS'.)1 VWI J . (joWl ",:,,-..>..:>..0 JI ~.J.4.0 joWl yS'yo J! 
0.J">~ [0.J..>jJl . ~..,sJ1 [(OWy ) ~~ , (~b) [jS.rL1 ..:;J(.,ll 

~) if:.'::'~1 , (~b) [(J-.WI J-al o..>~ ~) ..r.'J~1 , ..r.'J~1 

http:I..:-.fi
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572 Figure Apparatus Fig. T5 

[(VWI ~1 0.JY"'" ~) ..r.!3~1 i . (~I.;,) [(JoWl ~1 o.J~ 
0.JY""' ~) X-3~1 . (~b) [(VW1 ~I 0.JY""' ~) -.}> .. a>..ll . X-3..).J 

'>"':-x. 'j) . (~)I J~Y Js- Ub.J..,....JIl. (~I.;,) [(J.oWI J-al 

~ ~ J-a~1 .6..:>...113 ..r.!3 J...:iJ Ul:...W I JoWI ~yo 0""" u L.b.>J1 
( J.::.l1· - lo.:.IlX-3 '-:? Lr-' 

~..b.>JIl. (~I.;,) [(UW..,...) JL:1I=Y.3~· (~I.;,) [V~I if Fig.T5 

[(UW.Y') rl . (r "0" ~ ~)_::>JI jS~ :JUI ~}.lI1 ~~I p.147 

.~ [(UW~) ~I t.. (~b) [(UW~) ~I ..b. (~b) 
~) • (~I.;,) [(UW..,...) ~I . .:.$.;11 ~.JL;...:.$.r [Vl>JI.:.$.r 

~~~..:_lI ~ ..b.>J1) . (Vl>J1 "';-'-~ ~ ~I ~yo J! ..b..,..,bJ1 

~).::>J I .:.$.r [~).::>J I .:.$.r J . (~ Vl::>J1 .:.$.r-! :J U I ~3~ I 

~.r 0""" ~.Jl>J1 ~I ~ ~ ((4.;11 03.J.JJ1 1I '>"':->:1) • .:.$.;11 

~ ~.Jl::>J1 ~I ~ ~ ((~)I 03.J.:01)) ~I §.r J! t WI 

:JUI v-:hw;:11 ~~I ~ ..b.>J1l . (~I ~yo J! V WI ~yo 

J! tWI ~yo 0""" u '-:-.JWI u L.b.>J1 .>...:-x. :13 rJ' 0 V WI ~.r-! 
~ . (J..jlj) [~.Jl::>J1 ~ J . (V~I ~ 0":!.ill1 ~;:11 ~~I 
· (J..jlj) [J:WI ",;-,J.;>,.. • (J..jlj) [§.)I ~.Jl::>J1 ",;-,J.;>,.. • (J..jlj) [J:WI 

· (J-!-JI "';-'~ Js- ~I ~ ~:uJ1 ~3~1 0":!~1 U~) 
. ~) . ( L.::>JI ,_,~ ~ '·11 . ( JI..b L~ II .. ~)'-:? . :>:! i V· ~ .J-'.r , ~ 9" 

~yll ~ VW1 ",;-,-J...:>..o ~ ((tWI ~r .h..;. J~II o.J~1 .J'--:-! 

",;-,-J.;>,.. ~ ((Vl::>J1 §.r .h> Jykll o.J~1 ).~ ~ ~7.!) . (~L:l1 

· J,I + [(~3~1 ~ uWylll .h......;:11 ~I. (~L:l' t"'='yll J ~.Jl>J' 

[(UW.Y') rl . ~[j+ [(Jo:a>JI ~ uWylll .h......,}J1I ~I 
· (~)_,;J' ",;-,-J...:>..o ~ ~I ~yo Jl ..bybJl ~) . (~L:,) 

. (V~I ~~ J..jlj I.J ~7.!) 



Figure Apparatus Fig. T6 573 

?.r [1:::)..>JI ?.r .. (~V~ I ~yo ~ ~y) [J)l;.;..1 ~..,Ij ~ Fig. T6 


..!fuJI .. ~)..;. ...!.1Jj [~yll UWI .. ol~G.,.., ~ [ol~WI :.:.b.A:l .. UL:.. p.161 


V~I ~~.r J.S' ~y» .. ~ .Jt [JWI ..illlJ1 .. ~L. .ill; [~UI 


.. Ul..> .Jt [§.)I ~.JI.:>JI ..b .. (~l:.) [~I .. (-:.r.§.)1 0"::"! L. .J~ 


t .. (~l:.) [rl .. ~ .Jt [J-WI ...ill.RJ1 .. ~L. .ill; [jJUI .illAJ1 


u~.., o"'.J~))) .. JaWI ~.r [UWI ~.r" o..,.J.:J1 [o"'.J~ .. .ril1 [~ 


~..,Ij .. (jJUI.ill; ,.-;-/...\..:>..0 ~ ~y (UWy» u~.r O"'.J~"'" (UWyo) 


.. (~I.;.) [(UWyo) z...:,L:.. ~.LU .. (~I.;.) [(~~ ;U){j) J~I 


J.>- ..L:-.r.!"') if ~ .Q,>JI [~ .. (~I.;.) [U""L .. (~b) [~~ 


(~UI ...illiJ1 .. jS.r UL:.. .ill; [jSyll U WI .. (UWI ...!lli y-~ 


0"::"!) rl J .. (~I.;.) [rl .. J-WI .ill; [J-WI .illAJ1 .. (~I.;.) 


Jl ol~WI :.:.b.A:l V" UI1.;.. ~y.!) .. (~Ij) [(UWI ~.., jJUI ~ 


J! ol~WI :.:.b.A:l V'" LJI 0-:;-:.., w,.J,,",J 0-:;-: ~I :y..,I)I ~.., ~I 


~)I o..,.J.:J1 [(UWy» ~.., o"'.J~ .. (uJ){;..;.JlI :y..,Ij)) ..r.!y~.:.:.JI~.r 


~~I o..,.J.:J1 [(UWy) ~.r o"'.J~ .. (~UI y-~ J.>- ul..L:-~"') 


y-.J..:>..o ~ ~y.!..,) ~~ .Q,JI [~ .. (~UI y-.J..:>..o ~ ul~y..,) 


[o"'.J~ J .. J-WI .ill; [J-WI .illJJ1 .. ~L. .Jt [jJUI .illJJ1 .. (1:::.J WI 


·o..,.J.:JI II .., (UWy» ((~)I o..,.J.:J1nl .. ~I [~ .. V JlI J ..r.!..,~1 o"'.J~ 

:.:.b.A:l. 1...;.. ~ ) .. ( I~UI.ill; ,...."'-...\..:>..0 I ... ~oooo (~W ) u:.:.....:, 'IV'" .:J':! v . ~OOY () 'yo ~'.J-" 


Jl ol~WI :.:hi:. V" .b>J1 0"::"!'" ~ ~I ~..,I)I ~.., ~I Jl ol~WI 


t?>yo U~.., U ~.JWI ~.r II ~y.! Jl) • (uJ){;..;.JlI =Y...,ly ..r.!..,~1 ?.r 

~..,Ij .. (.;r.:.:r$'~ I v-::: L, .J..I..i: V~ I ~ °I~W I :t.b.i:..., tW I .:r$'r 

.. (~l:.) [~I .. ~~.Q....JI [~ .. (~l:.) [(V~I ~) J){;";'~I 


. (._...:,.:JI J 'I ~ I '·UI .ill; , ..../.J..:>..o I I. 'I ...!lli ,..../~ - !...l...ii:.:..Jl 
. ~ U""'.J"' if ..., u--- . c-.oo 

~l c!yo J.S') J){;";'I =Y...,lj r .. (jJUI .illJJ1 y-~ ~ uJ-W1 .illAJ1))) 

.. (u LI))+) ~I..> 1.,l,U;W I- [~I..> 1.,l,U .. oolj+ [( ~I . .:JI
U-' u-:: .;.., ') u-:: \.S' V ~...s 


~y11 o"'.J~ [(U W..,...) ~.., o"'.J~ .. ~)"';:-.:r$'r [UWI )Sr 

~~I o"'.J~ [(UWy) ~.r o"'.J~ .. (~UI ...!.1Jj y-..l.:>..e J.>- ..L:-~..,) 


.. UI.:>JI .ill.iI1 [§.)I ~.Jl>J1 .. (~UI.Jt y-~ ~ ~y..,) 
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574 Figure Apparatus Figs. T7, T8 

1.;.. ~x.) J ,t . (~l.i) [~I Ub.:.., r ' J , ..b , if Fig. T7 

J ..r.!-,xJl §.r ~yll ~-' «t.4111 J ..r.!-,xJl ~.r ~yll ~ ~~ p. 163 

:'(~l.i) [tWI §yo J . (::::!~ [(~Wyo) (::::!y:J1 J . «((J~lIl 
. JWI (!):.:h:..o [JWI ~ 

v-ol:::.ll ~I , ~l:::.Il ~~I 

· ..r.!..ul ~ [JWI 0'" ..r.!..ul ~ . .>..J~ [( ~) ..r.!-,xJl § yo if Fig. T8 . 

~}I o-,..>.:JI. (.bA;. u-'~ UI~~1> S!!r o-,..>,s [(UWyo) ~.;11 o-,..>.:JI p.175 

jS"yoll) . ~ J~I jS"Y' [..r;;-ll J..u... §.r . o-,..>,s [(UWyo) 

~yo ~ ((..r.!..ul §.rll-, ~I..r.!..ul §.r ~y ~ «~ J..u11 

~ L. ..>~ ~I ~-"'" J""; ((Jol>J1 :.;Syoll-, ~I JoWl §yo 

S!yo o-,..>,s [0.)1 o-,..>.:JI . ~-' o-,..>,s [~}I o~..>.:J1 ..b. (v.=:.;S.)1 
..r.!-,xJl :.;S.r . ..>;:..ul ~ [JWI 0'" ..>;:..ul ~ . (.bz u-'~ ul~~1> 

~ La ..>.0.: ~I ~Iro ..::....:>.:i .:rS'GlI JS) . ..Dlj [( ~ ) 

· i:?!r o-,..>,s [~.)I o-,..>.:JI. ~-' o-,..>,s [~}I o-,..>.:JI t· (~§.;11 
~ • (~b) [(..>;:..ul ..rJio-, Jol>J1 ..rJio ~) ..>;:..ul 0'" Jol>J1 ~ 

~) . (~l.i) [(J-WI ~-' ..r.!..ul ~ v-=:) J-WI u..o ..>-:!..ul 

~.r ~ ..>-:!yl.:.:.ll jS"Y' V-=:-' ~yll o-,..>.iJ1 v-=:~I.,JI ~I 
:.;Syo . <~I ..>;:..ul §.r ~-"'" ~ ((~I J..u...o §.r ll ) . (..r.!..ul 

~ J . (~b~ [..>;:-,xJl. (.hi; ~l:;~1 ..r.!-,xJl ~ ~.J:!) [..r.!-,xJl 

· JoWl 0'" ..>;:..ul ~ [(JWI ..rJio-, ..r.!..ul ~ ~) JWI 0'" ..>;:..ul 

~ ..r.!y.l.:.:.ll §Y' 0"::'!-' ~}I o-,..>.iJ1 0"::'! v-:LI)I ~I ~) 
· (JoWl §.r ~ ..>;:-,xJl ~ 0'" ulb;jl ~) . (JoWl § yo 

· (~ l.i ) [ ..r.!y~.;.:.ll . (.b.i; ~ l:;..,.AJ I ..r.!yl:.:.ll J ~x. ) [..r.!y.\,:.:.ll § yo 

..r.!..ul v-o JoWl ~ , ~~I ~-,Ij [=L:,W'I-, §.)I ~.M:i ~-,Ij J 
~) J!JI 0'" ..>;:..ul ~ . (~b) [(..r.!..ul ~-' JoWl ~ ~) 

b-,..>.:JI . <~l.i) [..r.JJx.:.l1 § yo . (~l.i) [<J!JI ~-' ..r.!..J1 ~ 

~ ..r.!-,xJl ~ 0'" ulb;jl ~) . ~}I o-,..>.:JI [(~) ~.)I 

o-,..>.:JI . 4.;11 o-,..>,s [(uwyo) 4.;11 o-,..>.:JI r . <-n-l l J..u... jS"y<' 

http:v-ol:::.ll


, Figure Apparatus Figs. T9, TlO 575 

..r.!-,~I ~ \.r Ulb>J1 ~) . ~."JI o-'.J~ [(UWyo) ~."JI 

~..rll o-'.J.)JI ~ uL1.,J1 Ulb>J1 ~) . (~I J..u..a jS..r ~ 

U)l.;,!J.11 Ulb>J1 ~) . (~I J'""- ~..r ~ ..r.!-,~I ~..r ~-' 
~ ! ..;,,JI . (..r.! ~LI ~..r .>.,;s. ..r.!-' ~I jS..r ~-' ~."JI 0-'.J.)JI ()-:;! 

[(~'" l}.'"":l) ..r.!-,~I . (..\J!J) [(J-!.oll ~-' ..r.!..u.1 ~.~) 

. (~!J) [( ~-' ls.;) ...>:!-,~I ~..r . (~!J) 

~-' ..r.!..ul [,.,I-~~ [(~) ~WI ~ ~-' V~I ~~ ~ Fig.T9 

~.J':!) [(t'M"':!) jaL>J1 ~~-' V~I (7";; ..b . jaL>J1 ~ p.177 

(7";; [(~) jaWI ~~-' V~I (:':!~ t . (..r.!..I.../J.AW1 ~ 
.ill.a.I1 . (~L:') [..r.!-,.>..::JI ).l..o . ~W~ ..r.!..ul ~~-' V~I 

• (~L:.) [.,r.J",~1 )..\.0 J . (~L:.) [..r.!..ul .ill.O.J1 . (~L:.) [jJUI 

[.;-:J",.>..::JI .;I.l..o J . ( ~l:.) [..r.!..u.1 .ill.a.I1 . (~l:. ) [jJU I .illiJ1 

...>:!..ul Vi (:':!~ [(~) jaL>J1 ~~-' V~I (:':!..JJ r . (~L:.) 
. jaL>J1 ~~-' 

~-,!J [~l:. ..J~I ~",Ij . ..J~I ~-,!J [..I..,j!J ..J~I ~-,Ij ~ Fig. TIO 

J'""- ~..r . (~L:.) [(J!.oll yo.io-, jaL>J1 yo.io ~) .~ . ..J)I;:>I p.IS7 

[tWI~..r . ja~~..r [JoWl jS..r . ~ J'""- ~..r [~I 
[ . .a..il:. ..J~I :w I' . ( . .a..il:. ) [..I..,jl· ..J~I :w I' t· . C.a..iL:.)~- ~~ ~- ~ ~~ ~-

[J!- ..ill; • (~L:.i [(J!.oll yo.io-, jaL>J1 yo.io ~) ~ . (~L:.) 
I'..J~~I [..I..,jlj ..J~I ~",!J J . (~l:.) [~l> .ill; . (~l:.) 

jaWI yo.io ~) ~ . ~WI ..J)I;:>~I [~L:. ..J)I;:>I 'Y.-,!J . ~!)I 

• (~L:.) [ja~ ..ill; . (~L:.) [J!- ..ill; . (~L:.) [(J!.oll ~-' 

. ~.,,$JI [~? . (~l:.) [~l> .ill; . (~l:.) [J!.- ..ill.; J 
·~.)I ~ ~I :{bA;J1 ~ ((~I J'""- ~..rll t:""-' ~WI U1.;A~1l 
.<: 1I ~ ~I.h...:>.... ·l.b.:JI~). (LL>JI "'1..0 0,0-.11
.r'.r .,r.J", 0"" U ':?".. r...r ~yJ ~M 

y.l>.A ~ ((~.)I O-'.J.ilill -' ((~)I b-'.J.ilill U~) r: . «((~I J'""
:-11 ill:..J1 .>.,;s. (( 'I J'""- .<: • 1.11 I .",1./QJ1l (II. 'I1I • 
~ ~..r'..r ~-' e"" W U.r- . \J"'"""" 

( jaL>J1 ~yil..0 ~I §.)I ~ 
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576 Figure Apparatus Figs. Tll, T12, T13 

J . l.A..A. o~~ [~ 0~1-, . o}_-:! JI [0.J'--:! ~ JI t Fig. Til 

0.J-'~ ~ 0~1 [~.J O~~ ~. 0~1 J . ..:;.....,j [~p.197 

~ i '. 0~3'~ ~ O~~ [~ O~~ . O..)-,'~ Cj.J O~~ 
. C-'~ 0~1 ~ [O.J-'~ 0~1 

((0))(~b -' ((}';J::!..b.;J1l . (~).i. 0.J.,..-J1l t Fig.TI2 

p. 199 

0~1 :u.b.:... [0~1 :u.b.:... . 0~1 ofll :u.b.:... [0~1 :u.b.:... if Fig. T13 

· ... ~WI y-o [... ~WI jSy-o . (~l.i) [~UI illiJl . 0~1 p.20S 

~I 0<: 0 ~~ ~I 0 ~ ~ 0 ! -II 0 <:Ii lib.:..o' L,z)...>7.-' YO>.r;r 0...>7.-' '3.J ~') ~ V" 

..jy;-- J ~~ --H,J~I u~ 'j) 0 (.;:JWI ~yl~ J;'AI ~yll J 
~ Co~1 :u.b.:.., .b . (~!)I ~>LI-, ~l01 ~yll ~ 0~1 0~1 
L. [~Iy-I~ ~ L. . 0~1 0~1 ~ [0~1 :u.b.:..,. 0~1 ofll 
o ~..u ..dl 0 ~ ~ 0 ! - II 0 <:Ii lib.:..o - L,z). ~I 't., Jb;r 0...>7.-' -'.J ~ ') ~ V" '.r'" 0.r 

• (~b) [jJUI dWl t . (~WI ~)~ j;'A1 ~)I ~ ...>7.-,~1 §.r 
oySJl :u.b.:... [0~1 :u.b.:... • 0~I 0ySJl :u.b.:... [0~I :u.b.:... 

)..u .:rS'~I :u~ ~ Lo (~l.i) [..r.!y~_:JI .:rS'.r ).>-. . 0~10 

o ! -110 <:Ii:u.b.:.., '0). JJI IJJ 0<: II (~)..s 00 .Jb L. [ ~I ~ J""-' ~...>7..J yo>.J"'" ~ .r ...>7.-' 

· (t1!)1 ~yl~ ~l01 ~yll ~ ...>7.-,~1 §.r ;r ~~ ...>7.-,~1 o-'.J~ ~ 
ofll:u.b.:... [0~1 ~ . 0~1 ofll ~ [0~1 ~ J 
Y' L [.r.!-,~I ).>..1 jSyll :u~ Y' L . 'i.1.;l> [~I 0 b~1 

bfl~ 0~1 ofl ~w :{bz ~) ((~I)) . ...>7.JJI )..J. §yll :u~ 

ofl~ 0~1 ofl ~w :.:w.:,~) ((~yiiJIJJ -' (J,~I ~yll ~ 0~1 

[~WI §.r .Yb-, jJU~Ja6J1 §.r' (~Ij) [(~WI ~yll J 0~1 
ofl ~w :.:w.:, ~) «V~I)) i . ~WI §.r .Yb-, Ja6J~ ~UI §.r 
- w:{bz ~) « :.. :..~lIlJ (1.~1 0" 0 0 ! -II b <:Ii b <:IiV" ~ -' UJ ~.r IJ ~ J""-'') ~ 

~ u.fo) . (~Ij) [(.;:JWI ~yll J b~1 bfl~b~1 o~ 
~yll ~ ~ ~}'"" 0.fo J ;r ~~ 0~1 ofl LL..o 0~1 ofll 
:u~ .Yb L. [.r.',J~1 )..u §yll :u~ .Yb L. . (.;:JWI ~yl~ J,~I 
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• (~I;, J-,.rJ1l . (~I;,) [.r.',..,.>-.:JI ?yo).M . (~I;,) [joWl if Fig.T14 

[J.oWI t. . (~L) [..r.',..,~1 jSr )..;..., . (~L) [J.oWI .b p.207 

[~~I ~ L. ' (~L) [..r.:-,~I jSr )..;..., . (~L)0 ""'''0 • 

jSr )..;..., . (~L:,) [J.oWI J . (~L J-,y->J1l . (~U 

J-,.rJ1l . ~~,,)/I [~;t~1 ~I . ~1I1 [~~I ~I . (~I;,) [.X--,.>-.:JI 

~ ..r.:-,~ljSyo i . (.::..G~I u-'~ .k..i; J-,.rJ1 ~.fi) J . (~t:. 
J-,y->JI> . .1....,-,1I1 ~I .,Yb-, ..r.:-,~I jSy-o [(UWyo) .1....,-'~1 ~I 

.(~I;, 

· ~ [C t.. (~I ~ J! U~I Ub;I..01l J ' t. ' .b , if Fig.T15 

J-,~I ~: Ub.JY""' ~.fi) i . (.JL:JI~ J! .;~..01 JS") J . c [~ p.219 

.( .. II:t.~JI~WWI· LJI~JI.~I.b'I..01 ~ -.:;-;--, - '-P.J -....". 'u- u~ 

[~.,,5' t. . (~l.:,) [if)1 .b . ,:?GlI ~Y' [~yll ~Y' if Fig.T16 

~~I ~Y' J . (~t:.) [if;lIl ~ ~ ytL:JI~.Y' . ~~I p.22S 

[if.J~ljSyo . ,:?GlI ~..,ll [~yll v..Q.Y' . ~I ~..,ll [~I 

[~I Jf':ll~ ~yll Jf':lll . J)l;.>1 ~-"-) [J>l::;.lIl ~-'~ . tWI jSyo 

· 'jyll ~~I ~Y' [~yll v..QY' J . (~I ~4J1 J UI.J::,..<.o) 

[(~1)1 ~-' if;~1 jsy-o U7!) .,rhRJ1 ~ i . ~~I [~.,,5' . 
. ~.,)I t?'.Y' [~.,)I ~.Y' . (~Ij) 

jW ~ ~I . ~~1I1 (~) ..r.:-,J..J ~ ~I [~~1I1 ~~ ~ ,rJiJ1 if Fig. T17 

[.!.Sll ~~ ~ ~I . -..L:,;, [~. ~~1I1 (~) .X--'.lj ~ .rill [~~1I1 p.231 

(~)..r.:-,J...:i J ~I [J~I ~.>..: J ~I . ~I (~)J,I J ~I 
.b. (~b .b-,y>ll u--L-, ~I 'j-yo (.r::i ~I"JI .bJ1l . ~I 
~ . j.t:J1 .b-'~ [.JyJl .b-'~ . j.t:J1 .b-,y:>..o U--I.J [.b-,y>J1 u--L 
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~ :uL , (~l:.) [~I JiL. :uL t ' ~UI :uL [~I JiL. 

[u-".J~I . (~b) [.JyJl .b-,~ , (~b) [o~ . (~b) [yo-iiJl 

U"'~ yo-iiJl [, j, :...~ ~-' jlJl U"'~ yo-iiJl , (~b) [.J . (~b) 

.b:;Jj) , (~l:.) [j1:J1 o.;l~ . (~l:.) [~~~I jW .J ~I . if.J~1 

[~I JiL, :uL ...; . (~l:. .b-,~I U"'L-, ~I ?.r (.r.:: ~I.,JI 
, (JiUI :uL ~ ~y,:) [~I .ill,; , o..>...W1 [o~ . ~UI :uL 

, Q :...~I ~I , j1:J1 o~l~ U"'L ~I [, j, ~ ~yjtJl U"'L ~I 

, ~?.r l~1 ?.r J ' (~l:.) ljtJl .b-,~ . (~b) [l.i.a;, 

U"'L.. yo-iiJl [, Q :>..~ ~-' jlJl U"'L.. yo-iiJl, (~b) [ 1,-,.r>J1U"'L 

..L...-' ~ yo-iiJl [0 illI t:. ~y-:>JI ..L...-' .J yo-iiJl . ~..,......> X: ..-w 
. [~I.ill,; r . ~ , j, >..aI ~I [l.i.a;, ,0 :...~I ~I . ~y->JI 

~-' jtJl o~l~ U"'L ~I [, • ~ ~-' jJ:J1 U"'~ ~I . (~~b) 

.' Q ~ 

.J [o..>..iJ1 ..w- ...; . (~l:.) [o..>..iJ1 t . (~l:.) [~I .b-,yM if Fig.TIS 

, (~l:.) [.J.rJ1 .b-,~ , (~b) [~I .b-,~ . ~~ [;;..>..iJ1 , o..>...W1 p.237 

[~I .b-,~ , o..>...W1 t:' [o..0i..J1 ..w- r . ~?.r [~I §.rJ 
~ ur-iU ~I :uL ll-, ur-iU ~UI :uL ll ~y,:) , ~1J1 .b-,yM 

, (o.;I.,J1 ~ 

(J .b~ .J ~l ~I ~y,: ~) Fig. T19 

p.261 

~ )..\..0 [vr.11~ )..\..0", .J4J1 J.M.<> [.J4J1 J.M.<> Li..;JI~ if Fig.T20 

[.J4J1 J.M.< o..;Jl~ ..b . vr.11..J.li ~ [vr.11~ . vr.11 ..J.li p.271 

..01 ~).M [v.r.11~ ).M . (~l:.) [.;;1:r:11 U"'L . .J4-J1 J..v...o 

[JL...::JI , (~l:.) [y~I t " v.r.11.ill,; ~ [v.r.11~ , v.r.11 
~ )~ . v..r:-ll .ill; [vy-:-ll ~ . y..rM ["7'yAll , (~L:,) 

, v..r:-ll .d.J.; ~ [v..r:-l l ~ . v..r:-ll .d.J.; ~ )..1..<> [v..r:-ll 
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.ill.; ~ )~ [v..r:-l l ~)~ r' (~b) [v..r:-ll ~ J 

. vr.ll .ill; ~ [vr.l l ~ . vr.ll 

~ )..l<> [vr.ll ~ )..l<> . (~I;.) [yyOll . (~I;.) [Jy!ll ~ Fig. T21 

• (~b) [JL..!JI .b. v.r.l l .ill; ~ [v..r.11~. v.r.ll .ill; p.273 

.ill.; ~ [v..r:-l l ~ . v..r:-l l .ill.; ~ .JloM [v..r:-ll ~ )~ 

[JL..!JI . y~ [y~1 t . v.:-ll~'ill [(WWy) JI~'il1 . v.r.l l 

~ • (~t:,) [Wl.b~1 J.,1 . (~[.j) [0"".,..aJ1 J.,l . JW 
· v..r.11..ill.; ~ ).l.o [vr.ll ~).l.o . ~I~'ill ~ [JI~}/I 

,J.,l 	. (~b) [v..r.11..ill.; ;;.;I~ J . v..r.1l ..ill.; ~ [v..r.11 ~ 
· y~ [~ J . ~I~}/I [(WWy) JI~'il1 . (~b) [WLby-l1 

~ ).l.o.J .J~I ~ ;;.;I~ tklJ.:i Jv ((v..r.11..ill.; ~)) ~>:!) r 
.ill; ~ ) oM [v.r.ll ~ ) oM . (~~I ~4J1 I:.r" v..r.11 .ill.; 

· ~I~'ill [(WW..,..,) Jlx.:s-.'ill . vr.ll ..ill.; ~ [vr.ll ~ . vr.ll 

.ill; ~ ).l.o [vr.l l ~).l.o . j-SJI ~ [.J~I J..v.." ~ ~ Fig.T22 

.b . (;;.J..,....JI I:.r" ~I ~ j~"r v..r:-ll.ill; ~ ) ~) . v..r:-ll p.275 

[JL.::JI . j-SJI ~ [)~.:JI J..v.." ~ . (~I;.) [.J~I ~ ;;.;I~ 

).l.o . (;;.J~I v-o ~I ~ jY""Y" v..r.11.ill; ~ ).l.o) . (~b) 

· ( "b) [--.J'-" Zh.ii:, t·. " .ill.; ~ I~ [ 'I ~ ~ . ~ V.r.'·.J V.r.' . 

..ill.; ~[ 'I.......w. ( "b) [ " ..ill.; ;; 'I~ . ( "1;.) [--.J ~I/. V..r.'. i.J"'"' V..r.' 'f i.J"'"' . '..r"-" 

· v..r.11.ill; ~ ).l.o [vy:-ll ~ ).l.o (~b) [jo>Jl j,l . v..r.11 
yyOll ~ ;;.J:J.l.o ;;.J~/l . (~b) [JL...:JI . (~b) [y~1 J 

. .J~I J~ .ill; ~ [.J~I J~ ~ i . (~I ~1 ~ 

J.,1 . j..SJ1 ~ [).~.:JI J..u..o ~ . (~b) [y~1 Zh.ii:, ~ Fig. T23 

[(WW..,..,) JI~}/I . (u=1b ) [JL..:JI Zh.ii:, . (~b) [Wlb~1 p.277 

)oM [v..r.11~)oM . v..r.11.ill; ~ [v..r.11 ~. ~I~}/I 
[JL..::JI . j..SJ1 ~ [.J4:J1 J~ ~ .b . V..;-:JI ~ ~ 
· vr.l l .ill; ~ [vr.ll ~ . ~1x.:s-.'iI [(WW..,..,) Jlx.:s-.'ili. (~b) 



580 Figure Apparatus Fig. T24 

• 	 (~l:.) [,-:-,~I ~ t . u.r.ll .ill.; ~ ).M [u.r.11 ~ ).M 
~ oyJl.:l '. (~L) [U~I ~ . (~L) [).~.:JI J..u.o oyJl.:l 

[u.r.l l ~ . u.r.ll ..1IJ ~ [.J4-:J1 J..v... ~ . (~L) [.J4-:J1 

J,1 J . (~L) [JWI . (~L) [U~I ~ )oM . (~L) 

• 	 (~b) [JJ~I oyJl.:l . (~L) [,-:-,~I ~ . (U""rb) [)JJI 

• (~L:.) [J~I :.:..b.iW • (Jy-!ll :.:..b.iW ~ .J~ 11j->J1 J,I») 

.ill; .....w [ 11.......b:9 . (~I I~·I . '-' "1..:::.....,;.., 0 -.M ;; . -Ill . U.r.'. rJ"'""'" tJ .~ ....J.J .J~ 

[J.r:J1 r . J~I ~ [.J~I J..v... ~ . '-:-'y..o [~ J . ur.ll 

.ill.; ~ [u.r.l l ~ . .:n-'I~~I [(UWyo) JI~~I . (~.J~.d-) 

. ur.ll .ill; ~ ).,l..., [ur.ll ~ ).M . ur.ll 

[(o.J~1 JA.w1 ~) clUJ I ~ ~)I J..c ~y.:; 4 "ii"g>J1 ~ Fig.T24 

~.J 0~1 0";l..u1 ~.f1 ~) . c'lhll ~ ~}I u-o ~~I p.293 

~.J 0~1 o..,.;IJJI ~~ ~) ..b . (~.:r$'y-o ~ U~)·~JI Ulb>J1 

~ • (~L) [..I-w~1 .b..w.J t .( ~y$'.r .:r ul:-)..>JI UI..b;JI 

~.f1 ~) . (~l;.) [(0.J~1 ~ J) Vlll c::-:~ . (~) .J.J..u1 [~I 

[~I ~} J . (~y$'.r .:r u4-)·~JI UI..b;JI ~.J 0~1 oyJlJJI 

J.: \?~I J}.J Ul.1yJl J,1 U"::'! .h......rJ~ ~) [u'.:r:l l J). (~l;.) 
\?~I J,1 ~ .b..wy:Jlt ~) [~I j,l . (\?~I J,l .:r '-:-'A! 
~) [(UWyo) U~I t5:'!~. (Ul.1yJl j,l u-o ,-:-,fi. ~ UI.1y-11 j,1.J 

[(~Y JS ~) ~)I . (\?~I J,I.J UU,y-J1 J,1 u--::: .b..w~~ 
[(0 ·11 ~ .) .1lb.l1..............J L., II· . ~ u..wl . .b..w II
.J~ .J .. I..} c ..' ~y u-o v ... "" 'Y 

~ ~}I J.v ~y ~I . c'lhll ~ .h.....}1 J.v ~..y ~I 
o ~ .11 0 '1.>J1l . ..jt~1 ..............J .k....11·'Y u-o V-.~ ~ "
~ yJ 	 '.' . u..wl 

.. 
[..jt~1 

. 	 ..I-w~1 .h......J1 [..I...w~1 .h.w.J J . (Ulby-II j,1 ~ V~I ..1IJ ~W 
L,II· "... ~I [..jt~I..............,. t_,I1· ..... ~I..s-'y if ~ ". . . . ..s-'y u-o ~ •• 
~I [..jt~1 ~ ~}I J-" ~jJ ~I . ..j~~1 ~ 

~ C.J.r.I1..ill.; ~W o~1 o..;I..01l . dlb.ll ~ ~}I J.v ~~ 
~ U~ 0~1 oyJ I.>JI y$'.r .:r u4-)·:.JI UL1.;J1l . (ULby-l1 J,1 
(~ '.: II 4".,b;JI 0..w..JI 4".,b;J1· I - WI .,b.;;J1 -, II .1:.... Ll1:i

••U""" ~" • ~ V-- ~ (jY" ~ C

http:u4-)�:.JI
http:C.J.r.I1
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vo y~ ~ \?~I J,I-, Ulb~1 J) ~ .b.....yJ~ ~) [U~I J,I 
J)-, i.,$~1 J,I ~ LrJL: ~) [J-.=-JI J) . (i.,$~1 J) 
loJb) (UWy) V"J.I c:::~ . (Ulb~1 J,I 0"" Y.A! J. Ulb~1 
.~I J) [~I Vi i . (\?~I J,t, Ulb~1 J,1 ~ .h...yJ~ 

. (~§yo vo ul.:--..>[;..JI Ulb;.J1 ')1-, o~1 o.;I..J1 ~.fi ')I) 

[..:::J.!.l~ .b-,..r>J1 0~L:; . if.) [if.;"J.I . ~ [~I j.Sr J Fig. T25 

~y . (~[;,) [y1l:J1 ~y . (~[;,) [.b-,~I ~ . (~[;,) p.297 

[JL..:..:;')II ~yo • (~I;. ~ .:l..".-JI .h;..-,) .:l..".-JI r:?'yo [~) ... .:l..".-JI 

. Y~ [yyill . Jy!. [J.r-LI . (~I;.) 

')1-, .!:.J:J.~ if;lIl cbl;.:; .l,;s.~-,) ~1I1 Jy-b [~yll ~"J.I Jj.b if Fig.C34b 

J y-b [~yll ylll J y-b ..b . (..::.J:;J.I J! y1l:J I ..~yo 0"" .1..;.. ..\..:;'-.J7. p. 369 

JI 1,-t.:J1 . ..h;....b 1I..::.J:;J.1 . "J.I .L.\.R.:i ~ ulI )ti')ll
, y= ~yo vo .~ '-' 'J if..> C- ..T~-' v

. .:l..".-JI ~yo [~)... .:l..".-JI t!yo t . ( ~ I;,) [~I ..J.IJ . (..::.J:;J.I 

..\..:;'->:! 1I ~I-, ' ~[;,) [~yll JJ"J.I F . (~[;,) [~I .ill,; 
JJlIIJy-b [~yll ~I J.,rb i . «((y1l:J1 ~y)) J! ~ LJI 

. (..::.J:;J.I vo ? ')II ~I J! \j.)1 ~1I1 Jybn vo .b>J1 ~) 

'1.:::.11 I -~II, 1 II -.-llJli.?' u----- (j 'Y . . 

.b>J1 ~) J . «((v.r.ll..;fun J! ((y1L:J1 r:?'yo)) vo .b>J1 ~) if Fig. T26 

1:.> ~..,.;) . «((V..r:J1 .ill,;n J! «if..>"J.1 jSr))-, ((y1l:J1 ~yn ;r p.317 

vo ~ ~-' «if;lIl :;Syo)) J! ((0'"")1 ~II vo .b>J1 J>- ~~ \?.:l~ 
. (~I ~ ((v.r.ll .;ill)) J! ((if)~1§ yon 

http:1.:::.11


582 Figure Apparatus Fig. T27 

~ ~ j1J1 ~ . (~I..:.) [1\:/3 Ilr"3 ((,-?1l3 II~ll3 (~)(( .:;:..ll if Fig.T27 

.u.[JlI ~I ~ j.bJ1 ~.r [..b3y:>J1 UJ..) ~L:-- if J:>;JlI 0'" yo-iJl ~J p.321 

.....L:u J y..b . (~I..:. ) [ J:»II ybS .....L:u . ..b3y>J1<.)"1..) ~4- v-o 
~ . ,}/~II .. ("I ~.::........J l6~I. ($''' .) [ If U:


l.V" r....r-'"' \J Lr""' ~ ~ .. ..) 3yA-a ~ ~ 
I. 

Y"*' 

. :11 ~r ~ . "'... 11 u:..b. ( "1..:.) [~I. 1.·_.:r..>-"'""-' . . l.} Ij""'" - Y"*' ~ .. .. 0-:;:3 ~ 

~L:-- ~ .;-o1J1 ~I ~ J j.bJ1 ~ [..b3y:>J1 <.)"1..) ~L:-- if J:>;JlI 

[jJ:J1 ..b3~ <.)"L . (=y'~JlI J 3.rJ1 ~.fi '}/) t· .b3y>J1 <.)"G 

J ~I yW . (~b) [..b3y:>J1 <.)"1..) ~L:-- if ~l~.r . (~b) 

~ J jlJl ~ [..b3y>J1 <.)"L ~4- .:r J:>..)~I .:r ~l ~1 ~ 
if j1J1 .b3~ ~.r ~1 ~3 ~;JI ~I ~ yo-iJl ~.r . yo-iJl ~I 
.b3~ ~~.r ~I ~3 ~,}/I ~I ~ yo-iJl~.r [~I ~L:-
.b3~ .....L:u [~I ..>...:.s> J-tJ1 .b3~ ~ .....L:u . ~I ..>...:.s> J-tJ1 

yW.....L:u Jy..b . (~~~I J 3.rJ1 ~.fi '}/) J . ~I ..>...:.s> J-tJ1 

jSyo ~1 ~3 ~JlI ~I ~ ~I jSyo . «(('-?" ~ ~Y.!) [~I 
~I ~3 ~Idt JJ..; ~ ~I jSyo [~I ~4- .:r jlJl ..b3~ 

..>...:.s> J-tJ1 .b3~ ~ .....L:u . ~I ~L:- .:r J-tJ1 .b3~ jSr 

.b3~ yW .....L:u . (=y'~JlI J 3.rJ1 ~.fi ~) J . (~L:,) [~I 
Jy..b . (~ •.\..~,:'JlI J3~1 ~yJ ~) i . (~I..:.) [~I ~ j1J1 

~3 ~~I .~I J ~I jSr . ~I ~ Jy..b [~I ~.....L:u 

~,}/I 0 1~ ~I ~r [~I ~4-.:r jJ<J1 .b3~ jSyo ~1 
jJ<J1 yW -. ~I ~L:-- if ~I ..>...:.s> jJ<J1 ..b3~ ~yo ~I ~3 

~ ~ jJ<J1 yW [..b3y:>J1 <.)"1.., ~L:-- if J:>..)~I 0'" yo-iJl ~J ~ ~ 
. .b3y:>J1 <.)"1..) ~L:-- if yo-iJl ~I 
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§2. Conventions 

For an explanation of the signs and conventions used in the apparatus, see page 
532; sigla for the manuscripts are on pages 76-81. 

A. Transliteration System for Arabic and Persian Words 

The transliteration system is generally orthographic with no attempt being made 
to indicate actual pronunciation. Particles are joined by a dash with the 
following word; at becomes 'I if preceded by a joined particle. Persian e~iife is 
indicated by -i. 

it 1;. ?: 	 - a 
fo 

'-' 	 b Ut c 

<.-oJ 	 gh... P t 
.::.> t ...J f 

.::.., th q _an.:; 
J ..:l k -in ~ 
ch 	 £ g

~ 

c 	 l}. J 
kh mc 	 i 

~ 	 d n0 

21 dh 6 h 


r 	 w, ii.J .) 

z y, I.J 	 \.S 
... zh.J 

s 	 -- iyyV'"' 
t. sh IV'"' I.? 

it~~ 	 \.S 
. d 
~. ~ , (except when initial) 

.1 ;; a; at (construct state) 

S~ Jl-.. 
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B. Transcription System for Arabic Letters in Figures 

A 3 W .!.1 K t 0 
'-' B j z J L .....; F 

~ 
G C H i M ifC 

~ D .b T U N J Q 
/j E \.S 

y U"'S j R 

C. Abbreviations and Symbols 

A area 
ar. Arabic 
b. ibn (son of) 
c. century 
C circumference 
comm. commentary 
ctr. center 
d days 
d standard arc of daylight; diameter 
D amount of daylight 
e eccentricity 
earth the element 
Earth the body 
Eng!. English 
e.d. Earth diameter 
e.r. Earth radius 
e.v. Earth volume 
f., ff. folio(s) 
Fr. French 
h hours 
H. hijra year; Heiberg (Almagest pagination) 
H. Sh. solar hijra year 
Intr. Introduction of edited text (pp. 91,93) 
L area of lune 
lit. literally 
m minutes 
MS, MSS manuscript(s) 
MS 1330, 1 first treatise in MS 1330 
MS 1330 (1) first treatise in MS 1330 
n. note 
n. d. no date 
o observer, center of World 
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or. 

Pref. 
pt. 
q 
Q 
R 
r 
S 
trans. 
V 

a 
~ 
M 

8 
~E 

Conventions 

Oriental 
parts 
Preface of edited text (p. 91) 
point 
equation of day light. 
equant 
radius of eccentric; radius of smaller equator 
radius of epicycle; radius 
surface area of sphere 
translation, translated by 
volume 

Maragha version of Tadhkira (see pp. 71-75 and 85-88) 
Baghdad version of Tadhkira (see pp. 70-71 and 85-88) 
Istanbul, Uileli MS 2116 (see pp. 85-88) 

declination 
equation of time 
obliquity of ecliptic 
amplitude 
longitude 
local latitude 
local ecliptic latitude 

A bar over a letter indicates the complement. 

[ ...] 
( ...) 
1.. .1 
<...> 
II.ll [9]1-22 

23;33,30 

D. Miscellaneous 

editor' s/translator' s additions and comments 
for figures, indicates that this is missing in MSS FL 
text or translation with variant reading given at foot of page 
computations or insertions due to editorltranslator 
standard reference notation for edited text; in this case, Book II, 
Chapter Eleven, paragraph 9, from line 1 of the page to line 2 of 
the following page 
standard sexagesimal notation; in this case, the number represents 
23x60o + 33x60-1 + 30x60-2 

The first of two dates separated by a slash is the hijra date; the second is the 
corresponding Christian date. When only one date is given, it is Christian unless 

. otherwise indicated. 
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§3. Glossary 

11.3 [12] = first appearance or definition of term occurs in Book II, Chapter 3, 
paragraph 12 of edition; trans. =transitive; intrans. = intransitive; adj. = adjec
tive; const. = constellation; C=~ (plural); U""""" = ..)..w...o (verbal noun) 

- ~J13·.. / 

permanent (II.1 [1]) - ~113·.. / 

aether; fire (ILl [6]) I.'~I.r.:-: 
jungle (III. I [5]) rL:-T (d ~J 

endpoint (III. 1[8]) ~T 

last (of Aries) (~I) ~T 

end part (III.6[2]) ~~J 
Archimedes (IV. I [1]) U"""' ~J'J_ 

.0 iearth (element) if..) 

. 0~1the Earth if..) 

Leo ..~.:..,'~ 1 

/ ' "" 
cylinder (Ll[16]) ;'::'I~I 

right cylinder 

/ '" ~ ~ 

circular cylinder ;;.x./~;'::'~ 1 

model (I1.5[1]) J ' "" I () '0_1, 
iJ"'""'i:::~ 

- ''''' horizon J~I (d ~ I 

horizon circle (I1.3[12]) J{~I ;;~I" 

Euclid (1V.4[2]) -W:9i
U"""' 

clime (III.1[7]) ~t9i (d ~J 

Andalusia ~/..>3,,}/1 

practitioners of the science ~I JAJ 
oval-shaped ~I ~J 

(II.13[1]) 

apogee (II.5[11]) Vi 
solar apogee (II.6[5]) ~I Vi 
lunar apogee (II.7[29]) .rill Vi 
apogee orb (I1.5[11]). V"}/I .lli 

first (of Aries) (~I) J~i 

beginning part (III.8[7]) jJl) 
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displacing (motion) ~1 (:{$'" )"," r 
(1.2[3]) 

""""". 
sea 

Caspian Sea 

Warank (Baltic) Sea 

"'1' 0,0' >Aral Sea i.J.J'» ~ 

vapor (11.1 [1]) o~J (<::).J~ 

principle (I.Intr.[I]); t5,~~ (e L~ 
principle of motion (1.2[2]); 

starting (initial) point (11.4[ 4]); 

epoch (III. 10[3]) 

full moon (11.13[1]) .J°~I 

to interchange (1I.4[3]) J~~ 

converse(ly) (11.1[1]) J>~~I ~ 

desert (III.1 [5]) I ~ ( ) "-0.J'fi <:: "-:-! Y... ,.; .... 

zodiacal sign (11.3[5]); dJ. (e e;:;. 
zod. constellation (11.4[9]) 

the ecliptic 

equator (orb) (11.3[3]) 

lightning (11.2[5]) 

proof 

(demonstration) (I. Intr.[3]) 

simple (bodies) ..bJ~ (<::) ~ 

(1.2[1]) 

the light spreads 

(III.9[2]) 

the eye (III.9[1]) 

slower motion (1I.5[3]); 

slowest speed (11.7[14 ] 

channel (III. 1[5]) '11:; ( ) ~C':' . <:: ", • 

Ptolemy IY'~ 
Crater (1I.4[9]) tiWI.., 
distance; interval ~~l (e ~ 

, 
elongation (1I.9[ 1]) J.,hJ1 ~ ~ 

farthest distance J.:i!~ I ~I 

(1I.5[3-4]) 

nearest distance 

(11.5[3-4]) 

mean distance (1~.5[3]) ..b:....;;t I ~I 

double elongation ,0'-;'",II ~ I 

(1I.7[II]) 

elongation (IV.5[1]) 

location (1I.3[2]); 

locality (1I.4[3]) 

to remain (after subtraction) 

to result (from an arithmetical 
operation) 
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book (main division of 

Tadhkira) 

to prove (LIntr.[l]) 
}l ........ )1 

~ 

proof (LIntr.[2]) 0~ 

hill (III. 1 [5]) J~ (d J-5 
complement (II.3[1]) jL.:; 

complement of JS J;ll jL.:; 

obliquity 

colatitude (II.3[7]) 

complementary body (11.5[1O]);~1 

complement 

Draco (II.4[9]) 

the fixed stars (11.2[4]) ~ljJl 

thickness ~ 
heaviness (1.2[3]) ~ 
triangle 


triangle of cone ..bj~' ..!. r~ 


(Fig. T25) 

Triangulum (11.4[9]) .!.EiI 
trine ..!. I~~ 

~, 

second (II.3[l]) 

Taurus 

[. 

Orion (11.4[9]) ).;?JI 

mountain J~ (~) ~ 

Hercules (const.) ,,~:}~ ~ i4J' 
(II.4[9]) 

Capricornus 

Polaris (11.4[8]) 

the galaxy (11.4[10]) 

by trial and error (III.9[2]) ~~~ 

body; volume jlfti (d jY;

the simple bodies Y' jl;;--'~ I 
(LIntL[2]) 

the celestial~)';'JII ~)A.I' jl;;--'~' 

bodies (II. [title]) 

part (Ll [1]); 

unit (II.3 [5]) 

to divide into parts 

solid (1.1[1]); body (1.2[1]) ~ 

spherical solid (Ll[15]) ~} ~ 

to reappear (after being ~ 

eclipsed) (11.13[9]) 
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Ara (II.4[9]) ;;~I 

' , ° 
to add ~ 

sum ~ 
conjunction t~! 
summary (Pref.[2]) ~ 

;''' :..;.side (Ll [5]) 

side (11.1 [7]) ~Iy'- (d ~l:-

south point (11.3[14]) ~I:&i'-:-'. 

. b.:.crossing point (II.7[7]) j. 

~b.::,to exceed j) ." 

Gemini ~lj~1 

lunar nodes ~j~11 ~j~1 

(11.7[7]) 

sine (lj [9]) 

L. 
;t.• <>.llAbyssinia (1II.l [3]) 

definition (LIntr.[4]); .:ljk (~)-~ 

boundary (Ll [1 ]) 

lunar eclipse limit ...j~1 'J.:,.. 

(11.13[5]) 
, 

solar eclipse limit ...j~1 -J.:,.. 

(11.13[9]) 

acute (1.1[5]) -~6.. 

- ' ,convex (Ll[15]) '--' ..b...o 

to face; be aligned with 1.S.:l'b.::,.. ., ' 

alignment point ;;1~lJl ~~ 

(11.7[18]) 

~'b2;. to face one another; 1.S.:l .. 

to be aligned 

slant (11.10[5]) ...jG:J~1 
'-I-ol( )'.. ~.o,to combust 0~/ If'" 0~ 

(11.9[12]) . 

combust way 

(111.1 [6]) 

motion -=..L$'? (d ;i5? 

motion of the apogee 0 ~ I ;i5"V .r> 

(11.7[9]) 

the primary motion 

motion of displacement ;j ~) ;i5? 

(1.2[3]) 

motion of the center j;) I ;i5? 

voluntary 

celestial motion (1.2[2]) 

motion by nature 

natural 

elemental motion (1.2[2]) 

mean~JJI ;i5;,JII .h::....::,J1 ;i5? 
motion 
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motion in place (1.2[3]);; :.: o~~ ~;> 

the daily motion ~.J;JI ~;,JI 

to move (something) ~~ 

mover 

to move 

~~-->to be self-moved - ~ ~ 
.r / / 

movement ..!J~ 

mobile ..J;.dl 
self-moved mobile "_ 0Q:~ ..J;;".:JI 

..J--;,~ ,:stationary ~ .r.:>' 

the senses ~I 

appreciable; perceptible 

perception 

calculation 

mathematician; yt::....;. (e:! ........... b. 

calculator 

to deem elegant 

unit (IV. 1 [2]) 

argument of latitude ifyJl ~ 

(11.7[29]) 

~P-~-.to result (from an ~ 

arithmetical operation) 

perigee; epicyclic perigee 

(11.5[11]) 

descent (11.1[1]); 

decreasing altitude (11.1 [2]); 

depression (11.3[17]) 

true ~:.!:'" 

principle; rule; ts:..;.1 ( ) -(~i ~ r-
judgment 

astrologer (111.1[6]) 

scientist (IV. 1 [2]) ¥~ (d ~ 

narrative; report (LIntr.[3]) ~~ 

ring oflight (11.13[8]) ~)JI ;j~L 

Aries ~I 

deferent (orb)(I1.5[5]) Jab. c.!lli) 

def-JaWI ~I )') JaWI .!1liJ1 

erent orb for the deferent orb's 

center (11.8[9]) 

Perseus (11.4[9]) J)JI 0'"1.., Job. 

slanted (III.3[l]) JL.> 
possibility (11.4[3]) J~J 

Pisces (11.14[2]) ~~I 

Piscis Austrinus ~~I ~~I 

axis (1.1 [ 12]) 

confines (1.2[4]) 

to bound (1.1[3]) 

circumference of a circle 
(1.1 [8]) or sphere (1.1 [10]) 
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enclosing sphere 

(11.11[4]) 

'I ' ,to convert (IV.2[4]) u~ 

Ophiuchus (II.4[9]) ~t;J1 

Serpens (11.4[9]) :.:..:;JI 

animal 

. 

C 

to extend; to result (intrans.) ~ 
, 

to produce or extend 
, .) 

~ 

(a line, etc.) 

eccentric (orb) :}"j:o L..JI.> (.;lli) 

(11.5[2]) 

exterior (angle) 

(ILl 1 [3]) 

cone (1.1 [17]) 

~ .b ,'. /circular cone x,/ '-'~ 

shadow cone ~I .b-,~ 

lunar cone (Fig. TI8) y.1J1 .b-,~ 

right cone (1.1 [17]) 

light cone 

(Figs. TI7, TI8) 

to tear (1.2[4]) 

to occult (II.2[ 4]) 

lunar eclipse 

(11.13[2]) 

to be eclipsed (moon) ~I 

proper (motion) wGJI (€.:;.JI) 

(11.7[13]) 

apparent proper 

anomaly (11.7[29]) 

mean proper 

anomaly (11.7[29]) 

cmnpendium (11.11 [3]) 

to mark (III.12[1]) 

line (1.1 [1]) 

curved line (I.l[8]) j:!/~ ~ 

(Earth's) equator ~~~I ~ 

(III. 1 [2]) 

shadow line (III.12[2]) ~I ~ 

straight line (I.l [2]) ~i /.0 >. 

meridian line 

(Ill. 12 [1 ]) 

geometrically (II.5[10]) 

lightness (1.2[3]) 

to drop below· J\II if J, o~ 
, , 

the horizon (III.5[6]) 

depressed (11.14[ 1]) 
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east and west (III. 1 [7]) ul.i;GJ1 

to disappear; be invisible ~ 

invisibility (II.14[2]) ~~I / ~~ 

of permanent 

invisibility (II.1[1]) 

period of invisibility ~t,gjl 01...':' 

invisible ~ 
gulf (IILl [5]) ~ 
Gulf of Barbary /Y.JI ~Ir..S.Y.. . ~ .. .-- ...

(Aden) 

Red Gulf (Sea) ,0 \jl ~I 
~ .~, 

,.0. \jl ~IGreen Gulf ~ .~, 

Persian Gulf If.)[;~.~, 

. . .......
to expand (1.2[4]) ~ 
Eternal (Islands) ..:.:..I~GJI (;I?-) 

(IIl,1[7]) 

to vary (l,2[3]); 

to be irregular (11.2[3]) 

to be invariable 

variation 

(ILl [2]); variability (II. 1 1 [22]); 


change (I.Intr.[2]); 


. divergence (Il,4[4]); anomaly; 


anomalous speed (II.7[14]) 


anomaly of the y)JlI ~I J>l:.:,';..1 

nearest distance (lI.7[17]) 

anomalyy)JI~ ~\jl ~I J~~ 

of the farthest and nearest 

distances (II. 8 [16]) 

change of state Jb. J~~ 
angle of divergence J~~I =Y,)lj 

(ILl2[1]); 

angle of anomaly (Fig. T6) 

difference in 10ngitudeJ.,.b..ll J~~ 

(ILl2[4]) 

difference in latitude u.<:.).JJ1 J~~ 

(ILl 1 [4]) 

parallax »L11 (d )ill1 J~~ 

(11.12[1]); divergence of sight 

void (I.2[1]) 

mole (lI.2[4]) 

Ursa Minor (II.4[9]) ).:a\jl ~/.>JI 

Ursa Major (11.4[9]) 

recession (II.4[ 4]) 

Cygnus (II.4[9]) 

interior angle (II. 11[3]) ~I,:) =Y,)lj 
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smoke 


equal degrees (1II.7[1]) ~I::,::.... (.:;~ 


degree (11.3[5]) .:;.,~:;~ (<:) ~:;~ 


degree 
 ( y;)) (tJ1) y,;. ~:;~ 

of transit (rising) (setting) (IILll) 

gradual 

in one stroke (1II.4[5]) 

minute (II.3[1]) 

exactly (IV.2[2]) 

'
to narrow "~0/ 

/ 

.. 

evidence (ILl [6]) J;b (d J!~ 

proof (II.1[8]) :d,~1 (d J!~ 

proof ofthefact (ILl [8]) J! J!~ 
proof of the reasoned fact ~ J!~ 

(11.1 [8]) 

Delphinus (II.4[9]) ~..JI 

Aquarius }..JI 

to rotate about itself 4, °O~ ~ ~;~ 

(U[12]) 

revolution; cycle (IILlO[2]) 

rotation (Ll[12]); 

revolution (IU[l)) 

circle (U[8]) 

small circle (1.5~) ii~ 0;1 ~ 
(11 [13]) 

great~ircle (~) :t<>-"~ ii;l~ 

(1.1[13)) 

Indian circle 

(IlLl2[2)) 

circuit (Ll [12)) 

solar circuit (11.6[1]) ~I)~ 
_ .0/ I~parallel of latitude ~f .J 

(11.3[5]) 

day-circle (11.3[2]) 

epicycle .:;.,lx.i...0 / ..>:!.)I...0 (dx/...0 
(11.5[2]) 

dirigent (II.8[4]) ..>:!,~ 

circularity; sphericity ii)~l 

with circular (motion) ;;)~~I J
(ILl [6]) 

curved (U[8] & [to)); 

circular (l.1 [16] & [17]) 

wheel-like (III.2[1]) 

. 

,:) 

to diminish (1.2[4]) J-{~ / J{~ 
cubit ul.v~~ / 6°~1 (d tl.J,~ 

(IV.1 [2]) 
, 

apex (of epicycle) ii3".J~ / ii3".J,~ 
(11.5[11)) 
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memoir ([title]); 

memento (Pref.[2]) 

tail (a node) (11.7[7]) 

comet (11.2[5]) ..; -jJl .J~~ (~~) 

~bo~\jl w~-~ (e 
quadrilateral t.Ll ~~J .J>~ 

(1.1 [18]) 

Cassiopeia (1I.4[9]) ~)::JI' w I~ 

apex (Ll [17]); 

head (a node) (II.7[7]) 

head (of Aries, etc.) (~Il V""L 

(Fig. T20) 

apparent 

quarter mark (ILl 1[9]); t.~~J (e cJ.; 
fourth (III. 1 [2]) 

spring (i.e. the season) 

to divide into fourths (IILl2[2])d':;' 

quadrature ~~ 

grade (11.4[9]) (e ~.J:o~~ 

arrangement (II. 2 [title]) 

> 0 _

to reverse direction; 

to retrograde 

retrogradation (11.5[8]) ~ 

Rigil Centaurus V""J."h:~ ~) 

(11.4[8]) 

spinning (III.6[1]) 

to oscillate (11.11 [2]) 

~ ~ 0 ___ 

to draw (III.12[2]) ,.X
observation .:lL..:.:) (e ~ 


by observation ~)~ 


thunder (II.2[5]) 


ascent (II.l [ 1]); 


altitude (1I.3[17]); height (IV.5[6]) 

altitude circle (11.3[17])t.~')~1 ;;~I~ 

compound; composed ~y:, 

to be composed ~~ 

.o_:"'IL ~-:to be combined C-:- .. fi. 

additively (III.8[6]) 

to have the 

difference taken (111.8[6]) 

center (Ll[8]) }'~ (e §.J:o 

solar center (11.6[5]) ~I §.J:o 

center of the W odd ~W I §.J:o 

lunar center (II.7[29]) .ril1:}.J:o 

eccentricity (l1.5[5])~)S')1 .;;: L 

embedded (11.5[10]) j}.J:o 
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accumulation (ILl [1]) 

sands (IILl[S]) 

thrown object (II. I [6]) ~.r 

Lepus (IL4[9]) ~::.,~I 

voluntary (L2[2]) 0~U .. ' 

. 

..J 

Saturn (IL2[4]) 

unit of time (1I.3[2]) 0L.jl (~) ,;;.j 

period (of time) 

intense cold (IL2[S]) y'!-*yl 
Zanzibar; Zanj (IIU[3]) dyl 
Venus (IL2[4]) o~)1 

angle (I.l[3]) ~~j (2·=Y.)lj 

acute angle (Ll [S]) o'-~I.:.. =Y.)lj 

exterior angle (ILl I [3]) :t;..» ~)Ij 

angle of divergence ...j~~1 =Y.)lj 

(lLl2[1]); 

angle of anomaly (Fig, T6) 

interior angle (ILl 1[3]) tl>1~ =y')1j 

obtuse angle (U[S]) ~ ~ :w I' . "r-- .:)'-J 

right angle (I.1[S]) 

astronomical handbook; zIIJ' ~\:.::;• 

additive 

Lupus (lL4[9]) ~I 

cloud (IL2[S]) ~()~L::...::...,. .~ 

sextile 

Cancer 

faster motion (ILS[3]); 

fastest speed (II.7[14]) 

faster c:?"" 
the stolen (epagomenal) :(j)o II 

days (IILlO[3]) 

surface (Ll [ I]) 

curved surface 

(1.1[10]) 

plane surface (1.1[2]) F ~ 
the lower region (IL2[S]); j.LJ1 

(II.3[IO]) 

inferior (LIntr.[2]) ~ 
the two lower planets . tJ.LJ1

U ", 

(II.2[4]) 

Argo Navis (IL4[9]) ~I 
", 

populated (IILl [2]) 
> 

0~ 
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the populated quarter u}::J1 d)1 

(III.l[2]) 

geographical 

placebooks (III. 1[5]) 

course, line; 

direction; azimuth (11.3 [17]) 

circle of the initial. ..::...;..::..JI J,1 oy; 1.;1 

azimuth (prime vertical) (11.3[14]) 

zenith (II.3[12]) 

qibla bearing (III. 12[3]) ~I ...::....::,,:. 

alignment; being directly 

overhead (III.2[2]) 

sky (II.1 [title]) 

the heavens (IIU[6]) .::...~},,;;,.JI 

Decaelo ~W~ 10 WI (....... l:.:S') 

Virgo (II. 14[2]) ;;V'II 

year (111.10[3]) 0~ (d ~ 

true(~>lb.:.:,I) ~~2.. .."" ,.,. -- -"" .. ,.,. ....-

(conventional) solar year 

(III.10[3]) 

lunar year (111.10[3]) ~~ 2.. 

f . . Plain 0 SInjar ~ ..)', ~-, ..?! 

Canopus ·(II.4[8]) I -;,' . 
~ 

axis 

versed sine 

(1.1 [9]) 

Sagitta (II.4[9]) &JI 
hour (III.10[1]) .::...~L.. ([.) :&L.. 

seasonal (temporal) wlo" .::...~L.. 
", '.) 

hours (111.10[1]) 

equal hours 

(III.10[1]) 

unequal (distorted) ~:y.:. .::...~L.. 

hours (IIUO[l]) 

distance 

leg (e.g. of a triangle)(II.11[3]) 1.3L.. 

exactly (IIL6[title]) 

to equal; be equal to 1..53 W.... ' 

to be equal to one another 1..5::,1 ~.:! 

converse J.;It.;J1 ~ I?,)LiJI 

equality (11.1[1]) 

equidistant ~I I?,)~ 

regular order (IlLS [1]) ~ 

motion (11.1[4]); speed (11.5[9]) ;;,... 

mean speed (11.5[9]) ~~;;,... 

planet (II.2[3]) .::...I}~~ ([.) o~~ 
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Syria i WI 

the same as 

to be uniform (1.2[4]); 

to be equal (II.5[8]) 

winter ~~ 

Hydra (II.4[9]) t.~I 

individual; U""~1 (~) ~ 

member of a class 

to intensify (e.g. motion) 

(I.2[4]) 

east-west 

) 

circle (I1.3[14]) 

east point (II.3[13]) ~;:.II~'"", 
Jupiter (II.2[4]) ;-':.11

'?" , 
rays t.~ 

barleycorn (IV. 1 [2]) 
, ., 

o~ 

dusk (1II.9[2]) ~ 

figure J~l(~) ~ 

difficulty J~j 

shape (11.13[1]) J'("" :; 
illuminated shape \.s.J) J-'-( "t. :j 

., ' 

Lyra (II.4[9]) ~Lh
'"" ~ , 

sun (11.1[4]) ~I 

north point (11.3[14]) J~I :d,j;:, 
, 

shooting star (II.2[5]) ~ (e '-:-' ~ 
, , 

month (III. 10[2]) :. () ~ 
.J~ ~ ~--

true(- )lb:.;,1) - ~ ", - ":o;i::.
~/ ,~~ 

(conventional) solar month 


(ULl 0 [3]) 


true (~J) ~~!;.. \.s? ~ .. .. .. 
(mean) lunar month (III. 10[2]) 

to conform (I1.1[6]) 

dawn (1II.9) 

first dawn (1II.9[1]) 

true dawn (III.9[2]) J,~l..::J1 ~I 

false dawn (1II.9[1]) ,-:-,,~l$J1 ~I 

morning 

(endpoint) (II.10[5]) 

digit (II.l3[5]); CiL.:.l (~) ~j 

(IV.l[2]) 

area (body) digit ~J.:;- ~! 

linear (diameter) digit ~~ ~j 

preliminary propositions ..:;.,I.J/~L>.::, 

(IV. 1 [1]) 
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pure (11.2[5]) 

ascending (11.5[11]) 

lightning bolt 

(11.2[5]) 

surface (of a planet); disk 

smoothness (11.13[1]) 

smooth 

form; illustration; ;;..:. (E ~~;..:. 

constellation (11.4[9]) 

summer 

to multiply by 
. , 

!J'-:-'~ 

undulations (11.1 [2]) ~)W 

to weaken (e.g. motion) 

side t>G.i ([) ~ 

quadrilateral t >G.i ~:JJ .) ~ 


light (11.13[1]) 


illuminated (11.13 [1]) 


..b 

a nature (1.2[2]) ~ 
by nature; natural (1.2[2]) ~~ 
a nature (1.2[1]) . ~ 

.. ~! 

natural (1.2[2]) ~ ..:.1 
natural philosophy .:;.,t..-lJ1 

'..".. ..,: 
(Untr.[2]) 

metaphysics 

(I.Intr. [2]) 

level (11.2[5]) 

to coincide 

or be consistent with 

to coincide with one another ~I,h:':! 

coincidence 

endpoint JI),J ([) JJ1 

posterior endpoint ~1i11 J}:JI 

(11.10[5]) 

anterior endpoint 

(11.10[5]) 

morning endpoint ~~I J..;1.11 

(11.11[14]) 

evening endpoint 

(11.11[14]) 

talismans (11.4[4]) .:;., t..;.J1 

to rise tJ.l (I,)""') tf.1;! 
rising time ~I clj 
rising place ~ 

co-ascension (III.7[1]) ~l.b;;, 
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ascendent (11.3 [17]) 

length (Ll [1]); 

longitude (11.3[8]) 

linear (IV.l[3]) 

shadow 

shadow cone 

(11.13[4]) 

shadow line (III.12[2]) j.J<J1 ~ 

shadow circle ~I ;;~I.) 

(1I.13[ 4]) 

dark ~ 
to be visible; to appear ~ 
visibility (lLl4[2]) j~ 
of permanent visibility j~1 iSJ.:!i 

., " 

(ILl [1]) 

period of visibility . j~1 ul.oj 

visible ~1.1 

t 
most temperate (III.2[2]) J~l 

to adjust (a position) J~ 
equation J=~ 

second equation 

(II.8[lS]) 

equation of the 

proper (motion) (11.7[18]) 

equation of ~W~ )')1 J=,~ 

the center and the proper (motion) 

(II.8[l7]) 

independent equation ,))11 J="~I 

(II.7[16]) 

equation of daylight 

(III.3 [2]) 

equation of ~~ iY.~1 J=,~ 

the nychthemeron (ill.8[8]) 

equant(center)~1 J~ <)'.:;0) 

(II.8[14]) 

equant (orb) ~I J~ <..:11) 

(II.8[14]) 

equinoctial (11.3[2]) j~1 J~ 

equality J.)w 
temperateness (111.2[4]) JI~! 

equinox (point) JI~~I <~) 

(II.3[3]) 

autumnal ~)JI Jl~~1 <~~) 

equinox (point) 
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vernal 

equinox (point) 

average (IV. 1 [2]) 

to disappear (e.g. a value) >~j, .. 

mineral 

width (1.1[1]); latitude (11.3[7])if~ 

local ecliptic 

latitude (11.3 [16]) 

circle of 

local eCliptic latitude (11.3[16]) 

local latitude (11.3[13]) .J.;JI if~ 
latitude circle (11.3[7]) if~1 ii~l.;) 

parallel of latitude 

(11.3[5]) 

characteristics if[;.J (~ if:;' 

accidental (1.2[2]) ~:r 

Mercury (11.2[4]) .;))l.b:. 

to turn (1.2[4]) ~ 

Aquila (11.4[9]) 

node (II.7[7]) 

Scorpius ,":-,~I 

conversely; opposite; ~~ 
reverse; vice versa 

reverse order (III.5[I]) 

to be reflected (11.13 [1]) ~ 
the converse does not :r ~-;.O.:! ~ 

hold (1.2[3]) 

a reason ~ (~) ~ 

science; discipline j), (~~ 
the World ~WI 

world of genera- .;)L.jJ~ u.:.,SJ1 ~~ 

tion and corruption (lV.7[5]) 

to mark (III.l2[2]) r!-;'~' 

superior 0-* I 0~ 10P 
•• ..... H -- •• ,. 

(I.Intr.[2]); celestial (11.1 [title]) 

the upper planets ~~)..JI (~~I) 

(11.2[4]) 

celestial bodies (III. [title]) 

elevated (11.14[1]) 

perpendicular (1.1 [5]) 

inhabited world (111.1 [3]) 

depth (1.1 [1]) 

element..:;..~~ I Y:""~ (~~ 

heavy element (I.2[3])J /.1/ ~l 
light element (1.2[3])~1~I 

divine providence 

(III. 1 [6]) 

to return 

http:genera-.;)L.jJ
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Bootes (II.4[9]) 

t 

to set 


west point (II.3[13]) '"="'.Jll ~ 


the Maghrib '"="'.Jll 


co-descension (III.7[3J) '"="'/--'1;;., 


Corvus (II.4[9]) 


, ° / 
to span (III.S[3]) J~ 
breadth (IV.6[3]) ili 

dense (II. 1[1]) II 
", 

to widen 1.1:~·O :! 
depression (in the ),,11 ([:) --,oj 

Earth) (ILl[2]) 

maximum; limit (II.4[2]) 

northern(~~/) ~GI ~I ~~ 

(southern) limit (ILl 0[4]) 

setting place 


basin (IlL 1 [S]) . < I;;., () . . , 
V"": [: ~ 

obtuse (I. 1[S]) 


Pegasus (II.4[9]) 


parasang (IV. 1 [2]) ~i) (C &") 


to be given or assumed 


to become positionally 2)~ ~)~ 


separate from (I.2[2]) 

to cut or divide (Ll [18]) 

chapter; season J ' ~ () to -~ 
~ [: u---"' 

common part (1.1[4]) ..J-jo.-:.-:. ~ 

excess ~ 
difference 

Corona Borealis (II.4[9]) 

orb (Ll[IS])..::..I~ / ..J:x11 (C ..Jli 

the celestial sphere (II. I [ 4]); .J.WI 

(II.3[17]) 

the celestial bodies (1.2[3]) ..::..t.s:...W1 
~/ 

celestial (1.2[1]) ~ 
atlas orb (II.2[4]) u-l1'~1 ..Jli 
the ecliptic orb; VY.-lI..Jli 

the ecliptic equator (II. 1 [S]) 

orb of the fixed stars 

(IL2[ 4]) 

solid orb (II.9[18]) ~..Jli 
orb of orbs (IL2[ 4]) ..J%~I ..Jli 

(horizon of) i :~:.o 11 .J.WI (JI) 
the right orb 

scientific discipline 0~ (c J 
or exposition (Untr.[3]) 
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difference 

rule (11.5[10]) ~~ (C 0)1:9 

cupola of the Earth J:>~~ I ~ 

(III. 1[7]) 

curvature (II. 1[3]); 
• ".J 

cupola (II. I [7]) 

to undergo (motion) (1.2[3]) 

qibla bearing (III. 12[3]) J:.iII ..::..:.:.... 

line of the 

qibla bearing 

arc of the 

qibla bearing 

arc of deviation ~I ...;~~ I..r'") 
of the qibla 

qibla bearing point ~I ..::..:.:.... ~ 

to face ~~ 

to face one another ~~ 

opposition J~I / ~I.i:a 
accession (11.4[4]) JWl 
trepidation ..N~~I-, JW~I 

size; magnitude 

(of a star); scale (IV.2[4]) 

size; quantity; 

amount; extent; rate; measure; 

standard (IV. 1[2]) 

to assign a value; to measure 

assumption (11.4[3]); 

unit of measure (IV.2[4]) 

lemma (11.11 [2]) 

by successive 

approximation (IV.5 [4]) 

approximately ~~ / '";-'7.,ft~ 

to be in conjunction with '. liWuJ .. 


conjunction 


true (~/) ~ ..T'" ~Y 00~ 

(apparent) latitudinal conjunction 

(11.14[3]) 

by compulsion (1.2[2]) ..;...JJ~ 

to divide by ~ r~ ~:1 

to lead to (11.14[2]); 

to result in (11.13[8]); to require 

pole (1.1[12]) ,-:,,~1 (~) ~ 

diameter (Ll [8]) )..b.~l (~) ~ 

radius .JlWl ...;Wl (C ~~ 

opposition (II. 1 [4]) 

aligned with (11.13[2]) 
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to cut off or describe 

(e.g. an arc); to traverse 

part (1.1[9]); segment ~ (d ;,:~ 

(Ll [11]); portion (IV.l[l]) 

Equuleus (II.4[9]) ,)11 ;,:~
\J"" " 

to intersect t:b~ 

to intersect one another t1~ 

intersection point ~liG ~ 

base (Ll[16]) 

concave (1.1[15]) 

solstice (point)(11.3[4]),-,>Ii~1 (~) 

winter 'i.:;,;o·<~·11 ,-;-,~~I (~) 

solstice (point) (II.3[4]) 

summer 

solstice (point) (11.3[4]) 

clime (IILl[7]) ~1.9i (d ~l 

the moon (11.2[4]) yj,J1 

almucantar of .1~~1 oJh~~~ 

depression (11.3[12]) 

almucantar of 

altitude (II.3[12]) 

Centaurus (II.4[9]) 

arc (Ll [9]) , .. / - .. 
> 

() 
, 
..0 

~ ~ ~ ifY 
Sagittarius if:,.iJ1 

arc of night (III.lO[1]) 1'111 ' :. ~ if.>' 

arc of daylight (III.10[1]) )~JI if') 

to stand erect 

at right angles 

to be :c.;,.J1.9 

perpendicular 

true position (11.6[5]) 

jI .. :'.0 " to undergo direct motion i Q !-.... .. 

(11.5[9]) 

gnomon (III. 12[1]) 

Cetus (11.4[9]) 

Cepheus (II.4[9]) 

differing size 


to intercalate (IILlO[3]) 


intercalary ~~ (d ~ (i~) 


(day) (III.IO[2]) 

practical handbook ~I,-;-,~ 
thickness (II.13[l]) dj~ 

thick 

to contract (1.2[4]) 

sphere (1.1[10]) -=..1)' {e- 'bj 
enclosing sphere YI'b)J1 

(II. 11 [4]) 
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small sphere (Fig. T13)o~1 :;):JI
~, 

large sphere (Fig. T13) :;J.~~.s:1I :;):JI 

fraction ~.J.rS (~ 
area (IV. 1 [1]) 


square (e.g. miles) (IV.l[3])0~
.. - ~ 

to eclipse or occult ~ 

(used for the sun) (1I.2[4]) 

> 

solar eclipse (II. 13[7]) ....J;...s 

occulting (body) (11.13[9]) ...k..lS' 

to be eclipsed or occulted : 0 .s: ".", 
(used for the sun) (II.13[7]) 

uncovering of the . ~"~I ....J~Iv :J , , 

Earth 

to cube (IV.5[7]) 

cube (IV.4[2]) ~ 

balancing (III.2[ 4]) )l.G 

the Universe (II.1[4]) J$JI 
Corona Australis 

(11.4[9]) 

Canis Minor (11.4[9]) ;':;~I ~I 

Cmis Major (11.4[9]) ~ I ~I 

quantity 

Kangdezh (III. 1 [7]) 

star; planet 

starless (11.2[4]) 


proper place (1.2[1]) ;(~ "01 (~ 0t.s::. 


natural place (I.2[2]) 6W~ u!s:::, 


quality; ..::..L::..D.:S ( ) w.:.5 

~~~ e ~,~ 

weather condition (III.2[2]) 

J 

to mend (1.2[4]) 

the Milky Way 

(II.4[lO]) 

the supplementary 

(epagomenal) days (IILlO[3]) 

to dissolve (11.2[5]) ~~ 
winding (1I.10[5]) ....J~I 

to meet (trans.) 

to meet one another 

to meet (intrans.) 

twist (11.10[5]) 

night (time) ,J~ (C J;1 
arc of night (111.10[1]) ~I iJ") 

r 

the equal of; times Jl!:ol (e) J.!:. 
par- D~I ,ifo; ji.J1 (.JWI) 

ecliptic (orb) (11.6[3]) 
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Almagest HI 
, 

new moon (II.13[1]) -bJl'-' 
"' ,to test (11.14[2]) 

, 
~ 

lunar marking (II.7[23]) 0 
to transit 

,-" .r:! 

' ,transit; passage .J.)r 

solstitial~:,\jl ,-;-,lb3\j4 o:JUI 0~1..J1 

colure (II.3[4]) 

Andromeda (11.4[9]) 4+ I, II oJ)1 

Mars (II.2[ 4]) 

to touch; be tangent to; 

be contiguous with 

to be tangent to one another '~~ 

area; measure (IV. 1) 

Auriga (II.4[9]) 

evening (endpoint)~LlI (J),JI) 

(11.10[5]) 

Egypt (II1.1[4]) ~ 

elapsed (III.8[7]) '1..)..r 
to have duration :,. 5:0~ 

(said of eclipses) (IU3[4]) 

duration (of eclipse) (II. 13[3]) ~ 

water 

inclination; declinationJ~ (d ~ 
(11.3[6]); deviation (ILlO[4]) 

flrst declination (II.3[7]) J 1 I"~.
[) I..,)"'::" 

second declination (I1.3[7]),,01!i ~ 

particular declination ~~ j;:. 

(11.3[6]) 

rectilinear inclination i /., -;, ~ 

(II. 1 [6]) 

total obliquity (I1.3[3]) J(II J;ll 

declina- J~I ';~'.:> (d J;ll 0~1.:> 

tion circle (II.3[6]) 

inclined (orb) (11.7[4]) ~UI (.lWI) 

oblique horizons ~UI (JI.;~j) 

(III.3 [title]) 

mile (N.1[2]) 

plants 

vegetative (1.2[2]) 

mansions of .r1J1 J).~ (d J);'
, , 

the moon (11.4 [11]) 

ratio 

proportionally (ILl [1]) :i~' ~ ~ 

place of origin (11.2[5]) I',· :~ 

truncated orb 

(II. 11 [16]) 
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hemisphere (IILl[6]) ~ 

radius )b~l ..JWl (1:) )J ~ 

noon .JliJl ~ 

meridian circle .JliJl ~ b~l~ 

(II.3[13]) 

meridian line 

(IIU2 [1 ]) 

to bisect (1.1 [8]) 

to bisect one another ~~ 

science of optics (IV.4[l]»<>LJI ~ 

soul (1.2[2]) ~ 
> , 

to subtract from ~~ 
subtractive "b ~ 

point (Ll [1]) h;;~ ( ) 41.~~ 
1: 

to shift (II. 4 [4]) 


to grow (I.2 [4]) 


monoformly (1.2[1]) ~~ ~ ~ 


Eridanus (1I.4[9]) 


day (time); 


midpoint (1.1 [9]); 

middle part (II. 3 [17]); 

mid-distance (IV.6[5]) 

arrangement; order 


(planetary) sector (1I.14[1]) 


equator (I. 1 [13]); J:bl.:A (1:) .ill /. 


inner equator (II.5[lO]) 

equator of 

small sphere (ILl 1 [4]) 

equator of 

large sphere (11.11 [4]) 

in appearance )::JI ~ 
observer (I1.2[ 1]) ~[j 

parallax (ILl2[1]) fol..J~~ 

daylight (III.1[8]) 

period of daylight 

(IILl[8]) 

equation of daylight 

(III.3[2]) 

arc of daylight (IILlO[l]) .JliJl ~') 

without limit ~~ ~ / ~~ ..;;, J! 
to end (I.1[1]) ~~~ «(.)"'-') ~~": ...... 

to reach (ILl [1]) J! \si/' :: 
termination (Ill. 1 [8]) 


fire 


illumination (II. 13[title]) 
> 


.JY 
luminous ~ 
luminous bodies bY; il~J 
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the two luminaries 0~' unit (1V.6[5]) ~~ 

illumination ;;:,1:.1 slope (II. 10[5]) '":'G}' 
Librailluminated 	 .> 

~ 	 0~' 
., > 

species; class; type tl} I (~) & . to be parallel to \.S.JI):!.. ' 

to be parallel to one another ,c.'., :.,,-".J~meteor (11.2[5]) 

the middle; the Nile (IILl [4]) J:.:.1' 
the mean; midpoint 

middle (of Aries, etc.) (~') ..b.:;.,j 

(Fig. T24) falls of the two 

luminaries (III.l[6]) nodal mean (11.7[29]) ";'j:;?J' ..b.:;.,j 

descending (11.5[11 ]) 4Lb solar mean (11.6[5]) ~'..b.:;.,j 

lunar'mean (II.7[29]) ~I..b.:;.,jcrescent (III.10[2]) ~ 
ecliptic =Y.3~' ~ L.:;... ..b.:;.,j (;;~L,:)crescent-shaped jbJ' "J~ 

meridian circle (midheaven circle (II. 13[1]) 


of appearances) (11.3[16]) 
geometry 

orb of the middle d;J' .1L...) (.;ill)air 

configuration; shape (11.13[3]) ;(,0 A, of the zodiacal signs (11.3[9]) 

middle;astronomy 

mean (adj.); average 

middle part (III.8[5]) 

chord (1.1[9]); subtense (III.7[2]) j;j 	 to be at a mean; to bisect 

to subtend (IV.3[3]) 	 ortive amplitude (III.2[I])Jr ~ 

occasive amplitude face (of a celestial body) 

(lII.2[1])direction 
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> 

to join station (of a planet) (11.5[8]) ...J,;3 
to be joined to; in the 

to be adjacent or contiguous 

position t Lo31(\::) ~j 
location . I ' () .• , 

~~ \:: ~Y' 

true position ~ ..Y>- ~Y 
apparent position ~~~Y 

> 

subject (I.Intr.[1]) ~Y 

concentric (orb) :}~ ~!J. c.!1li) 

(11.5[5]) 

time 

(counter-) sequence of the 

zodiacal signs 

consecutive 

nychthemeron (111.8[1]) 4~·1:.T; I~I 

true day (111.8[6]) ~~y>- i~ 

mean day j;w3 i~1 (d .6.:...,31i~ 
(111.8[2]) 
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§s. Indices 

A. Subject Index 

Note that the Arabic particle al- as well as kitab (book of...) have been ignored 

for alphabetizing entries. References of the form II.5[2] refer to the text, 
translation, and, if there is any, commentary; in this case, Book II, Chapter 5, 
paragraph 2. 

CAbbasid Caliphate, end of 13 
cAbd al-Jabbiir, MuCtazilite Judge 5 
Abida, MUQammad 57 
AbU al-Fidii' 61 
Abu Macshar 399-400, 469 
Abyssinia (al-f:l.abasha) III. 1 [3], III.2[4] 
accession and recession. See trepidation 
Aden, Gulf of (Barbary Gulf) III. 1[5] 
Adharbayj an 14 
aether (meaning fire) 385,11.1[6]. 

See also bodies, celestial 

Af<;lal aI-Din al-Kiishi 5 

A1!mad ibn al-BuQtari al-Dharrac 502 

air, various levels of 1I.2[5] 

ai'tiUla-ra (postulates) 501 


, Al-Ajrlim wa-'l-abciid. See J:labash 
cAla' al-Din MUQammad, Grand Master 

9, 12 
C Alam aI-Din Qay~ir b. abI al-Qasim C Abd 

al-Ghaniy TacasIf 9n.31 
Alamilt 9, 10, 11-13, 16, 18,21,65 

library 13, 18-19 

al-cAlawI, al-Qiisim 407-408 

Alburz mountains 10 

CAli ibn CJsa al-AstJIrlabi 502 

CAllamI, Abual-Fru;ll 509n.33 

Almagest. See Ptolemy, works. See also 


Tusi, works, Recension ofAlmagest 

almucantars of altitude/depression 1I.3[12] 

altitude, definition of 11.3[17] 

altitude circle 11.3[17] 

amplitude. 


See orrive; occasive 
ancients, the 510, 1I.4[4], II. 10[6] 
Ancient Sciences 5, 8 
Andalusia III. 1 [5] 
angle of divergence II.l2[1] 
angles, definitions of 1.1[3-6] 
anomaly (ikhtilaj), definition of II.6[4] 

anomalous speed 417,418-419 
apex of epicycle 11.5[11], II.7[18] 
apogee orb 1I.5[11] 
apogees, planetary 409 

of eccentric II.5[11]. 
See also under individual planets 

Apollonius 47 

approximation, successive (istiqra') 


IV.5[4] 
Arab calendar (pre-Islamic) 494 
Arabic years 492 
Arabs 11.4[11] 
Aral Sea (Lake Khwiirazm) III.l[5] 
arc, definition of 1.1 [9] 
arc of descent 464n. 
Archimedes 53,55, 511n.42, IV.l[l] 
al-Ardabili, Kamal aI-Din 64 
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Aristotle 17n.8, 38, 42, 53, 58, 385,432, 

501 


comets 384 

fact/reasoned fact 39,386-387 

infinite 43 

metaphysics 15 

Milky Way 411 

qualities 43 

relationship with astronomers 26-27 

simple bodies 43, 45n.20, 381 

unrolling spheres 26, 452 

works 


De caelo 35,39,55,388,11.1[8] 

Metaphysics 26-27 

Physics 39, 42n.7 


armillary sphere 496 

ascendent 393,11.3[17] 

ascending, definition of 11.5[11]; 11.14[1] 

astrologers, ancient 397,494 

astrology 29, 34-35, 39n.17, 397, 463, 


494,111.1[6] 

astronomers 


observational 416,419 

practical 422 

theoretical 422 


a<J1;povoj.tta 34 

astronomy as understood in Islam 34-35, 


47n.5, 59, 88 

atlas orb 11.2[4] 

atomism 476 

Autolycus 53, 378 

Averroes. See Ibn Rushd 

Avicenna. See Ibn Sina 

awii'il sciences 8 

axis, definition of I.1 [12] 

ayniyya (displacing [motion]) 381,410 

azimuth, definition of 1I.3[17] 

azimuth, circle of initial 11.3[14] 


Babylonians 398,464, 508n.32 

Baghdad 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 72, 74, 76, 


78-79,86,502 

Baghdad (~) version of Tadhkira. See 


Tadhkira 

Baltic Sea IIL1[5] 

Bam1 Musa 48h.ll 


AJ:!mad 390n.5 

MuJ:!ammad 


book on ninth sphere 390 


Kitiib f:larakat al-afliik 502, 

. 503-507,509 


parameters 416 

Barani, S. H. 502, 506 

Bar Hebraeus 3nA, 527n.5 

barleycorn II.! [2], IV.1[2] 

al-Battlini 


diameters of luminaries 460 

equation of time 484-485 

parameters 394,396,416,464,469, 


471 

solar apogee, motion of 415 

trepidation 397-398,399,401, 406n.55 

tropical year 493 

Zij 401 


Biiyazid II, Sultan 80 

Beijing, unbuilt observatory 14 

Birjandi, cAbd al-cAli 63,384,392,406, 


418-419,420-421,426, 452, 46On., 

469,491,492,516 


arc of daylight 489-490 

co-ascension 480,481-482 

dawn 486, 488 

eclipse limits 462-463 

Eternal Islands 468 

Green Gulf 466 

Indian circle 496-497 

Jaghmini, dating of 471 

measurement of Earth 510, 511 

motion 381n.2,476 

parallax 458,463 

qibla 497 

sizes and distances 520, 521n.22, 


522n.24, 527 

solar depression 488 

terminology 417,424,465,478,479 

textual revisions 72,73,75, 379, 390 


(ninth orb problem), 395, 412-414, 

422,423,471,478,513 


visibility 464 

works 


commentary on Ulugh-beg's 

Astronomical Tables 63 


Risiilah-i hay 'a (=SharlJ. Mukhta~ar 


ai-hay' a?) 63 

SharlJ. al-Tadhkira 57,59,63 

supercommentary on Qa9izlide's 


commentary on Jaghmini' s 

AI-Mulakhkha~ 63 


..... [ 
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al-Biriini, Abii Ray~an 29,53-54, 55, 
411,415,461,465,467,469,473, 
527-528 

Book on the Astrolabe 512 
calendar 492 
criticism of Ptolemy 40, 49n.17 
defines orb 378 
divine providence 468 
maximum daylight and climes 470 
measure of Earth 37, 502, 503, 

506-508, IV. 1[4] 

meridian line 496-497 

parameters 394,416,477 


. trepidation 397-398,404 
al-Bitriiji, Niir aI-Din 47n.3,452 
bodies 38,1.2[1] 

compound 43,1.2[1] 
external aspects of subject of hay'a 38, 

39,41,375 
nature of bodies subject of De caelo 39, 

46,375 
simple 43,44,1.2[1] 

as subject of astronomy 38,39, 
I.Intr.[2] 

celestial 38,40,43,409,11.5[10]; 
variation in size of II.l[l] 

sublunar (elemental) 38,43; levels of 
11.2[5] 

boundaries, definition of 1.1[1] 
Brethren of Purity. See Ikhwan al-~arn' 
al-Biizjani, Abu al-Warn' 416 

calendar, calculated lunar 491-492 
calendars, listing of 494 
Callippus 26, 29 
Canary Islands. See Eternal Islands 
Canopus 11.4[8] 
Carra de Vaux 81,85 
Caspian Sea (Tabaristan Sea) 111.1[5] 
celestial sphere 11.3[15] 
Chaldeans 397n.18, 398; calendar 494 
China 466 
Chinese and Indian Sea 466 
Chinese month 491 
Chinese Sea 466 
Chingiz Khan 6 
Chioniades, Gregory 58 
chord, definition of 1.1 [9] 
chronology 38,111.10[3] 

circle, definition of 1.1 [8] 
division of 11.3[1] 
great 1.1[11,13,14] 
measure of IV.I[I] 

circles in astronomy 30,51-53,454, 
11.5[10],11.7[28], 

total number of 11.9[18] 
circuit, definition of 1.1[12] 
climes, the seven III. 1 [7] 

listing of latitudes 470,472,111.1[8-9] 
clouds 11.2[5] 
co-ascension, definition of III.7[1] 

for equator 111.7[2] 
for latitude equal to complement of 

obliquity II1.7[5] 
for latitude greater than colatitude of 

obliquity II1.7[6] 
for oblique horizons II1.7[4] 

co-descension III.7[3,4] 
colatitude, definition of 11.3[7] 
cold, intense (zamharfr) (level of) 11.2[5] 
combust way III.l[ 6] 
comets II.! [6], 11.2[5] 
common part, definition of 1.1[4,11] 
complementary bodies 11.5[10] 
concave surface of orb 1.1[15],11.5[10] 
concentric 11.5[5,10] 
cone, definition of 1.1[17,18] 
conjunction, latitudinal 11.14[3] 
constellations, listing of 11.4[9] 

zodiacal ll.3[5] 
convex surface of orb 1.1[15],11.5[10] 
Copernicus 55,57,58,85,430-431 

Commentariolus 431 

De revolutionibus 57 

on Earth's motion 384-385,431,456 

Coptic calendar 494 
cosmography. See hay'a 
cubit II.l[2],IV.l[2] 

black cubit 502 

Hiishimi cubit 508n.32 

Ptolemaic cubit 508n.32 


cupola III.1[7] 

cylinder, definition of 1.1[16,18] 


daily universal motion 11.2[1],11.3[2] 

Dallal, A. 470 

dawn 


dawn/dusk at pole 488, III.6[2] 
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dawn (continued) 

dawn/dusk continuous I1I.9[2] 

false (first dawn) 111.9[1] 

true II1.9[2] 


day 

initial 111.8[7] 

mean 111.8[2,6] 

true I1I.8[6] 

See also nychthemeron 


day-circle, definition of IT.3[2]; 479, 
IIA[7], I1I.1 [10] 

days, stolen / supplementary / epagomenal 
III. 10[3] 

Daylamiin 10 
daylight, amount of 474 
daylight, arc of 474, III. 10[1] 
daylight, equation of 475, I1I.3[2], 

III. 10[1] 
daylight, maximum 111.1[7] 

listing of 470,472, IIU[8-9] 
daytime/night at pole III.6[2] 
declination, circle of II.3[6] 

declination, first II.3[7] 

declination, particular II.3[6] 

declination, second II.3[7] 


declination of sun 474,1II.3[2] 
De elementis et orbibus coelestibus. 

See Mlishli'alHih 
deferent II.5[5,1O] 
degrees, definition of II.3[5] 
Delambre, 1. B. 400 
depressed 11.14[1] 
depression, definition of II.3[17] 

constant depression criterion 464n.l 
solar III.9[2] 

descending, defmition of 11.5[11]; 11.14[1] 
deviation (mayl) 425,449,11.10[4] 
diameters of luminaries, list of 460 
difference in latitude II.12[ 4,6] 
difference in longitude II.12[4,5] 
difficulties (ishkaliit) of ptolemaic theory 

49-50,57,59,67-70,420, 
427-429,448-449, II.7[25], 
11.8[19], II.9[15], II. 10[2,6], 11.11[1] 

digit IV.1 [2] 

digits, absolute and adjusted 11.13[5] 

Diodorus of Alexandria 497 

dirigent. See Mercury 

distance of star from equinoctial II1.3[2] 


divine providence 5.3, 392, III. 1 [6] 

down, definition of II. 1 [7] 

Dreyer, 1. L. E. 57, 85 

Duhem, P. 26n.4, 31, 41, 47nn.5-6, 


401n.35,402nAO 

dusk II1.9[2] 

dynamics, celestial 385,415-416,437, 


440,11.4[6-7] 

Earth 
centrality 43,45, II.1 [4] 
characteristics ILl 3 [2] 
cupola of II.1 [7] 
divisions of IILl [2] 
levels of II.2[5] 
measurement 37,54, II.1[2], IV.l 

Ma'miin's scientists IV.1[2] 
principle of rectilinear inclination 41, 

11.1[6] 
rotation 41,45,58,11.1[6] 
size II. 13[3]; relative to orbs II.l[5] 
sphericity 39,40, II. 1[2], III.1[l] 
standard of measurement IV.l [2], 

IV.2[1] 

surface area IV.1[3] 

travel around III.1[1] 


east-west circle 11.3[14] 
east-west line II1.12[2] 
east/west points 11.3[13] 
eccentric 11.5[2-3,10] 
eclipse 

annular solar 47n.2, 461 
limits, lunar 11.13[5]; solar 11.13[9] 
lunar II. 1[4], 11.13[2-6], III.l[3], 

IV.3[1] 

solar 11.13[7-9] 

See also shadow 


ecliptic equator, motion of 72,427, 
11.4[2-3, 5] 

Tiisi's model for II.11[22] 
ecliptic latitude, local 11.3[16] 
ecliptic meridian circle (circle of local 

ecliptic latitude) 11.3[16] 
ecliptic orb/equator 11.2[4],11.3[3], IIA[7] 
Egypt 5,7,9,18,19,501 
elements. See bodies 
Elements. See Euclid, works. See also 

Tiisi, works, Recension ofElements 
elevated 11.14[1] 
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enclosing (mu~i!a) orb 409,436-437, 
439,455, 520n.16 

epagomenal days III.1O[3] 
epicycle II.5[2,4,6,iO] 
, equivalence to eccentric 11.5[5] 
epochs III.1 0[3] 
equal degrees III.7[l] 
equant 49-51, 68, 69n.12, See also under 

individual planets 
equation of daylight III.3[2] 

equationoftime 37,483--485, III.8[S] 

equator, definition of 1.1[13] 

equator, inner 435--436, 11.5[10] 

equator, terrestrial III. 1 [2] 


beginning of climes III. 1 [7] 
characteristics III.2 

equinoctial orb/circle II.3[2],11.4[7] 
equinoctial, distance from 11.3[6] 
equinox points 11.3[3] 
Eratosthenes 501 
Erythraean Sea 466n.6 
Eternal Islands 465, III.1[7] 
Euclid 53,55,376-377,379,501, 

512-513, IVA[2] 
works 

Elements 13. See also Tus!, works, 
Recension ofElements 

Optics 516 
Eudoxus 

and Ibn al-Haytham 451,452--453 
planetary models 26-27,29,409 

evening endpoint 11.10[5] 

Fakhr aI-Din al-RiizI 6,20, 53, 55 
exegesis on the Qur'lin 389 
on climate of equator III.2[3] 

falak. See orb 

falls of the luminaries III.l [6] 

HirabI, Abu Na~r 34 

Fargham, Elements ofAstronomy 33n.23, 


66n.5, 50Sn.27, 527 
Farld ai-Din Dlimadh 5, 6, 8 
aI-Faris!, Kamal aI-Din 412 

lfqshiya calli dhikr a# al-rujuCwa-'1
istiqiimaji al-Tadhkira 59,61 

Tanqi~ al-Manii?ir 61,383 
aI-Farisi, cVmar b. Da'ud 

Takmil al-Tadhkira 61 
farthest distance II.5[3--4] 

Fa~il,l ai-Din, lfiishiya 61 
Fa!imids. See Ismacilis 
al-Fazliri 399--400, 468 
Pi i~lii~ ~raklit al-nujilm 407 
finitude of universe 42--43 
Firdaws al-~ikma 506 
fire, level of 439,11.2[5],11.7[4]. See also 

aether 
Firiizabiid 64 
fixed stars and orb of 37, II.2[4], 

11.4[7-12] 

diameters IV.7[2] 

distance from Earth IV.7[l,5] 

magnitudes 529, IV.7[3] 

number of orbs of 389 

volumes 529, IV.7[2,3] 


Fortunate (Canary) Islands. See Eternal 
Islands 

Fu~ul-i muqaddas 16 

Geminus 39,3S9,430,432 
generation and corruption, world of 

IV.7[5] 
geographical placebooks (al-masiilik) 

III. I[5] 
geometry corpus 55, I.Intr.[4] 

science ofgeometry IV.2[3], IV.3[3] 
terminology 501 

Gerard of Cremona 407 
al-Ghazali 387n.10 
Ghazan Khan 494 
Ghiyath ai-Din Man~ur 

TaClfqat (annotations on the Tadhkira) 
64 

Ginzel, F. K. 491n.11 
gnomon III.12[1-2] 
Goichon, A.-M. 386n.4 
Goldstein, B. 486,519, 521n.18, 

523nn.27-28, 525nA 
Grant, E. 391 
Greek calendar 494 
Greek words in Arabic 391 
Green Gulf 469,111.1[5] 
Green Sea 466 
Greenwich Observatory 464 

~abash 394, 396n.9, 399--400, 501, 502, 
507 

Kitiib al-ajriim wa-'l-abciid 502,503 
parameters 416 
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l;liijji Khalifa 60, 67 

l;Iamiib 59, 61 

al-Hamdiini 469 

l;Ianbalis 7n.22 

handbooks, practical 37, II.l4[1], III.8[8] 
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al-Murta9a, C Alam al-Huda 4 
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al-Mustan~ir, Imam 10 

al-MustaC~im, Caliph 12 
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al-MuCta9id bi-Alllih, Caliph 494 
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nadir III.4[5] 

NaIlino, C. 401, 466n.6, 501n.5, 502 

Na~ir al-Din Mul}tasham, cAbd al-Ral}im 


b. abi Man~iir 9, lOn.1, 11, 11n.11, 

12, 15, 16,21 
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1.2[2] 


Nayanasukha 57 

al-Nayrizi 376,377,512 

Na:r.m al-Ciqd 407,408 
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Neugebauer, O. 58,85,88, 397-398, 


406n.57, 430, 431, 455n.54, 462, 

483nA,519 
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Nile, the III.l[4] 

Nisabiir, in Khurasau 5,6,9, 11,461 

al-Nisabiiri, Ni?am aI-Din 393,465, 466, 


484,492,509 

Earth's motion 383-385 
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orbs 379,381,421 
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listing of 389 
for obliquity 11.3[4] 
and theory 59,383-385,427,445 

occasive amplitude 474,475, 1II.2[1] 
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orb 


definition of 1.1 [15] 

embedding of orbs 42-43,48,51, 


I1.5[10],IV.5[2,5] 
entails motion 379 
motion of orbs I1.4[6-7] 
orbs, solid (afliik) 30-31,51,11.5[10] 
planetary orbs II.2[3,4] 
total number of orbs 11.9[18] 
used to mean circle 458,11.3[2] 

orb of orbs II.2[ 4] 

orbs, table of 52 
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ortive amplitude 474,475,111.2[1], 


111.3[2] 

Palmyra-Raqqa expedition 502-507 
Pappus 462 

parallax 11.12; definition of 11.12[1] 

parallel, definition of 1.1 [7] 

parasang II.1[2],IV.l[2] 

parecliptic orb 409, 11.6[3] 

Pedersen, O. 88,421, 439n.34 

perigee 11.5[11]; epicyclic I1.7[18] 

Persian calendar 494 

Persian Gulf I1I.1 [5] 

phases 463. See also visibility 

Pingree, D. 29-30,57 

place, proper 1.2[1] 

planet, embedding of 11.5[10] 

planetary motion 11.2[3]; possibility of 
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Plato 409n.66, 427, 430, 432 
point, definition of 1.1 [1] 
Polaris II.4[8] 
pole, definition of 1.1[12] 
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poles of first motion 11.3[2] 
populated quarter 510,111.1[2], 1V.1[3] 
postulates 501 
prayer times 485-486 
precessional motion 404-406, 409, 

11.2[2],11.4[4,7-8], II.7[8]. See also 
trepidation 
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mathematical principles 41,42,53 
metaphysical principles 41,45-46,53 
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mathematics 47,58,431-432, 
433-434; and metaphysics 45-46; 
and observations 45, 47n.2 

nptO'wx-cu. See manshurat 
Proclus 389,430-433, 520 
proof of fact/reasoned fact. See inn!; limmf 
propter quid (oton) See limmf 
Prowe, L. 431 
Ptolemies of Egypt 501 
Ptolemy 55 

astrolabe 509n.35 
climes 471 
criticisms of 17n.8, 32, 40, 41, 42, 45, 

48-51,67-70,383-385,404,406, 
420,11.7[25],11.8[19],11.9[15], 
II. 10[2,6], 11.11[15] 
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Ptolemy (continued) 

Earth size 501 

eclipse limits 461-463 

equation of time 483,485 

fixed stars, sizes/distances of 526-530 

latitudes of cities and climes 470, 506 

latitude theory 52-53,54, 68-69, 405, 


11.10,11.11[14,16] 
lower planets, sizes/distances of IV.5 
maximum daylight 470,472 
moon 

diameter 460, IV.3[1-3] 

distance IV.2[2-4] 

eclipse IV.3[1] 


obliqui~ 394,405,406,469 

optics proof 516 

physical bodies 28, 31 

physical principles 47-48 

planetary models 46-48, II.5[6], 


11.6-11.10 

precession 396, 405, 406 

relation of Almagest and Planetary 


Hypotheses 27-29,520-521 
retrograde motion 413,414 

seasons 478 

sun 


apogee 478, II.6[1] 

diameter 460, IV.3[2], IV.4[l] 

distance from Earth IV.3[4], IV.5[1] 

model II.6[2-3] 

parameters 517, II.6[4], IV.5[1] 


trepidation 397-398 

tropical year 493 

truncated orbs 28,33,40, 51n.20 

upper planets, sizes/distances of IV.6 

visibility 463, 464 

works 


Almagest 13, 24-2S, 27, 32, 37, 38, 

40,47,48,49,51, 53-SS,40S,454, 

I.Intr.[3], II.S[IO]; cosmographical 

proofs 382; latitude theory 42S, 

449-450, II. 10[5]; prosneusis 419 


Geography 465,467,468 

Handy Tables 398 

Al-Madkhal ita al-~iniica al-kuriyya 


398 

Optics 49 

Planetary Hypotheses 27-28, 32-33, 


36,40,47,49,51, 53n.l, 54, 452, 


517; as summary 375; celestial 

dynamics 385, 409 


Planisphaerium 398n.20 

See also Tusi, works, Recension of 

Almagest; models; under individual 
planets 

al-Qabi~i, Shukilkfi "al-Majis{i" 48 

Qa<;lizade al-Rumi 38n.15,62 


commentary on Jaghmini's 

AI-Mulakhkha~ 63, 500n. 


Qa'in 9 

Qiiniln. See Ibn Sina 

al-Qazwini, AJ:!mad b. MaJ:!mild 76 

qibla (direction of Mecca) 20n.25, 34, 37, 


III.12[3-4] 

arc of deviation of the qibla 497 

arc of the qibla bearing 497 

qibla bearing III.12[3 ] 

qibla bearing line 497 

qibla bearing point 497 


Quhistiin 9, 10,11,12,65 

quia (to Ott) See inni 

Qur'an 19,491 

al-Qilsbji, CAli (defense of astronomy) 18 

Qutb aI-Din al-Mi~ri 5-6, 8, 9 


RafitJa 7n.20 
Rajasthana 57 

Rama<;iiin 491 

Raqqa. See Palmyra-Raqqa expedition 
Rawrjat al-Taslim 18n.l5 

al-Razt, Fakhr al-Din 6 

Redhouse, J. W. 487 

Red Sea (Red Gulf) III.l[5] 
reference points for motion 398,399,402, 

403,434,436,441,442,443 
regular order (mustawiya)III.5[1] 
religious endowment. See waqf 
retrograde motion. See motion, retrograde 
reverse order (maCkilsa) III.5[l] 
Rheticus 431 
Richter-Bemburg, L. 407n.61 
Ri<;iawi, MuJ:!ammad Mudarris 

12nn.15-16, ISn.l 
right orb 472 

Rigil Centaurus II.4[8] 
ring of light II.l3[8] 
Risiilah-i MuCiniyya. See Tust, works 
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Risiilah-i sayr wa-suliik. See Tl1si, works 

rising, degree of III.ll [2-3] 

Roberts, V. 85 

Roman calendar 494 

Rosen, E. 378n.3, 431 

Rukn ai-Din Khurshah 9-10,13 

Ruwenzori 465 


~abian calendar. 494 

Sabra, A. I. 17n.8, 20n.25, 382, 439n.31, 


450 

Sachau, E. 397n.18 
al-~afadi, Khalil b. Aybak 18n.l7,56, 

72n.24 
the Wiift and Kutubi's Fawiit 7n.l8 

~aftlJa 496; :;aftlJat al-irtifo,c 504 

~aCid al-Andalusi 397, 402n.4O, 407-408 

Saliba, G. 69n.15, 429n.8, 453n.53 
sarnii' alcru'ya 393 

Al-Sarnii' wa- 'lJiilarn. See Aristotle, De 


caelo 

Samarqand· 59,62,394 
Samarqand observatory 63 

Samarqandi, Mul,lammad b. Mul,lammad 


80 

Samarra 502 

Sanad ibn cAli 503,507,512 

Saturn II.2[4],1I.9 


anomalies II.9[l5] 

circles II.9[17] 

diameter IV.6[7] 

distance 


farthest IV.6[6] 

mean IV.6[7] 

nearest IV.6[6] 


eccentricity II.9[9],IV.6[6] 

epicycle, size of 11.9[13], IV.6[6] 

equant center and orb II.9[9] 

inclined orb 11.9[6] 

irregular Ptolemaic motion (difficulties) 


11.9[15],11.10[6] 

latitude 11.10[1,3,4] 

mean apex 11.9[11] 

mean motion II.9[1O] 

motion of center 11.9[8] 

motions II.9[7-11] 

observations for II.9[ 1] 

orbs II.9[3-5] 

parameters 457 


retrograde motion II.9[12] 
TUsi's model for longitude 11.11 [10]; 


for latitude II.11[19]; differences 

with Ptolemy's model 446-448 


visibility II.14[2] 
volume IV.6[7] 


saving the phenomena 26, 26nA, 427 

schools, religious. See madrasa 

science,structure of a 1.1 [1] 

sea, the III. 1 [4] 

seas, listing ot III. 1 [5] 

seasons III.2[1], IIIA[2,3], lII.1O[3] 

sector 37, II. 14[l] 

sequential, defined for epicycle 420 

setting, degree of II1.11[2-3] 

Sevener (IsmaCnO ShiCites 5n.1 

shadow 


apex, distances from 515-516, IV.3[5] 

Earth's II.l3[3], IV.5[6] 

radius IV.3[1,3] 

shadow circle 11.13[4] 

shadow cone II.13[4], lII.9[1], 


IV.3[3,5] 

al-Shahrast1ini, Taj al-Din 5, 16 


Kitiib al-M~iiraca, his 16n.6 

aI-Shams (son of Mu'ayyad al-Din 


al-cUrQi) 7n.23 

Shihab aI-Din Mul,ltasham 12 

ShiCism 5n.l 


law 6n.17 

Riifi¢a, known as 7n.20 

See also MuCtazilites 


Shiraz 62, 64 

aI-Shirazi, Qutb al-Din 61,88,383, 47On., 


478,488 

diameters of luminaries 460 

Green Gulf 466, 469 

latitude, planetary 450 

lunar visibility 464 

measure of Earth 509-510, 511 

motion of Earth 41,383-385 

ninth orb 389-390 

solar distance and habitation 467 

Tadlikira,his copy of 73, 78, 86, 389 

textual revisions 72-73,75,86,87, 


389-390,422,446,511,515-516 

transits 391 

Tl1si couple and sublunar physics 


432-433 


! . 
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Shirazi (continued) 

Tusi, inservice of 389 

works 


FaCaltafaclii talum 60,73,389-390, 
428 


Nihiiyat al-idriik 56,57,59 

AI-TulJfa al-shiihiyya 56,57,59,64 


aI-Shirazi, ~adr aI-Din 64 

aI-Shirwani, Fatl;J Allah 


SharlJ al-Tadhkira 59, 6~63, 72 

aI-Shushtari, Nilr Allah aI-MarCashi 


lln.12 

Simplicius 39 

Sinan ibn Thabit 404 

Sindhind 407, 469 

sine, definition of I.1 [9] 


law of sines 513,514 
Sinjar Plain, expedition to IV.! [2] 
sizes and distances 29,54,439,500, 

Bk.IV 

approachto 520-521 

listing of 529-530 

order of bodies IV.7[4] 

relative vs. absolute IV.2[1] 


sky, sphericity of II.1[1] 

S~1ii (=Sulu archipelago?) 469 

slant (inlJiriif) 425,449, II.lO[5] 

slanted (lJamii'ili) motion 472, III.3[1] 

slope (wiriib) II.10[5] 

smoke, rising (dukhiin) 11.2 [5] 

solar year, true or conventional IlL! 0[3] 

solid, definition of I.1[l] 

solstitiaI colure II.3[4] 

Sosigenes 47n.2,461 

South China Sea 466 

southern s,ea III.1 [5] 

Spain 407 

Spanish Aristotelians 47,48. See also 


Bitriiji; Ibn Rushd; Maimonides 

speed. See motion 

sphaera recta 472 

sphere, definition of I.1[9]. See also orb 


measure of IV.1[1] 

spinning (ralJawi) motion 472, III.6[1] 

stade 501 

stars, shooting (shuhub) II.2[5] . 

station, planetary II.5[8] 

sun II.6 


anomaly 11.6[4] 

apogee II.6[5], III.6[2]; motion of 48, 

404,409, II.6[1], III.l[6], III.8[7] 

center II.6[5] 
declination IIL3[2] 
diameter 

absolute (true) II.13[3],IV.4[1] 
apparent 460,11.6[1], II.13[8], 

III.1 [6], IV.3[2] 
distance from Earth 467, II.2[4], 

IV.3[4],IV.5[1] 
consistent with VenuslMercury 

placement II.2[4],IV.5[5] 

eccentricity 53n.1 

eclipse. See under eclipse 

mean II.6[5] 

mean distance II.6[5] 

medial orb II.2[4] 

models for II.6[2-3] 

motion of center 11.6[2] 

observations for II.6[1] 

parallax II.12[8] 

"sphere" 525 

true position (taqwim) II.6[5] 

volume IV.4[2] 


Sunnism 5n.1 
surface, definition of I.l[I] 
'surface, plane, definition of 1.1[2]; used to 

establish Tadhkira revisions 73, 

376--377 


al-Suyiiti 20 

Swerdlow, N. 58,431,461, 519n.8, 


521n.18, 527n.5, 528 

Syria 10,19,501,502--503, III.![5] 

Syriac 501 

"Syrian" calendar 494 


(abC, rabica (a I).ature) 380. See also nature 
aI-Taban, Abu JaCfar Mul;mmmad ibn 

416;A1ujTadzij 464 

aI-Taban, cAli ibn Rabban 506 

Tabaristan, Sea of (Caspian Sea) III.1[5] 

Tabrizi, cAbd aI-K1ifi 78-79 

aI-Tabrizi, Tiij aI-Din, Kitiib al-Nuzha 


al-CAlii'iyya 56 

Tadhkira 


Baghdad (~) version 15,71-75,86-88, 
377,379-380,395,412--414,422, 
437,438,440-441,446,486, 
487-488,490,510,516 
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Tadhkira (continued) 

Baghdad (/3) version called al-i~lalJ 


al-jadid 86; called al-nuskha 

al-jadida 395 


commentaries on 58-64, 88 

concordance of manuscripts 82-85 

dating of 65-75,395-396,429 

establishment of text 85-88,376-377, 


422,411 

genre of (hay'a basifa) 33-41,376; 


specific features 36-41: four-part 

structure 36; lacKs geometrical 

proofs 36-37,11.5[10], IV.1[4]; 

nonspecialist summary 37-38,495, 

499,1104[12]; simple bodies as 

subject 38; external aspects only 

38-41 


glosses due to Tiisi 74 

influence of 55-58,384--385 

list of manuscripts 76-81 

Maragha (a) version 70-71,72,86-88, 


377,379-380,395-396,412-414, 

422,437-438,439,440-441,486, 

487-488,511; called al-nuskha 

al-qadima 395 


meaning of 24, 375 

planetary models in 12,51-53,55"':56, 


57. See also models and under 

individual planets 


Ptolemy's Planetary Hypotheses 

27-29,36 


purpose as summary ofAlmagest 24, 

426, I.Intr.[3] 


relationship with Aristotle's 

Metaphysics 27 


relationship with Ibn al-Haytham's 

Hay'atal-calam 30-33,36 


relationship with MuCiniyya and its lJall 

22,65-66,67-70, 428no4, 429, 434, 

450,451,453-454,508-509,510, 

511 


relationship with Ptolemy's Planetary 

Hypotheses 27-29 


revisions from Maragha to Baghdad 
74--75 


sources 53-55 

strange matters II.l[7],1I.9[14], 


III.1[l], III.5[7], IV.6[3] 

tradition of 


ancient 25-29 

Islamic 29-33 

as emphasizing physical component 


25,27,28-29,56 

as summary 24--25, 28, 56, 88, 


LPref.[2], I.Intr.[3] 

as coherent account 25,27,29,500 


See also Tiisi (criticism of Ptolemy, 
physical principles, planetary 
theory); hay'a . 

al-Tahanawi, Mul)amroad Acta 35,39,46, 
56,375 


taksir (area) IV.1[I] 

talismans, practitioners of II.4[4] 

Talmud 501 

Tannery, P. 85 

taqiyya (dissimulation) 18-19 

taqwim (longitude/true position) II.3[8] 

tarkib al-a flak (arrangement of the orbs) 


34,36 
Ta~awwurat. See Rawt;lat al-Taslim 

tashabbuth (attachment) 410 

Tashkubrizade, Al)mad b. MuHafii 35,56 

testing (iCtibar) 383,488 

Thabit ibn Qurra 48n.11, 394, 401n.39, 


404, 408, 508n.27 

Fi sanat ai-shams (On the Solar Year) 


by ps.-Thiibit 48,415 

On the Motion of the Eighth Sphere by 


ps.-Thabit 400-403,405-408,450, 

451 


Planetary Hypotheses 27n.7 

Thackston, W. 66 

Theodosius 53, 377-378 

Theon of Alexandria, Small Commentary 


to the Handy Tables 397-398, 

399-400,406n.55 


thunder II.2[5] 

time measured by motion 11.3[2] 

time, rising without 476, III.7[5] 

Timur 62 

Toledan Tables 407-408 

Toomer, G. 88,419,424,465,513,514 

transit, degree of 391, III. 11 [1] 

transits 391 

traveling scholars 9 

trepidation 54,394,427,450,451, 


IIo4[4--5]; Tiisi's model II. 11[22] 

trial and error 488 


http:399-400,406n.55
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TUm, MUQammad Riga 81 

Turkish calendar 494 

Tus 3n.2, 10, 11 

Tusi cquple 57, 58, 450 


curvilinear version 52,69,70,406, 

448-449,453, II.11[18-19]; history 

of 453-454 


rectilinear version 52, 65,70, 

II.ll[2-4]; history of 427-433, 

453-454; proof of 434-435 


al-TUsi, Na~ir aI-Din 3ff 

astrology 468 

biography 3-20 

chronology of life 23 


Alamilt, period in 11-13,21 

Quhistlin, period in 9-12,21 

Maragha,periodin 13-15,21-22 

death in Baghdad 15, 72, 86 


criticism of Ptolemy 41,42,45,48-51, 

383-385,420, II.7[25], II.8[19], 

II.9[15], I1.10[2,6], II.1l[15] 


education 4-9 

early family education in TUs 4-5 

later education beyond TUs 5-8, 9 

study of astronomy and mathematics 


5,7; study of medicine and 

philosophy 6, 16 


teaching certification in ShlCite law 6 

travel for study to Iraq 6-8,9, 11 


Hellenism 4,8, 15, 16, 17,20 

Ismacllis, relationship with 9-13, 


15-19,22 

Maragha observatory, directorship of 


14,445 

Mongols, relationship with 13-15, 18 

obliquity 394 

physical principles 41-46,434, I1.5[l0] 

planetary theory 12,17,21,51-53,406; 


as reform 439. See also under 

Tadhkira; models; and under 

individual planets 


religious beliefs 15-20 

science and religion 17-18,20,468 

works 20-22 


Akhliiq-i Nii~iri (Nii~irean Ethics) 
10-11, lOn.l, 12, 16, 18n.14, 21 


Asiis al-iqtibiis 12, 21,22,70 

l;Iall mushkiliit "al-Ishiiriit" 12,21, 


380 


l;Iall-i mushkiliit-i MuCiniyya 12, 17, 

18n.14, 21, 33, 37n.13, 54, 65, 66, 

67,69-70, 429n.8, 450,451, 

453-454 


llkhiiniZij 10,14,394,396,498 

Ma~iiric al-m~iiric 16n.6 

Recension (Tal;rir) of Almagest 13, 


21,70-71,414,453-454 

Recension (Ta/;lrir) of Elements 13, 


21,377; ps.-TUsi's 400n.34 

Recension (Tal;rir) of "Middle' 


Books" 13n.18, 21, 78 

Recension (Tal;rfr) of Spherics of 


Menelaus 13 

Risiilah-iMuCiniyya IOn.1,18n.14, 


21,33,36, 37n.13, 65-66,67-70, 

72, 428n.4, 429, 434, 453, 471, 508, 

509,510,511 


Risldah-i sayr wa-sulUk 10, 12, 15 

Tadhkira. See separate listing 

Tajrfd al-Caqii'id 19,21 

Tajrfd al-man{iq 22, 70 

Zubdah-i hay 'a 56, 66n.5, 67,70 

Zubdat al-idriikfi ai-hay 'a 22,56, 


65,66-67 

al-TUsi, Na~ir al-Din cAbdallah b. I;Iamza 


(father's maternal uncle) 5, 16 

al-TUsi, Wajih aI-Din MUQammad b. 


al-I;Iasan (father) 4, 16 

Twelver (Imami) ShiCites 5n.1 

twist (iltiwii ') II.10[5] 


al-CUbaydi, Fagl Allah 61-62,71,412, 

446,510 


Ujjain 469 

Ulugh-beg 394; Astronomical Tables 63, 

up, definition of I1.1 [7] 

upper planets. See Mars; Jupiter; Saturn 

al-CUn;!!. Mu'ayyad aI-Din 7n.23, 14,56, 


429, 52On.14, 521, 527 


vapors (bukhiir) 392, II.l[l] 

Varangians 466 

Vatican Gr. MS 211 58 

Venus 11.2[4], II.9 


anomalies 11.9[15] 

circles 11.9[17] 

diameter IV.5[7] 

distance (see next page) 


http:IOn.1,18n.14
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Venus (continued) 
farthest distance IV.5[3] 
mean distance IV.5[7] 
nearest distance IV.5[3,6] 

eccentricity II.9[9],IV.5[3] 

epicycle, size of II.9[13-14],IV.5[3] 

equant center and orb 11.9[9] 

inclined orb 11.9[6] 

irregular Ptolemaic motion (difficulties) 


II.9[15], II.10[2,6] 
latitude II.1O[1'-5] 
mean apex II.9[11] 
mean motion II.9[10] 
motion of center II.9[8] 
motions II.9[7-11] 
observations for II.9[ 1] 
orbs II.9[3-5]; thickness IV.5[6] 
parameters 457 
retrograde motion II.9[12] 
transits of sun 391 
Tusi's model for longitude 11.11[10]; 

for latitude III 1 [19-20]; 
differences with Ptolemy's model 
446-448 

visibility Ill4[2] 
volume IV.5[7] 

vernal equinox, convention of 11.3[8] 
versed sine, definition of 1.1 [9] 
Veselovsky, I. N. 430-431 
visibility/invisibility 11.14[2] 
vision, theory of 459 
void 42,434,1.2[1], IV.5[2] 

wa4ciyya (in place [motion]) 381,410 

waqf(religious endowment) 9, 14 

Warank, Sea of (Baltic Sea) III.1[5] 

water, sphericity of II.1[3]; level of 


11.2[5]; bodies of 111.1[5] 
water-wheel (diUabi) motion 472,111.2[1] 
winding (iltifof) 11.10[5] 
wolfs tail 487 
Wright, L. 26 
Wright, R. R. 465. 

Ya1}.yii ibn Abi M~iir 399-400 
YaCqub ibn Tariq, Tarktb al-ajlak 29 
Yavanas 57 
year III. 10[3 ] 

conventional years, listing of 494 
tropical years, listing of 493 
variable length of 404, 406n.57 

Zanzibar (al-Zanj) 111.1[3],111.2[4] 

al-Zarqiillu 402n.40, 406-407, 415 

Zayd b. cAli 7n.20 

zenith 11.3[12] 

z'ij (astronomical handbook) 15, 34,35, 


394,463,484-485,492,11.6[4], 
IllO[3] 

Al-Zij al-jamiC 498 
Al-Z'ij al-mumtal}an 394, 396n.9, 400n.29 
al-Zinjiini, CJzz aI-Din 71, 375 . 
zodiacal light 487 
zodiacal signs 390, 11.3[5,9] 

orb of middle of II.3[9] 
zone (qitCa) 511 
Zysow, A. 6n.17 

B. Parameter Index 

Ordering is by increasing numerical value. Neugebauer's sexagesimal notation 
has been adopted whereby 3;06° is 3 degrees, 6 minutes. Parameters in the 
tables and charts on pages 425, 448, 457, 460, 470, 472, 493, 508, 513, 528, and 
529 have not been duplicated below. 

1 : 153 IV.5[8] lis of 1/7 11.1[2], IV. 1 [5] 
1 °/100 yrs. 11.4[4] 0;02° . 11.9[8] 
8°/640 yrs. 11.4[4] 0;03° 11.7[8],11.12[8] 
l°nO yrs. 11.4[4] 11: 200 IV.5[4] 
1 °/66 yrs. 11.4[4] 1 : 181;6 IV.5[7] 
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1 : 18 IV.5[4] 7h stades 501 

0;05° II.9[8] 8° II.14[2] 

1 : 101/6 	 IY.5[8] 8;54° 464 

1:7 520,IV.6[1] 9;30° 464 

1/10 + (112 of 1/10) N.5[3] (9 + 1/3 + 1/5) IV.6[5] 

1/6° II.10[1] 10° II.14[2] 

1;6 + (1/6 of 1/10) IV.1[3] 10;19 parts 11.7[18] 

11° 	 II.14[2]0;16112 solar diam. IV.7[2] 
11.7[9], 443 0;18113 e.d. 526 11;09° 

11.7[11]281;2: 91 1;2 521 11;12° 

1/5 + 1/6 IV.5[4] 11 1/2° 11.14[2] 

111/2 parts . 1I.9[13],IV.6[4]34: 88 519 
11.13[5]0;27112 e.d. 525 12° 

11.9[8] 12;11° 11.7[11]0;31° 
0;37° 11.9[11] 13;4° 11.7[13] 

13;11° 11.7[11]0;40213° IV.3[1] 


(1/2 + 1/4)° II. 10[1] 131/2° 469 


0;481/2° IV.3[1] 14 IV.6[7] 


0;59° II.7[U],443 141/2 parts IV.6[1] 


1° 11.10[1] 15;34° 462 


1;07° IV.2[2] (15 + 1/3 + Y4) parts IV.5[3] 


11;4 parts 	 IV.5[3] 161/2 IV.7[2] 

IV.6[6] 18° 11.13[9]; III.9[2] 12/5 

11/2° II.10[1] 18'Yslunar diam. IV.4[l] 


III.12[3] . 

1+1/4+ 11s+ 1/6 N.6[4] 222/9 parasangs IV.l[2] 
37: 23 	 525. 21213° 

2;04,45 parts 416 22;15 parts 519 

2;05 parts 11.6[4],416 221/2 parts II.8[13],IV.5[4] 

2;30 parts 11.6[4], 519 23;30° 394 

21;2° 11.10[1] 23;30,17° 394 

2% II.13[5],IV.3[1] 23;31° 394 

2%° 11.7[17] (23 + 1/2 + W2 of 1/10»° 11.4[1] 
394,4052% parts II.9[9] 23;33° 

(2 + 1;2 + 1;4) parts IV.6[4] 23;33,30° 394 

3 parts IV.5[4] 23;34° 394 

3;06° II.8[13] (23 + 1/3 + li4t II.4[I] 

31/7 IV.1[l] 23;35° 394 
394,40532/5 lunar diam. IV.4[l] 23;51,20° 


(3 + 1;4 + 1/6) parts 11.9[9], N.6[6] 24° II.4[l] 


(3 + 113 + 1;4)° III.5[4] 24;23° 11.7[10],443 


4° 404 241/2° 11.6[4] 


41/6 IV.6[2] 27° 11.8[1] 


W12 + 1;20) e.d. 526n. 281/2 parts 	 520-521 

5° 1I.7[4],II.l4[2] 29;31,50,8,20 days 492n. 

51;4 parts· 11.7[16] 33;04 parts IV.5[4] 

6 parts 11.8[14],11.9[9], IV.6[1] 33;33 e.r. 439 

61/2 parts 1I.9[13],IV.6[6] 34° 506 

7° 11.13[9] 35~0 504 

7;26° 463 35;20° 506 
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(39 + (1;2 of 1;6))° 
391;2 parts 
(39 + 112 + ~) parts 
(39 + ~ + 1;3) parts 
40° 
40lfs° 
(40 + 1/.t + 116) parts 
431/6 parts 
(43 + 1;3 + 1/4)" 
(45 + 1;2 + 1/4) parts 
(46 + 1/4 + 1/6)" 
47° 
49;41 parts 
49;48° 
(50 + (1/2 of %)) parts 
50ll/12° 
55;34 parts 
56 miles 
561/.t miles 
562/3 miles 
57 miles 
(66 + 1/4 + 1/6)° 
662/3 miles 
671;6° 
671/2 miles 
(69 + 2/3 + 1/.t) parts 
70° 
74~ parts 
771/6° 
821/4 e.v. 
(86 + 1/4 + 1/6)° 
90 miles 
911/2 parts 
94;36 myriad stades 
(104 + 1;4 + 1/6) parts 
105V2parts 
110° 
119 e.r. 
140° 
(169 + (1J2 of V7)) e.v. 
(169 + 1/2 + 1/7)e.v. 
170e.v. 

Parameter Index 

IV.2[2] 
1I.9[13],IV.6[1] 

IV.2[3] 
513 

11.10[3] 
IV.2[2] 

IV.2[4] 
1I.9[13], IV.5[3] 

111.5[2] 
IV.6[4] 
III.5[2] 
II.9[1] 
512n.l ' 

512 
IV.6[6] 

512 
518 

502, 508n.27 
502n.l1 

508 
503 

IV.1[3] 
501,504 
III.12[3] 

506 
IV.6[6] 
11.10[3] 
IV.6[4] 

III.12[3] 
IV.6[5] 
III.5[4] 

504 
IV.5[4] 

530 
IV.5[3] 
IV.6[1] 
11.10[3] 
IV.5[8] 
II. 10[3] 

517 
517 
530 

177;33 e.r. 520n. 
(203 + 1/2 + 1;3) e.r. IV.3[5],IV.5[6] 

348 e.r. N.5[6] 
667 e.r. IV.5[7] 
986 e.r. IV.5[6] 
1079 e.r. 530 
1190 e.r. 520 
121Oe.r. IV.3[4] 
1273 parasangs IV. 1[2] 
1380 e.r. 521 
1476 parasangs IV.1[3] 
2520 e.r. IV.6[3] 
25451;3 parasangs 510 
2545 {V2} parasangs N.l[2] 
4000 black cubits 502 
4000 parasangs N.1[3] 
5040e.r. IV.6[2] 
6644e/3} lunar volumes IVA[2] 
7560e.r. IV.6[3] 
7636 miles 510 
8000 parasangs IV.1[2] 
11,504 e.r. 525 
11,540 e.r. IV.6[5] 
14,189 e.r. 525n. 
17,026 e.r. 526 
17,111 e.r. N.6[7] 
20,OOOe.r. 530 
24,000 miles 501 
41,436 parasangs IV.7[5] 
42,709 parasangs IV.7[5] 
180,000 stades 501 
252,000 stades 501 
3,756,231 1/2 sq. parasangs 511 
3,756,420 sq. parasangs IV.1[3] 
3,756,912 sq. parasangs 511 
3,765,420 sq. parasangs IV.1[3] 
4,665,7121/30 sq. parasangs 511 
20,360,000 sq. parasangs IV.l[3] 
20,362,6662/3 sq. parasangs 510 
25,412,899 parasangs IV.7[5] 
33,812,208 sq. miles 511 
183,264,000 sq. miles 510 
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